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Preface 

Endotoxin, a bacterial pyrogen also known as lipopolysaccharide, is an integral component of 
the Gram-negative bacterial cell membrane. Endotoxin directly interacts with host 
monocytoid cells to induce the release of a variety of proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., 
interleukin [IL]-1β, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor-α). In addition to an initial febrile reaction, 
excessive release of these cytokines during Gram-negative bacterial sepsis can lead to 
multiple organ failure and death. For this reason, it is critical that parenteral pharmaceuticals, 
fluids for injection, medical devices, and human biological products be properly and 
accurately evaluated for the presence of endotoxin prior to their clinical or veterinary use. 
The original pyrogen test, the rabbit pyrogen test (RPT), was developed in 1941 to limit to an 
acceptable level the risks of febrile reaction in the patient following administration of, or 
contact with, the product of concern. While the RPT continues to serve this purpose well, an 
endotoxin test using a hemolymph extract (i.e., "blood") from the horseshoe crab (i.e., the 
bacterial endotoxin test [BET]) was developed in the early 1970's as an in vitro alternative to 
the RPT for the detection of Gram-negative endotoxin. In 1980, the United States (U.S.) 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published guidelines for use of the BET as an end-
product test for human and animal drug products. The U.S., European, and Japanese 
Pharmacopeias currently recognize both test methods for pyrogen testing (i.e., RPT and 
BET). The BET is recognized for its sensitivity to the presence of endotoxins from 
Gram-negative bacteria, but it also has some limitations, including its inability to respond to 
non-endotoxin pyrogens, as well as its susceptibility to interference from certain types of 
materials (e.g., products with high protein and lipid levels, glucans). In contrast, the RPT is 
capable of detecting both endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens. 

More recent efforts have focused on the development of in vitro test systems that might 
achieve or exceed the sensitivity of the BET and the RPT. Test systems based on the 
activation of human monocytes in vitro have been developed that take advantage of the role 
of these cells in the fever response. The European Centre for the Validation of Alternative 
Methods (ECVAM), a unit of the Institute for Health and Consumer Protection at the 
European Commission’s Joint Research Centre, conducted a validation study to 
independently evaluate the usefulness of six in vitro pyrogen test methods. The study was 
financed by the European Commission within the 5th Framework Programme of Directorate 
General Research and was recently published (Hoffmann et al. 2005a). Since two tests based 
on the acute monocyte leukemia cell line THP-1 did not meet the validation criteria, they are 
not included in the peer review. In 2004, the University of Konstanz (Germany) carried out 
catch-up validation studies of two tests using Cryopreserved whole blood (Cryo WB/IL-1β) 
or blood cells (cryopreserved or fresh peripheral blood mononuclear cells [PBMC]/IL-6), the 
results of which were recently published (Schindler et al. 2006). 

Based on these studies, in June 2005, ECVAM submitted background review documents 
(BRDs) for five of these test methods, which were proposed as replacements for the RPT, to 
the Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods 
(ICCVAM). The five test methods are: 

• The Human Whole Blood (WB)/IL-1β In Vitro Pyrogen Test 
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• The Human WB/IL-1β In Vitro Pyrogen Test: Application of Cryo Human 
WB 

• The Human WB/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

• The Human PBMC/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

• The Monocytoid Cell Line Mono Mac 6/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

For simplicity, the submitted studies are referred to collectively as the ECVAM validation 
study in this document. 

ICCVAM, which is charged with coordinating the technical evaluations of new, revised, and 
alternative test methods with regulatory applicability (ICCVAM Authorization Act of 2000, 
[42 U.S. Code 285l-3, available at 
http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/docs/about_docs/PL106545.htm]), unanimously agreed that the 
five submitted in vitro test methods should have a high priority for evaluation. An ICCVAM 
Pyrogenicity Working Group (PWG) was established to work with the National Toxicology 
Program Interagency Center for the Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological Methods 
(NICEATM) to carry out these evaluations. The PWG consists of knowledgeable scientists 
from ICCVAM member agencies. The PWG functions included reviewing draft test method 
BRDs, recommending proposed performance standards, identifying and recommending 
scientists for independent peer review panels, preparing questions for expert or peer review 
Panels, developing ICCVAM draft test method recommendations regarding the usefulness 
and applicability of the alternative test methods for regulatory testing, and recommending 
necessary future validation studies. ICCVAM and NICEATM also collaborate closely with 
ECVAM. Accordingly, an ECVAM liaison was designated for the ICCVAM PWG to 
provide additional clarification and information during the evaluation and review process. 

NICEATM, which administers the ICCVAM and provides scientific support for ICCVAM 
activities, subsequently prepared a comprehensive draft BRD containing all of the 
information and data from the validation studies for each of the five in vitro test methods. A 
request for any other data and information on these test methods was made through a 2005 
Federal Register (FR) request (Vol. 70, No. 241, pp. 74833-74834, December 16, 2005; 
available at http://ntp-apps.niehs.nih.gov/iccvampb/searchFR.cfm), through the ICCVAM 
electronic mailing list, and through direct requests to over 100 interested stakeholders. No 
additional data or information was submitted in response to this request. 

The draft BRD was made publicly available on the NICEATM-ICCVAM website 
(http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov). Comments from the public and scientific community were 
welcomed and were provided to the Panel and made available on the NICEATM-ICCVAM 
website (see FR notice [Vol. 71, No. 238, pp. 74533-74534, December 12, 2006], available at 
http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov). 

The independent review of the usefulness and limitations of the five test methods took place 
in a public meeting of the independent peer review panel (Panel) on February 6, 2007 at the 
National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. The Panel considered the information 
and data available in the draft BRD. The Panel’s independent peer review report was then 
made available for public comment on the NICEATM-ICCVAM website (see FR notice 
[Vol. 72, No. 89, pp. 26395-26396, May 9, 2007], available at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov). 
Following the Panel meeting, ICCVAM and the PWG considered the Panel’s report and 
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public comments, and prepared this final BRD. ICCVAM and the PWG also considered the 
Panel’s report, comments from the public and from the Scientific Advisory Committee on 
Alternative Toxicological Methods, and information in this BRD, and prepared final test 
method recommendations that will be provided to U.S. Federal agencies and made available 
to the public. These final recommendations are included in the ICCVAM Test Method 
Evaluation Report, which is available at 
http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/methods/pyrogen/pyrogen.htm, in accordance with the ICCVAM 
Authorization Act of 2000. 

We acknowledge the ECVAM scientists who participated in the management of the 
validation studies and who prepared the ECVAM BRDs. We especially acknowledge Dr. 
Marlies Halder, ECVAM Liason to the PWG, for valuable information and comments 
throughout the review process. The efforts of many individuals who contributed to the 
preparation of the ICCVAM BRD are also gratefully acknowledged. These include Drs. 
David Allen and Elizabeth Lipscomb, Bradley Blackard, Catherine Sprankle, James Truax, 
and Doug Winters of Integrated Laboratory Systems, Inc., the NICEATM support contractor, 
as well as the members of the ICCVAM PWG and ICCVAM representatives who 
subsequently reviewed and provided comments throughout the process leading to this final 
version. We also want to thank Dr. Raymond Tice, Deputy Director of NICEATM, for his 
coordination efforts for this project. Finally, we want to recognize the excellent leadership of 
the PWG Chair, Dr. Richard McFarland, FDA. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Background Review Document (BRD), prepared by the Interagency Coordinating 
Committee for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM), provides a comprehensive 
description and analyses of the data and information supporting the validity of five in vitro 
pyrogen test methods. This BRD includes data from previously conducted validation studies 
and from previously published and unpublished data. The test methods are: 

• The Human Whole Blood (WB)/Interleukin (IL)-1β In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

• The Human WB/IL-1β In Vitro Pyrogen Test: Application of Cryopreserved 
(Cryo) Human WB 

• The Human WB/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

• The Human Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cell (PBMC)/IL-6 In Vitro 
Pyrogen Test 

• The Monocytoid Cell Line Mono Mac 6 (MM6)/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

The validation studies evaluated the test methods for their ability to detect the presence of 
Gram-negative endotoxin that had been spiked into a range of injectable pharmaceuticals. 
This ICCVAM BRD provides information and data that support the current validation status 
of the in vitro pyrogen test methods. It discusses what is known about their relevance1 and 
reliability2, the types of substances tested, and the standardized test method protocols used to 
generate data for each test method. 

Information in this ICCVAM BRD is based on data from five individual BRDs submitted by 
the European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ECVAM), a unit of the 
Institute for Health and Consumer Protection at the European Commission's Joint Research 
Centre (see Appendix A), to the National Toxicology Program Interagency Center for the 
Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological Methods. The ECVAM BRDs were prepared 
according to the ICCVAM submission guidelines (ICCVAM 2003). The ECVAM BRDs will 
also help agencies to assess whether the proposed test methods are acceptable for regulatory 
applications. Each ECVAM BRD summarizes the validation studies conducted for an 
individual in vitro pyrogen test method. This ICCVAM BRD compares and contrasts the 
performance of these five test methods. 

This ICCVAM BRD also summarizes information from published studies and additional 
unpublished data provided by ECVAM. Section 9.0 of this document discusses in vitro 
pyrogen test method studies that could not be included in the performance analyses because 
appropriate study details, test method results, or in vivo rabbit pyrogen test (RPT) reference 
data were not available. An online literature search for additional data on the proposed in 
vitro pyrogen test methods identified nineteen studies that contained relevant data. ECVAM 
also provided additional unpublished data in response to a request for additional information 
related to the validation studies (Appendices B and C). 

                                                
1Relevance is the extent to which a test method correctly predicts or measures an effect, and includes the 
“accuracy” or “concordance” of the method. 
2Reliability is a measure of how well a test method can be reproduced at different times and in different 
laboratories. It is assessed by calculating reproducibility both within and among laboratories and repeatability 
within laboratories. 
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An independent peer review panel (Panel) assessed the ICCVAM BRD for completeness and 
any errors or omissions. The Panel also evaluated the validation status of the proposed test 
methods in the ICCVAM BRD. 

The in vitro pyrogen test methods discussed in this BRD measure release of the pro-
inflammatory cytokines IL-1β or IL-6 in response to exposure to Gram-negative endotoxin. 
The test methods use monocytoid cells contained in WB, isolated PBMCs, or the MM6 cell 
line. No data were provided from the validation studies supporting the usefulness of these 
test methods for pyrogens other than endotoxins. 

ICCVAM surveyed regulatory agencies in the United States (U.S.) to determine whether any 
of the proposed in vitro test methods have been considered for regulatory use where 
submission of test data is required. Regulatory practice in the U.S. and in the European 
Union is to accept pyrogen test method data for a specific product after the test method has 
been validated for that specific product. The ECVAM BRDs note that the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration has accepted data from the PBMC test developed by Novartis and 
Baxter Healthcare. In this instance, the PBMC test results were used in conjunction with RPT 
and Bacterial Endotoxin Test data to support the safety testing of a single specific drug 
product (New Drug Application Number 16-267/S-037). 

The predominant difference between the in vitro pyrogen test methods is the type of cells 
used. The following basic steps are consistent among all methods: 

• Interference testing is performed to verify that a test substance does not 
interfere with either the cell system used or with the specific cytokine-specific 
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). 

• The test substance is mixed with a suspension of human-derived blood cells. 

• The concentration of of the specific proinflammatory cytokine (e.g., IL-1β, 
IL-6) is measured using an ELISA, and is compared to the response curve of 
an endotoxin standard. 

• An internationally accepted endotoxin standard (World Health 
Organization-lipopolysaccharide [WHO-LPS] 94/580 Escherichia coli [E. 
coli] O113:H10:K-), or an endotoxin standard that has been calibrated against 
this standard, is used to generate the standard response curve for the assay. 
The endotoxin activity of a test substance is calculated by comparing the 
induced cytokine release with that induced by the endotoxin standard. 

• A product "passes" (i.e., is considered negative for endotoxin pyrogen 
activity) if the cytokine response to the test substance is less than that induced 
by 0.5 endotoxin units/mL (EU/mL). 

The ability of the in vitro pyrogen test methods to correctly identify the presence of 
Gram-negative endotoxin was evaluated using 10 parenteral pharmaceuticals spiked with 
endotoxin (WHO-LPS 94/580 E. coli O113:H10:K-). Each drug, spiked with four 
concentrations of endotoxin, was tested once in three different laboratories. As indicated in 
Table 1, analysis of the five in vitro test methods indicated that accuracy among the test 
methods ranged from 81% to 93%, sensitivity ranged from 89% to 99%, specificity ranged 
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from 89% to 99%, specificity ranged from 81% to 97%, false negative rates3 ranged from 1% 
to 27%, and false positive rates4 ranged from 3% to 23%. 

Table 1 Accuracy of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods1 

Test 
Method 

Accuracy2 Sensitivity3 Specificity4 
False Negative 

Rate5 
False Positive 

Rate6 
Cryo 

WB/IL-1β 
92%  

(110/120) 
97% 

(75/77) 
81%  

(35/43) 
3%  

(2/77) 
19% 

(8/43) 

MM6/IL-6 
93%  

(138/148) 
96%  

(85/89) 
90%  

(53/59) 
5%  

(4/89) 
10%  

(6/59) 
PBMC/IL-

6 
93%  

(140/150) 
92% 

(83/90) 
95%  

(57/60) 
8% 

(7/90) 
5% 

(3/60) 
PBMC/IL-
6 (Cryo)7 

87% 
(130/150) 

93% 
(84/90) 

77% 
(46/60) 

7% 
(6/90) 

23% 
(14/60) 

WB/IL-6 
92%  

(136/148) 
89%  

(79/89) 
97%  

(57/59) 
11%  

(10/89) 
3%  

(2/59) 
WB/IL-1β 

(Tube) 
81%  

(119/147) 
73%  

(64/88) 
93%  

(55/59) 
27%  

(24/88) 
7%  

(4/59) 
WB/IL-1β 
(96-well 
plate)8 

93%  
(129/139) 

99%  
(83/84) 

84%  
(46/55) 

1%  
(1/84) 

16%  
(9/55) 

Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; EU/mL = Endotoxin units per milliliter; IL = Interleukin; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; 
PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; WB = Whole blood 
1Data shown as a percentage (number of correct runs/total number of runs), based on results of 10 parenteral drugs tested in 
each of three different laboratories. Samples of each drug were tested with or without being spiked with a Gram-negative 
endotoxin standard (0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 EU/mL, with 0.5 EU/mL tested in duplicate). 
2Accuracy = the proportion of correct outcomes (positive and negative) of a test method. 
3Sensitivity = the proportion of all positive substances that are classified as positive. 
4Specificity = the proportion of all negative substances that are classified as negative. 
5False negative rate = the proportion of all positive substances that are falsely identified as negative. 
6False positive rate = the proportion of all negative substances that are falsely identified as positive. 
7A modification of the PBMC/IL-6 test method that uses Cryo PBMCs. 
8A modification of the WB/IL-1β test method that uses 96-well plates instead of tubes for the test substance incubation. 
 

The RPT and in vitro pyrogen test results can be compared if the same substance is tested 
using both the in vivo RPT and in vitro methods (i.e., parallel testing data). However, because 
no RPT data were generated with the same test samples used in the in vitro test methods, the 
accuracy of the in vitro test results could not be compared directly with that of the RPT. 

The limitations of these five in vitro test methods have not been fully evaluated. For this 
reason, product-specific validation will be necessary to establish if a particular test substance 
or material is appropriate for evaluation using these in vitro test methods. One identified 
limitation of the in vitro test methods is the lack of data to determine their responses to, and 
suitability for, pyrogens other than endotoxins that are currently detected by the RPT. 
However, a potential advantage of these in vitro test methods is that they are derived from 

                                                
3False negative rates reflect a failure of the in vitro test method(s) to identify Gram-negative endotoxin spiked 
into a test substance at the threshold concentration (0.5 EU/mL) established based on historical data from the 
RPT. 
4False positive rates reflect that the in vitro test method(s) identified the presence of Gram-negative endotoxin 
when it was not present. 
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human tissues, which avoids potential uncertainty associated with cross-species 
extrapolation. 

Repeatability within individual laboratories was determined for each in vitro test method, 
using saline and various endotoxin spikes (0.06 to 0.5 EU/mL) to evaluate the closeness of 
agreement among optical density (OD) readings for cytokine measurements at each 
concentration. Up to 20 replicates per concentration were tested, and results indicated that 
variability in OD measurements increased with increasing endotoxin concentration. 
However, the variability was low enough that the threshold for pyrogenicity could still be 
detected (i.e., the 0.5 EU/mL spike concentration could still be distinguished from the lower 
concentrations). 

Reproducibility within individual laboratories was evaluated using three marketed 
pharmaceuticals spiked with various concentrations of endotoxin. Three identical, 
independent runs were conducted in each of the three testing laboratories, with the exception 
of the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method5. The correlations (expressed as percentage of agreement) 
between pairs of the independent runs (i.e., run 1 vs. run 2; run 1 vs. run 3; run 2 vs. run 3) 
were determined, and the mean of these three values was calculated. Agreement between two 
runs within a single laboratory ranged from 75% to 100%, with mean values ranging from 
83% to 100%. Agreement across three runs within a single laboratory ranged from 75% to 
100%. 

Reproducibility across all laboratories was evaluated in two different studies in which each 
run from one laboratory was compared to all other runs of another laboratory. The proportion 
of equally qualified samples provided a measure of reproducibility. In the first 
reproducibility study, three marketed pharmaceutical products were spiked with either saline 
control or various concentrations of endotoxin, and each sample was tested in triplicate in 
each of three different laboratories, except for Cryo WB/IL-1β. In the catch-up validation 
study of Cryo WB/IL-1β, each sample was tested once in each laboratory. The agreement 
across the three laboratories for each test method ranged from 58% to 86%6, depending on 
the test method used, and 92% for the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method. 

In the second study, reproducibility was determined using the results from the 10 drugs used 
in the accuracy analysis. Each drug was spiked with four concentrations of endotoxin and 
tested once in each of three laboratories. The agreement across three laboratories for each test 
method ranged from 57% to 88%, depending on the test method used. The extent and order 
of agreement among laboratories were the same for both studies: the WB/IL-1β test method 
showed the least agreement (57% to 58%), and the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method showed the 
most (88% to 92%). 

This ICCVAM BRD provides a comprehensive summary of available data used to determine 
the usefulness and limitations of five in vitro pyrogen test methods for detecting Gram-
negative endotoxin. It discusses what is currently known about their relevance and reliability, 

                                                
5The ECVAM Cryo WB/IL-1 test method BRD states that there was no direct assessment of intralaboratory 
reproducibility because such an evaluation was performed in the WB IL-1 (fresh blood) test method, and the 
authors assumed that variability is not affected by the change to cryopreserved blood. 
6However, a modification of the WB/IL-1 test method (using 96-well plates for the test substance incubation) 
resulted in agreement among laboratories of 83% to 92% when tested once in each laboratory. 
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the types of the substances tested, and the standardized test method protocols used to 
generate data for each test method. The information in this BRD was used by ICCVAM to 
finalize its recommendations for test method uses, standardized test method protocols, and 
future studies to further characterize the usefulness and limitations of these test methods. 
These test method recommendations will be provided to U.S. Federal agencies for 
consideration, in accordance with the ICCVAM Authorization Act of 2000 (42 U.S. Code § 
285l-2 through 285l-5), available at: http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov/about/about_ICCVAM.htm. 
Agency responses to ICCVAM will be available on the NICEATM-ICCVAM website 
(http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov) 180 days after agency receipt of the recommendations. 
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1.0 Introduction And Rationale For The Proposed Use Of In Vitro 
Pyrogen Test Methods 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Historical Background of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods and the Rationale for 

Their Development 

A brief summary of the historical development of the five in vitro pyrogen test methods was 
provided in Section 1.1.1 of each Background Review Document (BRD) provided by the 
European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ECVAM), a unit of the Institute 
for Health and Consumer Protection at the European Commission's Joint Research Centre. 
These BRDs were provided to the National Toxicology Program Interagency Center for the 
Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological Methods (NICEATM) and are included in Appendix 
A1. This section includes supplementary information and provides a context for United States 
(U.S.) regulatory considerations. 

Pyrogenic substances (i.e., substances that induce fever) may originate from a variety of 
biological or synthetic/manufacturing sources. They may also be released from 
microbiological organisms such as bacteria, viruses, and fungi during cell death or following 
immunological attack (i.e., cell damage or death due to a local or systemic immune 
response). One of the most potent pyrogenic materials is bacterial endotoxin, which is an 
outer membrane component of the Gram-negative bacteria cell wall. Pyrogens may also be 
found in processing and packaging materials, chemicals, raw materials, or equipment used 
during the manufacturing of parenteral drugs or medical devices. The presence of endotoxins 
in otherwise sterile biological preparations such as parenteral drugs suggests the presence of 
past or current bacterial contamination. 

The induction of fever by these pyrogenic substances is a complex process and multiple 
mechanisms are thought to be involved. It is likely that the specific pathway, or combinations 
of pathways, involved in the production of a fever response depends on a number of variables 
(e.g., the properties of the pyrogenic substance and the route of administration). In general, 
pyrogenic substances cause leukocytes (i.e., neutrophils, monocytes/macrophages, and 
lymphocytes) to release cytokines (e.g., interleukin [IL]-1β, IL-6, and Tumor Necrosis 
Factor-α [TNF-α]) that act as endogenous pro-inflammatory mediators, often referred to as 
"endogenous pyrogens" (Dinarello 1999). Once released, these cytokines act on the central 
nervous system to promote the synthesis of prostaglandins, ultimately producing of a fever 
response (Dinarello 1999; Netea et al. 2000). These cytokines have been shown to be 
associated with the fever response induced by pyrogenic substances in both humans and 
rabbits (Dinarello 1999). Certain bacterial products (e.g., endotoxin) can also stimulate 
cytokine production directly through the activation of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) (Dinarello 
1999; Netea et al. 2000). 

                                                
1References to ECVAM BRD sections are in normal type to distinguish them from references to ICCVAM 
BRD sections, which are in boldface type. 
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The translation of released cytokines into a fever response is largely mediated by 
circumventricular organs. These small neuronal cell groups allow neurons to come in contact 
with a variety of circulating substances directly from the bloodstream, which are thought to 
control the febrile response through projections to sites in the hypothalamus and brain stem 
(Saper and Breder 1994; Dinarello 1999; Beutler and Rietschel 2003). 

The U.S., European, and Japanese Pharmacopeias currently recognize two test methods for 
pyrogen testing, the in vivo rabbit pyrogen test (RPT) and the in vitro bacterial endotoxin test 
(BET), also referred to as the Limulus amebocyte lysate (LAL) test. The BET is accepted 
because of its sensitivity to the presence of Gram-negative endotoxins. However, the test 
method has well documented limitations, including its inability to respond to non-endotoxin 
pyrogens, as well as its susceptibility to interference from certain types of materials (e.g., 
high protein and lipid levels, glucans). In contrast, the RPT is capable of detecting both 
endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens. However, disadvantages of the RPT include the need 
for interspecies extrapolation from rabbits to humans. 

In 2002, a total of 243,838 rabbits were used in the U.S. for all research and testing purposes, 
of which 6,324 rabbits were reported as experiencing more than slight or momentary pain 
and/or distress where anesthetics, analgesics, or tranquilizers could not be administered for 
scientific reasons (U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA] 2002). Eight of these cases were 
specifically attributed to pyrogenicity testing, presumably based on induction of a fever 
response (USDA 2002). Thus, although the potential for more than slight or momentary pain 
and/or distress exists for pyrogenicity testing when a fever response is induced, it does not 
appear that a fever response is common. In the European Union (EU), approximately 313,000 
total rabbits were used for all scientific purposes in 2005 (CEC 2007). Of these, 
approximately 276,000 rabbits were used for pharmaceutical products and medical device 
testing (i.e., either research and development, production and quality control, or toxicological 
and other safety evaluations). Although the number of rabbits specifically used for 
pyrogenicity testing was not reported, it is likely that this number is significantly less than the 
total of 276,000. Additional animal use numbers, including data reported from Canada and 
the United Kingdom (U.K.) are summarized in Section 10.1. 

An in vitro test system that combines the sensitivity of the BET with the wide range of 
pyrogens detectable by the RPT would be an obvious improvement for pyrogen testing. With 
this intention, test systems based on the activation of human monocytes in vitro were 
developed that take advantage of an increased understanding of the biological mechanisms 
responsible for the human fever reaction (Dinarello 1999). Initial efforts focused on 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), which release proinflammatory cytokines when 
exposed to endotoxin (Duff and Atkins 1982; Dinarello et al. 1984). A number of similar test 
systems, using either whole blood (WB), PBMCs, or monocytoid cell lines (e.g., Mono Mac 
6 [MM6], THP-1) were subsequently developed (Tsuchiya et al. 1980; Poole et al. 1988; 
Ziegler-Heitbrock et al. 1988; Hartung and Wendel 1996; Hartung et al. 2001; Poole et al. 
2003; Gaines Das et al. 2004). Five test systems developed from human monocytoid cells 
were selected by ECVAM for prevalidation and validation studies with the intent of 
comparing their effectiveness for replacing the RPT and thereby eliminating the use of 
rabbits for pyrogen testing. The results of these studies have been published (Hoffmann et al. 
2005a; Schindler et al. 2006). The five tests selected were: 

• The Human WB/IL-1β In Vitro Pyrogen Test2 
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• The Human WB/IL-1β In Vitro Pyrogen Test: Application of Cryopreserved 
(Cryo) Human WB 

• The Human WB/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

• The Human PBMC/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test2 

• The MM6/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

1.1.2 Peer Reviews of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Method Validation Studies 

The ECVAM-sponsored validation studies of each of these in vitro test methods have been 
the subject of a recent formal peer review convened by the ECVAM Scientific Advisory 
Committee (ESAC). Two members of the ESAC served as co-chairpersons for the review 
Panel, which consisted of five additional U.S. and European reviewers. These reviewers 
assessed the ability of each test method to serve as a complete replacement for the RPT. 
Based on this review, the ESAC declared that, “these tests have been scientifically validated 
for the detection of pyrogenicity mediated by Gram-negative endotoxins, and quantification 
of this pyrogen, in materials currently evaluated and characterized by RPTs.” Although the 
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) 
requested the ESAC peer review report, this document is not currently permitted by ECVAM 
to be publicly disseminated. 

This BRD was prepared for an ICCVAM independent peer review panel (Panel) to evaluate 
these in vitro pyrogen test methods and to consider the ICCVAM draft recommendations for 
each in vitro test method. Because individual BRDs for each test method were provided by 
ECVAM, the ICCVAM BRD provides information that was common to all five in vitro test 
methods and references the appropriate sections of the ECVAM BRDs for specifics related to 
individual test methods. The recommendations of the ICCVAM Panel, combined with the 
information and analyses presented in the ICCVAM and ECVAM BRDs and any comments 
by the public or the Scientific Advisory Committee on Alternative Toxicological Methods 
were considered by ICCVAM prior to making its final recommendations on the usefulness 
and limitations of each test method, the proposed standardized test method protocols, 
performance standards, and any additional studies considered necessary to further develop or 
characterize any or all of these in vitro test methods. 

1.2 Regulatory Rationale and Applicability 

1.2.1 Current Regulatory Testing Requirements and ICCVAM Prioritization Criteria 

This section reviews and summarizes the extent to which the five ICCVAM prioritization 
criteria (ICCVAM 2003) apply to the in vitro pyrogen test methods under consideration. 

Criteria 1. The extents to which the proposed test methods are (a) applicable to 
regulatory testing needs and (b) applicable to multiple agencies/programs. 
                                                
2As indicated in the ECVAM BRDs for the WB/IL-1 and PBMC/IL-6 test methods, catch-up validation studies were 
conducted to evaluate the performance of the WB/IL-1 test method when using 96-well plates, and the PBMC/IL-6 test 
method when using cryopreserved PBMCs. The plating procedure (WB/IL-1) and the cryopreservation procedure 
(PBMC/IL-6) are the only differences in the test method protocols (see Appendix A). These modifications were not 
submitted by ECVAM as separate test methods, and are therefore not being considered as separate test methods in this BRD. 
However, where relevant, comparative information is provided (e.g., see Table 2-1 and Sections 6.1 and 7.2). 
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Pyrogenicity testing is primarily used by regulatory authorities for end-product release of 
human and animal parenteral drugs, biological products, and medical devices. The results 
from these assays are used to limit, to an acceptable level, the risks of febrile reaction in the 
patient exposed to the product of concern by injection and/or implantation. As detailed in 
Table 1-1, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is the principal U.S. regulatory 
agency that requires pyrogenicity testing, with different Centers within the FDA regulating 
the affected products. The Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, the Center for Drug 
Evaluation and Research, the Center for Devices and Radiological Health, and the Center for 
Veterinary Medicine require that human injectable drugs (including biological products), 
animal injectable drugs, and medical devices be tested for the presence of pyrogenic 
substances. The current U.S. legislation requiring the use of pyrogenicity testing is set forth 
in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (U.S. Code [U.S.C.], Title 21, Chapter 9). In 
addition, the U.S. Pharmacopeia (USP) maintains sterility requirements for pharmaceuticals 
that include pyrogenicity testing. Table 1-1 also shows the statutory protocol requirements 
used by each FDA Center, along with the comparable enabling legislation and statutory 
protocol requirements of the EU member nations. 

Additionally, the prediction model described in the ECVAM BRDs is based on a pyrogen 
threshold dose of 0.5 EU/mL. While this level of detection would be sufficient for many 
parenteral drugs and medical devices, the endotoxin limit set by the FDA for intrathecal 
drugs and devices that contact cerebrospinal fluid is 0.06 EU/ml. In response to an ICCVAM 
Pyrogenicity Working Group (PWG) request for more data to support the use of these test 
methods for discriminating an endotoxin threshold dose lower than 0.5 EU/ml, ECVAM 
provided supplemental data (see question #6 in Appendix B). 
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Table 1-1 Summary of U.S. and European Legislation and Statutory Protocol 
Requirements for Pyrogenicity Testing 

Agency Regulated Products Legislation 
Statutory Protocol 

Requirements 
Non-Governmental 

Standards 
United States 

FDA-CBER Biological products 

FDA-CDER 
Human parenteral 
pharmaceuticals 

FDA-CDRH Medical devices 

FDA-CVM 
Veterinary 
pharmaceuticals 

Federal Food, 
Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act 
(U.S.C. Title 21, 
Chapter 9) 

21 CFR 610.13 
(FDA 2005) 

USP30 NF25<85> 
(USP 2007a) 
 
USP30 NF25<151> 
(USP 2007b) 
 
ISO 10993-11 
(ISO 2006) 

Europe 
EDQM 
EMEA 

Regulatory 
Authorities for 
Individual EU 
Countries 

Human/veterinary 
parenteral 
pharmaceuticals, 
biological products, 
medical devices 

Council Regulation 
(EEC) 230/9/93 
 
Council Directive 
93/39/EEC 
 
Council Directive 
93/40/EEC 

EP5.0 2.6.8 
(EP 2005a) 
 
EP5.0 2.6.14 
(EP 2005b) 

ISO 10993-11 
(ISO 2006) 

Abbreviations: CBER = Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research; CDER = Center for Drug Evaluation and Research; 
CDRH = Center for Devices and Radiological Health; CFR = U.S. Code of Federal Regulations; CVM = Center for 
Veterinary Medicine; EDQM = European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines; EEC = European Economic Community; 
EMEA = European Medicines Agency; EP = European Pharmacopeia; EU = European Union; FDA = U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration; ISO = International Standards Organization; NF = National Formulary; U.S.C. = United States Code; USP 
= U.S. Pharmacopeia 

 

Criteria 2. Warranted, based on the extent of expected use or application and impact on 
human, animal, or ecological health. 

The proposed test methods are intended to replace a method that is used extensively in 
pharmaceutical, biological product, and medical device development and registration (i.e., 
the RPT). 

Criteria 3: The potential for the proposed test methods, compared to current test 
methods accepted by regulatory agencies, to (a) refine animal use (decrease or eliminate 
pain and distress), (b) reduce animal use, or (c) replace animal use.3 

The two most common pyrogen tests presently used (i.e., RPT and BET) require the use of 
animals. The RPT is performed in rabbits that can be maintained and reused (under certain 
circumstances) for multiple tests. According to USP30 NF25<151> (USP 2007b), rabbits 
may not be reused more than once every 48 hours (hr) after a negative test, not less than two 

                                                
3Refinement alternative is defined as a new or revised test method that refines procedures to lessen or eliminate 
pain or distress to animals, or enhances animal well-being. Reduction alternative is defined as a new or revised 
test method that reduces the number of animals required. Replacement alternative is defined as a new or revised 
test method that replaces animals with nonanimal systems or one animal species with a phylogenetically lower 
one (e.g., a mammal with an invertebrate) (ICCVAM 1997). 
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weeks following either (1) a maximum rise of 0.6°C or more, or (2) an animal is included in 
a test with a substance that is classified as pyrogenic. The BET is performed using 
hemolymph (the equivalent of blood, which requires drawing approximately 20% of the 
animal’s total blood volume) obtained from Limulus polyphemus (horseshoe crabs). 
Although the donor horseshoe crabs are returned to the wild, some mortality (up to 15%) is 
associated with the procedure (Walls et al. 2002). 

The need for horseshoe crab hemolymph has potentially been reduced with the development 
of recombinant Factor C, the endotoxin sensitive protein that initiates clotting in the 
traditional BET. This commercial product, which was originally cloned from the horseshoe 
crab (Ding et al. 1997; Ding and Ho 1998, 2001), is currently being compared to the BET for 
submission and inclusion in the USP. 

It should also be noted that the FDA has accepted data from the PBMC test developed by 
Novartis and Baxter Healthcare, which in conjunction with RPT and BET results, were used 
to support the safety testing of a specific single drug product (New Drug Application Number 
16-267/S-037). 

Criteria 4: The potential for the proposed test methods to provide improved prediction 
of adverse health or environmental effects, compared to current test methods accepted 
by regulatory agencies. 

Sufficient data are presented to allow an assessment of the performance of the proposed test 
methods relative to the RPT (see Section 6.0). Because these methods are conducted using 
cells of human origin, it is postulated that they may reflect the human physiological response 
better than the currently employed, non-human based methods (i.e., RPT and BET). 

These in vitro test methods have also been found to be useful for detecting test substances 
that, in the absence of endotoxin contamination, have evoked an adverse response in patients 
(Marth and Kleinhappl 2002; Martis et al. 2005). For example, numerous cases of aseptic 
peritionitis in dialysis patients that were not febrile have been attributed to peptidoglycan 
contamination of the dialysate (Martis et al. 2005). This dialysate solution met all European 
and USP standards prior to product release, but the PBMC/IL-6 test method detected 
increased levels of IL-6 when the dialysate was tested following product recall (Martis et al. 
2005). In Marth and Kleinhappl (2002), a case study of a vaccine that was approved for 
release by the Austrian health authorities, but later produced a fever response in humans, has 
been described. When this vaccine was subsequently tested in the WB/IL-1β test method, it 
produced a positive result (Marth and Kleinhappl 2002). 

Criteria 5: The extent to which the test method provides other advantages (e.g., reduced 
cost and time to perform) compared to current methods. 

As outlined in Table 11-1, cost estimates obtained from various contract laboratories that 
perform the RPT and from the only contract laboratory known to perform an in vitro pyrogen 
test indicate that the in vitro test methods are considerably more cost effective to perform 
than the RPT. With respect to time considerations, the in vitro test methods require two 
half-days (i.e., one before and one after the overnight incubation) to complete, provided that 
cryopreserved blood is available and that interference testing is not required. The RPT can be 
performed within one day. However, before using a rabbit for the first time in a RPT, it must 
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be conditioned by a sham test that includes all steps of pyrogenicity testing except for 
injection, according to USP30 NF25<151> (USP 2007b). 

1.2.2 Intended Uses of the Proposed In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

The proposed test methods are intended as an end-product release test for the identification of 
Gram-negative endotoxin in human and animal parenteral drugs, biological products, and 
medical devices. The results from pyrogen testing are used to limit, to an acceptable level, 
the risks of febrile reaction to the injection and/or implantation of the product of concern. 

1.2.3 Similarities and Differences in the Endpoints Measured by the Proposed Test 

Methods and the In Vivo Reference Test Method 

The endpoint measured in the in vitro pyrogen test methods is release of proinflammatory 
cytokines, either IL-1β or IL-6, in response to a test substance challenge, depending on the 
specific cell type employed. As described in Section 1.1.1, the pathogenesis of fever is 
induced by bacterial products that stimulate the production of IL-1α, IL-1β, and TNF-α, 
which leads to secondary synthesis of IL-6 and subsequent induction of prostaglandin 
synthesis (Netea et al. 2000). Direct injection of either IL-1 or IL-6 in several species causes 
fever, but much higher concentrations of IL-6 are needed. For example, in the rabbit, up to 
100-fold more IL-6 is needed to produce a fever compared to IL-1 (Dinarello 2004). 

The RPT involves measuring the rise in body temperature evoked in rabbits by the 
intravenous (i.v.) injection of a test solution. Although there is no direct association between 
the endpoints measured in the in vitro test methods and the RPT, fever is mediated by 
proinflammatory cytokines and therefore, it is reasonable to postulate that the 
cytokine-inducing potential of a pyrogen should correlate with its pyrogenic potential 
(Nakagawa et al. 2002). Moreover, Nakagawa et al. (2002) evaluated the utility of in vitro 
pyrogen test methods for detecting and quantifying various pyrogens. For example, the 
authors demonstrated that the responsiveness of human WB cells to pyrogens was very 
similar to that of a subline of MM6 cells, where endotoxin treatment (1 ng/mL) resulted in 
the production of IL-6 (~1 ng/mL) and IL-1 (~0.1 ng/mL). 

Because the RPT is based solely on a rise in body temperature, no data were found on 
proinflammatory cytokine levels in rabbits following injection with endotoxin to permit a 
direct comparison with the in vitro test methods. 

1.2.4 Use of the Proposed Test Methods in an Overall Strategy of Hazard or Safety 

Assessment 

As detailed in Table 1-1, current U.S. and European regulatory requirements exist to test 
pharmaceutical products, biological products, and medical devices for pyrogenicity. The 
pyrogen tests that are currently acceptable to regulatory authorities require the use of rabbits 
or horseshoe crab hemolymph. According to ECVAM, the in vitro test methods are intended 
to replace the RPT for the identification of pyrogens where: (a) the test material is 
incompatible with the BET or (b) the test material contains a non-endotoxin mediated 
pyrogen. However, as detailed in Section 3.0, only Gram-negative endotoxin was included in 
the validation study. Therefore, other types of pyrogens have not been adequately validated 
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(refer to Section 1.1.2)4. The extent to which the RPT is performed only for detecting the 
presence of endotoxin is not clear. 

1.3 Scientific Basis for the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

1.3.1 Purpose and Mechanistic Basis of the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

The proposed methods are intended to detect pyrogens in parenteral pharmaceuticals, 
medical devices, and human biological products. These methods provide an in vitro model of 
the initiation of the human fever response by measuring proinflammatory cytokine release 
(i.e., IL-1β or IL-6) from human monocytes/monocytoid cells exposed to pyrogens. These 
proinflammatory cytokines are associated with the initiation of the in vivo fever response. 

1.3.2 Similarities and Differences of Modes of Action Between the In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

Methods and the Fever Response in Humans and/or Rabbits 

As detailed in Section 1.2.3, each of the five proposed in vitro test methods measure 
proinflammatory cytokine release (i.e., IL-1β or IL-6) from human monocytoid cells as an 
indicator of the presence of a pyrogenic substance. By comparison, the RPT measures a 
change in body temperature in rabbits over a specified time period following an i.v. injection 
of a test substance. Although the relative sensitivities of each species to Gram-negative 
endotoxins vary, the responses of humans, horseshoe crabs (via hemolymph gelatin), and 
rabbits to these pyrogens have been studied extensively, and test methods based on blood 
products or blood cells from each of these species appear to be capable of responding to 
pyrogens (Greisman and Hornick 1969; Cooper et al. 1971; Brunson and Watson 1974; 
Hoffman et al. 2005a). Several studies directly comparing the in vitro pyrogen test methods 
with either the RPT and/or BET are summarized in Section 9.1, Moseby et al. (2000), and in 
the ECVAM response to ICCVAM PWG questions (see question #1 in Appendix B). 

The recent discovery and characterization of the TLR family, which recognizes a diverse 
range of molecules such as lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids derived from pathogens, has led 
to an enhanced understanding of the signaling pathways activated by endotoxin. More 
specifically, TLR-4 has been identified as the receptor directly utilized by endotoxin to elicit 
an immune response. Upon recognition of endotoxin, TLR-4 initiates a rapid and complex 
signaling cascade, which activates transcription factors (i.e., NF-κB, AP-1, and interferon 
regulatory factors) to produce proinflammatory cytokines and other immune modulators, 
thereby leading to a protective immune response (Ishii et al. 2005; Ishii and Akira 2006). It is 
important to recognize that this TLR-dependent production of proinflammatory cytokines is 
distinct from the endotoxin-induced synthesis of IL-1 that then converges on the same 
signaling pathway via the IL-1 receptor (Conti et al. 2004). In addition to endotoxin, TLR-4 
recognizes numerous other microbial components such as respiratory syncytial virus proteins 
and anthrolysin O (Ishii et al. 2005, Ishii and Akira 2006). When proinflammatory cytokine 
mRNA levels (i.e., IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α) were compared in response to various TLR-4 
agonists, endotoxin induced the highest level of expression (Park et al. 2004). 

                                                
4Additional information on testing of other types of pyrogens was also provided by ECVAM and is included in 
Appendix B. 
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It has been recognized for many years that humans are responsive to relatively low doses of 
endotoxin, whereas rodents require much higher doses to elicit a response. In recent years, 
these species differences have been attributed, in part, to structural differences in TLR-4. For 
this reason, caution should be used when extrapolating findings from other mammals to 
humans with respect to endotoxin and TLR-4 signaling (Stoll et al. 2006). Furthermore, 
TLR-4 mutations have been identified in mice and humans, and it is likely that such defects 
are associated with altered gene expression and increased susceptibility to infection (Norata 
et al. 2005; van Deventer 2000; von Aulock et al. 2003). 

1.3.3 Range of Substances Amenable to the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods and Limits of 

These Methods 

The proposed methods are intended for the identification of pyrogenic substances in 
parenteral pharmaceuticals, biological products, and medical devices. Because they are based 
on cultured human monocytes/monocytoid cells, they are considered capable of detecting 
both Gram-negative endotoxin and non-endotoxin-based pyrogens. While Section 9.0, 
Moesby et al. (2005), and the ECVAM response to ICCVAM PWG questions (see question 
#2 in Appendix B) provide a number of published studies demonstrating that the in vitro 
pyrogen test methods are able to detect non-endotoxin pyrogens, the ECVAM validation 
studies focused specifically on Gram-negative endotoxin due to the unavailability of 
standardized, non-endotoxin pyrogens (see Section 3.0). 

Because these test methods measure the release of proinflammatory cytokines, drugs that are 
cytotoxic to blood cells or that induce a substantial proinflammatory response (e.g., IL-1 
receptor antagonists, interferon [IFN]-γ, and rheumatic factors) are not amenable to testing 
by these methods (Hartung et al. 2001; Ishii et al. 2005; Ishii and Akira 2006). As described 
in Section 2.0, each test method includes an interference test to identify problematic test 
samples. 

1.4 Validation of the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

The ICCVAM Authorization Act of 2000 mandates that “[each] Federal Agency … shall 
ensure that any new or revised … test method … is determined to be valid for its proposed 
use prior to requiring, recommending, or encouraging [its use].” Validation is the process by 
which the reliability and relevance of an assay for a specific purpose are established 
(ICCVAM 1997). Relevance is defined as the extent to which an assay will correctly predict 
or measure the biological effect of interest (ICCVAM 1997). For the in vitro pyrogen test 
methods described in this ICCVAM BRD, relevance is restricted to how well the assays 
detect the presence of Gram-negative endotoxin. Reliability is defined as the reproducibility 
of a test method within and among laboratories and should be based on performance with a 
diverse set of substances that are representative of the types of chemical and product classes 
that are to be tested and the range of responses that needs to be identified. The validation 
process is designed to provide data and information that will allow ICCVAM to make 
recommendations on the applicability of a test method and U.S. Federal agencies to consider 
those recommendations in light of their regulatory mandates. 

The first stage in the evaluation of a new test procedure is the preparation of a BRD that 
presents and evaluates the relevant data and information about the test method, including its 
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mechanistic basis, proposed uses, reliability, and performance characteristics (ICCVAM 
1997). This ICCVAM BRD summarizes the available information on each of the five in vitro 
pyrogen test methods listed in Section 1.1.1. 

Where adequate data are available, the qualitative and quantitative performance of the 
proposed alternative test method is evaluated, and its reliability is compared with the 
reliability of the currently accepted test method. This ICCVAM BRD will aid in identifying 
essential test method components that should be considered during the identification of a 
standardized protocol for use of the test method. 

1.5 Search Strategies and Selection of Citations for the ICCVAM In Vitro 
Pyrogen Test Methods BRD 

NICEATM conducted an online literature search for relevant information on the five in vitro 
pyrogen test methods using multiple internet databases (i.e., PubMed, SCOPUS, TOXLINE, 
Web of Science). Specifically, records were sought using various combinations of the terms: 
in vitro, WB, WB cells, PBMC, Mono Mac 6, MM6, endotoxin, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), 
pyrogen, LAL, BET, IL-1, and IL-6. This search was conducted to supplement and update 
the list of peer-reviewed publications related to in vitro pyrogen testing that was provided in 
the ECVAM BRDs. U.S., EU, and Japanese pyrogenicity test guidelines were obtained from 
relevant regulatory agencies via the internet or through direct requests. The resulting 
database of 370 references confirmed that the lists of references included in the ECVAM 
BRDs were complete and up-to-date. 
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2.0 In Vitro Pyrogen Test Method Protocol Components 

2.1 Overview of How the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods Are Conducted 

Although there are differences among the in vitro pyrogen test methods considered in this 
ICCVAM BRD, the basic procedural steps are consistent across all five methods: 

• Interference testing is performed to verify that a test substance does not 
interfere with either the cell system used or with the specific cytokine-specific 
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). 

• The test substance is mixed with a suspension of human-derived blood cells. 

• The concentration of the specific proinflammatory cytokine (e.g., IL-1β, IL-6) 
is measured using an ELISA, and is compared to the response curve of an 
endotoxin standard. 

• An internationally accepted endotoxin standard (World Health 
Organization-LPS [WHO-LPS] 94/580 Escherichia coli [E. coli] 
O113:H10:K-), or an endotoxin standard that has been calibrated against this 
standard, is used to generate the standard response curve for the assay. The 
endotoxin activity of a test substance is calculated by comparing the induced 
cytokine release with that induced by the endotoxin standard. 

• A product “passes” (i.e., is considered negative for endotoxin pyrogen 
activity) if the cytokine response to the test substance is less than that induced 
by 0.5 endotoxin units/mL (EU/mL). 

2.2 Description and Rationale for the Test Method Components for Proposed 
Standardized Protocols 

The standard operating procedures for each test method assessed in the ECVAM validation 
studies are provided as Appendix A of each ECVAM BRD. As indicated in Section 2.1, 
there are essential principles of each protocol that are common among the five methods 
reviewed. These include: 

• Isolating and/or culturing human monocytoid cells (either included in WB, 
separated as a fraction [i.e., PBMCs], or as cell line [i.e., MM6]) 

• Performing interference testing with each substance 

• Treating the cells in suspension with a test substance 

• Collecting cytokine release data 

• Evaluating the data in relation to the proposed prediction model 

Table 2-1 provides a comprehensive comparison of the similarities and differences among 
the protocols for the five test methods. No rationale was provided for the use of WB in the 
various test methods; however, Poole et al. (2003) summarized several studies, which 
indicated that the monocytes present in diluted WB respond to pyrogen/endotoxin by 
releasing pyrogenic cytokines. The use of the MM6 cell line was justified based on 
mechanistic considerations and its response to endotoxins.
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Table 2-1 In Vitro Pyrogen Test Method Components 

 
Test Method 
Component 

WB/IL-1β1 Cryo WB/IL-1β  WB/IL-6 PBMC/IL-61 MM6/IL-6 

 Source of cells  Human WB Human Cryo WB Human WB Human WB 

MM6 cell bank (original 
cell line maintained by 
Prof. H. Ziegler-
Heitbrock, U. Munich) 

Laboratory equipment 

• CO2 cell culture incubator (37°C, 5% CO2, humidified) 
• Centrifuge 
• Consumables as specified in SOP (e.g., heparinized blood tubes for WB methods, 96-well plates or culture tubes, centrifuge tubes, 

microfuge tubes, pyrogen-free plastic-ware where specified, serological pipets, pyrogen-free hypodermic needles) 
• Data analysis software 
• Hemocytometer (e.g., PBMC and MM6 assays) 
• Laminar Flow Hood (Class II) 
• Liquid nitrogen, CO2 freezers, or programmable freezers for cryopreservation methods (Cryo WB/IL-1β or Cryo PBMC) 
• Microscope, inverted (optional except for PBMC and MM6 assays) 
• Microtiter Plate Reader (450 nm with 600-690 nm reference filter for IL-1β or 500-590 nm reference filter for IL-6 measurements) 
• pH meter 
• Pipettors (8 to 12 multi-channels; 2 to 2000 µL adjustables; pyrogen-free tips (except for ELISA) 
• Vortex mixer 
• Water bath 

Culture medium 
None - WB is diluted 
with PFS 

RPMI Complete Medium 
• RPMI 1640 (part of the 

Endosafe Kit for 
cryoblood) 

• no specific additives 
needed 

None - WB is diluted 
with PFS 

RPMI Complete Medium 

• RPMI 1640 
• HSA 
• L-Glutamine (2 mM) 
• Penicillin/streptomycin 
 

RPMI Medium2 
• RPMI 1640 medium 
• Bovine insulin (0.23 

IU/mL) 
• HEPES (20 mM) 
• HIFCS (10% or 2%) 
• L-glutamine (2mM) 
• MEM non-essential 

amino acid solution (0.1 
mM) 

• Oxaloacetic acid (1 
mM) 

• Sodium pyruvate (1 
mM) 

 

Other reagents  

• Endotoxin standard 
• PFS 
• PFW 
• Validated IL-1β ELISA 

kit 

• DMSO 
• Endotoxin standard 
• PFS 
• PFW 
• Validated IL-1β ELISA 

kit 

• Endotoxin standard 
• PFS 
• PFW 
• Validated IL-6 ELISA 

kit 

• Endotoxin standard 
• PFS 
• PFW 
• Trypan blue 
• Validated IL-6 ELISA kit 

• DMSO 
• Endotoxin standard 
• PFS 
• PFW 
• Trypan blue 
• Validated IL-6 ELISA 

kit 

Dose selection procedures 
Interference testing performed to determine the lowest dilution of the test product necessary to achieve an acceptable endotoxin spike recovery 

(i.e., 50% to 200% recovery)3 
Endpoints measured IL-1β release via ELISA IL-6 release via ELISA 
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Test Method 
Component 

WB/IL-1β1 Cryo WB/IL-1β  WB/IL-6 PBMC/IL-61 MM6/IL-6 

Pre-test preparation of 
cells 

Collect WB, heparinize, 
and use within 4 hr 
Plate Method: same 
collection procedure  

• Collect WB, 
heparinize, and 
cryopreserve 
according to the 
Konstanz or PEI 
method  

• Prior to testing, thaw 
WB at 37°C for 15 
min 

Collect WB, heparinize, 
and use within 4 hr 

• Collect WB and isolate 
PBMCs by 
centrifugation 

• Resuspend PBMCs in 
RPMI-C (1x106 
cells/mL) (use PBMCs 
within 4 hr of initial WB 
collection) 

• Incubate MM6 cells 
(4x105 cells/mL media) 
for 24 hr 

• Resuspend cells 
(2.5x106 cells/mL)3 
prior to testing 

Application of the test 
substance 

Tube method: In a 
microfuge tube mix 
1000µL PFS+100µL 
sample+100µL WB 
Plate method: In a 96-
well plate mix 200µL 
PFS+20µL sample+20µL 
WB 

Konstanz method: In a 
96-well plate mix 200µL 
RPMI+20µL 
sample+20µL WB 
PEI Method: In a 96-well 
plate mix 180µL RPMI + 
20µL sample+40µL WB 

In a 96-well plate: Mix 
50 µL 
standards/samples+100 
µL PFS+50 µL WB 

In a 96-well plate: Mix 50 
µL standards/samples+100 
µL RPMI-C+100 µL 
PBMCs 

In a 96-well plate: Mix 50 
µL 
standards/samples+100 
µL RPMI-C+100 µL cells 
in suspension 

Duration of exposure 10-24 hr 16-24 hr 

Exposure of the test 
substance 

Material used for ELISA 

Tube method: centrifuge 
2 min @ 10,000 x g-test 
supernatant 
Plate method: mix each 
well be pipetting and test 
resuspended mixture 

WB/RPMI/sample 
mixture 

WB/saline/sample 
mixture Cell supernatant Cell supernatant 

Known limits of use Intended for parenteral pharmaceuticals, biological products, and medical devices that have been qualified through interference testing 

Nature of the response assessed 
Pyrogenic substances induce the release of 

proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-1β) from 
monocytoid cells present in human WB 

Pyrogenic substances induce the release of proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-6) 
from monocytoid cells in WB, PBMC, or immortalized MM6 cells 

Positive control (PC) 0.5 EU/mL WHO-LPS 94/580 [E. coli 0113:h10:K-]5 
Negative control (NC) PFS 
Positive product control 
(PPC) 

Test substance spiked with endotoxin (0.5 EU/mL or a concentration in middle of standard endotoxin curve) Appropriate controls 

Negative product control 
(NPC) 

Test substance spiked with PFS 

Assay acceptability criteria 

• PC OD 1.6-fold>NC 
OD 

• PPC OD 1.6-fold>NPC 
OD 

• PPC OD should be 
within 50% to 200% of 
the PC OD 

• NC OD≤0.100 

• PC OD 1.6-fold>NC 
OD 

• PPC OD 1.6-fold>NPC 
OD 

• PPC OD should be 
within 50% to 200% of 
the PC OD 

• NC OD≤0.100 

• PPC OD should be 
within 50% to 200% of 
the PC OD 

• NC OD<200 pg/mL IL-
6 standard 

• PPC OD should be 
within 50% to 200% of 
the PC OD 

• 1 EU/mL standard 
OD>1000 pg/mL IL-6 
standard 

• NC OD<0.15 and NC 
OD<500 pg/mL IL-6 
standard 

• PC OD±20% of the 
expected value (i.e., 0.5 
EU/mL) 

• PPC OD should be 
within 50% to 200% of 
the PC OD 

• NC OD<0.200 
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Test Method 
Component 

WB/IL-1β1 Cryo WB/IL-1β  WB/IL-6 PBMC/IL-61 MM6/IL-6 

Nature of data to be collected and methods used 
for data collection 

• The endotoxin content of a test substance is 
calculated by comparing the induced IL-1β release 
with that induced by the endotoxin standard curve 
concentrations 

• The endotoxin content of a test substance is calculated by comparing the induced 
IL-6 release with that induced by the endotoxin standard curve concentrations 

Type of media in which data are stored Electronic files 
Exclusion criteria Mean±SD of the OD for each test substance/standard 
Decision criteria for pyrogenicity OD TS > OD 0.5 EU/mL EC EC TS > ELC TS EC TS > ELC TS6 EC TS > ELC TS 
Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; DMSO = Dimethylsulfoxide; EC = Endotoxin concentration; ELC = Endotoxin limit concentration; EU/mL = Endotoxin units/mL; ELISA = Enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay; HIFCS = Heat-inactivated fetal calf serum; HSA = Human serum albumin; IL = Interleukin; IU = International units; LPS = Lipopolysaccharide; MEM = Minimum essential 
medium; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; NC = Negative control; NPC = Negative product control; OD = Optical density; PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; PC = Positive control; PEI = Paul-Ehrlich-
Institut; PFS = Pyrogen free saline; PFW = Pyrogen free water; PPC = Positive product control; SD = Standard deviation; SOP = Standard operating procedure; TS = Test substance; WB = Whole blood; 
WHO = World Health Organization; x g = times gravity 
1As described in Section 1.1.1, a catch-up validation studies were also conducted to evaluate the performance of the WB/IL-1β test method using 96-well plates, and the PBMC/IL-6 test method when 
using cryopreserved PBMCs. The plating procedure (WB/IL-1β) and the cryopreservation procedure (PBMC/IL-6) are the only differences in the test method protocols (see Appendix A). 
2Medium should be qualified for testing by a valid bacterial endotoxin test (i.e., USP30 NF25<85>) indicating that the endotoxin contamination is <0.06 IU/mL); fetal bovine serum concentration for 
MM6 cells varies based on whether it is for maintenance/propagation (10%) or assay (2%) conditions. 
3Dilution of the test material should not exceed the maximum valid dilution (MVD), where MVD = (endotoxin limit concentration)/(detection limit of the assay) 
4Cell numbers represent viable cells based on trypan blue exclusion 
5Or another endotoxin calibrated against this standard 
6Includes a sequential decision strategy in which 3 to 4 donors are tested per substance. 1) If all donors show negative - product is non-pyrogenic; 2) If ≥2 donors show a positive - product is 
pyrogenic; 3) If only one donor shows a positive, an additional 3 to 4 donors are tested and if no more than one donor is positive (out of 6 to 8 donors) - product is non-pyrogenic; otherwise, product is 
pyrogenic. 
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2.2.1 Methods Used to Analyze the Data, Including Methods to Analyze for Interference 

with the Assay 

Once a substance has been tested in the requisite number of donor samples (see Section 
2.2.2), the resulting sample test medium (as indicated in Table 2-1) is assayed in 
quadruplicate in the relevant cytokine ELISA. Outliers are identified using the nonparametric 
Dixon's test (p > 0.05) (Dixon 1950; Barnett and Lewis 1984), the Grubbs’ test (Grubbs 
1969) for normally distributed samples, or other statistically acceptable methods (Martin and 
Roberts 2006) and are excluded from the calculations of endotoxin content (see also Section 
5.3 and Appendix C). Endotoxin standard curves are included in each assay, from which the 
endotoxin content of each replicate is estimated using a 4-parameter logistic model. 

As indicated in Table 2-1, mean optical density (OD) readings are calculated for the positive 
and negative control samples, as well as for the relevant positive and negative product 
controls. The acceptable range of the positive product control (50% to 200% of the positive 
control response) defines the threshold for interference with the test system. If the positive 
product control response falls outside of this range, the samples are then assayed at the 
lowest dilution that does not cause interference. 

2.2.2 Decision Criteria and the Basis for the Prediction Model Used to Identify a 

Pyrogenic Substance 

As described in Section 4.2, historical RPT data were used to establish a threshold pyrogen 
dose (i.e., the endotoxin dose at which fever was induced in 50% of the rabbits), which was 
determined to be 5 EU/kg. Based on the largest allowable volume for injection in rabbits (10 
mL/kg), the limit of detection that the in vitro pyrogen tests must meet was defined as 0.5 
EU/mL. Accordingly, the prediction model for each test method was established based on 
this limit of detection (i.e., a substance is considered pyrogenic if the mean response is 
greater than or equal to the 0.5 EU/mL standard). 

For three of the test methods, results from multiple donors (Cryo WB/IL-1β [n=5], WB/IL-6 
[n=3], and PBMC/IL-6 [n=3 to 4]) are required to determine the potential pyrogenicity of a 
test substance. In contrast, a single donor sample is used for the WB/IL-1β test method, as is 
a single cell sample for the MM6/IL-6 test method. As outlined in Table 2-2, unlike the Cryo 
WB/IL-1β test method, the WB/IL-6 and PBMC/IL-6 test methods employ a decision 
strategy that takes into account the individual responses of each donor sample.
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Table 2-2 Prediction Model Used for In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

Test Method No. Donors No. Positive No. Negative Decision 
4 0 Pyrogenic 
3 1 Pyrogenic 
2 2 Pyrogenic 
1 3 Non-pyrogenic 

41 

0 4 Non-pyrogenic 
3 0 Pyrogenic 
2 1 Pyrogenic 
1 2 Non-pyrogenic 

PBMC/IL-6 

31 

0 3 Non-pyrogenic 
3 3 Pyrogenic 
2 1 Pyrogenic 
1 2 Non-pyrogenic 

WB/IL-6 3 

0 3 Non-pyrogenic 
1 0 Pyrogenic Cryo WB/IL-1β 5 (pooled)2 
0 1 Non-pyrogenic 
1 0 Pyrogenic WB/IL-1β 1 
0 1 Non-pyrogenic 
1 0 Pyrogenic 

MM6/IL-6 NA3 
0 1 Non-pyrogenic 

Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; IL = Interleukin; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; NA = Not applicable; PBMC = Peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells; WB = Whole blood 
1Samples are collected from four donors for the PBMC/IL-6 test method. One donor sample may be excluded based on 
quality criteria, in which case the prediction model may be applied to results from three donors. 
2Samples are collected from five donors for the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method and pooled prior to cryopreservation. 
3Not applicable, because source material is obtained from an immortalized cell line. 
 

2.2.3 Information and Data to be Included in the Study Report and Availability of 

Standard Forms for Data Collection and Submission 

The test report should include the following information, if relevant to the conduct of the 
study: 

Test Substances and Control Substances 

• Name and type (e.g., pharmaceutical, biological product, medical device 
eluate, etc.) of test product 

• Purity and composition of the test substance or preparation 

• Physicochemical properties, such as physical state, volatility, pH, stability, 
chemical class, water solubility, relevant to the conduct of the study 

• Quality assurance (QA) data and known biological properties 

• Treatment of the test/control substances prior to testing, if applicable (e.g., 
vortexing, sonication, warming; solvent used) 

• Stability, if known 

Justification of the Specific Protocol(s) Used 
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Test Method Integrity 

• The procedure used to ensure the integrity (i.e., accuracy and reliability) of the 
test method over time 

• If the test method employs proprietary components, documentation of the 
procedure used to ensure their integrity from lot-to-lot and over time 

Criteria for an Acceptable Test 

• Acceptable concurrent positive control ranges based on historical data from 
the testing laboratory (which should be included in the report) 

• Acceptable negative control data, including historical control ranges from the 
testing laboratory (which should be included in the report) 

Test Conditions 

• Cell system used; donor information, if relevant 

• Calibration information for the equipment used for measuring cytokine release 
(e.g., spectrophotometer) 

• Details of test procedure used 

• Description of modifications of the test procedure made by the testing 
laboratory for the substance being tested 

• Reference to the laboratory’s historical data for the cell system and protocol 

• Description of data and QA evaluation criteria used 

Results 

• Tabulation of data from individual test samples 

Description of Other Effects Observed 

Discussion of the Results 

Conclusion 

A Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) QA Statement 

• This statement addresses all GLP inspections and audits made during the 
study, and the dates the results were reported to the Study Director. This 
statement also serves to confirm that the final report reflects the raw data. 

Reporting requirements for GLP-compliant studies are provided in the relevant guidelines 
(e.g., Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD] 1998; U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] 2003a, 2003b; FDA 2003). 

2.3 Basis for Selection of the Test Method Systems 

One of the difficulties associated with the currently required pyrogen test methods (i.e., BET 
and RPT) is that both require extrapolation of the response from a non-human system to the 
human. In contrast, and as discussed in Section 1.1.1, all five of these test methods employ 
human cells in an attempt to mimic the human fever response in vitro. 
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The WB test methods (i.e., Cryo WB/IL-1β, WB/IL-1β, WB/IL-6) offer the convenience of 
performing the assay directly on a human blood sample, with minimal pretest preparation. 
The Cryo WB/IL-1β test method was developed to offer the convenience of an increased 
time interval between the time of blood collection and the time a test is initiated (since the 
fresh blood methods require testing within four hr of collection), as well as increased 
standardization through the pooling of five donor samples to produce a larger sample bank of 
cells to use in the test. The MM6/IL-6 test method provides increased standardization by 
using an immortalized cell line that may be maintained in the laboratory indefinitely, and 
transferred among laboratories. Finally, the PBMC/IL-6 test method was developed in an 
attempt to improve pyrogen detection sensitivity by using the monocyte fraction of WB, 
which is considered to be the most sensitive human blood cell type to the presence of 
endotoxin. 

Additional information on standardization of the cellular components required for the test 
methods is presented in the ECVAM response to ICCVAM PWG questions (see question #5 
in Appendix B). 

2.4 Proprietary Components 

Data from the test methods that use the IL-6 endpoint (i.e., WB/IL-6, PBMC/IL-6, MM6/IL-
6) were obtained using either an in-house IL-6 ELISA developed by Novartis Pharma AG 
(Basel, Switzerland) or the Central Laboratory for the Blood Transfusion Service (CLB) 
Human IL-6 ELISA kit (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). In the ECVAM response to 
ICCVAM PWG questions (Appendix B), it was stated that both IL-6 ELISAs use the same 
monoclonal anti-IL-6 antibody for detection. At the present time, the Novartis IL-6 ELISA is 
not available for purchase; however, the CLB IL-6 ELISA kit is commercially available. 
Importantly, other commercially available IL-6 ELISAs may be individually validated and 
used in these procedures. 

The MM6 cell line was generated by Professor Ziegler-Heitbrock at the University of 
Munich (refer to Appendix A, as well as Section 2.4 of the ECVAM MM6/IL-6 BRD). 
These cells are currently available from The German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell 
Cultures (DSMZ). However, a legal agreement with Professor Ziegler-Heitbrock stating that 
the MM6 cell line will be used for research purposes only is required prior to purchasing the 
cells. At the present time, any organization (e.g., pharmaceutical company) wishing to use 
the cells for product testing has to negotiate a fee for provision of the cells and a royalty 
payment per batch of product tested. 

According to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), patents are held for "Test for 
determining pyrogenic effect of a material" (U.S. 5,891,728, April 6, 1999), and 
"Pyrogenicity test for use with automated immunoassay systems" (U.S. 6,696,261 B2, 
February 24, 2004). These patents cover the WB/IL-1β and WB/IL-6 test methods, 
respectively. In addition, and related to the WB/IL-1β test method, there is a patent 
application pending for "Test procedure with biological system - Preparations containing 
deep-frozen blood are used for determining blood response" (USPTO 436518000). 

There are several measures in the study validity criteria that may be used to verify the 
integrity of proprietary components. As outlined in Table 2-1, an endotoxin standard curve is 
established for each assay, which is in turn used to define the endotoxin activity of the test 
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substances. In addition, positive and negative controls, along with positive and negative 
product controls, are used for interference testing, and serve as internal controls for each 
assay. 

2.5 Number of Replicates 

2.5.1 Number of Donors 

There is no rationale provided for the number of donors included for each test method. As 
described in Section 2.2.2, samples from multiple donors are required for three of the test 
methods. The Cryo WB/IL-1β test method uses pooled blood from five different donors and 
the WB/IL-6 and PBMC/IL-6 test methods use blood from at least three donors, which are 
tested individually. In contrast, a single donor sample is used for the WB/IL-1β test method. 

2.5.2 Number of Assay Replicates 

Once each substance has been tested in the requisite number of donor samples (see Section 
2.2.2), the resulting sample test medium is assayed in quadruplicate in the relevant cytokine 
ELISA. As indicated in Section 2.2.1, the nonparametric Dixon's test (Dixon 1950; Barnett 
and Lewis 1984) or Grubbs’ test (Grubbs 1969) for normally distributed samples is used to 
detect outliers among the replicates. Section 2.5 of the ECVAM BRDs states that four 
replicates were chosen, as it is considered the minimum number for inclusion in Dixon's test. 

2.6 Modifications to the Test Method Protocols Based on ECVAM Validation 
Study Results 

In the MM6/IL-6 test method, prevalidation studies demonstrated that pre-incubation of the 
cells at a defined initial concentration of 2 x 107 cells/50 mL RPMI-C for 24 hr greatly 
improved test method performance. Therefore, this modification was included in the 
validation study, and subsequently carried forward to the recommended MM6/IL-6 test 
method protocol. 

For the PBMC/IL-6 test method, a single blood donor was initially used as a source of 
PBMCs. However, the use of PBMCs from four separate donors (assayed individually) was 
shown to reduce variability, and this modification was carried forward in the recommended 
PBMC/IL-6 test method protocol. 

No modifications were made to the WB/IL-1β, Cryo WB/IL-1β, and WB/IL-6 test method 
protocols as a result of the prevalidation or validation testing experiences. 

2.7 Differences Between Comparable Validated Test Methods with Established 
Performance Standards 

The differences between the in vitro pyrogen test methods and the currently accepted 
pyrogen test methods (i.e., BET and RPT) are described in Sections 1.2.3 and 1.3.2. 
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3.0 Substances Used for the Validation of In Vitro Pyrogen Test 
Methods 

3.1 Rationale for the Substances or Products Selected for Testing 

A validation study should evaluate an adequate subset of substances and product types that 
are to be tested by the proposed test method. In response to a request for additional 
information, the rationale for the specific test substances selected for inclusion in the 
validation studies was provided by ECVAM, which included stability of the endotoxin-spike, 
relevance, availability/feasibility, and cost (see Appendix C). Briefly, to maintain the desired 
concentration of the endotoxin-spike solution over the time period needed for the validation 
studies, the test substances and the endotoxin-spike solution were provided separately to the 
test laboratories and mixed prior to testing. As for relevance, only substances intended for i.v. 
injection were selected. In addition, test substances consisted solely of marketed parenteral 
pharmaceuticals that were labeled as free from detectable pyrogens such that these data were 
available for comparison to the validation study results. 

3.2 Number of Substances 

A total of 13 substances were included in the performance analysis of each of the five in vitro 
test methods. Ten substances, each spiked with four different concentrations of endotoxin (0, 
0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 EU/mL, with 0.5 EU/mL tested in duplicate), were used to evaluate 
accuracy. Three substances, each spiked with three concentrations of endotoxin (0, 0.5, and 
1.0 EU/mL, with 0 EU/mL tested in duplicate), were used to assess intralaboratory 
reproducibility. 
 

3.3 Identification and Description of Substances Tested 

As indicated in Section 3.1, the test substances selected for use in the validation studies were 
marketed parenteral pharmaceuticals. Table 3-1 lists the 10 test substances used to evaluate 
accuracy, and Table 3-2 lists the three test substances used to evaluate reproducibility. In 
response to a request for additional information, ECVAM provided the lot numbers of the 
substances used in accuracy evaluation for the validation study, which demonstrated that they 
were identical (Appendix C). However, some of the lots tested in the catch-up validation 
study for the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method were different (i.e., Fenistil and Sostril) because 
the original lots were no longer available. One test substance (i.e., Orasthin) was no longer 
available and was replaced with Syntocinon, which contains the same active ingredient.
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Table 3-1 Parenteral Drugs Used in the Validation Studies for Determining Test 
Method Accuracy1 

Test Substance2 Source Lot Number(s) 
Active  

Ingredient 
Indication 

MVD 
(-fold) 

Beloc® Astra Zeneca DA419A1 Metoprolol tartrate 
Heart 

dysfunction 
140 

Binotal® Grünenthal 117EL2 Ampicillin Antibiotic 140 
Ethanol 95% B. Braun 2465Z01 Ethanol Diluent 35 

Fenistil® Novartis 
21402 
268033 

Dimetindenmaleat Antiallergic 175 

Glucose 5% Eifelfango 
1162 
31323 

Glucose Nutrition 70 

MCP® Hexal 21JX22 Metoclopramid Antiemetic 350 

Orasthin® Hoechst W015 Oxytocin 
Initiation of 

delivery 
700 

Sostril® Glaxo 
Wellcome 

1L585B 
3H01N3 

Ranitidine Antiacidic 140 

Syntocinon® Novartis S00400 Oxytocin 
Induction of 

labor 
- 

Drug A - 0.9%NaCl - - 0.9% NaCl - 35 
Drug B - 0.9% NaCl - - 0.9% NaCl - 70 
Abbreviations: MVD = Maximum valid dilution 
1Each substance was tested in all five in vitro pyrogen test methods. 
2Each test substance was spiked with 0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 endotoxin units/mL (EU/mL) of endotoxin (WHO-LPS 94/580 
[E. coli O113:H10:K-]), with 0.5 EU/mL tested in duplicate. Each sample contained the appropriate spike concentration 
when tested at its MVD. 
3Indicates the lot number used in the catch-up validation study for the Cryopreserved Whole Blood/Interleukin-1β test 
method. 
 

Table 3-2 Parenteral Drugs Used in the Validation Studies for Determining Test 
Method Reproducibility1 

Test Substance2 Source Agent Indication 
Gelafundin® Braun Melsungen Gelatin Transfusion 
Haemate® Aventis Factor VIII Hemophilia 
Jonosteril® Fresenius Electrolytes Infusion 
1Each substance was tested in all five in vitro pyrogen test methods. 
2Each test substance was spiked with 0, 0.5, or 1.0 endotoxin units/mL (EU/mL) of endotoxin (WHO-LPS 94/580 [E. coli 
O113:H10:K-]), with 0 EU/mL tested in duplicate. Each sample contained the appropriate spike concentration when tested 
at its maximum valid dilution. 

 

3.4 Sample Coding Procedure 

According to the ECVAM BRDs (Section 3.4), the 10 test substances and the four spike 
concentrations used for the evaluation of accuracy were blinded to the testing laboratories. 
For the reproducibility analyses, although the three spike concentrations were blinded to the 
participating laboratories, the identities of the three test substances were not. 
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3.5 Rationale for the Selection of the Recommended Reference Substances 

Reference substances are used to assess the accuracy and reliability of a proposed, 
mechanistically and functionally similar test method and are a representative subset of those 
used to demonstrate the reliability and accuracy of the validated reference test method (in this 
case, the RPT). These substances should: 

• Represent the range of responses that the validated test method is capable of 
measuring or predicting 

• Have produced consistent results in the validated test method 

• Produce responses that reflect the accuracy of the validated test method 

• Have well-defined chemical structures and/or compositions 

• Be readily available 

• Not be associated with excessive hazard or prohibitive disposal costs 

For evaluating test method performance, each of the test substances used in the ECVAM 
validation studies was spiked with a Gram-negative endotoxin standard (WHO-LPS 94/580 
[E. coli O113:H10:K-]). Two different sources of endotoxin (i.e., E. coli EC-5 and E. coli 
EC-6), which were reported to be identical to the WHO standard, were used in the validation 
studies (Hochstein et al. 1994; Hoffman et al. 2005a). Endotoxin was selected as a “model” 
pyrogen for inclusion based on its availability in a standardized form and because of the 
known ability of monocytic cells to respond to endotoxin-based pyrogens. Endotoxin was 
also used as a positive control and for qualifying the in vitro test methods during interference 
testing. It is also used when performing the BET. As described in Section 4.0, the response 
of the reference test method (i.e., RPT) to endotoxin is well documented. For this reason, the 
threshold pyrogen dose used for establishing the decision criteria for the in vitro test methods 
was based on historical RPT data. Importantly, no other non-endotoxin-based pyrogenic 
substances are presently available in a standardized form. 
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4.0 In Vivo Reference Data for the Assessment of Test Method 
Accuracy 

4.1 Description of the Protocol Used to Generate In Vivo Data 

4.1.1 The Rabbit Pyrogen Test 

The RPT protocols most widely accepted by regulatory agencies are outlined in the USP 
(USP 2007b), the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (FDA 2005), the European 
Pharmacopeia ([EP], EP 2005a), and the Japanese Pharmacopeia ([JP], JP 2001), and are 
summarized in Table 4-1. The RPT involves measuring the temperature increase in rabbits 
following an i.v. injection (via the ear vein) of a test substance in a dose not to exceed 10 
mL/kg injected within a period of not more than 10 min. Initially, three rabbits are injected 
and the increase (or decrease) in temperature relative to the baseline value is measured at 30-
min intervals for up to three hr. The resulting data are used to calculate an overall 
temperature increase by adding the results from all three animals, which is then used to 
assign a label of pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic. 
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Table 4-1 Test Guidelines for the Rabbit Pyrogen Test 

Reference RPT Protocol 
Component 21 CFR 610.13 (FDA 2005) EP5.0 2.6.8 (EP 2005a) JP XIV (JP 2001) USP30 NF25 <151> (USP 2007b) 

Number of rabbits 3 or 81 3, 6, 9, or 121 3 or 81 3 or 81 
Rabbit species/strain Not specified Not specified Not specified Not specified 
Exclusion criteria for 
rabbits during the initial 
selection of rabbits 

• Used in a negative pyrogen 
test in the preceding 2 days 

• Used in a pyrogen test in 
which its temperature rose 
≥0.6°C in the preceding 2 
weeks 

• Weight<1.5 kg 
• Decreased weight in the 

preceding week 
• Used in a negative pyrogen 

test in the preceding 3 days 
• Used in a positive pyrogen test 

in the preceding 3 weeks 

• Weight<1.5 kg 
• Decreased weight in the 

preceding week 
• Previously used in a positive 

pyrogen test 
• Rabbits from negative pyrogen 

tests may be reused only when a 
"as a long a resting period as 
possible is taken" 

• Used in a negative pyrogen test 
in the preceding 2 days 

• Used in a pyrogen test in which 
its temperature rose ≥0.6°C in 
the preceding 2 weeks 

 

Testing room conditions 20 to 23°C Within 3°C of the housing quarters 
(temperature not specified) 

20 to 27°C and constant humidity 20 to 23°C 

Food/water during test Food withheld during the test, 
but water available at all times 

Food withheld overnight and until 
end of the test. Water withheld 
during the test. 

Food withheld beginning several hrs. 
prior to first temperature recording 
and until the end of the test. 

Food withheld during the test period, 
but water available at all times 

Depth of temperature 
probe in rectum 

Not less than 7.5 cm Approximately 5 cm 6-9 cm Not less than 7.5 cm 

Preliminary test ≤7 days prior to main test, 
perform all procedures used for 
the main test except the 
injection. 

• 1-3 days prior to main test, 
treat test animals with an 
injection of warmed (38.5°C) 
pyrogen-free saline 

• Record temperature at 90 min 
prior to injection and every 30 
min thereafter up to 3 hr. 

• Exclude any rabbits with an 
increase of >0.6°C 

Not specified ≤7 days prior to main test, perform 
all procedures used for the main test 
except the injection. 

Baseline temperature  • Record temperature ≤ 30 
min prior to injection 

• For any group of rabbits, 
use only if baseline 
temperatures do not 
vary>1°C among rabbits 

• Exclude rabbits with 
baseline 
temperature>39.8°C 

• Mean of two temperature 
recordings at 40 min and 10 
min prior to injection 

• Exclude rabbits if variation 
>0.2°C between measurements 
noted 

• Exclude rabbits with initial 
temperature >39.8°C or 
<38.0°C 

• Record temperature three times at 
one-hr intervals prior to injection 

• Assuming no appreciable 
variability among recordings, use 
the last recording as the baseline 
value. 

• Exclude animals if 2nd and 3rd 
temperature measurements 
exceed 39.8°C 

• Record temperature ≤30 min 
prior to injection 

• For any group of rabbits, use 
only if baseline temperatures do 
not vary >1°C among rabbits 

• Exclude rabbits with baseline 
>39.8°C 

Injection volume ≥3 mL/kg BUT ≤10mL/kg ≥0.5 mL/kg BUT ≤10mL/kg 10 mL/kg, unless otherwise specified ≤10 mL/kg 
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Injection time ≤10 min ≤4 min, unless otherwise indicated Not specified, but injection should 
occur within 15 min of the third 
pretest temperature recording 

≤10 min 

Injection site Marginal ear vein Marginal ear vein Marginal ear vein Marginal ear vein 
Pre-warming of test 
material 

37°C±2°C 38.5°C 37°C 37°C±2°C 

Temperature recording 
intervals after injection 

30 min intervals for 1 to 3 hr ≤30 min intervals for 3 hr 1 hr intervals for 3 hr 30 min intervals for 1 to 3 hr 

Abbreviations: CFR = U.S. Code of Federal Regulations; EP = European Pharmacopeia; FDA = U.S. Food and Drug Administration; JP = Japanese Pharmacopeia; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test; USP = 
United States Pharmacopeia 
1Each test is initially conducted with three animals and additional animals are tested to resolve equivocal results in the first three animals 
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4.1.2 Current In Vivo Pyrogen Test Method Protocols 

As indicated in Table 4-1, U.S. and international regulatory agencies have tailored the RPT 
protocol to suit their specific needs and goals in protecting human health. The current test 
method protocols (i.e., FDA 2005; EP 2005a; JP 2001; USP 2007b) recommend using 
healthy, adult rabbits with no specific breed/strain requirements. Rabbits are to be adequately 
acclimated to their surroundings and housed in an environment free from excessive external 
stimuli. Each rabbit is conditioned prior to the test with a sham test that includes all of the 
procedural steps except the injection (see also Section 1.2). Reuse of test rabbits is permitted 
only after an appropriate withdrawal period has been completed (see also Section 1.2). 

The test is conducted in a room that is designated solely for pyrogen testing, in which the 
temperature is within 3°C of the uniform temperature of the housing room (i.e., 20°C±3°C). 
Food is withheld during the test, but access to water is continuous. The baseline temperature, 
which is used to calculate the increase in temperature during the test, is measured 30-40 min 
prior to injection of the test substance. In each group of rabbits tested, the variation in 
baseline temperature among the rabbits should not vary more than 1°C, and rabbits with an 
initial temperature greater than 39.8°C are excluded from testing. 

The test substance is pre-warmed to approximately 37°C and injected (≤10 mL/kg) into the 
marginal ear vein, completing each injection within 10 min. The rectal temperature is 
recorded at 30-min intervals for up to three hr after the injection. The decision criteria 
outlined in Table 4-2 are then used to determine a pyrogenic response. As shown in Table 4-
2, the decision criteria by which labels of pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic are assigned vary 
among the USP, FDA, EP, and JP test guidelines. 
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Table 4-2 Decision Criteria for Determining a Pyrogenic Response in the Rabbit 
Pyrogen Test 

RPT Protocol No. Rabbits Product passes if: Product fails if: 

3 
0/3 rabbits show an increase 
of ≥0.5°C 

NA1 
USP30 NF25<151> 
(USP 2007b) 

51 
≤3/8 rabbits show an increase 
of ≥0.5°C AND the summed 
responses ≤3.3°C 

>3/8 rabbits show an increase 
of ≥0.5°C AND/OR the sum of 
all responses >3.3°C 

3 
0/3 rabbits show an increase 
of ≥0.5°C 

NA1 
21 CFR 610.13 
(FDA 2005) 

51 
≤3/8 rabbits show an increase 
of ≥0.6°C AND the summed 
responses ≤3.7°C 

>3/8 rabbits show an increase 
of ≥0.6°C AND/OR the 
summed responses >3.7°C 

3 Summed responses ≤1.15°C Summed responses >2.65°C 
62 Summed responses ≤2.80°C Summed responses >4.30°C 
92 Summed responses ≤4.45°C Summed responses >5.95°C 

EP5.0 2.6.8 
(EP 2005a) 

12 Summed responses ≤6.60°C Summed responses >6.60°C 

3 
3/3 rabbits show an increase 
of <0.6°C AND the summed 
responses ≤1.4°C 

≥2/3 rabbits show an increase 
≥0.6°C 

JP XIV 
(JP 2001) 

53 
≥4/5 rabbits show an increase 
<0.6°C 

≥2/5 rabbits show an increase 
≥0.6°C 

CFR = U.S. Code of Federal Regulations; EP = European Pharmacopeia; FDA = U.S. Food and Drug Administration; JP = 
Japanese Pharmacopeia; NA = Not applicable; USP = United States Pharmacopeia; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test 
1If ≥1/3 rabbits show an increase of ≥0.5°C, continue test with an additional five rabbits. 
2Three additional animals are tested when the summed responses falls in between the previous range. 
3Five additional animals are tested when neither criterion is met, and results are based on these five animals only. 

 

4.2 Reference Data Used to Assess In Vitro Test Method Accuracy 

The ECVAM BRDs state that due to ethical and legal reasons, the RPT was not conducted in 
parallel to the in vitro test methods. Instead, historical RPT data produced over a 5-year 
period at the Paul-Ehrlich Institut (PEI), which is the German Federal Agency of Sera and 
Vaccines, were used (Hoffmann et al. 2005a). These data were generated for internal quality 
control studies from 171 rabbits (Chinchilla Bastards). Chinchilla Bastards are reported to be 
a more sensitive strain than the New Zealand White rabbit strain for pyrogenicity testing 
(Hoffmann et al. 2005b). However, neither the USP (USP 2007b) nor the EP (EP 2005a) 
prescribes a specific rabbit strain for the RPT. 

4.3 Availability of Original Records for the In Vivo Reference Data 

Section 4.1 of each ECVAM BRD indicates that the PEI provided the historical RPT data. 

4.4 In Vivo Data Quality 

The historical RPT studies were conducted at the PEI, which supports regional German 
regulatory authorities, provides marketing approval of certain marketed biological products 
(e.g., sera, vaccines, test allergens), and functions as a WHO collaborating center for QA of 
blood products and in vitro diagnostics. The unit for pyrogen and endotoxin testing of the 
PEI is accredited following ISO/IEC 17025 (International Standards Organization [ISO] 
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2005). In a request for additional information from ECVAM, it was stated that the RPT data 
was generated according to the EP monograph, but the detailed protocol used by this 
laboratory was not provided. 

4.5 Availability and Use of Toxicity Information from the Species of Interest 

A number of studies have concluded that humans and rabbits have approximately the same 
threshold to pyrogenic stimulation, although higher doses are more pyrogenic and more toxic 
in humans (Co Tui and Schrift 1942; Westphal 1956; Keene et al. 1961). Moreover, 
Greisman and Hornick (1969) compared three purified endotoxin preparations in rabbits and 
in male volunteers and showed that the threshold pyrogenic dose was similar in both species. 
However, the dose-response relationships for humans were considerably steeper than those 
for the rabbit at each dose tested. 

As stated in Section 1.2.1, the major regulatory requirement for pyrogenicity testing is for 
end-product release of human and animal parenteral drugs, medical devices, and human 
biological products. The results from such testing are used to limit, to an acceptable level, the 
risks of febrile reactions from injection and/or implantation of the product of concern. 

Endotoxin can produce a number of acute effects on human health. McKinney et al. (2006) 
reported increased cytokine expression patterns in a cohort of subjects experiencing systemic 
adverse events (i.e., fever, rash, lymphadenopathy) after smallpox vaccine administration. 
Martich et al. (1993) studied systemic, cardiovascular, pulmonary, cytokine release, and the 
inflammatory response resulting from i.v. injection of small doses of endotoxin in humans to 
understand mechanisms of sepsis and septic shock. Burrell (1994) later reviewed the 
available literature on the adverse human responses to bacterial endotoxin. In addition, 
environmental or chronic exposure to inhaled bacterial endotoxin (present in soil, in water, 
and on vegetation) may lead to an inflammation in the airways and/or gastrointestinal 
disturbances (Rylander 2002). Therefore, for protection of both human and animal health, it 
is vital that the test method employed provide an accurate estimation of the potential for a 
pyrogenic reaction. 

4.6 Information on the Accuracy and Reliability of the In Vivo Test Method 

Hoffmann et al. (2005a) modeled the sensitivity and specificity of the RPT using historical 
data (summarized in Section 4.2) to establish a threshold pyrogen dose (i.e., the endotoxin 
dose at which fever was induced in 50% of the rabbits). A threshold value of 0.5 EU/mL was 
defined by regression analysis of the data. The performance characteristics of the RPT (i.e., 
sensitivity and specificity) were then determined using a 2 x 2 contingency table, 
incorporating the parameters obtained from the regression analysis. The authors considered 
the prevalence of the endotoxin spikes included in the ECVAM accuracy evaluations in the 
validation studies (i.e., 0 EU/mL: 20%; 0.25 EU/mL: 20%; 0.5 EU/mL: 40%; 1.0 EU/mL: 
20%) and applied the threshold pyrogen dose of 0.5 EU/mL to calculate theoretical values for 
sensitivity (58%) and specificity (88%) of the RPT. 

The accuracy and reliability of the RPT for endotoxin testing has been considered adequate 
for U.S. and international regulatory needs for many years. Since its inclusion in the USP in 
1941, the RPT has been used extensively and is the preferred method for detection of 
pyrogenicity for product development, because of the inability of the BET to detect 
non-endotoxin pyrogens. 
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5.0 Test Method Data and Results 

5.1 Test Method Protocol 

The Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) used during the ECVAM validation studies are 
included in Appendix A. As described in Section 2.1, there are many similarities among the 
protocols for each of the in vitro pyrogen test methods, with very few notable differences 
other than the type of cells used (i.e., WB cells, PBMCs, monocytoid cell line) and the 
proinflammatory cytokine assayed (i.e., IL-1β or IL-6). These similarities and differences are 
outlined in Table 2-1. An internationally accepted endotoxin standard (i.e., WHO-LPS 
94/580 [E. coli 0113:h10:K-]) was used to spike samples of saline or marketed parenteral 
pharmaceuticals. The same pharmaceuticals were used to create the spiked samples for all 
five test methods (see Table 3-1 and 3-2). These samples were included in a series of studies 
designed to determine the relevance and reliability of each of the in vitro pyrogen test 
methods. 

5.2 Availability of Copies of Original Data Used to Evaluate Test Method 
Performance 

ECVAM provided raw data from the validation studies in an electronic format (Excel® 
spreadsheets) that consisted of OD450 measurements for all replicates included in each of the 
validation studies. 

NICEATM attempted to obtain additional in vitro and/or in vivo pyrogen test method data. A 
Federal Register (FR) notice (Vol. 70, No. 241, pp. 74833-74834, December 16, 2005) was 
published requesting original in vitro pyrogen test method and reference data from the 
currently used pyrogen test methods (i.e., RPT and/or BET). In addition, the FR notice was 
sent directly to more than 100 interested stakeholders internationally. Despite these efforts, 
no additional data were submitted. 

5.3 Description of the Statistical Approaches Used to Evaluate the Resulting Data 

Details of the statistical approaches used to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of each of 
the five in vitro test methods are included in Section 5.3 of each ECVAM BRD. Briefly, as 
indicated in Section 3.2, 10 substances (each spiked with four concentrations of endotoxin, 
with one concentration spiked in duplicate) were tested in each test method to evaluate 
accuracy, while three substances (each spiked with three concentrations of endotoxin, with 
one tested in duplicate) were used to evaluate test method reproducibility. Varying 
concentrations of endotoxin-spiked saline were tested for the analysis of intralaboratory 
repeatability. 

The evaluation of intralaboratory repeatability included coefficient of variation (CV) analysis 
of the log-transformed OD450 measurements for the replicates of each endotoxin 
concentration. Boxplots were also generated to demonstrate variability among these values 
for each concentration. Similar analyses were conducted for the three substances used to 
assess intra- and inter-laboratory reproducibility. 

The reproducibility analysis incorporated the decision criteria that were developed to 
differentiate between pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic materials (using a threshold value of 0.5 
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EU/mL). In all reproducibility analyses, a single run consisted of each of the substances (as 
described above and in Section 3.2) assayed in quadruplicate. Acceptability criteria for each 
run included a CV analysis to remove highly variable samples from the analyses. This 
criterion ranged from a CV<0.25 to <0.45, depending on the test method being considered. 
For the measurement of intralaboratory reproducibility, pair-wise comparisons between the 
runs were determined and the associations between runs expressed as a percentage of 
agreement between two individual laboratories. It should be noted that this analysis takes into 
account the agreement of the resulting pyrogenicity decision (i.e., pyrogenic or 
non-pyrogenic), but does not consider whether the decision is correct. The correlations 
(expressed as a percentage of agreement) between pairs of the independent runs (i.e., run 1 
vs. run 2; run 1 vs. run 3; run 2 vs. run 3) were determined and the mean of these three values 
was calculated. Similar analyses were conducted for an assessment of interlaboratory 
reproducibility, in which pairwise comparisons between laboratories were determined and 
the associations were expressed as a percentage of agreement. This analysis included each 
run from each laboratory (n=3 per laboratory) and all possible interlaboratory combinations 
were compared. Similar to the intralaboratory analysis, this analysis takes the resulting 
pyrogenicity call from each run in each laboratory into consideration, but does not consider 
whether the call is correct. Section 7.0 provides additional details and the resulting data from 
these analyses. 

For the accuracy analysis, 2 x 2 contingency tables were constructed using the decision 
criteria defined in Table 4-2 to assign a pyrogenicity call. Each run for each sample from 
each laboratory was considered independently. Accordingly, the in vitro call was compared 
to the "true status" (based on the known endotoxin spike concentration) of the sample. The 
resulting accuracy statistics were calculated based on the overall database for each test 
method. Similar to the reproducibility analyses, acceptability criteria for each run included a 
CV analysis to remove highly variable samples from the analyses, for which a range of 
CV<0.25 to CV<0.45 was used, depending on the test method being considered. Section 6.0 
provides additional details and the resulting data from these analyses. 

Outliers were identified and eliminated using a two-step procedure. In the first step, 
replicates with an extremely large variation were identified by comparing the CV for the 
replicates with the extracted maximal CV (CVmax). If the CV for the replicates was smaller 
than the CVmax, then the data were analyzed without modification. However, if the replicates 
failed to pass this initial test, then the data were transformed with the natural logarithm and 
examined for outliers using the nonparametric Dixon's test (Dixon 1950; Barnett and Lewis 
1984) or the Grubbs’ test (Grubbs 1969) for normally distributed samples. If one observation 
was responsible for the large variation, then the observation was excluded. If the variation 
was due to all observations, then the entire set of replicates was excluded from further 
analysis. Additional information on the analytical procedure used to identify and eliminate 
outlier observations can be found in the materials provided by ECVAM (see Appendix C). 

5.4 Summary of Results 

Graphical representations of the repeatability and reproducibility analyses are provided in 
Section 5.2 of each ECVAM BRD (see Appendix A). The tabulated results from which the 
intra- and inter-laboratory reproducibility analyses and accuracy analyses can be conducted 
are provided in Section 5.4 of the ECVAM BRDs. The tables in that section include the test 
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substance name, the endotoxin spike concentration, the pyrogenicity call for each in vitro 
run, and the "true status" of each test substance. 

5.5 Use of Coded Chemicals and Compliance with GLP Guidelines 

Ideally, all data supporting the validity of a test method should be obtained using coded 
chemicals and reported in accordance with GLP guidelines (i.e., OECD 1998; EPA 2003a, 
2003b; FDA 2003). Section 3.4 indicates that the 10 test substances and the four spike 
concentrations used for the accuracy evaluation were blinded to the testing laboratories. 
However, although the three spike concentrations were blinded to the participating 
laboratories for the reproducibility studies, the identity of the three test substances was not 
blinded. 

5.6 Lot-to-Lot Consistency of Test Substances 

Lot-to-lot consistency of test substances is evaluated to ensure that the same substance, with 
the same physicochemical properties, is used for the duration of the study. In these studies, 
the test substances were released from clinical lots of parenteral pharmaceuticals, which 
implied that they had been subjected to rigorous chemical manufacturing control analyses to 
verify that the compositions are consistent. However, the specific lot numbers for the test 
substances used in the validation study were not initially provided in the ECVAM BRDs. In 
response to a request for additional information, ECVAM provided this information (Table 
3-1 and Appendix C). In addition, the international standard for Gram-negative endotoxin, 
WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli O113:H10:K-), was used as the spike solution, which provides a 
measure of consistency for the positive control substance and the spike substance. 

5.7 Availability of Data for External Audit 

As described in Section 8.4, all records are stored and archived by the participating 
laboratories and are available for inspection. 
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6.0 Relevance of the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

6.1 Accuracy of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

A critical component of an ICCVAM evaluation of the validation status of a test method is an 
assessment of its relevance. The measure of relevance used in this evaluation is the 
performance of the new test in identifying pyrogens as compared to the performance of the 
current reference method (ICCVAM 2003). This aspect of assay performance is typically 
evaluated by calculating: 

• Accuracy (also referred to as concordance): the proportion of correct 
outcomes (positive and negative) of a test method 

• Sensitivity: the proportion of true positive substances that are correctly 
classified as positive 

• Specificity: the proportion of true negative substances that are correctly 
classified as negative 

• Positive predictivity: the proportion of correct positive responses among 
substances testing positive 

• Negative predictivity: the proportion of correct negative responses among 
substances testing negative 

• False positive rate: the proportion of true negative substances that are falsely 
identified as positive 

• False negative rate: the proportion of true positive substances that are falsely 
identified as negative 

The ability of the in vitro pyrogen test methods to correctly identify the presence of Gram-
negative endotoxin was evaluated using parenteral pharmaceuticals spiked with endotoxin 
(WHO-LPS 94/580 [E. coli O113:H10:K-]). As described in Section 3.2, 10 substances (see 
Table 3-1) spiked with four concentrations of endotoxin (with one concentration in 
duplicate) were used for the evaluation. The individual spike concentrations in each 
substance were tested once, using each test method, in three different laboratories, providing 
a total of 150 runs (i.e., 10 substances x 5 spike solutions x 3 laboratories = 150). The quality 
criteria outlined in Table 2-1 were used to identify outliers. These outliers were subsequently 
excluded from the evaluation, which resulted in less than a total of 150 runs per evaluation. 

As described in Section 4.2, no RPTs were conducted in parallel with the in vitro pyrogen 
test methods during the ECVAM validation studies. Instead, historical RPT data from rabbits 
tested with endotoxin were used to establish a threshold pyrogen dose (i.e., the endotoxin 
dose at which fever was induced in 50% of the rabbits). This historical data were 
subsequently used to establish the limit of detection (i.e., 0.5 EU/mL) that the in vitro test 
methods being validated must meet. Accordingly, the in vitro call was compared to the "true 
status" (based on the known endotoxin spike concentration) of the sample. The resulting calls 
were used to construct 2x2 contingency tables, which were used to calculate the resulting test 
method performance values. 
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6.1.1 Relevance of the Cryo WB/IL-1β Test Method 

Of the 150 available runs for the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method, 10 runs showed excessive 
variability but no significant outliers among the four replicates (i.e., CV >45%) resulting in 
their exclusion from the analysis. An additional 20 runs (from one of the three participating 
laboratories) did not qualify according to one or more of the criteria outlined in Table 2-1. 
Therefore, a total of 120 runs were used in the performance analysis which showed that the 
Cryo WB/IL-1β test method has an accuracy of 92% (110/120), a sensitivity of 97% (75/77), 
a specificity of 81% (35/43), a false negative rate of 3% (2/77), and a false positive rate of 
19% (8/43) (see Table 6-1). 

Table 6-1 Accuracy of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods1 

Test 
Method 

Accuracy2 Sensitivity3 Specificity4 
False Negative 

Rate5 
False Positive 

Rate6 
Cryo 

WB/IL-1β 
92%  

(110/120) 
97% 

(75/77) 
81% 

(35/43) 
3% 

(2/77) 
19% 

(8/43) 

MM6/IL-6 
93% 

(138/148) 
96% 

(85/89) 
90% 

(53/59) 
5% 

(4/89) 
10% 

(6/59) 
PBMC/IL-

6 
93% 

(140/150) 
92% 

(83/90) 
95% 

(57/60) 
8% 

(7/90) 
5% 

(3/60) 
PBMC/IL-
6 (Cryo)7 

87% 
(130/150) 

93% 
(84/90) 

77% 
(46/60) 

7% 
(6/90) 

23% 
(14/60) 

WB/IL-6 
92% 

(136/148) 
89% 

(79/89) 
97% 

(57/59) 
11% 

(10/89) 
3% 

(2/59) 
WB/IL-1β 

(Tube) 
81% 

(119/147) 
73% 

(64/88) 
93% 

(55/59) 
27% 

(24/88) 
7% 

(4/59) 
WB/IL-1β 
(96-well 
plate)8 

93% 
(129/139) 

99% 
(83/84) 

84% 
(46/55) 

1% 
(1/84) 

16% 
(9/55) 

Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; EU/mL = Endotoxin units per milliliter; IL = Interleukin; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; 
PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; WB = Whole blood 
1Data shown as a percentage (number of correct runs/total number of runs), based on results of 10 parenteral drugs tested in 
each of three different laboratories. Samples of each drug were tested with or without being spiked with a Gram-negative 
endotoxin standard (0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 EU/mL, with 0.5 EU/mL tested in duplicate). 
2Accuracy = the proportion of correct outcomes (positive and negative) of a test method. 
3Sensitivity = the proportion of all positive substances that are classified as positive. 
4Specificity = the proportion of all negative substances that are classified as negative. 
5False negative rate = the proportion of all positive substances that are falsely identified as negative. 
6False positive rate = the proportion of all negative substances that are falsely identified as positive. 
7A modification of the PBMC/IL-6 test method that uses Cryo PBMCs. 
8A modification of the WB/IL-1β test method that uses 96-well plates instead of tubes for the test substance incubation. 
 

6.1.2 Relevance of the MM6/IL-6 Test Method 

Of the 150 available runs for the MM6/IL-6 test method, two showed excessive variability 
among the four replicates (i.e., CV >25%), resulting in their exclusion from the analysis. No 
runs were excluded based on the criteria outlined in Table 2-1. Therefore, a total of 148 runs 
was used in the performance analysis. Based on this analysis, the MM6/IL-6 test method has 
an accuracy of 93% (138/148), a sensitivity of 96% (85/89), a specificity of 90% (53/59), a 
false negative rate of 4% (4/89), and a false positive rate of 10% (6/59) (see Table 6-1). 
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6.1.3 Relevance of the PBMC/IL-6 Test Method 

None of the 150 available runs for the PBMC/IL-6 test method showed excessive variability 
(i.e., CV >40%) and all runs met the criteria outlined in Table 2-1. Therefore, all 150 runs 
were included in the performance analysis. Based on this analysis, the PBMC/IL-6 test 
method has an accuracy of 93% (140/150), a sensitivity of 92% (83/90), a specificity of 95% 
(57/60), a false negative rate of 8% (7/90), and a false positive rate of 5% (3/60) (see Table 
6-1). 

6.1.3.1 Relevance of the PBMC/IL-6 Method When Using Cryo PBMCs 

As indicated in Table 2-1, the PBMC/IL-6 test method protocol was also conducted using a 
modified protocol that included Cryo PBMCs. None of the 150 available runs for this 
modification of the PBMC/IL-6 test method showed excessive variability (i.e., CV >40%) 
and all runs met the criteria outlined in Table 2-1. Therefore, all runs were included in a 
performance analysis. Based on this analysis, the PBMC/IL-6 test method, when using Cryo 
PBMCs, has an accuracy of 87% (130/150), a sensitivity of 93% (84/90), a specificity of 
77% (46/60), a false negative rate of 7% (6/90), and a false positive rate of 23% (14/60). The 
high false positive rate can be attributed to a large number of false positives (50% [10/20]) in 
one of the three laboratories (the false positive rate in the remaining two laboratories is 10%). 

6.1.4 Relevance of the WB/IL-6 Test Method 

None of the 150 available runs for the WB/IL-6 test method showed excessive variability 
(i.e., CV >45%) and all runs met the criteria outlined in Table 2-1. However, two samples 
were mishandled by one of the testing laboratories, and thus the two associated runs were 
excluded from the analysis. As a result, 148 runs were included in the performance analysis 
for the detection of Gram-negative endotoxin. Based on this analysis, the WB/IL-6 test 
method has an accuracy of 92% (136/148), a sensitivity of 89% (79/89), a specificity of 97% 
(57/59), a false negative rate of 11% (10/89), and a false positive rate of 3% (2/59) (see 
Table 6-1). 

6.1.5 Relevance of the WB/IL-1β Test Method 

Of the 150 available runs for the WB/IL-1β test method, three showed excessive variability 
among the four replicates (i.e., CV >45%), resulting in their exclusion from the analysis. No 
runs were excluded based on the criteria outlined in Table 2-1. Therefore, a total of 147 runs 
was used in the performance analysis. Based on this analysis, the WB/IL-1β test method has 
an accuracy of 81% (119/147), a sensitivity of 73% (64/88), a specificity of 93% (55/59), an 
false negative rate of 27% (24/88), and a false positive rate of 7% (4/59) (see Table 6-1). 
Improved performance statistics for the WB/IL-1β test method associated with the use of 
96-well plates is summarized below (Section 6.1.5.1). 

6.1.5.1 Relevance of the WB/IL-1β Test Method When Using 96-Well Plates 

As indicated in Table 2-1, the WB/IL-1β test method protocol was also conducted using a 
modified protocol that used 96-well plates instead of individual tubes. Of the 150 available 
runs for this modification of the WB/IL-1β test method, 11 showed excessive variability (i.e., 
CV >45%). No runs were excluded based on the criteria outlined in Table 2-1. Therefore, a 
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total of 139 runs were included in a performance analysis. Based on this analysis, the 
WB/IL-1β test method, when using 96-well plates, has an accuracy of 93% (129/139), a 
sensitivity of 99% (83/84), a specificity of 84% (46/55), a false negative rate of 1% (1/84), 
and a false positive rate of 16% (9/55). 

6.2 Summary of the Performance Statistics for In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

The performance of the in vitro pyrogen test methods for the detection of Gram-negative 
endotoxin (based on 10 parenteral pharmaceuticals, each spiked with four concentrations of 
endotoxin, with one spiked in duplicate) was evaluated. As outlined in Table 6-1, this 
analysis indicated that the accuracy among the test methods ranged from 81% to 93%, 
sensitivity ranged from 89% to 99%, specificity ranged from 81% to 97%, false negative 
rates ranged from 1% to 27%, and false positive rates ranged from 3% to 23%. 

A comparison of the results for the in vitro test methods indicates that the number of runs 
excluded was greatest for the Cryo WB/IL-1β and WB/IL-1β (plate method) test methods, 
which had 30 and 11 runs excluded, respectively. No other test method had more than three 
runs excluded. 

6.2.1 Discordant Results 

It was not possible to make a direct comparison between the RPT and in vitro pyrogen test 
results without the availability of parallel testing data (i.e., same test substance tested using 
the in vitro and in vivo methods). Therefore, in vitro results that are discordant from the RPT 
could not be identified with these studies. Discordant results reflect either a failure of the in 
vitro test method to identify Gram-negative endotoxin (i.e., false negative) when spiked into 
a test substance at 0.5 EU/mL (i.e., the threshold concentration established based on 
historical data from the RPT) or 1.0 EU/mL, or to incorrectly indicate the presence of Gram-
negative endotoxin (i.e., false positive) when spiked into a test substance at 0 or 0.25 EU/mL. 
As shown in Table 6-2, false positive rates ranged from 7% to 47% when spiked into a test 
substance at 0.25 EU/mL and from 0% to 3% when spiked with 0 EU/mL. Similarly, false 
negative rates ranged from 2% to 39% when spiked into a test substance at 0.5 EU/mL and 
from 0% to 3% when spiked with 1.0 EU/mL. 

6.2.2 Strengths and Limitations of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

The limitations of these test methods have not been fully explored and identified. As 
described in Section 3.0, the substances tested do not adequately represent the range of 
products that are tested with these methods. For this reason, pre-testing product specific 
validation will be necessary to establish if a particular test substance/material is appropriate 
for evaluation using these in vitro test methods. A recognized limitation of the in vitro 
methods is the lack of data to determine their responses to, and suitability for, non-endotoxin 
pyrogens that can be detected by the RPT. Additional limitations of these test methods are 
outlined in the ECVAM response to ICCVAM PWG questions (see question #4 in Appendix 
B). However, an advantage to these in vitro test methods is that they are derived from human 
tissues, and thus avoid potential uncertainty associated with cross-species extrapolation. 
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Table 6-2 Predictivity of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods for Each Endotoxin Spike Concentration1 

Endotoxin Spike Concentration 

Negative for Pyrogen (< 0.5 EU/mL) Positive for Pyrogen (≥  0.5 EU/mL) 
Overall Totals 

0 EU/mL 0.25 EU/mL 0.5 EU/mL 1.0 EU/mL 
Test Method 

Correct 
False 

Positive2 
Correct 

False 
Positive 

False 
Negative3 

Correct 
False 

Negative 
Correct 

False 
Negative 

False 
Positive 

Cryo WB/IL-1β 100% 
(24/24) 

0% 
(0/24) 

58% 
(11/19) 

42% 
(8/19) 

4% 
(2/51) 

96% 
(49/51) 

0% 
(0/26) 

100% 
(26/26) 

3% 
(2/77) 

19% 
(8/43) 

MM6/IL-6 
100% 

(30/30) 
0% 

(0/30) 
79% 

(23/29) 
17% 

(6/29) 
7% 

(4/59) 
93% 

(55/59) 
0% 

(0/30) 
100% 

(30/30) 
5% 

(4/89) 
10% 

(6/59) 

PBMC/IL-6 
100% 

(30/30) 
0% 

(0/30) 
90% 

(27/30) 
10% 

(3/30) 
12% 

(7/60) 
88% 

(53/60) 
0% 

(0/30) 
100% 

(30/30) 
8% 

(7/90) 
5% 

(3/60) 
PBMC/IL-6 

(Cryo)4 
100% 

(30/30) 
0% 

(0/30) 
53% 

(16/30) 
47% 

(14/30) 
10% 

(6/60) 
90% 

(54/60) 
0% 

(0/30) 
100% 

(30/30) 
7% 

(6/90) 
23% 

(14/60) 

WB/IL-6 
100% 

(30/30) 
0% 

(0/30) 
93% 

(27/29) 
7% 

(2/29) 
17% 

(10/59) 
83% 

(49/59) 
0% 

(0/30) 
100% 

(30/30) 
11% 

(10/89) 
3% 

(2/59) 
WB/IL-1β 

(Tube) 
97% 

(28/29) 
3% 

(1/29) 
90% 

(27/30) 
10% 

(3/30) 
39% 

(23/59) 
61% 

(36/59) 
3% 

(1/29) 
97% 

(28/29) 
27% 

(24/88) 
7% 

(4/59) 
WB/IL-1β (96-

well plate)5 
100% 

(28/28) 
0% 

(0/28) 
67% 

(18/27) 
33% 

(9/27) 
2% 

(1/55) 
98% 

(54/55) 
0% 

(0/29) 
100% 

(29/29) 
1% 

(1/84) 
16% 

(9/55) 
Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; EU/mL = Endotoxin units/mL; IL = Interleukin; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; WB = Whole blood 
1Data shown as a percentage (number of correct, false positive, or false negative runs/total number of runs), based on results of 10 parenteral drugs tested in each of three different 
laboratories. Samples of each drug were tested with or without being spiked with a Gram-negative endotoxin standard (0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1.0 EU/mL, with 0.5 EU/mL tested in 
duplicate). 
2False positive rate = the proportion of all negative substances that are falsely identified as positive. 

3False negative rate = the proportion of all positive substances that are falsely identified as negative. 
4A modification of the PBMC/IL-6 test method using cryopreserved PBMCs. 
5A modification of the WB/IL-1β test method using 96-well plates instead of tubes for the test substance incubation. 
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7.0 Reliability of the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

An assessment of test method reliability (intralaboratory repeatability and intra- and 
inter-laboratory reproducibility) is an essential element of any evaluation of the performance 
of an alternative test method (ICCVAM 2003). Repeatability refers to the closeness of 
agreement among test results obtained within a single laboratory when the procedure is 
performed on the same substance under identical conditions within a given time period 
(ICCVAM 1997, 2003). Intra-laboratory reproducibility refers to the determination of the 
extent to which qualified personnel within the same laboratory can replicate results using a 
specific test protocol at different times. Inter-laboratory reproducibility refers to the 
determination of the extent to which different laboratories can replicate results using the 
same protocol and test chemicals, and indicates the extent to which a test method can be 
transferred successfully among laboratories. A reliability assessment includes a quantitative 
and/or qualitative analysis of intralaboratory repeatability and intra- and inter-laboratory 
reproducibility. In addition, measures of central tendency and variation are summarized for 
historical control data (negative, vehicle, positive), where applicable. 

An evaluation of intralaboratory repeatability and reproducibility could be conducted because 
in vitro pyrogen test data were available from replicate wells within individual experiments, 
and from replicate experiments within the individual laboratories. In addition, comparable 
data were available from each of the three laboratories that performed the validation studies, 
which allowed an evaluation of interlaboratory reproducibility. 

7.1 Selection Rationale for the Substances Used to Evaluate the Reliability of In 
Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

The quality of a reliability evaluation depends on the extent to which the substances tested 
adequately represent the range of physicochemical characteristics and response levels that the 
test method should be capable of evaluating. The rationale for selecting the substances used 
in the validation studies was discussed in Section 3.1. In response to the ICCVAM PWG 
request for data on other relevant test materials (e.g., medical devices, biologics, etc.) with 
these test methods, ECVAM summarized published and unpublished studies on snake venom 
sera, medical devices, dialysate, and lipidic formulations (see question #3 in Appendix B). 

Each sample contained the appropriate endotoxin spike concentration when tested at its 
Maximum Valid Dilution (MVD). The MVD takes into account the endotoxin limit 
concentration (ELC) and the detection limit of the particular test method. The U.S. and 
European Pharmacopeias assign ELCs for drugs based on their specific administered dose, 
route of administration, and dosing regimen. Based on the selected threshold pyrogen dose of 
0.5 EU/mL (see Section 4.0), and the decision criteria used in the validation studies to 
identify a pyrogenic response (≥0.5 EU/mL, see Section 5.0), a concentration of 0.5 EU/mL 
was used as the detection limit for the in vitro test methods when calculating the MVDs for 
each of the test substances. 

7.2 Analysis of Intralaboratory Repeatability and Reproducibility 

Intralaboratory repeatability analyses were performed using the OD values obtained for each 
test with each spiked sample. All analyses of intra- and inter-laboratory reproducibility were 
performed on the classifications of pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic, rather than on the absolute 
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OD values generated in each run. Analyses of intra-laboratory reliability include a CV 
analysis for the log-transformed OD450 measurements, which is a statistical measure of the 
deviation of a variable from its mean (e.g., Holzhütter et al. 1996). According to Section 7.2 
of each ECVAM BRD, the analyses focused on the CV because existing data has 
demonstrated that there is a direct relationship between the mean responses and the variation 
(e.g., empirical variance or standard deviation). Moreover, the CV should be distributed 
symmetrically around a constant factor if the mean-variance relationship is linear. 

7.2.1 Intralaboratory Repeatability 

In the ECVAM validation study, intralaboratory repeatability of each test method was 
evaluated by testing saline and various endotoxin spikes (0.06 to 0.5 EU/mL) in saline and 
evaluating the closeness of agreement among OD readings for cytokine measurements at 
each concentration. Each experiment was conducted up to three times for each test method. 
Up to 20 replicates per concentration were tested and results indicated that variability in OD 
measurements increased with increasing endotoxin concentration, but the variability was not 
so great as to interfere with distinguishing the 0.5 EU/mL spike concentration (i.e., the 
threshold for pyrogenicity) from the lower concentrations. Table 7-1 details the study design 
for each of these evaluations. With the exception of the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method, at least 
four different study designs were employed for each test method. Appendix C of the 
ECVAM Cryo WB/IL-1β BRD (see Appendix A) indicates that because intralaboratory 
reliability was extensively evaluated in the WB/IL-1β test method, only a subset (n=2) of 
these studies was conducted as part of a "catch-up validation" study. Based on the 
"acceptable" intralaboratory performance in this subset of studies, additional studies were not 
considered necessary. 

With regard to plate-to-plate variation, the ECVAM Trial Data Report (see Appendix C) 
states that the data obtained from each ELISA plate (i.e., 96-well format) must be considered 
as a whole and cannot be compared to other ELISA plates due to uncontrollable variation. 
Therefore, it was recommended that each ELISA plate should include all controls (e.g., 
negative control, positive control, negative product control, and positive product control) 
required for the analytical procedure. 
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Table 7-1 Intralaboratory Repeatability Assessed with Saline Spiked with WHO-
LPS 94/580 

Test Method 
Experiment Study Design 

MM6/IL-6 PBMC/IL-6 WB/IL-1β  WB/IL-6 
Cryo WB/IL-

1β1 
Endotoxin 

concentration 
(EU/mL) 

0, 0.25, 0.5 0, 0.25, 0.5 0, 0.5 0, 0.5 0, 0.5 

N (per spike) 20 20 32 20 32 
1A 

Repetitions of 
experiment 

1 1 1 1 1 

Endotoxin 
concentration 

(EU/mL) 

0, 0.063, 
0.125, 0.25, 

0.5 

0, 0.063, 
0.125, 0.25, 

0.5 

0, 0.063, 
0.125, 0.25, 

0.5 

0, 0.063, 
0.125, 0.25, 

0.5 

0, 0.063, 0.125, 
0.25, 0.5 

N (per spike) 12 12 12 10 12 
1B 

Repetitions of 
experiment 

1 1 1 1 1 

Endotoxin 
concentration 

(EU/mL) 
0, 0.25, 0.5 0, 0.5 0, 0.5 0, 0.25, 0.5 ND 

N (per spike) 20 8 12 8 ND 
2A 

Repetitions of 
experiment 

3 3 3 3 ND 

Endotoxin 
concentration 

(EU/mL) 
0, 0.25, 0.5 

0, 0.063, 
0.125, 0.25, 

0.5 
0, 0.25, 0.5 0, 0.5 ND 

N (per spike) 20 8 8 5 ND 
2B 

Repetitions of 
experiment 

3 3 3 8 ND 

Endotoxin 
concentration 

(EU/mL) 
ND 

0, 0.125, 
0.25, 0.5 

0, 0.5 ND ND 

N (per spike) ND 8 5 ND ND 
2C 

Repetitions of 
experiment 

ND 8 8 ND ND 

Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; EU/mL = Endotoxin units/mL; IL = Interleukin; LPS = Lipopolysaccharide; MM6 = 
Mono Mac 6; N = number of replicates; ND = Not done; PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; WB = Whole blood; 
WHO = World Health Organization 
1The Cryo WB/IL-1β test method was included in a catch-up validation study to assess intralaboratory reliability in a subset 
of experiments (n=2). 

 

7.2.2 Intralaboratory Reproducibility 

Intralaboratory reproducibility was evaluated using three marketed pharmaceuticals spiked 
with various concentrations of endotoxin (see Table 3-2). Three identical, independent runs 
were conducted in each of the three testing laboratories, with the exception of the Cryo 
WB/IL-1β test method.5 The correlations (expressed as a percentage of agreement) between 

                                                
5 The ECVAM Cryo WB/IL-1 test method BRD states that there was no direct assessment of intralaboratory 
reproducibility because such an evaluation was performed in the WB/IL-1 test method, and the authors assumed 
that variability would not be affected by the use of cryopreserved blood. 
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pairs of the independent runs (i.e., run 1 vs. run 2; run 1 vs. run 3; run 2 vs. run 3) were 
determined and the mean of these three values was calculated. In all reproducibility analyses, 
a single run consisted of each of the substances assayed in quadruplicate. Acceptability 
criteria for each run included a CV analysis to remove highly variable responses from the 
analyses. The criterion used to identify outliers ranged from CV <0.25 to CV <0.45, 
depending on the method being considered, and was arbitrarily set based on results using 
saline spiked with endotoxin. As an example, for the MM6/IL-6 test method, the CV for any 
single spike concentration was ≤ 0.12, and therefore, the outlier criterion was set at 0.25. 

Agreement between different runs was determined for each substance in three laboratories. 
As shown in Table 7-2, the agreement across three runs in an individual lab ranged from 
75% to 100% 

.
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Table 7-2 Intralaboratory Reproducibility of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

WB/IL-1β  Cryo WB/IL-1β  WB/IL-6 PBMC/IL-6 MM6/IL-6 Run 
Comparison1 Lab 1 Lab 2 Lab 3 Lab 

1 
Lab 

2 
Lab 

3 
Lab 1 Lab 2 Lab 3 Lab 1 Lab 2 Lab 3 Lab 1 Lab 2 Lab 3 

1 vs 2 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 
(8/8) 

100% 
(12/12) 

ND3 ND ND 
75% 

(9/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 

1 vs 3 
83% 

(10/12) 
88% 
(7/8) 

92% 
(11/12) 

ND ND ND 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 

2 vs 3 
92% 

(11/12) 
NI4 

92% 
(11/12) 

ND ND ND 
75% 

(9/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
100% 

(12/12) 
92% 

(11/12) 
Mean 89% n.c. 95% ND ND ND 83% 92% 100% 95% 100% 95% 100% 95% 95% 

Agreement2 
across 3 runs 

83% n.c. 92% ND ND ND 75% 92% 100% 92% 100% 94% 100% 92% 92% 

Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; IL= Interleukin; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; n.c. = Not calculated; ND = Not done; NI = Not included; PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells; WB = Whole blood 
1Comparison among 3 individual runs within each laboratory 
2All possible combinations of runs among the 3 laboratories were compared. 
3Not done. The ECVAM Cryo WB/IL-1β BRD states that an assessment of intralaboratory reproducibility was performed using the WB IL-1β (fresh blood) test method, and it was 
assumed that intralaboratory variability would not be affected by the change to cryopreserved blood assayed in 96-well plates. 
4Not included due to lack of sufficient data. The sensitivity criteria were not met for 1 of 3 substances in run 2, and 1 of 3 substances in run 3. 
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7.2.3 Interlaboratory Reproducibility 

Interlaboratory reproducibility was evaluated in two different studies. In both studies, each 
run from one laboratory was compared with all runs of another laboratory. The proportions 
of similarly classified samples provide a measure of reproducibility. In the first study, the 
interlaboratory reproducibility was evaluated using results from three marketed 
pharmaceuticals spiked with endotoxin and tested in triplicate in each of the three 
laboratories. As shown in Table 7-3, the agreement across three laboratories for each test 
method (where three runs per laboratory were conducted) ranged from 58% to 86%, 
depending on the test method considered. In comparison, the agreement across three 
laboratories for the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method, for which only one run per laboratory was 
conducted, was 92%. 

Table 7-3 Interlaboratory Reproducibility of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

Agreement Between Laboratories1 
Lab 

Comparison1 WB/IL-1β  
(Tube) 

Cryo WB/IL-
1β  

WB/IL-6 PBMC/IL-6 MM6/IL-6 

1 vs 2 
92% 

(77/84)2 
92% 

(11/12)3 
72% 

(78/108) 
81% 

(87/108) 
97% 

(105/108) 

1 vs 3 
77% 

(83/108) 
92% 

(11/12)3 
75% 

(81/108) 
86% 

(93/108) 
89% 

(96/108) 

2 vs 3 
68% 

(57/84)2 
92% 

(11/12)3 
97% 

(105/108) 
89% 

(96/108) 
86% 

(93/108) 
Mean 79% 92% 81% 85% 90% 

Agreement 
across 3 labs4 

58% 
(167/288)2 

92% 
(11/12)3 

72% 
(234/324) 

78% 
(252/324) 

86% 
(279/324) 

Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; IL= Interleukin; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; 
WB = Whole blood 
1Data from three substances (see Table 3-2) spiked with endotoxin (WHO-LPS 94/580 [E. coli O113:H10:K-]) at 0, 0.5, and 
1.0 endotoin units/mL (EU/mL), with 0 EU/mL tested in duplicate, were tested three times in three different laboratories, 
with the exception of Cryo WB/IL-1β (only the preliminary run from each laboratory used for analysis). 
2Some of the runs did not meet the assay acceptance criteria and therefore were excluded from the analysis. 
3For the Cryo WB/IL-1β test method, each substance tested only once in each laboratory. 
4All possible combinations of runs among the 3 laboratories were compared (with the exception of Cryo WB/IL-1β, which 
was only tested once in each laboratory, resulting in only one possible combination per substance). 
 

In the second study, interlaboratory reproducibility was evaluated with the same 10 
substances used for evaluating accuracy. In this study, each of the substances was spiked 
with four concentrations of endotoxin (with one conentration spiked in replicate) and tested 
once in each of three laboratories. As shown in Table 7-4, the agreement across three 
laboratories for each test method ranged from 57% to 88%, depending on the test method 
considered. The extent and order of agreement among laboratories was the same for both 
studies; the WB/IL-1β tube method showed the least agreement (57-58%) and the Cryo 
WB/IL-1β test method showed the most (88-92%).
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Table 7-4 Interlaboratory Reproducibility of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

Agreement Between Laboratories1 
Lab 

Comparison1 
WB/IL-

1β  

(Tube) 

WB/IL-
1β  

(Plate) 

Cryo 
WB/IL-

1β  
WB/IL-6 PBMC/IL-6 

PBMC/IL-6 
(Cryo) MM6/IL-6 

1 vs 2 
73% 

(35/48) 
88% 

(37/42) 
84% 

(38/45) 
85% 

(41/48) 
84% 

(42/50) 
96% 

(48/50) 
90% 

(45/50) 

1 vs 3 
82% 

(40/49) 
90% 

(35/39) 
88% 

(21/24) 
85% 

(41/48) 
86% 

(43/50) 
76% 

(38/50) 
90% 

(43/48) 

2 vs 3 
70% 

(33/47) 
92% 

(43/47) 
100% 

(25/25) 
88% 

(44/50) 
90% 

(45/50) 
80% 

(40/50) 
83% 

(40/48) 
Mean 75% 90% 91% 86% 87% 84% 88% 

Agreement 
across 3 labs 

57% 
(27/47) 

85% 
(33/39) 

88% 
(21/24) 

79% 
(38/48) 

80% 
(40/50) 

76% 
(38/50) 

81% 
(39/48) 

Abbreviations: Cryo = Cryopreserved; IL = Interleukin; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; 
WB = Whole blood 
1Data from 10 substances spiked with endotoxin (WHO-LPS 94/580 [E. coli O113:H10:K-]) at 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 
endotoxin units/mL (EU/mL), with 0.5 EU/mL tested in duplicate, were tested once in three different laboratories. 

 

7.3 Historical Positive and Negative Control Data 

No historical control data were provided for any of the five in vitro pyrogen test methods. 
However, the intralaboratory repeatability analysis described in Section 7.2.1 included repeat 
testing of both spiked (0.5 EU/mL endotoxin) and non-spiked saline, and the accumulated 
positive and negative control values, respectively for each of the methods. As a result, the 
database that was accumulated during the ECVAM validation studies provides an indication 
of the range and variability in responses for the positive and negative controls. 
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8.0 Test Method Data Quality 

8.1 Adherence to National and International GLP Guidelines 

Ideally, all data supporting the validity of a test method should be obtained and reported in 
accordance with GLP guidelines (i.e., OECD 1998; EPA 2003a, 2003b; FDA 2003). These 
guidelines provide an internationally standardized approach for the reporting requirements of 
studies designed for regulatory submissions, internal audits of laboratory records and data 
summaries, the archive of study data and records, and information about the test protocol and 
laboratory personnel, to provide assurances regarding the integrity, reliability, and 
accountability of the study. 

The initial ECVAM validation studies for the five in vitro pyrogen test methods were 
conducted "in the spirit of" GLP requirements (i.e., written protocols and approved SOPs 
were followed during the entire course of the study). In the catch-up validation studies, two 
GLP laboratories and two National Control Laboratories participated. 

8.2 Data Quality Audits 

Formal assessments of data quality, such as a QA audit, generally involve a systematic and 
critical comparison of the data provided in a study report with the laboratory records 
generated for the study. No attempt was made to formally audit the quality of the data 
presented in the five ECVAM BRDs. However, as indicated in Section 5.2, the raw data 
from the validation studies are available from the participating laboratories for a quality 
analysis. 

8.3 Impact of Deviations from GLP Guidelines 

The impact of the deviations from the GLP guidelines, as reported in the ECVAM BRDs, 
was not evaluated. 

8.4 Availability of Laboratory Notebooks or Other Records 

All records are stored and archived by the participating laboratories and are available for 
inspection. 

8.5 Need for Data Quality 

Data quality is a critical component of the validation process. To ensure data quality, 
ICCVAM recommends that all data generated during the validation of a test method be 
available, along with the detailed protocol(s) under which the data were produced. Original 
data should be available for examination, as should supporting documentation such as 
laboratory notebooks. Ideally, the data should adhere to GLP guidelines (ICCVAM 1997). 
Data protocols for the validation studies summarized here are available from ECVAM (see 
Appendix A), and the data from the individual laboratories are available for inspection, as 
indicated in Section 8.4. 
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9.0 Other Scientific Reports and Reviews 

The individual BRDs submitted by ECVAM (i.e., one for each of the in vitro pyrogen test 
methods) are provided in Appendix A and were used in the performance analyses described 
in Section 6.0 and Section 7.0. A FR notice (Vol. 70, No. 241, pp. 74833-74834, December 
16, 2005) was published requesting the submission of data from the RPT, the BET, or an in 
vitro pyrogen test method. No data were received in response to this request. 

NICEATM conducted a prescreen evaluation of the ECVAM BRDs to verify that the 
information contained within the documents fulfilled the requirements outlined in the 
ICCVAM submission guidelines (ICCVAM 2003). Based on this evaluation, the ICCVAM 
PWG requested a direct comparison on the accuracy analysis of the in vitro test methods with 
the reference test methods (i.e., the RPT and the BET) and data to support the claim that the 
in vitro test methods can detect non-endotoxin pyrogens. In response to these requests, 
ECVAM provided supplemental data from published (e.g., Francois et al. 2006) and 
unpublished studies in an attempt to address these issues (see questions #1 and #2 in 
Appendix B). 

Hartung et al. (2001) provided a summary report of an ECVAM-sponsored workshop to 
review the current status of pyrogenicity testing, to review the capabilities of new pyrogen 
tests, and to provide recommendations for their continued development. The need for 
alternatives to the RPT and the BET was discussed, and their respective limitations were 
highlighted. The workshop compared the utility of the various methods (i.e., in vitro pyrogen 
test methods, BET, RPT) for testing a variety of pyrogenic materials. Workshop conclusions 
indicated a need for alterative test methods to address the limitations of the BET and RPT, 
but stressed the need for appropriate validation of any new method. 

9.1 Summaries of In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods and Data from Published and 
Unpublished Studies 

As indicated in Section 1.5, NICEATM conducted an online literature search for relevant 
information on the proposed test methods using multiple databases (i.e., PubMed, SCOPUS, 
TOXLINE, Web of Science). This search revealed ten additional scientific publications that 
contained data from in vitro pyrogen product testing. These studies contained comparisons of 
the results obtained in an in vitro test method with those obtained in the RPT and/or BET 
(see Tables 9-1 to 9-8). These studies were not included in previous sections of the 
ICCVAM BRD because they used a different method or protocol, or because they lacked 
sufficient information for an evaluation of accuracy and reliability (e.g., an adequate 
validation study design was not included, a standardized reference pyrogen was not used). 
Summaries of these published studies and available data from the in vitro pyrogen methods 
are presented below. 

9.1.1 Andrade et al. (2003) 

The authors evaluated the utility of human PBMCs and diluted WB for in vitro pyrogen tests 
and compared the responses to those obtained in the BET and RPT for the same diverse 
sampling of parenteral pharmaceuticals and biological products (see Tables 9-1 and 9-2). 
Interference testing of each substance was performed with spikes of the international 
endotoxin standard WHO-LPS 94/580. These studies established an endotoxin detection limit 
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of 0.06 EU/mL for both in vitro assays, and the results were consistent with those from the 
BET and RPT. The authors concluded that both the PBMC and WB methods were 
comparable to the BET and the RPT in their ability to detect and quantify the presence of 
endotoxin. In addition, the WB test method was able to detect concentration-dependent IL-6 
release on exposure of WB to non-endotoxin pyrogens and pyrogens from Gram-positive 
organisms (i.e., Candida albicans and Staphylococcus aureus). 

Table 9-1 Results of Pyrogen Testing of Pharmaceutical/Biological Products in the 
Human PBMC Assay, the BET, and the RPT1 

Product 
Number of 
Batches2 

PBMC (EU/mL) BET (EU/mL) RPT 

Ampicillin - 1000 mg/5 mL A 1 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Ampicillin - 1000 mg/5 mL A 1 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Gentamycin - 80 mg/2 mL 2 <3 <0.06 Pass 
Oxacillin - 500 mg/5 mL 2 <3 <0.06 Pass 
Enoxaparin - 100 mg/mL 3 <1.2 <0.06 Pass 
Insulin - 100 U/mL 2 <3 <0.06 Pass 
Tenoxican - 40mg/2 mL 1 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Metoclopramide - 10 mg/2 mL 4 <3 <0.06 Pass 
Calcium folinate - 50 mg/5 mL 1 <2.4 <0.06 Pass 
Ranitidine - 25 mg/mL 2 <6 1.2-2.4 Pass 
Pantoprazol - 40 mg/10 mL 1 <3 <0.06 Pass 
Human serum albumin - 20% 1 <4.8 0.48-0.96 Pass 
Erythropoietin - 4000 IU/vial A 1 <1.2 0.48-0.96 Pass 
Erythropoietin - 2000 IU/vial B 1 112 ± 101 491-983 Fail 
Erythropoietin - 4000 IU/vial C 1 <1.2 <0.06 Pass 
recG-CSF - 200 µg/vial A 3 <0.6 <0.06 Pass 
Saline solution - 0.9% A 1 <0.3 <0.06 Pass 
Abbreviations: BET = Bacterial Endotoxin Test; CSF = Colony Stimulating Factor; EU/mL = Endotoxin units/mL; IU = 
international units; PBMC = Peripheral blood mononuclear cells; rec = Recombinant; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test; U = units 
1From Andrade et al. (2003) 
2Batch results were combined; PBMC and BET study values represent a mean ± standard deviation value or consensus 
detection limits (n=3 donors; 4 replicates from each donor). 
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Table 9-2 Results of Pyrogen Testing of Pharmaceutical/Biological Products by the 
Human WB Culture Assay, the BET, and the RPT1 

Product 
Number of 
Batches2 

WB Culture 
(EU/mL) 

BET 
(EU/mL) 

RPT 

Dipyrone - 500 mg/mL 3 <24 <0.06 Pass 
Amikacin - 500 mg/2 mL 2 <12 <0.06 Pass 
Ampicillin - 1000 mg/5 mL A 1 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Ampicillin - 1000 mg/5 mL A 1 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Gentamycin - 80 mg/2 mL 2 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Oxacillin - 500 mg/5 mL 2 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Vancomycin - 500 mg/5 mL 2 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Enoxaparin - 100 mg/mL 3 <0.6 <0.06 Pass 
Heparin - 5000 IU/mL 2 <0.6 <0.06 Pass 
Insulin - 100 U/mL 3 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Ketoprofen - 100 mg/2mL 1 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Diclofenac - 75 mg/3 mL 1 <12 <0.06 Pass 
Tenoxicam - 40 mg/2 mL 2 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Metoclopramide - 10 mg/2 mL 3 <3 <0.06 Pass 
Cytarabine - 100 mg/5mL 1 <1.2 <0.06 Pass 
Calcium folinate - 50 mg/5 mL 1 <0.6 <0.06 Pass 
Ranitidine - 25 mg/mL 1 <6 1.2-2.4 Pass 
Pantoprazol - 40 mg/10 mL 1 <6 <0.06 Pass 
Furosemide - 10 mg/mL 2 <0.6 <0.06 Pass 
rec-hGH - 4 IU/vial A 2 <0.2 <0.06 Pass 
rec-hGH - 4 IU/vial B 1 12.4±2.51 15.84-31.68 Pass 
Human serum albumin - 20% 1 <2.4 0.48-0.96 Pass 
Erythropoietin - 4000 IU/vial A 1 0.76 0.48-0.96 Pass 
Erythropoietin - 2000 IU/vial B 1 141±2.81 491-983 Fail 
Erythropoietin - 4000 IU/vial C 1 <0.6 <0.06 Pass 
recG-CSF - 300 µg/vial 3 <0.6 <0.06 Pass 
Saline solution 0.9% A 2 <0.3 <0.06 Pass 
Saline solution 0.9% B 1 44.8±51 48-96 Fail 
Glucose - 0.5% 1 2054±951 1920-3840 Fail 
Vitamin K - 10 mg/mL 2 <6 <0.06 Pass 

Abbreviations: BET = Bacterial endotoxin test; CSF = Colony stimulating factor; EU/mL = Endotoxin units/mL; hGH = 
Human growth hormone; IU = International units; rec = Recombinant; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test; WB = Whole blood; U = 
units 
1From Andrade et al. (2003) 
2Batch results were combined; PBMC and BET study values represent a mean ± standard deviation value or consensus 
detection limits (n= 3 donors; 4 replicates from each donor). 
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9.1.2 Bleeker et al. (1994) 

This study measured IL-6 release from PBMCs as an indicator of pyrogenicity for in vitro 
safety testing of hemoglobin (Hb) solutions. The authors demonstrated that pure, 
polymerized Hb produced under aseptic conditions did not induce or inhibit IL-6 production, 
whereas production under non-aseptic conditions led to IL-6 release, which was also seen 
with the BET. Based on these findings, the authors concluded that IL-6 release from isolated 
PBMCs provides a sensitive indicator of endotoxin contamination in Hb solutions. The 
observed detection limit for endotoxin in Hb solutions (below 0.4 EU/mL) led the authors to 
suggest that this test method would be more sensitive to the presence of endotoxin than the 
RPT. 

9.1.3 Carlin and Viitanen (2003) 

Using WB and MM6-based in vitro pyrogen methods, this study evaluated the pyrogenic 
potential of a multivalent vaccine, Infanrix® (GlaxoSmithKline) that contains protein and 
polysaccharide components from both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. The five 
Infanrix® vaccines studied (e.g., Infanrix®, Infanrix® Hep B, Infanrix® polio, Infanrix® hexa, 
and Infanrix® polio Hib) contain Gram-positive bacterial components that are potentially 
pyrogenic but not detectable in the BET. IL-6 production in the WB/IL-6 test method varied 
among the seven donor blood samples in response to each of the five vaccines. Some donor 
samples produced a weak or no IL-6 release and others produced a large release (Table 9-3). 
However, IL-6 production from any single donor was similar for all vaccines when tested at 
various times. The variability in the magnitude of response to each vaccine among donors 
and the consistency of the response of any single donor was also seen when IL-1β was used 
as a marker. IL-6 release from WB was also examined following exposure to three 
concentrations of endotoxin standard (0.2, 2, and 20 pg/1.2 mL). All donor WB samples 
released IL-6 in a concentration responsive manner. 

The IL-6 release from MM6 cells (Table 9-4) exposed to the five Infanrix® vaccines was 
measured using an ELISA and compared to the responses induced by three concentrations of 
endotoxin standard (0.2, 2, and 20 pg/1.2 mL) in three separate experiments. The MM6 cells 
produced minimal responses to the vaccines when compared to WB, but released significant 
amounts of IL-6 in response to high concentrations of endotoxin. However, IL-6 induction by 
two different endotoxin standards in MM6 cells was strongly attenuated (>80% inhibition) 
when either of two vaccines (Infanrix® and Infanrix® Hep-B) was present (data not included 
in Table 9-4). Based on these studies, the authors suggested that a BET or RPT result might 
not correlate with the human fever response one might expect in humans immunized with 
such vaccines, because the production of proinflammatory cytokines may be compromised 
by various components in the vaccine product, and because Gram-positive components in the 
vaccines would not be detected in the BET. 
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Table 9-3 IL-6 Production from WB after Exposure to Endotoxin or Five Infanrix® Vaccines1,2 

Endotoxin Vaccine 
 (Absorbance in ELISA; n=43) Experiment 

(Blood 
Donor) Endotoxin 

(pg/1.2 mL) 
Absorbance 

(ELISA) 

Dilution 
(µL 

vaccine/1.2 mL 
Infanrix® 

Infanrix®  
Hep-B 

Infanrix®  
Hexa 

Infanrix® 
Polio 

Infanrix®  
Polio Hib 

0.2 0.47 0.03 0.945 1.052 1.069 0.869 1.082 
2 0.971 0.3 1.826 2.055 2.014 1.832 1.919 
20 1.116 3 2.826 2.587 2.638 2.609 2.2 

1 

 
0.2 0.001 0.03 0.149 0.256 0.231 NT 0.284 
2 0.127 0.3 0.869 0.847 1.095 NT 0.933 
20 0.764 3 1.998 1.986 2.187 NT 1.685 

2 

 
0.2 -0.007 0.03 0.005 0.037 0.009 0.007 0.208 
2 0.09 0.3 0.275 0.457 0.282 0.321 0.261 
20 0.811 3 0.941 1.057 0.795 1.284 1.325 

3 

 
0.2 0.006 0.03 0.056 0.053 0.028 0.088 0.104 
2 0.043 0.3 0.165 0.312 0.44 0.309 0.533 
20 0.458 3 1.229 1.489 1.476 1.181 1.242 

4 

 
0.2 0.043 0.03 - 0.071 -0.003 -0.003 0.011 
2 0.024 0.3 0.007 0.014 0.004 0.03 0.05 
20 0.435 3 0.042 0.164 0.008 0.08 0.12 

5 

 
0.2 0.013 0.03 -0.009 -0.018 -0.01 -0.022 0.012 
2 0.022 0.3 -0.007 -0.008 0.005 -0.019 -0.007 
20 0.569 3 0.132 0.411 0.042 0.132 0.188 

6 

 
0.2 0.036 0.03 -0.012 -0.012 -0.01 -0.014 0.07 
2 0.014 0.3 -0.01 -0.01 -0.012 -0.011 -0.013 
20 0.436 3 0.183 0.274 0.045 0.183 0.525 

7 

 
Abbreviations: ELISA = Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; Hep = Hepatitis; IL-6 = Interleukin-6; NT = Not tested; WB = Whole blood 
1From Carlin and Viitanen (2003) 
2WB was challenged with endotoxin standard or vaccine in pyrogen-free water to provide the final concentration and incubated overnight at 37°C. 
3Duplicate samples were run in two separate experiments. 
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Table 9-4 IL-6 Production by MM6 Cells after Exposure to Endotoxin or Five Infanrix® Vaccines1,2 

Endotoxin  
Vaccine  

 (Absorbance in ELISA; 250,000 MM6 cells); n=43 
MM6 
Batch Endotoxin 

(pg/1.2 
mL) 

Absorbance 
in IL-6 
ELISA 

Dilution 
(µL vaccine/ 

1.2 mL 
Infanrix® 

Infanrix® 
Hep-B 

Infanrix® 
Hexa 

Infanrix® 
Polio 

Infanrix® 
Polio Hib 

0.2 -0.001 0.3 0.013 0.014 0.001 0.002 -0.001 
2 0.026 3 0.078 0.158 0.06 0.105 0.07 
20 0.383 30 0.054 0.052 0.053 0.106 0.089 

1 

        
0.2 -0.001 0.3 0.004 0.01 0.001 0.003 0.004 
2 0.025 3 0.033 0.062 0.019 0.037 0.032 
20 0.4 30 0.013 0.012 0.018 0.038 0.038 

2 

        
0.2 -0.009 0.3 -0.012 -0.017 -0.021 -0.014 -0.019 
2 0.03 3 0.019 0.05 0.01 0.043 0.026 
20 0.192 30 -0.018 -0.012 -0.007 0 0.005 

3 

        
Abbreviations: ELISA = Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; IL-6 = Interleukin-6; MM6 = Mono Mac 6 
1From Carlin and Viitanen (2003) 
2MM6 cells were stimulated with endotoxin standard or vaccine in pyrogen-free water to provide the final concentration and incubated overnight at 37°C. 
3n = Duplicate samples were run in two separate experiments. 
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9.1.4 Carlin and Viitanen (2005) 

This study provides support for the findings from a previous study (Carlin and Viitanen 
(2003) in which the authors demonstrated IL-6 release by a WB method in response to 
pyrogenic or spiked multivalent vaccine preparations that were inactive in the BET. It also 
confirms that IL-6 was released from WB of some, but not all donors. The present study 
demonstrates that IL-6 release in susceptible donors was caused by toxoids from 
Gram-positive diphtheria, and to a lesser extent, from tetanus bacterial components of the 
vaccines. The WB donors were studied for two years and their responses to the individual 
vaccines, whether responsive or non-responsive, were consistent. The responses of these 
donors to Gram-negative endotoxin or lipoteichoic acid (LTA) from Gram-positive bacteria 
were consistent and confirmed the findings of Fennrich et al. (1999) with respect to the 
consistency of responses among several hundred blood donors to endotoxin. The authors 
concluded that individual donor-specific differences in IL-6 release from WB exposed to the 
multivalent vaccines resulted from toxoids present in the diphtheria or tetanus component, 
and noted that these donor-specific responses to the vaccines were not observed in the BET. 

9.1.5 Daneshian et al. (2006) 

This study describes the development of a modification to the WB/IL-1β method termed 
AWIPT (Adsorb, Wash, In Vitro Pyrogen Test). The authors indicate that this modification is 
intended to increase sensitivity to the presence of endotoxin contamination by isolating 
endotoxin from WB. To accomplish this, the sample containing endotoxin (naturally 
occurring or spiked) is treated with human serum albumin (HSA) covalently linked to 
macroporous acrylic beads. The HSA-treated beads bind the endotoxin, which is 
subsequently eluted from the beads. The WB/IL-1β test method is therefore performed using 
a slightly modified protocol in which the diluted WB is incubated overnight with the sample 
in the bead suspension. 

The results showed that HSA-coated beads bind endotoxin in a concentration-dependent 
manner (when spiked with 0, 25, 50, and 100 pg/mL LPS), but little or none was bound to 
unmodified beads. The test showed a detection limit of 25 pg/mL LPS (i.e., 0.25 EU/mL), 
which is less sensitive than the BET (3 pg/mL) and more sensitive than the RPT (50 pg/mL). 
IL-1β secretion in response to either LPS or LTA was generally higher using the AWIPT 
procedure, but the concentrations of LPS or LTA needed to induce a response were similar; 
thus the sensitivity of this test modification was comparable to that of the unmodified 
WB/IL-1β test method. 

Daneshian et al. studied the kinetics of cytokine release from WB in response to a challenge 
with 2 pg/mL of endotoxin. IL-1β release in the AWIPT-treated samples lagged slightly 
behind that of the standard WB/IL-1β test in the 0 to 8 hr time period, whereas more IL-1β 
was produced in the AWIPT-treated samples in the 10 to 30 hr time period. Some 
immunomodulatory or toxic cancer drug samples tested in the WB/IL-1β method interfered 
with the WB/IL-1β assay and required a higher dilution (1/10 to 1/100) to detect IL-1β. 
Detection of endotoxin spiked into these test samples (measured as IL-1β release) generally 
occurred at lower dilutions in AWIPT than in the WB/IL-1β test method, suggesting that the 
interfering substances were removed by the procedure. For example, five dilutions (ranging 
from 1/3 to 1/316) of liposomal daunorubicin were spiked with 25 pg/mL of endotoxin and 
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detection of IL-1β was compared between the two methods. This cytokine was not detectable 
in the WB/IL-1β method (< 30% of the IL-1β released by endotoxin) at any drug dilution, 
whereas in the AWIPT, IL-1β was detected at drug dilutions of 1/32, 1/100, and 1/316 
(>78% of the IL-1β released by endotoxin). 

The authors concluded that the inclusion of endotoxin adsorption and washing steps in the 
WB/IL-1β method (i.e., the AWIPT) to remove potentially interfering substances improved 
the detection of pyrogenic contaminants in immunomodulatory and toxic cancer drug 
samples. They suggest that the AWIPT method offers an improvement for safety testing of 
products administered to patients, and for batch control in pharmaceutical processing. 

9.1.6 Eperon et al. (1996, 1997) 

Eperon and colleagues developed an in vitro test system for measuring pyrogenic substances 
using two clones derived from MM6 cells (Professor Ziegler-Heitbrock, University of 
Munich) and one from a THP-1 cell line (European Collection of Animal Cell Cultures, 
Porton Down, Salisbury, U.K.). These clones are reported to be more phenotypically stable 
over time with respect to their superior responsiveness to endotoxin than the parent cell lines. 
Endotoxin content was measured by the release of TNF-α using an immunoassay. These 
clones demonstrate high LPS sensitivity when non-pyrogenic fetal calf serum is used in the 
assay as a serum supplement. Enhanced expression of the cell-surface endotoxin receptor 
CD14 was obtained by pretreatment of the cells for two days with calcitrol. Purified 
endotoxin (i.e., LPS; smooth strain and rough mutant), other cellular components from 
Gram-negative or Gram-positive bacteria, and Mycobacteria were tested. The MM6 clones 
responded to these pyrogenic products in an order of potency of detection equivalent to that 
found in the RPT and similar to that observed in the BET (i.e., Gram-negative endotoxin > 
Gram-positive material > non-endotoxin pyrogens). The response of the THP-1 clone was 
similar to that of the MM6 clones, except that the THP-1 clone did not respond to 
diphosphoryl lipid A, a structural component of LPS. 

Pyrogen testing of a panel of stable blood products, including albumin and Immunoglobulin 
G (IgG) for parenteral use, produced similar results in the RPT and MM6 or THP-1 clones 
when tested as received (i.e., free of detectable pyrogens). The products produced positive 
results when spiked with 20 EU/mL of endotoxin (Table 9-5), with a few exceptions. For 
example, in the cell-based test, there was one borderline but significantly positive result in an 
unspiked sample, representing a false positive result relative to the RPT. In the BET, 4 of 13 
(31%) unspiked samples tested positive (i.e., false positive). The results suggest that the cell-
based assays may produce fewer false positives than the BET. 

When 10 bacterial and viral vaccine preparations were evaluated, the monocytoid cell-based 
test method (e.g., combined results from two experiments with each cell line) correlated well 
with the RPT (positive or negative for endotoxin) with the exception of one preparation that 
produced nearly 10-fold less TNF-α than the other samples, and was near the limit of 
detection. This result was not significantly different from the negative control (Table 9-6). 
The authors suggest that these cloned monocytoid cell-based test methods are valid in vitro 
alternatives for detection of endotoxin in commercial preparations, and produce results 
comparable to the RPT and BET. 
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Table 9-5 Pyrogenic Activity of Blood Preparations for Parenteral Use1 

Preparation Endotoxin Spike RPT2 BET3,4 Cell Test5,6 

20 EU/mL + + + 
20 EU/mL + + + 

- - - - 
- - - - 
- - - - 
- - - - 
- - - - 
- - - - 
- - - - 

IgG for i.v. use 

- - - - 
20 EU/mL + + + 
20 EU/mL + + + 

- - - - 
- - - - 
- - - - 
- - - - 

Albumin 

- - - - 

Test threshold7  Δt = 1.5°C 300 pg/mL 
LPS 

50 pg/mL 
TNF 

Abbreviations: BET = Bacterial endotoxin test; EU/mL = Endotoxin units/mL; IgG = Immunoglobulin G; i.v. = Intravenous; 
LPS = Lipopolysaccharide; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test; TNF = Tumor Necrosis Factor 
1From Eperon et al. (1997) 
2n=3 
3n=2 
4Haemachem BET (St. Louis) 
5n=4 [Note: Cell type not specified; author claims that the Mono Mac 6 or acute monocyte leukemia THP-1 cell lines are 
equally capable of endotoxin detection.] 
6TNF induction was determined using a commercial TNF Enyme-linked immunosorbent assay. 
7RPT threshold was obtained from the European Pharmacopeia; the threshold for the BET and cell-based test methods was 
considered to be equal to 2 standard deviations from the mean of a set of negative samples. 
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Table 9-6 Pyrogenic Activity of Vaccine Preparations1 

Vaccine Preparation2 Batch3 Cell Test4 Pyrogenicity 

A-1  n.d.5 - 
IgG for i.m. use  

A-2 n.d. - 
B-1 10.8±0.3 + 
C-1 6.0±3.6 + Bacterial vaccines 
D-1 1.4±1.8 - 
E-1 n.d. - 
E-2 n.d. - 
F-1 n.d. - 
F-2 n.d. - 

Viral vaccines 

G-1 21.2±3.2 + 
Abbreviations: IgG = Immunoglobulin G; i.m. = Intramuscular; n.d. = Non-detectable 
1From Eperon et al. (1997) 
2Vaccine solutions were tested at 1/20 (v/v) 
3Letters refer to distinct types of vaccine preparations; numbers to different lots 
4Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α production in ng/mL±standard error of the mean (n=3) [Note: Cell type not specified; 
author claims that the Mono Mac 6 or acute monocyte leukemia THP-1 cell lines are equally capable of endotoxin 
detection.] 
5No measurable quantity of cytokine was detected. 
 

9.1.7 Marth and Kleinhappl (2002) 

In 2000, Ticovac®, a thiomersal- and albumin-free tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) vaccine, 
was developed as a more immunogenic alternative to previous vaccines that also produced 
fewer side effects. Although the Austrian health authorities approved this vaccine, 779 cases 
of fever were reported in children less than 15 years of age, including a high incidence of 
febrile convulsions in children ages 2 and younger. To determine the cause of these fever 
reactions, Ticovac® was compared to FSME-Immun®, a TBE-vaccine that rarely resulted in 
febrile reactions, in an in vitro human WB assay that measured cytokine release (i.e., IL-1β, 
IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-α) as an indication of immune system activation. Ticovac®, which 
differs from FSME-Immun® only in the albumin component, induced high amounts of 
TNF-α (P ≤ 0.0001) and lower amounts of IL-1β (P ≤ 0.05) as compared to FSME-Immun®. 
The addition of 0.5 mg of albumin (i.e., the identical quantity of albumin in FSME-Immun®) 
to Ticovac® reduced the TNF-α induction significantly, resulting in TNF-α production that 
was similar to the level stimulated by FSME-Immun®. The incubation of Ticovac® with 
human WB resulted in an increase in TNF-α concentration after 4 hr (peaking at 15 hr) and 
returned to baseline levels by 27 hr. IL-1β release displayed a similar time course. This 
temporal response to Ticovac® correlated well with the progression of the clinical outcome 
(i.e., fever and convulsions in children 6 to 8 hr after the first immunization). Although the 
mechanism of cytokine production by Ticovac® is unknown, it is clearly linked to the 
absence of albumin, which is needed as a stabilizer to bind to the antigen of the vaccine. 
Thus, it was recommended that albumin be added to subsequently produced TBE-vaccines to 
inhibit nonspecific, excessive immunological reactions. 
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9.1.8 Martis et al. (2005) 

The goal of this study was to establish the cause of 186 cases of aseptic peritonitis that 
occurred between 2001 and 2003 in peritoneal dialysis patients using an 
icodextrin-containing dialysate that met both European and USP standards. These patients 
were not febrile or toxic in appearance, but abdominal pain that was modest to absent and 
cloudy dialysate were common features. The authors conducted physical, chemical, and 
microbiological analyses on the recalled dialysate and calculated dose-response curves for 
IL-6 production in PBMCs from human donors and for sterile peritonitis in rats. Increased 
levels of IL-6 were identified in dialysis solutions of compliant batches (n=3), but not in non-
complaint batches (n=2). Effluents from compliant batches also stimulated IL-6 release in the 
PBMC assay. Polymyxin B did not inhibit this response, suggesting that a lipopolysaccharide 
was not responsible for the increased IL-6 levels. When neither Gram-negative nor 
Gram-positive bacterial contamination was identified in the dialysates, the possibility of a 
non-endotoxin contaminant was considered. A Gram-positive bacterial cell wall component 
(i.e., peptidoglycan [PG]) was identified using a silkworm larvae assay in a significant 
number of dialysates. In the PBMC assay, IL-6 release increased with PG concentration in a 
dose-response manner. A microbial investigation revealed that the dialysates were 
contaminated with a Gram-positive organism (i.e., Alicyclobacillus acidocaldarius), which 
contains approximately 40% PG in its cell wall. In rat studies, intraperitoneal injection of 
icodextrin containing PG (0 - 5000 µg/mL) produced a dose-dependent inflammatory 
response as measured by an increase in TNF-α and IL-6 production. Subsequent PG 
contamination has been eliminated using more stringent filtration and carbon treatment steps 
in the manufacturing process, assaying for PG contamination with the silkworm larvae test, 
and measuring IL-6 production with the PBMC assay. The lack of aseptic peritonitis 
incidents that have occurred since the implementation of these additional detection processes 
support the concept that PG contamination of dialysate was responsible for the reported cases 
of aseptic peritonitis. 

9.1.9 Pool et al. (1998) 

This study describes a WB assay for the detection of pyrogens in blood products. IL-6 release 
from WB in response to endotoxin is used to define a pyrogenic response. This assay was 
highly responsive to E. coli endotoxin (i.e., the limit of detection of endotoxin was 1.25 
EU/mL), and also responded to whole bacteria (E. coli and Bacillus subtilis). There was 
considerable variation in IL-6 levels released from WB between donors following exposure 
to endotoxin, but each donor response was always linear. The potential pyrogenicity of 
production batches of HSA, fibronectin (Fn), and stabilized human serum (SHS) solutions 
were evaluated using the WB method and compared to the BET and RPT. Spike recovery in 
batches of these samples varied between 90 and 116% for E. coli endotoxin, 74 to 111% for 
B. subtilis, and 61 to 99% for E. coli and the products tested did not interfere with the IL-6 
assay system. Good correlations were found among the WB, BET, and RPT results (Table 
9-7). Of 22 products tested, the WB assay and the RPT were in agreement (i.e., pass or fail) 
for all tests, while one sample was classified as negative in the BET, but positive in both the 
WB method and the RPT. The detection limit for endotoxin by the WB method was 1.25 
EU/mL, which is lower than the established pyrogen cut-off level (as stated in the European 
Pharmacopeia) for the products under investigation (i.e., 2 EU/mL for HSA and SHS; 4.5 
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EU/mL for Fn). The authors concluded that the WB assay was able to detect both 
Gram-negative and a Gram-positive pyrogens and exhibited greater sensitivity to endotoxin 
than the RPT. 

Table 9-7 Comparison of the WB test, BET, and the RPT for Detecting Pyrogens in 

Production Batches of Biological Products1 

Product Batch WB (EU/mL)2 BET RPT 
Fn3195 <0.05 Pass Pass 
Fn3296 <0.05 Pass Pass Fibronectin - 0.5 mg/mL 
Fn3596 1.28 Pass Pass 
B274 29.4 Fail Fail 
B291 <0.05 Pass Pass 
B293 <0.05 Pass Pass 
B294 <0.05 Pass Pass 
B295 <0.05 Pass Pass 
B296 <0.05 Pass Pass 
B297 <0.05 Pass Pass 
B298 1 Pass Pass 
B299 1.1 Pass Pass 

B300S 1 Pass Pass 
B301 <0.05 Pass Pass 

Human serum albumin - 
200 mg/mL 

B302 >20 Pass3 Fail 
SS349 0.7 Pass Pass 
SS350 <0.05 Pass Pass 
SS351 <0.05 Pass Pass 
SS352 0.5 Pass Pass 
SS353 <0.05 Pass Pass 
SS354 0.6 Pass Pass 

Stabilized human serum - 
50 mg/mL 

SS355 0.5 Pass Pass 
Abbreviations: BET = Bacterial endotoxin test; EU/mL = Endotoxin units/mL; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test; WB = Whole 
blood 
1From Pool et al. (1998) 
2Result based on interleukin-6 secretion in human WB using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay calibrated to an E. coli 
endotoxin standard (Kabi Diagnostica). 
3False negative relative to the RPT response 
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9.1.10 Taktak et al. (1991) 

This paper summarizes the development of an in vitro pyrogen test method based on IL-6 
release from MM6 cells. A detectable level of IL-6 was released in response to 2.5 pg/mL of 
endotoxin, yielding a level of sensitivity of 25 pg/mL when testing 5% HSA at a 1/10 
dilution for the presence of endotoxin. Three batches of a therapeutic HSA that caused fever 
in humans were positive in the MM6/IL-6 method, whereas the same substances were 
negative in the BET and the RPT (Table 9-8). As in the BET, the samples required a 1/10 
dilution to remove interfering substances. The assay had sensitivity equal to that of the BET 
(25 pg/mL) and 40-fold greater than the RPT (1000 pg/mL). The authors suggest that the 
MM6/IL-6 method represents an important alternative to the existing pyrogen tests and may 
be a more appropriate end-product test for the detection of pyrogens in parenteral products, 
such as HSA, that cannot be detected in the BET. 

Table 9-8 Results of Pyrogen Testing of Batches of Therapeutic HSA Using the 
MM6/IL-6, BET, and RPT1 

Endotoxin Quantitation  
by the BET 

Batch of HSA 
Endotoxin Quantitation 

by IL-6 Release 
(pg/mL) IU/mL pg/mL6 

RPT Result 
 

12 97±2.33,4 1.0-2.0 140-280 Pass 
22 30±2.84 2.4-3.2 336-448 Pass 
32 31±2.34 0.5-0.75 70-105 Pass 
4 <255 <0.24 <34 Pass 
5 <255 3.6-4.87 504-762 Pass 
6 <255 <0.26 <36 Pass 

Abbreviations: BET = Bacterial endotoxin test; HSA = Human serum albumin; IL-6 = Interleukin-6; IU = International 
units; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test  
1From Taktak et al. (1991) 
2Batch of HSA used that caused fever in humans. 
3Mean ± standard error of the mean 
4Values are significantly different from subthreshold concentrations of endotoxin (<2.5 pg/mL; p<0.001). 
5Values below the detection limit of the test system (25.0 endotoxin units/mL); preparations of HSA were tested at a dilution 
of 1/10, and 2.5 pg/mL endotoxin was the lowest concentration of endotoxin tested that evoked a significant release of IL-6. 
61.0 IU=0.14 ng for preparation used. 
7False positive relative to RPT. 
 

9.2 Conclusions from Scientific Literature Based on Independent Peer-Reviewed 
Reports and/or Reviews 

An additional nine reports describing studies of cell-based in vitro pyrogen methods were 
obtained from the literature search described in Section 1.5. Although these reports did not 
include data on test substances that could be used in the performance analysis in Section 6.0 
and Section 7.0, they did evaluate the use of the in vitro pyrogen test methods for sensitivity 
to endotoxin (i.e., endotoxin detection limit), specificity of the response to endotoxin and/or 
non-endotoxin pyrogens (i.e., spectrum and relative potency of various pyrogens detected), 
and/or the impact of interfering substances. However, they did not compare results from the 
in vitro test methods to results from the RPT, BET, or human fever reaction. A summary of 
each study is presented below. 
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9.2.1 De Groote et al. (1992) 

The authors measured the release of various cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, IL-2, IFN-γ, 
and granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor [GM-CSF]) in response to endotoxin 
or phytohemagglutinin (PHA) stimulation of WB and PBMC cultures. Endotoxin stimulated 
IL-1β, TNF-α, and IL-6 release, while PHA stimulated IL-2, IFN-γ, and GM-CSF release. 
There was a significant correlation between production of the three endotoxin-induced 
cytokines and the number of monocytes in the challenged culture, suggesting that monocytes 
are the major source of these cytokines: the other cytokines did not correlate with any of the 
cell types. The data also suggested that WB produced less variable levels of cytokines than 
PBMC on exposure to endotoxin. Consistent results were obtained with the WB test using 
more than 50 different blood donors. The authors suggest that WB is a more appropriate 
choice for studying cytokine production in vitro and its modulation by exogenous or 
endogenous factors, because natural cell-to-cell interactions are preserved, immune 
mediators are available, and cytokine levels obtained with PBMC were more variable. 

9.2.2 Fennrich et al. (1999) 

Fennrich and colleagues compared a commercially available human WB/IL-1β pyrogen 
assay (PyroCheck® from DPC Biermann, Bad Nauheim distributed by Millenia, U.K.) to the 
BET and RPT. There was a concentration-dependent IL-1β release in WB that was incubated 
with nitrocellulose filters containing live E. coli bacteria and E. coli killed by heat or by 
antibiotics. The authors also tested air conditioning filters from a veterinary sheep facility 
and identified filters to be contaminated with bacteria that were later confirmed by 
microbiological tests (the data and the identity of the organisms identified were not 
presented). The authors compared the PyroCheck®, BET, and the RPT (Table 9-9) and 
concluded that PyroCheck® is a simple, accurate test that detects a wider range of pyrogens 
than the BET. 

Table 9-9 Comparison of the Application Spectra of the RPT, the BET, and the 
Human WB Assay (PyroCheck®)1 

Applications 
Test 

PyroCheck® BET RPT 

Gram-negative + + + 
Gram-positive + - + Pyrogens 

Fungi + - + 
Biologicals + - + 

Pharmaceuticals + + + 
Medical devices + +2 - 

Air quality +2 +2 - 
Product pyrogenicity 

Blood products + - - 
Abbreviations: BET = Bacterial endotoxin test; RPT = Rabbit pyrogen test; WB = Whole blood 
1From Fennrich et al. (1999) 
2Based on preliminary data 
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9.2.3 Hansen and Christensen (1990) 

This study compared the results from PBMC exposed to endotoxin or ultraviolet light-killed 
S. aureus as an index of pyrogenicity, and then compared these results to the BET and the 
RPT. The authors used human PBMC obtained from heparinized peripheral blood and 
measured IL-1-like material in culture supernatants by evaluating co-mitogenic activity on 
PHA-stimulated murine thymocytes (measured in units of IL-1β where 1 unit is defined as 
the concentration that gives 50% of the maximal incorporation of 3H-thymidine in the 
thymocyte assay). The endpoint is referred to as an IL-1-like material because other 
cytokines such as IL-2, IL-6, and TNF-α may also stimulate the proliferative response of the 
thymocytes. When exposed to endotoxin, PBMC secreted cytokines in a 
concentration-dependent manner that provided a limit of detection of 200 pg/mL of 
endotoxin. In comparison, the BET can normally detect 10 to 100 pg/mL of endotoxin, while 
the RPT can detect 500 pg/mL. Therefore, the PBMC procedure had a level of detection of 
endotoxin 2.5-fold lower than that of the RPT and 2-fold higher than the BET. The PBMCs 
also responded with greater sensitivity to the Gram-positive pyrogen S. aureus (105 
cells/mL), which was not detected in the BET (109 cells/mL). Based on these results, the 
authors proposed that the PBMC test be used as an alternative in vitro test to the BET and 
RPT. 

9.2.4 Hartung and Wendel (1996) 

The authors stimulated human WB with various inflammatory agents to release endogenous 
cytokines (i.e., IL-1β, TNF-α) and inflammatory mediators (i.e., prostaglandin E2) as an in 
vitro method for the detection of pyrogenic materials. Cytokines were released in a 
concentration-dependent manner following exposure to endotoxin or LTA. Heat-killed 
Gram-positive bacteria (S. aureus) or components of these organisms (i.e., muropeptides, 
LTA, enterotoxins, streptolysin O) and plant mitogens such as phorbol myristate acetate and 
PHA also produced a cytokine response. Higher concentrations (three orders of magnitude) 
of the Gram-positive pyrogens were needed to elicit a response as compared to Gram-
negative pyrogenic material. 

Studies to determine the variability among the responses of different donor WB samples 
were also performed. Only two of the 18 donor samples released IL-1β in response to 1 
pg/mL of endotoxin, but all responded to 10 pg/mL endotoxin. The release of IL-1β from the 
WB samples of 45 individual donors exposed to 100 ng/mL of endotoxin was also consistent. 
Based on these results, the authors suggested using the WB/IL-1β test method as an in vitro 
alternative to the RPT. 

9.2.5 Moesby et al. (1999) 

Moesby and colleagues compared pyrogen testing using MM6 cells, isolated PBMC, and the 
BET. LPS and ultraviolet (UV) light-killed Gram-negative Staphylococcus typhimurium or 
Gram-positive S. aureus produced concentration-dependent increases in IL-6 production in 
MM6 or PBMC cultures. PBMC, but not MM6 cells, were able to differentiate UV-irradiated 
yeast (C. albicans) and mold (Aspergillus niger) pyrogens, as evidenced by statistically 
significant increases in IL-6 production. The BET can detect Gram-negative endotoxin, but 
not Gram-positive endotoxin or LTA (the pyrogenic component of Gram-positive bacteria), 
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and it may weakly detect yeast or viral pyrogens that the MM6 assay could not detect. 
Therefore, the authors suggest that pyrogen testing using MM6 cells would be a useful 
supplement to the BET for the detection of both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. 

9.2.6 Nakagawa et al. (2002) 

Nakagawa and colleagues describe an in vitro pyrogen test system based on proinflammatory 
cytokine release from a sub-clone of MM6 cells (i.e., MM6-CA8) and compare this response 
to a human WB culture system and the RPT. Similar to MM6 cells, MM6-CA8 were 
developed for superior reactivity to both endotoxin and PG. The MM6-CA8 cells release 
IL-6, TNF-α, and IL-1, but in greater quantities than MM6 cells in the range of 1 to 1000 
pg/mL of endotoxin (up to 4-fold greater) or to 1 to 1000 ng/mL PG (up to 10-fold greater) 
compared to MM6 cells. The range of responses of human WB to the various pyrogens was 
similar to that of the MM6-CA8 cells. The relative potencies of the various pyrogens in the 
RPT were similar to those of the cytokine-induction potencies in the WB and MM6-CA8 
methods, except for polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid, which was reported to be 10,000-fold 
more potent as a pyrogen injected in rabbits when compared to humans. The authors 
conclude that these results suggest MM6-CA8 cells can detect a variety of pyrogens using 
IL-6 as the marker, and that these responses are highly relevant to the prediction of human 
fever reactions. 

9.2.7 Pool et al. (1999) 

This article describes a method to differentiate between endotoxin and non-endotoxin 
pyrogens when testing HSA solutions in a WB culture assay. Detection limits for four 
Gram-positive (Bacillus stearothermophilus, B. subtilis, Micrococcus luteus, and S. aureus) 
and four Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli, Kleibsiella pneumoniae, Proteus vulgaris, and 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa) were expressed as the number of whole bacteria required to 
produce a pyrogenic response equal to that of 1.25 EU/mL endotoxin. B. stearothermophilus 
and E. coli produced concentration-dependent increases in IL-6 production. The cationic 
antibiotic Polymyxin B, which inhibits the binding of endotoxin to the CD14 receptor, 
produced concentration-dependent inhibition of IL-6 release following exposure to 10 
EU/mL endotoxin in the WB assay at concentrations up to 1 EU/mL and completely 
inhibited IL-6 release at concentrations above 2 EU/mL. In contrast, Polymyxin B had no 
effect on IL-6 release following exposure to B. subtilis. These data suggest that Polymyxin B 
may be useful for differentiating endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogenic contaminants. The 
data also suggests that binding of endotoxin to Polymyxin B (e.g., by linkage to an affinity 
column) may be used in the depyrogenation process. 

9.2.8 Poole et al. (2003) 

This paper describes a rapid single-plate in vitro test for the presence of pyrogenic substances 
based on monocyte activation. The assay uses polyclonal antibodies to IL-6 or TNF-α 
cytokines, coated and stabilized onto 96-well plates. Monocytoid cells (e.g., PBMC, MM6 or 
THP-1 cells), endotoxin standard (LPS), test sample, and a second biotinylated antibody 
specific for the cytokine (e.g., either IL-6 or TNF-α) are incubated for 2 to 4 hr in the 
antibody-coated wells. An ELISA for one of the cytokines is then performed on the washed 
plate. IL-6 is preferred and provides a limit of detection of 0.015 EU/mL with PBMC, 0.05 
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EU/mL in MM6 cells, and 0.03 EU/mL with diluted WB. The amount of TNF-α released in 
WB in response to endotoxin was approximately 50 to 70% lower than IL-6, but was released 
earlier (i.e., 2 vs. 4 hr). The amount of IL-6 released on exposure to endotoxin tended to be 
greater in this single plate test when compared to the traditional two-plate test (i.e., in which 
the supernatant from one plate is transferred to a second plate for the ELISA) using PBMCs, 
MM6 cells, THP-1 cells, or WB. The authors report that this single plate assay using IL-6 
release as the endpoint can be completed in 5 hr, and that this time could be reduced to 3 hr 
using TNF-α as the endpoint (because it is released earlier from the cells). The authors also 
suggest that this single plate test method is readily adaptable to high-throughput assays. 

9.2.9 Schindler et al. (2004) 

The authors optimized conditions for use of cryopreserved human WB in pyrogen testing to 
obviate the need for fresh WB. The release of IL-1β from fresh and Cryo WB collected from 
five donors was used as the measure of endotoxin presence. Challenge with 0.5 or 1.0 
EU/mL endotoxin resulted in IL-1β release in bloods from all donors, although kinetic 
studies suggested that IL-1β release was delayed one hr in the cryopreserved samples. 
Cryopreservation did not appear to alter the spectrum of detectable pyrogens or immune 
stimuli when results were compared to that of fresh WB, and no cytokine release was 
measured in materials that fresh WB did not respond to. Seven clinical-grade (i.e., 
endotoxin-free) parenteral products spiked with 0.5 EU/mL of endotoxin revealed that there 
was less interference in Cryo WB than in fresh WB based on lower minimal interference 
dilutions that were always at or below the MVD for each product. The data showed that a 
broad variety of drugs could be tested for pyrogenic contaminants using Cryo WB while 
maintaining the ELC established in the various Pharmacopeias. 
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10.0 Animal Welfare Considerations (Refinement, Reduction, and 
Replacement) 

10.1 How the Five In Vitro Test Methods Will Refine, Reduce, or Replace Animal 
Use 

ICCVAM promotes the scientific validation and regulatory acceptance of new methods that 
refine, reduce, or replace animal use where scientifically feasible. Refinement, Reduction, 
and Replacement are known as the three "Rs" of animal alternatives. These principles of 
humane treatment of laboratory animals are described as: 

• Refining experimental procedures such that animal suffering is minimized 

• Reducing animal use through improved science and experimental design 

• Replacing animal models with non-animal procedures (e.g., in vitro 
technologies), where possible (Russell and Burch 1959) 

In 2002, a total of 243,838 rabbits were used in the U.S. for all research and testing purposes, 
of which 6,324 rabbits were reported as experiencing more than slight or momentary pain 
and/or distress where anesthetics, analgesics, or tranquilizers could not be administered for 
scientific reasons (USDA 2002). Eight of these cases were specifically attributed to 
pyrogenicity testing, presumably based on induction of a fever response (USDA 2002). Thus, 
although the potential for more than slight or momentary pain and/or distress exists for 
pyrogenicity testing when a fever response is induced, it does not appear that a fever 
response is common. In 2006, a total of 239,720 rabbits were used in the U.S. for all research 
and testing purposes (USDA 2006). No data related to pyrogenicity testing were reported. 

In Canada, a total of 18,152 rabbits were used for all scientific purposes in 2006, 3,485 of 
which were used for regulatory studies and the development of products (Canadian Council 
on Animal Care [CCAC] 2007). Although no specific data for the number of animals used 
for pyrogenicity testing were reported, it is likely that the number of rabbits used for this 
purpose is less than the total of 3,485 used for both regulatory studies and product 
development. 

In the EU, approximately 313,000 total rabbits were used for all scientific purposes in 2005 
(Commission of the European Communites [CEC] 2007). Of these, approximately 276,000 
rabbits were used for pharmaceutical products and medical device testing (i.e., either 
research and development, production and quality control, or toxicological and other safety 
evaluations). Although the number of rabbits specifically used for pyrogenicity testing was 
not reported, it is likely that this number is significantly less than the total of 276,000. 

In the U.K., a total of 21,736 procedures (which used 14,712 total rabbits due to reuse of 
some test animals) were performed using rabbits for all scientific purposes in 2004 (Home 
Office 2005). Of these procedures, 8,488 were specifically attributed to pyrogenicity testing 
in rabbits. Although the total number of rabbits used for these procedures were not provided, 
it is likely less than 8,488 rabbits based on the assumption that some animals were reused. In 
2006, a total of 20,378 procedures (which included 13,397 total rabbits) were performed in 
the U.K. for all scientific purposes (Home Office 2007). No specific data for pyrogenicity 
testing were reported in 2006. 
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The currently accepted pyrogen test methods require the use of rabbits or horseshoe crab 
hemolymph. The proposed in vitro pyrogen test methods address each aspect of animal 
welfare outlined above. These assays use monocytoid cells of human origin, obtained either 
from WB donations or from an immortalized cell line. The capability of these five in vitro 
assays to detect Gram-negative endotoxin suggests that they may reduce or eventually 
replace the use of rabbits and/or horseshoe crab hemolymph for pyrogen testing. However, at 
the present time, the RPT detects classes of pyrogens that have neither been examined nor 
validated with the in vitro pyrogen test methods and thus, the RPT will still be required for 
most test substances. 

10.2 Requirement for the Use of Animals 

10.2.1 Rationale for the Use of Animals 

Human blood donations are required for four of the five in vitro test methods (WB/IL-1β, 
WB/IL-6, Cryo WB/IL-1β, and PBMC/IL-6) proposed as replacements for the RPT, and as 
such, humans are the animals used for these assays. While the collection of human blood is a 
common medical procedure, the many aspects of human blood collection must be considered 
to ensure that human donors are appropriately treated. 
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11.0 Practical Considerations 

Several issues are taken into account when assessing the practicality of using an in vitro test 
method in place of an in vivo test method. In addition to reliability and accuracy evaluations, 
assessments of the laboratory equipment and supplies needed to conduct the in vitro test 
method, level of personnel training, labor costs, and the time required to complete the test 
method relative to the in vivo test method are necessary. The time, personnel cost, and effort 
required to conduct the proposed test method(s) must be considered to be reasonable when 
compared to the in vivo test method it is intended to replace. 

11.1 Transferability of the In Vitro Pyrogen Test Methods 

Test method transferability addresses the ability of a method to be accurately and reliably 
performed by multiple laboratories (ICCVAM 2003), including those experienced in the 
particular type of procedure as well as laboratories with less or no experience in the 
particular procedure. The degree of transferability of a test method can be evaluated by its 
interlaboratory reproducibility. ECVAM measured the transferability (i.e., interlaboratory 
reproducibility) of each assay among experienced laboratories. The results presented in 
Tables 7-3 and 7-4 provide an estimate of the minimum variability to be expected. 
Interlaboratory variability is anticipated to be greater (i.e., lower transferability) among 
laboratories that have less experience with the assays. 

11.1.1 Facilities and Major Fixed Equipment 

A standard laboratory facility for sterile tissue culture is necessary for performing the in vitro 
pyrogen test methods. The major equipment necessary to conduct the tests are readily 
available and include a laminar flow hood, tissue culture incubator, water bath, and 
spectrophotometric microplate reader. 

In contrast, the RPT requires a facility that meets applicable State and Federal regulations for 
the care and housing of laboratory animals. The primary expense for equipping a facility to 
conduct the RPT would be the acquisition of an adequate animal room and associated 
housing (e.g., cages, bedding, food, water, etc.) for boarding animals during the study. 

11.1.2 General Availability of Other Necessary Equipment and Supplies 

The equipment and supplies necessary to conduct the in vitro pyrogen test methods (e.g., 
micropipetters, sterile tissue culture vessels, disposable plastic ware, assay reagents) are 
readily available in most scientific laboratories, or can be obtained from any of several 
scientific laboratory equipment vendors. 

The RPT requires fewer general laboratory supplies. Those that are needed are readily 
available in most laboratories, or could be readily obtained from any of a number of scientific 
laboratory equipment vendors. 

11.2 Personnel Training Considerations 

Training considerations are defined as the level of instruction needed for personnel to 
conduct the test method accurately and reliably (ICCVAM 2003). Evaluation of the levels of 
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training and expertise needed to conduct the test method, as well as the training requirements 
needed to insure that personnel are competent in the test procedures, are discussed below. 

11.2.1 Required Training and Expertise Needed to Conduct the In Vitro Pyrogen Test 

Methods 

Laboratory personnel require training with the relevant ELISA procedures and the aseptic 
techniques associated with mammalian tissue culture. The quality criteria associated with 
each in vitro test method may be used to ensure that personnel are competent in the 
performance of the various procedures. When a technician has mastered all aspects of the 
protocol, and can independently conduct the assay such that the quality criteria have been 
met, the individual is considered to have demonstrated proficiency in the assay. 

The RPT requires training in the care and handling of laboratory animals, and the collection 
of accurate rectal temperature measurements at the appropriate time intervals from each 
rabbit. The laboratory personnel must be adequately trained to maintain the animals, and to 
accurately and consistently record the proper body temperature. It is not known what, if any, 
proficiency requirements are in place for the RPT. 

11.3 Cost Considerations 

In addition to the major fixed equipment and overhead requirements, three additional factors 
contribute to the overall cost of the proposed in vitro test methods: 1) cost and licensing fees 
associated with the MM6 monocytoid cell line, 2) cost of the reagents for the ELISA 
procedure, and 3) personnel costs associated with obtaining human blood and performing the 
test methods. With respect to the RPT, the direct and indirect costs of operating an animal 
facility must be considered. The most notable expenses will likely include personnel to care 
for the maintenance of the rabbits, staff to perform the RPT, and veterinarians to monitor the 
health of the rabbits. As summarized in Table 11-1, cost estimates from various contract 
laboratories that perform the RPT or from one contract laboratory that performs an 
ELISA-based in vitro pyrogen test using human WB indicate that the in vitro test methods 
are considerably more cost effective (i.e., by about a factor of ten) than the RPT. 
Furthermore, the use of high throughput procedures to analyze the in vitro pyrogen tests may 
provide further reduced costs per test substance. 

11.4 Time Considerations 

The in vitro pyrogen methods require two half-days (i.e., one before and one after the 
overnight incubation) to complete if cryopreserved blood or MM6 cells are available. If fresh 
WB is used or if interference testing is needed, additional time will be required. On the first 
day, the test materials are prepared and incubated with the monocytoid cells. On the second 
day, cytokine release from the cells is determined by an ELISA procedure. The BET and 
RPT can both be completed within one working day. However, according to the USP30 
NF25<151> (USP 2007b) procedure for the RPT, each rabbit must be conditioned prior to its 
first use by a sham test that includes all steps of pyrogenicity testing except for injection. 
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Table 11-1 Cost Estimates for the RPT and In Vitro Pyrogen Tests 

Contract 
Laboratory 

Test or Cell 
Line  

GLP 
Compliant 

Cost 
Estimate 
per Test 

Additional Information 

A RPT Yes $21001 - 

B RPT Yes $40501 - 

C RPT Yes $36001 - 

D IPT/HumanWB ND $3152 

Cost decreases with number of test substances; $315 per 1 test 
substance; $210 per 2 to 10 test substances; $105 per 11 or more 
test substances. Note: IPT is not a licensed product and should not 
be used for the release of drugs. 

E MM6 NA Negotiable 

Use of MM6 cells for product testing require negotiation of a fee 
for provision and a royalty payment per batch of product tested 
with Dr. HWL Ziegler-Heitbrock at the University of Leicester, 
Dept of Microbiology, Leicester, U.K. 

Abbreviations: GLP = Good laboratory practice; IPT = In vitro pyrogen test; MM6 = Mono Mac 6; NA = Not applicable; ND = Not determined; RPT = Rabbit 
pyrogen test; WB = Whole blood 

1Each RPT includes one test substance, one positive, and one negative control performed in triplicate. Thus, a minimum of 9 rabbits is needed per test. 

2Each IPT includes one test substance, one positive, and one negative control performed in triplicate. 
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13.0 Glossary1 

Accuracy2: (a) The closeness of agreement between a test method result and an accepted 
reference value. (b) The proportion of correct outcomes of a test method. Accuracy is a 
meaure of test method performance and one aspect of relevance. The term is often used 
interchangeably with concordance (see two-by-two table). Accuracy is highly dependent on 
the prevalence of positives in the poulation being examined. 

Amebocytes: The blood cells of the horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus or Tachypleus 
tridentatus) that contain the active components of the reagent used in the BET. 

Assay2: The experimental system used. Often used interchangeably with "test" and "test 
method." 

Bacterial endotoxin test (BET)3: A test used to quantify endotoxins of Gram-negative 
bacterial origin using amebocyte lysate from the horseshoe crab. Two types of techniques 
exist: the gel-clot techniques, which are based on gel formation and the photometric 
techniques. The photometric techniques include the turbidimetric technique, which is based 
on the development of turbidity after cleavage of an endogenous substrate and a chromogenic 
method, which is based on the development of color after cleavage of a synthetic 
peptide-chromogen complex. 

Coded substances: Substances labeled by code rather than name so that they can be tested 
and evaluated without knowledge of their identity or anticipation of test results. Coded 
substances are used to avoid intentional or unintentional bias when evaluating laboratory or 
test method performance. 

Coefficient of variation (CV): A statistical representation of the precision of a test. It is 
expressed as a percentage and is calculated as follows: 
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Concordance2: The proportion of all substances tested that are correctly classified as 
positive or negative. It is a measure of test method performance and one aspect of relevance. 
The term is often used interchangeably with accuracy (see two-by-two table). Concordance is 
highly dependent on the prevalence of positives in the population being examined. 

Endogenous pyrogens: Various cytokines including interleukins (e.g., IL-1α, IL-1β), tumor 

necrosis factor (i.e., TNF-α, TNF-β), and interferon (IFN-γ) released from leukocytes in 
response to external stimuli (e.g., endotoxin) capable of causing an increase in body 
temperature above the normal level. 

                                                
1The definitions in this Glossary are restricted to the RPT, the in vitro pyrogen test methods included 
in this BRD, and the BET. 
2From ICCVAM (2003) 
3From USP (2005) 
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Endotoxin limit concentration (ELC): The concentration at which endotoxin is considered 
to be pyrogenic. It is expressed as the ratio of the threshold pyrogen dose (K) and the RPT 
dose or the maximum human dose administered on a weight (kg) basis in 1 hr (M) defined as 
K/M. The ELC varies based on M. 

• The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ELC for non-intrathecal medical 
devices is 0.5 EU/mL. 

• The FDA ELC for intrathecal medical devices is 0.06 EU/mL. 

Endpoint2: The biological or chemical process, response, or effect assessed by a test method. 

False negative2: A substance incorrectly identified as negative by a test method. 

False negative rate2: The proportion of all positive substances falsely identified by a test 
method as negative (see two-by-two table). It is one indicator of test method accuracy. 

False positive2: A substance incorrectly identified as positive by a test method. 

False positive rate2: The proportion of all negative substances that are falsely identified by 
a test method as positive (see two-by-two table). It is one indicator of test method accuracy. 

Fever: Elevation of body temperature above the normal level. 

Good laboratory practices (GLP)2: Regulations promulgated by the FDA and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, principles and procedures adopted by the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, and Japanese authorities that describe record 
keeping and QA procedures for laboratory records that will be the basis for data submissions 
to national regulatory agencies. 

Hazard2: The potential for an adverse health or ecological effect. A hazard potential occurs 
only if an exposure occurs that leads to the possibility of an adverse effect being manifested. 

Interlaboratory reproducibility2: A measure of whether different qualified laboratories 
using the same protocol and test substances can produce qualitatively and quantitatively 
similar results. Interlaboratory reproducibility is determined during the prevalidation and 
validation processes and indicates the extent to which a test method can be transferred 
successfully among laboratories. 

Intralaboratory repeatability2: The closeness of agreement between test results obtained 
within a single laboratory when the procedure is performed on the same substance under 
identical conditions within a given time period. 

Intralaboratory reproducibility2: The first stage of validation; a determination of whether 
qualified people within the same laboratory can successfully replicate results using a specific 
test protocol at different times. 

In vitro: In glass. Refers to assays that are carried out in an artificial system (e.g., in a test 
tube or petri-dish) and typically use single-cell organisms, cultured cells, cell-free extracts, or 
purified cellular components. 

In vivo: In the living organism. Refers to assays performed in multi-cellular organisms. 
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Lipopolysaccharide (LPS): A complex of lipid and carbohydrate (i.e., endotoxin) released 
from the cell walls of Gram-negative organisms that is pyrogenic and capable of producing 
septic shock. 

Lipoteichoic acid: A polyol phosphate polymer bearing a strong negative charge that is 
covalently linked to the peptidoglycan in Gram-positive bacteria. It is strongly antigenic, but 
is generally absent in Gram-negative bacteria. Therefore, it is considered the primary 
pyrogenic component of Gram-positive bacteria. 

Minimum valid concentration (MVC): The concentration of a product when it is diluted to 
the MVD expressed as λM/K, where: 

• λ  = The sensitivity of the Limulus Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) reagent used 
expressed as EU/mL. The value varies with the method employed. For the 
gel-clot method, it is the labeled LAL sensitivity (EU/mL). For the 
chromogenic, turbidometric, or kinetic-turbidometric methods, it is the lowest 
point used in the standard curve. 

• M = The maximum human dose for pyrogenicity administered on a weight 
basis (kg) in 1 hr, or the RPT dose (whichever is larger). It is one of the 
variables used to define the ELC defined as the ratio of K/M, where K is the 
threshold pyrogen dose in rabbits or humans. 

• K = See threshold pyrogen dose. 

Maximum valid dilution (MVD): When a U.S. Pharmacopeia (USP) ELC is defined, the 
MVD is the ratio of the product of the ELC and the product potency to the LAL reagent 
sensitivity (λ) expressed as ([ELC x Product Potency]/λ). If there is no official USP ELC 
defined, then the MVD is the ratio of the Product Potency/MVC. 

Monocytoid cells: Cells obtained from peripheral blood or grown in culture that 
phenotypically resemble monocytes or macrophages. 

Negative control: An untreated sample containing all components of a test system, except 
the test substance solvent, which is replaced with a known non-reactive material, such as 
water. This sample is processed with test substance-treated samples and other control 
samples to determine whether the solvent interacts with the test system. 

Negative predictivity2: The proportion of correct negative responses among substances 
testing negative by a test method (see two-by-two table). It is one indicator of test method 
accuracy. Negative predictivity is a function of the sensitivity of the test method and the 
prevalence of negatives among the substances tested. 

Parenteral: Introduction into the body by some means other than through the 
gastrointestinal tract; referring particularly to intravenous (i.v.), intramuscular, subcutaneous, 
or intrathecal injection. 

Performance2: The accuracy and reliability characteristics of a test method (see accuracy and 
reliability). 

pH: A measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution. A pH of 7.0 is neutral; higher pHs 
are alkaline, lower pHs are acidic. 
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Positive control: A sample containing all components of a test system and treated with a 
substance known to induce a positive response, which is processed with the test substance-
treated and other control samples to demonstrate the sensitivity of each experiment and to 
allow for an assessment of variability in the conduct of the assay over time. 

Positive predictivity2: The proportion of correct positive responses among substances 
testing positive by a test method (see two-by-two table). It is one indicator of test method 
accuracy. Positive predictivity is a function of the sensitivity of the test method and the 
prevalence of positives among the substances tested. 

Prevalence2: The proportion of positives in the population of substances tested (see 
two-by-two table). 

Protocol2: The precise, step-by-step description of a test method, including a list of all 
necessary reagents and criteria and procedures for evaluation of the test data. 

Pyrogen: A substance that causes a rise in body temperature above normal or that produces 
a fever. Gram-negative, Gram-positive, and acid-fast bacteria, molds, viruses, and yeast and 
some of their cellular constituents are pyrogenic. 

Quality assurance (QA)2: A management process by which adherence to laboratory testing 
standards, requirements, and record keeping procedures is assessed independently by 
individuals other than those performing the testing. 

Rabbit pyrogen test (RPT)3: A test designed to limit to an acceptable level the risks of 
febrile reaction in the patient to the administration, by injection, or the product concerned. 
The test involves measuring the rise in temperature of rabbits following the i.v. injection of a 
test solution. 

Reduction alternative2: A new or modified test method that reduces the number of animals 
required. 

Reference test method2: The accepted in vivo test method used for regulatory purposes to 
evaluate the potential of a test substance to be hazardous to the species of interest. 

Refinement alternative2: A new or modified test method that refines procedures to lessen 
or eliminate pain or distress in animals or enhances animal well-being. 

Relevance2: The extent to which a test method correctly predicts or measures the biological 
effect of interest in humans or another species of interest. Relevance incorporates 
consideration of the accuracy or concordance of a test method. 

Reliability2: A measure of the degree to which a test method can be performed reproducibly 
within and among laboratories over time. It is assessed by calculating intra- and 
inter-laboratory reproducibility and intralaboratory repeatability. 

Replacement alternative2: A new or modified test method that replaces animals with 
non-animal systems or one animal species with a phylogenetically lower one (e.g., a mammal 
with an invertebrate). 
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Reproducibility2: The consistency of individual test results obtained in a single laboratory 
(intralaboratory reproducibility) or in different laboratories (interlaboratory reproducibility) 
using the same protocol and test substances (see intra- and inter-laboratory reproducibility). 

Sensitivity2: The proportion of all positive substances that are classified correctly as 
positive in a test method. It is a measure of test method accuracy (see two-by-two table). 

Specificity2: The proportion of all negative substances that are classified correctly as 
negative in a test method. It is a measure of test method accuracy (see two-by-two table). 

Test2: The experimental system used; often used interchangeably with “test method” and 
“assay.” 

Test method2: A process or procedure used to obtain information on the characteristics of a 
substance or agent. Toxicological test methods generate information regarding the ability of a 
substance or agent to produce a specified biological effect under specified conditions. Used 
interchangeably with “test” and “assay" (see validated test method and reference test). 

Test method component: Structural, functional, and procedural elements of a test method 
that are used to develop the test method protocol. These components include unique 
characteristics of the test method, critical procedural details, and quality control measures. 

Threshold pyrogen dose: The dose level at which a product is considered to be pyrogenic or 
non-pyrogenic. It is one of the variables (K) used to calculate the ELC defined as K/M, 
where M is the RPT dose or the maximum human dose administered in 1 hr (whichever is 
larger). 

• The threshold pyrogen dose for non-intrathecal use in rabbits and humans is 
5.0 EU/kg. 

• The threshold pyrogen dose for intrathecal use in rabbits and humans is 0.2 
EU/kg. 

Tiered testing: A testing strategy where all existing information on a test substance is 
reviewed, in a specified order, prior to in vivo testing. If the irritancy potential of a test 
substance can be assigned, based on the existing information, no additional testing is 
required. If the irritancy potential of a test substance cannot be assigned, based on the 
existing information, a step-wise animal testing procedure is performed until an unequivocal 
classification can be made. 

Transferability2: The ability of a test method or procedure to be accurately and reliably 
performed in different, competent laboratories. 
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Two-by-two table2: The two-by-two table can be used for calculating accuracy (concordance) 
([a+d]/[a+b+c+d]), negative predictivity (d/[c+d]), positive predictivity (a/[a+b]), prevalence 
([a+c]/[a+b+c+d]), sensitivity (a/[a+c]), specificity (d/[b+d]), false positive rate (b/[b+d]), 
and false negative rate (c/[a+c]). 

  NEW TEST OUTCOME 

  Positive Negative Total 
Positive a c a + c 
Negative b d b + d 

Reference Test 
Outcome 

Total a + b c + d a + b + c + d 
 

Validated test method2: An accepted test method for which validation studies have been 
completed to determine the relevance and reliability of this method for a specific proposed 
use. 

Validation2: The process by which the reliability and relevance of a procedure are 
established for a specific purpose. 

Weight of evidence (process): The strengths and weaknesses of a collection of information 
are used as the basis for a conclusion that may not be evident from the individual data. 
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1 Rationale for the Proposed Test Method 

1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1. Describe the historical background for the proposed test method, from original 
concept to present. This should include the rationale for its development, an overview of 
prior development and validation activities, and, if applicable, the extent to which the 
proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a validated test 
method with established performance standards. 
Pyrogens, a chemically heterogeneous group of hyperthermia- or fever-inducing 
compounds, derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi. Subjects react to such microbial 
products during an immune response by producing endogenous pyrogens such as 
prostaglandins and the pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-6 
(IL-6) and tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) (Dinarello, 1999). Depending on the type 
and amount of pyrogen challenge and the sensitivity of an individual, even life-
threatening shock-like conditions can be provoked. To assure quality and safety of any 
pharmaceutical product for parenteral application in humans, pyrogen testing is therefore 
imperative.  
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). For the rabbit pyrogen test, sterile test substances are injected 
intravenously to rabbits and any rise in body temperature is assessed. This in vivo test 
detects various pyrogens but not alone the fact that large numbers of animals are required 
to identify a few batches of pyrogen-containing samples argues against its use. In the past 
two decades, the declared intention to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has 
lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% by allowing to use the BET as an in vitro 
alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products (Cooper et al, 1971).  
Bacterial endotoxin, comprising largely lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from the cell wall of 
Gram-negative bacteria that stimulates monocytes/macrophages via interaction with 
CD14 and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) (Beutler and Rietschel, 2003), is the pyrogen of 
major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to its ubiquitous sources, its stability 
and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is detected by its capacity to 
coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the American horseshoe crab, 
Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago (Levin and Bang, 1964). 
In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after drawing about 20% of 
their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, the procedure still 
causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds to even more 
efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, habitat 
loss and pollution (http://www.horseshoecrab.org/).   
As with the rabbit test the general problem of translation of the test results to the human 
fever reaction persists. Moreover, although being highly sensitive, the failure of the BET 
to detect non-endotoxin pyrogens as well as its susceptibility to interference by e.g. high 
protein or lipid levels of test substances or by glucans impedes full replacement of the 
rabbit pyrogen test. Hence, hundreds-of-thousands rabbits per year are still used for 
pyrogen testing.  
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A test system that combines the high sensitivity and in vitro performance of the BET test 
with the wide range of pyrogens detectable by the rabbit pyrogen test is therefore 
required in order to close the current testing gap for pyrogen and to avoid animal-based 
tests. With this intention and due to improved understanding of the human fever reaction 
(Dinarello, 1999), test systems based on in vitro activation of human monocytes were 
developed. First efforts date back about 20 years, when peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) were used to detect endotoxin by monitoring the release of pyrogenic 
cytokines (Duff and Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et al 1984). Meanwhile, a number of 
different test systems, using either whole blood, peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs) or the monocytoid cell lines MONO MAC 6 (MM6) or THP-1 as a source for 
human monocytes and various read-outs were established (Poole et al., 1988; Ziegler et 
al, 1988; Tsuchiya et al, 1980; Hartung and Wendel, 1996; Hartung et al, 2001; Poole et 
al, 2003). These test systems were validated with the aim of developing a tool for formal 
inclusion into Pharmacopoeias, an important basis for implementing novel alternative 
pyrogen tests for product-specific validation. 
 
1.1.2 Summarize and provide the results of any peer review conducted to date and 
summarize any ongoing or planned reviews. 
All of the five methods are currently under peer review of the ECVAM Scientific 
Advisory Committee.  
 
1.1.3 Clearly indicate any confidential information associated with the test method; 
however, the inclusion of confidential information is discouraged. 
This document does not contain any confidential information. 

1.2 Regulatory rationale and applicability 
1.2.1 Describe the current regulatory testing requirement(s) for which the proposed test 
method is applicable. 
To assure quality and safety of pharmaceutical products for parenteral application in 
humans, pyrogen testing is imperative. Depending on the drug, one of two pyrogen tests 
is currently prescribed by the European Pharmacopoeia and other international 
guidelines, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial endotoxin test (BET). 
 
1.2.2 Describe the intended regulatory use(s) (e.g., screen, substitute, replacement, or 
adjunct) of the proposed test method and how it will be used to substitute, replace, or 
complement any existing regulatory testing requirement(s). 
Dependent on the product and the presence of relevant clinical data on unexpected 
pyrogenicity of clinical lots, the proposed test method may be an alternative method for 
pyrogen testing, thus substituting the rabbit pyrogen test or the BET. In certain cases, the 
proposed test method may function as a supplementary test method to assess compliance 
to the licensing dossier. 
In case the proposed test method is an alternative for pyrogenicity testing, a thorough 
cross-validation between the proposed test method and the original method for the 
specific medicinal product is warranted. In case the proposed test method is an adjunctive 
test to screen for (unexpected) pyrogenic lots, alert and alarm limits may be established 
based on consistency of production lots or (preferably) based on actual clinical data. 
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1.2.3 Where applicable, discuss the similarities and differences in the endpoint measured 
in the proposed test method and the currently used in vivo reference test method and, if 
appropriate, between the proposed test method and a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
The current in vivo method (rabbit test), as described in the pharmacopoeia, and the 
proposed in vitro test method each determine very different end-points, though the 
biochemical origins of the response are similar. 
The in vivo method more resembles a black box, and determines the total rise in body 
temperature (fever induction) of the animals subjected to the medicinal product, as a 
result of pyrogens (if any) present in the product. 
The proposed test method WB/IL-1 is an in vitro model for the fever response 
mechanism. It determines the release of cytokines by monocytoid cells into the culture 
medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. 
It is these cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
Main differences between the in vivo and in vitro methods are that the latter is 
quantitative and uses cells of human origin, thus better reflecting the physiological 
situation. 
 
1.2.4 Describe how the proposed test method fits into the overall strategy of hazard or 
safety assessment. If a component of a tiered assessment process, indicate the weight that 
should be applied relative to other measures. 
The proposed test method WB/IL-1 may be applied for those medicinal products for 
which the rabbit test is the only or most reliable method for pyrogenicity testing, since a) 
the medicinal product is not compatible with the BET or b) the medicinal product 
contains pyrogens other than Gram-negative endotoxin. 
Limit concentrations for pyrogens are established based on consistency lots or actual 
clinical data or, in the case of endotoxin the Endotoxin Limit Concentration (ELC) as 
defined for many medicinal products. 

1.3 Scientific basis for the proposed test method 
1.3.1 Describe the purpose and mechanistic basis of the proposed test method. 
The proposed in vitro method is intended to determine the presence of pyrogens in 
medicinal products for parenteral use. The proposed test method is an in vitro model of 
the human fever response. It determines the release of cytokines upon the interaction of 
pyrogens and specific Toll-like receptors on the monocytoid cells (Beutler and Rietschel, 
2003). These cytokines trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
1.3.2 Describe what is known and not known about the similarities and differences of 
modes and mechanisms of action in the proposed test method as compared to the species 
of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity testing). 
An important feature of the proposed test method is that it is based upon the use of 
monocytoid cells of human origin. It therefore by definition resembles more closely the 
actual response of humans. The two other test methods make use of either crustaceans 
(BET) or rabbits, both species more or less distinct from the human species. The response 
of humans, horseshoe crabs and rabbits toward Gram-negative endotoxin has been 
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studied extensively and the methods appear equivalent for this particular pyrogen 
(Cooper et al 1971; Greisman and Hornick, 1969). However, there are documented cases 
of medicinal products and specified pyrogenic substances that yield false-positive or 
false-negative results in either test method. Since the proposed test method is based on 
human cells, it may therefore predict more accurately the pyrogenicity of such substances 
in humans. 
 
1.3.3 Describe the intended range of substances amenable to the proposed test method 
and/or the limits of the proposed test method according to chemical class or 
physicochemical factors. 
The proposed test method is intended for the assessment of pyrogens in all parenteral 
medicinal products for human use, chemical or biological and including raw materials, 
bulk ingredients and excipients. Use of the proposed test method in testing environmental 
samples or medicinal products is suggested and may be feasible, but substantiating data 
are as yet limited or absent. 
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2 Test Method Protocol Components 

2.1 Overview of test method. 
Provide an overview of how the proposed test method is conducted. If appropriate, this 
would include the extent to which the protocol for the proposed test method adheres to 
established performance standards. 
 
A highly detailed protocol of the proposed test method (Detailed protocol WB/IL-1: 
“Human whole blood pyrogen test”; electronic file name: SOP WB-IL-1) is attached in 
Appendix A of this background review document (BRD). Appendix A also includes the 
amended protocol used in the formal validation study to determine the sensitivity and 
specificity of the test (section 3, table 3.3.1). However, it does only replace the previous 
version for testing of parenteral drugs described in table 3.3.1, and was included into 
Appendix A for completeness of information only (“Human Whole Blood Pyrogen Test - 
Standard Operating Procedure for the Validation Phase” marked with internal 
identifierSop-WBT-KNv02; electronic file name: SOP WB-IL-1 validation). 
 
The WB/IL-1 test method is a two-part assay for the detection of pyrogenic 
contamination. The test protocol itself can be divided into the following two parts: 

1. Incubation of the sample with (diluted) human blood. 
2. An enzyme linked immunoassay (ELISA) for the measurement of IL-1β.  

 
Ad 1. 
Human whole blood from a single healthy volunteer is collected by venipuncture into 
heparinized tubes for blood sampling and used within 4 hours. Diluted human whole 
blood is incubated overnight (10-24 hours) together with saline and the sample of interest 
in sterile and pyrogen-free reaction tube. The supernatant is subsequently collected for 
further examination. 
 
Ad 2. 
Samples (supernatants of blood stimulation) are distributed into the wells of a 
microtiterplate which are coated with monoclonal antibodies specific for IL-1. 
An enzyme-conjugated polyclonal antibody against IL-1β is added. During a 90-minute 
incubation, a sandwich complex consisting of two antibodies and the IL-1β is formed. 
Unbound material is removed by a wash step. 
A chromogenic substrate (3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine, TMB) reactive with the 
enzyme label is added. Color development is terminated by adding a stop solution after 
30 minutes. The resulting color, read at 450 nm, is directly related to the IL-1β 
concentration.  
 
The WHO-LPS standard (code 94/580, E.coli O113:H10:K-), was used throughout the 
validation. This standard is identical to USP Reference Standard Endotoxin (EC6). 
There are several possibilities to estimate the pyrogenic contamination of the preparations 
under test: 1) A quantitative estimation can be achieved by the construction of a dose-
response curve for endotoxin standard (e.g. 5.0, 2.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 EU/ml) versus 
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Optical density (OD) value of the IL-1β ELISA. The contamination of the preparations is 
expressed in endotoxin–equivalent units. 2) A qualitative test can be achieved by the 
inclusion of an endotoxin threshold control (e.g. one fixed dilution of the standard curve) 
which allows for the classification in positive and negative samples (i.e. pyrogenic and 
non-pyrogenic samples). 3) A qualitative test can also be achieved by inclusion of an 
appropriate positive product control. 
A detailed description of analysis methods used during the validation of the test method 
can be found in section 5 of the current BRD. 

2.2 Rational for selected test components 
Provide a detailed description and rationale, if appropriate, for the following aspects of 
the proposed test method: 
 
2.2.1 Materials, equipment, and supplies needed. 
The materials, equipment and supplies used for the WB/IL-1 test method are laboratory 
items, that will be already available in a routine QC laboratory. There is no need for 
sophisticated or dedicated laboratory equipment throughout the test.  
For all steps in the procedure, excluding the ELISA procedure, the materials (e.g. tips, 
containers, solutions) which will be in close contact with samples and blood cells need to 
be sterile and pyrogen free. The materials, equipment and supplies are specified in the 
detailed protocol attached in Appendix A. It should be noted that equivalent devices may 
also be used and it is the user’s responsibility to validate the equivalence.  
 
Materials for part 1:  Blood Incubation 
Equipment  
• Incubator or thermoblock (37°C ± 1°C) 
• Adjustable 100 to 1000 µl (multi)pipettes 
• Centrifuge (recommended) 
• Vortex mixer 
Consumables 
• Heparinized tubes for blood sampling, e.g. Sarstedt S-MONOVETTE 7.5 ml, 15 

IU/ml Li-Heparin 
• Sarstedt multifly needle set, pyrogenfree, for S-Monovette 
• 1.5 ml closable, pyrogen-free reaction tubes, e.g. from Eppendorf 
• Reservoir for saline 
• 12 ml or 15 ml tubes, e.g. from Greiner bio-one, for dilution of substances 
• Sterile and pyrogen-free tips 100 µl and 1000 µl 
• 10 ml and 2.5 ml pipets 
 
Materials for part 2: ELISA procedure 
Equipment  
• Multichannel pipettor 
• Microplate mixer 
• Microplate washer 
• Microplate reader capable of readings at 450 nm (optional reference filter in the range 

of 600-690 nm) 
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• A software package facilitating data generation, analysis, reporting, and quality 
control 

Consumables 
• Graduated cylinder and plastic storage container for Buffered Wash Solution 
• Tip-Tubs for reagent aspiration with Multichannel pipettor 
• The IL-1β-ELISA kit (commercially obtained), containing: 

- IL-1β antibody coated micoplates.  
- Enzyme labeled antibody.  Horseradish peroxidase-labeled, affinity-purified, 

polyclonal(rabbit) anti-IL-1β antibodies. 
- Endotoxin control. 
- Saline 
- TMB/Substrate solution 
- Buffered Wash Solution Concentrate (saline solution, with surfactants and 

preservative) 
- Stop Solution (acidic solution) 

 
2.2.2 Dose-selection procedures, including the need for any dose range-finding studies or 
acute toxicity data prior to conducting a study, if applicable. 
For every kind of test compound the interference with human blood and the Il-1β ELISA 
kit is determined. For this purpose, a preliminary “dose finding” test is conducted to 
establish a suitable (interference free) dilution for every new test compound. For the 
validation study (as described in section 4 of this BRD), the tested products were diluted 
according to their known ELC, which was usually far beyond interfering concentrations. 
The ELCs of the tested products or drugs were calculated according to the European 
Pharmacopoeia. 
 
2.2.3 Endpoint(s) measured. 
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. It 
determines the release of interleukin-1β (IL-1β) by monocytoid cells present in human 
blood. IL-1β is released into the culture medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and 
specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. The measured endpoint IL-1β is one of the 
cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
2.2.4 Duration of exposure. 
The human whole blood is exposed to possible pyrogenic components in samples 
overnight (10-24 hours) at 37°C. During the validation (described in section 4) the 
exposure of the cells was discontinued by centrifugation (2 minutes at 10,000 g) and 
collection of the clear supernatant. This supernatant, containing endogenous pyrogens 
released by the cells, is subsequently assayed in the IL-1β ELISA. 
 
2.2.5 Known limits of use. 
The WB/IL-1 method described in the method protocol is not a finalized test system for 
the testing of all medicinal products. The method may be applied only to preparations 
that have been validated with this method, i.e. shown not to interfere with the blood and 
the IL-1β readout system at a specified dilution of the preparation. A paragraph 
describing the interference testing is included in the method protocol (see Appendix A). 
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IL-l ~ readout system at a specified dilution of the preparation. A paragraph describing
the interference testing is included in the method protocol (see Appendix A). However, at
this moment there are no medicinal products known that cannot be tested with the
method.

2.2.6 Nature ofthe response assessed
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. Upon the
interaction of exogenous pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cel1s
endogenous pyrogens (e.g. interleukins, TNF-a. and prostaglandins) are produced. In the
body the fever response is triggered by these endogenous pyrogens. Immunoreactive IL
l ~, the measured endpoint for the current method, is one of these endogenous pyrogens.

2.2.7 Appropriate vehicle, positive, and negative controls and the basis for their
selection.
Throughout the development and validation phase the test compounds are diluted in 0.9%
(w/v) clinical saline. This 0.9% clinical saline is considered an appropriate vehicle as no
interference with active substances of a drug is to be expected.
In addition the test includes several controls.
A negative control: 0.9% clinical saline (sodium chloride)
A positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580,0.5 EU/ml in clinical saline.
A negative product control: clean, released batch for each drug.
A positive product control: test item spike with WHO-LPS (code 94/580) at 0.5 EU/ml
The positive and negative controls are the same in every assay and are needed to establish
the sensitivity of the test system. In addition, a product-based set of controls is used to
reveal product-related interference.

2.2.8 Acceptable range ofvehicle, positive and negative control responses and the basis
for the acceptable ranges.
A WB/IL-l assay is considered acceptable for further analysis if the mean 00 of the
positive control (0.5 ED/mt) exhibits an 00 that is greater than 1.6 times the mean 00
over the negative control (0.9% clinical saline). Moreover the response to different
concentrations of the positive control should show a dose response relationship. To be
able to quantify the responses to the positive control this should be well within the
maximum response that can be measured with the test system.

As regards the substances to be tested, for products with an established ELC (specified in
EU/mt), the product is diluted to its maximum valid dilution (MVD). The negative
product control should be negative at the MVO. The response to the positive product
control should be between 50% and 200% of the response to the positive control,
indicating a possible pyrogenicity can be detected using these conditions.

2.2.9 Nature ofthe data to be collected and the methods usedfor data collection.
The raw data collected are the read-outs (absorbance) of the IL-lf3 ELISA, measured by
an automated laboratory ELISA-plate reader. The wavelength is dependent on the
chromogenic substrate applied, but when using TMB, the ELISA-plate is read at a
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2.2.10 Type of media in which data are stored. 
Data are stored in electronic files (windows98 compatible software) and as hard copy. 
 
2.2.11 Measures of variability. 
As part of the development of the WB/IL-1 test method the intralaboratory repeatability 
was assessed by independent and identical replicated measurement of the different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS.  Furthermore, the limit of detection and its dependence 
from known but uncontrollable variables such us operator and passage of the cell line 
were investigated.  These variables and the inherent variation of biological systems make 
up to the total variation of the method. 
  
2.2.12 Statistical or nonstatistical methods used to analyze the resulting data, including 
methods to analyze for a dose-response relationship. Justify and describe the method(s) 
employed. 
All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound with blood from one 
donor on one plate. A standard curve in quadruplicate, using the International Standard 
for endotoxin (calibrated in EU) is included, ranging from 0.25 EU/ml up to 2.5 EU/ml.  
Outliers are rejected only after checking according to the Grubbs test, and applied to 
identify and eliminate aberrant data. Next, the negative and the respective positive control 
are compared to ensure a suitable limit of detection, which should be >0.25 EU/ml.  
The mean OD of the 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control exhibits an OD that is greater than 1.6x 
the OD of the negative saline control. 
 
2.2.13 Decision criteria and the basis for the prediction model used to classify a test 
chemical (e.g., positive, negative, or equivocal), as appropriate. 
A prediction model (PM) was developed in order to classify substances as “pyrogenic for 
humans” or “non-pyrogenic for humans”. To be able to define a dichotome result in the 
alternative pyrogen test, a threshold pyrogen value of 0.5 EU/ml was chosen. This 
threshold value was based on historical data with rabbits (described in section 4.1). The 
suitability of the PM was assessed by testing substances which were artificially 
contaminated with endotoxin (substances are described in section 3.2 and 3.3).  
The statistical approach, including quality criteria, is detailed in section 5.3  
 
2.2.14 Information and data that will be included in the study report and availability of 
standard forms for data collection and submission. 
Raw data were collected using a standard form. These were submitted to the quality 
department of ECVAM. 
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2.3 Basis for selection of this test method
Explain the basis/or selection ofthe test method system. Ifan animal model is being
used, this should include the rationale for selecting the species, strain or stock, sex,
acceptable age range, diet, and other applicable parameters.
In view of the shortcomings of the rabbit pyrogen test and the BET, in vitro pyrogen tests
that utilize the exquisite sensitivity to exogenous pyrogen of monocytoid cells have been
proposed. In such tests, products are incubated with human cell and the conditioned
media assayed for pyrogenic cytokines (Duff & Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et aI., 1984;
PooIe et aI., 1988; Poole et ai, 1989; Hansen and Christensen, 1990; Taktak et aI., 1991;
Bleeker et aI., 1994).
The human whole blood assay was developed as a real in vitro alternative to the rabbit
pyrogen test. The basic idea was to mimic the fever reaction in humans. In general, the
detection of exogenous pyrogens (e.g. endotoxin) by blood cells causes them to release
endogenous pyrogens like IL-I~, IL-6 and TNF 0:. These cytokines affect the thermal
regulation centre in the brain and increase the body temperature by changing its set point.
In the past several test methods have been developed that use the sensitivity of human
peripheral blood monocytes to exogenous pyrogens. In an attempt to increase the
sensitivity of these tests the monocytes/leukocytes were isolated from whole blood. In
addition, various cell lines, which retain monocytoid characteristics, including the
capacity to synthesize and secrete pyrogenic cytokines, have been studied.
However, the isolation of monocytes/leukocytes from whole blood as well as the
maintenance of a cell-line is labour-intensive and time-consuming, technically
sophisticated and requires expensive reagents. It is clear that using whole blood implies
considerably simplified handling and that costs are limited. In an early stage of
development of the assay, interleukin-l~was most promising as the endogenous pyrogen
used as the readout. In addition, a standardised version of the test in form of an
interleukin-l ~ kit is commercially available.

2.4 Proprietary components

lfthe test method employs proprietary components, describe what procedures are used to
ensure their integrity (in terms ofreliability and accuracy) from "lot-lo-lot" and over
time. Also describe procedures that the user may employ to verify the integrity ofthe
proprietary components.
T. Hartung and A. Wendel are named as inventors in Patent Number US 5,891,728, Apr
6, 1999: 'Test for determining pyrogenic effect of a material'.
It is stated in the method protocol that components supplied in the ELISA kit are not
interchangeable with other lots of the same components. Including the appropriate
positive and negative controls in each run ensures the reliability and accuracy of the
WB/IL-l test method. As a positive control a specified amount of the Endotoxin Standard
is used. The assay should be considered acceptable only if the following criteria are met:
The mean absorbance of the 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control exhibits a value is greater than
1.6x the mean absorbance of the negative saline control. Requirements are set for
variability of replicates within an assay.
In addition the response to the negative control should be well below limit of detection.

Page 13
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2.5 Replicates 
Describe the basis for the number of replicate and repeat experiments; provide the 
rationale if experiments are not replicated or repeated.  
All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound on one plate. Outliers 
are rejected only after checking according to the Grubbs test (p>0.05). Four replicates is 
considered the minimal amount for the Grubbs test.  
 
During a prevalidation phase, the intralaboratory reproducibility as well as the 
interlaboratory reproducibility of the WB/IL-1 test method was established by applying 
repeated experiments (see section 7). As the test method reliability (repeatability 
/reproducibility) was shown to be satisfactory, it was feasible to establish the accuracy 
using pharmaceutical substances (detailed in table 3.3.1) by one test performed by three 
participating laboratories (see section 6).  

2.6 Modifications applied after validation 
Discuss the basis for any modifications to the proposed test method protocol that were 
made based on results from validation studies.   
The highly detailed method protocol (Appendix A) also allows for omission of the 
centrifugation step of the blood/sample mixture. However, in order to reduce the 
variability of the assay to a minimum, the separation of blood and supernatant was 
obligatory for the final validation study (Appendix A; see also 2.1).  
The test can easily be adjusted to a quantitative assay as described in the detailed method 
protocol.  However, the assay has now been validated as a qualitative assay, by means of 
the PM. 

2.7 Differences with similar test methods 
If applicable, discuss any differences between the protocol for the proposed test method 
and that for a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Not applicable. 
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3 Substances Used for Validation 

3.1 Selection of substances used 
Describe the rationale for the chemicals or products selected for use in the validation 
process. Include information on the suitability of the substances selected for testing, 
indicating any chemicals that were found to be unsuitable. 
Selected test items were medicinal products available on the market. Released clinical 
batches were considered clean, i.e. containing no detectable pyrogens. To test the 
specificity, sensitivity and the reproducibility of the proposed test method, the products 
were spiked with pyrogen. For the present studies endotoxin (LPS) was selected as the 
model pyrogen, since it is well defined, standardized and readily available. 
 
For the sensitivity and specificity the test items were assessed at their MVD. The MVD is 
the quotient of the ELC and the detection limit. The European Pharmacopoeia prescribes 
for various types of parenterals the amount of endotoxin that is maximally allowed in a 
medicinal product, i.e. the ELC, taking into consideration the dose, the route of 
administration and the dosing regimen of the product. 
The aim of the study was to discriminate between negative and positive samples. Based 
on the selected pyrogen threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples 
were defined as containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. Hence, to determine the MVD, the value 
of 0.5 EU/ml was defined as the detection limit. 
Test items were assessed as such (negative product control), spiked with endotoxin at 0.5 
IU/ml (positive product control) and after spiking with endotoxin at 5 levels (blinded 
samples). In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) 
were included to establish assay validity. 
 
For reproducibility, the test items were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, 
independently in 3 different laboratories, 3 times each. Based on the selected pyrogen 
threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples were defined as 
containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. The test items were tested after spiking with endotoxin at 
four levels. For no other reasons but practical ones, i.e. availability of test materials, 
different test items were selected for this part of the validation study. 
 
It was determined earlier whether candidate test items interfered with the outcome of the 
proposed test method. Interference was considered when the response of endotoxin in the 
diluted test item was below 50% or above 200% of the response of endotoxin in saline 
(spike-recovery). It was shown that none of the test items interfered with the assay at the 
selected dilutions (data not shown). 

3.2 Number of substances 
Discuss the rationale for the number of substances that were tested. 
A total of 13 test items were selected for the validation study (see 3.3): 10 test items for 
determining sensitivity and specificity (table 3.3.1), 3 different test items for determining 
reproducibility (table 3.3.2). Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded by 
ECVAM before distribution to the participating testing facilities. 
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For sensitivity and specificity, each test item was tested after spiking at its individual 
MVD. Hence they each came with their own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike solutions: 
0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. Simple logistics limited the amount of test items for 
this part of the validation study to 10. Since test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent test facilities, this yielded a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis. 
 
For reproducibility each test item was spiked at 4 different levels (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 
EU/ml) and tested at specified dilutions, 3 times at 3 laboratories.  

3.3 Description of substances used 
 
Table 3.3.1: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining sensitivity and specificity 

Drug code Source Agent Indication MVD 
(-fold) 

Glucose 
5% (w/v)  

GL Eifel Glucose nutrition 70 

Ethanol 
13% (w/w) 

ET B.Braun Ethanol diluent 35 

MCP® ME Hexal Metoclopramid antiemetic 350 
Orasthin® OR Aventis Oxytocin initiation of 

delivery 
700 

Binotal® BI Aventis Ampicillin antibiotic 140 
Fenistil® FE Novartis Dimetindenmaleat antiallergic 175 
Sostril® SO GlaxoSmithKline Ranitidine antiacidic 140 
Beloc®  BE Astra Zeneca Metoprolol tartrate heart dysfunction 140 
Drug A* LO - 0.9% NaCl - 35 
Drug B* MO - 0.9% NaCl - 70 

*Drugs A and B were included as saline controls using notional ELCs. 
Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
 
 
Table 3.3.2: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining reproducibility. 

Drug Source Agent Indication 
Gelafundin® Braun melsungen Gelatin Transfusion 
Jonosteril ® Fresenius Electrolytes Infusion 
Haemate ® Aventis Factor VIII Hemophilia 

Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
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3.4 Sample coding procedure 
Describe the coding procedures used in the validation studies. 
 
All test items are registered medicinal products and were obtained from a pharmaceutical 
supplier. Test items and endotoxin spiking samples were prepared, blinded where 
appropriate and coded under GLP by personnel from ECVAM, Italy. These were then 
taken over by the Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, for allocation and shipment to each of 
the appropriate test facilities participating in the study. 
For the sensitivity and specificity part of this study, test items and their respective spikes 
(5 per test item) were all blinded. For reproducibility testing, only the spikes (4) were 
blinded, the test items were not. 

3.5 Recommended reference chemicals 
For proposed test methods that are mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, discuss the extent to which 
the recommended reference chemicals were tested in the proposed test method. In 
situations where a listed reference chemical was unavailable, the criteria used to select a 
replacement chemical should be described. To the extent possible, when compared to the 
original reference chemical, the replacement chemical should be from the same 
chemical/product class and produce similar effects in the in vivo reference test method. 
In addition, if applicable, the replacement chemical should have been tested in the 
mechanistically and functionally similar validated test method. If applicable, the 
rationale for adding additional chemicals and the adequacy of data from the in vivo 
reference test method or the species of interest should be provided. 
 
The reference pyrogen material used was the international endotoxin standard WHO-LPS 
94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-). Where appropriate, the material was diluted in clinical 
saline solution (0.9%(w/v) sodium chloride). The saline was also used as negative control 
(blank). 
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4 In vivo Reference Data on Accuracy 

4.1 Test protocol in vivo reference test method. 
Provide a clear description of the protocol(s) used to generate data from the in vivo 
reference test method. If a specific guideline has been followed, it should be provided. 
Any deviations should be indicated, including the rationale for the deviation. 
 
For ethical reasons, no rabbit pyrogen tests were performed for this study. However, Dr. 
U. Lüderitz-Püchel, Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, kindly provided historical data, 
accumulated over several years, from 171 rabbits (Chinchilla Bastards). The respective 
Pharmacopoeia’s do not prescribe a rabbit strain for the in vivo pyrogen test, but 
Chinchilla rabbits are reported as a relatively sensitive strain for pyrogen testing.  
 
The rabbits were injected with endotoxin and their rise in body temperature over the next 
180 minutes was recorded (figure 4.1.1). From these data it was established that 50% of 
the rabbits got fever when treated with endotoxin at 5 EU/kg (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). 
Fever in rabbits is defined as a rise in body temperature over 0.55°C. On the basis of 
these historical animal data and corrected for the maximal volume allowed in rabbits, i.e. 
10 ml per animal, a pyrogen threshold value of 0.5 EU/ml was defined for the PM in the 
proposed test method. 

4.2 Accuracy 
Provide the in vivo reference test method data used to assess the accuracy of the 
proposed test method. Individual human and/or animal reference test data, if available, 
should be provided. Provide the source of the reference data, including the literature 
citation for published data, or the laboratory study director and year generated for 
unpublished data. 
As mentioned, no animal studies were done for ethical reasons. However, a theoretical 
assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). Taking 
the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes into account 
(1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) and 
calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and defined 
threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen 
test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%.  
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Figure 4.1.1 Dose-temperature of standard endotoxin applied to Chinchilla Bastards (n=171). 
Rabbits were treated with 1 ml saline containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 EU of E. coli LPS (WHO-
LPS 94/580 (E.coli O113:H10:K)) and their body temperature was measured over 180 min. 
Linear regression analysis was performed after logarithmic transformation of the data. Data are 
shown as dots to which a jitter-effect was applied in order to be able to distinguish congruent 
data. The full line depicts the linear regression whereas the dashed lines represent the 95%-
confidence bounds. Furthermore, a horizontal line for a 0.55°C raise of temperature is added 
which is often defined as the rabbit threshold for fever. At the interception point of this line and 
the regression line 50% of the rabbits are to be expected to develop fever. 
 

4.3 Original records 

If not included in the submission, indicate if original records are available for the in vivo 
reference test method data. 
The recognition of pyrogenic substances as bacterial by-products and the identification of 
a variety of pyrogenic agents enabled the development of a proper test to demonstrate 
non-pyrogenicity of the pharmaceutical product. As early as the 1920s, studies were done 
to select the most appropriate animal model. Results indicated that most mammals had a 
pyrogenic response, but only a few, including rabbits, dogs, cats, monkeys and horses 
showed a response similar to that in humans. For practical reasons, other species but 
rabbits and dogs were considered not practical. In 1942, Co Tui & Schrift described that 
rabbits are less thermo-stable as compared to dogs. Hence, rabbits are more suited for the 
purpose of testing for the absence of pyrogens, since a negative result is more significant. 

4.4 Quality of data 
Indicate the quality of the in vivo reference test method data, including the extent of GLP 
compliance and any use of coded chemicals. 
Documented procedures were employed that were GLP-concordant. These were quality 
assured by quality assurance officers from ECVAM. 
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4.5 Toxicology 
Discuss the availability and use of relevant toxicity information from the species of 
interest (e.g., human studies and reported toxicity from accidental or occupational 
exposure for human health-related toxicity testing). 
Over time, a number of studies were done to correlate the rabbit test to pyrogenic 
reactions in humans. A conclusive study by Greisman and Hornick, published in 1969, 
who compared three purified endotoxin preparations (Salmonella typhosa, E. Coli and 
Pseudomonas) in New Zealand rabbits and in male volunteers, showed that the induction 
of a threshold pyrogenic response, on a weight basis, was similar to rabbit and man. At 
higher doses, rabbits respond less severe as compared to man. 

4.6 Background on assay performance 

Discuss what is known or not known about the accuracy and reliability of the in vivo 
reference test method. 
As mentioned, no animal studies were done for ethical reasons. However, a theoretical 
assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffman et al, 2005a) Taking the 
prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes into account (1.0 
EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) and calculating 
probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and defined threshold of 
pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 57.9% 
and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%. 
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5 Test Method Data and Results 

5.1 Test method protocol 
Describe the proposed test method protocol used to generate each submitted set of data. 
Any differences from the proposed test method protocol should be described, and a 
rationale or explanation for the difference provided. Any protocol modifications made 
during the development process and their impact should be clearly stated for each data 
set. 
The detailed method protocol for the WB/IL-1 test is provided in the Appendix A of this 
BRD.  It includes the precise step-by-step description of the test method, including the 
listing of all the necessary reagents and laboratory procedures for generating data. For 
two steps during validation a part of the protocol was adapted to contain a detailed 
description of the dilution of the samples and the spiking with WHO-LPS. The relevant 
part of the protocol is detailed in this section as well. Both protocols (see also 2.1) are 
attached in the Appendix A. The validity criteria and the detailed statistical analysis 
described in section 5.3 of this BRD were applied to analyse the data produced during 
validation.  
To assess the reliability of the test method a series of experiments were conducted in the 
developing laboratory (DL). As a start, only blanks (saline, 0 EU/ml) and spikes of 
WHO-LPS in saline were tested. These experiments are summarised in table 5.1.1. 
 
Table 5.1.1 : summary of experiments with WHO-LPS in saline 
Experiment Spikes (EU/ml) in saline n (per spike) Repetitions of 

experiment 
N 

1A 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 1 60 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0;5 12 1 60 
2A 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 3 180 
2B 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 3 180 
 
The collected data were used to answer questions regarding the nature of the distribution, 
the variance and its behaviour over the range of response in replicated measurements 
under identical conditions.  In addition, intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed by 
the maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori chosen 
positive control or a dose-dependent standard curve (table 5.1.1, experiment 1b). With the 
data of this experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by 
calculating the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank. Intralaboratory 
reproducibility was assessed by the maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection 
limit below an a-priori chosen positive control of a dose dependent standard curve.  
 
The WB/IL-1 method was transferred from the DL to two other laboratories (denoted as 
naive laboratory 1 [NL1] and naive laboratory 2 [NL2]). A large-scale dose response 
experiment was performed by all three laboratories. For this study 6 or 7 concentrations 
were tested in a dose response curve (typically 0; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5; 1; 2; 4 EU/ml, at least 
8 replicates) and all laboratories had to meet the validity criteria as laid down in the 
method protocol before the studies with medicinal substances were conducted. 
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The (intra- and interlaboratory) reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 different 
medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 3.3.2, 
section 3.3.). Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test items were 
tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 laboratories, 3 times 
each. Test items were tested after spiking with WHO-LPS at four different levels, the 
spikes were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. In addition a negative control (saline) 
and positive control (0.5 EU/ml) in saline were included to establish assay validity. 
Although this part of the study was designed for assessment of reproducibility, a 
preliminary estimate of the accuracy could be derived from the data. Applying the PM to 
the results and evaluating the concordance in a two-by-two contingency table assessed 
accuracy. 

 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its 
individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELCto that drug (listed in table 
3.3.1.) Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike solution, ensuring 
that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml 
respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample preparation 
was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in table 5.1.2). To put more 
weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by 
QA ECVAM. The raw data of the WB/IL-1 assay are shown in paragraph 5.2 Accuracy 
was assessed by applying the PM to the results and evaluating the concordance in a two 
by two table. As intralaboratory reproducibility was (successfully) shown in previous 
experiments, only interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed in this phase. 
 
Table 5.1.2: Sample preparation for the testing of 10 substances spiked with 5 different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS. 

unblinded blinded 
dilution of drug up to MVD 

  
spiking of undiluted drug: 0.5 ml each 

 
diluted 
drug 

NPC PPC  
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

0.5 ml  + 25 µl 
 saline 

+ 25 µl  
PPC-LPS-

spike * 

of 
Spike 1 

of 
Spike 2 

of 
Spike 3 

of 
Spike 4 

of 
Spike 5 

  (final conc.  
= 50 pg/ml) 

dilution to MVD 
 

 test test test  test test test test 
* PPC-LPS-spike contains 1050 pg/ml = 21fold 50 pg/ml 

NPC = Negative Product Control, PPC = Positive Product Control, MVD = Maximal Valid 
Dilution 
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5.2 Accuracy and reliability 
Provide all data obtained to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed test 
method. This should include copies of original data from individual animals and/or 
individual samples, as well as derived data. The laboratory’s summary judgment 
regarding the outcome of each test should be provided. The submission should include 
data (and explanations) from all studies, whether successful or not. 
See figures 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.2.4, 5.2.5 (A, B and C), 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 (A and B). 

Figure. 5.2.1: Coefficient of variation (CV) of WHO-LPS spikes (4 replicates) relative to the 
mean OD (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.2: Boxplots with OD values of 20- replicates (left) or 12 replicates (right) of WHO-
LPS spikes in saline at various concentrations. (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
 
 
 
 

Figure. 5.2.3: Boxplots OD values of the response of 3 different blood donations from one 
healthy volunteer on consecutive days with WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 IU/ml (Blank) or 
0.5 IU/ml (Spike) (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.4: Boxplots OD values of WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 (Blank) , 0.25 IU/ml 
(S0.25) or 0.5 IU/ml. (S0.5) with 3 different operators (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
 

Figure. 5.2.5: Boxplots OD values of the response of 8 individual donors to WHO-LPS (IU/ml) 
in saline at 0.0 IU/ml (bl.x) or 0.5 IU/ml. (S.x) (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 A: Three different drugs were spiked (blinded) with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 
1.0 IU/ml, respectively. Experiment was run 3 time independently at three different laboratories. 
Here the results of the Konstanz laboratory (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 B: Three different drugs were spiked (blinded) with WHO-LPS  at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 
1.0 IU/ml, respectively. Experiment was run 3 time independently at three different laboratories. 
Here the results of the Bern laboratory (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). G = Gelafundin; J = 
Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 C: Three different drugs were spiked (blinded) with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 
1.0 IU/ml, respectively. Experiment was run 3 time independently at three different laboratories. 
Here the results of the Oslo laboratory (readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.7: Coefficient of variation (CV) of different WHO-LPS spikes (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 
IU/ml, respectively).from the experiments as shown in fig. 5.2.6 A-C.  
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
NC = negative controle (saline); PC is positive conrole (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 

5.3 Statistics 
Describe the statistical approach used to evaluate the data resulting from studies 
conducted with the proposed test method. 
A generally applicable analytical procedure was employed. This procedure includes a 
universal PM as well as quality criteria. First, a two-step procedure consisting of a 
variance-criterion and an outlier-test was performed. For this, the Dixon’s test (Barnett 
and Lewis, 1984), which is USP approved, was chosen with the significance level of 
α=0.01 and applied to identify and eliminate aberrant data. 
 
Next, the negative and the respective positive control are compared to ensure a suitable 
limit of detection. For this, a one-sided t-test with a significance level of α=0.01 is 
applied to the ln-transformed data to ensure that the response to the positive control is 
significantly larger than that of the respective negative control. 
 
Finally, the samples are classified as either negative or positive by the outcome of a one-
sided version of the t-test, which is based on the assigned pyrogen threshold value. The 
final results will be given in 2 x 2 contingency tables (table 5.3.1). These tables allow for 
estimation of accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) and reproducibility of the proposed 
test method.  
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Table 5.3.1: 2x2 contingency table. 
pre-defined class 

(“truth”) 

 

1 0 

Σ 

1 a b a+b = n.1 Classification 

by test system 

and PM 0 c d c+d = n.0 

Σ a+c = n1. b+d = n0. n 

 
Accuracy: 
The most important statistical tool to determine accuracy (specificity and sensitivity) is 
the so-called PM (Hothorn, 1995). In general, it is a statistical model, which classifies a 
given drug by an objective diagnostic or deciding rule. The objective of a dichotomous 
result requires a clear cut PM, which assigns a drug in one of the two classes “pyrogenic 
for humans” and “non-pyrogenic for humans”. Since a threshold pyrogen value will be 
used, a one-sided test is appropriate for the task. Because the data are normalised by a ln-
transformation, a t-test is chosen. Although the variances over the range of concentration 
converge by the transformation, the assumptions of equal variances do generally not hold 
true, because it depends on additional covariates. Therefore, the one sided Welch-t-test 
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) is applied. Due to the safety aspect of the basic problem, 
the hypotheses of the test are 
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µ  denotes the parameter of location of the respective ln-transformed distribution. 

This approach controls the probability of false positive outcomes directly by means of its 
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pyrogenicity, of the tested drug in 
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The PM is built by means of the outcome of the test. Let 0 denote safety and 1 denote 
hazard. The classification of Si-j is then determined by 
 

Sij = 0, if  
2;99.0 !++

>
jiSSi nnjS tT , 

Sij = 1, else, 

where 
2;99.0 !++ jiSS nnt  the 0.99-quantile of the t-distribution with +Sn + 2!jSin  degrees of 

freedom. The number of replicates for every control and sample, i.e. n…, was harmonised  
to be four. Due to the possibility of removing one observation by the outlier test, the 
number of replicates could be reduced to three. The classification of a version of a drug is 
regarded as an independent decision. Therefore, the niveau α is local.  
 
Finally, the classifications of the drugs will be summarised in 2x2 contingency table 
(table 3).  From these tables, estimates of the sensitivity (SE), i.e. the probability of 
correctly classified positive drugs and specificity (SP), i.e. the probability of correctly 
classified negative drugs, will be obtained by the respective proportions. Where 
 

SE = a / (a + c) * 100% 
and 

SP = d / (b + d) * 100%. 
 
Furthermore, these estimates will be accompanied by confidence intervals, which will be 
calculated by the Pearson-Clopper method (Clopper & Pearson, 1934). For example, let 

SEp̂  denote the proportion, namely the sensitivity, under investigation. Then the 

confidence interval to a niveau α is calculated as 
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where F… denotes the respective quantile of the F-distribution and n1. is the sample size 
of the positive drugs and a the number of correctly classified drugs. 
 
By contaminating the drugs artificially and by defining a threshold value, which is 
assumed to be appropriate, the class of a drug is determined beforehand. The versions of 
drugs, which are effectively contaminated, but below the threshold dose, are considered 
to be negative, respectively safe, because their contamination is not crucial for humans in 
terms of ELC. 
 
Reproducibility: 
The analysis of the intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three 
identical and independent runs conducted in each of 3 laboratories. The comparison of 
the three runs was carried out blindly such that the testing facility did not know the true 
classification of the sample, either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic. By this procedure only 
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the randomness and reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic 
errors, which may have arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the 
samples. This means that if a sample was (mis)classified in all three runs the result is 
reproducible regardless of the (mis)classification of the sample. Therefore, a measure of 
similarity, i.e. complete simple matching with equal weights, was preferred to the 
coefficient of correlation for 2x2 contingency tables. 
The study was designed as follows: each laboratory had to conduct three independent 
runs with the same 12 samples (3 test items with 4 blinded spikes each) and two controls, 
i.e. saline as a negative control (C-) and a 0.5 EU/ml LPS-spike in saline as a positive 
controls (C+). The samples were derived from the three substances Gelafundine, 
Haemate and Jonosteril. Per run, each substance was blindly spiked twice with saline, 
once with 0.5 EU/ml LPS and once with 1 EU/ml LPS, which resulted in a balanced 
design with regard to positive and negative samples, i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic, respectively. 
 
The three independent runs per testing facility provide the information on which the 
assessment of the intralaboratory reproducibility is based. The combined results of the 
three runs per testing facility were used to determine interlaboratory reproducibility. 
The correlation of the prediction (in terms if the Bravais-Pearson coefficient of 
correlation) between all runs is calculated, independent of whether that classification is 
true or false. A BP-correlation of 1 is calculated, if two runs gave exactly the same 
predictions for the twelve substances. If one run gives adverse classifications for all 
substances than the other, the correlation is –1. As these calculations do not need 
information of the true status of a sample, they were carried out blinded. 

5.4 Tabulated results 
Provide a summary, in graphic or tabular form, of the results. 
See tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
 
Table 5.4.1: Results of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. Classifications 
after applying the prediction model (compare to fig. 5.2.5) 
Sample DL (Konstanz) NL 1 (Bern) NL 2  (Oslo) 
 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
G-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 
G-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 
J-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 
G - 0.5 1 1 0 0 - 1 1 1 0 
H - 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
J - 0.5 1 0 0 1 1 - 0 0 0 
G - 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 
H - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
J - 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 
“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”.; -  denotes test invalid 
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Table 5.4.2:  Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples 
and spikes were blinded. Classifications after applying the prediction model (compare to 
fig. 5.2.7). 

drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” Konstanz PEI Oslo 

Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 0 1 0 

 1.00 1 0 1 1 

Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 1.00 1 1 1 NA 

Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 1 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Glucose  5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug A" 0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 0 NA 0 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug  B" 0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 
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drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” Konstanz PEI Oslo 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 NA 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”; NA is not assessed. 
 

5.5 Coding of data 
For each set of data, indicate whether coded chemicals were tested, whether experiments 
were conducted without knowledge of the chemicals being tested, and the extent to which 
experiments followed GLP guidelines. 
Blinding of drugs and/or spikes is indicated with the data. 

5.6 Circumstances 
Indicate the “lot-to-lot” consistency of the test substances, the time frame of the various 
studies, and the laboratory in which the study or studies were conducted. A coded 
designation for each laboratory is acceptable. 
In each part of the study, all samples are derived from one (clinical) lot. 

5.7 Other data available 
Indicate the availability of any data not submitted for external audit, if requested. 
All relevant data were submitted with the present BRD. 
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6 Test Method Accuracy 

6.1 Accuracy 
Describe the accuracy (e.g., concordance, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative 
predictivity, false positive and negative rates) of the proposed test method compared with 
the reference test method. Explain how discordant results in the same or multiple 
laboratories from the proposed test were considered when calculating accuracy. 
Test method accuracy was assessed in two large scale experiments performed with the 
drugs outlined in table 3.3.1 and table 3.3.2 in section 3 respectively.  As described 
before one experiment was performed in an early stage of the study with 3 different 
drugs, tested 3 times and the other final experiment all drugs were tested once in the three 
participating laboratories.  From the first experiment a preliminary estimate of sensitivity 
and specificity can be figure out, whereas the second is regarded as the established 
accuracy for the WB/IL-1 assay. 
 
6.1.1 Preliminary estimate of the accuracy of the WB/IL-1 test. In an early stage of 
the study a different concept for interference testing was used. The developing 
laboratories determined for each drug (outlined in table 3.3.2, section 3.3) the smallest 
dilution within the MVD that showed no interference or an acceptable degree of 
interference with the spike recovery.  In general the lowest dilution of the sample 
allowing for a 50-200% spike recovery was chosen. In addition, the positive control (PC) 
set at 0.5 EU/ml saline was used as the classification threshold. The laboratory procedure 
as described in the method protocol was maintained throughout the study. Although it 
was realized there were some drawbacks to the concept for interference testing and 
applying the PC as a threshold, this small scale study allows for a preliminary estimate of 
the accuracy of the WB/IL-1 method. 
It has to be noted that this part of the study was designed to provide an estimate of the 
intra- and inter laboratory reproducibility. Therefore it will also be discussed in detail in 
section 7 (Test Method Reliability).  
 
According to the PM applied during an early phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) is related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then the sample is classified as positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, then the sample is classified as negative. While performing the experiments 
during this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing for a 50-
200% spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of 
the assay; a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according 
to the preliminary PM. In addition, due to unforeseen problems with the preparations of 
the spike, the recovery of the spikes was far below 100%. (This is outside the scope of 
the study and will not be discussed). As a consequence of the employed preliminary setup 
of the study the sensitivity will be underestimated, and the specificity will be 
overestimated. 
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In short, three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
pyrogenic respectively. These 12 sample were three times tested in three laboratories. In 
total there were 108 classifications from 12 samples in 3 runs and in 3 laboratories 
(3x3x12=108). Results are described in detail in section 7.  A 2x2 contingency table was 
constructed (table 6.1.1), from which the estimates of sensitivity and specificity can 
easily be derived. 
 
Table 6.1.1:  2x2 contingency table. The prediction model applied to a preliminary study. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  36 0 36 
-  14 50 64 

Total  50 50 100 
 
The specifications of specificity and sensitivity described in section 5.3 were applied to 
these results and the specificity (Sp) of the WB/IL-1 assay is 100% (50/(50+0)*100%), 
95% confidence interval  [0.929;1].  The sensitivity (Se) equals 72% (36/(36+14) 
*100%), 95% confidence interval [0.575; 0.838]. As outlined previously the specificity is 
overestimated and the sensitivity is underestimated as a result of the design of this part of 
the study. 
 
6.1.2 Test method accuracy of the proposed WB/IL-1 method. To assess accuracy of 
the proposed method, 10 substances (listed in table 3.1.1, section 3) were spiked with five 
different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is negative). Thus, in total, 50 
samples have been tested in each laboratory.  
To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its individual 
MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in section 3). Lesser 
dilutions were tested by the DL, and showed no interference. Therefore interference was 
not expected at the individual MVD. Each substance had their own specific set of 
endotoxin spike solution, ensuring that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 
0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description 
of the sample preparation was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in 
table 5.1.1 for convenience).  To put more weight to the result of this part of the 
validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. The raw data and the 
graphical presentation of these raw data are shown in the section 5 (table 5.4.2). 
Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results (summarized in table 5.3.2) and 
evaluating the concordance in this section in a two by two contingency table (table 6.1.2). 
As described above 10 substances, spiked with 5 different WHO-LPS concentrations 
were tested in three laboratories and consequently a maximum of 150 data were available 
for analysis. 
 
As intralaboratory reproducibility was successfully shown in previous experiments 
(analyzed in section 7), only one run performed in each laboratory was considered 
sufficient. 
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Table 6.1.2:  2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the WB/IL-1 test result 
of 10 different substances assessed in three different  laboratories. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  64 4 68 
-  24 55 79 

Total  88 59 147 
 
Of the 150 available data, only three sets of 4 replicates did not comply with the quality 
criteria as defined in the method protocol (CV <0.45) and were removed from the 
analysis. The specificity and sensitivity of the WB/IL-1 method could be estimated as 
described in section 5.3.  
 
The specificity of the WB/IL-1 assay is 93.2% (55/(55+4)*100%), 95% confidence 
interval [0.883;0.996].  The sensitivity equals 72.7% (64/(64+24) *100%), 95% 
confidence interval [0.622;0.817]. (See table 6.1.3).  The specificity varied from 78.9% 
up to 100% within the three laboratories, and the sensitivity varied from 62.1% up to 
100%.  
 
Table 6.1.3: Specificity and sensitivity of the WB/IL-1 assay 

 N total N correctly 
identified 

proportion 95% CI 
lower limit 

95% CI 
upper limit 

Specificity (Sp) 59 55 93.2% 88.3% 99.6% 
Sensitivity (Se) 88 64 72.7% 62.2% 81.7% 

 

6.2 Concordancy to in vivo reference method 
Discuss results that are discordant with results from the in vivo reference method. 
Not applicable. 

6.3 Comparison with reference methods 
Discuss the accuracy of the proposed test method compared to data or recognized 
toxicity from the species of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity 
testing), where such data or toxicity classification are available. This is essential when 
the method is measuring or predicting an endpoint for which there is no preexisting 
method. In instances where the proposed test method was discordant from the in vivo 
reference test method, describe the frequency of correct predictions of each test method 
compared to recognized toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 

6.4 Strength and limitations 
State the strengths and limitations of the proposed test method, including those 
applicable to specific chemical classes or physical-chemical properties. 
It appears the proposed test is applicable to most classes of medicinal products, at least 
those that are non- or low-toxic to cells in vitro. In addition, the test may be employed to 
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assess pyrogenicity of various medical devices, such as (biological) bovine collagen bone 
implants. 

6.5 Data interpretation 
Describe the salient issues of data interpretation, including why specific parameters were 
selected for inclusion. 
No issues. 

6.6 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results obtained with 
both test methods should be compared with each other and with the in vivo reference test 
method and/or toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 
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7 Test Method Reliability (Repeatability/Reproducibility) 

7.1 Selection of substances 
Discuss the selection rationale for the substances used to evaluate the reliability 
(intralaboratory repeatability and intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility) of the 
proposed test method as well as the extent to which the chosen set of substances 
represents the range of possible test outcomes. 
The rationale for the selection of the substances is described in section 3.3. In short: for 
the present studies endotoxin (WHO-LPS) was selected as the model pyrogen, since it is 
well defined biological standard and readily available. Selected test substances were 
medicinal products available on the market. These batches are released by the 
manufacturers and comply with the Marketing Authorisation file and European 
Pharmacopoeia. Therefore these batches are considered to contain no detectable 
pyrogens. To test the method reliability the medical products were spiked with endotoxin. 

7.2 Results 
Provide analyses and conclusions reached regarding the repeatability and 
reproducibility of the proposed test method. Acceptable methods of analyses might 
include those described in ASTM E691-92 (13) or by coefficient of variation analysis. 
In an early phase of the study, the intralaboratory repeatability and reproducibility of the 
test method was assessed in a series of experiments conducted in the DL. Series of blanks 
(saline, 0 EU/ml) and spikes of WHO-LPS in saline were tested. These experiments (1A, 
1B, 2A, 2B and 2C) are summarized in table 7.2.1.   
 
Table 7.2.1: Summary of experiments with WHO-LPS in saline. 
 

Experiment Spikes (EU/ml) in saline n (per spike) Repetitions of 
experiment 

N 

1A 0; 0.5 32 1 64 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0;5 12 1 60 
2A 0; 0.5 12 3 72 
2B 0; 0.25; 0.5 8 3 72 
2C 0; 0.5 5 8 80 

 
The data were used to answer questions regarding the nature of the distribution, the 
variance and its behavior over the range of response in replicated measurements under 
identical conditions.  In addition reliability of the test method was assessed by the 
maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori chosen positive 
control or a dose-dependent standard curve (table 7.2.1, experiment 1B).  With the data of 
this experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by 
calculating the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank.  
 
The second group of experiments was meant to analyze the variation in detail. For this 
purpose the major sources of variation were assessed separately, i.e. donor (experiment 
2A) and operator (exp. 2B).  A total of 348 data were collected and analyzed. 
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First the shape of the distribution at a spike was assessed (not shown). Most of the data
showed normal -distribution.
Based on the experience that there is a monotone increasing relationship between the
mean-responses and the variation (empirical variance or standard deviation), the analysis
focuses on the coefficient of variation (CV). The CV should be distributed symmetric
around a constant factor, if

the mean-variance relationship is linear. A plot of all CVs
against their corresponding means is shown in figure 5.2.1. From the figure it is clear that
at this stage of the study, the CV for the blank is in six of 16 cases high. For the other
spikes, first of all the 0.25 and the 0.5 EU/ml-spike, the variation for the sets of replicates
is low. As only WHO-LPS was examined up to this point, it was envisaged that the CV
would increase with other substances being tested. For CV criteria applied as a validity
criteria of the WB/IL-I assays was arbitrarily set at CV<0.25.

The outliers were identified on the assumption of normally distributed data and this
allows to apply a parametric test. At this point the Grubbs-test was chosen and the kind of
outlier (lower or upper) and the significance level

a

were recorded. Altogether there were
2 lower outliers and lO upper outliers (equally divided between 5% and I% significance
level). Overall the amount of outliers is about 3%. The outliers were located all over the
ELISA-plates and there was no obvious scheme. In addition, the raw data (plate-readouts)
showed no obvious edge effects or trends.

The results of test IA and IB (figure 5.2.2) show that (after removal of outliers in the
blank) the 0.25 EU/ml of spike can be discriminated statistically from the blank and the
highest spike (0.5 EU/ml) can be detected easily.

Test 2A was designed to assess the behavior of a donor in time. The blood was taken on
three successive days. Data are presented

in

figure 5.2.3. The donor showed in general
the same behavior on the three days. The small deviations in the height of the response
are negligible. Hence, the variation of a suitable donor is low and is considered to be no
critical issue in the WB/IL-l assay.

Three operators in parallel, using blood from the same donor conducted experiment 28
(figure 5.2.4). In general, the data are similar, but it is obvious that the sensitivity of the
assay seems to depend on the operator. But still the data of the 0.25 EU/ml spikes can
easily be discriminated from their corresponding blanks.

The final experiment was designed to show the robustness of the assay with respect to
different donors. Therefore 8 donors were involved and for each donor five replicates of
each of the spikes (0; 0.5EU/rol) were generated. Data are presented in figure 5.2.5. For
donors 5-8 the variability within the blank-replicates were high. Some variation in
sensitivity for LPS between the donors is obvious, especially donor 5 shows a lower
response. But every donor reacts to the 0.5 EU/ml-spike. This experiment reveals that
there is a certain effect of the covariate "donor" which is however not crucial to a
qualitative PM.

Page 40
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In conclusion: The most critical issue identified is the variation within the sets of blanks, 
but this is probably caused by the handling of the assay.  The WB/IL-1 assay is robust 
against all examined variables.  Although the experiments revealed an effect for the 
covariates “blood donor”, “operator” and “day”, the sensitivity of the assay is at least 
0.25 EU/ml for all experiments, thus 0.5 EU/ml is always detectable. Therefore the 
intralaboratory repeatability is considered satisfactory.  The  3% percentage outliers, as 
determined by the Grubbs test is considered acceptable. The validity criteria of the 
WB/IL-1-assay as recorded in the method protocol, are based on these experiments, i.e. 
CV< 0.25, lower limit of detection 0.25 EU/ml. 
 
Intra- and inter laboratory reproducibility. 
After transfer of the WB/IL-1 assays to two other laboratories, a dose response 
experiments was performed by all three laboratories.  For this study 6 or 7 concentrations 
were tested in a dose response curve (typically 0, 0125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 EU/ml, at least 8 
replicates). A participating laboratory qualified for taking part in next part of the study by 
producing a dose response curve, with a limit of detection of at least 0.25 EU/ml and a 
CV < 0.25 (data not shown.).  
 
The intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 different 
medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 3.3.2, 
section 3.3.). Test substances and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test substances 
were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 different 
laboratories, 3 times each. The three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four 
levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a 
balanced design with regard to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic respectively. In addition a negative control (saline) and 
positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) were included to establish assay validity. To avoid 
interference, the DL performed interference testing in terms of the BET, i.e. 50-200% 
spike recovery, and decided on the dilution of the test substances. Dilutions chosen for 
Gelafundine, Haemate, Jonosteril were 1:2, 1:20 and 1:2 respectively. The data derived 
by the RIVM are taken as an example of the three laboratories. The raw data and a 
graphical presentation of the absorbance values are shown in section 5 (raw data exp.5 
and fig. 5.2.5). 
 
From the experiment with LPS-WHO only it was concluded that CV for the WB/IL-1 
assay is < 0.25, which is acceptable. It was envisaged that the CV was likely to be higher 
when testing different substances (different matrices) and was assessed for the current set 
of data. A plot of all CVs for all sets of 4 replicates of a drug with a spike is shown in 
figure 5.2.7. From the figure it is clear that the CV for a set of 4 replicates of one spike 
concentration is usually below 0.45, which is considered acceptable for a biological 
assay. Only one set of data showed an exceptional high (CV>1.1) which is probably due 
to a pipetting error.  For the remainder of the studies the CV criteria applied as validity 
criteria of the WB/IL-1 assays was arbitrarily set at CV<0.45. 
 
The analysis of the intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three identical 
and independent runs conducted in each laboratory. The comparison of the three runs was 
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carried out blindly such that the laboratory did not know the true classification of the 
sample (either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic). By this procedure only the randomness and 
reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic errors, which may have 
arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the samples. This means that if a 
sample was misclassified in all three runs the result is 100% intralab reproducible 
(regardless of the misclassification of the sample).  
 
According to the preliminary PM applied during this phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) was related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then sample is classified as being positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, sample is classified as negative (positive/pyrogenic = 1, negative/non-
pyrogenic = 0).   
During this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing 50-200% 
spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of the 
assay, a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according to 
the preliminary PM. 
 
From the three indepent runs summarized in table 5.4.1, the intralaboratory 
reproducibility can be calculated for the separate laboratories (table 7.2.2). For these 
calculations there is no need for information of the true status of the sample. A minimum 
criterion for the establishment of an assay is that experiment carried out with the same 
samples should result in a high concordance of classifications.  
For NL1 the calculations were limited, because the sensitivity criterion, i.e. a significant 
difference between C- and C+, was not fulfilled for Gelafundine in run 2 and Jonosteril in 
run 3. This results in only 28 samples for NL1 instead of 36. 
From table 7.2.2 it can be read that the intralaboratory reproducibility is very good (89 –
94%) for all three participating laboratories. 
 

 
 

 
Table 7.2.2 : Intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by correlation between different runs. 
Result of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 
 

 DL (Konstanz) NL1 (Berne) NL2 (Oslo) 
Run 1 - Run 2 92%   (11/12) 100%  (8/8) 100%  (12/12) 
Run 1 - Run 3 83%   (10/12) 88%  (7/8) 92%  (11/12) 
Run 2 - Run 3 92%   (11/12) NA 92%  (11/12) 
Mean 89% 94% 94% 
Proportion showing the 
same result in 3 runs  

 
83% 

 
 NA 

 
92% 

NA = not assessed for lack of sufficient data 
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The interlaboratory reproducibility of the WB/IL-1 method was assessed in a similar 
manner to the intralaboratory reproducibility. A summarizing method to combine the 
three runs per laboratory is considered not appropriate, because it would mask 
misclassification. Therefore each run of one laboratory was compared with all runs of 
another laboratory. This results optimally in 108 comparisons between the data sets of 
two laboratories. The measure of similarity is then the proportion of equally classified 
samples. These proportions are summarized in table 7.2.3, show that there is a good 
interlaboratory reproducibility of at least 68%.  

 
Also from the result of the large scale study (testing 10 substances spiked with 5 separate 
spikes), the interlaboratory reproducibility can be estimated (table 7.2.4). All the samples 
were correctly identified by one of the laboratories (DL). The reproducibility varied from 
70% to 82% between two laboratories.  All three laboratories found the same result for 27 
out of 47 samples (57%). 
 

 
 
Conclusion: It is shown that the intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by the 
proportion of equally classified samples between different runs varies from 89% to 94% 
between the three participating laboratories. The interlaboratory reproducibility between 
two laboratories varied from 68% to 92% in one large scale blinded experiment and from 
70% to 82% in the other large scale blinded experiment. All three participating 
laboratories predicted the same in respectively 79% and 57% of the measurements.  It has 

Table 7.2.3: Interlaboratory reproducibility. assessed by interlaboratory correlations. Result 
of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL – NL1 92% 77 / 84 
DL – NL2 77% 83 / 108 

NL1 – NL 2 68% 57 / 84 
Mean  79%  

DL = Konstanz; NL1 = Bern; NL2 = Oslo 

Table 7.2.4: Interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing of 10 substances, spiked 5 
times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 73% 35 / 48 
DL -  NL2 82% 40 / 49 
NL1 – NL2 70% 33 / 47 

Mean 75%  
same result in all 

laboratories 
57% 27 / 47 

DL = Konstanz; NL1 = PEI, Germany NL2 = Oslo. 
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to be noted that a substantial part of the samples was 0.5 EU/ml, at or close to the 
arbitrary demarcation point of the WB/IL-1 assay 

7.3 Historical data 
Summarize historical positive and negative control data, including number of 
experiments, measures of central tendency, and variability. 
Not applicable. 

7.4 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the reliability of the two 
test methods should be compared and any differences discussed. 
Not applicable. 
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8 Test Method Data Quality 

8.1 Conformity 
State the extent of adherence to national and international GLP guidelines (7-12) for all 
submitted data, including that for the proposed test method, the in vivo reference test 
method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method. Information regarding 
the use of coded chemicals and coded testing should be included. 
The studies were done in accordance to the guidelines for GLP. Written protocols and 
approved standard operating procedures were followed during the entire course of the 
study. Deviations were recorded and, where appropriate, approved in amendments. All 
data are stored and archived. As mentioned, samples were appropriately blinded. 

8.2 Audits 
Summarize the results of any data quality audits, if conducted. 
No audits were conducted. 

8.3 Deviations 
Discuss the impact of deviations from GLP guidelines or any noncompliance detected in 
the data quality audits. 
Not applicable. 

8.4 Raw data 
Address the availability of laboratory notebooks or other records for an independent 
audit. Unpublished data should be supported by laboratory notebooks. 
All records are stored and archived by the contributing laboratories and available for 
inspection. 
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9 Other Scientific Reports and Reviews 

9.1 Summary 
Summarize all available and relevant data from other published or unpublished studies 
conducted using the proposed test method. 
Relevant data obtained with the proposed method are described in a number of published 
studies and reports. The most important ones for this BRD are included in the Appendix 
B as hardcopies and referenced in Section 12, whereas for others only the references are 
given in section 14. In most of the study reports the WB/IL-1 is named in vitro pyrogen 
test or IPT. 
The establishment of the whole blood test as an alternative to the rabbit pyrogen test as 
well as the comparison to the BET is described below. 
Further applications were developed by adaptation to the basic whole blood test e.g. to 
measuring pyrogenic contaminations of medical devices and measuring the air quality in 
the working place and references are included in Section 14 in part 2 and 3.  
 
A total of 96 batches of parenteral pharmaceuticals from 21 indication groups were tested 
using the WB/IL-1 test and compared to data from the rabbit and BET, if available 
(Jahnke et al, 2000). For these batches of parenteral drugs it was shown that the result of 
the three methods correlated well. In one case (an amino acid-containing infusion 
solution) a pyrogen-containing batch was clearly detected by all three testing systems. 
The other parenteral pharmaceuticals remained negative in all assays. It is worth 
mentioning that all the products could be tested in the whole blood test, in some cases 
after interfering factors had been excluded. A few drugs (e.g. dopamine) were found to 
affect the sensitivity of the WB/IL-1 assay and hence caused interference, but this could 
be overcome by dilution of the drug.  
In a preliminary study (Fennrich et al., 1999), the suitability of the test was tested by 
determining the LPS retrieval in spiked pharmaceutical samples at the border line 
concentrations given in the Ph. Eur. for endotoxins (ELC), which should be detectable 
also using the human WB/IL-1 test.  
 
Human serum albumin belongs to those substances that still are tested in the rabbit 
pyrogen test. Spreitzer et al (2002) compared the sensitivity of the rabbit assay with the 
WB/IL-1 assay using 29 defined human albumin samples: plain, spiked with 5 EU/ml and 
10 EU/ml respectively. The unspiked samples were negative in both assays. Both the 
borderline 5 EU/kg and the 10 EU/kg partially led to results of the rabbit test (conducted 
with 3 rabbits), which would cause further testing with additional animals.  In contrast, 
the human whole blood assay resulted in a 100% detection for the 5 EU/ml and 10 EU/ml 
endotoxine spike. The human whole blood test resulted in at least the same level of 
security for the products as the rabbit pyrogen test did. After further dilution of the 29 
spiked albumin samples to contain 0.5 EU/ ml, 18 samples were still positive in the 
WB/IL-1 assay but there were 11 negative results too.  
 
In a manuscript of Schindler et al. (2003) the reactivity of human and rabbit blood in 
vitro towards Gram negative and Gram-positive stimuli were compared directly using an 
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in vitro whole blood test (endpoint; IL-1) for both species. The reactivity of the two 
species towards LPS was found to be similar, whereas human blood was more sensitive 
for LTA  (lipoteichoic acid) than rabbit blood.  The results suggested that the test with 
human blood to detect contaminations in e.g. parenteral drugs, might predict the human 
reaction to real life contamination better than the rabbit pyrogen test. 
 
A Gram-positive standard derived form B. subtilis has been developed by the same 
research group (Konstanz University) and was reviewed in numerous different articles. 
This lipoteichoic acid, is BET negative which however reacts positive in the WB/IL-1 
assay. Identification, isolation and purification of other Gram-positive stimuli are subject 
of ongoing research.  
 
It is stressed throughout these studies using whole blood that only healthy donors not 
taking any medication must be used for testing pharmaceuticals. Various drugs such as 
cortisone suppress interleukin release and would therefore exclude a blood donor from 
the experiment. An infection can stimulate release, as reflected in an increased baseline 
value or an abnormally high interleukin response. Therefore, the WB/IL-1 test may only 
be used if samples have first been shown not to cause interference. The blood group of 
the human donors does not influence the results of the assay. 

9.2 Discussion 
Comment on and compare the conclusions published in independent peer-reviewed 
reports or other independent scientific reviews of the proposed test method. The 
conclusions of such scientific reports and reviews should be compared to the conclusions 
reached in this submission. Any ongoing evaluations of the proposed test method should 
be described. 
The validation study summarised in this BRD is the first, which extensively addresses 
specificity and accuracy using actual medicinal products spiked with endotoxin. Hence, 
there are no comparing reports in independent peer-reviewed journals available. 
However, the validation study confirms conclusions of scientific reports.  E.g. several 
preliminary studies (e.g. Jahnke et al.2000, Fennrich et al. 1999, Spreitzer et al 2002) 
showed that the WB/IL-1 assay is suitable to test different types of pharmaceuticals. This 
finding is confirmed by the current validation study, where 11 different pharmaceuticals 
were tested. In addition, both studies indicate that (pyrogen free) batches which passed 
the current batch release scheme and are available on the market, show rarely a false 
positive reactivity in the WB/IL-1 assay. Jahnke’s study was conducted by an 
experienced laboratory, whereas relatively inexperienced laboratories were also involved 
in the validation study. This may account for the less than 100% specificity in the 
validation study.  
 
Finally, Charles River Endosafe offers the whole blood test under the name IPT (In vitro 
Pyrogen Test) worldwide in a highly standardized kit-version. Frequent symposia and 
workshops with coworkers of Charles River together with the University of Konstanz 
take place in order to train interested parties and introduce the IPT to users. The 
introduction and optimization of cryopreserved human whole blood is expected to 
overcome all final obstacles to standardization. 
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9.3 Results of similar validated method 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results of studies 
conducted with the validated test method subsequent to the ICCVAM evaluation should 
be included and any impact on the reliability and accuracy of the proposed test method 
should be discussed. 
As mentioned, in vitro monocyte activation test methods for the detection of pyrogenic 
contaminants are being developed over the course of the past two decades. A number of 
variants have been described, although the underlying principle of each variant remains 
the same. The test preparation is cultured with monocytoid cells, either as peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells, PBMC, (diluted) whole blood or cells of a monocytoid cell line 
such as MM6. Accuracy and specificity of these test methods are comparable, but in 
general methods using whole blood, PBMC and the MM6 cell line appear to perform best 
(Hoffmann et al, 2005b; summarized in table 9.3.1). 
Table 9.3.1 summarises the performance of in vitro methods presented in the five BRDs 
and Table 9.3.2 compares the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their strengths, 
weaknesses, costs, time, limitations. 
 
However, most studies (as this one) are done with model pyrogens and as yet little 
experience is available in the field, e.g. as part of the final batch release test-package. 
Experience and thus confidence in these methods will grow once regulatory authorities 
approve these methods and more manufacturers start to employ them. Then, on a case by 
case situation, it should be determined which method is best suited for the actual situation 
and demonstrates to pick out the appropriate, i.e. pyrogenic batches of the medicinal 
product. 
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Table 9.3.1:  Summary of the performance of in vitro pyrogen tests based on 
monocytoid cells (see Tables 7.2.2; 7.2.4; 6.1.3) 
 

Test System 
Read-

out 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

WB/IL-6 
whole 
blood 

IL-6 
DL: 83.3 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 100 

DL-NL1: 85.4 
DL-NL2: 85.4 
NL1-NL2: 92.0 

88.9 96.6 

WB/IL-1 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β 
DL: 88. 9 
NL1: 95.8 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 72.9 
DL-NL2: 81.6 
NL1-NL2: 70.2 

72.7 93.2 

96-wells 
WB/IL-1 1 

whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 88.1 
DL-NL2: 89.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.5 

98.8 83.6 

CRYO 
WB/Il-1 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 91.7 
DL-NL2: 91.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.7 

97.4 81.4 

       

 
KN CRYO 
WB/Il-1 2 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 83.3 
DL-NL2: 100 

NL1-NL2: 83.3 
88.9 94.4 

PBMC/IL6 PBMC IL-6 
DL: 94.4 
NL1: 100 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 84.0 
DL-NL2: 86.0 
NL1-NL2: 90.0 

92.2 95.0 

PBMC-
CRYO/IL-6 3 

PBMC IL-6 - 
DL-NL1: 96 
DL-NL2: 76 

NL1-NL2: 80 
93.3 76.7 

MM6/IL-6 
MM6  

 
IL-6 

DL: 100 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 94.4 

 

DL-NL1: 90.0 
DL-NL2: 89.6 
NL1-NL2: 83.3 

95.5 89.8 

 
DL = developing laboratory; NL1, NL2 = naive laboratory 1 and 2 
1 = data provided in Section 13 of WB/IL-1 BRD 
2 = data provided in Section 13 of CRYO WB/IL-1 BRD 
3 = data provided in Section 13 of PBMC/IL-6 BRD 
 
Table amended from Hoffmann et al 2005b; results with THP cells not included 
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Table 9.3.2: Comparison of the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their 
strengths, weaknesses, costs, time, limitations 
 
 Rabbit pyrogen test BET / LAL In vitro pyrogen test 
Test materials Liquids Clear liquids Liquids, potentially 

cell preparations, solid 
materials 

Pyrogens covered All (possible species 
differences to humans 
for non-endotoxin 
pyrogens) 

Endotoxin from 
Gram-negative 
bacteria 

(probably) all 

Limit of detection 
(LPS) 

0,5 EU 0,1 EU (some variants 
down to 0,01 EU) 

0,5 EU (validated 
PM), some variants 
down to 0,001 EU 

Ethical concerns Animal experiment About 10% lethality 
to bled horseshoe 
crabs 

Some assays: blood 
donation 

Costs* High (200-
600$/sample) 

Low (50-
150$/sample) 

Medium (100-
350$/sample) 

Time required  27 h 45 min 24-30h** 
Materials not 
testable 

Short-lived 
radiochemicals, 
anesthetics, sedatives, 
analgetics, 
chemotherapeutics, 
immunomodulators, 
cytokines, 
corticosteroids 

Most biologicals, 
glucan-containing 
preparations (herbal 
medicinal products, 
cellulose-filtered 
products), lipids, 
microsomes, cellular 
therapeutics 

Not known (some of 
the materials not 
testable in rabbits 
require adaptations) 

Others No positive or 
negative control 
included, strain 
differences, stress 
affects body 
temperature 

Potency of LPS from 
different bacterial 
species in mammals 
not reflected, false-
positive for glucans  

Possible donor 
differences, need to 
exclude hepatitis/HIV 
and acute infections / 
allergies of donors, 
dedifferentiation of 
cell lines 

 
* = We consulted the laboratories participating in the validation study and a consultant regarding the costs 
of the tests. The figures we received vary significantly depending on the facility (e.g. industry, contract 
laboratory, control authority), frequency of testing, specific test requirements, country, etc. 
 
** = interference testing might increase duration by 24 hours 
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10 Animal Welfare Considerations (Refinement, Reduction, and 
Replacement) 

10.1 Diminish animal use 
Describe how the proposed test method will refine (reduce or eliminate pain or distress), 
reduce, or replace animal use compared to the reference test method. 
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). The rabbit pyrogen test detects various pyrogens but alone the fact 
that large numbers of animals are required to identify a few batches of pyrogen-
containing samples argues against its use. In the past two decades, the declared intention 
to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% 
by allowing to use the BET as an alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products.  
Bacterial endotoxin is the pyrogen of major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to 
its ubiquitous sources, its stability and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is 
detected by its capacity to coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the 
American horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago 
(Levin and Bang, 1964). In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after 
drawing about 20% of their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, 
the procedure still causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds 
to more efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, 
habitat loss and pollution. 
The proposed test method is an alternative for the rabbit test and the BET. By replacing 
the rabbit test or the BET, the lives of rabbits and horseshoe crabs are spared. 

10.2 Continuation of animal use 
If the proposed test method requires the use of animals, the following items should be 
addressed: 
10.2.1 Describe the rationale for the need to use animals and describe why the 
information provided by the proposed test method requires the use of animals (i.e., 
cannot be obtained using non-animal methods). 
Not applicable. 

 
10.2.2 Include a description of the sources used to determine the availability of 
alternative test methods that might further refine, reduce, or replace animal use for this 
testing. This should, at a minimum, include the databases searched, the search strategy 
used, the search date(s), a discussion of the results of the search, and the rationale for 
not incorporating available alternative methods. 
Not applicable. 
 
10.2.3 Describe the basis for determining that the number of animals used is appropriate. 
Not applicable. 
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10.2.4 If the proposed test method involves potential animal pain and distress, discuss the 
methods and approaches that have been incorporated to minimize and, whenever 
possible, eliminate the occurrence of such pain and distress. 
Not applicable. 
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11 Practical Considerations 

11.1 Transferability 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method transferability. Include an 
explanation of how this compares to the transferability of the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, to a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
In general, the proposed test method is not unlike other bioassays and immunoassays that 
are performed routinely in many laboratories. 
 
11.1.1 Discuss the facilities and major fixed equipment needed to conduct a study using 
the proposed test method. 
No extraordinary facilities are required. General laboratory equipment for aseptic 
operations and analytical instruments for performing immunoassays, e.g. microtiter plate 
reader and –washer, are sufficient to perform the proposed test method. 
 
11.1.2 Discuss the general availability of other necessary equipment and supplies. 
All supplies and reagents are readily available on the market. In contrast, availability of 
sufficient rabbits of adequate weight and in good health for the in vivo reference test is 
sometimes reported a limitation. 

11.2 Training 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method training. Include an explanation of 
how this compares to the level of training required to conduct the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
 
11.2.1 Discuss the required level of training and expertise needed for personnel to 
conduct the proposed test method. 
The proposed test method requires personnel trained for general laboratory activities in 
cell biology and immunochemistry or biochemistry. Techniques they should master are 
not unlike cell culture (aseptic operations) and immunological techniques (especially 
ELISA). Such expertise is available in most if not all QC-laboratories. 
 
11.2.2 Indicate any training requirements needed for personnel to demonstrate 
proficiency and describe any laboratory proficiency criteria that should be met. 
Personnel should demonstrate that they master the execution of the test. The candidate 
should demonstrate to meet all the appropriate assay acceptance criteria and yield 
accurate results (outcome) using selected test items. 
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11.3 Cost Considerations 
Discuss the cost involved in conducting a study with the proposed test method. Discuss 
how this compares to the cost of the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, with 
that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Three factors contribute to the cost of the proposed test method: availability of 
monocytoid cells, cost of the reagents for the immunoassay and, last but not least, 
personnel. 
Since the proposed test method is relatively more labor-intensive, it is estimated that the 
cost of the proposed test method is more then the BET or the in vivo reference test using 
rabbits. Obviously, a higher throughput of tests (runs/year) such as in a QC-laboratory of 
a multi-product facility or in a Contract Research Organization will significantly reduce 
the costs per assay. 
However, especially with pharmaceuticals of biological origin, the proposed test method 
may be cost-effective, since these products all to often are incompatible with the BET 
and by their nature preclude the reuse of the rabbits. 

11.4 Time Considerations 
Indicate the amount of time needed to conduct a study using the proposed test method 
and discuss how this compares with the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, 
with that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Esssentially the test stretches two working days. On day one the testing materials are 
prepared and incubated overnight with the monocytoid cells. On the second day the 
amount of excreted cytokines is determined by immunoassay. The total time from start to 
result is approximately 24 hours. 
It is thus concluded that the proposed test method will take more time when compared to 
the alternative tests, either the rabbit test or the BET. It should be noted that rabbits are 
tested prior to their first use by a sham test. 
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13 CATCH-UP VALIDATION:  Human WB/IL-1 in vitro Pyrogen 
Test using 96-wells plates. 

13.1 Rationale 
Throughout the study described in the previous part of this BRD, tubes are employed as a 
container during the incubation of the blood sample. However using 96 wells plates as a 
container is obviously more convenient.  Although a significant impact on the accuracy 
of the WB/IL-1 assay is not expected, the influence of 96-wells plate was studied in an 
additional catch-up validation study (trail plan attached in Appendix A), while applying 
the same study plan as in the main part of this BRD. This variant is indicated as the 96-
wells WB/IL-1 method in the remainder of this section.  

13.2 Test Method Protocol Components 
The method follows the original standard protocol, with the obvious exemption of using 
96-wells plates during incubation of the fresh blood (20 µl per well) with the samples of 
interest. Details of the test procedure are given under point 7: 7A - fresh blood using 96-
well plates in test method protocol CRYO WB/IL-1: Human Whole Blood Pyrogen Test 
in 96-well Plates Using Fresh or Cryopreserved Blood( electronic file name: SOP CRYO 
WB IL 1) which was used during the catch-up validation (see Appendix A). The released 
IL-1�  is assessed using the standard IL-1�  ELISA.  

13.3 Substances Used for Validation 
The same 10 parenteral drugs used to determine sensitivity and specificity (see table 
3.3.1.) were used for the catch-up validation. Again, each test item was tested after 
spiking at its individual MVD, thus came with their own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike 
solutions: 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. The test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent test facilities, yielding a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis.  
The same three drugs (table 3.3.2) as used for the prevalidation of the CRYO WB/IL-1 
method (see BRD CRYO WB/IL-1) were employed. Each drug was tested at an 
interference free dilution and spiked with 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. The samples were 
tested at each of the 3 laboratories. The results were used to provide a preliminary 
estimate of the interlaboratory reproducibility and accuracy.   

13.4 Preliminary estimate of the Test Method Accuracy 
In short, three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
pyrogenic respectively. These 12 samples were tested in three laboratories (See figure 
13.4.1) 
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Figure 13.4.1: Prevalidation data for 96-wells WB/IL-1 of the three involved laboratories. 
The treatments and controls are abbreviated (indicating the endotoxin contamination in 
EU. (J = Jonosteril: G = Gelafundin; H = Haemate; C- = saline with 0 EU; C+ = positive 
control) 
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As Figure 13.4.1 only gives an indication about variability of replicates, the CVs were 
calculated for each treatment or control for all laboratories (Figure 13.4.2). In general the 
CVs were smaller than 30% and only two treatments produced a CV larger than 45%. 
Furthermore a tendency for larger CV of endotoxin-free samples/treatments was 
observed, as the background OD-level was lower compared to the equivalent assays, 
described in the main part of the BRD.   
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Figure 13.4.2: Coefficients of variation of the prevalidation data from  96-wells WB/IL-1 
for the three involved laboratories. The treatments and controls are abbreviated indicating 
the endotoxin contamination in EU. (J = Jonosteril: G = Gelafundin; H = Haemate; C- = 
saline with 0 EU; C+ = positive control)  
 
 
Application of the PM to these data resulted in the classifications summarized in Table 
13.4.1 .Ten out of the twelve spikes were classified in the same way in all laboratories. 
Comparing the laboratories pair wise, showed that 32 of the total of 36 single 
comparison, i.e. 88.9%, resulted in the same classification. 
Assessing in the final step preliminarily the predictive capacity, revealed that all negative 
samples were classified correctly and that two 0.5-EU spikes (Konstanz: J-0.5; PEI: H-
0.5), which are at the rabbit classification threshold, were classified false negative. 
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Table 13.4.1: Classification by the  96-wells WB/IL-1 of the spikes in the prevalidation 
in the three involved laboratories. 
 

laboratory 
drug 

spike 
in EU Konstanz Qualis PEI 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0.5 0 1 1 
Jonosteril 

1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0.5 1 1 1 
Gelafundin 

1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0.5 1 1 0 
Haemate 

1 1 1 1 
 
 
 
Table 13.4.2: Preliminary estimate of interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing 
of 3 substances, spiked 4 times. One run of 12 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 91.7% 11 / 12 
DL -  NL2 83.3% 10 / 12 
NL1 – NL2 91.7% 11 / 12 

Mean 88.9%  
same result in all 

laboratories 
83.3% 10 / 12 

DL =Konstanz; NL1 = Qualis;  NL2 = PEI 
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A 2x2 contingency table was constructed (table 13.4.3), from which a preliminary 
estimates of sensitivity and specificity can easily be derived. 
 
Table 13.4.3:  2x2 contingency table. The prediction model applied to a preliminary 
validation study with 96-wells WB/IL-1. Three different substances were assessed in 
three different laboratories (derived from table 13.4.1) 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                +  16 0 16 
-  2 18 20 

Total  18 18 36 
 
The specifications of specificity and sensitivity described in section 5.3 were applied to 
these results. The specificity (Sp) of the 96-wells WB/IL-1 assay is 100% and the 
sensitivity (Se) calculated for this data set is 88.9%. As outlined previously the specificity 
is overestimated and the sensitivity is underestimated as a result of the design of this part 
of the study. 
 
Conclusion: Regarding the inherent variability of the assay method, the 96-wells WB/IL-
1 showed good results. The result of the prevalidation show that the interlaboratory 
reproducibility and the predictive capacity in terms of specificity and sensitivity of the 
96-wells WB/IL-1 are comparable with the WB/IL-1 using tubes. 

13.5 Test Method Accuracy 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen prediction model, each drug was 
diluted to its individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug 
(listed in table 3.3.1.) Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike 
solution, ensuring that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample 
preparation was supplied to the three independent laboratories (as shown in table 5.1.2). 
To put more weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and 
coded by QA ECVAM. Accuracy was assessed by applying the PMl to the results and 
evaluating the concordance in a two by two table. 
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Table 13.5.1: Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples 
and spikes were blinded. Classifications after applying the prediction model. 
 
 
 

drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI 

 
Qualis 

 
Novartis 

 
Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 1 0 0 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 1 0 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 CV 
 0.25 0 0 1 0 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 CV 1 1 
 0.50 1 CV 1 1 
 0.50 1 CV 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Glucose  5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
"Drug A"  0.00 0 CV 0 0 
  0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.25 0 0 0 0 
 0.50 1 CV 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 0 1 
 0.50 1 0 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 CV 1 1 
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drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI 

 
Qualis 

 
Novartis 

 
"Drug  B" 0.00 0 0 0 0 
0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.25 0 0 0 CV 
 0.50 1 CV 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
Syntocinon 0.25 0 0 0 0 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 CV 0 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 

“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
CV = sample showed a variability resulting in exclusion, i.e. CV > 45% and no significant outlier 
present.  nq = not qualified according to quality criteria, i.e. failure of PPCs and PCs 
False classifications are in bold/colour type. 
 
Of the 150 available data for the 96-wells WB/IL-1 method, eleven sets of 4 replicates 
showed a high variability resulting in exclusion, i.e. CV > 45% and no significant outliers 
present. Therefore 139 data in total could be used to estimate the specificity and 
sensitivity of the 96-wells WB/IL-1 method. The results are shown separately for each 
participating laboratory (table 13.5.2) as well as combined for all these laboratories (table 
13.5.3). 
 
The specificity that can be estimated from the available results for DL, NL1 and NL2   is 
94.1%, 80% and 77.8% respectively  The estimated sensitivity of the 96-wells WB/IL-1 
assay was excellent of all three participating laboratories:  96%, 100% en 100% 
respectively (calculated from results in table 13.1.2). 
 
Table 13.5.2:  2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the 96-wells WB/IL-1 
test result of 10 different substances assessed in three different laboratories. Results of 
each laboratory separately (DL, NL1 and NL2= PEI, Qualis and Novartis respectively). 
 
Results DL  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

24 1 25 PM                  +  
-  1 16 17 

Total  25 17 42 
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Results NL1  True status of samples 
       +                  - 

Total 

30 4 34 PM                  +  
-  0 16 16 

Total  30 20 50 
 
 
Results NL2  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

29 4 33 PM                  +  
-  0 14 14 

Total  29 18 47 
 
 
The specificity of the combined results of the three laboratories of the 96-wells WB/IL-1 
assay is 83.6% (46/(46+9)*100%), 95% confidence interval [0.712-0.922].  The 
sensitivity equals 98.8% (83/(83+1) *100%), 95% confidence interval [0.935-0.999]. 
(Summarized in table 13.5.3 and 13.5.4).   
 
 
Table 13.5.3  2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the 96-wells WB/IL-1 
test result of 10 different substances assessed in three different laboratories. Combined 
results. 
 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

83 9 92 PM                +  
-  1 46 47 

Total  84 55 139 
 
 
 
Table 13.5.4  Specificity and sensitivity of the 96-wells WB/IL-1 assay 

 N total N correctly 
identified 

proportion 95% CI 
lower limit 

95% CI 
upper limit 

Specificity (Sp) 55 46 83.6% 0.712 0.922 
Sensitivity (Se) 84 83 98.8% 0.935 0.999 
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13.6 Test Method Reliability (Reproducibility) 
The interlaboratory reproducibility of the 96-wells WB/IL-1 method was assessed from 
the results of the validation test with 10 substances spiked with 5 separate spikes. The 
reproducibility varied from 88.1% to 91.5% between two laboratories. Also the estimated 
reproducibility between the three participating laboratories was very satisfactory (84.6%) 
 
 
Table 13.6.1.: Interlaboratory reproducibility, 96-wells WB/IL-1: Assessed by testing of 
10 substances, spiked 5 times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 88.1% 37 / 42 
DL -  NL2 89.7% 35 / 39 
NL1 – NL2 91.5% 43 / 47 

Mean 89.8%  
same result in all 

laboratories 
84.6% 33 / 39 

 

13.7 Conclusion 
In this catch-up validation study it is shown that the interlaboratory reproducibility of the 
WB/IL-1 assay could be improved with the 96-wells approach. All three laboratories 
found the same in 84.6% of the result, whereas only 57% was predicted the same with the 
original WB/IL-1. Also the predictive capacity of the 96 wells test  in terms of specificity 
and sensitivity was very promising. In this catch-up validation study the specificity of the 
96-wells was lower then for the tubes (83.6% versus 93.2%), but still very satisfactory. 
However, the sensitivity was considerably improved (98.8% versus 72.7%).  It appears 
that implementation of the 96-wells plates is a remarkable improvement of the well 
established WB/IL-1 test.  
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14 Supporting Materials (Appendices) 

14.1 Standard operating procedure (SOP) of the proposed method 
Provide the complete, detailed protocol for the proposed test method. 
 
Appendix A includes the test method protocol WB/IL-1: Human Whole Blood Pyrogen 
(electronic file name: SOP-WB IL 1) and the protocol used for the validation study 
(“Human Whole Blood Pyrogen Test - Standard Operating Procedure for the Validation 
Phase” marked with internal identifierSop-WBT-KNv02; electronic file name: SOP WB-
IL-1 validation).  
Regarding the WB/IL-1 using fresh blood and 96 well plates (Section 13 of this BRD), 
the method is described under point 7: 7A - fresh blood using 96-well plates in test 
method protocol CRYO WB/IL-1: Human Whole Blood Pyrogen Test in 96-well Plates 
Using Fresh or Cryopreserved Blood( electronic file name: SOP CRYO WB IL 1).  
 
The trial plan of the validation and catch-up validation study are also included in 
Appendix A. 

14.2 Standard operating Procedure (SOP) of the reference method 
Provide the detailed protocol(s) used to generate reference data for this submission and 
any protocols used to generate validation data that differ from the proposed protocol. 

14.3 Publications 
Provide copies of all relevant publications, including those containing data from the 
proposed test method, the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable 
validated test method with established performance standards. 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
 
Part 1: 
List of hard copies 
 
Andrade SS, Silveira RL, Schmidt CA, Junior LB, Dalmora SL. (2003) Comparative 

evaluation of the human whole blood and human peripheral blood monocyte tests 
for pyrogens. Int J Pharm. Oct 20;265(1-2):115-24. 
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Balls et al. (1995) Practical aspects of the validation of toxicity test procedures. ECVAM 
Workshop Report 5. ATLA 23, 129-147. 

Beutler B, Rietschel ET (2003). Innate immune sensing and its roots: the story of 
endotoxin. Nature Rev Immunol. 3: 169-176. 

Bleeker, W.K., de Groot, E.M., den Boer, P.J. et al (1994). Measurement of interleukin–6 
production by monocytes for in vitro safety testing of hemoglobin solutions. Artif 
Cells Blood Substit Immobil Biotechnol 22: 835-840. 

Carlin G, Viitanen E. (2003) In vitro pyrogenicity of a multivalent vaccine: Infanrix. 
PHARMEUROPA, 15(3), 418-423. 

Curren et al (1995) The Role of prevalidation in the development, validation and 
acceptance of Alternative Methods. ECVAM Prevalidation Task Force Report 1. 
ATLA 23, 211-217. 

De Groote, D., Zangerle, P.F., Gevaert, Y., Fassotte, M.F., Beguin, Y., Noizat-Pirenne, 
F., Pirenne, J., Gathy, R., Lopez, M., Dehart I., (1992). Direct stimulation of 
cytokines (IL-1 beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-2, IFN-gamma and GM-CSF) in whole 
blood. I. Comparison with isolated PBMC stimulation. Cytokine 4, 239. 

Dinarello CA, O’Connor JV, LoPreste G, Swift RL (1984). Human leukocyte pyrogen 
test for detection of pyrogenic material in growth hormone produced by 
recombinant Escherichia coli. J Clin Microbiol 20: 323-329. 

Dinarello CA (1999). Cytokines as endogenous pyrogens. J Infect Dis 179 (Suppl 2): 
S294-304. 

Duff GW, Atkins E (1982). The detection of endotoxin by in vitro production of 
endogenous pyrogen: comparison with amebocyte lysate gelation. J Immunol 
Methods 52: 323-331. 

Fennrich S, Wendel A and Hartung T. (1999). New applications of the human whole 
blood pyrogen assay (PyroCheck). ALTEX  16:146-149 

Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, Weigandt 
M und Wendel A. (1999). Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens using 
human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards 101:131-139 

Gaines Das et al (2004). Monocyte activation test for pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants of parenteral drugs: test design and data analysis. J. of 
Immunological Methods 288, 165-177. 

Greisman SE, Hornick RB (1969). Comparative pyrogenic reactivity of rabbit and man to 
bacterial endotoxin. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 131: 1154-1158. 

Hansen, E.W. and Christensen, J.D. (1990) Comparison of cultured human mononuclear 
cells, Limulus amebocyte lysate and rabbits in the detection of pyrogens. J Clin 
Pharm Ther. 15: 425–433. 

Hartung T, Wendel A (1996). Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. In Vitro 
Toxicol 9: 353-359. 

Hartung T, Aaberge I, Berthold S et al (2001). Novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. Altern Lab Anim 29: 99-123. 

Hartung et al (2004) A modular approach to the ECVAM principles on test validity. 
ATLA 32, 467-472. 

Hoffmann, S., Luederitz-Puechel, U., Montag-Lessing, T., Hartung, T. (2005). 
Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to different 
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pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modeling. Journal of Endotoxin Research 11(1): 
26-31 

Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, et al (2005). International validation of novel 
pyrogen tests based on human monocytoid cells. J Immunol Methods 298: 161-
173. 

Jahnke M, Weigand, Sonntag H-G. (2000). Comparative testing for pyrogens in 
parenteral drugs using the human whole blood pyrogen test, the rabbit in vivo 
pyrogen test and the LAL test. European Journal of Parenteral Science 5(2):39-44 

Nakagawa Y, Maeda H, Murai T. (2002) Evaluation of the in vitro pyrogen test system 
based on proinflammatory cytokine release from human monocytes: comparison 
with a human whole blood culture test system and with the rabbit pyrogen test.  
Clin Diagn Lab Immunol. May;9(3):588-97. 

Pasare, C. and Medzhitov, R. (2003). Toll pathway-dependent blockade of CD4+CD25+ 
T cell-mediated suppression by dendritic cells. Science 299: 1033-1036. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1998) The detection of pyrogens in 
blood products using an ex vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. May-
Aug;19(2-3):95-111. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1999) Differentiation between 
endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens in human albumin solutions using an ex 
vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. Feb-May; 20(1-2):79-89. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Hubbard AJ, Gearing AJ (1988). Detection of pyrogen by 
cytokine release. Lancet 8577, 130. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Gearing AJ (1988). Assay of pyrogenic contamination in 
pharmaceuticals by cytokine release from monocytes. Dev Biol Stand 69: 121-
123. 

Poole S, Selkirk S, Rafferty B, Meager A, Thorpe R, Gearing A (1989). Assay of 
pyrogenic contamination in pharmaceuticals by cytokine release. Proceedings of 
the European Workshop on detection and quantification of pyrogen. Pharmeuropa 
special Vol 1, November 1989: 17-18. 

Poole S, Musset MV (1989). The International Standard for Endotoxin: evaluation in an 
international collaborative study. J Biol Stand 17: 161-171. 

Poole S, Mistry Y, Ball C et al (2003). A rapid ‘one-plate’ in vitro test for pyrogens. J 
Immunol Methods 274: 209-220. 

Ray A, Redhead K, Selkirk S, Polle S (1991) Variability in LPS composition, 
antigenicity and reactogenicity of phase variants of Bordetella pertussis. FEMS 
Microbiology Letters 79, 211-218. 

Reddi, K., Nair, S.P. et al (1996). Surface-associated material from the bacterium 
Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans contains a peptide which, in contrast to 
lipopolysaccharide, directly stimulates fibroblast interleukin-6 gene transcription. 
Eur. J. Biochem. 236: 871-876. 

Schindler S, Bristow A, Cartmell T, Hartung T and Fennrich S. (2003). Comparison of 
the reactivity of human and rabbit blood towards pyrogenic stimuli. ALTEX 
20:59-63. 

Schindler et al (2004) Cryopreservation of human whole blood for pyrogenicity testing. 
Journal of Immunological Methods 294, 89–100 
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Schins RP, van Hartingsveldt B, Borm PJ. Ex vivo cytokine release from whole blood. A 
routine method for health effect screening. Exp Toxicol Pathol. 1996 Nov; 
48(6):494-6. 

Spreitzer I, Fischer M, hartzsch K, Lüderitz-Püschel U and Montag T. (2000). 
Comparative Study of Rabbit Pyrogen Test and Human whole Blood Assay on 
Human Serum Albumin. ALTEX 19 (Suppl. 1):73-75 

Taktak YS, Selkirk S, Bristow AF et al (1991). Assay of pyrogens by interleukin-6 
release from monocytic cell lines. J Pharm Pharmacol 43: 578-582. 

Tsuchiya S, Yamabe M, Yamaguchi Y et al (1980). Establishment and characterisation of 
a human acute monocytic leukemia cell line (THP-1). Int  J Cancer 26 : 171-176. 

Ziegler-Heitbrock HWL, Thiel E, Futterer A et al (1988). Establishment of a human cell 
line (MONO MAC 6) with characteristics of mature monocytes. Int  J Cancer 41: 
456-461. 

 
Part 2: 
List of Diploma theses, reports and/or PhDs etc. concerning the WB/IL-1 test (IPT: In 
vitro Pyrogen Test) 
1. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) 

(University of Konstanz, 2000). „Evaluierung und Prävalidierung eines 
Vollblutmodelles zum Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen (DAB10)“, Phase I, 
(“Evaluation and prevalidation of a whole blood assay for the replacement of the 
pyrogentest with rabbits”), July 1th, 1997 – June 30th, 2000, No. 0311424 

2. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) (Langen, 
Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, 2000). „Evaluierung und Prävalidierung eines Vollblutmodelles 
zum Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen (DAB10)“, Phase I, (“Evaluation and 
prevalidation of a whole blood assay for the replacement of the pyrogentest with 
rabbits”), July 1th, 1997 – June 30th, 2000, No. 0311425 

3. PhD-Thesis from Markus Weigandt at the Ruprecht-Karls-University of Heidelberg, 
institute of hygiene (Director: Prof. H.-G. Sonntag): Der humane Vollblut-
Pyrogentest: Optimierung, Validierung und Vergleich mit den Arzneibuchmethoden” 
(The human whole blood pyrogen test: optimization, validation and comparision with 
methods regulated in the pharmacopoeias), 2000 

4. Master Thesis (Master of Science: MSc), Karin Kullmann: „Adaptation des In vitro 
Pyrogen Tests (IPT) für prothetische Materialien“ (“Adaptation of the in vitro 
pyrogen test (IPT) to medical devices”), Technical University of Furtwangen, July 
2002 

5. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) (Langen, 
Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, 2004). „Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen durch einen 
Vollbluttest“, Phase II, (“replacement of the rabbit experiment with the whole blood 
test”), October 1th, 2000 – September 30th, 2003, No. 0311424A 

6. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) 
(University of Konstanz, 2004). „Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen durch einen 
Vollbluttest“, Phase II, (“replacement of the rabbit experiment with the whole blood 
test”), September 1th, 2000 – August 31th, 2003, No. 0311424A 
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7. Brazil/Germany Cooperation Project: final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium 
für Bildung und Forschung). „Validation of in vitro Cytokine Release Assay (Whole 
Blood Assay) for Controlling the Quality of Human Injectable Products“ for bilaterial 
Cooperation in Science and Technology (Germany – Brazil), April 1th 2002-March 
31th 2004, No. BRA 02/004 

8. Cuba/Germany Cooperation Project: final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium 
für Bildung und Forschung). „Pyrogenicity Testing by Human Whole Blood“ for 
bilaterial Cooperation in Science and Technology (Germany – Cuba), January 1th , 
2001- December 31th, 2003, No. CUB 00/022 

9. Final report for the BMWa (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Arbeit): 
“Entwicklung einer humanrelevanten Messtechnik für luftgetragene Toxine mit 
humanem Vollblut“ (development of a human relevant measurement  for air-borne 
toxins with human whole blood), Sept 3th  2001– Sept. 30th 2003, No. KF 
0317101KRF1 

10. Postdoctoral lecture qualification (Habilitation), Bert Zucker, “Luftgetragene 
Endotoxine in Tierställen“ (“air-borne pyrogens in a stable”), Institut für Tier- und 
Umwelthygiene an der freien Universität Berlin, Berlin, 2004 

11. Manuscript for the DIF (Deutsches Industrieforum, DIF-Fachtagung), Stefan 
Fennrich: “Pyrogenverunreinigungen an medizinischen Oberflächen. In vitro 
pyrogen-Test (IPT) als humanrelevantes Prüfverfahren“ (Contamination with 
pyrogens on medical surfaces: the in vitro pyrogen test (IPT) as a human specific 
method), Würzburg, June 21th -22 th, 2004, No. DIF 21/78/FE 

 
Part 3:  Further publications concerning the WB/IL-1 test (IPT) 

1. Hartung T und Wendel A. Die Erfassung von Pyrogenen in einem humanen 
Vollblutmodell. ALTEX 1995,12:70-75 

2. Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, 
Weigandt M und Wendel A. Entwicklung und Evaluierung eines Pyrogentests mit 
menschlichem Blut. ALTEX 1998, 15:123-128 

3. Fennrich S, Berthold S, Weigandt M, Lexa P, Sonntag H-G, Hartung T, Wendel A. 
Tagungsberichte, Pyrogentestung mit humanem Blut. Der Tierschutzbeauftragte 2, 
1999, 102-107 

4. Bonenberger J, Diekmann W, Fennrich S, Fischer M, Friedrich A, Hansper M, 
Hartung T, Jahnke M, Löwer J, Montag T, Petri E, Sonntag H-G, Weigand M, 
Wendel A, Zucker B. Pyrogentestung mit Vollblut. Zusammenfassung eines Status 
Workshops am Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, Langen, am 22.11.1999. Springer Verlag, 
Bundesgesundheitsbl-Gesundheitsforsch-Gesundheitsschutz, 2000, 43:525-533 

5. Petri E, van de Ploeg A, Habermaier B und Fennrich S. Improved detection of 
pyrogenic substances on polymer surfaces with an ex vivo human whole-blood assay 
in comparison to the Limulus amoebocyte lysate test. In: Progress in the Reduction, 
Refinement and Replacement of Animal Experimentation. Editors: Balls M, van 
Zeller A-M, Halder M.E., Elsevier Science, 2000, 339-345 
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6. Hartung T, Fennrich S, Fischer M, Montag-Lessing T und Wendel A. Prevalidation of 
an Alternative to the rabbit test based on human whole blood. In: Progress in the 
Reduction, Refinement and Replacement of Animal Experimentation. Editors: Balls 
M, van Zeller A-M, Halder M.E., Elsevier Science, 2000, 991-999 

7. Fennrich S, Zucker Bert and Hartung T. Beispiel eines neuen Einsatzbereichs des 
humanen Vollbluttests: Entwicklung eines Messverfahrens zur Abschätzung der 
gesundheitlichen Gefährdung durch luftgetragene mikrobielle Verunreinigungen. 
ALTEX 2001, 18:41-46 

8. Thomas Hartung, Ingeborg Aaberge, Susanne Berthold, Gunnar Carlin, Emmanuelle 
Charton, Sandra Coecke, Stefan Fennrich, Matthias Fischer, Martin Gommer, Marlies 
Halder, Kaare Haslov, Michael Jahnke, Thomas Montag-Lessing, Stephen Poole, 
Leonard Schechtman, Albrecht Wendel and Gabriele Werner-Felmayer. Novel 
Pyrogen Tests Based on the Human Fever Reaction, The report and 
Recommendations of ECVAM Workshop 43, 2001, ATLA 29, 99-123 

9. Fennrich S, Atemluft, gesund oder gefährlich…..das ist hier die Frage! 
Tagungsberichte. ALTEX 2002, 19: 43-45 

10. Hartung T. Comparison and validation of novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. ATLA 2002, 30 (Suppl. 2):49-51 

11. Morath S, Stadelmaier A, Geyer A, Schmidt RR and Hartung T. Synthetic 
lipoteichoic acid from Staphylococcus aureus is a potent stimulus of cytokine release. 
J. Exp. Med., 2002, 195:1635-1640 

12. Morath S, Geyer A, Spreitzer I, Hermann C and Hartung T. Structural decomposition 
and heterogeneity of commercial lipoteichoic acid preparation. Infect. Immun. 2002, 
70:938-944 

13. Kindinger I, Fennrich S, Zucker B, Linsel G and  Hartung T. Determination of air-
borne pyrogens by the in vitro pyrogen test (IPT) based on human whole blood 
cytokine response. VDI-Bericht 1656 2002, 499-507 

14. Schindler S, Reichstein S, Kindinger I, Hartung T, Fennrich S. New Ways in Pyrogen 
Testing: Replacing the Rabbit Experiment. Screening, Trends in Drug Discovery 
May, GIT Verlag, 2-3/2003, 4: 51-53 

15. Zucker B A, Linsel G, Fennrich S, Müller W. Die Charakterisierung der 
entzündungsauslösenden Potenz von Bioaerosolen mittels Interleukinfreisetzung aus 
humanem Vollblut. Springer, VDI-Verlag. Gefahrstoffe Reinhaltung der Luft (Air 
Quality Control) 4, 2004, 155-158 

 

14.4 Original data 
Include all available non-transformed original data for both the proposed test method, 
the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
NOTE: The original data of the ELISA-plate reader were collected by S.Hoffman and 
ECVAM. These are available on the CD, which goes with the BRD. 
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14.5 Performance standards 
If appropriate performance standards for the proposed test method do not exist, 
performance standards for consideration by NICEATM and ICCVAM may be proposed. 
Examples of established performance standards can be located on the ICCVAM / 
NICEATM web site at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Trial plan “Comparison And Validation Of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based On The 
Human Fever Reaction” Acronym:  Human (e) Pyrogen Test 
 
Detailed protocol WB/IL-1: “Human whole blood pyrogen test”( electronic file 
name: SOP WB-IL-1) 
 
Detailed protocol WB/IL-1: Human Whole Blood Pyrogen Test - Standard 
Operating Procedure for the Validation Phase” marked with internal identifierSop-
WBT-KNv02 (electronic file name: SOP WB-IL-1 validation) 
 
Trial plan “Catch-up Validation of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based on the Human Fever 
Reaction” 
 
Detailed protocol 96-wells WB/IL-1: Method 7A in Human Whole Blood Pyrogen 
Test in 96-well Plates Using Fresh or Cryopreserved Blood( electronic file name: 
SOP CRYO WB IL 1). 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
 
List of hard copies 
 
Andrade SS, Silveira RL, Schmidt CA, Junior LB, Dalmora SL. (2003) Comparative 

evaluation of the human whole blood and human peripheral blood monocyte tests 
for pyrogens. Int J Pharm. Oct 20;265(1-2):115-24. 

Balls et al. (1995) Practical aspects of the validation of toxicity test procedures. ECVAM 
Workshop Report 5. ATLA 23, 129-147. 

Beutler B, Rietschel ET (2003). Innate immune sensing and its roots: the story of 
endotoxin. Nature Rev Immunol. 3: 169-176. 

Bleeker, W.K., de Groot, E.M., den Boer, P.J. et al (1994). Measurement of interleukin–6 
production by monocytes for in vitro safety testing of hemoglobin solutions. Artif 
Cells Blood Substit Immobil Biotechnol 22: 835-840. 

Carlin G, Viitanen E. (2003) In vitro pyrogenicity of a multivalent vaccine: Infanrix. 
PHARMEUROPA, 15(3), 418-423. 

Curren et al (1995) The Role of prevalidation in the development, validation and 
acceptance of Alternative Methods. ECVAM Prevalidation Task Force Report 1. 
ATLA 23, 211-217. 

De Groote, D., Zangerle, P.F., Gevaert, Y., Fassotte, M.F., Beguin, Y., Noizat-Pirenne, 
F., Pirenne, J., Gathy, R., Lopez, M., Dehart I., (1992). Direct stimulation of 
cytokines (IL-1 beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-2, IFN-gamma and GM-CSF) in whole 
blood. I. Comparison with isolated PBMC stimulation. Cytokine 4, 239. 

Dinarello CA, O’Connor JV, LoPreste G, Swift RL (1984). Human leukocyte pyrogen 
test for detection of pyrogenic material in growth hormone produced by 
recombinant Escherichia coli. J Clin Microbiol 20: 323-329. 

Dinarello CA (1999). Cytokines as endogenous pyrogens. J Infect Dis 179 (Suppl 2): 
S294-304. 

Duff GW, Atkins E (1982). The detection of endotoxin by in vitro production of 
endogenous pyrogen: comparison with amebocyte lysate gelation. J Immunol 
Methods 52: 323-331. 
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Fennrich S, Wendel A and Hartung T. (1999). New applications of the human whole 
blood pyrogen assay (PyroCheck). ALTEX  16:146-149 

Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, Weigandt 
M und Wendel A. (1999). Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens using 
human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards 101:131-139 

Gaines Das et al (2004). Monocyte activation test for pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants of parenteral drugs: test design and data analysis. J. of 
Immunological Methods 288, 165-177. 

Greisman SE, Hornick RB (1969). Comparative pyrogenic reactivity of rabbit and man to 
bacterial endotoxin. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 131: 1154-1158. 

Hansen, E.W. and Christensen, J.D. (1990) Comparison of cultured human mononuclear 
cells, Limulus amebocyte lysate and rabbits in the detection of pyrogens. J Clin 
Pharm Ther. 15: 425–433. 

Hartung T, Wendel A (1996). Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. In Vitro 
Toxicol 9: 353-359. 

Hartung T, Aaberge I, Berthold S et al (2001). Novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. Altern Lab Anim 29: 99-123. 

Hartung et al (2004) A modular approach to the ECVAM principles on test validity. 
ATLA 32, 467-472. 

Hoffmann, S., Luederitz-Puechel, U., Montag-Lessing, T., Hartung, T. (2005). 
Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to different 
pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modeling. Journal of Endotoxin Research 11(1): 
26-31 

Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, et al (2005). International validation of novel 
pyrogen tests based on human monocytoid cells. J Immunol Methods 298: 161-
173. 

Jahnke M, Weigand, Sonntag H-G. (2000). Comparative testing for pyrogens in 
parenteral drugs using the human whole blood pyrogen test, the rabbit in vivo 
pyrogen test and the LAL test. European Journal of Parenteral Science 5(2):39-44 

Nakagawa Y, Maeda H, Murai T. (2002) Evaluation of the in vitro pyrogen test system 
based on proinflammatory cytokine release from human monocytes: comparison 
with a human whole blood culture test system and with the rabbit pyrogen test.  
Clin Diagn Lab Immunol. May;9(3):588-97. 

Pasare, C. and Medzhitov, R. (2003). Toll pathway-dependent blockade of CD4+CD25+ 
T cell-mediated suppression by dendritic cells. Science 299: 1033-1036. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1998) The detection of pyrogens in 
blood products using an ex vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. May-
Aug;19(2-3):95-111. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1999) Differentiation between 
endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens in human albumin solutions using an ex 
vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. Feb-May; 20(1-2):79-89. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Hubbard AJ, Gearing AJ (1988). Detection of pyrogen by 
cytokine release. Lancet 8577, 130. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Gearing AJ (1988). Assay of pyrogenic contamination in 
pharmaceuticals by cytokine release from monocytes. Dev Biol Stand 69: 121-
123. 
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Poole S, Selkirk S, Rafferty B, Meager A, Thorpe R, Gearing A (1989). Assay of 
pyrogenic contamination in pharmaceuticals by cytokine release. Proceedings of 
the European Workshop on detection and quantification of pyrogen. Pharmeuropa 
special Vol 1, November 1989: 17-18. 

Poole S, Musset MV (1989). The International Standard for Endotoxin: evaluation in an 
international collaborative study. J Biol Stand 17: 161-171. 

Poole S, Mistry Y, Ball C et al (2003). A rapid ‘one-plate’ in vitro test for pyrogens. J 
Immunol Methods 274: 209-220. 

Ray A, Redhead K, Selkirk S, Polle S (1991) Variability in LPS composition, 
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APPENDIX C 
 
List of abbreviations and definitions 
 
Accuracy  The ability of a test system to provide a test result close to 

the accepted reference value for a defined property. 

BET The bacterial endotoxin test is used to detect or quantify 
endotoxins of gram-negative bacterial origin using 
amoebycte lysate from horseshoe crab (Limulus 
polyphemus or Tachypleus tridentatus 

BRD Background Review Document 

CRYO WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using cryopreserved blood) with IL-1 
as endpoint 

CV coefficient of variation 

DL Developing laboratory = laboratory which developed the 
method or the most experienced laboratory 

ELC Endotoxin limit concentration; maximum quantity of 
endotoxin allowed in given parenterals according to 
European Pharmacopoeia 

Endotoxins Endotoxins are a group of chemically similar cell-wall 
structures of Gram-negative bacteria, i.e. 
lipopolysaccharides 

ELISA Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

EU/ml European Units per ml 

IL-1 interleukin 1 

IL-6 interleukin 6 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

A determination of the extent that qualified people within 
the same laboratory can independently and successfully 
replicate results using a specific protocol at different 
times. 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

A measure of the extent to which different qualified 
laboratories, using the same protocol and testing the same 
substances, can produce qualitatively and quantitatively 
similar results. Inter-laboratory reproducibility is also 
referred to as between-laboratory reproducibility. 

KN University of Konstanz (Konstanz, Germany), developing 
laboratory WB/IL-1 and CRYO WB/IL-1 

LPS lipopolysaccharides 

MM6 MONO MAC-6 cell line 

MM6/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using MM6 cell line and IL-6 release 
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as an endpoint 

MVD Maximum valid dilution; the MVD is the quotient of the 
ELC and the detection limit 

NIBSC National Institute for Biological Standards and Control 
(London, UK), developing laboratory for WB/IL-6 

NL naïve laboratory = laboratory with non or minor 
experience with the method 

NPC negative product control (clean, released lot of the 
nominated product under test) 

Novartis Novartis (Basel, Switzerland), developing laboratory 
PBMC/IL-6 

OD optical density 

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

PBMC/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using fresh peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using cryopreserved peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PEI Paul-Ehrlich Institut (Langen, Germany), participating 
laboratory  

PM prediction model = is an explicit decision-making rule for 
converting the results of the in vitro method into a 
prediction of in vivo hazard 

PPC positive product control (product under test spiked with 
0.5 EU/ml of WHO-LPS (code 94/580) 

Prevalidation study A prevalidation study is a small-scale inter-laboratory 
study, carried out to ensure that the protocol of a test 
method is sufficiently optimised and standardised for 
inclusion in a formal validation study. According to the 
ECVAM principles, the prevalidation study is divided into 
three phases: protocol refinement, protocol transfer and 
protocol performance (Curren et al, ATLA 23, 211-217). 

Pyrogens fever-causing materials  

Pyrogens, endogenous endogenous pyrogens are messenger substances released 
by blood cells reacting to pyrogenic materials; e.g. IL-1, 
IL-6, TNF-α, prostaglandin E2 

Pyrogens, exogenous exogenous pyrogens derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi 
or from the host himself  

Reliability Measures of the extent to which a test method can be 
performed reproducibly within and between laboratories 
over time, when performed using the same protocol. It is 
assessed by calculating intra- and interlaboratory 
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reproducibility and intra-laboratory repeatability. 

Relevance Relevance of a test method describes whether it is 
meaningful and useful for a particular purpose. It is the 
extent to which the measurement result and uncertainty 
can accurately be interpreted as reflecting or predicting the 
biological effect of interest. 

Repeatibility Repeatability describes the closeness of agreement 
between test results obtained within a single laboratory 
when the procedure is performed independently under 
repeatability conditions, i.e. in a set of conditions 
including the same measurement procedure, same 
operator, same measuring system, same operating 
conditions and same location, and replicated 
measurements over a short period of time. 

RIVM National Institute of Public Health and the Environment 
(Bilthoven, The Netherlands), developing laboratory 
MM6/IL-6 method 

Sensitivity Sensitivity is the proportion of all positive/active 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

Specificity Specificity is proportion of all negative/inactive 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

TMB chromogenic substrate 3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine 

TNF-α tumour necrosis factor-α 

USP US Pharmacopoeia 

Validation Validation is the process by which the reliability and 
relevance of a procedure are established for a specific 
purpose 

Validation study  A validation study is a large-scale interlaboratory study, 
designed to assess the reliability and relevance of an 
optimised method for a particular purpose 

WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-1 release 
as endpoint 

WB/IL-6 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-6 release 
as endpoint 

WHO World Health Organization 
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"# $%T'O)UCT$O% 
 
The whole blood pyrogen test (in vitro pyrogen test IPT) is a two-part assay for the 
detection of pyrogenic contamination. It involves incubation of the sample with 
human blood, followed by an enzyme immunoassay for the measurement of IL-1b. 
A pyrogen is a substance that causes fever. Bacterial contaminations, which contain 
exogenous pyrogens, can be deadly. This problem is of great significance for drug 
safety. 
Also, medical devices and biologically produced substances obtained from bacteria 
and other microorganisms may cause release of endogenous pyrogens (e.g., IL-1b). 
Exogenous pyrogens include metabolic substances and cell-wall components of 
microorganisms. These substances are present during the "normal" course of an 
infectious disease. Infections by gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria are equal 
in frequency. Both of these bacterial types can activate the release of endogenous 
pyrogens, which cause fever through the thermoregulatory center in the brain. 
Although these reactions can occur during the "normal" course of an infectious 
disease, a deadly shock syndrome can occur in the worst case. 
Due to these risks, product safety legislation demands rigorous quality checks for 
pyrogenic contamination of drugs and devices intended for parenteral use. For 
example, testing in rabbits for medical end products is required in Germany. Products 
in development and a few end products are allowed to be controlled by the Limulus 
assay. The first pyrogen assay, based on human whole blood stimulation by pyrogens, 
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was developed by Hartung et al. (3,4). 
 
-# PU'POS0 
 
This assay simulates in vitro the normal human reaction to exogenous pyrogens. A 
few drops of human blood are mixed with the sample, and exogenous pyrogens in the 
sample are recognized by immunocompetent cells in the human blood. 
These cells release IL-1b, which is measured by an integrated ELISA system. 
 
 
 
2# SCOP0 3 4$5$T6T$O%S 
 
Limit of detection is ! 0,25 EEU/ml, not suitable for test samples interfering with 
blood cytokine release (see 8: Data analysis and associated errors). 

 
 
 
,# 50THO) OUT4$%0 
 
The procedure has two parts: 
1) Incubation of the sample with (diluted) human blood 
2) An enzyme immunoassay for the measurement of IL-1b. 
 
6d "C Blood incubation 
Diluted human whole blood is incubated for 10-24 hours together with saline and the 
sample in pyrogen-free reaction tubes. It is then centrifuged and the supernatant is 
taken off for further examination. 
 
6d -C Capture oP 0ndogenous Pyrogens T04$S6 procedureC 
Samples (supernatants of blood stimulation) are distributed into the wells of a 
microplate which are coated with monoclonal antibodies specific for IL-1b. 
 
An enzyme-conjugated polyclonal antibody against IL-1b is added. During a 90-
minute incubation, a sandwich complex consisting of two antibodies and the IL-1b is 
formed. Unbound material is removed by a wash step. 
 
A chromogenic substrate (3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine, TMB) reactive with the 
enzyme label is added. Color development is terminated by adding a stop solution 
after 30 minutes. The resulting color, read at 450 nm, is directly related to the IL-1b 
concentration. Bi-chromatic measurement with a 600-690 nm reference filter is 
recommended. 
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1#   )0F$%$T$O%S 3 6BB'0:$6T$O%S 
 
The following abbreviations are used in this work-book1 
 
Ab  antibody 
°C  degrees Celsius (Centigrade) 
EC                   endotoxin control         
EEU                 endotoxin equivalent unit 
ELISA  Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay 
ESS                  Endotoxin Stabilizing Solution              
EU                   endotoxin unit of the international standard 
h  hour 
H2SO4  sulphuric acid 
IL  interleukin 
LPS  lipopolysaccharide (exogenous pyrogen from Gram-negative bacteria) 
LTA                lipoteichoic acid (exogenous pyrogen from Gram-positive bacteria) 
l  litre 
µg  microgram 
µl  microlitre 
mg  milligram  
ml  millilitre 
min  minute 
MAb  monoclonal antibody 
NaCl             sodium chloride, 0,9% 
nm  nanometre 
PPC                 positive product control                  
OD  optical density 
rpm  rounds per minute 
RT  room temperature 
TMB  3,3´,5,5´-Tetramethylbenzidine 
WDB  wash/dilution buffer 
x g  x gravity 
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6# 56T0'$64S 
 

            6#"#    5aterials reUuired and not provided 
 
The components listed below are recommended, but equivalent devices may also be 
used: it is the usergs responsibility to validate the equivalence.  
For all steps excluding the ELISA procedure sterile and pyrogen-free materials have 
to be used (e.g. tips, containers, solutions). 
 
 
6#"#"# 5aterials Por Blood $ncubation 
 
6#  Tube method 
 
Equipment  
· Incubator or thermoblock (37°C i 1°C)  
· Multipette  
· Centrifuge (recommended) 
· Vortex mixer 
 
Consumables 
· Sterile and pyrogen-free tips 100 µl and 1000 µl  
· Heparinized tubes for blood sampling (e.g. Sarstedt S-MONOVETTE 7.5 ml, 15     
  IU/ml Li-Heparin) 
· Sarstedt multifly needle set, pyrogenfree, for S-Monovette 
· 1.5 ml closable, pyrogen-free reaction tubes  
· Reservoir for saline 
· Combitips for multipette, 10 ml and 2,5 ml for pipetting saline and blood 
· Non-pyrogenic borosilicate test tubes or other qualified materials that can be used      
  for the preparation of standards and for the dilution of samples. 
 
B#  5icrotiter plate method 
 
Equipment 
·Incubator or thermoblock (37°C ) 
·Multipette or adjustable 20 to 100 µl pipetters 
·Vortex mixer 
 
Consumables 
·Sterile and pyrogen-free tips 20 µl and 100 µl or  
·Combitips for multipette, 2,5 and 1,0 ml 
·Heparinized tubes for blood sampling(e.g. Sarstedt S-MONOVETTE 7.5 ml, 15     
 IU/ml Li-Heparin) 
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·Sarstedt multifly needle set, pyrogen-free, for S-Monovette 
·Non-pyrogenic tissue culture microtiter plate 
·Reservoir for saline 
·Non-pxrogenic borosilicate test tubes or other qualified materials that can be used for    
 preparing standards and diluting samples 
 
 
 
6#"#-# 5aterials Por 04$S6 procedure 
 
Equipment  
· Multichannel pipettor 
· Microplate mixer 
· Microplate washer 
· Microplate reader capable of readings at 450 nm (optional reference filter in the    
 range of 600-690 nm) 
· A software package for facilitating data generation, analysis, reporting, and quality 
control 
 
Consumables 
· Graduated cylinder and plastic storage container for Buffered Wash Solution  
 
 
6#-# 5aterials Supplied in 04$S6 Yit 
 
Components supplied in that kit are not interchangeable with other lots of the same 
components. 
IL-1b Ab-coated Microplate: One 96-well polystyrene microplate, packaged in a zip-
lock foil bag, with desiccant. The plate consists of twelve strips mounted in a frame. 
Each strip includes eight anti-IL-1b ab-coated wells. Additionally, individual wells 
can be separated from the strip to enable the complete use of all the wells of a kit. 
Well positions are indexed by a system of letters and numbers (A through H, 1 
through 12) embossed on the left and top edges of the frame. Store refrigerated: stable 
at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. 
Enzyme-Labeled Antibody : One amber vial containing 16 ml of liquid reagent, 
ready-to-use. The reagent contains horseradish peroxidase-labeled, affinity-purified, 
polyclonal (rabbit) anti-IL-1b antibodies, with preservative. Store refrigerated: stable 
at 2-8°C for 30 days after opening, or until the expiration date marked on the label. 
Mix thoroughly before use. Do not freeze. 
Endotoxin Stabilizing Solution: for reconstitution and dilution of the endotoxin 
control. 
Endotoxin Control: One vial of an endotoxin control in a buffer matrix, with 
preservative. The control is supplied lyophilized. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C 
until the expiration date marked on the label. At least 30 minutes before use, 
reconstitute control vial with saline. Prepare serial dilutions in ESS (see 7. Methods).  
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Mix by vortexing. After preparation, the stock solution can be stored for up to 1 week 
hours at 4 °C. 
LTA control: One vial of LTA control. The control is supplied lyophilized. Store 
refrigerated at 2-8°C until the expiration date. Before use, reconstitute the lyophilisate 
with 1 ml saline. Mix for at least a minute by vortexing. After preparation, the 
solution can be stored for up to 4 weeks at 4°C. 
Saline: Three glass vials, each containing  pyrogen-free saline. This is intended for the 
dilution of donor blood samples. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the 
expiration date marked on the label. Use immediately after opening and discard 
unused volumes. 
TMB/Substrate Solution: Two amber vials, each containing 11 ml of a buffered 
reagent, ready-to-use. The reagent contains a hydrogen peroxide substrate and 
3,3´,5,5´-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB). Store refrigerated and protected from light: 
stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. Do not freeze. 
Buffered Wash Solution Concentrate: One vial containing 75 ml of a concentrated 
(10X) buffered saline solution, with surfactants and preservative. Using a transfer 
container, dilute the contents of the vial with 6<1 ml distilled or deionized water for a 
total volume of <1@ ml. 
Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C for 30 days after preparation, or until the expiration 
date marked on the label. 
For longer storage aliquot and freeze: stable at -20°C for 6 months. 
Stop Solution: One vial containing an acidic solution, for terminating the color 
reaction. The reagent is supplied ready-to-use. Handle with care, using safety gloves 
and eye protection. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C for 8 weeks after opening, or 
until the expiration date marked on the label. 
Adhesive Microplate Covers: Two clear plastic adhesive covers. Remove backing and 
place over the top of the microplate during incubation to avoid evaporation. 
 
 
 
 
<# 50THO)S 
 
<#"# Blood $ncubation 
 
"#$$% &$##'()*$+  
Collect blood by venipuncture  into heparinized tubes. The blood collection system 
must be pyrogen-free. The procedure calls for 100 µl of heparinized whole blood per 
assay. The blood can be stored in the collection tube at room temperature (15-28°C) 
for 4 hours. Incubation of the sample should be started within this time. 
 
%ote: 
 
" Blood donors should show no evidence of disease or need of medication during the 
last two weeks. 
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- Each assay should include the Endotoxin Controls in duplicate (EC 0.5 in triplicate) 
and the saline control in triplicate. 
2 Use disposable tip pipets to avoid contamination of reagents and samples. 
, During ELISA procedure, the wells should be washed carefully. 
1 The test samples should be done in triplicate. 
· The contents of the wells must be decanted or aspirated completely before pipetting 
wash solution. 
· The wells should be covered during the incubation to avoid evaporation. 
6 Deviations from the procedure (incubation time/temperature) may cause erroneous 
results. The ELISA procedure should be run without interruption. Diluted samples 
should be tested within an hour. 
 
 
 
,+%$)$-*+ %*#.)*$+ 
 
%OT0Z 
[uantitative $PT assays may use endoto\in concentrations oP 1#@] -#1] "#@] @#1 
and @#-1 0U3ml ^ saline control in triplicate# 
 
[ualitative $PT assays Tthreshold assaysC should use the @#1 0U3ml ^ saline 
control in triplicate# 
 
Dissolve the contents of the vial with  ESS according to directions stated in the 
Certificate of Analysis, yielding a stock solution  = solution S 
 
Solution amount added 

to ESS 
Volume of ESS Resulting solution for use in 

blood incubation 
Stock (5IU/ml) 500 µl 500 µl Endotoxin Control (2,5 EEU/ml) 
Endotoxin Control  
(2,5 EEU/ml) 

400 µl 600µl Endotoxin Control (1,0 EEU/ml) 

Endotoxin Control 
(1,0 EEU/ml) 

500 µl 500 µl Endotoxin Control  
( 0.5 EEU/ml) 

Endotoxin Control  
(0.5 EEU/ml) 

500 µl 500 µl Endotoxin Control  
(0.25 EEU/ml) 

 
 
 
/01 %*#.)*$+ 
 
Reconstitute the vial with 1 ml saline. Mix by vortexing for 3 minutes.  
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23$#' "#$$% 4)*5.#6)*$+7)'8) ).9' 5')3$% 
 
Perform incubation of blood samples in 1.5 ml pyrogen-free reaction tubes. 
Preferably, use a laminar-flow bench: All consumables and solutions have to be sterile 
and pyrogen-free. 
 
With some substances, interference with the ELISA may occur. Therefore, it might be 
necessary to test the samples in different dilutions. 
  
Step ": add "@@@ _l saline into each reaction tube. 
 
Step -: add "@@ _l of each sample into the prepared reaction tubes or "@@ _l of the 
Endotoxin Control in duplicate (EC 0.5 in triplicate) and the negative control (saline) 
in triplicate. 
 
Step 2Z add "@@ _l of donor blood, mixed by gentle inversion, into each reaction tube. 
 
Step ,Z Close the tubes and invert them once or twice before starting the incubation. 
 
Step 1Z Incubate the closed reaction tubes in an incubator or a heating block overnight 
(10-24 hours) at 37°C i 1°C. 
 
Step 6Z Mix the incubation tubes thoroughly by inverting the tubes. Incubations are to 
be centrifuged for 2 minutes at 10.000 g and the clear supernatant is used for the 
ELISA procedure. Take aliquots of " "1@ _l# 
 
The supernatants can be tested immediately by the E:ISA System or may be stored at 
-?@AC for testing at a later time. 
Dreeze additional aliEuots. 
 
$nterPerence testing TPPCC 
 
For each new sample, to determine whether it requires dilution prior to assay, perform 
the following experiment in triplicate. 
The experiment checks for interference between the sample and the whole blood, and 
is needed only when the interference status of the sample has not yet been established. 
First assay 100 µl of the sample, undiluted, in combination with saline, Endotoxin 
Control (0.5 EEU) and whole blood, as follows 
 
Step "Z add 9@@ _l of saline into each tube 
 
Step -Z add "@@ _l of (diluted) sample 
 
Step 2Z add "@@ _l of 1,0 EU/ml Endotoxin control 
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Step ,Z add "@@ _l of donor blood, mixed by gentle inversion 
 
Continue with Step 4 of Whole Blood Stimulation- test tube method procedure. 
 
 
 
 23$#' 9#$$% 8)*5.#6)*$+7 5*(;$)*)'; <#6)' 5')3$% 
 
Step "Z Using a non-pyrogenic tissue culture treated microtiter plate, draw up an 
incubation plan designating the layout of endotoxin controls (i.g. 4x3), negative saline 
controls (3x), Gram-positive control (3x) and your samples (3x) in your assay 
(corresponding to template) 
 
Step -Z Pipet 200 µl negative saline control into each of the reaction wells that will be 
used for the standards (endotoxin and Gram-positive control) and samples.   
 
Step 2Z Add 20 µl of endotoxin controls, Gram-positive control, negative saline 
control or samples into their respective reaction wells according to the prepared 
incubation plan.   
 
Step ,Z Add 20 µl of whole blood to all reaction wells. 
 
Step 1Z Cover with the dedicated plastic plate cover and mix thoroughly on a 
microtiter plate mixer. 
 
Step 6Z Transfer the mixed microtiter plate to a 37°C incubator for an overnight 
incubation (10 to 24 hours).  
 
Step <Z Following the overnight incubation, remove plate from incubator place onto a 
plate mixer.  Mix until all bloods cells have been re-suspended. 
 
Step >: The re-suspended blood mixtures may be ELISA tested for IL-1l immediately 
or stored frozen at –20°C for testing at a later time (at least 150 µl). 
 
 
$nterPerence testing TPPCC 
 
For each new sample, to determine whether it requires dilution prior to assay, perform 
the following experiment in triplicate. 
The experiment checks for interference between the sample and the whole blood and 
is needed only when the interference status of the sample has not yet been established. 
First assay 20 µl of the sample, undiluted, in combination with saline, Endtoxin 
Control (1,0 EU/ml) and whole blood, as follows 
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Step "Z Pipet ">@ _l of saline into the wells used for interference testing 
 
Step -Z Pipet -@ _l of (diluted) sample into each well 
 
Step 2Z Pipet -@ _l of 1,0 EU/ml Endotoxin Control into the wells 
 
Step ,Z Pipet -@ _l of donor blood into the wells 
 
Continue with Step 5 of the Whole Blood Stimulation-microtiter plate method 
procedure. 
 
 
 
 
<#-Z 04$S6 Procedure 
. 
All components must be at room temperature (15-28°C) before use. Do not thaw 
frozen specimens by heating them in a waterbath. The ELISA is carried out at room 
temperature. 
" For control of the ELISA procedure, the stimulation supernatants of the Endotoxin 
Controls (EC) and the LTA control are used. P1, P2, etc. are the stimulation 
supernatants of the test probes. 
- Sample distribution: see Microplate Template below (quantitative assay) 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A EC  

5,0 
EC 
5.0 

EC 
5.0  

P02 P04 P07 P10 P12 P15 P18 P20 P23 

B EC  
2,5 

EC 
2.5 

EC 
2.5 

P02 P05 P07 P10 P13 P15 P18 P21 P23 

C EC 
1.0 

EC 
1.0 

EC 
1.0 

P02 P05 P08 P10 P13 P16 P18 P21 P24 

D EC 
0.5 

EC 
0.5 

EC 
0.5 

P03 P05 P08 P11 P13 P16 P19 P21 P24 

E EC 
0.25 

EC 
0,25 

EC 
0.25 

P03 P06 P08 P11 P14 P16 P19 P22 P24 

F saline saline saline P03 P06 P09 P11 P14 P17 P19 P22 P25 

G LTA LTA LTA P04 P06 P09 P12 P14 P17 P20 P22 P25 

H P 01 P 01 P01 P04 P07 P09 P12 P15 P17 P20 P23 P25 

 
, Add "@@ _l Enzyme-Labeled Antibody to every well 
2 Pipet "@@ _l of supernatants of Endotoxin Controls, LTA control, those of the 
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negative (saline) control and of the samples into the wells prepared. 
Fse a disposable-tip micropipet for the samples, changing the tip between samples, to 
avoid contaminations. 
1 Cover the plate and mix for 9@ minutes on a microplate mixer. 
6 Decant, then wash. For assays using centrifuged blood supernatants, wash each well 
4 times with 2@@ _l Buffered Wash Solution. For assays using resuspended blood, 
wash 5 to 6 times with 300 µl per well. 
If this step is performed manually, remove as much moisture as possible during the 
decantingI this will greatly enhance precision. A technical Data Sheet describing the 
procedure in detail is available on reEuest. 
Before adding the TMBLSubstrate solution, tap the plate face down on adsorbant 
paper to shake off all residual droplets, being careful not to dislodge the strips from 
the frame. 
< Add -@@ _l of TMB/Substrate Solution to every well. 
> Incubate without shaking for 2@ minutes in the dark. 
9 Add 1@ _l of Stop Solution to every well. 
Tapping the plate gently after the addition of Stop Solution will aid mixing and 
improve precision. The Stop Solution is acidic. 
Oandle carefully, and use safety gloves and eye protection. 
"@ Read at 450 nm, within "1 minutes of adding Stop Solution 
 
 
 
 
>#    )6T6 6%64?S$S 6%) 6SSOC$6T0) 0''O'S 

 
The Endotoxin Controls and a negative control (saline) should routinely be assayed in 
each run. 
The assay should be considered acceptable only if the following  criteria are met: 
. 
The mean OD of the 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control exhibits an OD that is greater than 
1.6x the mean ODf the negative saline control. 
 
The OD of the PPC satisfies the requirement stated in the Interference testing for 
products. 
 
 
 
$nterPerence testing Por products 
 
6# [uantitative $PT assayZ 
 
There is no interference if  
 
@#1 \ the median 0C"]@ a median interPerence test  a -\ median 0C"]@ 
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If the median assay result (in terms of OD) falls outside the 50 to 200% range of the 
median of the incubation of the 1,0 EU/ml control in the absence of sample, repeat the 
experiment using 100 µl of diluted sample until it yields an OD reading inside the 
range. (Dilute the sample with saline, e.g. 1:10, 1:100, etc.). Samples exhibiting 
interference should be assayed at the lowest dilution not causing interference. 
 
B# Threshold $PT assayZ 
 
There is no interference if 
 
@#1 \ the median 0C @]1 median interPerence test a -\ median 0C @]1 
 
 
=+)';<;')6)*$+ 
 
6# [uantitative $PT assay 
bbbbbbbbbbb 
 
B# Threshold $PT assay Trabbit eUuivalent testC 
 
The results are given as positive or negative (non-pyrogenic). A sample is considered 
positive if the mean OD of the sample is equal or greater than the mean OD of the 0.5 
EU/ml standard. 
 
 
 
9#        P'0)$CT$O% 5O)04 
 
Rabbits are likely to develop fever if tested with 10ml/kg of the sample if 
 
 O) Sample c O) mean T@#1 00UC 
 
 
 
"@# H064TH S6F0T? 6%) 0%:$'O%50%T 
 
 
· For in vitro use only. 
· Do not use reagents beyond their expiration dates. 
 
 
Bio-SaPety 
Human blood has to be considered infectious and handled accordingly. 
This kit contains components of human origin which, when tested by FDA-approved 
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methods, were found non-reactive for hepatitis B surface antigen and for HIV 
antibody. No known tests can guarantee, however, that products derived 
from human blood will not be infectious. Handle, therefore, as if capable of 
transmitting infectious agents. 
. 
 
 
Stop Solution and T5B3Substrate Solution 
Avoid contact with the Stop Solution, which is acidic. Wear gloves and eye 
protection. If this reagent comes into contact with skin, wash thoroughly with water 
and seek medical attention, if necessary. The reagent is corrosive; therefore, the 
instrument employed to dispense it should be thoroughly cleaned after use. The 
TMB/Substrate Solution contains peroxide. Since peroxides are strong oxidizing 
agents, avoid all bodily contact with the TMB/Substrate Solution
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""#           6%%0A   TPipetting scheme Por the whole blood assayC 
 
Part "Z Whole blood stimulation Tall values in _lC 
 
Tube 
account 

Stimulation 
sample 

saline Endotoxin 
Control  
(0.5 EEU) 

Endotoxin 
Control  
(1 EEU) 

Endotoxin 
Control  
(2 EEU) 

LTA 
control

Test 
sample 

Donor 
blood 

3 Endotoxin Control 
(0.5 EEU) 

1000 100 - -  - 100 

2 Endotoxin Control 
(1 EEU) 

1000 - 100 -  - 100 

2 Endotoxin Control 
(2 EEU) 

1000 - - 100  - 100 

2 LTA control 1000    100  100 
3 Blank (0) 1100      100 
3 Interference test,  900 100 - -  100 

(diluted) 
100 

3 Test samples 1, 2, 
3 

1000 - - -  100 100 

 
 
Incubate 
overnight 
at 37°C 

Mix the samples. 
Centrifuge for 2 
minutes at 10000 x g 
(if necessary). 
Take 150 µl from the 
supernatant. 
Test immediately 
with the ELISA 
system or store at-20 
°C. 
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Part -Z Procedure Tall values in _lC 
 
Well Supernatants 

from 
Stimulation 

Enzyme-
labeled 
Antibody 

 Substrate  Stop 
solution 

 

D2, E2, 
F2 
(Blank) 

100 150 200 50 

EC: see 
template 
schedule 

100 150 

Incubate 90 min at 
RT on a plate 
mixer at 350-400 
rpm. Decant.Wash 
4 times with 300 
µl Buffered Wash 
Solution 

200 50 

G1, G2 
(LTA 
control) 

100 150  200 50 

Samples: 
see 
template 
schedule 

100 150  200 

Incubate 
30 min 
at RT 

50 

Read at 
450 nm 
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THIS SOP WAS AMENDED FOR THE VALIDATION PHASE ONLY. IT 

DOES THEREFORE ONLY REPLACE THE PREVIOUS VERSION FOR 

THIS SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The whole blood pyrogen test (in vitro pyrogen test IPT) is a two-part assay for the 

detection of pyrogenic contamination. It involves incubation of the sample with 

human blood, followed by an enzyme immunoassay for the measurement of IL-1b. 

A pyrogen is a substance that causes fever. Bacterial contaminations, which contain 

exogenous pyrogens, can be deadly. This problem is of great significance for drug 

safety. 

Also, medical devices and biologically produced substances obtained from bacteria 

and other microorganisms may cause release of endogenous pyrogens (e.g., IL-1b). 

Exogenous pyrogens include metabolic substances and cell-wall components of 

microorganisms. These substances are present during the "normal" course of an 

infectious disease. Infections by gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria are equal 

in frequency. Both of these bacterial types can activate the release of endogenous 

pyrogens, which cause fever through the thermoregulatory center in the brain. 

Although these reactions can occur during the "normal" course of an infectious 

disease, a deadly shock syndrome can occur in the worst case. 

Due to these risks, product safety legislation demands rigorous quality checks for 

pyrogenic contamination of drugs and devices intended for parenteral use. For 

example, testing in rabbits for medical end products is required in Germany. Products 

in development and a few end products are allowed to be controlled by the Limulus 

assay. The first pyrogen assay, based on human whole blood stimulation by pyrogens, 

was developed by Hartung et al. (3,4). 
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2. PURPOSE 

 

This assay simulates in vitro the normal human reaction to exogenous pyrogens. A 

few drops of human blood are mixed with the sample, and exogenous pyrogens in the 

sample are recognized by immunocompetent cells in the human blood. 

These cells release IL-1b, which is measured by an integrated ELISA system. 
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3. SCOPE / LIMITATIONS 

 

Limit of detection is ! 0,25 EEU/ml, not suitable for test samples interfering with 

blood cytokine release. 

 

THIS SOP WAS AMENDED FOR THE VALIDATION PHASE ONL_. IT DOES 

THEREFORE ONL_ REPLACE THE PREVIOUS VERSION FOR THIS SERIES 

OF EXPERIMENTS. 
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4. METHOD OUTLINE 

 

The procedure has two parts: 

1. Incubation of the sample with (diluted) human blood 

2. An enzyme immunoassay for the measurement of IL-1b. 

 

Ad 1) Blood incubation 

Diluted human whole blood is incubated for 10-24 hours together with saline and the 

sample in pyrogen-free reaction tubes and the supernatant is taken off for further 

examination. 

 

Ad 2) Capture of Endogenous Pyrogens (ELISA procedure) 

Samples (supernatants of blood stimulation) are distributed into the wells of a 

microplate which are coated with monoclonal antibodies specific for IL-1b. 

 

An enzyme-conjugated polyclonal antibody against IL-1b is added. During a 90-

minute incubation, a sandwich complex consisting of two antibodies and the IL-1b is 

formed. Unbound material is removed by a wash step. 

 

A chromogenic substrate (3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine, TMB) reactive with the 

enzyme label is added. Color development is terminated by adding a stop solution 

after 30 minutes. The resulting color, read at 450 nm, is directly related to the IL-1b 

concentration. Bi-chromatic measurement with a 600-690 nm reference filter is 

recommended. 
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5. DEFINITIONS / ABBREVIATIONS 

 

The following abbreviations are used in this work-book. 

 

Ab  antibody 
°C  degrees Celsius (Centigrade) 
EC            endotoxin control         
EEU  endotoxin equivalent unit 
ELISA  Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay 
EU  endotoxin unit of the international standard 
h  hour 
H2SO4  sulphuric acid 
IL  interleukin 
LPS  lipopolysaccharide (exogenous pyrogen from Gram-negative bacteria) 
LTA  lipoteichoic acid (exogenous pyrogen from Gram-positive bacteria) 
µl  microlitre 
mg  milligram  
ml  millilitre 
min  minute 
MVD  maximum valid dilution 
NaCl  sodium chloride, 0,9% 
nm  nanometre 
NPC  negative product control 
PPC  positive product control                  
OD  optical density 
rpm  rounds per minute 
RT  room temperature 
TMB   3,3´,5,5´-Tetramethylbenzidine 
WDB   wash/dilution buffer 
x g   x gravity 
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6. MATERIALS 

6.1. Materials required and not provided 

 

The components listed below are recommended, but equivalent devices may also be 

used: it is the users responsibility to validate the equivalence.  

For all steps excluding the ELISA procedure sterile and pyrogen-free materials have 

to be used (e.g. tips, containers, solutions). 

 

 

6.1.1 Materials for Blood Incubation 

 

Equipment  

· Incubator or thermoblock (37°C k 1°C)  

· Multipette or adjustable 100 to 1000 µl pipetters 

· Centrifuge (recommended) 

· Vortex mixer 

 

Consumables 

· Heparinized tubes for blood sampling (e.g. Sarstedt S-MONOVETTE 7.5 ml, 15     

   IU/ml Li-Heparin) 

· Sarstedt multifly needle set, pyrogenfree, for S-Monovette 

· 1.5 ml closable, pyrogen-free reaction tubes  

· Reservoir for saline 

· 12 ml (PS)or 15 ml (PP) tubes from greiner bio-one for dilution of substances 

· Sterile and pyrogen-free tips 100 µl and 1000 µl or 

· Combitips for multipette, 10 ml and 2,5 ml for pipetting saline and blood 
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6.1.2  Materials for ELISA procedure 

 

Equipment  

· Multichannel pipettor 

· Microplate mixer 

· Microplate washer 

· Microplate reader capable of readings at 450 nm (optional reference filter in the    

  range of 600-690 nm) 

· A software package for facilitating data generation, analysis, reporting, and quality  

control 

 

 

Consumables 

· Graduated cylinder and plastic storage container for Buffered Wash Solution  

· Tip-Tubs for reagent aspiration with Multichannel pipettor 

 

 

6.2. Materials Supplied in ELISA kit 

 

Components supplied in that kit are not interchangeable with other lots of the same 

components. 

IL-1b Ab-coated Microplate: One 96-well polystyrene microplate, packaged in a zip-

lock foil bag, with desiccant. The plate consists of twelve strips mounted in a frame. 

Each strip includes eight anti-IL-1b Ab-coated wells. Additionally, individual wells 

can be separated from the strip to enable the complete use of all the wells of a kit. 

Well positions are indexed by a system of letters and numbers (A through H, 1 
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through 12) embossed on the left and top edges of the frame. Store refrigerated: stable 

at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. 

Enzyme-Labeled Antibody : One amber vial containing 16 ml of liquid reagent, 

ready-to-use. The reagent contains horseradish peroxidase-labeled, affinity-purified, 

polyclonal (rabbit) anti-IL-1b antibodies, with preservative. Store refrigerated: stable 

at 2-8°C for 30 days after opening, or until the expiration date marked on the label. 

Do not free+e. 

Endotoxin Control: One vial of an endotoxin control. The control is supplied 

lyophilized. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the 

label. At least 30 minutes before use, reconstitute control vial with saline. Prepare 

serial dilutions in saline (see 7. Methods).  Mix by vortexing. After preparation, the 

stock solution can be stored (see 7. Methods). 

Saline: Three glass vials, each containing  pyrogen-free saline. This is intended for the 

dilution of donor blood samples and for reconstitution of the Endotoxin Control. Store 

refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. Use 

immediately after opening and discard unused volumes. 

TMB/Substrate Solution: Two amber vials, each containing 11 ml of a buffered 

reagent, ready-to-use. The reagent contains a hydrogen peroxide substrate and 

3,3´,5,5´-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB). Store refrigerated and protected from light: 

stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. Do not free+e. 

Buffered Wash Solution Concentrate: One vial containing 75 ml of a concentrated 

(10X) buffered saline solution, with surfactants and preservative. Using a transfer 

container, dilute the contents of the vial with 675 ml distilled or deionized water for a 

total volume of 750 ml. 

Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C for 7 days after preparation, or until the expiration 

date marked on the label. 

Stop Solution: One vial containing an acidic solution, for terminating the color 

reaction. The reagent is supplied ready-to-use. Handle with care, using safety gloves 
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and eye protection. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C for 8 weeks after opening, or 

until the expiration date marked on the label. 
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7. METHODS 

7.1. Blood Incubation 

 

"#$$% &$##'()*$+  

Collect blood by venipuncture into heparinized tubes. The blood collection system 

must be pyrogen-free. The procedure calls for 100 µl of heparinized whole blood per 

reaction tube. The blood can be stored in the collection tube at room temperature (15-

28°C) for 4 hours. Incubation of the sample should be started within this time. 

 

Note: 

1. Blood donors should show no evidence of disease or need of medication 

during the last two weeks. 

2. Each assay should include the Endotoxin Controls and the saline control in 

quadruplicate. 

3. Use disposable tip pipets to avoid contamination of reagents and samples. 

4. During ELISA procedure, the wells should be washed carefully. 

5. The test samples should be done in quadruplicate. 

6. The contents of the wells must be decanted or aspirated completely before 

pipetting wash solution. 

7. Deviations from the procedure (incubation time/temperature) may cause 

erroneous results. The ELISA procedure should be run without interruption. 

Diluted samples should be tested within an hour. 

 

 

,)$-./' $0 )1' 2342).+('2 

- please keep all substances at 4°C 
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,5*6*+/ $0 )1' 2342).+('2 

Part /0   

5 blinded spikes have been sent out by PEI 

They are bearing a code for  

a) the respective drug 

b) the test method, in this case WBT-KN 

c) a random blinding number 

 

- please pipet 500 µl of the respective substance into an Eppendorf tube 

- vortex the respective vial with the blinded spike for about 5 seconds 

- add 25 µl of the spike to the substance and vortex for another 5 seconds 

- perform the dilutions according to the instructions below 

 

 

7*#3)*$+ $0 )1' 2342).+('2 

 

- for dilution, please use either 12 ml or 15 ml tubes from greiner bio-one 

- each substance has to be vortexed for about 5 seconds immediately before     

  performing Step 3 of the Whole Blood Stimulation. 

 

Substance 1: Glucose 5% 

Maximum valid dilution =1:75; add 40 µl of substance to 2960 µl of saline 

 

Substance 2: EtOH 13% 

Maximum valid dilution = 1:37.5 ; add 80 µl of substance to 2920 µl of saline 

 

Substance 3: MCP 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:375; add 8 µl of substance to 2992 µl of saline 
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Substance 4: Orasthin 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:750: add 4 µl of substance to 2996 µl of saline 

 

Substance 5: Binotal 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:150; add 20 µl of substance to 2980 µl of saline 

 

Substance 6: Fenistil 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:187.5; add 16 µl of substance to 2984 µl of saline 

 

Substance 7: Sostril 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:150; add 20 µl of substance to 2980 µl of saline 

 

Substance 8: Beloc 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:150; add 20 µl of substance to 2980 µl of saline 

 

Substance 9: Drug A 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:37.5; add 80 µl of substance to 2920 µl of saline 

 

Substance 10: Drug B 

Maximum valid dilution: 1:75; add 40 µl of subsubstance to 2960 µl of saline 

 

 

Part 10 

(unblinded) 

- Positive Product Control (PPC) 

dilute the respective substance according to the instructions above 

vortex for about 5 seconds 

pipet 500 µl of the diluted substance into an Eppendorf tube 

add 25 µl of the unblinded PPC-LPS spike handed out by PEI 
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- Negative Product Control (NPC) 

dilute the respective substance according to the instructions above 

vortex for about 5 seconds 

pipet 500 µl of the diluted substance into an Eppendorf tube 

add 25 µl of saline 

 

 

8+%$)$9*+ %*#3)*$+ 0$- )1' 7$2':;'25$+2' &3-<' 

 

IPT assays must include the 0.5 EU/ml + saline control in quadruplicate. 

 

Dissolve the contents of the vial containing O113 provided by NIBSC with  5 ml of 

saline  yielding a stock solution of 2000 EU/ml. 

 

EC = Endotoxin Control, for use in the assay. 

 

Solution amount added 

to saline 

Volume of saline Resulting solution  

Stock (2000 

EU/ml) 

100 µl 900 µl 200 EU/ml 

200 EU/ml 100 µl 900µl 20 EU/ml 

20 EU/ml 100 µl 900 µl 2 EU/ml 

2 EU/ml 500 µl 500 µl 1 EU/ml (EC) 

1 EU/ml 500 µl 500 µl 0,5 EU/ml (EC) 

 

The stock solution of the Endotoxin Standard may be aliquoted ( e.g. 100 µl 

aliquots) and kept at –20 °C for up to 6 months. 
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Perform incubation of blood samples in 1.5 ml pyrogen-free reaction tubes. 

Preferably, use a laminar-flow bench? All consumables and solutions have to be sterile 

and pyrogen-free. 

 

Step 1: Draw up an incubation plan according to the template below 

  

Step 2: Add 1000 µl saline into each reaction tube. 

 

Step 3: Add 100 µl of Endotoxin Controls and negative saline control or samples in 

quadruplicate into the respective reaction tubes according to the prepared incubation 

plan. 

 

Step 4: Add 100 µl of donor blood, mixed by gentle inversion, into each reaction 

tube. 

 

Step 5: Close the tubes and invert them once or twice before starting the incubation. 

 

Step 6: Incubate the closed reaction tubes in an incubator or a heating block overnight 

(10-24 hours) at 37°C k 1°C. 

 

Step 7: Mix the incubation tubes thoroughly by inverting the tubes. Incubations are to 

be centrifuged for 2 minutes at 10.000 g and the clear supernatant is used for the 

ELISA procedure. Take aliquots of " 150 µl. 

 

The supernatants can be tested immediately by the EL?SA System or may be stored at 

B1CDE for testing at a later time. 
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Gree+e additional aliquots. 

 

 

7.2. ELISA Procedure 

 

All components must be at room temperature (15-28°C) before use. Do not thaw 

frozen specimens by heating them in a waterbath. The ELISA is carried out at room 

temperature. 

1 For control of the ELISA procedure, the stimulation supernatants of the Endotoxin 

Controls (EC) are used. 

2 Sample distribution: see Microplate Template below. 

 

A NPC 

(A) 

NPC 

(A) 

PPC 

(A) 

PPC 

(A) 

PPC 

(A) 

PPC 

(A) 

1 

(B) 

1 

(B) 

1 

(B) 

1 

(B) 

2 

(C) 

2 

(C) 

B NPC 

(A) 

NPC 

(A) 

1 

(A) 

1 

(A) 

1 

(A) 

1 

(A) 

2 

(B) 

2 

(B) 

2 

(B) 

2 

(B) 

2 

(C) 

2 

(C) 

C EC 

1,0 

EC 

1,0 

2 

(A) 

2 

(A) 

2 

(A) 

2 

(A) 

3 

(B) 

3 

(B) 

3 

(B) 

3 

(B) 

3 

(C) 

3 

(C) 

D EC 

1,0 

EC 

1,0 

3 

(A) 

3 

(A) 

3 

(A) 

3 

(A) 

4 

(B) 

4 

(B) 

4 

(B) 

4 

(B) 

3 

(C) 

3 

(C) 

E EC 

0,5 

EC 

0,5 

4 

(A) 

4 

(A) 

4 

(A) 

4 

(A) 

5 

(B) 

5 

(B) 

5 

(B) 

5 

(B) 

4 

(C) 

4 

(C) 

F EC 

0,5 

EC 

0,5 

5 

(A) 

5 

(A) 

5 

(A) 

5 

(A) 

NPC 

(C) 

NPC 

(C) 

NPC 

(C) 

NPC 

(C) 

4 

(C) 

4 

(C) 

G saline saline NPC 

(B) 

NPC 

(B) 

NPC 

(B) 

NPC 

(B) 

PPC 

(C) 

PPC 

(C) 

PPC 

(C) 

PPC 

(C) 

5 

(C) 

5 

(C) 

H saline saline PPC PPC PPC PPC 1 1 1 1 5 5 
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(B) (B) (B) (B) (C) (C) (C) (C) (C) (C) 

 

A, B, C : e.g. Substances 1, 2, 3                               NPC: negative product control 

1-5 : blinded spikes 1-5                                            PPC: positive product control 

EC : Endotoxin Control 

 

 

 

 

3 Add 100 µl Enzyme-Labeled Antibody to every well 

4 Pipet 100 µl of supernatants of Endotoxin Controls, those of the negative saline 

control and of the samples into the wells prepared. 

Use a disposableBtip micropipet for the samplesJ changing the tip between each 

sample and controlJ to avoid contaminations. 

5 Mix for 90 minutes on a microplate mixer at 350-400 rpm. 

6 Decant, then wash. For assays using centrifuged blood supernatants, wash each well 

4 times with 300 µl Buffered Wash Solution. For assays using resuspended blood, 

wash 5 to 6 times with 300 µl per well. 

?f this step is performed manuallyJ remove as much moisture as possible during the 

decanting by inverting the washed microplate and tapping out the residual washing 

buffer on blotting paper or a paper towelJ being careful not to dislodge the strips from 

the frame. 

7 Add 200 µl of TMB/Substrate Solution to every well. 

8 Incubate without shaking for 30 minutes in the dark. 

9 Add 50 µl of Stop Solution to every well. 

Tapping the plate /'+)#@ after the addition of Stop Solution will aid mixing and 

improve precision. The Stop Solution is acidic. 

Mandle carefullyJ and use safety gloves and eye protection. 
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10 Read at 450 nm, within 15 minutes of adding Stop Solution. Bi-chromatic 

measurement with a reference wavelength of 600-690 nm is recommended. 

 

 

 

MINIMUM ASSAY SUITABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

 

The assay should be considered acceptable only if the following minimum criteria are 

met: 

 

The mean optical density of the 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control exhibits an OD that is 

greater  than 1.6 times the mean optical density of the negative saline control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. HEALTH SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

· For in vitro use only. 

· Do not use reagents beyond their expiration dates. 
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Bio-Safety 

Human blood has to be considered infectious and handled accordingly. 

 

 

 

Stop Solution and TMB/Substrate Solution 

Avoid contact with the Stop Solution, which is acidic. Wear gloves and eye 

protection. If this reagent comes into contact with skin, wash thoroughly with water 

and seek medical attention, if necessary. The reagent is corrosive; therefore, the 

instrument employed to dispense it should be thoroughly cleaned after use. The 

TMB/Substrate Solution contains peroxide. Since peroxides are strong oxidizing 

agents, avoid all bodily contact with the TMB/Substrate Solution 
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9. ANNEX   (Pipetting scheme for the whole blood assay) 

Part 1: Whole blood stimulation (all values in µl) 

 

Tube 

account 

 

Stimulation 

sample 

 

saline 

Endotoxin 

Control  

(0.5 – 1.0 

EU/ml) 

 

Test sample 

 

Donor blood 

 

 

4 

 

Endotoxin 

Control (0.5 – 

1.0 EU/ml) 

 

1000 

 

 

100 

-  

100 

 

4 

 

Blank (0) 

 

1100 

   

100 

 

 

4 

 

Test samples  

( 1-8) 

 

1000 

-  

100 

 

100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Incubate 

overnight at 

37°C 

 

 

 

Mix the samples. 

Centrifuge for 2 

minutes at 10000 x 

g (if necessary). 

Take 150 µl from 

the supernatant. 

Test immediately 

with the ELISA 

system or store at 

-20 °C. 
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Part 2: ELISA procedure (all values in µl) 

 

Well Supernatants 

from 

Stimulation 

Enzyme-

labeled 

Antibody 

 Substrate  Stop 

solution 

 

G/H 1/2 

(Blank) 

100 100 200 50 

EC: B-F 

1/2 

100 100 

Incubate 90 min at RT 

on a plate mixer at 350-

400 rpm. Decant.Wash 4 

times with 300 µl 

Buffered Wash Solution 

200 50 

Samples: 

see template 

schedule 

100 100  200 

 

 

 

Incubate 30 

min at RT 

50 

Read at 450 nm 

(600- 

690 nm reference 

wave-length recom-

mended) 
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1 Rationale for the Proposed Test Method 

1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1. Describe the historical background for the proposed test method, from original 
concept to present. This should include the rationale for its development, an overview of 
prior development and validation activities, and, if applicable, the extent to which the 
proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a validated test 
method with established performance standards. 
Pyrogens, a chemically heterogeneous group of hyperthermia- or fever-inducing 
compounds, derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi. Subjects react to such microbial 
products during an immune response by producing endogenous pyrogens such as 
prostaglandins and the pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-6 
(IL-6) and tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) (Dinarello, 1999). Depending on the type 
and amount of pyrogen challenge and the sensitivity of an individual, even life-
threatening shock-like conditions can be provoked. To assure quality and safety of any 
pharmaceutical product for parenteral application in humans, pyrogen testing is therefore 
imperative.  
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). For the rabbit pyrogen test, sterile test substances are injected 
intravenously to rabbits and any rise in body temperature is assessed. This in vivo test 
detects various pyrogens but not alone the fact that large numbers of animals are required 
to identify a few batches of pyrogen-containing samples argues against its use. In the past 
two decades, the declared intention to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has 
lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% by allowing to use the BET as an in vitro 
alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products (Cooper et al, 1971).  
Bacterial endotoxin, comprising largely lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from the cell wall of 
Gram-negative bacteria that stimulates monocytes/macrophages via interaction with 
CD14 and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) (Beutler and Rietschel, 2003), is the pyrogen of 
major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to its ubiquitous sources, its stability 
and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is detected by its capacity to 
coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the American horseshoe crab, 
Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago (Levin and Bang, 1964). 
In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after drawing about 20% of 
their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, the procedure still 
causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds to even more 
efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, habitat 
loss and pollution (http://www.horseshoecrab.org/).   
As with the rabbit test the general problem of translation of the test results to the human 
fever reaction persists. Moreover, although being highly sensitive, the failure of the BET 
to detect non-endotoxin pyrogens as well as its susceptibility to interference by e.g. high 
protein or lipid levels of test substances or by glucans impedes full replacement of the 
rabbit pyrogen test. Hence, hundreds-of-thousands rabbits per year are still used for 
pyrogen testing.  
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A test system that combines the high sensitivity and in vitro performance of the BET test 
with the wide range of pyrogens detectable by the rabbit pyrogen test is therefore 
required in order to close the current testing gap for pyrogen and to avoid animal-based 
tests. With this intention and due to improved understanding of the human fever reaction 
(Dinarello, 1999), test systems based on in vitro activation of human monocytes were 
developed. First efforts date back about 20 years, when peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) were used to detect endotoxin by monitoring the release of pyrogenic 
cytokines (Duff & Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et al, 1984). Meanwhile, a number of different 
test systems, using either whole blood, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) or 
the monocytoid cell lines MONO MAC 6 (MM6) or THP-1 as a source for human 
monocytes and various read-outs were established (Poole et al., 1988; Ziegler et al, 1988; 
Tsuchiya et al, 1980; Hartung & Wendel, 1996; Hartung et al, 2001; Poole et al, 2003). 
These test systems were validated with the aim of developing a tool for formal inclusion 
into Pharmacopoeias, an important basis for implementing novel alternative pyrogen tests 
for product-specific validation. 
 
1.1.2 Summarize and provide the results of any peer review conducted to date and 
summarize any ongoing or planned reviews. 
All of the five methods are currently under peer review of the ECVAM Scientific 
Advisory Committee.  
 
1.1.3 Clearly indicate any confidential information associated with the test method; 
however, the inclusion of confidential information is discouraged. 
This document does not contain any confidential information. 

1.2 Regulatory rationale and applicability 
1.2.1 Describe the current regulatory testing requirement(s) for which the proposed test 
method is applicable. 
To assure quality and safety of pharmaceutical products for parenteral application in 
humans, pyrogen testing is imperative. Depending on the drug, one of two pyrogen tests 
is currently prescribed by the European Pharmacopoeia, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and 
the bacterial endotoxin test (BET), and other national and international guidelines. 
 
1.2.2 Describe the intended regulatory use(s) (e.g., screen, substitute, replacement, or 
adjunct) of the proposed test method and how it will be used to substitute, replace, or 
complement any existing regulatory testing requirement(s). 
Dependent on the product and the presence of relevant clinical data on unexpected 
pyrogenicity of clinical lots, the proposed test method may be an alternative method for 
pyrogen testing, thus substituting the rabbit pyrogen test or the BET. In certain cases, the 
proposed test method may function as a supplementary test method to assess compliance 
to the licensing dossier. 
In case the proposed test method is an alternative for pyrogenicity testing, a thorough 
cross-validation between the proposed test method and the original method for the 
specific medicinal product is warranted. In case the proposed test method is an adjunctive 
test to screen for (unexpected) pyrogenic lots, alert and alarm limits may be established 
based on consistency of production lots or (preferably) based on actual clinical data. 
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1.2.3 Where applicable, discuss the similarities and differences in the endpoint measured 
in the proposed test method and the currently used in vivo reference test method and, if 
appropriate, between the proposed test method and a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
The current in vivo method (rabbit test), as described in the pharmacopoeia, and the 
proposed in vitro test method each determine very different end-points, though the 
biochemical origins of the response are similar. 
The in vivo method more resembles a black box, and determines the total rise in body 
temperature (fever induction) of the animals subjected to the medicinal product, as a 
result of pyrogens (if any) present in the product. 
The proposed test method CRYO WB/IL-1 is an in vitro model for the fever response 
mechanism. It determines the release of cytokines by monocytoid cells into the culture 
medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. 
It is these cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
Main differences between the in vivo and in vitro methods are that the latter is 
quantitative and uses cells of human origin, thus better reflecting the physiological 
situation. 
 
1.2.4 Describe how the proposed test method fits into the overall strategy of hazard or 
safety assessment. If a component of a tiered assessment process, indicate the weight that 
should be applied relative to other measures. 
The proposed test method CRYO WB/IL-1 may be applied for those medicinal products 
for which the rabbit test is the only or most reliable method for pyrogenicity testing, since 
a) the medicinal product is not compatible with the BET or b) the medicinal product 
contains pyrogens other than Gram-negative endotoxin. 
Limit concentrations for pyrogens are established based on consistency lots or actual 
clinical data or, in the case of endotoxin the endotoxin limit concentration (ELC) as 
defined for many medicinal products. 

1.3 Scientific basis for the proposed test method 
1.3.1 Describe the purpose and mechanistic basis of the proposed test method. 
The proposed in vitro method is intended to determine the presence of pyrogens in 
medicinal products for parenteral use. The proposed test method is an in vitro model of 
the human fever response. It determines the release of cytokines upon the interaction of 
pyrogens and specific Toll-like receptors on the monocytoid cells (Beutler and Rietschel, 
2003). These cytokines trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
1.3.2 Describe what is known and not known about the similarities and differences of 
modes and mechanisms of action in the proposed test method as compared to the species 
of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity testing). 
An important feature of the proposed test method is that it is based upon the use of 
monocytoid cells of human origin. It therefore by definition resembles more closely the 
actual response of humans. The two other test methods make use of either crustaceans 
(BET) or rabbits, both species more or less distinct from the human species. The response 
of humans, horseshoe crabs and rabbits toward Gram-negative endotoxin has been 
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studied extensively and the methods appear equivalent for this particular pyrogen 
(Cooper et al 1971; Greisman and Hornick, 1969). However, there are documented cases 
of medicinal products and specified pyrogenic substances that yield false-positive or 
false-negative results in either test method. Since the proposed test method is based on 
human cells, it may therefore predict more accurately the pyrogenicity of such substances 
in humans. 
 
1.3.3 Describe the intended range of substances amenable to the proposed test method 
and/or the limits of the proposed test method according to chemical class or 
physicochemical factors. 
The proposed test method is intended for the assessment of pyrogens in all parenteral 
medicinal products for human use, chemical or biological and including raw materials, 
bulk ingredients and excipients. Use of the proposed test method in testing environmental 
samples or medicinal products is suggested and may be feasible, but substantiating data 
are as yet limited or absent. 
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2 Test Method Protocol Components 

2.1 Overview of test method. 
Provide an overview of how the proposed test method is conducted. If appropriate, this 
would include the extent to which the protocol for the proposed test method adheres to 
established performance standards. 
 
A highly detailed protocol describing the proposed test method (Detailed protocol CRYO 
WB/IL-1: Human Whole Blood Pyrogen Test in 96-well Plates Using Fresh or 
Cryopreserved Blood; electronic file name: SOP CRYO WB IL 1) is attached in Appendix 
A of this Background Review Document (BRD). It covers three variations to the 
preparation of the whole blood described under point 7: 7A - fresh blood using 96-well 
plates, 7B -cryopreserved blood according to the so called “PEI (Paul-Ehrlich-Institute, 
Langen, Germany) method” and 7C - cryopreserved blood according to the so called 
“Konstanz method”.  
The present BRD refers to the variation 7B; whereas theresults with variation 7A are 
included in Section 13 of BRD WB/IL-1 and variation 7C in Section 13 of this BRD.  
 
The CRYO WB/IL-1 test method is a two-part assay for the detection of pyrogenic 
contamination. The test protocol itself can be divided into the following two parts: 

1. Incubation of the sample with (diluted) human blood. 
2. An enzyme linked immunoassay (ELISA) for the measurement of IL-1β.  

 
Ad 1. 
Diluted human whole blood is incubated overnight (10-24 hours) together with saline or 
RPMI and the sample of interest in sterile and pyrogen-free microtiter plate and aliquots 
are taken for further examination. 
 
Ad 2. 
Samples (aliquots of blood stimulation) are distributed into the wells of a microtiterplate 
which are coated with monoclonal antibodies specific for IL-1β. 
An enzyme-conjugated polyclonal antibody against IL-1β is added. During a 90-minute 
incubation, a sandwich complex consisting of two antibodies and the IL-1β is formed. 
Unbound material is removed by a wash step. 
A chromogenic substrate (3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine, TMB) reactive with the 
enzyme label is added. Color development is terminated by adding a stop solution after 
30 minutes. The resulting color, read at 450 nm, is directly related to the IL-1β 
concentration. Bi-chromatic measurement with a 600-690 nm reference filter is 
recommended. 
 
The WHO-LPS standard (code 94/580, E.coli O113:H10:K-), was used throughout the 
validation. This standard is identical to USP Reference Standard Endotoxin (EC6). 
There are several possibilities to estimate the pyrogenic contamination of the preparations 
under test: 1) A quantitative estimation can be achieved by the construction of a dose-
response curve for endotoxin standard (e.g. 5.0, 2.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 EU/ml) versus 
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optical density (OD) value of the IL-1β ELISA. The contamination of the preparations is 
expressed in endotoxin–equivalent units. 2) A qualitative test can be achieved by the 
inclusion of an endotoxin threshold control (e.g. one fixed dilution of the standard curve) 
which allows for the classification in positive and negative samples (i.e. pyrogenic and 
non-pyrogenic samples). 3) A qualitative test can also be achieved by inclusion of an 
appropriate positive product control. 
A detailed description of analysis methods used during the validation of the test-method 
can be found in section 5 of the current BRD. 

2.2 Rational for selected test components 
Provide a detailed description and rationale, if appropriate, for the following aspects of 
the proposed test method: 
2.2.1 Materials, equipment, and supplies needed. 
The materials, equipment and supplies used for the CRYO WB/IL-1 test method are 
laboratory items that will be already available in a routine QC laboratory. There is no 
need for sophisticated or dedicated laboratory equipment throughout the test.  
For all steps in the procedure, excluding the ELISA procedure, the materials (e.g. tips, 
containers, solutions) which will be in close contact with samples and blood cells need to 
be sterile and pyrogen free. The materials, equipment and supplies are specified in the 
protocol given in Appendix A. It should be realized that equivalent devices may also be 
used and it is the user’s responsibility to validate the equivalence.  
 
Materials for part 1:  Blood Incubation with cryopreserved blood 
Equipment  
• Incubator (37°C + 5%CO2) 
• Multipette or adjustable 20 to 100 µl pipetters 
• Multicannel pipettor 8 or 12 channels) 
• Vortex mixer 
• Laminar flow bench (recommended) 
Consumables 
• Non-pyrogenic 96-well polystyrene tissue culture microtiter plate (Falcon, 353072) 
• Sterile and pyrogen-fee tips 20 and 100 µl. 
• Combitips for multipette, 1.0 ml and 0.5 ml 
• Reservoir for RPMI and saline 
• Non-pyrogenic test tubes, preferably 12 or 15 ml centrifuge tubes (Greiner) 

 
Materials for part 2: ELISA procedure 
Equipment  
• Multichannel pipettor 
• Microplate mixer 
• Microplate washer 
• Microplate reader capable of readings at 450 nm (optional reference filter in the range 

of 600-690 nm) 
• A software package facilitating data generation, analysis, reporting, and quality 

control 
Consumables 
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• Graduated cylinder and plastic storage container for Buffered Wash Solution 
• Tip-Tubs for reagent aspiration with Multichannel pipettor 
• Non-sterile pitpette tips 
• Non-sterile deionized water 
• The IL-1β-ELISA kit (commercially obtained), containing: 

- IL-1 antibody coated micoplates.  
- Enzyme labeled antibody.  Horseradish peroxidase-labeled, affinity-purified, 

polyclonal(rabbit) anti-IL-1β antibodies. 
- Endotoxin control. 
- Saline 
- TMB/Substrate solution 
- Buffered Wash Solution Concentrate (saline solution, with surfactants and 

preservative) 
- Stop Solution (acidic solution) 

 
2.2.2 Dose-selection procedures, including the need for any dose range-finding studies or 
acute toxicity data prior to conducting a study, if applicable. 
For every kind of test compound the interference with human blood and the Il-1β ELISA 
kit is determined. For this purpose, a preliminary “dose finding” test is conducted to 
establish a suitable (interference free) dilution for every new test compound. For the 
validation study (as described in section 4 of this BRD), the tested products were diluted 
according to their known ELC, which was usually far beyond interfering concentrations. 
The ELCs of the tested products or drugs were calculated according to the European 
Pharmacopoeia. 
 
2.2.3 Endpoint(s) measured. 
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. It 
determines the release of interleukin-1β (IL-1β) by monocytoid cells present in human 
blood. IL-1β is released into the culture medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and 
specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. The measured endpoint IL-1β is one of the 
cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
2.2.4 Duration of exposure. 
The cryopreserved human whole blood is exposed to possible pyrogenic components in 
samples overnight (10-24 hours) in an incubator at 37°C + 5% CO2. The monocytoid 
cells produce endogenous pyrogens if triggered by pyrogens. Before transferring the 
stimulation aliquots onto the IL-1β  ELISA plate, the contents of the wells are thoroughly 
mixed. 
 
2.2.5 Known limits of use. 
The CRYO WB/IL-1 method described in the method protocol is not a finalized test 
system for the testing of all medicinal products. The method may be applied only to 
preparations that have been validated with this method, i.e. shown not to interfere with 
the blood and the IL-1β readout system at a specified dilution of the preparation. A 
paragraph describing the interference testing is included in the protocol (see Appendix 
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A). However, at this moment there are no medicinal products known that cannot be tested
with the method.

2.2.6 Nature ofthe response assessed.
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. Upon the
interaction of exogenous pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells
endogenous pyrogens (e.g. interleukins, TNF-a. and prostaglandins) are produced. In the
body the fever response is triggered by these endogenous pyrogens. Immunoreactive IL
113, the measured endpoint for the current method, is one of these endogenous pyrogens.

2.2.7 Appropriate vehicle, positive, and negative controls and the basisfor their
selection.
Throughout the development and validation phase the test compounds are diluted in 0.9%
(w/v) clinical saline. This 0.9% clinical saline is considered an appropriate vehicle as no
interference with active substances of a drug is to be expected.
In addition the test includes several controls.
A negative control; 0.9% clinical saline (sodium chloride)
A positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580, 0.5 EU/mt in clinical saline.
A negative product control: clean, released batch for each drug.
A positive product control: test item spike with WHO-LPS (code 94/580) at 0.5 EU/ml
The positive and negative controls are the same in every assay and are needed to establish
the sensitivity of the test system. In addition, a product-based set of controIs is used to
reveal product-related interference.

2.2.8 Acceptable range ofvehicle, positive and negative control responses and the basis
for the acceptable ranges.
A CRYO WBIIL-l assay is considered acceptable for further analysis if the mean 00
value of the positive control (0.5 EU/ml) exhibits an OD that is greater than 1.6 times the
mean OD over the negative control (0.9% clinical saline). The mean OD of the PPC is at
1.6 times the mean OD of the NPC or greater. The mean OD of the PPC has to be in the
50-200% range of the mean OD ofthe 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control. The mean OD ofthe
negative saline control is at 0.1 OD or lower. Moreover the response to different
concentrations of the positive control should show a dose response relationship. To be
able to quantify the responses to the positive control this should be well within the
maximum response that can be measured with the test system.

As regards the substances to be tested, for products with an established ELC, specified in
EU/ml, the product is diluted to its maximum valid dilution (MVD). The negative
product control should be negative at the MVD. The response to the positive product
control should be between 50% and 200% of the response to the positive control,
indicating a possible pyrogenicity can be detected using these conditions.

2.2.9 Nature ofthe data to be collected and the methods used/or data collection.
The raw data collected are the read-outs (absorbance) of the IL-l~ ELISA, measured by
an automated laboratory ELISA-plate reader. The wavelength is dependent on the
chromogenic substrate applied, but when using TMB, the ELISA-plate is read at a
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wavelength of 450 nm. Bi-chromatic measurement with a reference wavelength of 600-
690 nm is recommended.  
 
2.2.10 Type of media in which data are stored. 
Data are stored in electronic files (windows98 compatible software) and as hard copy. 
 
2.2.11 Measures of variability. 
As part of the development of the WB/IL-1 test method (using fresh blood, see BRD 
WB/IL-1) the intralaboratory repeatability was assessed by independent and identical 
replicated measurement of the different concentrations of WHO-LPS.  Furthermore, the 
limit of detection and its dependence from known but uncontrollable variables such us 
operator and blood donor were investigated.  These variables and the inherent variation of 
biological systems make up to the total variation of the method. However, this part of the 
development was performed with fresh whole blood samples in reaction tubes. This part 
of the analysis of the variability was not repeated for the CRYO WB/IL-1 test method in 
96-wells microtiter plates. However, while tested drugs spiked with LPS it is shown that 
the variability is comparable (one blinded experiment performed in three laboratories). 
 
2.2.12 Statistical or nonstatistical methods used to analyze the resulting data, including 
methods to analyze for a dose-response relationship. Justify and describe the method(s) 
employed. 
All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound with cryopreserved 
blood from one batch on one plate. A standard curve in quadruplicate, using the 
International Standard for Endotoxin (calibrated in EU) is included. The assay should 
fulfill the minimum assay suitability requirements as detailed in the SOP.  This includes 
the following criteria: The mean OD of the 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control is at 1.6 times 
the mean OD of the negative saline control or greater. The mean OD of the PPC is at 1.6 
times the mean OD of the NPC or greater. The mean OD of the PPC has to be in the 50-
200% range of the mean OD of the 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control. 
The further analysis of the data was performed according to the procedure described in 
section 5.3 of the current CRYO WB/IL-1 test method. 
 
2.2.13 Decision criteria and the basis for the prediction model used to classify a test 
chemical (e.g., positive, negative, or equivocal), as appropriate. 
A prediction model (PM) was developed in order to classify substances as “pyrogenic for 
humans” or “non-pyrogenic for humans”. To be able to define a dichotome result in the 
alternative pyrogen test, a threshold pyrogen value of 0.5 EU/ml was chosen. This 
threshold value was based on historical data with rabbits (described in section 4.1). The 
suitability of the PM was assessed by testing substances which were artificially 
contaminated with endotoxin (substances are described in section 3.2 and 3.3).  
The statistical approach, including quality criteria, is detailed in section 5.3  
 
2.2.14 Information and data that will be included in the study report and availability of 
standard forms for data collection and submission. 
Raw data were collected using a standard form. These were submitted to the quality 
department of ECVAM. 
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2.3 Basis for selection of this test method 
Explain the basis for selection of the test method system. If an animal model is being 
used, this should include the rationale for selecting the species, strain or stock, sex, 
acceptable age range, diet, and other applicable parameters. 
In view of the shortcomings of the rabbit pyrogen test and the BET test, in vitro pyrogen 
tests that utilize the exquisite sensitivity to exogenous pyrogen of monocytoid cells have 
been proposed.  In such tests, products are incubated with human cell and the conditioned 
media assayed for pyrogenic cytokines (Duff & Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et al., 1984; 
Poole et al., 1988; Poole et al, 1989; Hansen and Christensen, 1990; Taktak et al., 1991; 
Bleeker et al., 1994). 
The human whole blood assay was developed as a real in vitro alternative to the rabbit 
pyrogen test. The basic idea was to mimic the fever reaction in humans. In general, the 
detection of exogenous pyrogens (e.g. endotoxin) by blood cells causes them to release 
endogenous pyrogens like IL-1, IL-6 and TNF � . These cytokines affect the thermal 
regulation centre in the brain and increase the body temperature by changing its set point.  
In the past, several test methods have been developed that use the sensitivity of human 
peripheral blood monocytes to exogenous pyrogens. In an attempt to increase the 
sensitivity of these tests the monocytes/leukocytes were isolated from whole blood. In 
addition, various cell lines, which retain monocytoid characteristics, including the 
capacity to synthesize and secrete pyrogenic cytokines, have been studied.  
 
However, the isolation of monocytes/leukocytes from whole blood as well as the 
maintenance of a cell-line is labour–intensive and time–consuming, technically 
sophisticated and requires expensive reagents. It is clear that using whole blood implies 
considerably simplified handling and that costs are limited. In an early stage of 
development of the assay, interleukin-1�  was most promising as the endogenous pyrogen 
used as the readout.  In addition, a standardised version of the test in form of an 
interleukin-1�  kit is commercially available. 
 
Fresh whole blood samples must be used with 4 hours after collection, which put logistic 
constrains on the WB/IL-1 assay.  The method is limited by the availability of freshly 
drawn blood, putative safety concerns in the case of infected donors and interindividual 
donor differences. To overcome these limitations a method was developed  and optimized 
to produce batches of cryopreserved blood that can be used directly after thawing without 
any washing steps. Applying cryopreserved blood (stored at -80oC or liquid nitrogen) 
considerably improves the flexibility of the WB/IL-1 test method. 

2.4 Proprietary components 
If the test method employs proprietary components, describe what procedures are used to 
ensure their integrity (in terms of reliability and accuracy) from “lot-to-lot” and over 
time. Also describe procedures that the user may employ to verify the integrity of the 
proprietary components.  
 
T. Hartung and A. Wendel are named as inventors in 436518000 (USPTO) 04/28/05 - 
Test procedure with biological system - Preparations containing deep-frozen blood are 
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used for test procedures for determining blood response.  
 
It is stated in the method protocol that components supplied in the IL-1�  - ELISA kit are 
not interchangeable with other lots of the same components. Including the appropriate 
positive and negative controls in each run ensures the reliability and accuracy of the 
CRYO WB/IL-1 test method. As a positive control a specified amount of the Endotoxin 
Standard is used.  Minimum assay suitability requirements are set and are described in 
the SOP (also summarized in section 2.2.12 of this BRD). 

2.5 Replicates 
Describe the basis for the number of replicate and repeat experiments; provide the 
rationale if experiments are not replicated or repeated.  
All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound on one plate. Outliers 
are rejected only after checking according to the Grubbs test (p>0.05). Four replicates is 
considered the minimal amount for the Grubbs test.  
 
During the development phase of the WB/IL-1 test method, the intralaboratory 
reproducibility as well as the interlaboratory reproducibility of the WB/IL-1 test method 
was established by applying repeated experiments (described in WB/IL-1 BRD). The test 
method reliability (repeatability /reproducibility) was shown to be satisfactory while 
using freshly drawn blood. As only the fresh blood was replaced by cryopreserved blood 
it was considered feasible to accept this result for the CRYO WB/IL-1 as well. Therefore 
the accuracy of the CRYO WB/IL-1 while testing pharmaceutical substances (detailed in 
table 3.3.1) was established by performing single experiment in three participating 
laboratories (described in section 6 and 7).  It is shown that accuracy of the CRYO 
WB/IL-1 method applying cryopreserved blood is indeed comparable with the WB/IL-1 
applying freshly drawn blood. Appendix D includes data on the intralaboratory 
reproducibility of CRYO WB/IL-1 and KN CRYO WB/IL-1 (Section 13) during their 
development phase. 

2.6 Modifications applied after validation 
Discuss the basis for any modifications to the proposed test method protocol that were 
made based on results from validation studies.   
The proposed test method protocol has not been modified during or after validation. 

2.7 Differences with similar test methods 
If applicable, discuss any differences between the protocol for the proposed test method 
and that for a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Not applicable. 
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3 Substances Used for Validation 

3.1 Selection of substances used 
Describe the rationale for the chemicals or products selected for use in the validation 
process. Include information on the suitability of the substances selected for testing, 
indicating any chemicals that were found to be unsuitable. 
Selected test items were medicinal products available on the market. Released clinical 
batches were considered clean, i.e. containing no detectable pyrogens. To test the 
specificity, sensitivity and the interlaboratory reproducibility of the proposed test method, 
the products were spiked with pyrogen. For the present studies endotoxin (LPS) was 
selected as the model pyrogen, since it is well defined, standardized and readily available. 
 
For the sensitivity and specificity the test items were assessed at their MVD. The MVD is 
the quotient of the ELC and the detection limit. The European Pharmacopoeia prescribes 
for various types of parenterals the amount of endotoxin that is maximally allowed in a 
medicinal product, i.e. the ELC, taking into consideration the dose, the route of 
administration and the dosing regimen of the product. 
The aim of the study was to discriminate between negative and positive samples. Based 
on the selected pyrogen threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples 
were defined as containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. Hence, to determine the MVD, the value 
of 0.5 EU/ml was defined as the detection limit. 
Test items were assessed as such (negative product control), spiked with endotoxin at 0.5 
IU/ml (positive product control) and after spiking with endotoxin at 5 levels (blinded 
samples). In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) 
were included to establish assay validity. 
 
For interlaboratory reproducibility, the test items were tested, at a predefined dilution 
above the MVD, independently in 3 different laboratories, 3 times each. Based on the 
selected pyrogen threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples were 
defined as containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. The test items were tested after spiking with 
endotoxin at four levels. For no other reasons but practical ones, i.e. availability of test 
materials, different test items were selected for this part of the validation study. 
 
It was determined earlier whether candidate test items interfered with the outcome of the 
proposed test method. Interference was considered when the response of endotoxin in the 
diluted test item was below 50% or above 200% of the response of endotoxin in saline 
(spike-recovery). It was shown that none of the test items interfered with the assay at the 
selected dilutions (data not shown). 

3.2 Number of substances 
Discuss the rationale for the number of substances that were tested. 
A total of 13 test items were selected for the validation study (see 3.3): 10 test items for 
determining sensitivity and specificity (table 3.3.1), 3 different test items for determining 
interlaboratory reproducibility (table 3.3.2). Test items and their spikes were 
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appropriately blinded by ECVAM before distribution to the participating testing 
facilities. 
 
For sensitivity and specificity, each test item was tested after spiking at its individual 
MVD. Hence they each came with their own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike solutions: 
0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. Simple logistics limited the amount of test items for 
this part of the validation study to 10. Since test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent test facilities, this yielded a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis. 
 
For reproducibility each test item was spiked at 4 different levels (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 
EU/ml) and tested at specified dilutions, 3 times at 3 laboratories.  

3.3 Description of substances used 
 
Table 3.3.1: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining sensitivity and specificity 

Drug code Source Agent Indication MVD 
(-fold) 

Glucose 
5% (w/v)  

GL Eifel Glucose nutrition 70 

Ethanol 
13% (w/w) 

ET B.Braun Ethanol diluent 35 

MCP® ME Hexal Metoclopramid antiemetic 350 
Orasthin® OR Aventis Oxytocin initiation of 

delivery 
700 

Binotal® BI Aventis Ampicillin antibiotic 140 
Fenistil®  FE Novartis Dimetindenmaleat antiallergic 175 
Sostril®  SO GlaxoSmithKline Ranitidine antiacidic 140 
Beloc®  BE Astra Zeneca Metoprolol tartrate heart dysfunction 140 
Drug A* LO - 0.9% NaCl - 35 
Drug B* MO - 0.9% NaCl - 70 

*Drugs A and B were included as saline controls using notional ELCs. 
Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
 
 
Table 3.3.2: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining reproducibility. 

Drug Source Agent Indication 
Gelafundin® Braun melsungen Gelatin Transfusion 
Jonosteril ® Fresenius Electrolytes Infusion 
Haemate ® Aventis Factor VIII Hemophilia 

Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
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3.4 Sample coding procedure 
Describe the coding procedures used in the validation studies. 
 
All test items are registered medicinal products and were obtained from a pharmaceutical 
supplier. Test items and endotoxin spiking samples were prepared, blinded where 
appropriate and coded under GLP. The blinding was performed by the quality assurance 
of ECVAM (Ispra, Italy). The Steinbein-Center InPut (University of Konstanz, Germany) 
was responsible for the preparation of samples and spikes and the subsequent shipment to 
each of the appropriate test facilities participating in the study. 
For the sensitivity and specificity part of this study, test items and their respective spikes 
(5 per test item) were all blinded. For reproducibility testing, only the spikes (4) were 
blinded, the test items were not. 

3.5 Recommended reference chemicals 
For proposed test methods that are mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, discuss the extent to which 
the recommended reference chemicals were tested in the proposed test method. In 
situations where a listed reference chemical was unavailable, the criteria used to select a 
replacement chemical should be described. To the extent possible, when compared to the 
original reference chemical, the replacement chemical should be from the same 
chemical/product class and produce similar effects in the in vivo reference test method. 
In addition, if applicable, the replacement chemical should have been tested in the 
mechanistically and functionally similar validated test method. If applicable, the 
rationale for adding additional chemicals and the adequacy of data from the in vivo 
reference test method or the species of interest should be provided. 
 
The reference pyrogen material used was the international endotoxin standard WHO-LPS 
94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-). Where appropriate, the material was diluted in clinical 
saline solution (0.9%(w/v) sodium chloride). The saline was also used as negative control 
(blank). 
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4 In vivo Reference Data on Accuracy 

4.1 Test protocol in vivo reference test method. 
Provide a clear description of the protocol(s) used to generate data from the in vivo 
reference test method. If a specific guideline has been followed, it should be provided. 
Any deviations should be indicated, including the rationale for the deviation. 
 
For ethical reasons, no rabbit pyrogen tests were performed for this study. However, Dr. 
U. Lüderitz-Püchel, Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, kindly provided historical data, 
accumulated over several years, from 171 rabbits (Chinchilla Bastards). The respective 
pharmacopoeiae do not prescribe a rabbit strain for the in vivo pyrogen test, but 
Chinchilla rabbits are reported as a relatively sensitive strain for pyrogen testing.  
 
The rabbits were injected with endotoxin and their rise in body temperature over the next 
180 minutes was recorded (figure 4.1.1). From these data it was established that 50% of 
the rabbits got fever when treated with endotoxin at 5 EU/kg (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). 
Fever in rabbits is defined as a rise in body temperature over 0.55°C. On the basis of 
these historical animal data and corrected for the maximal volume allowed in rabbits, i.e. 
10 ml per animal, a pyrogen threshold value of 0.5 EU/ml was defined for the PM in the 
proposed test method. 

4.2 Accuracy 
Provide the in vivo reference test method data used to assess the accuracy of the 
proposed test method. Individual human and/or animal reference test data, if available, 
should be provided. Provide the source of the reference data, including the literature 
citation for published data, or the laboratory study director and year generated for 
unpublished data. 
As mentioned, no animal studies were done for ethical reasons. However, a theoretical 
assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). Taking 
the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes into account 
(1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) and 
calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and defined 
threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen 
test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%.  
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Figure 4.1.1 Dose-temperature of standard endotoxin applied to Chinchilla Bastards (n=171). 
Rabbits were treated with 1 ml saline containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 EU of E. coli LPS (WHO-
LPS 94/580 (E.coli O113:H10:K)) and their body temperature was measured over 180 min. 
Linear regression analysis was performed after logarithmic transformation of the data. Data are 
shown as dots to which a jitter-effect was applied in order to be able to distinguish congruent 
data. The full line depicts the linear regression whereas the dashed lines represent the 95%-
confidence bounds. Furthermore, a horizontal line for a 0.55°C raise of temperature is added 
which is often defined as the rabbit threshold for fever. At the interception point of this line and 
the regression line 50% of the rabbits are to be expected to develop fever. 

4.3 Original records 

If not included in the submission, indicate if original records are available for the in vivo 
reference test method data. 
The recognition of pyrogenic substances as bacterial by-products and the identification of 
a variety of pyrogenic agents enabled the development of a proper test to demonstrate 
non-pyrogenicity of the pharmaceutical product. As early as the 1920s, studies were done 
to select the most appropriate animal model. Results indicated that most mammals had a 
pyrogenic response, but only a few, including rabbits, dogs, cats, monkeys and horses 
showed a response similar to that in humans. For practical reasons, other species but 
rabbits and dogs were considered not practical. In 1942, Co Tui & Schrift described that 
rabbits are less thermo-stable as compared to dogs. Hence, rabbits are more suited for the 
purpose of testing for the absence of pyrogens, since a negative result is more significant. 

4.4 Quality of data 
Indicate the quality of the in vivo reference test method data, including the extent of GLP 
compliance and any use of coded chemicals. 
Documented procedures were employed that were GLP-concordant. These were quality 
assured by quality assurance officers from ECVAM. 
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4.5 Toxicology 
Discuss the availability and use of relevant toxicity information from the species of 
interest (e.g., human studies and reported toxicity from accidental or occupational 
exposure for human health-related toxicity testing). 
Over time, a number of studies were done to correlate the rabbit test to pyrogenic 
reactions in humans. A conclusive study by Greisman and Hornick, published in 1969, 
who compared three purified endotoxin preparations (Salmonella typhosa, E. Coli and 
Pseudomonas) in New Zealand rabbits and in male volunteers, showed that the induction 
of a threshold pyrogenic response, on a weight basis, was similar to rabbit and man. At 
higher doses, rabbits respond less severe as compared to man. 

4.6 Background on assay performance 

Discuss what is known or not known about the accuracy and reliability of the in vivo 
reference test method. 
As mentioned, animal studies were not performed for ethical reasons. However, a 
theoretical assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al, 
2005a).Taking the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes 
into account (1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) 
and calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and 
defined threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit 
pyrogen test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%. 
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5 Test Method Data and Results 

5.1 Test method protocol 
Describe the proposed test method protocol used to generate each submitted set of data. 
Any differences from the proposed test method protocol should be described, and a 
rationale or explanation for the difference provided. Any protocol modifications made 
during the development process and their impact should be clearly stated for each data 
set. 
The detailed protocol used during the catch-up validation of the CRYO WB/IL-1 test is 
provided in Appendix A of this BRD. It covers the precise step-by-step description of the 
test method and lists the necessary reagents and laboratory procedures for generating 
data. For the sake of clarity the protocol contains a detailed description of spiking with 
WHO-LPS and the dilution of the samples applied during the catch-up validation. A 
summary of the sample preparation is presented in table 5.1.2. The analysis described in 
section 5.3 of this BRD was applied to the data produced during catch-up validation.  
 
The CRYO WB/IL-1 method was transferred from the developing laboratory (DL) to two 
other laboratories (denoted as naive laboratory 1 [NL1] and naive laboratory 2 [NL2]). 
All laboratories had to meet the validity criteria (minimum assay suitability requirements) 
as laid down in the SOP before the studies with medicinal substances were conducted. 
 
The interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 different medicinal 
substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 3.3.2, section 3.3.). 
Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test items were tested, at a 
predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 laboratories. Test items were 
tested after spiking with WHO-LPS at four different levels, the spikes were blinded and 
coded by QA ECVAM. In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 
EU/ml) in saline were included to establish assay validity. 
Although this part of the study was designed for assessment of interlaboratory 
reproducibility, a preliminary estimate of the accuracy could be derived from the data. 
Applying the PM to the results and evaluating the concordance in a two-by-two 
contingency table assessed accuracy. 

 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its 
individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in table 
3.3.1.). Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike solution, ensuring 
that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml 
respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample preparation 
was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in table 5.1.2). To put more 
weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by 
QA ECVAM. The raw data of the CRYO WB/IL-1 assay are shown in paragraph 5.2. 
Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results and evaluating the concordance 
in a two by two table. Intralaboratory reproducibility was (successfully) shown in 
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previous experiments with fresh whole blood samples and it is assumed that the 
variability was not affected by the change to cryopreserved blood assayed in 96-wells 
plates (see also Appendix D). Interlaboratory reproducibility was also assessed for the 
CRYO WB/IL-1 test method.  
 
Table 5.1.2: Sample preparation for the testing of 10 substances spiked with 5 different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS. 

unblinded blinded 
dilution of drug up to MVD 

  
spiking of undiluted drug: 0.5 ml each 

 
diluted 
drug 

NPC PPC  
+ 25 µl 

 
+ 25 µl 

 
+ 25 µl 

 
+ 25 µl 

 
+ 25 µl 

0.5 ml  + 25 µl 
 saline 

+ 25 µl  
PPC-LPS-

spike * 

of 
Spike 1 

of 
Spike 2 

of 
Spike 3 

of 
Spike 4 

of 
Spike 5 

  (final conc.  
= 50 pg/ml) 

dilution to MVD 
 

 test test test  test test test test 
* PPC-LPS-spike contains 1050 pg/ml = 21fold 50 pg/ml 

NPC = Negative Product Control, PPC = Positive Product Control, MVD = Maximal Valid 
Dilution 
 

5.2 Accuracy and reliability 
Provide all data obtained to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed test 
method. This should include copies of original data from individual animals and/or 
individual samples, as well as derived data. The laboratory’s summary judgment 
regarding the outcome of each test should be provided. The submission should include 
data (and explanations) from all studies, whether successful or not. 
See figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 for the prevalidation data. The data of the validation are 
presented as tabulated results in section 5.4.
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Figure. 5.2.1 Prevalidation data for the CRYO WB/IL-1 test method (Cryopreserved blood 
prepared by the PEI method). Three different drugs were spiked (blinded) with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively. Experiment was run independently at three different 
laboratories. Treatment and controls are abbreviated (J = Jonosteril;  G = Gelafundin ; H = 
Heamate. C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.2: Coefficient of variation (CV) of the prevalidation data (readout of IL-1�  ELISA) 
of CRYO WB/IL-1 test method. CV of the three different drugs spiked (with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively.  Experiment was run independently at three different 
laboratories (Konstanz, Qualis and PEI).   
Treatment and controls are abbreviated (J = Jonesteril;  G = Gelafundin ; H = Heamate. C- = 
negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 

5.3 Statistics 
Describe the statistical approach used to evaluate the data resulting from studies 
conducted with the proposed test method. 
A generally applicable analytical procedure was employed. This procedure includes a 
universal PM as well as quality criteria. First, a two-step procedure consisting of a 
variance-criterion and an outlier-test was applied. For this, the Dixon’s test (Barnett and 
Lewis, 1984), which is USP approved, was chosen with the significance level of α=0.01 
and applied to identify and eliminate aberrant data. 
 
Next, the negative and the respective positive control are compared to ensure a suitable 
limit of detection. For this, a one-sided t-test with a significance level of α=0.01 is 
applied to the ln-transformed data to ensure that the response to the positive control is 
significantly larger than that of the respective negative control. 
 
Finally, the samples are classified as either negative or positive by the outcome of a one-
sided version of the t-test, which is based on the assigned pyrogen threshold value. The 
final results will be given in 2 x 2 contingency tables (table 5.3.1). These tables allow for 
estimation of accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) and reproducibility of the proposed 
test method.  
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Table 5.3.1: 2x2 contingency table. 
pre-defined class 

(“truth”) 

 

1 0 

Σ 

1 a b a+b = n.1 Classification 

by test system 

and PM 0 c d c+d = n.0 

Σ a+c = n1. b+d = n0. n 

 
Accuracy: 
The most important statistical tool to determine accuracy (specificity and sensitivity) is 
the PM (Hothorn, 1995). In general, it is a statistical model, which classifies a given drug 
by an objective diagnostic or deciding rule. The objective of a dichotomous result 
requires a clear cut PM, which assigns a drug in one of the two classes “pyrogenic for 
humans” and “non-pyrogenic for humans”. Since a threshold pyrogen value will be used, 
a one-sided test is appropriate for the task. Because the data are normalised by a ln-
transformation, a t-test is chosen. Although the variances over the range of concentration 
converge by the transformation, the assumptions of equal variances do generally not hold 
true, because it depends on additional covariates. Therefore, the one sided Welch-t-test 
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) is applied. Due to the safety aspect of the basic problem, 
the hypotheses of the test are 
 

++ <> SjSSjS ii
HvsH µµµµ ::
10

, 

where 
...

µ  denotes the parameter of location of the respective ln-transformed distribution. 

This approach controls the probability of false positive outcomes directly by means of its 
significance level α, which is chosen as 0.01, because is assumes hazard, respectively 
pyrogenicity, of the tested drug in 

0
H , and assures safety, i.e. non-pyrogenicity. The test 

statistic is 
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The PM is built by means of the outcome of the test. Let 0 denote safety and 1 denote 
hazard. The classification of Si-j is then determined by 
 

Sij = 0, if  
2;99.0 !++

>
jiSSi nnjS tT , 

Sij = 1, else, 
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where 
2;99.0 !++ jiSS nnt  the 0.99-quantile of the t-distribution with +Sn + 2!jSin  degrees of 

freedom. The number of replicates for every control and sample, i.e. n…, was harmonised 
to be four. Due to the possibility of removing one observation by the outlier test, the 
number of replicates could be reduced to three. The classification of a version of a drug is 
regarded as an independent decision. Therefore, the niveau α is local.  
 
Finally, the classifications of the drugs will be summarised in 2x2 contingency table 
(table 3).  From these tables, estimates of the sensitivity (SE), i.e. the probability of 
correctly classified positive drugs and specificity (SP), i.e. the probability of correctly 
classified negative drugs, will be obtained by the respective proportions. Where 
 

SE = a / (a + c) * 100% 
and 

SP = d / (b + d) * 100%. 
 
Furthermore, these estimates will be accompanied by confidence intervals, which will be 
calculated by the Pearson-Clopper method [15]. For example, let SEp̂  denote the 

proportion, namely the sensitivity, under investigation. Then the confidence interval to a 
niveau α is calculated as 
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where F denotes the respective quantile of the F-distribution and n1. is the sample size of 
the positive drugs and a the number of correctly classified drugs. 
 
By contaminating the drugs artificially and by defining a threshold value, which is 
assumed to be appropriate, the class of a drug is determined beforehand. The versions of 
drugs, which are effectively contaminated, but below the threshold dose, are considered 
to be negative, respectively safe, because their contamination is not crucial for humans in 
terms of ELC. 
 
Reproducibility: 
The analysis of the interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three identical 
and independent runs conducted in each of 3 laboratories. The comparison of the three 
runs was carried out blindly such that the testing facility did not know the true 
classification of the sample, either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic. By this procedure only 
the randomness and reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic 
errors, which may have arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the 
samples. This means that if a sample was (mis)classified in all three runs the result is 
reproducible regardless of the (mis)classification of the sample. Therefore, a measure of 
similarity, i.e. complete simple matching with equal weights, was preferred to the 
coefficient of correlation for 2x2 contingency tables. 
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The study was designed as follows: each laboratory had to conduct three independent 
runs with the same 12 samples (3 test items with 4 blinded spikes each) and two controls, 
i.e. saline as a negative control (C-) and a 0.5 EU/ml LPS-spike in saline as a positive 
controls (C+). The samples were derived from the three substances Gelafundine, 
Haemate and Jonosteril. Per run, each substance was blindly spiked twice with saline, 
once with 0.5 EU/ml LPS and once with 1 EU/ml LPS, which resulted in a balanced 
design with regard to positive and negative samples, i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic, respectively. 
 
The three independent runs per testing facility provide the information on which the 
assessment of the intralaboratory reproducibility is based. The combined results of the 
three runs per testing facility were used to determine interlaboratory reproducibility. 
The correlation of the prediction (in terms if the Bravais-Pearson coefficient of 
correlation) between all runs is calculated, independent of whether that classification is 
true or false. A BP-correlation of 1 is calculated, if two runs gave exactly the same 
predictions for the twelve substances. If one run gives adverse classifications for all 
substances than the other, the correlation is –1. As these calculations do not need 
information of the true status of a sample, they were carried out blinded. 
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5.4 Tabulated results 
Provide a summary, in graphic or tabular form, of the results. 
See tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
 
Table 5.4.1: Results of prevalidation, testing of 3 spiked substances by the three involved 
laboratories. Classifications after applying the PM (compare to fig. 5.2.1) 
“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
 

Code  laboratory 
drug 

 

spike 

in EU Konstanz Qualis PEI 

J - 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 

 J - 0 (2) 0 0 0 0 

J - 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 
Jonosteril 

J - 1 1 1 1 1 

 G - 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 

 G - 0 (2) 0 0 0 0 

G - 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 
Gelafundin 

G - 1 1 1 1 1 

H - 0 (1) 0 0 0 0 
 H - 0 (2) 0 0 0 0 

H - 0.5 0.5 1 1 0 
Haemate 

H - 1 1 1 1 1 
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 Table 5.4.2:  Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples 
and spikes were blinded. Classifications after applying the PM (compare to fig. 5.2.7).  
 

drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI Qua Nov 

Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 CV 
 0.25 0 0 1 CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 1 1 
 0.50 1 0 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 nq 
 0.25 0 CV 1 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 
Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Glucose  5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 CV 0 0 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
"Drug A"  0.00 0 CV 0 nq 
0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.25 0 0 0 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 
MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 CV 1 CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
"Drug  B"  0.00 0 0 0 nq 
0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.25 0 0 0 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
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drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI Qua Nov 

 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 
Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
/Syntocinon 0.25 0 0 CV CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 0 nq 
 0.25 0 0 1 nq 
 0.50 1 0 1 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 

0 = considered/classified negative 
1 = considered/classified positive 
 
Grey shading indicates that for these drugs the PPCs did not qualify so that the PC was 
used in the PM. CV = sample showed a variability resulting in exclusion, i.e. CV > 45% 
and no significant outlier present.  
nq = not qualified according to quality criteria, i.e. failure of PPCs and PCs 
False classifications are in bold type. 
 

5.5 Coding of data 
For each set of data, indicate whether coded chemicals were tested, whether experiments 
were conducted without knowledge of the chemicals being tested, and the extent to which 
experiments followed GLP guidelines. 
Blinding of drugs and/or spikes is indicated with the data. 

5.6 Circumstances 
Indicate the “lot-to-lot” consistency of the test substances, the time frame of the various 
studies, and the laboratory in which the study or studies were conducted. A coded 
designation for each laboratory is acceptable. 
In each part of the study, all samples are derived from one (clinical) lot. 

5.7 Other data available 
Indicate the availability of any data not submitted for external audit, if requested. 
All relevant data were submitted with the present BRD. 
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6 Test Method Accuracy 

6.1 Accuracy 
Describe the accuracy (e.g., concordance, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative 
predictivity, false positive and negative rates) of the proposed test method compared with 
the reference test method. Explain how discordant results in the same or multiple 
laboratories from the proposed test were considered when calculating accuracy. 
Test method accuracy was assessed in two large scale experiments performed with the 
drugs outlined in table 3.3.1 and table 3.3.2 in section 3 respectively.  As described 
before, a prevalidation test was conducted with 3 different drugs and in the final 
validation experiment ten drugs were tested in the three participating laboratories.  From 
the first experiment a preliminary estimate of sensitivity and specificity can be calculated, 
whereas the second is regarded as the established accuracy for the CRYO WB/IL-1 assay. 
 
6.1.1 Preliminary estimate of the accuracy of the CRYO WB/IL-1 test. In the 
prevalidation phase of the study the developing laboratories (DLs) determined for each 
drug (outlined in table 3.3.2, section 3.3) the smallest dilution within the MVD that 
showed no interference or an acceptable degree of interference with the spike recovery.  
In general the lowest dilution of the sample allowing for a 50-200% spike recovery was 
chosen. In addition, the positive control (PC) set at 0.5 EU/ml saline was used as the 
classification threshold. The laboratory procedure as described in the method protocol 
was maintained throughout the study. Although it was realized there were some 
drawbacks to the concept for interference testing and applying the PC as a threshold, this 
small scale study allows for a preliminary estimate of the accuracy of CRYO WB/IL-1 
method. It has to be noted that this part of the study was designed to provide an estimate 
of the interlaboratory reproducibility. Therefore it will also be discussed in detail in 
section 7 (Test Method Reliability).  
 
According to the PM applied during an early phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) is related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then the sample is classified as positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, then the sample is classified as negative. While performing the experiments 
during this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing for a 50-
200% spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of 
the assay; a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according 
to the preliminary PM. In addition, due to unforeseen problems with the preparations of 
the spike, the recovery of the spikes was far below 100%. (This is outside the scope of 
the study and will not be discussed). As a consequence of the employed preliminary setup 
of the study the sensitivity will be underestimated, and the specificity will be 
overestimated. 
 
In short, three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
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pyrogenic respectively. These 12 samples were tested in three laboratories. In total there 
were 36 classifications in 3 laboratories. Results are described in detail in section 7.  A 
2x2 contingency table was constructed (table 6.1.1), from which the estimates of 
sensitivity and specificity can easily be derived. 
 
Table 6.1.1: 2x2 contingency table. The prediction model applied to a preliminary 
validation study. 
 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                +  17 0 16 
-  1 18 20 

Total  18 18 36 
 
The specifications of specificity and sensitivity described in section 5.3 were applied to 
these results. The specificity (Sp) of the CRYO WB/IL-1 assay is 100% 
(18/(18+0)*100%). The sensitivity (Se) calculated for this data set is 94.4% (17/(17+1) 
*100%). As outlined previously the specificity is overestimated and the sensitivity is 
underestimated as a result of the design of this part of the study. 
 
6.1.2 Test method accuracy of the proposed CRYO WB/IL-1 method. To assess 
accuracy of the proposed method, 10 substances (listed in table 3.1.1, section 3) were 
spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is negative). 
Thus, in total, 50 samples have been tested in each laboratory.  
To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its individual 
MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in section 3). Lesser 
dilutions were tested by the DL, and showed no interference. Therefore interference was 
not expected at the individual MVD. Each substance had their own specific set of 
endotoxin spike solution, ensuring that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 
0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description 
of the sample preparation was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in 
table 5.1.1 for convenience).  To put more weight to this part of the validation, the spikes 
were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to 
the results (summarized in table 5.4.2) and evaluating the concordance in this section in a 
two by two contingency table (table 6.1.2 and 6.1.3). As described above 10 substances, 
spiked with 5 different WHO-LPS concentrations were tested in three laboratories and 
consequently a maximum of 150 data were available for analysis. 
 
Of the 150 available data for the CRYO WB/IL-1 method, eleven sets of 4 replicates 
showed a high variability resulting in exclusion, i.e. CV > 45% and no significant outliers 
present. Therefore 139 data in total could be used to estimate the specificity and 
sensitivity of the CRYO WB/IL-1 method. The results are shown separately for each 
participating laboratory (table 6.1.2) as well as combined for all these laboratories (table 
6.1.2). 
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The specificity that can be estimated from the available results for DL, NL1 and NL2   is 
68.4%, 75% and 100% respectively  The estimated sensitivity of the CRYO WB/IL-1 
assay was excellent of all three participating laboratories:  93.3%, 100% en 100% 
respectively (calculated from results in table 6.1.2). 
 
Table 6.1.2:  2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the CRYO WB/IL-1 test 
result of 10 different substances assessed in three different  laboratories. Results of each 
laboratory separately (DL, NL1 and NL2= PEI, Qualis and Novartis respectively). 
 
Results DL  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

28 0 28 PM                  +  
-  2 16 18 

Total  30 16 46 
 
 
Results NL1  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

30 6 36 PM                  +  
-  0 13 13 

Total  30 19 49 
 
 
Results NL2  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

17 2 19 PM                  +  
-  0 6 6 

Total  17 8 25 
 
 
The specificity of the combined results of the three laboratories of the assay is 81.4% 
(35/(35+8)*100%), 95% confidence interval [0.679-0.920].  The sensitivity equals 97.4% 
(75/(75+2) *100%), 95% confidence interval [0.907-0.997]. (Summarized in table 6.1.3 
and 6.1.4).   
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Table 6.1.3:  2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the CRYO WB/IL-1 test 
result of 10 different substances assessed in three different laboratories. Combined 
results. 
 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

75 8 83 PM                +  
-  2 35 37 

Total  77 43 120 
 
 
 
Table 6.1.3: Specificity and sensitivity of the CRYO WB/IL-1 assay 

 N total N correctly 
identified 

proportion 95% CI 
lower limit 

95% CI 
upper limit 

Specificity (Sp) 43 35 81.4% 0.679 0.920 
Sensitivity (Se) 77 75 97.4% 0.907 0.997 

 

6.2 Concordancy to in vivo reference method 
Discuss results that are discordant with results from the in vivo reference method. 
Not applicable. 

6.3 Comparison with reference methods 
Discuss the accuracy of the proposed test method compared to data or recognized 
toxicity from the species of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity 
testing), where such data or toxicity classification are available. This is essential when 
the method is measuring or predicting an endpoint for which there is no preexisting 
method. In instances where the proposed test method was discordant from the in vivo 
reference test method, describe the frequency of correct predictions of each test method 
compared to recognized toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 

6.4 Strength and limitations 
State the strengths and limitations of the proposed test method, including those 
applicable to specific chemical classes or physical-chemical properties. 
It appears the proposed test is applicable to most classes of medicinal products, at least 
those that are non- or low-toxic to cells in vitro. I addition, the test may be employed to 
assess pyrogenicity of various medical devices, such as (biological) bovine collagen bone 
implants. 

6.5 Data interpretation 
Describe the salient issues of data interpretation, including why specific parameters were 
selected for inclusion. 
No issues. 
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6.6 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results obtained with 
both test methods should be compared with each other and with the in vivo reference test 
method and/or toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 
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7 Test Method Reliability (Repeatability/Reproducibility) 

7.1 Selection of substances 
Discuss the selection rationale for the substances used to evaluate the reliability 
(intralaboratory repeatability and intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility) of the 
proposed test method as well as the extent to which the chosen set of substances 
represents the range of possible test outcomes. 
The rationale for the selection of the substances is described in section 3.3. In short: for 
the present studies endotoxin (WHO-LPS) was selected as the model pyrogen, since it is 
well defined biological standard and readily available. Selected test substances were 
medicinal products available on the market. These batches are released by the 
manufacturers and comply with the Marketing Authorisation file and European 
Pharmacopoeia. Therefore these batches are considered to contain no detectable 
pyrogens. To test the method reliability the medical products were spiked with endotoxin. 

7.2 Results 
Provide analyses and conclusions reached regarding the repeatability and 
reproducibility of the proposed test method. Acceptable methods of analyses might 
include those described in ASTM E691-92 (13) or by coefficient of variation analysis. 
 
Interlaboratory reproducibility. 
 
The interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed in a prevalidation test by testing 3 
different medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 
3.3.2, section 3.3.). Test substances and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test 
substances were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 
different laboratories, 3 times each. The three test substances were spiked with WHO-
LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples 
with a balanced design with regard to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples 
expected to be pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic respectively. In addition a negative control 
(saline) and positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) were included to establish assay 
validity. To avoid interference, the DL performed interference testing in terms of the 
BET, i.e. 50-200% spike recovery, and decided on the dilution of the test substances. 
Dilutions chosen for Gelafundine, Haemate, Jonosteril were 1:2, 1:20 and 1:2 
respectively.  
 
For the CRYO WB/IL-1 test method, the coefficient of variation (CV) of the 
prevalidation test was assessed. The prevalidation test, three different drugs spiked with 
WHO-LPS (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 or  1.0 IU/ml), was run independently at three different 
laboratories (Konstanz, Qualis and PEI).  The CVs were calculated for each treatment or 
control for all laboratories (shown in figure 5.2.2). While the major part of the CVs was 
smaller than 30%, four samples (Konstanz: both G-0; Qualis:J-0, H-0) showed a CV 
larger than 45%. In all of these, one replicate was much larger than the others, which 
gave very low responses (less than 0.02 OD).   
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Also for the fresh blood WB/IL-1 test, described in a separate BRD, it was concluded that 
the coefficient of variation for the sets of four replicates in the WB/IL-1 assay is usually 
below 45%. This is considered acceptable for a biological assay. To harmonize the 
acceptance criteria between different variations of the WB/IL-1 test, the coefficient of 
variation was arbitrarily set at CV<45% for the CRYO WB/IL-1 test. 
The intralaboratory reproducibility of the CRYO WB/IL-1 test method is not assessed in 
this study (see Appendix D), but is considered to be similar to the WB/IL-1 test method 
(using fresh blood and conducted in test tubes) and therefore acceptable. As the 
interlaboratory reproducibility (usually worse than the intralaboratory reproducibility) is 
indeed shown to be satisfactory for the CRYO WB/IL-1 method presented in this BRD, 
this assumption was proven to be valid. 
The analysis of the interlaboratory reproducibility could be assessed from the identical 
and independent runs conducted in the three laboratory. The three runs was carried out 
blindly such that the laboratory did not know the true classification of the sample (either 
pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic). By this procedure only the randomness and reproducibility 
of the methods was assessed and not systematic errors, which may have arisen from other 
sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the samples. This means that if a sample was 
misclassified in all three laboratories the result is 100% interlaboratory reproducible 
(regardless of the misclassification of the sample).  
According to the preliminary PM applied during this phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) was related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then sample is classified as being positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, sample is classified as negative (positive/pyrogenic = 1, negative/non-
pyrogenic = 0).  ( NB. During this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between 
interference testing and the PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the 
sample allowing 50-200% spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a 
flawless repeatability of the assay, a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be 
classified as negative according to the preliminary PM.) 
The interlaboratory reproducibility of the CRYO WB/IL-1 method was assessed by 
comparing the results of the preliminary test of the three laboratories. The measure of 
similarity is the proportion of equally classified samples. These proportions are 
summarized in table 7.2.3, and indicate that there is a good interlaboratory reproducibility 
for the CRYO WB/IL-1 test of at least 91.7%.  
 

 

Table 7.2.3: Interlaboratory reproducibility assessed by interlaboratory correlations. Result 
of testing 3 substances (with four different spikes) by 3 laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL – NL1 91.7% 11/12 
DL – NL2 91.7% 11/12 

NL1 – NL 2 91.7% 11/12 
Mean 91.7%  

Same in three laboratories 83.3% 10/12 
DL = Konstanz; NL1 = Qualis; NL2 = PEI 
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Also from the result of the large scale study (testing 10 substances spiked with 5 separate 
spikes), the interlaboratory reproducibility can be estimated (table 7.2.4). None of the 
laboratories identified all samples correctly.  The reproducibility varied from 88.4% to 
100% between two laboratories. From the available results it can be concluded that also 
the reproducibility between all three participating laboratories was satisfactory: All three 
laboratories found the same result for 21 out of 24 samples (87.5%). 
 

 
Conclusion: The results of the prevalidation experiment indicated that the interlaboratory 
reproducibility was satisfactory. The reproducibility between two laboratories equals 
91.7% during prevalidation. This was confirmed in the validation study where the 
interlaboratory reproducibility ranged from 88.4% to 100%. All three participating 
laboratories predicted the same in 83.3% and 87.5% of the measurements respectively.  

7.3 Historical data 
Summarize historical positive and negative control data, including number of 
experiments, measures of central tendency, and variability. 
Not applicable. 

7.4 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the reliability of the two 
test methods should be compared and any differences discussed. 
Not applicable. 

Table 7.2.4: Interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing of 10 substances, spiked 5 
times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 84.4% 38 / 45 
DL -  NL2 87.5% 21 / 24 
NL1 – NL2 100% 25 / 25 

Mean 90.6%  
same result in all 

laboratories 
87.5% 21 / 24 

DL = PEI; NL1 = Qualis; NL2 = Novartis. 
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8 Test Method Data Quality 

8.1 Conformity 
State the extent of adherence to national and international GLP guidelines (7-12) for all 
submitted data, including that for the proposed test method, the in vivo reference test 
method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method. Information regarding 
the use of coded chemicals and coded testing should be included. 
The studies were done in accordance to the guidelines for GLP. Written protocols and 
approved standard operating procedures were followed during the entire course of the 
study. Deviations were recorded and, where appropriate, approved in amendments. All 
data are stored and archived. As mentioned, samples were appropriately blinded. 

8.2 Audits 
Summarize the results of any data quality audits, if conducted. 
No audits were conducted. 

8.3 Deviations 
Discuss the impact of deviations from GLP guidelines or any noncompliance detected in 
the data quality audits. 
Not applicable. 

8.4 Raw data 
Address the availability of laboratory notebooks or other records for an independent 
audit. Unpublished data should be supported by laboratory notebooks. 
All records are stored and archived by the contributing laboratories and available for 
inspection. 
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9 Other Scientific Reports and Reviews 

9.1 Summary 
Summarize all available and relevant data from other published or unpublished studies 
conducted using the proposed test method. 
Relevant data obtained with the WB/IL-1 using fresh blood (see BRD WB/IL-1) are 
described in a number of published studies and reports. The most important ones for this 
BRD are included in the Appendix B as hardcopies and referenced in Section 12, whereas 
for others only the references are given in section 14. In most of the study reports the 
WB/IL-1 is named in vitro pyrogen test or IPT. 
The establishment of the whole blood test as an alternative to the rabbit pyrogen test as 
well as the comparison to the BET is described below. 
Further applications were developed by adaptation to the basic whole blood test e.g. to 
measuring pyrogenic contaminations of medical devices and measuring the air quality in 
the working place and references are included in Section 14 in part 2 and 3.  
 
A total of 96 batches of parenteral pharmaceuticals from 21 indication groups were tested 
using the WB/IL-1 test and compared to data from the rabbit and BET test, if available 
(Jahnke et.al., 2000). For these batches of parenteral drugs it was shown that the results 
of the three methods correlate well. In one case (an amino acid-containing infusion 
solution) a pyrogen-containing batch was clearly detected by all three testing systems. 
The other parenteral pharmaceuticals remained negative in all assays. It is worth 
mentioning that all of the products could be tested with the WB/IL-1, in some cases after 
interfering factors had been excluded. A few drugs (e.g. dopamine) were found to affect 
the sensitivity of the WB/IL-1 and hence caused interference, but this could be overcome 
by diluting the drug.  
In a preliminary study (Fennrich et al., 1999), the suitability of the WB/IL-1 was tested 
by determining the LPS retrieval in spiked pharmaceutical samples at the border line 
concentrations given in the European Pharmacopoeia for endotoxins (ELC), which 
should be detectable also using the WB/IL-1 test.  
 
Human serum albumin belongs to those substances that still are tested in the rabbit 
pyrogen test. Spreitzer et al (2002) compared the sensitivity of the rabbit test with the 
WB/IL-1 using 29 defined human albumin samples: plain, spiked with 5 EU/ml and 10 
EU/ml respectively. The unspiked samples were negative in both assays. Both the 
borderline 5 EU/kg and the 10 EU/kg partially led to results with the rabbit test 
(conducted with 3 rabbits), which would cause further testing with additional animals.  In 
contrast, the WB/IL-1 test detected 100% detection of the 5 EU/ml and 10 EU/ml 
endotoxin spikes. The WB/IL-1 demonstrated at least the same level of safety for the 
products as achieved with the rabbit pyrogen test. After further dilution of the 29 spiked 
albumin samples to endotoxin levels of 0.5 EU/ ml, 18 samples were still positive in the 
WB/IL-1 assay but there were 11 negative results too.  
 
Schindler et al. (2003) directly compared the reactivity of human and rabbit blood in vitro 
towards Gram negative and Gram-positive stimuli using an in vitro whole blood test 
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(endpoint; IL-1) for both species. The reactivity of the two species towards LPS was 
found to be similar, whereas human blood was more sensitive for LTA (lipoteichoic acid) 
than rabbit blood.  The results suggested that the test with human blood to detect 
contaminations in e.g. parenteral drugs, might predict the human reaction to real life 
contamination better than the rabbit pyrogen test. 
A Gram-positive standard derived form B. subtilis has been developed by the same 
research group (University of Konstanz) and was reviewed in numerous different articles. 
This lipoteichoic acid is BET negative which however reacts positive in the WB/IL-1 
assay. Identification, isolation and purification of other Gram-positive stimuli are subject 
of ongoing research.  
It is stressed throughout these studies using whole blood that only healthy donors not 
taking any medication must be used for testing pharmaceuticals. Various drugs such as 
cortisone suppress interleukin release and would therefore exclude a blood donor from 
the experiment. An infection can stimulate release, as reflected in an increased baseline 
value or an abnormally high interleukin response. Therefore, the WB/IL-1 test may only 
be used if samples have first been shown not to cause interference. The blood group of 
the human donors does not influence the results of the assay. 

9.2 Discussion 
Comment on and compare the conclusions published in independent peer-reviewed 
reports or other independent scientific reviews of the proposed test method. The 
conclusions of such scientific reports and reviews should be compared to the conclusions 
reached in this submission. Any ongoing evaluations of the proposed test method should 
be described. 
The validation study summarised in this BRD is the first, which extensively addresses 
specificity and accuracy using actual medicinal products spiked with endotoxin. Hence, 
there are no comparing reports in independent peer-reviewed journals available. 
However, the validation study confirms conclusions of several scientific reports, e.g. 
several preliminary studies (e.g. Jahnke et al.2000, Fennrich et al., 1999, Spreitzer et al 
2002) showed that the WB/IL-1 assay is suitable to test different types of 
pharmaceuticals. Their findings are confirmed by the current validation study, where 11 
different pharmaceuticals were tested. In addition, both studies indicate that (pyrogen 
free) batches which passed the current batch release scheme and are available on the 
market, show rarely a false positive reactivity in the WB/IL-1 assay. Jahnke’s study was 
conducted by an experienced laboratory, whereas relatively inexperienced laboratories 
were also involved in the presented validation study. This may account for the less than 
100% specificity in the validation study.  
 
Finally, Charles River Endosafe offers the WB/IL-1 test under the name IPT (In vitro 
Pyrogen Test) worldwide in a highly standardized kit-version. Frequent symposia and 
workshops with coworkers of Charles River together with the University of Konstanz 
take place in order to train interested parties and introduce the IPT to users. The 
introduction and optimization of cryopreserved human whole blood is expected to 
overcome all final obstacles to standardization. 
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9.3 Results of similar validated method 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results of studies 
conducted with the validated test method subsequent to the ICCVAM evaluation should 
be included and any impact on the reliability and accuracy of the proposed test method 
should be discussed. 
As mentioned, in vitro methods activating monocytoid cells for detecting pyrogenic 
contaminants are being developed over the course of the past two decades. A number of 
variants have been described, although the underlying principle of each variant remains 
the same. The test preparation is cultured with monocytoid cells, either as peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), (diluted) whole blood or cells of a monocytoid cell 
line such as MONO MAC-6 (MM6). Accuracy and specificity of these test methods are 
comparable, but in general methods using whole blood, PBMC and the MM6 cell line 
appear to perform best (Hoffmann et al, 2005b).  
Table 9.3.1 summarises the performance of in vitro methods presented in the five BRDs 
and Table 9.3.2 compares the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their strengths, 
weaknesses, costs, time, limitations. 
 
However, most studies (as this one) are done with model pyrogens and as yet little 
experience is available in the field, e.g. as part of the final batch release test-package. 
Experience and thus confidence in these methods will grow once regulatory authorities 
approve these methods and more manufacturers start to employ them. Then, on a case by 
case situation, it should be determined which method is best suited for the actual situation 
and demonstrates to pick out the appropriate, i.e. pyrogenic batches of the medicinal 
product. 
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Table 9.3.1:  Summary of the performance of in vitro pyrogen tests based on 
monocytoid cells (see Tables 7.2.2; 7.2.4; 6.1.3) 
 

Test System 
Read-

out 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

WB/IL-6 
whole 
blood 

IL-6 
DL: 83.3 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 100 

DL-NL1: 85.4 
DL-NL2: 85.4 
NL1-NL2: 92.0 

88.9 96.6 

WB/IL-1 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β 
DL: 88. 9 
NL1: 95.8 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 72.9 
DL-NL2: 81.6 
NL1-NL2: 70.2 

72.7 93.2 

96-wells 
WB/IL-1 1 

whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 88.1 
DL-NL2: 89.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.5 

98.8 83.6 

CRYO 
WB/Il-1 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 91.7 
DL-NL2: 91.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.7 

97.4 81.4 

       

 
KN CRYO 
WB/Il-1 2 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 83.3 
DL-NL2: 100 

NL1-NL2: 83.3 
88.9 94.4 

PBMC/IL6 PBMC IL-6 
DL: 94.4 
NL1: 100 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 84.0 
DL-NL2: 86.0 
NL1-NL2: 90.0 

92.2 95.0 

PBMC-
CRYO/IL-6 3 

PBMC IL-6 - 
DL-NL1: 96 
DL-NL2: 76 

NL1-NL2: 80 
93.3 76.7 

MM6/IL-6 
MM6  

 
IL-6 

DL: 100 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 94.4 

 

DL-NL1: 90.0 
DL-NL2: 89.6 
NL1-NL2: 83.3 

95.5 89.8 

 
DL = developing laboratory; NL1, NL2 = naive laboratory 1 and 2 
1 = data provided in Section 13 of WB/IL-1 BRD 
2 = data provided in Section 13 of CRYO WB/IL-1 BRD 
3 = data provided in Section 13 of PBMC/IL-6 BRD 
 
Table amended from Hoffmann et al 2005b; results with THP cells not included 
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Table 9.3.2: Comparison of the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their 
strengths, weaknesses, costs, time, limitations 
 
 Rabbit pyrogen test BET / LAL In vitro pyrogen test 
Test materials Liquids Clear liquids Liquids, potentially 

cell preparations, solid 
materials 

Pyrogens covered All (possible species 
differences to humans 
for non-endotoxin 
pyrogens) 

Endotoxin from 
Gram-negative 
bacteria 

(probably) all 

Limit of detection 
(LPS) 

0,5 EU 0,1 EU (some variants 
down to 0,01 EU) 

0,5 EU (validated 
PM), some variants 
down to 0,001 EU 

Ethical concerns Animal experiment About 10% lethality 
to bled horseshoe 
crabs 

Some assays: blood 
donation 

Costs* High (200-
600$/sample) 

Low (50-
150$/sample) 

Medium (100-
350$/sample) 

Time required  27 h 45 min 24-30h** 
Materials not 
testable 

Short-lived 
radiochemicals, 
anesthetics, sedatives, 
analgetics, 
chemotherapeutics, 
immunomodulators, 
cytokines, 
corticosteroids 

Most biologicals, 
glucan-containing 
preparations (herbal 
medicinal products, 
cellulose-filtered 
products), lipids, 
microsomes, cellular 
therapeutics 

Not known (some of 
the materials not 
testable in rabbits 
require adaptations) 

Others No positive or 
negative control 
included, strain 
differences, stress 
affects body 
temperature 

Potency of LPS from 
different bacterial 
species in mammals 
not reflected, false-
positive for glucans  

Possible donor 
differences, need to 
exclude hepatitis/HIV 
and acute infections / 
allergies of donors, 
dedifferentiation of 
cell lines 

 
* = We consulted the laboratories participating in the validation study and a consultant regarding the costs 
of the tests. The figures we received vary significantly depending on the facility (e.g. industry, contract 
laboratory, control authority), frequency of testing, specific test requirements, country, etc. 
 
** = interference testing might increase duration by 24 hours 
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10 Animal Welfare Considerations (Refinement, Reduction, and 
Replacement) 

10.1 Diminish animal use 
Describe how the proposed test method will refine (reduce or eliminate pain or distress), 
reduce, or replace animal use compared to the reference test method. 
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). The rabbit pyrogen test detects various pyrogens but alone the fact 
that large numbers of animals are required to identify a few batches of pyrogen-
containing samples argues against its use. In the past two decades, the declared intention 
to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% 
by allowing to use the BET as an alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products.  
Bacterial endotoxin is the pyrogen of major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to 
its ubiquitous sources, its stability and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is 
detected by its capacity to coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the 
American horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago 
(Levin and Bang, 1964). In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after 
drawing about 20% of their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, 
the procedure still causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds 
to more efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, 
habitat loss and pollution. 
The proposed test method is an alternative for the rabbit test and the BET. By replacing 
the rabbit test or the BET, the lives of rabbits and horseshoe crabs are spared. 
 

10.2 Continuation of animal use 
If the proposed test method requires the use of animals, the following items should be 
addressed: 
10.2.1 Describe the rationale for the need to use animals and describe why the 
information provided by the proposed test method requires the use of animals (i.e., 
cannot be obtained using non-animal methods). 
Not applicable. 

 
10.2.2 Include a description of the sources used to determine the availability of 
alternative test methods that might further refine, reduce, or replace animal use for this 
testing. This should, at a minimum, include the databases searched, the search strategy 
used, the search date(s), a discussion of the results of the search, and the rationale for 
not incorporating available alternative methods. 
Not applicable. 
 
10.2.3 Describe the basis for determining that the number of animals used is appropriate. 
Not applicable. 
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10.2.4 If the proposed test method involves potential animal pain and distress, discuss the 
methods and approaches that have been incorporated to minimize and, whenever 
possible, eliminate the occurrence of such pain and distress. 
Not applicable. 
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11 Practical Considerations 

11.1 Transferability 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method transferability. Include an 
explanation of how this compares to the transferability of the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, to a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
In general, the proposed test method is not unlike other bioassays and immunoassays that 
are performed routinely in many laboratories. 
 
11.1.1 Discuss the facilities and major fixed equipment needed to conduct a study using 
the proposed test method. 
No extraordinary facilities are required. General laboratory equipment for aseptic 
operations and analytical instruments for performing immunoassays, e.g. microtiter plate 
reader and –washer, are sufficient to perform the proposed test method. 
 
11.1.2 Discuss the general availability of other necessary equipment and supplies. 
All supplies and reagents are readily available on the market. In contrast, availability of 
sufficient rabbits of adequate weight and in good health for the in vivo reference test is 
sometimes reported a limitation. 
 

11.2 Training 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method training. Include an explanation of 
how this compares to the level of training required to conduct the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
 
11.2.1 Discuss the required level of training and expertise needed for personnel to 
conduct the proposed test method. 
The proposed test method requires personnel trained for general laboratory activities in 
cell biology and immunochemistry or biochemistry. Techniques they should master are 
not unlike cell culture (aseptic operations) and immunological techniques (especially 
ELISA). Such expertise is available in most if not all QC-laboratories. 
 
11.2.2 Indicate any training requirements needed for personnel to demonstrate 
proficiency and describe any laboratory proficiency criteria that should be met. 
Personnel should demonstrate that they master the execution of the test. The candidate 
should demonstrate to meet all the appropriate assay acceptance criteria and yield 
accurate results (outcome) using selected test items. 
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11.3 Cost Considerations 
Discuss the cost involved in conducting a study with the proposed test method. Discuss 
how this compares to the cost of the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, with 
that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Three factors contribute to the cost of the proposed test method: availability of 
monocytoid cells, cost of the reagents for the immunoassay and, last but not least, 
personnel. 
Since the proposed test method is relatively more labor-intensive, it is estimated that the 
cost of the proposed test method is more then the BET or the in vivo reference test using 
rabbits. Obviously, a higher throughput of tests (runs/year) such as in a QC-laboratory of 
a multi-product facility or in a Contract Research Organization will significantly reduce 
the costs per assay. 
However, especially with pharmaceuticals of biological origin, the proposed test method 
may be cost-effective, since these products all to often are incompatible with the BET 
and by their nature preclude the re-use of the rabbits. 

11.4 Time Considerations 
Indicate the amount of time needed to conduct a study using the proposed test method 
and discuss how this compares with the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, 
with that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Esssentially the test stretches two working days. On day one the testing materials are 
prepared and incubated overnight with the monocytoid cells. On the second day the 
amount of excreted cytokines is determined by immunoassay. The total time from start to 
result is approximately 24 hours. 
It is thus concluded that the proposed test method will take more time when compared to 
the alternative tests, either the rabbit test or the BET. It should be noted that rabbits are 
tested prior to their first use by a sham test. 
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13 In vitro Pyrogen Test with Cryopreserved Human Whole Blood 
according the Konstanz method (KN CRYO WB/IL-1). 

13.1 Rationale 
Several laboratories have developed their own method to cryopreserve whole blood. In 
the main part of this BRD, whole blood cryopreserved according to a procedure 
developed by PEI is used. Another cryopreserved WB/Il-1 method recently published by 
Schindler et. al (2004) was also investigated separately, while applying the same study 
plan. This variant is indicated as the KN (University of Konstanz, Germany) CRYO 
WB/IL-1 method. The optimisation of the procedure to preserve whole blood is in detail 
described in the manuscript of Schindler (Schindler et al 2004; Appendix B BRD).  

13.2 Test Method Protocol Components 
The method follows the original standard protocol, with the obvious exemption of the 
cryopreservation of the freshly drawn whole blood in the presence of 10% (v/v) DMSO 
prepared according to the Konstanz method (Schindler et. al, 2004). Details of the test 
procedure are given in the method protocol under point 7C (Appendix A). The blood has 
to be stored in the vapour phase of liquid nitrogen. After incubation of the blood (20 µl) 
with the samples of interest in a 96-wells microtiter plate, the plate is frozen at -20 or -
80oC until the contents of the wells are completely frozen. Subsequently the plate is 
thawed at room temperature or in a water bath (maximum 37oC). The released IL-1�  is 
assessed using the standard IL-1�  ELISA.  

13.3 Substances Used for Validation 
The same 10 parenteral drugs used to determine sensitivity and specificity (see table 
3.3.1.) were used for the catch-up validation. Again, each test item was tested after 
spiking at its individual MVD, thus came with its own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike 
solutions: 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. The test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent test facilities, yielding a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis.  
The same three drugs (table 3.3.2) as used for the prevalidation of the CRYO WB/IL-1 
method were employed. Each drug was tested at an interference free dilution and spiked 
with 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. The samples were tested at each of the 3 laboratories. 
The results were used to provide a preliminary estimate of the interlaboratory 
reproducibility and accuracy.   

13.4 Preliminary estimate of the Test Method Accuracy 
In short, three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
pyrogenic respectively. These 12 samples were tested in three laboratories (See figure 
13.4.1) 
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Figure 13.4.1: Prevalidation data for KN CRYO WB/IL-1 of the three involved 
laboratories. The treatments and controls are abbreviated (indicating the endotoxin 
contamination in EU. (J = Jonosteril: G = Gelafundin; H = Haemate; C- = saline with 0 
EU; C+ = positive control) 
 
As Figure 13.4.1 only gives an indication about variability of replicates, the coefficients 
of variation (CVs) were calculated for each treatment or control for all laboratories 
(Figure 13.4.2). While the major part of the CVs was smaller than 40%, six samples 
(mainly from Konstanz) and one standard showed a CV larger than 45%.  
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Figure 13.4.2: Coefficients of variation of the prevalidation data from KN WB-
CRYO/IL1-B for the three involved laboratories. The treatments and controls are 
abbreviated indicating the endotoxin contamination in EU. (J = Jonosteril: G = 
Gelafundin; H = Haemate; C- = saline with 0 EU; C+ = positive control)  
 
Application of the PM to these data resulted in the classifications summarized in Table 
13.4.1. Ten out of the twelve spikes were classified in the same way in all laboratories 
(83.3%). Comparing the laboratories pair wise, showed that 32 of the total of 36 single 
comparisons, i.e. 88.9% resulted in the same classification.  
Assessing in the final step preliminarily the predictive capacity, revealed that one 
negative samples was classified wrongly (Qualis: J-0) due to one outlying value, and that 
two times a Haemate 0.5-EU sample (Konstanz and PEI) at the rabbit classification 
threshold was classified false negative. 
These false negative samples had OD-values significantly larger than (PEI) or equivalent 
to (Konstanz) the respective 0.25 EU-spike of the standard curve.  
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Table 13.4.1: Classification by the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 of the spikes in the prevalidation 
in the three involved laboratories 
 

laboratory 
drug 

spike 
in EU Konstanz Qualis PEI 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0.5 1 1 1 
Jonosteril 

1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0.5 1 1 1 
Gelafundin 

1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0.5 0 1 0 

Haemate 

1 1 1 1 
 
 
Table 13.4.2: Preliminary estimate of interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing 
of 3 substances, spiked 4 times. One run of 12 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 83.3% 10 / 12 
DL -  NL2 100% 12 / 12 
NL1 – NL2 83.3% 10 / 12 

Mean 88.9%  
same result in all 

laboratories 
83.3% 10 / 12 

DL =Konstanz; NL1 = Qualis;  NL2 = PEI 
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A 2x2 contingency table was constructed (table 13.4.3), from which the estimates of 
sensitivity and specificity can easily be derived. 
 
Table 13.4.3:  2x2 contingency table. The prediction model applied to a preliminary 
validation study with KN CRYO WB/IL-1. Three different substances were assessed in 
three different laboratories (derived from table 13.4.1) 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                +  16 1 17 
-  2 17 19 

Total  18 18 36 
 
The specifications of specificity and sensitivity described in section 5.3 were applied to 
these results. The specificity (Sp) of the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 assay is 94.4% 
(17/(17+1)*100%). The sensitivity (Se) calculated for this data set is 88.9% (16/(16+2) 
*100%). As outlined previously the specificity is overestimated and the sensitivity is 
underestimated as a result of the design of this part of the study. 
 
Conclusion: For KN CRYO WB/IL-1, an increased inherent variability and an increased 
and borderline acceptable limit of detection compared to the WB/IL-1 and the CRYO 
WB/IL-1 were found. As the variability is still tolerable and because of the 
interlaboratory reproducibility and the predictive capacity in terms of specificity and 
sensitivity, the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 method showed sufficiently good results to proceed 
with the validation of this method. 

13.5 Test Method Accuracy 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its 
individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in table 
3.3.1.) Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike solution, ensuring 
that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml 
respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample preparation 
was supplied to the three independent laboratories (as shown in table 5.1.2). To put more 
weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by 
QA ECVAM. Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results and evaluating 
the concordance in a two by two table. 
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Table 13.4.1: Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples 
and spikes were blinded. Classifications after applying the prediction model. 
 
 
 
 
 

drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI 

 
Qualis 

 
Novartis 

 
Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 0 CV 
 0.50 1 0 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 1 CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 0 CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 0 
 0.50 1 1 1 0 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 CV 1 
 0.50 1 CV 1 CV 
 0.50 1 1 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
Glucose  5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 1 0 
 0.50 1 0 1 CV 
 0.50 1 0 1 1 
 1.00 1 0 1 1 
"Drug A"  0.00 0 0 0 nq 
0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.25 0 0 0 nq 
 0.50 1 0 1 nq 
 0.50 1 0 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 
MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
 0.25 0 0 1 0 
 0.50 1 0 1 CV 
 0.50 1 0 1 1 
 1.00 1 1 1 1 
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drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI 

 
Qualis 

 
Novartis 

 
"Drug  B"  0.00 0 0 0 nq 
0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.25 0 0 0 nq 
 0.50 1 0 1 nq 
 0.50 1 0 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 
Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 nq 
Syntocinon 0.25 0 CV CV nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 
Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 0 nq 
 0.25 0 0 1 nq 
 0.50 1 0 1 nq 
 0.50 1 1 1 nq 
 1.00 1 1 1 nq 

“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
Grey shading indicates that for these drugs the PPCs did not qualify so that the PC was used in 
the PM.   
CV = sample showed a variability resulting in exclusion, i.e. CV > 45% and no significant outlier 
present. 
nq = not qualified according to quality criteria, i.e. failure of PPCs and PCs 
False classifications are in bold/color type. 
 
 
Of the 150 available data for the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 method, eleven sets of 4 replicates 
showed a high variability resulting in exclusion, i.e. CV > 45% and no significant outliers 
present. Therefore 139 data in total could be used to estimate the specificity and 
sensitivity of the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 method. The results are shown separately for each 
participating laboratory (table 13.5.1) as well as combined for all these laboratories (table 
13.5.2). 
 
The specificity (table 13.5.3) that can be estimated from the available results for DL, NL1 
and NL2 is 94.1%, 80% and 77.8% respectively  The estimated sensitivity (table 13.5.3) 
of the KN CRYO WB/IL-1  assay was excellent of all three participating laboratories:  
96%, 100% en 100% respectively (calculated from results in table 13.5.2). 
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Table 13.5.1:  2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 
test result of 10 different substances assessed in three different laboratories. Results of 
each laboratory separately (DL, NL1 and NL2= PEI, Qualis and Novartis respectively). 
 
Results DL  True status of samples 

       +                   - 
Total 

18 0 18 PM                  +  
-  11 19 30 

Total  29 19 48 
 
 
Results NL1  True status of samples 

       +                   - 
Total 

30 4 34 PM                  +  
-  0 14 14 

Total  30 18 48 
 
 
Results NL2  True status of samples 

        +                   - 
Total 

13 1 14 PM                  +  
-  2 8 10 

Total  15 9 24 
 
Table 13.5.2:  2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the KN CRYO WB/IL-
1 test result of 10 different substances assessed in three different laboratories (from table 
13.4.1). 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  61 5 66 

-  13 41 54 

Total  74 46 120 

 
The overall specificity of the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 assay is 89.1% (46/(46+14)*100. The 
overall sensitivity equals 82.4% (61/(61+13) *100%). Within the laboratories, specificity 
varied from 77.8%, 88.9% and up to 100%, whereas the sensitivity varied from 62.1% up 
to 86.7% and 100%. respectively 
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Table 13.5.3: Specificity and sensitivity of the KN WB-CRYO /IL-1 assay as determined 
from table 13.5.2 

 N total N correctly 
identified 

proportion 95% CI  
lower limit 

95% CI 
upper limit 

Specificity (Sp) 46 41 89.1% 0.764 0.964 
Sensitivity (Se) 74 61 82.4% 0.718 0.903 

 

13.6 Test Method Reliability (Reproducibility) 
The interlaboratory reproducibility (table 13.6.1) of the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 method was 
assessed from the results of the validation test with 10 substances spiked with 5 separate 
spikes. The reproducibility varied from 68.1% to 82.6% between two laboratories. The 
estimated reproducibility between three laboratories (65.2%) was based on a very limited 
number of samples, because in one of the laboratories the results of many samples were 
not qualified for analysis.  
 

13.7 Summary and conclusion 
In this study the specificity of the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 is comparable with the CRYO 
WB/IL-1 (89.1% versus 83.6%; see section 6 of this BRD).  However, the mean 
sensitivity shown for the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 (82.4%) is significantly less then achieved 
with the CRYO WB/IL-1 (98.8%).  This can be fully explained by the false negatives in 
one of the laboratories. The KN CRYO WB/IL-1 method shows a lower interlaboratory 
reproducibility then was estimated for the CRYO WB/IL-1 method. In addition, it is 
noted that in one of the laboratories the results of many samples were not qualified for 
analysis. It appears that in this study the KN CRYO WB/IL-1 is not yet as robust as the 
CRYO WB/IL-1 method which is described in sections 1-12 of this BRD.  

Table 13.6.1: Interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing of 10 substances, spiked 5 
times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 68.1% 32 / 47 
DL -  NL2 70.8% 17 / 24 
NL1 – NL2 82.6% 19 / 23 

Mean 73.8%  
same result in all 

laboratories 
65.2% 15 / 23 

DL =PEI; NL1 = Qualis;  NL2 = Novartis 
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14 Supporting Materials (Appendices) 

14.1 Standard operating procedure (SOP) of the proposed method 
Provide the complete, detailed protocol for the proposed test method. 
 
Appendix A includes the test method protocol CRYO WB/IL-1: Human Whole Blood 
Pyrogen Test in 96-well Plates Using Fresh or Cryopreserved Blood( electronic file 
name: SOP CRYO WB IL 1). It covers three variations to the preparation of the whole 
blood described under point 7: 7A - fresh blood using 96-well plates, 7B -cryopreserved 
blood according to the so called “PEI (Paul-Ehrlich-Institute, Langen, Germany)” method 
= CRYO WB/IL-1” and 7C - cryopreserved blood according to the so called “Konstanz” 
method KN CRYO WB/IL-1.  
 
The trial plan of the catch-up validation study is also included in Appendix A. 

14.2 Standard operating Procedure (SOP) of the reference method 
Provide the detailed protocol(s) used to generate reference data for this submission and 
any prtocols used to generate validation data that differ from the proposed protocol. 

14.3 Publications 
Provide copies of all relevant publications, including those containing data from the 
proposed test method, the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable 
validated test method with established performance standards. 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
 
List of hard copies 
 
Andrade SS, Silveira RL, Schmidt CA, Junior LB, Dalmora SL. (2003) Comparative 

evaluation of the human whole blood and human peripheral blood monocyte tests 
for pyrogens. Int J Pharm. Oct 20;265(1-2):115-24. 

Balls et al. (1995) Practical aspects of the validation of toxicity test procedures. ECVAM 
Workshop Report 5. ATLA 23, 129-147. 

Beutler B, Rietschel ET (2003). Innate immune sensing and its roots: the story of 
endotoxin. Nature Rev Immunol. 3: 169-176. 
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Bleeker, W.K., de Groot, E.M., den Boer, P.J. et al (1994). Measurement of interleukin–6 
production by monocytes for in vitro safety testing of hemoglobin solutions. Artif 
Cells Blood Substit Immobil Biotechnol 22: 835-840. 

Carlin G, Viitanen E. (2003) In vitro pyrogenicity of a multivalent vaccine: Infanrix. 
PHARMEUROPA, 15(3), 418-423. 

Curren et al (1995) The Role of prevalidation in the development, validation and 
acceptance of Alternative Methods. ECVAM Prevalidation Task Force Report 1. 
ATLA 23, 211-217. 

De Groote, D., Zangerle, P.F., Gevaert, Y., Fassotte, M.F., Beguin, Y., Noizat-Pirenne, 
F., Pirenne, J., Gathy, R., Lopez, M., Dehart I., (1992). Direct stimulation of 
cytokines (IL-1 beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-2, IFN-gamma and GM-CSF) in whole 
blood. I. Comparison with isolated PBMC stimulation. Cytokine 4, 239. 

Dinarello CA, O’Connor JV, LoPreste G, Swift RL (1984). Human leukocyte pyrogen 
test for detection of pyrogenic material in growth hormone produced by 
recombinant Escherichia coli. J Clin Microbiol 20: 323-329. 

Dinarello CA (1999). Cytokines as endogenous pyrogens. J Infect Dis 179 (Suppl 2): 
S294-304. 

Duff GW, Atkins E (1982). The detection of endotoxin by in vitro production of 
endogenous pyrogen: comparison with amebocyte lysate gelation. J Immunol 
Methods 52: 323-331. 

Fennrich S, Wendel A and Hartung T. (1999). New applications of the human whole 
blood pyrogen assay (PyroCheck). ALTEX  16:146-149 

Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, Weigandt 
M und Wendel A. (1999). Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens using 
human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards 101:131-139 

Gaines Das et al (2004). Monocyte activation test for pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants of parenteral drugs: test design and data analysis. J. of 
Immunological Methods 288, 165-177. 

Greisman SE, Hornick RB (1969). Comparative pyrogenic reactivity of rabbit and man to 
bacterial endotoxin. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 131: 1154-1158. 

Hansen, E.W. and Christensen, J.D. (1990) Comparison of cultured human mononuclear 
cells, Limulus amebocyte lysate and rabbits in the detection of pyrogens. J Clin 
Pharm Ther. 15: 425–433. 

Hartung T, Wendel A (1996). Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. In Vitro 
Toxicol 9: 353-359. 

Hartung T, Aaberge I, Berthold S et al (2001). Novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. Altern Lab Anim 29: 99-123. 

Hartung et al (2004) A modular approach to the ECVAM principles on test validity. 
ATLA 32, 467-472. 

Hoffmann, S., Luederitz-Puechel, U., Montag-Lessing, T., Hartung, T. (2005). 
Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to different 
pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modeling. Journal of Endotoxin Research 11(1): 
26-31 

Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, et al (2005). International validation of novel 
pyrogen tests based on human monocytoid cells. J Immunol Methods 298: 161-
173. 
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Jahnke M, Weigand, Sonntag H-G. (2000). Comparative testing for pyrogens in 
parenteral drugs using the human whole blood pyrogen test, the rabbit in vivo 
pyrogen test and the LAL test. European Journal of Parenteral Science 5(2):39-44 

Nakagawa Y, Maeda H, Murai T. (2002) Evaluation of the in vitro pyrogen test system 
based on proinflammatory cytokine release from human monocytes: comparison 
with a human whole blood culture test system and with the rabbit pyrogen test.  
Clin Diagn Lab Immunol. May;9(3):588-97. 

Pasare, C. and Medzhitov, R. (2003). Toll pathway-dependent blockade of CD4+CD25+ 
T cell-mediated suppression by dendritic cells. Science 299: 1033-1036. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1998) The detection of pyrogens in 
blood products using an ex vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. May-
Aug;19(2-3):95-111. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1999) Differentiation between 
endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens in human albumin solutions using an ex 
vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. Feb-May; 20(1-2):79-89. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Hubbard AJ, Gearing AJ (1988). Detection of pyrogen by 
cytokine release. Lancet 8577, 130. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Gearing AJ (1988). Assay of pyrogenic contamination in 
pharmaceuticals by cytokine release from monocytes. Dev Biol Stand 69: 121-
123. 

Poole S, Selkirk S, Rafferty B, Meager A, Thorpe R, Gearing A (1989). Assay of 
pyrogenic contamination in pharmaceuticals by cytokine release. Proceedings of 
the European Workshop on detection and quantification of pyrogen. Pharmeuropa 
special Vol 1, November 1989: 17-18. 

Poole S, Musset MV (1989). The International Standard for Endotoxin: evaluation in an 
international collaborative study. J Biol Stand 17: 161-171. 

Poole S, Mistry Y, Ball C et al (2003). A rapid ‘one-plate’ in vitro test for pyrogens. J 
Immunol Methods 274: 209-220. 

Ray A, Redhead K, Selkirk S, Polle S (1991) Variability in LPS composition, 
antigenicity and reactogenicity of phase variants of Bordetella pertussis. FEMS 
Microbiology Letters 79, 211-218. 

Reddi, K., Nair, S.P. et al (1996). Surface-associated material from the bacterium 
Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans contains a peptide which, in contrast to 
lipopolysaccharide, directly stimulates fibroblast interleukin-6 gene transcription. 
Eur. J. Biochem. 236: 871-876. 

Schindler S, Bristow A, Cartmell T, Hartung T and Fennrich S. (2003). Comparison of 
the reactivity of human and rabbit blood towards pyrogenic stimuli. ALTEX 
20:59-63. 

Schindler et al (2004) Cryopreservation of human whole blood for pyrogenicity testing. 
Journal of Immunological Methods 294, 89–100 

Schins RP, van Hartingsveldt B, Borm PJ. Ex vivo cytokine release from whole blood. A 
routine method for health effect screening. Exp Toxicol Pathol. 1996 Nov; 
48(6):494-6. 

Spreitzer I, Fischer M, hartzsch K, Lüderitz-Püschel U and Montag T. (2000). 
Comparative Study of Rabbit Pyrogen Test and Human whole Blood Assay on 
Human Serum Albumin. ALTEX 19 (Suppl. 1):73-75 
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Taktak YS, Selkirk S, Bristow AF et al (1991). Assay of pyrogens by interleukin-6 
release from monocytic cell lines. J Pharm Pharmacol 43: 578-582. 

Tsuchiya S, Yamabe M, Yamaguchi Y et al (1980). Establishment and characterisation of 
a human acute monocytic leukemia cell line (THP-1). Int  J Cancer 26 : 171-176. 

Ziegler-Heitbrock HWL, Thiel E, Futterer A et al (1988). Establishment of a human cell 
line (MONO MAC 6) with characteristics of mature monocytes. Int  J Cancer 41: 
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Part 2: 
List of Diploma theses, reports and/or PhDs etc. concerning the WB/IL-1 test (IPT: In 
vitro Pyrogen Test) 
1. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) 

(University of Konstanz, 2000). „Evaluierung und Prävalidierung eines 
Vollblutmodelles zum Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen (DAB10)“, Phase I, 
(“Evaluation and prevalidation of a whole blood assay for the replacement of the 
pyrogentest with rabbits”), July 1th, 1997 – June 30th, 2000, No. 0311424 

2. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) (Langen, 
Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, 2000). „Evaluierung und Prävalidierung eines Vollblutmodelles 
zum Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen (DAB10)“, Phase I, (“Evaluation and 
prevalidation of a whole blood assay for the replacement of the pyrogentest with 
rabbits”), July 1th, 1997 – June 30th, 2000, No. 0311425 

3. PhD-Thesis from Markus Weigandt at the Ruprecht-Karls-University of Heidelberg, 
institute of hygiene (Director: Prof. H.-G. Sonntag): Der humane Vollblut-
Pyrogentest: Optimierung, Validierung und Vergleich mit den Arzneibuchmethoden” 
(The human whole blood pyrogen test: optimization, validation and comparision with 
methods regulated in the pharmacopoeias), 2000 

4. Master Thesis (Master of Science: MSc), Karin Kullmann: „Adaptation des In vitro 
Pyrogen Tests (IPT) für prothetische Materialien“ (“Adaptation of the in vitro 
pyrogen test (IPT) to medical devices”), Technical University of Furtwangen, July 
2002 

5. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) (Langen, 
Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, 2004). „Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen durch einen 
Vollbluttest“, Phase II, (“replacement of the rabbit experiment with the whole blood 
test”), October 1th, 2000 – September 30th, 2003, No. 0311424A 

6. Final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) 
(University of Konstanz, 2004). „Ersatz des Pyrogentests am Kaninchen durch einen 
Vollbluttest“, Phase II, (“replacement of the rabbit experiment with the whole blood 
test”), September 1th, 2000 – August 31th, 2003, No. 0311424A 

7. Brazil/Germany Cooperation Project: final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium 
für Bildung und Forschung). „Validation of in vitro Cytokine Release Assay (Whole 
Blood Assay) for Controlling the Quality of Human Injectable Products“ for bilaterial 
Cooperation in Science and Technology (Germany – Brazil), April 1th 2002-March 
31th 2004, No. BRA 02/004 

8. Cuba/Germany Cooperation Project: final report for the BMBF (Bundesministerium 
für Bildung und Forschung). „Pyrogenicity Testing by Human Whole Blood“ for 
bilaterial Cooperation in Science and Technology (Germany – Cuba), January 1th , 
2001- December 31th, 2003, No. CUB 00/022 

9. Final report for the BMWa (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Arbeit): 
“Entwicklung einer humanrelevanten Messtechnik für luftgetragene Toxine mit 
humanem Vollblut“ (development of a human relevant measurement  for air-borne 
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toxins with human whole blood), Sept 3th  2001– Sept. 30th 2003, No. KF 
0317101KRF1 

10. Postdoctoral lecture qualification (Habilitation), Bert Zucker, “Luftgetragene 
Endotoxine in Tierställen“ (“air-borne pyrogens in a stable”), Institut für Tier- und 
Umwelthygiene an der freien Universität Berlin, Berlin, 2004 

11. Manuscript for the DIF (Deutsches Industrieforum, DIF-Fachtagung), Stefan 
Fennrich: “Pyrogenverunreinigungen an medizinischen Oberflächen. In vitro 
pyrogen-Test (IPT) als humanrelevantes Prüfverfahren“ (Contamination with 
pyrogens on medical surfaces: the in vitro pyrogen test (IPT) as a human specific 
method), Würzburg, June 21th -22 th, 2004, No. DIF 21/78/FE 

 
Part 3:  Further publications concerning the WB/IL-1 test (IPT) 

1. Hartung T und Wendel A. Die Erfassung von Pyrogenen in einem humanen 
Vollblutmodell. ALTEX 1995,12:70-75 

2. Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, 
Weigandt M und Wendel A. Entwicklung und Evaluierung eines Pyrogentests mit 
menschlichem Blut. ALTEX 1998, 15:123-128 

3. Fennrich S, Berthold S, Weigandt M, Lexa P, Sonntag H-G, Hartung T, Wendel A. 
Tagungsberichte, Pyrogentestung mit humanem Blut. Der Tierschutzbeauftragte 2, 
1999, 102-107 

4. Bonenberger J, Diekmann W, Fennrich S, Fischer M, Friedrich A, Hansper M, 
Hartung T, Jahnke M, Löwer J, Montag T, Petri E, Sonntag H-G, Weigand M, 
Wendel A, Zucker B. Pyrogentestung mit Vollblut. Zusammenfassung eines Status 
Workshops am Paul-Ehrlich-Institut, Langen, am 22.11.1999. Springer Verlag, 
Bundesgesundheitsbl-Gesundheitsforsch-Gesundheitsschutz, 2000, 43:525-533 

5. Petri E, van de Ploeg A, Habermaier B und Fennrich S. Improved detection of 
pyrogenic substances on polymer surfaces with an ex vivo human whole-blood assay 
in comparison to the Limulus amoebocyte lysate test. In: Progress in the Reduction, 
Refinement and Replacement of Animal Experimentation. Editors: Balls M, van 
Zeller A-M, Halder M.E., Elsevier Science, 2000, 339-345 

6. Hartung T, Fennrich S, Fischer M, Montag-Lessing T und Wendel A. Prevalidation of 
an Alternative to the rabbit test based on human whole blood. In: Progress in the 
Reduction, Refinement and Replacement of Animal Experimentation. Editors: Balls 
M, van Zeller A-M, Halder M.E., Elsevier Science, 2000, 991-999 

7. Fennrich S, Zucker Bert and Hartung T. Beispiel eines neuen Einsatzbereichs des 
humanen Vollbluttests: Entwicklung eines Messverfahrens zur Abschätzung der 
gesundheitlichen Gefährdung durch luftgetragene mikrobielle Verunreinigungen. 
ALTEX 2001, 18:41-46 

8. Thomas Hartung, Ingeborg Aaberge, Susanne Berthold, Gunnar Carlin, Emmanuelle 
Charton, Sandra Coecke, Stefan Fennrich, Matthias Fischer, Martin Gommer, Marlies 
Halder, Kaare Haslov, Michael Jahnke, Thomas Montag-Lessing, Stephen Poole, 
Leonard Schechtman, Albrecht Wendel and Gabriele Werner-Felmayer. Novel 
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Pyrogen Tests Based on the Human Fever Reaction, The report and 
Recommendations of ECVAM Workshop 43, 2001, ATLA 29, 99-123 

9. Fennrich S, Atemluft, gesund oder gefährlich…..das ist hier die Frage! 
Tagungsberichte. ALTEX 2002, 19: 43-45 

10. Hartung T. Comparison and validation of novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. ATLA 2002, 30 (Suppl. 2):49-51 

11. Morath S, Stadelmaier A, Geyer A, Schmidt RR and Hartung T. Synthetic 
lipoteichoic acid from Staphylococcus aureus is a potent stimulus of cytokine release. 
J. Exp. Med., 2002, 195:1635-1640 

12. Morath S, Geyer A, Spreitzer I, Hermann C and Hartung T. Structural decomposition 
and heterogeneity of commercial lipoteichoic acid preparation. Infect. Immun. 2002, 
70:938-944 

13. Kindinger I, Fennrich S, Zucker B, Linsel G and  Hartung T. Determination of air-
borne pyrogens by the in vitro pyrogen test (IPT) based on human whole blood 
cytokine response. VDI-Bericht 1656 2002, 499-507 

14. Schindler S, Reichstein S, Kindinger I, Hartung T, Fennrich S. New Ways in Pyrogen 
Testing: Replacing the Rabbit Experiment. Screening, Trends in Drug Discovery 
May, GIT Verlag, 2-3/2003, 4: 51-53 

15. Zucker B A, Linsel G, Fennrich S, Müller W. Die Charakterisierung der 
entzündungsauslösenden Potenz von Bioaerosolen mittels Interleukinfreisetzung aus 
humanem Vollblut. Springer, VDI-Verlag. Gefahrstoffe Reinhaltung der Luft (Air 
Quality Control) 4, 2004, 155-158 

 

14.4 Original data 
Include all available non-transformed original data for both the proposed test method, 
the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
NOTE: The original data of the ELISA-plate reader were collected by S.Hoffman and 
ECVAM. These are available on the CD which goes with the BRD. 

14.5 Performance standards 
If appropriate performance standards for the proposed test method do not exist, 
performance standards for consideration by NICEATM and ICCVAM may be proposed. 
Examples of established performance standards can be located on the ICCVAM / 
NICEATM web site at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Trial plan “Catch-up Validation of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based on the Human Fever 
Reaction” 
 
Detailed protocol CRYO WB/IL-1: Human Whole Blood Pyrogen Test in 96-well 
Plates Using Fresh or Cryopreserved Blood( electronic file name: SOP CRYO WB IL 
1). 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
 
List of hard copies 
 
Andrade SS, Silveira RL, Schmidt CA, Junior LB, Dalmora SL. (2003) Comparative 

evaluation of the human whole blood and human peripheral blood monocyte tests 
for pyrogens. Int J Pharm. Oct 20;265(1-2):115-24. 

Balls et al. (1995) Practical aspects of the validation of toxicity test procedures. ECVAM 
Workshop Report 5. ATLA 23, 129-147. 

Beutler B, Rietschel ET (2003). Innate immune sensing and its roots: the story of 
endotoxin. Nature Rev Immunol. 3: 169-176. 

Bleeker, W.K., de Groot, E.M., den Boer, P.J. et al (1994). Measurement of interleukin–6 
production by monocytes for in vitro safety testing of hemoglobin solutions. Artif 
Cells Blood Substit Immobil Biotechnol 22: 835-840. 

Carlin G, Viitanen E. (2003) In vitro pyrogenicity of a multivalent vaccine: Infanrix. 
PHARMEUROPA, 15(3), 418-423. 

Curren et al (1995) The Role of prevalidation in the development, validation and 
acceptance of Alternative Methods. ECVAM Prevalidation Task Force Report 1. 
ATLA 23, 211-217. 

De Groote, D., Zangerle, P.F., Gevaert, Y., Fassotte, M.F., Beguin, Y., Noizat-Pirenne, 
F., Pirenne, J., Gathy, R., Lopez, M., Dehart I., (1992). Direct stimulation of 
cytokines (IL-1 beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-2, IFN-gamma and GM-CSF) in whole 
blood. I. Comparison with isolated PBMC stimulation. Cytokine 4, 239. 

Dinarello CA (1999). Cytokines as endogenous pyrogens. J Infect Dis 179 (Suppl 2): 
S294-304. 

Dinarello CA, O’Connor JV, LoPreste G, Swift RL (1984). Human leukocyte pyrogen 
test for detection of pyrogenic material in growth hormone produced by 
recombinant Escherichia coli. J Clin Microbiol 20: 323-329. 

Duff GW, Atkins E (1982). The detection of endotoxin by in vitro production of 
endogenous pyrogen: comparison with amebocyte lysate gelation. J Immunol 
Methods 52: 323-331. 

Fennrich S, Wendel A and Hartung T. (1999). New applications of the human whole 
blood pyrogen assay (PyroCheck). ALTEX  16:146-149 
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Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, Weigandt 
M und Wendel A. (1999). Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens using 
human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards 101:131-139 

Gaines Das et al (2004). Monocyte activation test for pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants of parenteral drugs: test design and data analysis. J. of 
Immunological Methods 288, 165-177. 

Greisman SE, Hornick RB (1969). Comparative pyrogenic reactivity of rabbit and man to 
bacterial endotoxin. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 131: 1154-1158. 

Hansen, E.W. and Christensen, J.D. (1990) Comparison of cultured human mononuclear 
cells, Limulus amebocyte lysate and rabbits in the detection of pyrogens. J Clin 
Pharm Ther. 15: 425–433. 

Hartung T, Wendel A (1996). Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. In Vitro 
Toxicol 9: 353-359. 

Hartung T, Aaberge I, Berthold S et al (2001). Novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. Altern Lab Anim 29: 99-123. 

Hartung et al (2004) A modular approach to the ECVAM principles on test validity. 
ATLA 32, 467-472. 

Hoffmann, S., Luederitz-Puechel, U., Montag-Lessing, T., Hartung, T. (2005). 
Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to different 
pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modeling. Journal of Endotoxin Research 11(1): 
26-31 

Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, et al (2005). International validation of novel 
pyrogen tests based on human monocytoid cells. J Immunol Methods 298: 161-
173. 

Jahnke M, Weigand, Sonntag H-G. (2000). Comparative testing for pyrogens in 
parenteral drugs using the human whole blood pyrogen test, the rabbit in vivo 
pyrogen test and the LAL test. European Journal of Parenteral Science 5(2):39-44 

Nakagawa Y, Maeda H, Murai T. (2002) Evaluation of the in vitro pyrogen test system 
based on proinflammatory cytokine release from human monocytes: comparison 
with a human whole blood culture test system and with the rabbit pyrogen test.  
Clin Diagn Lab Immunol. May;9(3):588-97. 

Pasare, C. and Medzhitov, R. (2003). Toll pathway-dependent blockade of CD4+CD25+ 
T cell-mediated suppression by dendritic cells. Science 299: 1033-1036. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1998) The detection of pyrogens in 
blood products using an ex vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. May-
Aug;19(2-3):95-111. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1999) Differentiation between 
endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens in human albumin solutions using an ex 
vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. Feb-May; 20(1-2):79-89. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Hubbard AJ, Gearing AJ (1988). Detection of pyrogen by 
cytokine release. Lancet 8577, 130. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Gearing AJ (1988). Assay of pyrogenic contamination in 
pharmaceuticals by cytokine release from monocytes. Dev Biol Stand 69: 121-
123. 

Poole S, Selkirk S, Rafferty B, Meager A, Thorpe R, Gearing A (1989). Assay of 
pyrogenic contamination in pharmaceuticals by cytokine release. Proceedings of 
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the European Workshop on detection and quantification of pyrogen. Pharmeuropa 
special Vol 1, November 1989: 17-18. 

Poole S, Musset MV (1989). The International Standard for Endotoxin: evaluation in an 
international collaborative study. J Biol Stand 17: 161-171. 

Poole S, Mistry Y, Ball C et al (2003). A rapid ‘one-plate’ in vitro test for pyrogens. J 
Immunol Methods 274: 209-220. 

Ray A, Redhead K, Selkirk S, Polle S (1991) Variability in LPS composition, 
antigenicity and reactogenicity of phase variants of Bordetella pertussis. FEMS 
Microbiology Letters 79, 211-218. 

Reddi, K., Nair, S.P. et al (1996). Surface-associated material from the bacterium 
Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans contains a peptide which, in contrast to 
lipopolysaccharide, directly stimulates fibroblast interleukin-6 gene transcription. 
Eur. J. Biochem. 236: 871-876. 

Schindler S, Bristow A, Cartmell T, Hartung T and Fennrich S. (2003). Comparison of 
the reactivity of human and rabbit blood towards pyrogenic stimuli. ALTEX 
20:59-63. 

Schindler et al (2004) Cryopreservation of human whole blood for pyrogenicity testing. 
Journal of Immunological Methods 294, 89–100 

Schins RP, van Hartingsveldt B, Borm PJ. Ex vivo cytokine release from whole blood. A 
routine method for health effect screening. Exp Toxicol Pathol. 1996 Nov; 
48(6):494-6. 

Spreitzer I, Fischer M, hartzsch K, Lüderitz-Püschel U and Montag T. (2000). 
Comparative Study of Rabbit Pyrogen Test and Human whole Blood Assay on 
Human Serum Albumin. ALTEX 19 (Suppl. 1):73-75 

Taktak YS, Selkirk S, Bristow AF et al (1991). Assay of pyrogens by interleukin-6 
release from monocytic cell lines. J Pharm Pharmacol 43: 578-582. 

Tsuchiya S, Yamabe M, Yamaguchi Y et al (1980). Establishment and characterisation of 
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APPENDIX C 
 
List of abbreviations and definitions 
 
 
Accuracy  The ability of a test system to provide a test result close to 

the accepted reference value for a defined property. 

BET The bacterial endotoxin test is used to detect or quantify 
endotoxins of gram-negative bacterial origin using 
amoebycte lysate from horseshoe crab (Limulus 
polyphemus or Tachypleus tridentatus 

BRD Background Review Document 

CRYO WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using cryopreserved blood) with IL-1 
as endpoint 

CV coefficient of variation 

DL Developing laboratory = laboratory which developed the 
method or the most experienced laboratory 

ELC Endotoxin limit concentration; maximum quantity of 
endotoxin allowed in given parenterals according to 
European Pharmacopoeia 

Endotoxins Endotoxins are a group of chemically similar cell-wall 
structures of Gram-negative bacteria, i.e. 
lipopolysaccharides 

ELISA Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

EU/ml European Units per ml 

IL-1 interleukin 1 

IL-6 interleukin 6 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

A determination of the extent that qualified people within 
the same laboratory can independently and successfully 
replicate results using a specific protocol at different 
times. 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

A measure of the extent to which different qualified 
laboratories, using the same protocol and testing the same 
substances, can produce qualitatively and quantitatively 
similar results. Inter-laboratory reproducibility is also 
referred to as between-laboratory reproducibility. 

KN University of Konstanz (Konstanz, Germany), developing 
laboratory WB/IL-1 and CRYO WB/IL-1 

LPS lipopolysaccharides 

MM6 MONO MAC-6 cell line 
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MM6/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using MM6 cell line and IL-6 release 
as an endpoint 

MVD Maximum valid dilution; the MVD is the quotient of the 
ELC and the detection limit 

NIBSC National Institute for Biological Standards and Control 
(London, UK), developing laboratory for WB/IL-6 

NL naïve laboratory = laboratory with non or minor 
experience with the method 

NPC negative product control (clean, released lot of the 
nominated product under test) 

Novartis Novartis (Basel, Switzerland), developing laboratory 
PBMC/IL-6 

OD optical density 

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

PBMC/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using fresh peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using cryopreserved peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PEI Paul-Ehrlich Institut (Langen, Germany), participating 
laboratory  

PM prediction model = is an explicit decision-making rule for 
converting the results of the in vitro method into a 
prediction of in vivo hazard 

PPC positive product control (product under test spiked with 
0.5 EU/ml of WHO-LPS (code 94/580) 

Prevalidation study A prevalidation study is a small-scale inter-laboratory 
study, carried out to ensure that the protocol of a test 
method is sufficiently optimised and standardised for 
inclusion in a formal validation study. According to the 
ECVAM principles, the prevalidation study is divided into 
three phases: protocol refinement, protocol transfer and 
protocol performance (Curren et al, ATLA 23, 211-217). 

Pyrogens fever-causing materials  

Pyrogens, endogenous endogenous pyrogens are messenger substances released 
by blood cells reacting to pyrogenic materials; e.g. IL-1, 
IL-6, TNF-α, prostaglandin E2 

Pyrogens, exogenous exogenous pyrogens derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi 
or from the host himself  

Reliability Measures of the extent to which a test method can be 
performed reproducibly within and between laboratories 
over time, when performed using the same protocol. It is 
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assessed by calculating intra- and interlaboratory 
reproducibility and intra-laboratory repeatability. 

Relevance Relevance of a test method describes whether it is 
meaningful and useful for a particular purpose. It is the 
extent to which the measurement result and uncertainty 
can accurately be interpreted as reflecting or predicting the 
biological effect of interest. 

Repeatibility Repeatability describes the closeness of agreement 
between test results obtained within a single laboratory 
when the procedure is performed independently under 
repeatability conditions, i.e. in a set of conditions 
including the same measurement procedure, same 
operator, same measuring system, same operating 
conditions and same location, and replicated 
measurements over a short period of time. 

RIVM National Institute of Public Health and the Environment 
(Bilthoven, The Netherlands), developing laboratory 
MM6/IL-6 method 

Sensitivity Sensitivity is the proportion of all positive/active 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

Specificity Specificity is proportion of all negative/inactive 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

TMB chromogenic substrate 3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine 

TNF-α tumour necrosis factor-α 

USP US Pharmacopoeia 

Validation Validation is the process by which the reliability and 
relevance of a procedure are established for a specific 
purpose 

Validation study  A validation study is a large-scale interlaboratory study, 
designed to assess the reliability and relevance of an 
optimised method for a particular purpose 

WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-1 release 
as endpoint 

WB/IL-6 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-6 release 
as endpoint 

WHO World Health Organization 
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Appendix D 
 
Experiments performed regarding the assessment of the intralaboratory 
reproducibility of CRYO WB/IL-1, KN CRYO WB/IL-1 and 96-wells WB/IL-1 
 
The intralaboratory reproducibility of WB/IL-1 was extensively assessed and the studies 
carried out for this purpose are described in Section 5 and table 5.1.1 of the BRD. 
 
Table 5.1.1 of WB/IL-1 BRD  
Experiment spikes n (per spike) repetitions 

 

1A 0; 0.5 32 1 64 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 12 1 60 

2A 0; 0.5 12 3 72 

2B 0; 0.25; 0.5 8 3 72 

2C 0; 0.5 5 8 80 
1A: replicates of the negative and the positive control 
1B: limit of detection 
2A: behaviour of one fresh blood donor on three successive days 
2B: Influence of the operator 
2C: Robustness with regard to different donors 
 
For the catch-up validation study, only a few of the experiments described in Table 5.1.1 
were carried out (1A and 1B) with some of the methods. The results are given in the 
following: 
 
1. Comparison of the WB/IL-1 and 96-wells WB/IL-1 (Fig. 1a/b). 
 
Numbers: coefficient of variation (%) as determined using GraphPadPrism Software 
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Fig. 1a: Comparison of 96-wells WB/IL-1 with fresh blood of two donors with WB/IL-1 
(donor 1) 
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Fig. 1b: Comparison of 96-wells WB/IL-1 with fresh blood of two donors with WB/IL-1 
(donor 2) 
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2. With several lots of cryopreserved blood, experiments concerning the variability 
of results and the detection of the required 0.5 EU/ml stimulus were made (8fold values) 
and are given in the following figures:  
 

Method A

Lot 156

0 0,5 1
0.0
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O
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Fig 2a: Method A = CRYO WB/IL-1: blood frozen at -80°C; 

Lot 156 8fold tested, 3 spikes 
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Fig 2b: Method B = KN CRYO WB/IL-1: blood frozen in the vapour phase of liquid 
nitrogen; Lot 156 8fold tested, 3 spikes 
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Fig 2c: Method A = CRYO WB/IL-1: blood frozen at -80°C; 

Lot 160 8fold tested, 5 spikes 
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Fig 2d: Method B = KN CRYO WB/IL-1: blood frozen in the vapour phase of liquid 
nitrogen Lot 160 8fold tested, 5 spikes 
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3. Since KN CRYO/WB/IL-1 showed a higher variance and a lower limit of 
detection than the other two methods, a set of experiments was performed: 
 

− reproducibility of saline and 0.5 EU/ml (corresponds to 1A in above Table 5.1.1) 
− limit of detetction experiment (corresponds to 1B in above Table 5.1.1) 
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Fig 3: Method B = KN CRYO WB/IL-1: blood frozen in the vapour phase of liquid 
nitrogen; Variance of the method at spikes of 0 and 0.5 EU/ml: 18fold values; 1 EU/ml: 
12fold values. 
 
 
4. Due to the obvious lower sensitivity of KN CRYO WB/IL-1, an experiment was 
performed concerning the limit of detection according to 1B of the above table (Fig. 
4a/b). This experiment was done twice with different pools of cryopreserved blood  
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Fig. 4a: Method B = KN CRYO WB/IL-1: Limit of detection of the frozen blood 
(nitrogen) Lot Number 127A. Stimulus: E. coli O113: H10:  
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Fig. 4b: Method B = KN CRYO WB/IL-1: Limit of detection of the frozen blood 
(nitrogen), lot 142. Stimulus: E. coli O113: H10 
 
 
All in all, these above experiments indicated no need for extensive studies concerning the 
intralaboratory performance and variability of the three methods. The only method that 
appeared problematic was KN CRYO WB/IL-1, whose characteristics were further 
explored with the above experiments. Nevertheless, KN CRYO WB/IL-1 proved to 
reliably retrieve the 0.5 EU/ml control as positive, despite a higher variability. 
 
It was concluded, that the data from the different laboratories performing the methods in 
the prevalidation would suffice, taking the experiences of the former validation into 
account. 
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THIS SOP WAS AMENDED FOR THE CATCH-UP VALIDATION PHASE 
ONLY. IT DOES THEREFORE ONLY REPLACE THE PREVIOUS 
VERSION FOR THIS SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The whole blood pyrogen test (in vitro pyrogen test IPT) is a two-part assay for the 
detection of pyrogenic contamination. It involves incubation of the sample with 
human blood, followed by an enzyme immunoassay for the measurement of IL-1!. 
A pyrogen is a substance that causes fever. Bacterial contaminations, which contain 
exogenous pyrogens, can be deadly. This problem is of great significance for drug 
safety. 
Also, medical devices and biologically produced substances obtained from bacteria 
and other microorganisms may cause release of endogenous pyrogens (e.g., IL-1!). 
Exogenous pyrogens include metabolic substances and cell-wall components of 
microorganisms. These substances are present during the "normal" course of an 
infectious disease. Infections by Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria are equal 
in frequency. Both of these bacterial types can activate the release of endogenous 
pyrogens, which cause fever through the thermoregulatory center in the brain. 
Although these reactions can occur during the "normal" course of an infectious 
disease, a deadly shock syndrome can occur in the worst case. 
Due to these risks, product safety legislation demands rigorous quality checks for 
pyrogenic contamination of drugs and devices intended for parenteral use. For 
example, testing in rabbits for medical end products is required in Germany. Products 
in development and a few end products are allowed to be controlled by the Limulus 
assay. The first pyrogen assay, based on human whole blood stimulation by pyrogens, 
was developed by Hartung et al. (3,4). 
 
2. PURPOSE 
 
This assay simulates in vitro the normal human reaction to exogenous pyrogens. A 
few drops of human blood are mixed with the sample, and exogenous pyrogens in the 
sample are recognized by immunocompetent cells in the human blood. 
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These cells release IL-1!, which is measured by an integrated ELISA system. 
 
 
 
3. SCOPE / LIMITATIONS 
 
Limit of detection is ! 0.25 EEU/ml, not suitable for test samples interfering with 
blood cytokine release. 

 
 

 
4. METHOD OUTLINE 
 
The procedure has two parts: 
1) Incubation of the sample with (diluted) human blood. 
2) An enzyme immunoassay for the measurement of IL-1!. 
 
Ad 1) Blood incubation 
Diluted human whole blood is incubated for 10-24 hours together with saline or RPMI 
and the sample in a pyrogen-free microtiter plate and aliquots are taken for further 
examination. 
 
Ad 2) Capture of Endogenous Pyrogens (ELISA procedure) 
Samples (aliquots of whole blood stimulation) are distributed into the wells of a 
microplate which are coated with antibodies specific for IL-1!. 
 
An enzyme-conjugated antibody against IL-1! is added. During a 90-minute 
incubation, a sandwich complex consisting of two antibodies and the IL-1! is formed. 
Unbound material is removed by a wash step. 
 
A chromogenic substrate (3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine, TMB) reactive with the 
enzyme label is added. Color development is terminated by adding a stop solution 
after 30 minutes. The resulting color, read at 450 nm, is directly related to the IL-1! 
concentration. Bi-chromatic measurement with a 600-690 nm reference filter is 
recommended. 
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5. DEFINITIONS / ABBREVIATIONS 
 
The following abbreviations are used in this work-book. 
 
Ab antibody 
°C degrees Celsius (Centigrade) 
EC endotoxin control  
EEU endotoxin equivalent unit 
ELISA Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay 
EU endotoxin unit of the international WHO standard 
h hour 
HCl hydrochloric acid 
IL interleukin 
LPS lipopolysaccharide (exogenous pyrogen from Gram-negative bacteria) 
LTA lipoteichoic acid (exogenous pyrogen from Gram-positive bacteria) 
µl microlitre 
mg milligram  
min minute 
ml millilitre 
MTP microtiter plate 
MVD maximum valid dilution 
NaCl sodium chloride, 0,9% 
nm nanometre 
NPC negative product control 
PPC positive product control 
OD optical density 
rpm rounds per minute 
RT room temperature 
TMB 3,3´,5,5´-Tetramethylbenzidine 
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6. MATERIALS 

6.1. Materials required and not provided 
 
The components listed below are recommended, but equivalent devices may also be 
used: it is the users responsibility to validate the equivalence.  
For all steps excluding the ELISA procedure sterile and pyrogen-free materials have 
to be used (e.g. tips, containers, solutions). 
 

6.1.1 Materials for fresh blood incubation 
 
Equipment 
·Incubator (37°C + 5% CO2) 
·Multipette or adjustable 20 to 100 µl pipetters 
·Multichannel pipettor, 8 or 12 channels 
·Vortex mixer 
·Laminar flow bench (recommended) 
 
Consumables 
·Heparinized tubes for blood sampling(Sarstedt S-MONOVETTE 7.5 ml, 15     
 IU/ml Li-Heparin) 
·Sarstedt multifly needle set, pyrogen-free, for S-Monovette 
·Non-pyrogenic 96-well polystyrene tissue culture microtiter plate, Falcon, Cat. No.    
 353072 
·Sterile and pyrogen-free tips 20 µl and 100 µl  
·Combitips for multipette, 1.0 ml and 0.5 ml 
·Reservoir for saline 
·Non-pyrogenic test tubes, preferably 12 or 15 ml centrifuge tubes from greiner bio-  
 one or other qualified materials that can be used for  preparing standards and diluting  
 samples 
 
6.1.2 Materials for incubation with cryopreserved blood 
 
Equipment 
·Incubator (37°C + 5% CO2) 
·Multipette or adjustable 20 to 100 µl pipetters 
·Multichannel pipettor, 8 or 12 channels 
·Vortex mixer 
·Laminar flow bench (recommended) 
 
Consumables 
·Non-pyrogenic 96-well microtiter plate, Falcon, Cat No. 353072 
·Sterile and pyrogen-free tips 20 µl and 100 µl   
·Combitips for multipette, 1.0 ml and 0.5 ml 
·Reservoirs for RPMI and saline 
·Non-pyrogenic test tubes, preferably 12 or 15 ml centrifuge tubes from greiner bio-
one or other qualified materials that can be used for  preparing standards and diluting 
samples 
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6.1.3  Materials for ELISA procedure 
 
Equipment  
· Multichannel pipettor 
· Microplate mixer  
· Microplate washer (optional) 
· Microplate reader capable of readings at 450 nm (optional reference filter in the    
  range of 600-690 nm) 
· A software package for facilitating data generation, analysis, reporting, and quality      
  control 
 
Consumables 
· Graduated cylinder and plastic storage container for Buffered Wash Solution  
· Tip-Tubs for reagent aspiration with Multichannel pipettor 
· non-sterile pipette tips 
· non-sterile deionized water 
 

6.2. Materials Supplied in ELISA kit 
 
Components supplied in that kit are not interchangeable with other lots of the same 
components. 
IL-1! Ab-coated Microplate: One 96-well polystyrene microplate, packaged in a zip-
lock foil bag, with desiccant. The plate consists of twelve strips mounted in a frame. 
Each strip includes eight anti-IL-1! Ab-coated wells. Additionally, individual strips 
can be separated from the frame to enable the repackaging and later use of all the 
wells of a kit. In this case, repackage the strips in the zip-lock foil with the desiccant,  
reseal the foil airtight and use the strips within 4 weeks. Well positions are indexed by 
a system of letters and numbers (A through H, 1 through 12) embossed on the left and 
top edges of the frame. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date 
marked on the label. 
Enzyme-Labeled Antibody : One amber vial containing 21 ml of liquid reagent, 
ready-to-use. The reagent contains horseradish peroxidase-labeled, affinity-purified, 
polyclonal anti-IL-1! antibodies, with preservative. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C 
until the expiration date marked on the label. Do not freeze. 
Saline: Three plastic vials, each containing  pyrogen-free saline. This is intended for 
the dilution of fresh blood, samples and for reconstitution of the Endotoxin Control. 
Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. Use 
immediately after opening and discard unused volumes. 
RPMI: One plastic vial, containing pyrogen-free RPMI. This is intended for dilution 
of cryopreserved blood. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date 
marked on the label. Use immediately after opening and discard unused volumes. 
TMB/Substrate Solution: Two amber vials, each containing 11 ml of a buffered 
reagent, ready-to-use. The reagent contains a hydrogen peroxide substrate and 
3,3´,5,5´-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB). Store refrigerated and protected from light: 
stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. Do not freeze. 
Buffered Wash Solution Concentrate: One vial containing 100 ml of a concentrated 
(10X) buffered saline solution, with surfactants and preservative. Using a transfer 
container, dilute the contents of the vial with 900 ml distilled or deionized water for a 
total volume of 1000 ml. 
Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked on the label. 
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Stop Solution: One vial containing an acidic solution, for terminating the color 
reaction. The reagent is supplied ready-to-use. Handle with care, using safety gloves 
and eye protection. Store refrigerated: stable at 2-8°C until the expiration date marked 
on the label. 
 
Additionally supplied materials 
 
Endotoxin Control: One vial of an endotoxin control. The control is supplied 
lyophilized. Before use, reconstitute control vial with pyrogen-free distilled water. 
Prepare serial dilutions in saline (see 7. Methods).  Mix by vortexing. After 
preparation, the stock solution can be stored (see 7. Methods). 
PPC (Positive Product Control): one glass vial containing 1.05 ng/ml Endotoxin. 
Store at 2-8°C and use according to 7. Methods.
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7. METHODS 

7.1. Fresh Blood Incubation (Method 7 A) 
 
Blood Collection  
Collect blood by venipuncture into heparinized tubes. The blood collection system 
must be pyrogen-free. The procedure calls for 20 µl of heparinized whole blood per 
well. The blood can be stored in the collection tube at room temperature (15-28°C) for 
4 hours. Incubation of the sample should be started within this time. Prior to use, 
gently invert the collection tube once or twice. Do not vortex. 
 
Note: 
 
1 Blood donors are to describe themselves as in good health and not in need of 
medication for the last two weeks. 
2 Each assay should include the Endotoxin Controls and the saline control in 
quadruplicate. 
3 Use disposable tip pipets to avoid contamination of reagents and samples. 
4 During ELISA procedure, the wells should be washed carefully. 
5 The test samples should be done in quadruplicate. 
6 The contents of the wells must be decanted or aspirated completely before pipetting 
wash solution. 
7 Deviations from the procedure (incubation time/temperature) may cause erroneous 
results. The ELISA procedure should be run without interruption. Diluted samples 
should be tested within an hour. 
 
 
7.2. Blood incubation with cryopreserved blood (Method 7 B, Method 7 C) 
 
Blood frozen according to the Konstanz method has to be stored in the vapour phase 
of liquid nitrogen 
Blood frozen according to the PEI method can be kept at –80°C or in the vapour 
phase of liquid nitrogen; for longer storage, please transfer the vials into the vapour 
phase of liquid nitrogen. 
 
Thawing procedure 
Take the required number of aliquots out of the vapor phase of liquid nitrogen/the 
freezer and leave the blood to thaw in the incubator at 37°C for 15 minutes. After this 
time, dry the condensed water off the vials using a paper cloth. Preferably under a 
laminar-flow bench, unscrew the vials and pool the blood in a polypropylene 
centrifuge tube. Gently invert the tube once or twice to achieve complete mixing. Do 
not vortex. 
 
 
 
Storage of the substances 
 
- please keep all substances and spikes at 4°C 
 
Spiking of the substances 
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Part 1)   
5 blinded spikes have been sent out by Konstanz 
They are bearing a code for  

a) the respective drug 
b) a random blinding number 

 
- please pipet 500 µl of the respective substance into a test tube 
- vortex the respective vial with the blinded spike for about 5 seconds 
- add 25 µl of the spike to the substance and vortex for another 5 seconds 
- perform the dilutions according to the instructions below 
 
In case of little substance, the amounts may be reduced to 250 µl of substance + 12.5 
µl of spike. 
 
Dilution of the substances 
 
- for dilution, please use either 12 ml or 15 ml tubes from greiner bio-one 
- each substance has to be vortexed for about 5 seconds immediately before     
  performing Step 3 of the Whole Blood Stimulation. 
 
Substance 1: Glucose 5% 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:70; add 50 µl of substance to 3450 µl of saline 
 
Substance 2: EtOH 13% 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:35 ; add 100 µl of substance to 3400 µl of saline 
 
Substance 3: MCP 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:350; add 10 µl of substance to 3490 µl of saline 
 
Substance 4: Syntocin 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:700: add 5 µl of substance to 3495 µl of saline 
 
Substance 5: Binotal 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:140; add 25 µl of substance to 3475 µl of saline 
 
Substance 6: Fenistil 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:175; add 20 µl of substance to 3480 µl of saline 
 
Substance 7: Sostril 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:140; add 25 µl of substance to 3475 µl of saline 
 
Substance 8: Beloc 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:140; add 25 µl of substance to 3475 µl of saline 
 
Substance 9: Drug A 
Maximum valid dilution: 1:35; add 100 µl of substance to 3400 µl of saline 
 
Substance 10: Drug B  
Maximum valid dilution: 1:70; add 50 µl of subsubstance to 3450 µl of saline 
 
Part 2) 
(unblinded) 
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- Positive Product Control (PPC) 
dilute the respective substance according to the instructions above 
vortex for about 5 seconds 
pipet 500 µl of the diluted substance into a pyrogen-free tube 
add 25 µl of the unblinded PPC-LPS spike  
 
- Negative Product Control (NPC) 
dilute the respective substance according to the instructions above 
vortex for about 5 seconds 
pipet 500 µl of the diluted substance into a pyrogen-free tube 
add 25 µl of saline 
 
Endotoxin dilution for the Dose-Response Curve 
 
IPT assays must include the 0.5 EU/ml + saline control in quadruplicate. 
 
Dissolve the contents of the vial containing O113 provided by NIBSC with  5 ml of 
pyrogen-free distilled water yielding a stock solution of 2000 EU/ml. After 
reconstitution of the lyophilisate, vortex the stock solution according to the Certificate 
of Analysis. Vortex all dilutions prior to use for 5 seconds. 
 
EC = Endotoxin Control, for use in the assay. 
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Solution amount added 

to saline 
Volume of saline Resulting solution  

Stock (2000 
EU/ml) 

100 µl 900 µl 200 EU/ml 

200 EU/ml 100 µl 900µl 20 EU/ml 
20 EU/ml 100 µl 900 µl 2 EU/ml 
2 EU/ml 500 µl 500 µl 1 EU/ml (EC) 
1 EU/ml 500 µl 500 µl 0,5 EU/ml (EC) 
 
The stock solution of the Endotoxin Standard may be aliquoted (e.g. 100 µl 
aliquots) and kept at –20 °C for up to 6 months. Do not store the O113 at –80°C. 
 
 
Whole Blood Stimulation, fresh blood (Method 7 A) 
 
Perform incubation of blood samples in a microtiter plate.Preferably, use a laminar-
flow bench. All consumables and solutions have to be sterile and pyrogen-free. 
 
Step 1: Draw up an incubation plan according to the template below 
 
Step 2: Add 200 µl saline into each well. 
 
Step 3: Add 20 µl of Endotoxin Controls and negative saline control or samples in  
            quadruplicate into the respective wells according to the prepared incubation  
            plan. 
 
Step 4: Add 20 µl of donor blood, mixed by gentle inversion, into each well. 
 
Step 5: Mix the contents of the wells thoroughly by gently aspiring and dispensing 

them 5 times, using a multichannel pipettor, changing the tips between each 
row in order to avoid cross-contamination. 

 
Step 6: Put the lid on the plate and place the plate in an incubator at 37°C + 5%CO2   
             for 10-24 hours. 
 
Step 7: When transferring the stimulation aliquots onto the ELISA plate, mix the 

contents of the wells thoroughly by gently aspiring and dispensing them 3 
times, using a multichannel pipettor, changing the tips between each row in 
order to avoid cross-contamination. 

 
The aliquots can be tested immediately by the ELISA System or may be stored at 
 -20°C or –80°C for testing at a later time. After transfer onto the ELISA plate, keep 
the remaining stimulation aliquots in the incubation plate at 20/-80°C for eventual 
repetition of the ELISA procedure (see Minimum assay suitability requirements). 
 
 
Whole Blood Stimulation, cryopreserved blood (Method PEI = Method 7 B) 
 
Perform incubation of blood samples in a microtiter plate. Preferably, use a laminar-
flow bench. All consumables and solutions have to be sterile and pyrogen-free. 
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Step 1: Draw up an incubation plan according to the template below. 
  
Step 2: Add 180 µl RPMI into each well. 
 
Step 3: Add 20 µl of Endotoxin Controls and negative saline control or samples in  
           quadruplicate into the respective wells according to the prepared incubation  
           plan. 
 
Step 4: Add 40 µl of donor blood, mixed by gentle inversion, into each well. 
 
Step 5: Mix the contents of the wells thoroughly by gently aspiring and dispensing 

them 5 times, using a multichannel pipettor, changing the tips between each 
row in order to avoid cross-contamination. 

 
Step 6: Put the lid on the plate and place the plate in an incubator at 37°C + 5%CO2  
             for 10-24 hours. 
 
Step 7: When transferring the stimulation aliquots onto the ELISA plate, mix the 

contents of the wells thoroughly by gently aspiring and dispensing them 3 
times, using a multichannel pipettor, changing the tips between each row in 
order to avoid cross-contamination. 

 
The aliquots can be tested immediately by the ELISA System or may be stored at 
 -20°C or –80°C for testing at a later time. After transfer onto the ELISA plate, keep 
the remaining stimulation aliquots in the incubation plate at 20/-80°C for eventual 
repetition of the ELISA procedure (see Minimum assay suitability requirements). 
 
 
Whole Blood Stimulation, cryopreserved blood (Method Konstanz= Method 7 C) 
 
Perform incubation of blood samples in a microtiter plate. Preferably, use a laminar-
flow bench. All consumables and solutions have to be sterile and pyrogen-free. 
 
Step 1: Draw up an incubation plan according to the template below 
  
Step 2: Add 200 µl RPMI into each well. 
 
Step 3: Add 20 µl of Endotoxin Controls and negative saline control or samples in 
           quadruplicate into the respective wells according to the prepared incubation  
           plan. 
 
Step 4: Add 20 µl of donor blood, mixed by gentle inversion, into each well. 
 
Step 5: Mix the contents of the wells thoroughly by gently aspiring and dispensing 

them 5 times, using a multichannel pipettor, changing the tips between each 
row in order to avoid cross-contamination. 

 
Step 6: Put the lid on the plate and place the plate in an incubator at 37°C + 5% CO2  
            for 10-24 hours. 
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Step 7: Take the plate out of the incubator and freeze it at –20 or –80°C until the 
contents of the wells are completely frozen. After this, thaw the plate at room 
temperature or in a water bath at no more than 37°C. 

 
Step 8: When transferring the stimulation aliquots onto the ELISA plate, mix the 

contents of the wells thoroughly by gently aspiring and dispensing them 3 
times, using a multichannel pipettor, changing the tips between each row in 
order to avoid cross-contamination. 

 
The aliquots can be tested immediately by the ELISA System or may be stored at 
 -20°C or –80°C for testing at a later time. After transfer onto the ELISA plate, keep 
the remaining stimulation aliquots in the incubation plate at 20/-80°C for eventual 
repetition of the ELISA procedure (see Minimum assay suitability requirements). 
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7.2. ELISA Procedure 
 
Remove the ELISA kit from the refrigerator at least 30 minutes before use. All 
components must be at room temperature (15-28°C). The ELISA is carried out at 
room temperature. 
1 Sample distribution: see Microplate Template below. 
 
A NPC 

(A) 
NPC 
(A) 

PPC 
(A) 

PPC 
(A) 

PPC 
(A) 

PPC 
(A) 

1 
(B) 

1 
(B) 

1 
(B) 

1 
(B) 

2 
(C) 

2 
(C) 

B NPC 
(A) 

NPC 
(A) 

1 
(A) 

1 
(A) 

1 
(A) 

1 
(A) 

2 
(B) 

2 
(B) 

2 
(B) 

2 
(B) 

2 
(C) 

2 
(C) 

C EC 
1,0 

EC 
1,0 

2 
(A) 

2 
(A) 

2 
(A) 

2 
(A) 

3 
(B) 

3 
(B) 

3 
(B) 

3 
(B) 

3 
(C) 

3 
(C) 

D EC 
1,0 

EC 
1,0 

3 
(A) 

3 
(A) 

3 
(A) 

3 
(A) 

4 
(B) 

4 
(B) 

4 
(B) 

4 
(B) 

3 
(C) 

3 
(C) 

E EC 
0,5 

EC 
0,5 

4 
(A) 

4 
(A) 

4 
(A) 

4 
(A) 

5 
(B) 

5 
(B) 

5 
(B) 

5 
(B) 

4 
(C) 

4 
(C) 

F EC 
0,5 

EC 
0,5 

5 
(A) 

5 
(A) 

5 
(A) 

5 
(A) 

NPC 
(C) 

NPC 
(C) 

NPC 
(C) 

NPC 
(C) 

4 
(C) 

4 
(C) 

G saline saline NPC 
(B) 

NPC 
(B) 

NPC 
(B) 

NPC 
(B) 

PPC 
(C) 

PPC 
(C) 

PPC 
(C) 

PPC 
(C) 

5 
(C) 

5 
(C) 

H saline saline PPC 
(B) 

PPC 
(B) 

PPC 
(B) 

PPC 
(B) 

1 
(C) 

1 
(C) 

1 
(C) 

1 
(C) 

5 
(C) 

5 
(C) 

 
A, B, C : e.g. Substances 1, 2, 3                               NPC: negative product control 
1-5 : blinded spikes 1-5                                            PPC: positive product control 
EC : Endotoxin Control 
 
 
2 Add 100 µl Enzyme-Labeled Antibody to every well. 
3 Within 10 minutes, pipet 100 µl of whole blood stimulations of Endotoxin 
Controls, those of the negative saline control and of the samples into the wells 
prepared. During transfer, resuspend the contents of the wells of the incubation plate 
by aspiring and dispensing them 3 times. 
Use a disposable-tip micropipet for the samples, changing the tip between each 
sample and control, to avoid contaminations. 
4 Seal the plate with the adhesive foil provided in the kit. 
5 Mix for 90 minutes on a microplate mixer at 350-400 rpm. 
6 Decant, then wash. Wash each well 4 times with 250-300 µl Buffered Wash 
Solution. 
If this step is performed manually, remove as much moisture as possible during the 
decanting by inverting the washed microplate and tapping out the residual washing 
buffer on blotting paper or a paper towel, being careful not to dislodge the strips from 
the frame. Perform this step before adding the TMB. 
7 Add 200 µl of TMB/Substrate Solution to every well. 
8 Incubate without shaking for 15 minutes in the dark. Reduce incubation time if 
necessary (see Minimum assay suitability requirements). 
9 Add 50 µl of Stop Solution to every well. 
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Tapping the plate gently after the addition of Stop Solution will aid mixing and 
improve precision. The Stop Solution is acidic. 
Handle carefully, and use safety gloves and eye protection. 
10 Read at 450 nm, within 15 minutes of adding Stop Solution. Bi-chromatic 
measurement with a reference wavelength of 600-690 nm is recommended. 
 
 

MINIMUM ASSAY SUITABILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
The assay should be considered acceptable only if the following minimum criteria are 
met: 

 
The mean OD of the 0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control is at 1.6 times the mean OD of the 
negative saline control or greater. 
 
The mean OD of the PPC is at 1.6 times the mean OD of the NPC or greater. 
 
The mean OD of the PPC has to be in the 50-200 % range of the mean OD of the  
0.5 EU/ml endotoxin control. 
 
The mean OD of the negative saline control is at 100 mOD or lower. 
 
If one OD value of the of the 1.0 EU/ml Endotoxin Control is > Max, the ELISA 
procedure may be repeated, reducing the incubation time (Step 8 of 7.2. ELISA 
Procedure). 
 
 
8. HEALTH SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT 
 
· For in vitro use only. 
· Do not use reagents beyond their expiration dates. 
 
Bio-Safety 
Human blood has to be considered infectious and handled accordingly. When 
handling nitrogen and the unopened vials of cryopreserved blood, wear protective 
eyewear. Wear gloves when performing incubations. 
 
Stop Solution and TMB/Substrate Solution 
Avoid contact with the Stop Solution, which is acidic. Wear gloves and eye 
protection. If this reagent comes into contact with skin, wash thoroughly with water 
and seek medical attention, if necessary. The reagent is corrosive; therefore, the 
instrument employed to dispense it should be thoroughly cleaned after use. The 
TMB/Substrate Solution contains peroxide. Since peroxides are strong oxidizing 
agents, avoid all bodily contact with the TMB/Substrate Solution 
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9. ANNEX   (Pipetting scheme for the whole blood assay) 
 
Part 1a: Whole blood stimulation, fresh blood (all values in µl) (Test 7.1) 
 
 
well 
account 

 
Stimulation 
sample 

 
saline 

Endotoxin 
Control  
(0.5 – 1.0 
EU/ml) 

 
Test sample 

 
Donor blood 

 
 
4 

 
Endotoxin 
Control (0.5 – 
1.0 EU/ml) 

 
200 

 

 
20 

 
- 

 
20 

 
 
4 

 
Blank (0) 

 
220 

 
- 

 
- 

 
20 

 
 
4 

 
Test samples  
( 1-10) 

 
200 

 
- 

 
20 

 
20 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Mix the 
samples. 
Incubate 
overnight at 
37°C + 5% 
CO2 

 
 
 
Mix the samples. 
Test immediately 
with the ELISA 
system or store at 
-20/-80 °C. 
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Part 1b: Whole blood stimulation, cryopreserved blood, PEI method (all values in µl) (Test 7.2) 
 
 
well account 

 
Stimulation 
sample 

 
RPMI 

 
saline 

Endotoxin 
Control  
(0.5 – 1.0 
EU/ml) 

 
Test sample 

 
Donor blood

 
 
4 

 
Endotoxin 
Control (0.5 
– 1.0 EU/ml) 

 
180 

 

 
- 

 
20 

 
- 

 
40 

 
 
4 

 
Blank (0) 

 
180 

 
20 

 
- 

 
- 

 
40 

 
 
4 

 
Test samples  
( 1-10) 

 
180 

 
- 

 
- 

 
20 

 
40 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Mix the 
samples. 
Incubate 
overnight at 
37°C + 5% 
CO2 

 
 
 
Mix the 
samples. 
Test 
immediately 
with the 
ELISA 
system or 
store at 
-20/-80 °C. 
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Part 1c: Whole blood stimulation, cryopreserved blood, Konstanz method (all values in µl) (Test 7.3) 
 
 
 
 
well account 

 
Stimulation 
sample 

 
RPMI 

 
saline 

Endotoxin 
Control  
(0.5 – 1.0 
EU/ml) 

 
Test sample 

 
Donor blood

 
 
4 

 
Endotoxin 
Control (0.5 
– 1.0 EU/ml) 

 
200 

 

 
- 

 
20 

 
- 

 
20 

 
 
4 

 
Blank (0) 

 
200 

 
20 

 
- 

 
- 

 
20 

 
 
4 

 
Test samples  
( 1-10) 

 
200 

 
- 

 
- 

 
20 

 
20 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Mix the 
samples. 
Incubate 
overnight at 
37°C + 5% 
CO2 

 
 
 
Mix the 
samples. 
Test 
immediately 
with the 
ELISA 
system or 
store at 
-20/-80 °C. 
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Part 2: ELISA procedure (all values in µl) 
 
 
Supernatants 
from 
Stimulation 

Enzyme-
labeled 
Antibody 

 Substrate  Stop 
solution 

 

 
 
 

100 

 
 
 

100 

Incubate 90 min at 
RT on a plate 
mixer at 350-400 
rpm. Decant.Wash 
4 times with 300 
µl Buffered Wash 
Solution 

 
 
 

200 
 

 
 
 
Incubate 
15 min 
at RT in 
a dark 
place 

 
 
 

50 

Read at 
450 nm 
(600- 
690 nm 
reference 
wave-
length 
recom-
mended) 
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1 Rationale for the Proposed Test Method 

1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1. Describe the historical background for the proposed test method, from original 
concept to present. This should include the rationale for its development, an overview of 
prior development and validation activities, and, if applicable, the extent to which the 
proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a validated test 
method with established performance standards. 
Pyrogens, a chemically heterogeneous group of hyperthermia- or fever-inducing 
compounds, derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi or from the host himself reacting to 
microbial products during an immune response by producing endogenous pyrogens such 
as prostaglandins and the pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-6 
(IL-6) and tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) (Dinarello, 1999). Depending on the type 
and amount of pyrogen challenge and the sensitivity of an individual, even life-
threatening shock-like conditions can be provoked. To assure quality and safety of any 
pharmaceutical product for parenteral application in humans, pyrogen testing is therefore 
imperative.  
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). For the rabbit pyrogen test, sterile test substances are injected 
intravenously to rabbits and any rise in body temperature is assessed. This in vivo test 
detects various pyrogens but not alone the fact that large numbers of animals are required 
to identify a few batches of pyrogen-containing samples argues against its use. In the past 
two decades, the declared intention to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has 
lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% by allowing to use the BET as an in vitro 
alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products (Cooper et al, 1971).  
Bacterial endotoxin, comprising largely lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from the cell wall of 
Gram-negative bacteria that stimulates monocytes/macrophages via interaction with 
CD14 and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) (Beutler and Rietschel, 2003), is the pyrogen of 
major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to its ubiquitous sources, its stability 
and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is detected by its capacity to 
coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the American horseshoe crab, 
Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago (Levin and Bang, 1964). 
In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after drawing about 20% of 
their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, the procedure still 
causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds to even more 
efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, habitat 
loss and pollution (http://www.horseshoecrab.org/).   
As with the rabbit test the general problem of translation of the test results to the human 
fever reaction persists. Moreover, although being highly sensitive, the failure of the BET 
to detect non-endotoxin pyrogens as well as its susceptibility to interference by e.g. high 
protein or lipid levels of test substances or by glucans impedes full replacement of the 
rabbit pyrogen test. Hence, hundreds-of-thousands rabbits per year are still used for 
pyrogen testing.  
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A test system that combines the high sensitivity and in vitro performance of the BET test 
with the wide range of pyrogens detectable by the rabbit pyrogen test is therefore 
required in order to close the current testing gap for pyrogens and to avoid animal-based 
tests. With this intention and due to improved understanding of the human fever reaction 
(Dinarello, 1999), test systems based on in vitro activation of human monocytes were 
developed. First efforts date back about 20 years, when peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) were used to detect endotoxin by monitoring the release of pyrogenic 
cytokines (Duff and Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et al 1984). Meanwhile, a number of 
different test systems, using either whole blood, peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs) or the monocytoid cell lines MONO MAC 6 (MM6) or THP-1 as a source for 
human monocytes and various read-outs were established (Poole et al., 1988; Ziegler et 
al, 1988; Tsuchiya et al, 1980; Hartung and Wendel, 1996; Hartung et al, 2001; Poole et 
al, 2003). These test systems were validated with the aim of developing a tool for formal 
inclusion into Pharmacopoeias, an important basis for implementing novel alternative 
pyrogen tests for product-specific validation. 
 
1.1.2 Summarize and provide the results of any peer review conducted to date and 
summarize any ongoing or planned reviews. 
All of the five methods are currently under peer review of the ECVAM Scientific 
Advisory Committee.  
 
1.1.3 Clearly indicate any confidential information associated with the test method; 
however, the inclusion of confidential information is discouraged. 
This document does not contain any confidential information. 

1.2 Regulatory rationale and applicability 
1.2.1 Describe the current regulatory testing requirement(s) for which the proposed test 
method is applicable. 
To assure quality and safety of pharmaceutical products for parenteral application in 
humans, pyrogen testing is imperative. Depending on the drug, one of two pyrogen tests 
is currently prescribed by the European Pharmacopoeia, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and 
the bacterial endotoxin test (BET), and other national and international guidelines. 
 
1.2.2 Describe the intended regulatory use(s) (e.g., screen, substitute, replacement, or 
adjunct) of the proposed test method and how it will be used to substitute, replace, or 
complement any existing regulatory testing requirement(s). 
Dependent on the product and the presence of relevant clinical data on unexpected 
pyrogenicity of clinical lots, the proposed test method may be an alternative method for 
pyrogen testing, thus substituting the rabbit pyrogen test or the BET. In certain cases, the 
proposed test method may function as a supplementary test method to assess compliance 
to the licensing BRD. 
In case the proposed test method is an alternative for pyrogenicity testing, a thorough 
cross-validation between the proposed test method and the original method for the 
specific medicinal product is warranted. In case the proposed test method is an adjunctive 
test to screen for (unexpected) pyrogenic lots, alert and alarm limits may be established 
based on consistency of production lots or (preferably) based on actual clinical data. 
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1.2.3 Where applicable, discuss the similarities and differences in the endpoint measured 
in the proposed test method and the currently used in vivo reference test method and, if 
appropriate, between the proposed test method and a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
The current in vivo method (rabbit test), as described in the pharmacopoeia, and the 
proposed in vitro test method each determine very different end-points, though the 
biochemical origins of the response are similar. 
The in vivo method more resembles a black box, and determines the total rise in body 
temperature (fever induction) of the animals subjected to the medicinal product, as a 
result of pyrogens (if any) present in the product. 
The proposed test method WB/IL-6 is an in vitro model for the fever response 
mechanism. It determines the release of cytokines by monocytoid cells into the culture 
medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. 
It is these cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
Main differences between the in vivo and in vitro methods are that the latter is 
quantitative and uses cells of human origin, thus better reflecting the physiological 
situation. 
 
1.2.4 Describe how the proposed test method fits into the overall strategy of hazard or 
safety assessment. If a component of a tiered assessment process, indicate the weight that 
should be applied relative to other measures. 
The proposed test method WB/IL-6 may be applied for those medicinal products for 
which the rabbit test is the only or most reliable method for pyrogenicity testing, since a) 
the medicinal product is not compatible with the BET or b) the medicinal product 
contains pyrogens other than Gram-negative endotoxin. 
Limit concentrations for pyrogens are established based on consistency lots or actual 
clinical data or, in the case of endotoxin the ELC as defined for many medicinal products. 

1.3 Scientific basis for the proposed test method 
1.3.1 Describe the purpose and mechanistic basis of the proposed test method. 
The proposed in vitro method is intended to determine the presence of pyrogens in 
medicinal products for parenteral use. The proposed test method is an in vitro model of 
the human fever response. It determines the release of cytokines upon the interaction of 
pyrogens and specific Toll-like receptors on the monocytoid cells (Beutler and Rietschel, 
2003). It is these cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
1.3.2 Describe what is known and not known about the similarities and differences of 
modes and mechanisms of action in the proposed test method as compared to the species 
of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity testing). 
An important feature of the proposed test method is that it is based upon the use of 
monocytoid cells of human origin. It therefore by definition resembles more closely the 
actual response of humans. The two other test methods make use of either crustaceans 
(BET) or rabbits, both species more or less distinct from the human species. The response 
of humans, horseshoe crabs and rabbits toward Gram-negative endotoxin has been 
studied extensively and the methods appear equivalent for this particular pyrogen 
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(Cooper et al 1971; Greisman and Hornick, 1969). However, there are documented cases 
of medicinal products and specified pyrogenic substances that yield false-positive or 
false-negative results in either test method. Since the proposed test method is based on 
human cells, it may therefore predict more accurately the pyrogenicity of such substances 
in humans. 
 
1.3.3 Describe the intended range of substances amenable to the proposed test method 
and/or the limits of the proposed test method according to chemical class or 
physicochemical factors. 
The proposed test method is intended for the assessment of pyrogens in all parenteral 
medicinal products for human use, chemical or biological and including raw materials, 
bulk ingredients and excipients. Use of the proposed test method in testing environmental 
samples or medicinal products is suggested and may be feasible, but substantiating data 
are as yet limited or absent. 
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2 Test Method Protocol Components 

2.1 Overview of test method. 
Provide an overview of how the proposed test method is conducted. If appropriate, this 
would include the extent to which the protocol for the proposed test method adheres to 
established performance standards. 
 
A highly detailed method protocol describing the proposed test method WB/IL-6 
(Detailed protocol WB/Il-6 In vitro test for pyrogen/endotoxin using human whole blood 
22 07 02) is included in Appendix A of this background review document (BRD).  
 
The WB/IL-6 test method is a two-part assay for the detection of pyrogenic 
contamination. The test protocol itself can be divided into the following two parts: 

1. Incubation of the sample with (diluted) human blood. 
2. An enzyme linked immunoassay (ELISA) for the measurement of IL-6.  

 
Ad 1. 
Human whole blood is collected by venipuncture into tubes for blood sampling and 
heparinized. Freshly collected (< 4 hours) heparinized human whole blood is incubated 
overnight (16-24 hours) together with saline and the sample of interest in sterile and 
pyrogen-free reaction tube. The supernatant is subsequently collected for further 
examination. 
 
Ad 2. 
Samples (supernatants of blood stimulation) are distributed into the wells of a 
microtiterplate which are coated with monoclonal antibodies specific for IL-6. 
An enzyme-conjugated polyclonal antibody against IL-6 is added. During a subsequent 
incubation, a sandwich complex consisting of two antibodies and the IL-6 is formed. 
Unbound material is removed by a wash step. 
A chromogenic substrate reactive with the enzyme label is added. Color development is 
terminated by adding a stop solution. The resulting color, read at the appropriate 
wavelength (substrate-dependent), is directly related to the IL-6 concentration.  
The IL-6 ELISA used throughout this study is an in-house ELISA, developed by 
Novartis, in which the IL-6 calibrant is calibrated against the IS for IL-6 (89/548). 
 
 
The WHO-LPS standard (code 94/580, E.coli O113:H10:K-), was used throughout the 
validation. This standard is identical to USP Reference Standard Endotoxin (EC6). 
There are several possibilities to estimate the pyrogenic contamination of the preparations 
under test: 1) A quantitative estimation can be achieved by the construction of a dose-
response curve for endotoxin standard (e.g. 5.0, 2.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 EU/ml) versus 
optical density (OD) value of the IL-6 ELISA. The contamination of the preparations is 
expressed in endotoxin–equivalent units. 2) A qualitative test can be achieved by the 
inclusion of an endotoxin threshold control (e.g. one fixed dilution of the standard curve) 
which allows for the classification in positive and negative samples (i.e. pyrogenic and 
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non-pyrogenic samples). 3) A qualitative test can also be achieved by inclusion of an 
appropriate positive product control. 
A detailed description of analysis methods used during the validation of the test-method 
can be found in section 5 of the current BRD. 

2.2 Rational for selected test components 
Provide a detailed description and rationale, if appropriate, for the following aspects of 
the proposed test method: 
2.2.1 Materials, equipment, and supplies needed. 
The materials, equipment and supplies used for the WB/IL-6 test method are laboratory 
items, that will be already available in a routine QC laboratory. There is no need for 
sophisticated or dedicated laboratory equipment throughout the test.  
For all steps in the procedure, excluding the ELISA procedure, the materials (e.g. tips, 
containers, solutions) which will be in close contact with samples and blood cells need to 
be sterile and pyrogen free. The materials, equipment and supplies are specified in the 
method protocol attached in Appendix A.1. It should be realized that equivalent devices 
may also be used and it is the user’s responsibility to validate the equivalence.  
 
Materials for part 1:  Blood Incubation 
Equipment  
• Incubator (37°C, 5% CO2 humidified air) 
• Class 2 laminar flow sterile cabinet 
• Centrifuge (suitable for 50 ml centrifuge tubes) 
• Vortex 
Consumables 
• 30 ml syringe and a 40 mm, 21 gauge hypodermic needle.  
• 50 ml centrifuge tube containing 10 IU heparine per 1 ml bloodsample. 
• Serological pipettes (5, 10 and 25 ml) 
• Polypropylene conical tubes 
• Pipettes suitable for 50 or 100 µl 
• 96-wells tissue culture plates 
• WHO-LPS standard 
 
Materials for part 2: ELISA procedure 
Equipment  
• Multichannel pipettor 
• Microplate mixer 
• Microplate washer 
• Microplate reader capable of readings at the appropriate wavelength 
• A software package facilitating data generation, analysis, reporting, and quality 

control 
Consumables 
• Graduated cylinder and plastic storage container for Buffered Wash Solution 
• Tip-Tubs for reagent aspiration with Multichannel pipettor 
• 96-wells microtiter plate 
• Mouse monoclonal anti-IL-6 antibody from clone 16 (Novartis)  
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• Horseradish peroxydase conjugated sheep polyclonal anti-Il-6 antibody. 
• Human Interleukin-6 standard 
• Coating buffer, blocking buffer, dilution buffer, stopping solution and  wash solution 

as detailed in the method protocol. 
 
The IL-6 ELISA used is an in-house assay developed in the Novartis laboratory 
(participating in this study) and uses the WHO IL-6 international standard. Any 
commercially available IL-6 ELISA kit using the same standard or a standard calibrated 
versus it may be used (if validated for this in-vitro pyrogen test).  
Including the appropriate positive and negative controls in each run ensures the reliability 
and accuracy of the WB/IL-6 test method. As a positive control a specified amount of the 
Endotoxin Standard is used. The assay should be considered acceptable only if the 
criteria described in the method protocol are met. Also the criteria for allowed variability 
of replicates within an assay have to be met. The IL-6 standard curve is an additional 
control of the performance of the assay. 
 
2.2.2 Dose-selection procedures, including the need for any dose range-finding studies or 
acute toxicity data prior to conducting a study, if applicable. 
For every kind of test compound the interference with human blood and the Il-6 ELISA is 
determined. For this purpose, a preliminary “dose finding” test is conducted to establish a 
suitable (interference free) dilution for every new test compound. For the validation study 
(as described in section 4 of this BRD), the tested products were diluted according to 
their known ELC, which was usually far beyond interfering concentrations. The ELCs of 
the tested products or drugs were calculated according to the European Pharmacopoeia. If 
no endotoxin limit is defined it can be estimated by dividing 350 EU by the maximum 
hourly dose (example: the maximum hourly dose is 100 mg/patient, then the estimated 
endotoxin limit is 350/100=3.5EU/mg). 
 
2.2.3 Endpoint(s) measured. 
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. It 
determines the release of interleukin-6 (IL-6) by monocytoid cells present in human 
blood. IL-6 is released into the culture medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and 
specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. The measured endpoint IL-6 is one of the 
cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
2.2.4 Duration of exposure. 
The human whole blood is exposed to possible pyrogenic components in samples at 37°C 
for 16-24 hours in an atmosphere of 5% CO2 in humidified air.  The supernatant, 
containing endogenous pyrogens released by the cells, is subsequently assayed in the IL-
6 ELISA. 
 
2.2.5 Known limits of use. 
The WB/IL-6 method described in the protocol in Appendix A is not a finalized test 
system for the testing of medicinal products. The method may be applied only to 
preparations that have been validated with this method, i.e. shown not to interfere with 
the blood and the IL-6 readout system at a specified dilution of the preparation. A 
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the blood and the IL-6 readout system at a specified dilution of the preparation. A
paragraph describing the interference testing is included in the protocol (see Appendix
A). However, at this moment there are no medicinal products known that can not be
tested with the method.

2.2.6 Nature ofthe response assessed.
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. Upon the
interaction of exogenous pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells
endogenous pyrogens (e.g. interJeukins, TNF-a and prostaglandins) are produced. In the
body the fever response is triggered by these endogenous pyrogens. Immunoreactive IL
6, the measured endpoint for the current method, is one of these endogenous pyrogens.

2.2.7 Appropriate vehicle, positive, and negative controls and the basis for their
selection.
Throughout the development and validation phase the test compounds are diluted in 0.9%
(w/v) clinical saline. This 0.9% clinical saline is considered an appropriate vehicle as no
interference with active substances of a drug is to be expected.
In addition the test includes several controls.
A negative control: 0.9% clinical saline (sodium chloride)
A positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580, 0.5 EUlml in clinical saline.
A negative product control (NPC): clean, released batch for each drug.
A positive product control (PPC): test item spike with WHO-LPS (code 94/580) at 0.5
EUlml.
The positive and negative controls are the same in every assay and are needed to establish
the sensitivity of the test system. In addition, a product-based set of controls is used to
reveal product-related interference.

2.2.8 Acceptable range ofvehicle, positive and negative control responses and the basis
for the acceptable ranges.

The standard curve of the endotoxin solution is to satisfy the criteria for linearity and
range as described in the ICH guideline Q2B validation of analytical procedures:
methodology, November 1996). For general applications the tests should satisfy
additional criteria as specified in the WB/lL6 protocol (Appendix A to this BRD).

However, for the results described throughout this BRD the data were accepted and
analyzed according to the procedures described in section 5.3 "Statistics". This
procedure was chosen as it allowed for a harmonized analysis of comparable data which
were obtained with different in vitro pyrogen tests (i.e. PBMCIIL-6, MM6/IL-6, WB/IL
I).

As regards the substances to be tested, for products with an established ELC, specified in
EUlml, the product is diluted to its maximum valid dilution (MVD). The negative
product control should be negative at the MVD. The response to the positive product
control should be between 50% and 200% of the response to the positive control,
indicating a possible pyrogenicity can be detected using these conditions.

Page 11
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2.2.9 Nature of the data to be collected and the methods used for data collection. 
The raw data collected are the read-outs (absorbance) of the IL-6 ELISA, measured by an 
automated laboratory ELISA-plate reader. The wavelength is dependent on the 
chromogenic substrate applied, but when using 3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), 
the ELISA-plate is read at a wavelength of 450 nm. Bi-chromatic measurement with a 
reference wavelength of 540-590 nm is recommended.  
 
2.2.10 Type of media in which data are stored. 
Data are stored in electronic files (windows98 compatible software) and as hard copy. 
 
2.2.11 Measures of variability. 
As part of the development of the WB/IL-6 test method the intralaboratory repeatability 
was assessed by independent and identical replicated measurement of the different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS. Furthermore, the limit of detection and its dependence 
from known but uncontrollable variables such us operator and blood donor were 
investigated. These variables and the inherent variation of biological systems make up to 
the total variation of the method. 
  
2.2.12 Statistical or non-statistical methods used to analyze the resulting data, including 
methods to analyze for a dose-response relationship. Justify and describe the method(s) 
employed. 
All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound with blood from one 
donor on one plate. A standard curve in quadruplicate, using the International Standard 
for Endotoxin (calibrated in EU) is included, ranging from 0.25 EU/ml up to 2.5 EU/ml. 
Outliers are rejected only after checking according to the Grubbs test, and applied to 
identify and eliminate aberrant data. Next, the negative and the respective positive control 
are compared to ensure a suitable limit of detection, which should be >0.25 EU/ml.  
 
2.2.13 Decision criteria and the basis for the prediction model used to classify a test 
chemical (e.g., positive, negative, or equivocal), as appropriate. 
A prediction model (PM) was developed in order to classify substances as “pyrogenic for 
humans” or “non-pyrogenic for humans”. To be able to define a dichotome result in the 
alternative pyrogen test, a threshold pyrogen value of 0.5 EU/ml was chosen. This 
threshold value was based on historical data with rabbits (described in section 4.1). The 
suitability of the PM was assessed by testing substances which were artificially 
contaminated with endotoxin (substances are described in section 3.2 and 3.3).  
The statistical approach, including quality criteria, is detailed in section 5.3  
 
2.2.14 Information and data that will be included in the study report and availability of 
standard forms for data collection and submission. 
Raw data were collected using a standard form. These were submitted to the quality 
department of ECVAM 
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2.3 Basis for selection of this test method
Explain the basis for selection ofthe lest method system. Ifan animal model is being
used, this should include the rationale for selecting the species, strain or stock, sex,
acceptable age range, diet, and other applicable parameters.
In view of the shortcomings of the rabbit pyrogen test and the BET, in vitro pyrogen tests
that utilize the exquisite sensitivity to exogenous pyrogen of monocytoid cells have been
proposed. In such tests, products are incubated with human cell and the conditioned
media assayed for pyrogenic cytokines (Duff & Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et a1., 1984;
Poole et aI., 1988; Poole et aI, 1989; Hansen & Christensen, 1990; Taktak et aI., 1991;
Bleeker et aI., 1994).
The human whole blood assay was developed as a real in vitro alternative to the rabbit
pyrogen test. The basic idea was to mimic the fever reaction in humans. In general, the
detection of exogenous pyrogens (e.g. endotoxin) by blood cells causes them to release
endogenous pyrogens like IL~ 1~, IL-6 and TNFa. These cytokines affect the thennal
regulation centre in the brain and increase the body temperature by changing its set point.

In the past, several test methods have been developed that use the sensitivity of human
peripheral blood monocytes to exogenous pyrogens. In an attempt to increase the
sensitivity of these tests the monocytes/leukocytes were isolated ITom whole blood. In
addition, various cell lines, which retain monocytoid characteristics, including the
capacity to synthesize and secrete pyrogenic cytokines, have been studied.
However, the isolation ofmonocytes/leukocytes from whole blood as well as the
maintenance of a cell~line are labour-intensive and time-consuming, technically
sophisticated and require expensive reagents. It is clear that using whole blood implies
considerably simplified handling and that costs are limited.

An overview of relevant literature can be found in section 9 of this BRD. Interleukin IL-6
is chosen as the readout because IL-6, unlike IL-l and TNF, is secreted entirely into the
cell-conditioned medium in large quantities, thereby permitting its complete estimation.

2.4 Proprietary components
lfthe test method employs proprietary components, describe whatprocedures are used to
ensure their integrity (in terms ofreliability and accuracy) from "lot-to-lot" and over
time. Also describe procedures that the user may employ to verify the integrity ofthe
proprietary components.
S. Poole is named as an inventor in Patent Number US 6,696,261 B2 , Feb 24, 2004:
'Pyrogenicity test for use with automated immunoassay systems'.
T. Hartung and A. Wendel are named as inventors in Patent Number US 5,891,728 , Apr
6, 1999: 'Test for detennining pyrogenic effect of a material'.
For clarification:

2.5 Replicates
Describe the basis for the number ofreplicate and repeat experiments; provide the
rationale ifexperiments are not replicated or repeated
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All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound on one plate. Outliers 
are rejected only after checking according to the Grubbs test (p>0.05). Four replicates is 
considered the minimal amount for the Grubbs test.  
 
During a prevalidation phase, the intralaboratory reproducibility as well as the 
interlaboratory reproducibility of the WB/IL-6 test method was established by applying 
repeated experiments (see section 7). As the test method reliability 
(repeatability/reproducibility) was shown to be satisfactory, it was feasible to establish 
the accuracy using pharmaceutical substances (detailed in table 3.3.1) by one test 
performed by three participating laboratories (see section 6).  

2.6 Modifications applied after validation 
Discuss the basis for any modifications to the proposed test method protocol that were 
made based on results from validation studies.  
The test can easily be adjusted to a quantitative assay as described in the method 
protocol. However, the assay has now been validated as a qualitative assay by means of 
the PM. 

2.7 Differences with similar test methods 
If applicable, discuss any differences between the protocol for the proposed test method 
and that for a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Not applicable. 
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3 Substances Used for Validation 

3.1 Selection of substances used 
Describe the rationale for the chemicals or products selected for use in the validation 
process. Include information on the suitability of the substances selected for testing, 
indicating any chemicals that were found to be unsuitable. 
Selected test items were medicinal products available on the market. Released clinical 
batches were considered clean, i.e. containing no detectable pyrogens. To test the 
specificity, sensitivity and the reproducibility of the proposed test method, the products 
were spiked with pyrogen. For the present studies endotoxin (LPS) was selected as the 
model pyrogen, since it is well defined, standardized and readily available. 
 
For the sensitivity and specificity the test items were assessed at their MVD. The MVD is 
the quotient of the ELC and the detection limit. The European Pharmacopoeia prescribes 
for various types of parenterals the amount of endotoxin that is maximally allowed in a 
medicinal product, i.e. the ELC, taking into consideration the dose, the route of 
administration and the dosing regimen of the product. 
The aim of the study was to discriminate between negative and positive samples. Based 
on the selected pyrogen threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples 
were defined as containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. Hence, to determine the MVD, the value 
of 0.5 EU/ml was defined as the detection limit. 
Test items were assessed as such (negative product control), spiked with endotoxin at 0.5 
IU/ml (positive product control) and after spiking with endotoxin at 5 levels (blinded 
samples). In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) 
were included to establish assay validity. 
 
For reproducibility, the test items were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, 
independently in 3 different laboratories, 3 times each. Based on the selected pyrogen 
threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples were defined as 
containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. The test items were tested after spiking with endotoxin at 
four levels. For no other reasons but practical ones, i.e. availability of test materials, 
different test items were selected for this part of the validation study. 
 
It was determined earlier whether candidate test items interfered with the outcome of the 
proposed test method. Interference was considered when the response of endotoxin in the 
diluted test item was below 50% or above 200% of the response of endotoxin in saline 
(spike-recovery). It was shown that none of the test items interfered with the assay at the 
selected dilutions (data not shown). 

3.2 Number of substances 
Discuss the rationale for the number of substances that were tested. 
A total of 13 test items were selected for the validation study (see 3.3): 10 test items for 
determining sensitivity and specificity (table 3.3.1), 3 different test items for determining 
reproducibility (table 3.3.2). Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded by 
ECVAM before distribution to the participating testing facilities. 
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For sensitivity and specificity, each test item was tested after spiking at its individual 
MVD. Hence they each came with their own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike solutions: 
0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. Simple logistics limited the amount of test items for 
this part of the validation study to 10. Since test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent test facilities, this yielded a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis. 
 
For reproducibility each test item was spiked at 4 different levels (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 
EU/ml) and tested at specified dilutions, 3 times at 3 laboratories.  

3.3 Description of substances used 
 
Table 3.3.1: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining sensitivity and specificity 

Drug code Source Agent Indication MVD 
(-fold) 

Glucose 
5% (w/v)  

GL Eifel Glucose nutrition 70 

Ethanol 
13% (w/w) 

ET B.Braun Ethanol diluent 35 

MCP® ME Hexal Metoclopramid antiemetic 350 
Orasthin® OR Aventis Oxytocin initiation of 

delivery 
700 

Binotal® BI Aventis Ampicillin antibiotic 140 
Fenistil® FE Novartis Dimetindenmaleat antiallergic 175 
Sostril® SO GlaxoSmithKline Ranitidine antiacidic 140 
Beloc® BE Astra Zeneca Metoprolol tartrate heart dysfunction 140 
Drug A* LO - 0.9% NaCl - 35 
Drug B* MO - 0.9% NaCl - 70 

*Drugs A and B were included as saline controls using notional ELCs. 
Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
 
Table 3.3.2: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining reproducibility. 

Drug Source Agent Indication 
Gelafundin® Braun melsungen Gelatin Transfusion 
Jonosteril ® Fresenius Electrolytes Infusion 
Haemate ® Aventis Factor VIII Hemophilia 

Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 

3.4 Sample coding procedure 
Describe the coding procedures used in the validation studies. 
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All test items are registered medicinal products and were obtained from a pharmaceutical 
supplier. Test items and endotoxin spiking samples were prepared, blinded where 
appropriate and coded under GLP by personnel from ECVAM, Italy. These were then 
taken over by the Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, for allocation and shipment to each of 
the appropriate test facilities participating in the study. 
For the sensitivity and specificity part of this study, test items and their respective spikes 
(5 per test item) were all blinded. For reproducibility testing, only the spikes (4) were 
blinded, the test items were not. 

3.5 Recommended reference chemicals 
For proposed test methods that are mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, discuss the extent to which 
the recommended reference chemicals were tested in the proposed test method. In 
situations where a listed reference chemical was unavailable, the criteria used to select a 
replacement chemical should be described. To the extent possible, when compared to the 
original reference chemical, the replacement chemical should be from the same 
chemical/product class and produce similar effects in the in vivo reference test method. 
In addition, if applicable, the replacement chemical should have been tested in the 
mechanistically and functionally similar validated test method. If applicable, the 
rationale for adding additional chemicals and the adequacy of data from the in vivo 
reference test method or the species of interest should be provided. 
The reference pyrogen material used was the international endotoxin standard WHO-LPS 
94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-). Where appropriate, the material was diluted in clinical 
saline solution (0.9%(w/v) sodium chloride). The saline was also used as negative control 
(blank). 
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4 In vivo Reference Data on Accuracy 

4.1 Test protocol in vivo reference test method. 
Provide a clear description of the protocol(s) used to generate data from the in vivo 
reference test method. If a specific guideline has been followed, it should be provided. 
Any deviations should be indicated, including the rationale for the deviation. 
For ethical reasons, no rabbit pyrogen tests were performed for this study. However, Dr. 
U. Lüderitz-Püchel, Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, kindly provided historical data, 
accumulated over several years, from 171 rabbits (Chinchilla Bastards). The respective 
Pharmacopoeia’s do not prescribe a rabbit strain for the in vivo pyrogen test, but 
Chinchilla rabbits are reported as a relatively sensitive strain for pyrogen testing.  
 
The rabbits were injected with endotoxin and their rise in body temperature over the next 
180 minutes was recorded (figure 4.1.1). From these data it was established that 50% of 
the rabbits got fever when treated with endotoxin at 5 EU/kg (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). 
Fever in rabbits is defined as a rise in body temperature over 0.55°C.  On the basis of 
these historical animal data and corrected for the maximal volume allowed in rabbits, i.e. 
10 ml/kg per animal, a pyrogen threshold value of 0.5 EU/ml was defined for the PM in 
the proposed test method. 

4.2 Accuracy 
Provide the in vivo reference test method data used to assess the accuracy of the 
proposed test method. Individual human and/or animal reference test data, if available, 
should be provided. Provide the source of the reference data, including the literature 
citation for published data, or the laboratory study director and year generated for 
unpublished data. 
As mentioned, no animal studies were done for ethical reasons. However, a theoretical 
assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made  (Hoffmann et al, 2005a) Taking 
the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes into account 
(1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) and 
calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and defined 
threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen 
test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%.  
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Figure 4.1.1 Dose-temperature of standard endotoxin applied to Chinchilla Bastards (n=171). 
Rabbits were treated with 1 ml saline containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 EU of E. coli LPS (WHO-
LPS 94/580 (E.coli O113:H10:K)) and their body temperature was measured over 180 min. 
Linear regression analysis was performed after logarithmic transformation of the data. Data are 
shown as dots to which a jitter-effect was applied in order to be able to distinguish congruent 
data. The full line depicts the linear regression whereas the dashed lines represent the 95%-
confidence bounds. Furthermore, a horizontal line for a 0.55°C raise of temperature is added 
which is often defined as the rabbit threshold for fever. At the interception point of this line and 
the regression line 50% of the rabbits are to be expected to develop fever. 

4.3 Original records 

If not included in the submission, indicate if original records are available for the in vivo 
reference test method data. 
The recognition of pyrogenic substances as bacterial by-products and the identification of 
a variety of pyrogenic agents enabled the development of a proper test to demonstrate 
non-pyrogenicity of the pharmaceutical product. As early as the 1920s, studies were done 
to select the most appropriate animal model. Results indicated that most mammals had a 
pyrogenic response, but only a few, including rabbits, dogs, cats, monkeys and horses 
showed a response similar to that in humans. For practical reasons, other species but 
rabbits and dogs were considered not practical. In 1942, Co Tui % Schrift described that 
rabbits are less thermo-stable as compared to dogs. Hence, rabbits are more suited for the 
purpose of testing for the absence of pyrogens, since a negative result is more significant. 

4.4 Quality of data 
Indicate the quality of the in vivo reference test method data, including the extent of GLP 
compliance and any use of coded chemicals. 
Not applicable. 
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4.5 Toxicology 
Discuss the availability and use of relevant toxicity information from the species of 
interest (e.g., human studies and reported toxicity from accidental or occupational 
exposure for human health-related toxicity testing). 
Over time, a number of studies were done to correlate the rabbit test to pyrogenic 
reactions in humans. A conclusive study by Greisman and Hornick, published in 1969, 
who compared three purified endotoxin preparations (Salmonella typhosa, E. Coli and 
Pseudomonas) in New Zealand rabbits and in male volunteers, showed that the induction 
of a threshold pyrogenic response, on a weight basis, was similar to rabbit and man. At 
higher doses, rabbits respond less severe as compared to man. 

4.6 Background on assay performance 

Discuss what is known or not known about the accuracy and reliability of the in vivo 
reference test method. 
As mentioned, no animal studies were done for ethical reasons. However, a theoretical 
assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al 2005a). Taking the 
prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes into account (1.0 
EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) and calculating 
probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and defined threshold of 
pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 57.9% 
and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%.  
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5 Test Method Data and Results 

5.1 Test method protocol 
Describe the proposed test method protocol used to generate each submitted set of data. 
Any differences from the proposed test method protocol should be described, and a 
rationale or explanation for the difference provided. Any protocol modifications made 
during the development process and their impact should be clearly stated for each data 
set. 
The method protocol for the WB/IL-6 test is provided in the Appendix A of this BRD. It 
includes the precise step-by-step description of the test method, including the listing of all 
the necessary reagents and laboratory procedures for generating data. For two steps 
during validation a part of the protocol was adapted to contain a detailed description of 
the dilution of the samples and the spiking with WHO-LPS. The relevant part is detailed 
in this section. The validity criteria and the detailed statistical analysis described in 
section 5.3 of this BRD were applied to analyse the data produced during validation.  
To assess the reliability of the test method a series of experiments were conducted in the 
DL. As a start, only blanks (saline, 0 EU/ml) and spikes of WHO-LPS in saline were 
tested. These experiments are summarised in table 5.1.1. 
 
Table 5.1.1 : summary of experiments with WHO-LPS in saline 
Experiment Spikes (EU/ml) in saline n (per spike) Repetitions of 

experiment 
N 

1A 0; 0.5 20 1 40 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0;5 10 1 50 
2A 0; 0.25; 0.5 8 3 72 
2B 0; 0.5 5 8 80 
 
The collected data were used to answer questions regarding the nature of the distribution, 
the variance and its behaviour over the range of response in replicated measurements 
under identical conditions.  In addition, intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed by 
the maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori chosen 
positive control or a dose-dependent standard curve (table 5.1.1, experiment 1b). With the 
data of this experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by 
calculating the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank. Intralaboratory 
reproducibility was assessed by the maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection 
limit below an a-priori chosen positive control of a dose dependent standard curve.  
 
Next, the WB/IL-6 method was transferred from the DL to two other laboratories 
(denoted as naive laboratory 1 [NL1] and naive laboratory 2 [NL2]). All three 
laboratories performed a large-scale dose response experiment. For this study 6 or 7 
concentrations were tested in a dose response curve (typically 0; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5; 1; 2 
EU/ml, at least 8 replicates) and all laboratories had to meet the validity criteria as laid 
down in the protocol before the studies with medicinal substances were conducted. 
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The actual intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 
different medicinal substances Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 
3.3.2, section 3.3.). Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test items 
were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 laboratories, 3 
times each. Test items were tested after spiking with WHO-LPS at four different levels, 
the spikes were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. In addition a negative control 
(saline) and positive control (0.5 EU/ml) in saline were included to establish assay 
validity. 
Although this part of the study was designed for assessment of reproducibility, a 
preliminary estimate of the accuracy could be derived from the data. Applying the PM to 
the results and evaluating the concordance in a two-by-two contingency table assessed 
accuracy. 

 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its 
individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in table 
3.3.1.) Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike solution, ensuring 
that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml 
respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample preparation 
was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in table 5.1.2). To put more 
weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by 
QA ECVAM. The raw data of the WB/IL-6 assay are shown in paragraph 5.2. Accuracy 
was assessed by applying the PM to the results and evaluating the concordance in a two 
by two table. As intralaboratory reproducibility was (successfully) shown in previous 
experiments, only interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed in this phase. 
 
Table 5.1.2:  Sample preparation for the testing of 10 substances spiked with 5 different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS. 

unblinded blinded 
dilution of drug up to MVD 

  
spiking of undiluted drug: 0.5 ml each 

 
diluted 
drug 

NPC PPC  
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

0.5 ml  + 25 µl 
 saline 

+ 25 µl  
PPC-LPS-

spike * 

of 
Spike 1 

of 
Spike 2 

of 
Spike 3 

of 
Spike 4 

of 
Spike 5 

  (final conc.  
= 50 pg/ml) 

dilution to MVD 
 

 test test test  test test test test 
* PPC-LPS-spike contains 1050 pg/ml = 21fold 50 pg/ml 

NPC = Negative Product Control, PPC = Positive Product Control, MVD = Maximal Valid 
Dilution 
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5.2 Accuracy and reliability 
Provide all data obtained to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed test 
method. This should include copies of original data from individual animals and/or 
individual samples, as well as derived data. The laboratory’s summary judgment 
regarding the outcome of each test should be provided. The submission should include 
data (and explanations) from all studies, whether successful or not. 
See figures 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.2.4, 5.2.5 (A, B and C), 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 (A and B). 
 
 

Figure. 5.2.1: Coefficient of variation (CV) of WHO-LPS spikes relative to the mean absorbance 
(readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
 
 

 
Figure. 5.2.2: Boxplots with absorbance (A) values of 20- replicates (left) or 10 replicates (right) 
of WHO-LPS spikes in saline at various concentrations (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.3: Boxplot of absorbance (A) values of the response of two different blood donations 
from one single volunteer with WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 IU/ml and 0.5 IU/ml (readout 
of the IL-6 ELISA). 
 

 
Figure. 5.2.4: Boxplot of absorbance (A) values of WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 (Blank) , 
0.25 IU/ml or 0.5 IU/ml. with 3 different operators (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
 

 
Figure. 5.2.5: Boxplot of absorbance (A) values of the response of 8 individual donors to WHO-
LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 IU/ml and 0.5 IU/ml (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 A: Three different drugs were spiked (blinded) with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 
1.0 IU/ml, respectively. Experiment was run 3 time independently at the NIBSC laboratory 
(readout of the IL-1 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 B: Three different drugs were spiked (blinded) with WHO-LPS  at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 
1.0 IU/ml, respectively. Experiment was run 4 times independently at the Basel laboratory 
(readout of the IL-6 ELISA). The third run (results not shown) was declared invalid for technical 
reasons. 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 C: Three different drugs were spiked (blinded) with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 
1.0 IU/ml, respectively. Experiment was run 3 time independently at the Innsbruck laboratory 
(readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.7: Coefficient of variation (CV) ofdifferent WHO-LPS spikes (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0
IUlml. respectively).frorn the experiments as shown in fig. 5.2.6 A-C.
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate.
NC = negative contrale (saline); PC is positive conrole (0.5 fU/ml in saline).

5.3 Statistics
Describe the statistical approach used to evaluate the dala resultingfrom studies
conducted with the proposed test method.
A generally applicable analytical procedure was employed. This procedure includes a
universal PM as well as quality criteria. First, a two-step procedure consisting of a
variance-eriterion and an outlier-test was applied. For this, the Dixon's test (Barnett and
Lewis, 1984), which is USP approved, was chosen with the significance level ofa=O.Ol
and applied to identify and eliminate aberrant data.

ext, the negative and the respective positive control are compared to ensure a suitable
limit ofdetection. For this, a one-sided t-test with a significance level of a=O.OI is
applied to the In·transfonned data to ensure that the response to the positive control is
significantly larger than that of the respective negative control.

Finally, the samples are classified as either negative or positive by the outcome of a one
sided version of the t-test, which is based on the assigned pyrogen threshold value. The
final results will be given in 2 x 2 contingency tables (table 5.3.1). These tables allow for
estimation ofaccuracy (sensitivity and specificity) and reproducibility of the proposed
test method.
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Table 5.3.1: 2x2 contingency table. 

pre-defined class 

(“truth”) 

 

1 0 

Σ 

1 a b a+b = n.1 Classification 

by test system 

and PM 0 c d c+d = n.0 

Σ a+c = n1. b+d = n0. n 

 
Accuracy: 
The most important statistical tool to determine accuracy (specificity and sensitivity) is 
the PM (Hothorn, 1995). In general, it is a statistical model, which classifies a given drug 
by an objective diagnostic or deciding rule. The objective of a dichotomous result 
requires a clear cut PM, which assigns a drug in one of the two classes “pyrogenic for 
humans” and “non-pyrogenic for humans”. Since a threshold pyrogen value will be used, 
a one-sided test is appropriate for the task. Because the data are normalised by a ln-
transformation, a t-test is chosen. Although the variances over the range of concentration 
converge by the transformation, the assumptions of equal variances do generally not hold 
true, because it depends on additional covariates. Therefore, the one sided Welch-t-test 
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) is applied. Due to the safety aspect of the basic problem, 
the hypotheses of the test are 
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, 
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...

µ  denotes the parameter of location of the respective ln-transformed distribution. 

This approach controls the probability of false positive outcomes directly by means of its 
significance level α, which is chosen as 0.01, because is assumes hazard, respectively 
pyrogenicity, of the tested drug in 
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The PM is built by means of the outcome of the test. Let 0 denote safety and 1 denote 
hazard. The classification of Si-j is then determined by 
 

Sij = 0, if  
2;99.0 !++

>
jiSSi nnjS tT , 
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Sij = 1, else, 

where 
2;99.0 !++ jiSS nnt  the 0.99-quantile of the t-distribution with +Sn + 2!jSin  degrees of 

freedom. The number of replicates for every control and sample, i.e. n…, was harmonised  
to be four. Due to the possibility of removing one observation by the outlier test, the 
number of replicates could be reduced to three. The classification of a version of a drug is 
regarded as an independent decision. Therefore, the niveau α is local.  
 
Finally, the classifications of the drugs will be summarised in 2x2 contingency table 
(table 3).  From these tables, estimates of the sensitivity (SE), i.e. the probability of 
correctly classified positive drugs and specificity (SP), i.e. the probability of correctly 
classified negative drugs, will be obtained by the respective proportions. Where 
 

SE = a / (a + c) * 100% 
and 

SP = d / (b + d) * 100%. 
 
Furthermore, these estimates will be accompanied by confidence intervals, which will be 
calculated by the Pearson-Clopper method (Clooper & Pearson, 1934). For example, let 

SEp̂  denote the proportion, namely the sensitivity, under investigation. Then the 

confidence interval to a niveau α is calculated as 
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where F… denotes the respective quantile of the F-distribution and n1. is the sample size 
of the positive drugs and a the number of correctly classified drugs. 
 
By contaminating the drugs artificially and by defining a threshold value, which is 
assumed to be appropriate, the class of a drug is determined beforehand. The versions of 
drugs, which are effectively contaminated, but below the threshold dose, are considered 
to be negative, respectively safe, because their contamination is not crucial for humans in 
terms of ELC. 
 
Reproducibility: 
The analysis of the intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three 
identical and independent runs conducted in each of 3 laboratories. The comparison of 
the three runs was carried out blindly such that the testing facility did not know the true 
classification of the sample, either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic. By this procedure only 
the randomness and reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic 
errors, which may have arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the 
samples. This means that if a sample was (mis)classified in all three runs the result is 
reproducible regardless of the (mis)classification of the sample. Therefore, a measure of 
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similarity, i.e. complete simple matching with equal weights, was preferred to the 
coefficient of correlation for 2x2 contingency tables. 
The study was designed as follows: each laboratory had to conduct three independent 
runs with the same 12 samples (3 test items with 4 blinded spikes each) and two controls, 
i.e. saline as a negative control (C-) and a 0.5 EU/ml LPS-spike in saline as a positive 
controls (C+). The samples were derived from the three substances Gelafundine, 
Haemate and Jonosteril. Per run, each substance was blindly spiked twice with saline, 
once with 0.5 EU/ml LPS and once with 1 EU/ml LPS, which resulted in a balanced 
design with regard to positive and negative samples, i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic, respectively. 
 
The three independent runs per testing facility provide the information on which the 
assessment of the intralaboratory reproducibility is based. The combined results of the 
three runs per testing facility were used to determine interlaboratory reproducibility. 
The correlation of the prediction (in terms if the Bravais-Pearson coefficient of 
correlation) between all runs is calculated, independent of whether that classification is 
true or false. A BP-correlation of 1 is calculated, if two runs gave exactly the same 
predictions for the twelve substances. If one run gives adverse classifications for all 
substances than the other, the correlation is –1. As these calculations do not need 
information of the true status of a sample, they were carried out blinded. 
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5.4 Tabulated results 
Provide a summary, in graphic or tabular form, of the results. 
See tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
 
Table 5.4.1:  Results of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. Classifications 
after applying the prediction model (compare to fig. 5.2.5) 
Sample DL (NIBSC) NL 1 (Basel) NL 2  (Innsbruck) 
 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
G-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J-0 (1) 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J-0 (2) 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G - 0.5 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
H - 0.5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J - 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
G - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
H - 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
 
Table 5.4.2:  
 
Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 
and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples and spikes 
were blinded. Classifications after applying the prediction model (compare to fig. 5.2.7). 
 

drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI Basel Innsbruck 

Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 1 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 0 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 
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drug  (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” PEI Basel Innsbruck 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Glucose  5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug A" 0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 NA 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 NA 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug  B" 0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 1 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”; NA is not assessed. 
 
 

5.5 Coding of data 
For each set of data, indicate whether coded chemicals were tested, whether experiments 
were conducted without knowledge of the chemicals being tested, and the extent to which 
experiments followed GLP guidelines. 
Blinding of drugs and/or spikes is indicated with the data. 
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5.6 Circumstances 
Indicate the “lot-to-lot” consistency of the test substances, the time frame of the various 
studies, and the laboratory in which the study or studies were conducted. A coded 
designation for each laboratory is acceptable. 
In each part of the study, all samples are derived from one (clinical) lot. 

5.7 Other data available 
Indicate the availability of any data not submitted for external audit, if requested. 
All relevant data were submitted with the present BRD. 
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6 Test Method Accuracy 

6.1 Accuracy 
Describe the accuracy (e.g., concordance, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative 
predictivity, false positive and negative rates) of the proposed test method compared with 
the reference test method. Explain how discordant results in the same or multiple 
laboratories from the proposed test were considered when calculating accuracy. 
Test method accuracy was assessed in two large scale experiments performed with the 
drugs outlined in table 3.3.1 and table 3.3.2 in section 3 respectively. As described before 
one experiment was performed in an early stage of the study with 3 different drugs, tested 
3 times and the other final experiment all drugs were tested once in the three participating 
laboratories. From the first experiment a preliminary estimate of sensitivity and 
specificity can be figure out, whereas the second is regarded as the established accuracy 
for the WB/IL-6 assay. 
 
6.1.1 Preliminary estimate of the accuracy of the WB/IL-6 test. In an early stage of 
the study a different concept for interference testing was used. The developing 
laboratories determined for each drug (outlined in table 3.3.2, section 3.3) the smallest 
dilution within the MVD that showed no interference or an acceptable degree of 
interference with the spike recovery. In general the lowest dilution of the sample allowing 
for a 50-200% spike recovery was chosen. In addition, the positive control (PC) set at 0.5 
EU/ml saline was used as the classification threshold. The laboratory procedure as 
described in the method protocol was maintained throughout the study. Although it was 
realized there were some drawbacks to the concept for interference testing and applying 
the PC as a threshold, this small-scale study allows for a preliminary estimate of the 
accuracy of the WB/IL-6 method. 
It has to be noted that this part of the study was designed to provide an estimate of the 
intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility. Therefore it will also be discussed in detail in 
section 7 (Test Method Reliability).  
 
According to the PM applied during an early phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) is related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then the sample is classified as positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, then the sample is classified as negative. While performing the experiments 
during this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing for a 50-
200% spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of 
the assay; a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according 
to the preliminary PM. In addition, due to unforeseen problems with the preparations of 
the spike, the recovery of the spikes was far below 100%. (This is outside the scope of 
the study and will not be discussed). As a consequence of the employed preliminary setup 
of the study the sensitivity will be underestimated, and the specificity will be 
overestimated. 
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In short, three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
pyrogenic respectively. These 12 sample were three times tested in three laboratories. In 
total there were 108 classifications from 12 samples in 3 runs and in 3 laboratories 
(3x3x12=108). Results are described in detail in section 7. A 2x2 contingency table was 
constructed (table 6.1.1), from which the estimates of sensitivity and specificity can 
easily be derived. 
 
Table 6.1.1: 2x2 contingency table. The prediction model applied to a preliminary study. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  40 4 44 
-  14 50 64 

Total  54 54 108 
 
The specifications of specificity and sensitivity described in section 5.3 were applied to 
these results and the specificity (Sp) of the WB/IL-6 assay is 93% (50/(4+50)*100%), 
95% confidence interval [0.821; 0.979]. The sensitivity (Se) equals 74% 
(40/(40+14)*100%), 95% confidence interval [0.603; 0.850]. As outlined previously the 
specificity is overestimated and the sensitivity is underestimated as a result of the design 
of this part of the study. 
 
6.1.2 Test method accuracy of the proposed WB/IL-6 method. To assess accuracy of 
the proposed method, 10 substances (listed in table 3.1.1, section 3) were spiked with five 
different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is negative). Thus, in total, 50 
samples have been tested in each laboratory.  
To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its individual 
MVD, which has been calculated using the ELCto that drug (listed in section 3). Lesser 
dilutions were tested by the DL, and showed no interference. Therefore interference was 
not expected at the individual MVD. Each substance had their own specific set of 
endotoxin spike solution, ensuring that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 
0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description 
of the sample preparation was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in 
table 5.1.1 for convenience). To put more weight to the result of this part of the 
validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. The raw data and the 
graphical presentation of these raw data are shown in the section 5 (table 5.4.2). 
Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results (summarized in table 5.3.2) and 
evaluating the concordance in this section in a two by two contingency table (table 6.1.2). 
As described above 10 substances, spiked with 5 different WHO-LPS concentrations 
were tested in three laboratories and consequently a maximum of 150 data were available 
for analysis. 
 
As intralaboratory reproducibility was successfully shown in previous experiments 
(analyzed in section 7), only one run performed in each laboratory was considered 
sufficient. 
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Table 6.1.2: 2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the WB/IL-6 test result 
of 10 different substances assessed in three different  laboratories. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  79 2 81 
-  10 57 67 

Total  89 59 148 
 
Of the 150 available data, two sets of data had to be removed from the analysis because 
the coding of the samples was mixed up by the testing laboratory. All quality criteria as 
defined in the method protocol were met. The specificity and sensitivity of the WB/IL-6 
method could be estimated as described in section 5.3.  
 
The specificity of the WB/IL-6 assay is 96.6% (57/(2+57)*100%), 95% confidence 
interval [0.883; 0.996].  The sensitivity equals 88.8% (79/(79+10) *100%), 95% 
confidence interval [0.803;0.945]. (See table 6.1.3).  The specificity varied from 89% up 
to 100% within the three laboratories, and the sensitivity varied from 83% up to 100%.  
 
Table 6.1.3: Specificity and sensitivity of the WB/IL-6 assay 

 N total N correctly 
identified 

proportion 95% CI 
lower limit 

95% CI 
upper limit 

Specificity (Sp) 59 57 96.6% 88.3% 99.6% 
Sensitivity (Se) 89 79 88.8% 80.3% 94.5% 

 

6.2 Concordancy to in vivo reference method 
Discuss results that are discordant with results from the in vivo reference method. 
Not applicable. 

6.3 Comparison with reference methods 
Discuss the accuracy of the proposed test method compared to data or recognized 
toxicity from the species of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity 
testing), where such data or toxicity classification are available. This is essential when 
the method is measuring or predicting an endpoint for which there is no preexisting 
method. In instances where the proposed test method was discordant from the in vivo 
reference test method, describe the frequency of correct predictions of each test method 
compared to recognized toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 

6.4 Strength and limitations 
State the strengths and limitations of the proposed test method, including those 
applicable to specific chemical classes or physical-chemical properties. 
It appears the proposed test is applicable to most classes of medicinal products, at least 
those that are non- or low-toxic to cells in vitro. In addition, the test may be employed to 
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assess pyrogenicity of various medical devices, such as (biological) bovine collagen bone 
implants. 

6.5 Data interpretation 
Describe the salient issues of data interpretation, including why specific parameters were 
selected for inclusion. 
No issues. 

6.6 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results obtained with 
both test methods should be compared with each other and with the in vivo reference test 
method and/or toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 
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7 Test Method Reliability (Repeatability/Reproducibility) 

7.1 Selection of substances 
Discuss the selection rationale for the substances used to evaluate the reliability 
(intralaboratory repeatability and intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility) of the 
proposed test method as well as the extent to which the chosen set of substances 
represents the range of possible test outcomes. 
The rationale for the selection of the substances is described in section 3.3. In short: for 
the present studies endotoxin (WHO-LPS) was selected as the model pyrogen, since it is 
well defined biological standard and readily available. Selected test substances were 
medicinal products available on the market. These batches are released by the 
manufacturers and comply with the Marketing Authorisation file and European 
Pharmacopoea. Therefore these batches are considered to contain no detectable pyrogens. 
To test the method reliability the medical products were spiked with endotoxin. 

7.2 Results 
Provide analyses and conclusions reached regarding the repeatability and 
reproducibility of the proposed test method. Acceptable methods of analyses might 
include those described in ASTM E691-92 (13) or by coefficient of variation analysis. 
In an early phase of the study, the intralaboratory repeatability and reproducibility of the 
test method was assessed in a series of experiments conducted in the DL. Series of blanks 
(saline, 0 EU/ml) and spikes of WHO-LPS in saline were tested. These experiments (1A, 
1B, 2B and 2C) are summarized in table 7.2.1.   
 
Table 7.2.1: Summary of experiments with WHO-LPS in saline. 
 

Experiment Spikes (EU/ml) in saline n (per spike) Repetitions of 
experiment 

N 

1A 0; 0.5 20 1 40 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0;5 10 1 50 
2B 0; 0.25; 0.5 8 3 72 
2C 0; 0.5 5 8 80 

 
The data were used to answer questions regarding the nature of the distribution, the 
variance and its behavior over the range of response in replicated measurements under 
identical conditions.  In addition, reliability of the test method was assessed by the 
maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori chosen positive 
control or a dose-dependent standard curve (table 7.2.1, experiment 1B).  With the data of 
this experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by 
calculating the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank.  
 
The second group of experiments was meant to analyze the variation in detail. For this 
purpose the major sources of variation were assessed separately, i.e. behavior of a donor 
in time (experiment 2A), operator (exp. 2B) different donors (exp.2C).  A total of 242 
data were collected and analyzed. 
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First the shape of the distribution at a spike was assessed (not shown). Most of the data
showed normal-distribution.
Based on the experience that there is a monotone increasing relationship between the
mean-responses and the variation (empirical variance or standard deviation), the analysis
focuses on the coefficient ofvariation (CV). The CV should be distributed symmetric
around a constant factor, if the mean-variance relationship is linear. A plot of all CVs
against their corresponding means is shown in figure 5.2.1. From the figure it is clear that
at this stage of the study, the CV for some sets ofreplicates of the blanks is exceptionally
high with CV 0.5 and 0.9. (From subsequent studies it appeared that this high variation of
the blanks was just an incident). For the spikes with WHO-LPS, the variation for the sets
of replicates is low. As only WHO-LPS was examined up to this point, it was envisaged
that the CV would increase witb other substances being tested. For CV criteria applied as
a validity criteria of the WB/IL-6 assays, the CV was arbitrarily set at CV<O.4.

The outliers were identified on the assumption of normally distributed data as well as a
log-normal distribution. At this point the Grubbs-test was chosen and the kind of outlier
(lower or upper) and the significance level a (5% and 1% significance level) were
recorded. Altogether there were 1land 8 outliers identified for the assumption of
normality and log-normality respectively. Overall the amount of outliers is about 3.5-4%.
The outliers were located all over the ELISA-plates and there was no obvious scheme. In
addition, the raw data (plate-readouts) showed no obvious edge-effects or trends.

The results of test IA (figure 5.2.2) show a low variation and the spike of 0.5 EU/ml was
clearly detected. Test lB showed a higher variation and the 0.25 EU/ml spike hardly
discriminated from the blank (figure 5.2.2, one outlier for the blank, one outlier for the
0.063 EU/ml-spike). However the highest spike (0.5 EU/ml) can be detected easily.

Test 2A was included to assess the behavior of a donor in time. The blood of one donor
was employed twice on different dates. Data are presented in figure 5.2.3. In both
experiments the response of the donor are similar. In comparison with the (higher)
variation between different donors (test 2C), the variation of a suitable donor is low and
is considered to be no critical issue in the WB/IL-6 assay.

Experiment 2B (figure 5.2.4) was conducted by three operators in parallel with blood
from one donor. Every operator tested eight replicates of three spikes of 0, 0.25 and 0.5
EU/ml-LPS. Obviously the operator has an impact on the results and the variability of the
replicates seems to depend on (the experience of) the operator. Still, the data of the 0.5
EU/rol spikes can be discriminated from their corresponding blanks (after removal of the
outliers).

The final experiment was designed to show the robustness of the assay with respect to
different donors. Therefore 8 donors were involved and for each donor five replicates of
each of the spikes (0; O.5EU/mt) were generated. Data are presented in figure 5.2.5. Some
variation in sensitivity for LPS between the donors is obvious. But every donor reacts to
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the 0.5 EU/ml-spike. This experiment reveals that there is a certain effect of the covariate 
“donor” which is however not crucial, at least not with regard to a qualitative PM.   
 
In conclusion: The most critical issue identified is the variation within the sets of blanks, 
but this is probably caused by the handling of the assay.  The WB/IL-6 assay is robust 
against all examined variables.  Although the experiments revealed an effect for the 
covariates “blood donor”, “operator” and “day”, the sensitivity of the assay is about 0.25 
EU/ml and at least 0.5 EU/ml for all experiments. Therefore the intralaboratory 
repeatability is considered satisfactory.  The 3-4% percentage outliers, as determined by 
the Grubbs test is considered acceptable. The validity criteria of the WB/IL-6-assay as 
recorded in the method protocol, are based on these experiments, i.e. CV< 0.4, lower 
limit of detection 0.5 EU/ml. 
 
Intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility. 
After transfer of the WB/IL-6 assays to two other laboratories, a dose response 
experiments was performed by all three laboratories.  For this study 7 concentrations 
were tested in a dose response curve (0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 EU/ml, at least 8 
replicates). A participating laboratory qualified for taking part in the next part of the 
study by producing a dose response curve, with a limit of detection of at least 0.5 EU/ml 
and a CV < 0.4 (data not shown).  
 
The intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 different 
medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 3.3.2, 
section 3.3.). Test substances and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test substances 
were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 different 
laboratories, 3 times each. The three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four 
levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a 
balanced design with regard to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic respectively. In addition a negative control (saline) and 
positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) were included to establish assay validity. To avoid 
interference, the DL performed interference testing in terms of the BET, i.e. 50-200% 
spike recovery, and decided on the dilution of the test substances. Dilutions chosen for 
Gelafundine, Haemate, Jonosteril were 1:2, 1:4 and 1:1 respectively. The results are 
graphically presented using the absorbance values of the three runs (shown in section 5, 
fig. 5.2.5). 
 
From the experiment with LPS-WHO only it was concluded that CV for the WB/IL-6 
assay is < 0.4, which is acceptable. It was envisaged that the CV was likely to be higher 
when testing different substances (different matrices) and was assessed for the current set 
of data. A plot of all CVs for all sets of 4 replicates of a drug with a spike is shown in 
figure 5.2.7. From the figure it is clear that the CV for a set of 4 replicates of one spike 
concentration is usually below 0.45, which is considered acceptable for a biological 
assay. Only one set of data showed an exceptional high (CV>1.1) which is probably due 
to a pipetting error.  For the remainder of the studies the CV criteria applied as validity 
criteria of the WB/IL-6 assays was arbitrarily set at CV<0.45. 
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The analysis of the intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three identical 
and independent runs conducted in each laboratory. The comparison of the three runs was 
carried out blindly such that the laboratory did not know the true classification of the 
sample (either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic). By this procedure only the randomness and 
reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic errors, which may have 
arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the samples. This means that if a 
sample was misclassified in all three runs the result is 100% intralaboratoryoratory 
reproducible (regardless of the misclassification of the sample).  
 
According to the preliminary PM applied during this phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) was related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then sample is classified as being positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, sample is classified as negative (positive/pyrogenic = 1, negative/non-
pyrogenic = 0).   
During this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing 50-200% 
spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of the 
assay, a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according to 
the preliminary PM. 
 
From the three independent runs summarized in table 5.4.1, the intralaboratory 
reproducibility can be calculated for the separate laboratories (table 7.2.2). For these 
calculations there is no need for information of the true status of the sample. A minimum 
criterion for the establishment of an assay is that experiments carried out with the same 
samples should result in a high concordance of classifications.  
Each of the assays performed by the laboratories fulfilled the sensitivity criterion, i.e. the 
assays showed a significant difference between C- and C+. All results could be included 
in the analysis. From table 7.2.2 it can be read that the between runs reproducibility 
ranges from 75 to 100%.  The mean intralaboratory reproducibility is very good (83 –
100%) for all three participating laboratories.  
 

 
Table 7.2.2 : Intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by correlation between different runs. 
Result of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 

 DL (NIBSC) NL1 (Basel) NL2 (Innsbruck) 
Run 1 - Run 2 75%   (9/12) 92%  (11/12) 100%  (12/12) 
Run 1 - Run 3 100%   (12/12) 92%  (11/12) 100%  (12/12) 
Run 2 - Run 3 75%   (9/12) 100% (12/12) 100%  (12/12) 
Mean 83% 94% 100% 
Proportion showing the 
same result in 3 runs  

 
75% 

 
92% 

 
100% 
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The interlaboratory reproducibility of the WB/IL-6 method was assessed in a similar 
manner to the intralaboratory reproducibility. A summarizing method to combine the 
three runs per laboratory is considered not appropriate, because it would mask 
misclassification. Therefore each run of one laboratory was compared with all runs of 
another laboratory.  This results optimally in 108 comparisons between the data sets of 
two laboratories. The measure of similarity is then the proportion of equally classified 
samples. These proportions are summarized in table 7.2.3, show that there is a good 
interlaboratory reproducibility varying from 72 - 97% (overall mean: 81%). 
 

Also from the result of the large-scale study (testing 10 substances spiked with 5 separate 
spikes), the interlaboratory reproducibility can be estimated (table 7.2.4). The 
reproducibility varied from 85% to 88% between two laboratories. All three laboratories 
found the same result for 38 samples out of 48 (equals 79%).  
 

 
 
Conclusion: It is shown that the mean intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by the 
proportion of equally classified samples between different runs varies from 83% to 100% 
between the three participating laboratories. The interlaboratory reproducibility between 
two laboratories varied from 72% to 97% in one large scale blinded experiment and from 
85% to 88% in the other large scale blinded experiment. All three participating 
laboratories predicted the same in 79% of the measurements.  It has to be noted that part 
of the samples was 0.5 EU/ml and close to the arbitrary point of the WB/IL-6 assay. 

Table 7.2.3: Interlaboratory reproducibility. Assessed by interlaboratory correlations. Result 
of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL – NL1 72% 78 / 108 
DL – NL2 75% 81 / 108 

NL1 – NL 2 97% 105 / 108 
Mean  81%  

DL = NIBSC; NL1 = Basel; NL2 = Innsbruck 
 

Table 7.2.4: Interlaboratory reproducibility. Assessed by testing of 10 substances, spiked 5 
times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 85% 41 / 48 
DL -  NL2 85% 41 / 48 
NL1 – NL2 88% 44 / 50 

Mean 86%  
same result in all 

laboratories 
79% 38 / 48 

DL =PEI; NL1 = Basel;  NL2 = Innsbruck 
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7.3 Historical data 
Summarize historical positive and negative control data, including number of 
experiments, measures of central tendency, and variability. 
Not applicable. 

7.4 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the reliability of the two 
test methods should be compared and any differences discussed. 
Not applicable. 
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8 Test Method Data Quality 

8.1 Conformity 
State the extent of adherence to national and international GLP guidelines (7-12) for all 
submitted data, including that for the proposed test method, the in vivo reference test 
method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method. Information regarding 
the use of coded chemicals and coded testing should be included. 
The studies were done in accordance to the guidelines for GLP. Written protocols and 
approved standard operating procedures were followed during the entire course of the 
study. Deviations were recorded and, where appropriate, approved in amendments. All 
data are stored and archived. As mentioned, samples were appropriately blinded. 

8.2 Audits 
Summarize the results of any data quality audits, if conducted. 
No audits were conducted. 

8.3 Deviations 
Discuss the impact of deviations from GLP guidelines or any noncompliance detected in 
the data quality audits. 
Not applicable. 

8.4 Raw data 
Address the availability of laboratory notebooks or other records for an independent 
audit. Unpublished data should be supported by laboratory notebooks. 
All records are stored and archived by the contributing laboratories and available for 
inspection. 
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9 Other Scientific Reports and Reviews 

9.1 Summary 
Summarize all available and relevant data from other published or unpublished studies 
conducted using the proposed test method. 
 
Relevant data obtained with the proposed method are described in a number of published 
studies which are given in Appendix B. The most important results will be summarized 
below. 
 
An in vitro monocyte activation test that detected pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants, was first applied some 15 years ago (Poole et al., 1988). A number of 
variants of the original test system have since been described, although the underlying 
principle of each variant remains the same. The test preparation is cultured with 
monocytes, either as peripheral blood mononuclear cells, PBMC, diluted whole blood or 
cells of a monocytoid cell line such as MM6. Contaminants in the test article activate 
CD14/TLR receptors which stimulates the release of an endogenous pyrogenic cytokine 
from the monocytes (Poole and Gaines Das, 2001).  
Early studies mainly report on optimization of the test method, e.g. improving the lower 
limit of detection, incubation times and cytokine readout, using model pyrogens such as 
LPS or endotoxin. Only limited information is available on the actual testing of medicinal 
products.  
 
Most interestingly, Taktak et al (1991) described several batches of a medicinal product 
(serum albumin) that caused adverse (pyrogenic) reactions in recipients. These lots were 
not detected by either BET or rabbit test but only by the in vitro monocytoid cell test. 
In a study using whole blood and monocytoid cell lines as the sources of monocytoid 
cells (Nakagawa et al., 2002) it was reported that the structurally diverse pyrogens 
endotoxin, peptidoglycan, Staphylococcus aureus Cowan 1 and poly(I.C) all stimulated 
the release of cytokines. 
 
The cytokine readout included tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and IL-
6 (reviewed by Poole and Gaines Das, 2001 and Poole et al., 2003). Other cytokines, e.g. 
IL-8, are also produced in large quantities in response to pyrogenic contaminants but their 
roles in fever are less well studied. The preferred readout is usually IL-6 because IL-6, 
unlike IL-1 and TNF, is secreted entirely into the cell-conditioned medium in large 
quantities, thereby permitting its complete estimation (Poole et al, 1988; Poole et al., 
1989 and Taktak et al., 1991). No significant differences were observed in the kinetics or 
production levels of IL-6 in whole blood and PBMC (de Groote et al.,1992) 
Nakagawa et al. (2002) compared TNF alfa, IL-1b and IL-6 as readout, with diluted 
whole blood and a monocytoid cell line (MM6, clone CA8). The structurally diverse 
pyrogens endotoxin, peptidoglycan, S. aureus Cowan 1 and poly (IC) all stimulated the 
release of more IL-6 than either TNF or IL-1. More importantly, IL-6 was induced by 
lower concentrations of each pyrogen. 
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It has also been shown that certain pro-inflammatory bacterial components stimulate the 
production of IL-6 but not TNF and IL-1 (Reddi et al., 1996), and IL-6 induction via 
Toll-like (pyrogen) receptors rapidly follows the recognition of microbial products 
(Pasare and Medzhitov, 2003). 
 
It has been recognized before that for the routine applications of cytokine release tests the 
simplicity of the whole blood method is more suitable than a test with isolated monocytes 
(Schins 1996). Therefore many researchers have focused on the whole blood method. 
 
Good correlation were found between the WB/IL6 assay and the rabbit pyrogen assay for 
22 freshly prepared production batches of human serum albumin, fibronectin and 
stabilized human serum solutions. None of the products had an effect on the sensitivity of 
the WB/IL6 assay whereas the BET gave anomalous results for 1 out the 22 production 
batches tested. (Pool, 1998) 
 
Even a strategy to differentiate between endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens, using 
Polymyxin B has been suggested (Pool, 1999). Relatively high concentrations of 
Polymyxin B inhibits endotoxin-induced IL-6 secretion by whole blood cells. Polymyxin 
B could partially inhibit IL-6 induction by 2 batches of HSA that were highly pyrogenic 
using the rabbit and the whole blood assay, suggesting that non-endotoxin pyrogens were 
present.  This was also supported by BET result, showing only a weak positive or 
inconclusive result for these batches. However, this challenging idea to differentiate 
between endotoxin and non-endotoxin needs further research. 
 
It is stressed throughout these studies using whole blood that only healthy donors not 
taking any medication must be used for testing pharmaceuticals. Various drugs such as 
cortisone suppress interleukin release and would therefore exclude a blood donor from 
the experiment. An infection can stimulate release, as reflected in an increased baseline 
value or an abnormally high interleukin response. Therefore, the WB/IL-6 test may only 
be used if samples have first been shown not to cause interference. The blood group of 
the human donors does not influence the results of the assay.  
 
The pyrogenicity of a complex multivalent vaccine, Infanrix, containing protein and 
polysaccharide components from both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, was 
studied using the WB/IL6 test. The study revealed a large variability in IL6 production by 
different donors. Although all blood samples responded to endotoxin, only some donors 
significantly responded to Infanrix. (The blood donors histories of vaccinations and 
infections were not recorded).  Infanrix was negative in the BET, but interfered with the 
spike recovery of endotoxin.  The significance of this finding with such a complex 
mixture as a multivalent vaccine remains to be elucidated. 
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9.2 Discussion 
Comment on and compare the conclusions published in independent peer-reviewed 
reports or other independent scientific reviews of the proposed test method. The 
conclusions of such scientific reports and reviews should be compared to the conclusions 
reached in this submission. Any ongoing evaluations of the proposed test method should 
be described. 
 
The validation described in this BRD is the first time such an extensive study for 
specificity and accuracy using actual medicinal products spiked with endotoxin is carried 
out. Moreover it is the first time that similar samples were tested in parallel by (at least) 
three laboratories. Although the laboratories had not the same level of hands on with this 
particular assay, the accuracy is comparable between the three laboratories. There are no 
reports in independent peer-reviewed journals available to compare the accuracy in 
multiple laboratories, except for the manuscript of Hoffman et al (2005b).  It is shown 
that validated assays employing, either MM6 cells, whole blood or PBMC have 
comparable accuracies.  
 
Quite recently a comparative evaluation for two different in vitro tests for pyrogens, 
using PBMC and diluted whole blood respectively, was published (Andrade et al. 2003). 
Both tests, with a IL6 readout, were applied to different classes of parenteral medicinal 
products. Many of these products did not have a specified ELC that was established as 
the MVD to comply with the test. Preparatory tests were conducted to ensure that the 
drugs being tested did not interfere in the tests. Both in vitro tests showed a good overall 
agreement, both with each other and with the BET and the rabbit pyrogen test for the 
detection of endotoxin. The batch of medicinal product failing the rabbit test, was also 
positive in BET, whole blood and PBMC test.  In addition, the whole blood test was 
shown to be sensitive to the fungus C. albicans and the gram-positive bacteria S. aureus. 

9.3 Results of similar validated method 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results of studies 
conducted with the validated test method subsequent to the ICCVAM evaluation should 
be included and any impact on the reliability and accuracy of the proposed test method 
should be discussed. 
As mentioned, in vitro monocytoid activation test methods for the detection of pyrogenic 
contaminants are being developed over the course of the past two decades. A number of 
variants have been described, although the underlying principle of each variant remains 
the same. The test preparation is cultured with monocytoid cells, either as peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells, PBMC, (diluted) whole blood or cells of a monocytoid cell line 
such as MM6. Accuracy and specificity of these test methods are comparable, but in 
general methods using whole blood, PBMC and the MM6 cell line appear to perform best 
(Hoffmann et al, 2005b). 
Table 9.3.1 summarises the performance of in vitro methods presented in the five BRDs 
and Table 9.3.2 compares the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their strengths, 
weaknesses, costs, time, limitations. 
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However, most studies (as this one) are done with model pyrogens and as yet little 
experience is available in the field, e.g. as part of the final batch release test-package. 
Experience and thus confidence in these methods will grow once regulatory authorities 
approve these methods and more manufacturers start to employ them. Then, on a case by 
case situation, it should be determined which method is best suited for the actual situation 
and demonstrates to pick out the appropriate, i.e. pyrogenic batches of the medicinal 
product. 
 
Table 9.3.1:  Summary of the performance of in vitro pyrogen tests based on 
monocytoid cells (see Tables 7.2.2; 7.2.4; 6.1.3) 
 

Test System 
Read-

out 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

WB/IL-6 
whole 
blood 

IL-6 
DL: 83.3 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 100 

DL-NL1: 85.4 
DL-NL2: 85.4 
NL1-NL2: 92.0 

88.9 96.6 

WB/IL-1 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β 
DL: 88. 9 
NL1: 95.8 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 72.9 
DL-NL2: 81.6 
NL1-NL2: 70.2 

72.7 93.2 

96-wells 
WB/IL-1 1 

whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 88.1 
DL-NL2: 89.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.5 

98.8 83.6 

CRYO 
WB/Il-1 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 91.7 
DL-NL2: 91.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.7 

97.4 81.4 

       

 
KN CRYO 
WB/Il-1 2 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 83.3 
DL-NL2: 100 

NL1-NL2: 83.3 
88.9 94.4 

PBMC/IL6 PBMC IL-6 
DL: 94.4 
NL1: 100 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 84.0 
DL-NL2: 86.0 
NL1-NL2: 90.0 

92.2 95.0 

PBMC-
CRYO/IL-6 3 

PBMC IL-6 - 
DL-NL1: 96 
DL-NL2: 76 

NL1-NL2: 80 
93.3 76.7 

MM6/IL-6 
MM6  

 
IL-6 

DL: 100 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 94.4 

 

DL-NL1: 90.0 
DL-NL2: 89.6 
NL1-NL2: 83.3 

95.5 89.8 

DL = developing laboratory; NL1, NL2 = naive laboratory 1 and 2 
1 = data provided in Section 13 of WB/IL-1 BRD 
2 = data provided in Section 13 of CRYO WB/IL-1 BRD 
3 = data provided in Section 13 of PBMC/IL-6 BRD 
Table amended from Hoffmann et al 2005b; results with THP cells not included 
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Table 9.3.2: Comparison of the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their 
strengths, weaknesses, costs, time, limitations 
 
 Rabbit pyrogen test BET / LAL In vitro pyrogen test 
Test materials Liquids Clear liquids Liquids, potentially 

cell preparations, solid 
materials 

Pyrogens covered All (possible species 
differences to humans 
for non-endotoxin 
pyrogens) 

Endotoxin from 
Gram-negative 
bacteria 

(probably) all 

Limit of detection 
(LPS) 

0,5 EU 0,1 EU (some variants 
down to 0,01 EU) 

0,5 EU (validated 
PM), some variants 
down to 0,001 EU 

Ethical concerns Animal experiment About 10% lethality 
to bled horseshoe 
crabs 

Some assays: blood 
donation 

Costs* High (200-
600$/sample) 

Low (50-
150$/sample) 

Medium (100-
350$/sample) 

Time required  27 h 45 min 24-30h** 
Materials not 
testable 

Short-lived 
radiochemicals, 
anesthetics, sedatives, 
analgetics, 
chemotherapeutics, 
immunomodulators, 
cytokines, 
corticosteroids 

Most biologicals, 
glucan-containing 
preparations (herbal 
medicinal products, 
cellulose-filtered 
products), lipids, 
microsomes, cellular 
therapeutics 

Not known (some of 
the materials not 
testable in rabbits 
require adaptations) 

Others No positive or 
negative control 
included, strain 
differences, stress 
affects body 
temperature 

Potency of LPS from 
different bacterial 
species in mammals 
not reflected, false-
positive for glucans  

Possible donor 
differences, need to 
exclude hepatitis/HIV 
and acute infections / 
allergies of donors, 
dedifferentiation of 
cell lines 

 
* = We consulted the laboratories participating in the validation study and a consultant regarding the costs 
of the tests. The figures we received vary significantly depending on the facility (e.g. industry, contract 
laboratory, control authority), frequency of testing, specific test requirements, country, etc. 
 
** = interference testing might increase duration by 24 hours 
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10 Animal Welfare Considerations (Refinement, Reduction, and 
Replacement) 

10.1 Diminish animal use 
Describe how the proposed test method will refine (reduce or eliminate pain or distress), 
reduce, or replace animal use compared to the reference test method. 
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). The rabbit pyrogen test detects various pyrogens but alone the fact 
that large numbers of animals are required to identify a few batches of pyrogen-
containing samples argues against its use. In the past two decades, the declared intention 
to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% 
by allowing to use the BET as an alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products.  
Bacterial endotoxin is the pyrogen of major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to 
its ubiquitous sources, its stability and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is 
detected by its capacity to coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the 
American horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago 
(Levin and Bang, 1964). In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after 
drawing about 20% of their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, 
the procedure still causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds 
to more efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, 
habitat loss and pollution. 
The proposed test method is an alternative for the rabbit test and the BET. By replacing 
the rabbit test or the BET, the lives of rabbits and horseshoe crabs are spared. 

10.2 Continuation of animal use 
If the proposed test method requires the use of animals, the following items should be 
addressed: 
10.2.1 Describe the rationale for the need to use animals and describe why the 
information provided by the proposed test method requires the use of animals (i.e., 
cannot be obtained using non-animal methods). 
Not applicable. 

 
10.2.2 Include a description of the sources used to determine the availability of 
alternative test methods that might further refine, reduce, or replace animal use for this 
testing. This should, at a minimum, include the databases searched, the search strategy 
used, the search date(s), a discussion of the results of the search, and the rationale for 
not incorporating available alternative methods. 
Not applicable. 
 
10.2.3 Describe the basis for determining that the number of animals used is appropriate. 
Not applicable. 
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10.2.4 If the proposed test method involves potential animal pain and distress, discuss the 
methods and approaches that have been incorporated to minimize and, whenever 
possible, eliminate the occurrence of such pain and distress. 
Not applicable. 
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11 Practical Considerations 

11.1 Transferability 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method transferability. Include an 
explanation of how this compares to the transferability of the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, to a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
In general, the proposed test method is not unlike other bioassays and immunoassays that 
are performed routinely in many laboratories. 
 
11.1.1 Discuss the facilities and major fixed equipment needed to conduct a study using 
the proposed test method. 
No extraordinary facilities are required. General laboratory equipment and analytical 
instruments for performing immunoassays, e.g. microtiter plate reader and –washer, are 
sufficient to perform the proposed test method. 
 
11.1.2 Discuss the general availability of other necessary equipment and supplies. 
All supplies and reagents are readily available on the market. In contrast, availability of 
sufficient rabbits of adequate weight and in good health for the in vivo reference test is 
sometimes reported a limitation. 
 
It is stressed throughout these studies using whole blood that only healthy donors not 
taking any medication must be used for testing pharmaceuticals. Various drugs such as 
cortisone suppress interleukin release and would therefore exclude a blood donor from 
the experiment. An infection can stimulate release, as reflected in an increased baseline 
value or an abnormally high interleukin response. 

11.2 Training 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method training. Include an explanation of 
how this compares to the level of training required to conduct the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
 
11.2.1 Discuss the required level of training and expertise needed for personnel to 
conduct the proposed test method. 
The proposed test method requires personnel trained for general laboratory activities in 
cell biology and immunochemistry or biochemistry. Techniques they should master are 
not unlike cell culture (aseptic operations) and immunological techniques (especially 
ELISA). Such expertise is available in most if not all QC-laboratories. 
 
11.2.2 Indicate any training requirements needed for personnel to demonstrate 
proficiency and describe any laboratory proficiency criteria that should be met. 
Personnel should demonstrate that they master the execution of the test. The candidate 
should demonstrate to meet all the appropriate assay acceptance criteria and yield 
accurate results (outcome) using selected test items. 
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11.3 Cost Considerations 
Discuss the cost involved in conducting a study with the proposed test method. Discuss 
how this compares to the cost of the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, with 
that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Two factors contribute to the cost of the proposed test method: cost of the reagents and 
especially personnel. 
Since the proposed test method is relatively more labor-intensive, it is estimated that the 
cost of the proposed test method is more then the BET or the in vivo reference test using 
rabbits. Obviously, a higher throughput of tests (runs/year) such as in a QC-laboratory of 
a multi-product facility or in a Contract Research Organization will significantly reduce 
the costs per assay. 
However, especially with pharmaceuticals of biological origin, the proposed test method 
may be cost-effective, since these products all to often are incompatible with the BET 
and by their nature preclude the re-use of the rabbits. 

11.4 Time Considerations 
Indicate the amount of time needed to conduct a study using the proposed test method 
and discuss how this compares with the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, 
with that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Essentially the test stretches two working days. On day one the testing materials are 
prepared and incubated overnight with the monocytoid cells. On the second day the 
amount of excreted cytokines is determined by immunoassay. The total time from start to 
result is approximately 24 hours. 
It is thus concluded that the proposed test method will take more time when compared to 
the reference tests, either the rabbit test or the BET. It should be noted that rabbits are 
tested prior to their first use by a sham test. 
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13 Supporting Materials (Appendices) 

13.1 Standard operating procedure (SOP) of the proposed method 
Provide the complete, detailed protocol for the proposed test method. 
 
Appendix A includes the complete and detailed protocol of the WB/IL-6 method 
(Detailed protocol WB/Il-6 In vitro test for pyrogen/endotoxin using human whole blood 
22 07 02; electronic file name: SOP WB IL6) as used throughout the studies described in 
section 5 of the current BRD and the trial plan of the validation study.  

13.2 Standard operating Procedure (SOP) of the reference method 
Provide the detailed protocol(s) used to generate reference data for this submission and 
any protocols used to generate validation data that differ from the proposed protocol. 
Not applicable. 

13.3 Publications 
Provide copies of all relevant publications, including those containing data from the 
proposed test method, the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable 
validated test method with established performance standards. 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
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13.4 Original data 
Include all available non-transformed original data for both the proposed test method, 
the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
NOTE: The original data of the ELISA-plate reader were collected by S.Hoffman and 
ECVAM. These are available on the CD which goes with the BRD. 

13.5 Performance standards 
If appropriate performance standards for the proposed test method do not exist, 
performance standards for consideration by NICEATM and ICCVAM may be proposed. 
Examples of established performance standards can be located on the ICCVAM / 
NICEATM web site at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Trial plan “Comparison And Validation Of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based On The Human 
Fever Reaction” Acronym:  Human (e) Pyrogen Test 
 
Detailed protocol WB/Il-6: In vitro test for pyrogen/endotoxin using human whole blood 

22 07 02 (electronic file name SOP WB IL-6) 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
List of abbreviations and definitions 
 
 
Accuracy  The ability of a test system to provide a test result close to 

the accepted reference value for a defined property. 

BET The bacterial endotoxin test is used to detect or quantify 
endotoxins of gram-negative bacterial origin using 
amoebycte lysate from horseshoe crab (Limulus 
polyphemus or Tachypleus tridentatus 

BRD Background Review Document 

CRYO WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using cryopreserved blood) with IL-1 
as endpoint 

CV coefficient of variation 

DL Developing laboratory = laboratory which developed the 
method or the most experienced laboratory 

ELC Endotoxin limit concentration; maximum quantity of 
endotoxin allowed in given parenterals according to 
European Pharmacopoeia 

Endotoxins Endotoxins are a group of chemically similar cell-wall 
structures of Gram-negative bacteria, i.e. 
lipopolysaccharides 

ELISA Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

EU/ml European Units per ml 

IL-1 interleukin 1 

IL-6 interleukin 6 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

A determination of the extent that qualified people within 
the same laboratory can independently and successfully 
replicate results using a specific protocol at different 
times. 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

A measure of the extent to which different qualified 
laboratories, using the same protocol and testing the same 
substances, can produce qualitatively and quantitatively 
similar results. Inter-laboratory reproducibility is also 
referred to as between-laboratory reproducibility. 

KN University of Konstanz (Konstanz, Germany), developing 
laboratory WB/IL-1 and CRYO WB/IL-1 

LPS lipopolysaccharides 

MM6 MONO MAC-6 cell line 
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MM6/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using MM6 cell line and IL-6 release 
as an endpoint 

MVD Maximum valid dilution; the MVD is the quotient of the 
ELC and the detection limit 

NIBSC National Institute for Biological Standards and Control 
(London, UK), developing laboratory for WB/IL-6 

NL naïve laboratory = laboratory with non or minor 
experience with the method 

NPC negative product control (clean, released lot of the 
nominated product under test) 

Novartis Novartis (Basel, Switzerland), developing laboratory 
PBMC/IL-6 

OD optical density 

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

PBMC/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using fresh peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using cryopreserved peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PEI Paul-Ehrlich Institut (Langen, Germany), participating 
laboratory  

PM prediction model = is an explicit decision-making rule for 
converting the results of the in vitro method into a 
prediction of in vivo hazard 

PPC positive product control (product under test spiked with 
0.5 EU/ml of WHO-LPS (code 94/580) 

Prevalidation study A prevalidation study is a small-scale inter-laboratory 
study, carried out to ensure that the protocol of a test 
method is sufficiently optimised and standardised for 
inclusion in a formal validation study. According to the 
ECVAM principles, the prevalidation study is divided into 
three phases: protocol refinement, protocol transfer and 
protocol performance (Curren et al, ATLA 23, 211-217). 

Pyrogens fever-causing materials  

Pyrogens, endogenous endogenous pyrogens are messenger substances released 
by blood cells reacting to pyrogenic materials; e.g. IL-1, 
IL-6, TNF-α, prostaglandin E2 

Pyrogens, exogenous exogenous pyrogens derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi 
or from the host himself  

Reliability Measures of the extent to which a test method can be 
performed reproducibly within and between laboratories 
over time, when performed using the same protocol. It is 
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assessed by calculating intra- and interlaboratory 
reproducibility and intra-laboratory repeatability. 

Relevance Relevance of a test method describes whether it is 
meaningful and useful for a particular purpose. It is the 
extent to which the measurement result and uncertainty 
can accurately be interpreted as reflecting or predicting the 
biological effect of interest. 

Repeatibility Repeatability describes the closeness of agreement 
between test results obtained within a single laboratory 
when the procedure is performed independently under 
repeatability conditions, i.e. in a set of conditions 
including the same measurement procedure, same 
operator, same measuring system, same operating 
conditions and same location, and replicated 
measurements over a short period of time. 

RIVM National Institute of Public Health and the Environment 
(Bilthoven, The Netherlands), developing laboratory 
MM6/IL-6 method 

Sensitivity Sensitivity is the proportion of all positive/active 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

Specificity Specificity is proportion of all negative/inactive 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

TMB chromogenic substrate 3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine 

TNF-α tumour necrosis factor-α 

USP US Pharmacopoeia 

Validation Validation is the process by which the reliability and 
relevance of a procedure are established for a specific 
purpose 

Validation study  A validation study is a large-scale interlaboratory study, 
designed to assess the reliability and relevance of an 
optimised method for a particular purpose 

WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-1 release 
as endpoint 

WB/IL-6 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-6 release 
as endpoint 

WHO World Health Organization 
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Validation of Biomedical Testing Methods 
 
 

In vitro test %or pyrogen,endoto.in using human 
whole blood 
"" #$ #" 
 
  

SSttaannddaarrdd  OOppeerraattiinngg  PPrroocceedduurree  
  
 
 
 
Onl( the ,es.onsi1le of the G4P67A 9nit is allo;ed to  
ma>e co.ies of this doc@mentA
ECt,a eCam.les can 1e o1tained at the G4P67A 9nitA 
7@alit( Doc@ments a,e onl( Ealid if the( a,e signed 1( 
the ,es.onsi1le of the G4P67A 9nit in and .,oEided
;ith a 1l@e co.( n@m1e, 

Co.( n@m1e, 
 
 
 

 
Hdentit( 
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Standard Operating procedure 
Hn Eit,o pyrogen test using human whole blood 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

Ve,sion n@m1e,J ""#$#" 
A..lica1le f,omJ "" #$ #" 
EC.i,ed atJ    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D,afted 1(J Name Ste.hen Poole   
 Date "" #$ #"   
 Signat@,e    

 
MeEie;ed 1(J Name    
 Date    
 Signat@,e    

 
A..,oEed 1(J Name    
 Date    
 Signat@,e    

 
Hss@ed 1(J Name    
 Date    
 Signat@,e    

 
 
 
 
NO;ne,6T,aine,J Signat@,eJ DateJ 
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PAGE OF CHANGES 
 
 
 
Date of change6 
Date of d,aftJ 

Ve,sionR 
n@m1e,J 

Changed 
.ageSsTJ 

S@mma,( of the changeSsTJ Changed 
1(6SignAJ 

"" #$ #" ""#$#"  Sections UV W and X# ,ed,afted  
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; <=T?O@UCT<O= 
 
Pa,ente,al .ha,mace@tical .,od@cts m@st 1e sho;n to 1e f,ee f,om .(,ogenic SfeEe,R
ind@cingT contaminationA  [hile a .(,ogen ma( in gene,al 1e defined as an( 
s@1stance that ca@ses feEe,V the .(,ogens that almost inEa,ia1l( contaminate 
.a,ente,al .ha,mace@ticals a,e 1acte,ial endotoCins Sli.o.ol(saccha,idesV 4PST f,om 
G,amRnegatiEe 1acte,ia SMascoli and [ea,(V X]$]aV X]$]1TA  The,e a,e t;o 
Pha,maco.oeial tests fo, .(,ogenic contaminationJ the ,a11it .(,ogen test and the 
4im@l@s amoe1oc(te l(sate S4A4T testA  The ,a11it .(,ogen testV ;hich detects 4PS 
and othe, .(,ogensV inEolEes meas@,ing the ,ise in 1od( tem.e,at@,e eEo>ed in 
,a11its 1( the int,aEeno@s in^ection of a ste,ile sol@tion of the s@1stance to 1e 
eCaminedA  Hn cont,astV the 4A4 test detects onl( 4PSJ it is desc,i1ed in 
Pha,maco.oeias as the 1acte,ial endotoCins test SBETTA  The .,inci.le of the 4A4Rtest 
is that 4PS ca@ses eCt,acell@la, coag@lation of the 1lood Shaemol(m.hT of the 
ho,seshoe c,a1V :imulus polyphemus  S4eEin _ BangV X]`aTA  Altho@gh the 4A4 test is 
g,ad@all( s@.e,seding the ,a11it .(,ogen testV h@nd,eds of tho@sands of ,a11it 
.(,ogen tests a,e still ca,,ied o@t each (ea, a,o@nd the ;o,ldV la,gel( on .,od@cts 
;hich cannotV fo, one ,eason o, anothe,V 1e tested in the 4A4 testA  [hile .,oEing 
gene,all( ,elia1leV 1oth the ,a11it .(,ogen test and 4A4 test haEe sho,tcomingsA  The 
,a11it .(,ogen test @ses eC.e,imental animalsV is costl( and is not b@antitatiEeA  The 
4A4 test giEes false negatiEes ;ith ce,tain .,od@ctsV can oEe,estimate the .(,ogen 
content of othe, .,od@cts and does not detect .(,ogens othe, than 1acte,ial endotoCin 
S4PSTV s@ch as G,amR.ositiEe eCotoCinsV Ei,@ses and f@ngi SDina,ello et alAV X]Wac 
Poole et alAV X]WWc Ma( et alAV X]]#c Ta>ta> et alAV X]]Xc Fenn,ich et alAV X]]]TA 
 The 1asis of the ,a11it .(,ogen test is the in vivo stim@lation 1( eCogeno@s 
.(,ogens S@s@all( 4PST of ,a11it .e,i.he,al 1lood monoc(tes to .,od@ce the 
endogeno@s .(,ogens that ca@se feEe,A  The endogeno@s .(,ogens a,e .(,ogenic 
c(to>ines s@ch as t@mo@, nec,osis facto,! STNF!TV inte,le@>inRX SH4RX! and H4RX"V 
t;o se.a,ate gene .,od@ctsTV H4R` and H4RW SDina,ello et alAV X]]]TA  Hn Eie; of the 
sho,tcomings of the ,a11it .(,ogen test and the 4A4 testV in vitro .(,ogen tests that 
@tilise the eCb@isite sensitiEit( to eCogeno@s .(,ogen of monoc(tes haEe 1een 
.,o.osedA  Hn s@ch testsV .,od@cts a,e inc@1ated ;ith h@man .e,i.he,al 1lood 
monoc(tes So, monon@clea, cellsV PBMNCV o, le@>oc(tesT and the conditioned media 
assa(ed fo, .(,ogenic c(to>ines SD@ff _ At>insV X]W"c Dina,ello et alAV X]Wac Poole et 
alAV X]WWV X]W]c Hansen and Ch,istensenV X]]#c Ta>ta> et alAV X]]Xc Blee>e, et alAV 
X]]aTA 
 The isolation of monoc(tes6le@>oc(tes f,om ;hole 1lood is la1o@,RintensiEe 
and timeRcons@mingV technicall( so.histicatedV ,eb@i,es eC.ensiEe ,eagents and 
does not g@a,antee the isolation of cells in a nonRactiEated stateA  H@man ;hole 
1lood .,od@ces c(to>ines in ,es.onse to .(,ogen64PS SDesch et alAV X]W]c FinchR
A,ietta and Coch,anV X]]Xc Ha,t@ng and [endelV X]]`T and in vitro .(,ogen tests 
@sing h@man ;hole 1lood a,e 1eing eEal@ated in a n@m1e, of la1o,ato,iesV .a,tic@la,l( 
in Ge,man( SHa,t@ng and [endelV X]]`c Fenn,ich et alAV X]]]T and So@th Af,ica SPool 
et alAV X]]WTA  The ma^o, diffe,ences 1et;een these ;hole 1lood in vitro .(,ogen tests 
a,e the c(to>ine chosen as the ,eado@t Smeas@,ed Ea,ia1leTV the d@,ation of 
inc@1ation of the .,od@ct So, 4PS standa,dT ;ith the 1loodV and the incl@sion6omission 
of inte,fe,on# as coRstim@l@s S.,iming agentTA  The .,efe,,ed ,eado@t is H4RX" 
SHa,t@ng and [endelV X]]`c Fenn,ich et alAV X]]]T o, H4R` SPool et alAV X]]WTV 
altho@gh TNF! also ;o@ld a..ea, to 1e s@ita1le SDesch et alAV X]W]c FinchRA,ietta 
and Coch,anV X]]Xc Ha,t@ng and [endelV X]]`TA  The d@,ation of inc@1ation is 
dete,mined to some eCtent 1( conEenience 1@t also 1( the choice of ,eado@tA  A sho,t 
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SahT inc@1ation of Sdil@tedT 1lood ;ith a Ee,( la,ge dose of 4PS SX# $g6mlV iAeA some 
X##### H96mlT stim@lated the .,od@ction of H4RX" Sand TNF!T ;he,eas a longe, 
inc@1ation S"ahT of Sdil@tedT 1lood ;as ,eb@i,ed fo, m@ch smalle, doses of 4PS SX 
.g6ml and a1oEeT to stim@late the .,od@ction of H4RX" Sand TNF!V Ha,t@ng and 
[endelV X]]`TA  A length( inc@1ation SXW hTV in the .,esence of inte,fe,on#V ;as also 
faEo@,ed ;hen H4R` ;as the ,eado@t SPool et alAV X]]WTA 
 O@, .,eEio@s ;o,> ;ith monoc(tes6monoc(tic cells .ointed to the me,its of H4R
` as the ,eado@t 1eca@se H4R`V @nli>e H4RX" and TNF!V is sec,eted enti,el( into the 
cellRconditioned medi@mV in la,ge b@antitiesV .e,mitting its com.lete estimation SPoole 
et alAV X]W]c Ta>ta> et alAV X]]XTA 
 
 
 
 
C PU?POSD 
 
To deEelo. an in vitro .(,ogen test that ;ill se,Ee as a ,e.lacement fo, the ,a11it 
.(,ogen testA 
 
 
 
E SCOPD , F<G<THT<O=S 
 
The method desc,i1ed 1elo; is fo, the eEal@ation of an in Eit,o ;hole 1lood6H4R` 
,elease testA  Ht is not a dfinalisede test s(stem fo, the testing of medicinal .,od@ctsA  
The method ma( 1e a..lied onl( to .,e.a,ations that haEe 1een Ealidated ;ith the 
methodV iAeA sho;n not to inte,fe,e in the test s(stemJ see ANNEfA 
 
This SOP is o.timised fo, the detection of 1acte,ial endotoCinsA  An alte,natiEe SOPV 
SOPA[BTANEPANHBSCA#U#$#"V is o.timised fo, the detection of endotoCin and nong
endotoCin .(,ogensA  SOPA[BTANEPANHBSCA#U#$#" is to 1e @sed to test .,od@cts 
s@s.ected of contamination ;ith nongendotoCin .(,ogensA 
 
 
I GDTHO@ OUTF<=D 
 
F,eshl( ta>en h@man ;hole 1lood is he.a,inisedV dil@ted ;ith saline and stim@lated 
fo, X`R"ah ;ith standa,d endotoCin S4PST and .,e.a,ations @nde, testA  Follo;ing this 
stim@lationV the concent,ation of H4R` in the cellRconditioned medi@m is b@antified 
@sing a s.ecific E4HSA S;hich is cali1,ated in te,ms of the a..,o.,iate inte,national 
standa,dTA  The const,@ction of a doseR,es.onse c@,Ee fo, endotoCin standa,d Ee,s@s 
concent,ation of ,eleased H4R` .e,mits the estimation of the .(,ogenic contamination 
of the .,e.a,ations @nde, testA  The contamination is meas@,ed in endotoCinR
eb@iEalent @nitsA 
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K @DF<=<T<O=S , HBB?DN<HT<O=S 
 
$g   mic,og,am 
$l  mic,olit,e 
A1  anti1od( 
BSA  1oEine se,@m al1@min 
CO"  Ca,1on dioCide 
hC  deg,ees Celsi@s SCentig,adeT 
DRM  doseR,es.onse  
EA coli  Esche,ichia coli 
E4HSA  Eni(meRlin>ed imm@noso,1ent assa( 
EP  E@,o.ean Pha,maco.oeia 
E9  endotoCin @nits 
FDA  Food and D,@g Administ,ation S9SAT 
g  g,am 
h  ho@, 
HHFCS  heatRinactiEated SjZ`hC fo, U# minT foetal calf se,@m 
H"O"  h(d,ogen .e,oCide 
H"SOa  s@l.h@,ic acid 
H4  inte,le@>in 
HS  inte,national standa,d 
H9  inte,national @nit 
l     lit,e  
kOH  .otassi@m h(d,oCide 
4A4  lim@l@s amoe1oc(te l(sate  
4PS  li.o.ol(saccha,ide 
M  mola, 
MA1  monoclonal anti1od( 
mg  millig,am  
min  min@te 
ml  millilit,e  
mM  millimola, 
NaCl  sodi@m chlo,ide 
NaOH  sodi@m h(d,oCide 
NaHCOU sodi@m h(d,ogen ca,1onate 
NaH"POa sodi@m diRh(d,ogen .hos.hate 
Na"HPOa diRsodi@m h(d,ogen o,tho.hos.hate 
NoA  n@m1e, 
nm  nanomet,e 
OD  o.tical densit( 
PBMNC .e,i.he,al 1lood monon@clea, cells 
PBS  D@l1eccoes .hos.hate 1@ffe,ed saline 
PC  Pe,sonal Com.@te, 
PF  .(,ogenRf,ee Sitems .@,chased as ste,ile and .(,ogenRf,ee o, 1a>ed 
at  
"Z#hC fo, U#R`# minA 
POD  ho,se,adish .e,oCidase con^@gate 
M  endotoCin standa,d 
,.m  ,o@nds .e, min@te 
MSE Mefe,ence Standa,d EndotoCin 
MT  ,oom tem.e,at@,e 
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TMB  Tet,ameth(l 1eniidine 
S  test sam.le 
STD  standa,d 
9Nk  @n>no;n 
9SP  9nited States Pha,maco.oeia 
C g  C g,aEit( 
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6 GHTD?<HFS 
 
Ste,ileV .(,ogenRf,ee D@l1eccoes .hos.hate 1@ffe,ed saline S4ife TechnologiesT 
HSAV Xl Sa dil@tion in ste,ile PF saline of clinical g,ade HSAV aAZlT 
Pol(oC(eth(leneRso,1itan monola@,ate ST[EEN "#TV cell c@lt@,e g,adeV SSigmaV PR
""W$T 
H(d,ochlo,ic acidV #AXMV ste,ile filte,ed SSigmaV HR]W]"T 
Sodi@m h(d,oCide S,eagent g,adeT 
XM H"SOa SMe,c>T 
Mo@se monoclonal antiRH4R` anti1od( f,om clone X` 
Ho,se,adish .e,oCidase con^@gated shee. .ol(clonal antiRH4R` anti1od( 
UVUmVZVZmRTet,ameth(l 1eniidine SeAgA Fl@>a CatA NoA W$$aWT 
Acetone S,eagent g,adeT 
Ethanol S,eagent g,adeT 
Phenol SeAgA Me,c> CatA NoA X##"#`T 
Potassi@m h(d,oCide S,eagent g,adeT 
Sodi@m dih(d,ogen .hos.hate SeAgA Me,c> CatA NoA X#`Ua`T 
Disodi@m h(d,ogen .hos.hate SeAgA Me,c> CatA NoA X#`ZW#T 
T,is Sh(d,oC(meth(lT aminomethane SeAgA Fl@>a CatA NoA ]UUZ"T 
kathon M[6[TV Ch,ist Chemie AGV MeinachV S;itie,land 
Al1@min f,om 1oEine se,@m SeAgA Fl@>a CatA NoA #ZaW#T 
Cit,ic acid monoh(d,ate eAgA Fl@>a CatA NoA "$a]#T 
H@man AB se,@m SSigmaT 
T,(.an 1l@e stain SSigmaT 
9SP Mefe,ence Standa,d EndotoCin nEC` lot GoV identical to the [HO inte,national 
standa,ds fo, 1acte,ial endotoCin S4PSV Eial code ]a6ZW#T  
F,agmin SDalte.a,inV X#### H96mlV Pha,maciaT 
N@ncRHmm@no ]`R;ell .late MaCiSo,. SF]`V 4ife Technologies%V Paisle(V ScotlandT 
Falcon Mic,otest tiss@e c@lt@,e .lateV ]`R;ell SUZU#$"V Bec>ton Dic>inson 4a1;a,eT 
Falcon se,ological .i.ettes SZmlVX#mlV "ZmlV Bec>ton Dic>inson 4a1;a,eT 
Cent,if@ge t@1es SFalcon "#$# Bl@e MaC%T 
Pol(.,o.(lene conical t@1es SFalcon "#`] Bl@e MaC%T 
E..endo,f Bio.@, Ti.s X##@l _ X###@l SE..endo,fRNethele,RHiniRGm1hVGe,man(T 
#A"" $m ste,ile filte,s SMilliPa> `#V Milli.o,eT 
E..endo,fp Eol@met,ic .i.ettes 
H4R` f,om h@man l(m.hoc(tes SBoeh,inge, MannheimV CatA NoA X"]]]$"T 
 
All othe, cons@ma1les a,e .@,chased as ste,ile and .(,ogenRf,ee and othe, ,eagents 
a,e .,o anal(sis g,adeA 
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Bu%%ers %or the =ONH?T<S <FP6 DF<SHQ 
 
Coating Buffer 
 
DissolEe  
ZA# g of sodi@m dih(d,ogen .hos.hate and 
"A] g of disodi@m h(d,ogen .hos.hate 
in a## ml of distilled ;ate,A 
 
9se X N NaOH to ad^@st the .H to $AZV and ma>e @. to Z## ml ;ith distilled ;ate,A 
 
Memains sta1le fo, ` months at "RWhCA 
 
Blocking Buffer 
 
T,is Sh(d,oC(meth(lTaminomethane  X"AX g 
DissolEe in distilled ;ate,  a## ml 
Add kathon M[6[T  #AX ml 
 
9se a M HCl to ad^@st the .H to $AZA 
 
Al1@min f,om 1oEine se,@m  ZA# g 
Add distilled ;ate, to ma>e @. to Z## mlA 
 
Memains sta1le fo, ` months at "RWhCA 
 
Stopping Solution 
 
Distilled ;ate, Z## ml 
H"SOa "`A` ml 
 
Wash Solution 
 
Demine,alised ;ate, "### ml 
T;eenR"# X ml 
 
Dilution Buffer 
 
P,e.a,e the dil@tion 1@ffe, as follo;sJ 
 
T,isSh(d,oC(meth(lTaminomethane "AX g 
Distilled ;ate, a## ml 
kathon M[6[TV #AX ml 
Phenol  #AZ g 
HeatRinactiEated SU# min@tes at jZ`hCT foetal 1oEine se,@m "Z ml 
 
MiC to dissolEe the s@1stancesV then ad^@st the .H to $AZ ;ith a M HClA Ma>e @. to 
Z## ml ;ith distilled ;ate,A 
 
Memains sta1le fo, at least ` months at "RW CA 
Hn the a1sence of the sta1iliie,s kathon and .henol the sta1ilit( is onl( X da(A 
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TMB Solution  
 
P,e.a,e the TMB sol@tion as follo;sJ 
 
UVUmVZVZmTet,ameth(l1eniidine "a# mg 
MeagentRg,ade acetone Z ml 
 
DissolEeV then add 
 
MeagentRg,ade ethanol aZ ml 
Pe,h(d,ol SU# l H"O"T #AU ml 
 
Memains sta1le fo, at least ` months at XZR"ZhC ;hen sealed and .,otected f,om 
lightA 
 
Substrate Buffer 
MeagentRg,ade cit,ic acid monoh(d,ate `AU g 
Distilled ;ate, W## ml 
 
MiC to dissolEeV then ad^@st the .H to aAX 1( adding a M kOHA 
Ma>e @. to X### ml ;ith distilled ;ate, and add #A" ml of kathon M[6[TA 
 
Memains sta1le fo, a1o@t ` months at XZR"ZhCA 
Hn the a1sence of the kathon the sta1ilit( is onl( X da(A 
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R GDTHO@S 
 
7.1. STEPS PRIOR TO BLOOD–CULTURE 
 
Ste.s ma,>ed SatT a,e ca,,ied o@t in a Class " lamina, flo; ste,ile ca1inetV @sing 
ase.tic technib@e and ,eagents and cons@ma1les that a,e ste,ile and .(,ogenRf,eeA 
 
7.1.1. Preparation of aliquots of the LPS (endotoxin) standard (STD)at 
 
Ma>e alib@ots of the 4PS STDJ ta>e a Eial of the c@,,ent HS fo, endotoCin SEial code 
]a6ZW#V X#### H9 q E96EialV infinite shelf life ;hen sto,ed at R"#hC o, 1elo;TV o.en 
the EialV ,econstit@te the contents of the Eial ;ith Z ml PFD[ and Eo,teC fo, U# minA  
This giEes a "V### H96ml stoc> sol@tion of 4PSA  The stoc> sol@tion ma( 1e >e.t at "R
WhC fo, @. to Xa da(s o, f,oien in alib@ots immediatel( afte, ,econstit@tionA  The 
follo;ing .,ima,( standa,ds SMefe,ence Standa,d EndotoCinsT a,e identical to the HS 
and ma( 1e s@1stit@ted fo, itJ EC` S9SPTV 4ot G SFDATV BMPU SEPTA  Alte,natiEel(V a 
;o,>ing standa,d Scont,ol standa,d endotoCinT cali1,ated against one of these .,ima,( 
standa,ds ma( 1e s@1stit@tedA 
 
To .,e.a,e alib@ots of the HS fo, endotoCinJ 
 
Alib@ot XZ# $l of 4PS standa,d into la1elled c,(ot@1es Sof " ml ca.acit(TV f,eeie them 
@.,ight and sto,e them in this f,oien state at R"#hC o, 1elo; Sshelf life q X" monthsTA  
4a1el the c,(ot@1es ;ith the follo;ing info,mationJ 
 
Endotoxin STD 94/580 
300 IU in 150 $l 
date of reconstitution 
initials of the operator 
 
 
7.1.2. Preparation of aliquots of the IL–6 standardat 
 
To ma>e alib@ots of the H4R` standa,dV ta>e a Eial of the lS fo, H4R` Sam.o@le code 
W]6ZaWV X $g6X##### H96am.o@leTV o.en the Eial and ,econstit@te ;ith X ml of PBS j 
Xl BSA So, HSA R not c,iticalTA  This giEes a X $g6ml stoc> sol@tion of H4R`SA 
 
!S" $%&$'&()*(+%&, %- ./01 *)' '23)',,'4 +& 35678 )*(9') (9*& .:678 (% *;%+4 $%&-<,+%& =+(9 .:678 %- />?@A 
 
Alib@ot "# $l of the stoc> sol@tion into la1elled c,(oRt@1es Sof " ml ca.acit(TV f,eeie 
them @.,ight and sto,e them in this f,oien state at R"#hC o, 1elo; Sshelf life q siC 
monthsTA  4a1el the c,(ot@1es ;ith the follo;ing info,mationJ 
 
IL–6 STD 89/548 
20 ng in 20 $l 
date of reconstitution 
initials of the operator 
 
!B =%)C+&5 ,(*&4*)4D 3)';+%<,8E $*8+F)*('4 *5*+&,( (9' .? 7*E F' ,<F,(+(<('4 -%) (9' .?D G*$9 &'= F*($9 
%- =%)C+&5 ?HI +, (% F' $*8+F)*('4 *5*+&,( (9' .?@A 
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7.1.3. Coating of IL–6 ELISA plates 
 
Fo, the NOVAMTHS H4R` E4HSAV dil@te the coating antiRH4R` anti1od( SClone X`T ;ith 
coating 1@ffe, to "AZ $g6ml and s;i,l to miCV eAgA X mg of anti1od( in a## ml of coating 
1@ffe,A  Add "## $l to each ;ell of a ]`R;ell .late SN@ncRHmm@no MaCiSo,. F]`TA  
Stac> the mic,otit,e .lates and allo; to stand in the da,> at XZR"ZhC fo, X`R"a hA 
 
As.i,ate and disca,d the coating sol@tionA  [ash the coated .late U times ;ith 
demine,alised ;ate, and ta. o@t onto a1so,1ent mate,ialV eAgA .a.e, to;elA  Pi.ette 
"## rl of 1loc>ing 1@ffe, into each ;ell to 1loc> the ,esid@al .,oteinR1inding ca.acit( 
of the coated .latesA  Seal the mic,otite, .lates ;ith adhesiEe film and sto,e in a 
h@midified atmos.he,e at "RWhC Sshelf lifeJ t;o monthsTA 
 
7.1.4. Preparation of samples for testingat 
 
Sam.les a,e tested at a dil@tion of X in ZV iAeA Z# $l of sam.le in a total c@lt@,e Eol@me 
of "Z# $lA  To test sam.les at dil@tions g,eate, than X in ZV .,eRdil@te sam.les 1efo,e 
addition to the assa( .lateV eAgA to test a sam.le at a dil@tion of X in X#V .,eRdil@te the 
sam.le X in " ;ith saline and add Z# $l of this dil@ted sam.le to the assa( .lateA 
 
7.1.5. Collection of human blood  
 
7@alification of 1lood dono,sJ Blood dono,s a,e to desc,i1e themselEes as 1eing in 
good healthV not s@ffe,ing f,om an( 1acte,ial o, Ei,al infections Sincl@ding colds and 
infl@eniaTV and to haEe 1een f,ee f,om the s(m.toms of an( s@ch infection fo, a 
.e,iod of one ;ee> .,io, to the donation of 1loodA  Blood dono,s a,e not to 1e ta>ing 
nonRste,oidal antiRinflammato,( d,@gsV imm@nos@..,essantsV gl@coco,ticoids o, an( 
othe, d,@gs >no;n to infl@ence the .,od@ction of c(to>inesA  AlsoV See Section WA 
S1elo;T fo, the c,ite,ia fo, the ,e^ection of dataA   Ta>e 1lood donations f,om at least 
th,ee dono,s 1eca@se the .,e.a,ation 1eing eCamined is ,eb@i,ed to .ass the test 
;ith 1lood donations f,om at least th,ee diffe,ent dono,sA 
 
 
ProcedureQ 9sing a U# ml s(,inge and a a# mmV "X ga@ge h(.ode,mic needleV d,a; 
U# ml 1lood f,om the median c@1ital o, ce.halic Eein of the left o, ,ight a,m of a single 
dono,A 
 
Hmmediatel( ,emoEe the h(.ode,mic needle and t,ansfe, the 1lood into a Z# ml 
ste,ileV .(,ogenRf,ee cent,if@ge t@1e SeAgA Falcon "#$# Bl@e MaCT containing X# H9 in 
X# $l he.a,in SF,agminV X### H96mlV .,e.a,ed 1( dil@ting F,agminV X#### H96mlV 
Pha,maciaV X6X# ;ith salineT fo, each ml of 1lood to 1e collectedV eAgA fo, a 1lood 
sam.le of U# ml the t@1e ;ill contain U## H96ml he.a,inV giEing X# H9 he.a,in6ml of 
1loodA 
 
Sc,e; the lid of the t@1e on tightl( and inEe,t slo;l( fiEe times to ens@,e tho,o@gh 
miCing of the 1lood ;ith the he.a,inA  Do not Eo,teCA 
 
!J@K@ H9' F8%%4 $%88'$(+%& 3)%$'4<)' +, &%&L$)+(+$*8@  >E)%5'&L-)'' 9'3*)+& 7*E F' ,<F,(+(<('4 -%) 
M)*57+& *&4 * 3)%3)+'(*)E F8%%4 $%88'$(+%& 4';+$'6,E,('7 7*E F' ,<F,(+(<('4 3)%;+4'4 (9*( +( +, %- * (E3' 
,9%=& (% F' 3E)%5'&L-)''@A 
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7.1.6. Storage of blood 
 
Sto,e the t@1e @.,ight at ,oom tem.e,at@,e and stim@late ;ith 4PS ;ithin a h of its 
collectionA 
 
7.1.7. Equilibration of reagents for cell culture 
 
B,ing an alib@ot of the 4PS standa,dV the sam.les fo, testing and a 1ottle of saline to 
,oom tem.e,at@,eA 
 
7.1.8. Preparation of the LPS standard curveat 
 
P,e.a,e the 4PS standa,d c@,Ee 1( ma>ing se,ial dil@tions in saline of an alib@ot of 
the stoc> sol@tion of the c@,,ent HSA 
 
4a1el seEen t@1esV A R GA  Add the Eol@mes of saline to the t@1es s.ecified in ta1le XV 
1elo;A 
 
Add XAUZ ml saline to an alib@ot SU## H9qE9 in XZ# $lT of the 4PS standa,d and Eo,teC 
to ma>e XAZ ml of a "## H96ml sol@tion of 4PS q Sol@tion SA 
 
Table 6. Preparation of the :PS standard curveN 
T@1e 4PS added to t@1e Saline n4PSo in t@1e & O:PSP in well 
A X## $l of Sol@tion S q "# H9 ]## rl "# H96ml Qot for culture 
B "## $l of Sol@tion A q a H9 W## $l a H96ml R.L ISTml 
C Z## $l of Sol@tion B q " H9 Z## $l " H96ml R.I ISTml 
D Z## $l of Sol@tion C q X H9 Z## $l X H96ml R.A ISTml 
E Z## $l of Sol@tion D q #AZ H9 Z## $l #AZ H96ml R.6 ISTml 
F Z## $l of Sol@tion E q #A"Z H9 Z## $l #A"Z H96ml R.RJ ISTml 
G None X ml # H96ml R ISTml 
Uortex each of Solutions A C V after its preparation and then use each solution for the 
preparation of the subse9uent dilution. 
 
!N<8(+38', %- (9' *F%;' ;%8<7', 7*E F' <,'4 (% 5'&')*(' 8*)5') ;%8<7', %- ?%8<(+%&, B 0 O *&4 *& />? 
,(*&4*)4 $*8+F)*('4 *5*+&,( (9' :?> P'-')'&$' ?(*&4*)4 G&4%(%2+& %) (9' .? -%) '&4%(%2+& 7*E F' 
<,'4@A 
 
7.2. BLOOD CULTUREat 
 
7.2.1. Add 50 $l of saline the wells of columns 1 – 10 as in Template 1, see 
below. 
 
7.2.2. Gently mix the blood donation, using the Procedure below, immediately 
before aliquots of the blood are taken.  Do not vortex the blood. 
 
ProcedureQ Hmmediatel( afte, gentl( s;i,ling the 1loodV .o@, a sam.le of a1o@t Z ml 
into a smalle, t@1eV eAgA a sc,e;Rto. 1ottle of $ ml ca.acit(A  Sc,e; the lid on the t@1e 
and inEe,t t;ice immediatel( 1efo,e alib@ots of the 1lood a,e ta>enA  Me.lenish the 
1lood in the smalle, t@1eV as ,eb@i,edV ;ith f@,the, sam.les of 1loodV each ta>en 
immediatel( afte, gentle s;i,ling of the 1lood donationA 
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7.2.3. Add 50 $l of blood to the wells of columns 1 – 10 as in Template 1, see 
below. 
 
9sing a .i.ette ;ith a ti. of ;ide diamete, the 1lood is added 1( ,o; to the ;ells of 
col@mns X R X# in the follo;ing seb@enceJ AV EV BV FV CV GV DV H Ssee Tem.late XV 
1elo;TA  A ,e.eating .i.ette ma( 1e @sed fo, these additions .,oEided that the 
alib@ots a,e added 1,is>l( to minimise the settling of cellsA 
 
Template 1: addition of blood to blood culture plate 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A !ir$t ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -./0./12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 

B 93ir6 ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -:/0:/12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 

C !i)t3 ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -;/<;/12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 

D =*>*nt3 ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -?/0?/12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 

E =*4on6 ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -@/0@/12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 

F !oArt3 ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -!/0!/12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 

C =iBt3 ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -C/0C/12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 

H @iD3t3 ro( o) t*n (*,,$ -E/0E/12 to (3i43 5,oo6 i$ 766*6 Voi6 Voi6 
 
 
7.2.4. Add 50 $l of LPS standards to wells as in Template 2, below. 
 
Sol@tion G into ;ells AU R DU SSTD M#T 
Sol@tion F into ;ells Aa R Da SSTD MXT 
Sol@tion E into ;ells AZ R DZ SSTD M"T 
Sol@tion D into ;ells A` R D` SSTD MUT 
Sol@tion C into ;ells A$ R D$ SSTD MaT 
Sol@tion B into ;ells AW R DW SSTD MZT 
 
!H9' *F%;' %)4') %- *44+(+%& 3')7+(, (9' ,*7' (+3 (% F' <,'4 -%) *44+(+%&, %- *88 (9' ,(*&4*)4,@A 
 
7.2.5. Add 50 $l of test samples S1 – S14 to wells, as in Template 2, see below. 
 
7.2.6. Add 100 $l of saline to the wells of columns 1 – 10 as in Template 2, see 
below. 
 
RTCTRT Uently mi. the contents o% the wells without crossPcontaminating wellsT 
 
RTCTVT Hnc@1ate the c@lt@,es ;itho@t Ei1,ation Sto allo; the cells to settleT at U$hC fo, 
X`R "ah in an atmos.he,e of Zl CO" in h@midified ai,A 
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Template 2: addition of standards and samples to the blood culture plate 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A "# "$ %& 

& 
%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
# 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* +,-. +,-. 

B "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
# 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* +,-. +,-. 

C "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
# 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* +,-. +,-. 

D "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
# 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* +,-. +,-. 

E "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* +,-. +,-. 

F "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* +,-. +,-. 

C "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* +,-. +,-. 

H "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* +,-. +,-. 

Key: 
S6 C S6I = test samples X6 C X6I 
RR C RJ = Reference Standard Endotoxin, RR = R ISTml, R6 = R.AJ ISTml, RA = R.J 
ISTml, RE = 6 ISTml, RI = A ISTml and RJ = I ISTml (The final concentrations areN 
R.RJ, R.6, R.A, R,I and R.L ISTml). 
 
 
7.3. IL–6 ELISA 
 
Hmm@no,eactiEe H4R` in alib@ots of the tiss@e c@lt@,e fl@id is b@antified @sing a 
Ealidated E4HSAV in ;hich the HS fo, H4R` SW]6ZaWT o, an H4R` standa,d cali1,ated 
against the HS is @sed as the assa( cali1,antA 
 
The NOVAMTHS E4HSA fo, H4R` is desc,i1ed 1elo;A  [hen it is not .,actica1le to @se 
the NOVAMTHS E4HSAV a diffe,ent Ealidated E4HSA ma( 1e s@1stit@tedV eAgA the 
MH4HENHA H4g` E4HSA >itV C4B H4R` E4HSA >itV M_D H4g` E4HSA >it o, an E4HSA @sing 
matched .ai,s of antiRH4R` MA1s .@,chased f,om M_D S(stems o, BioSo@,ceA 
 
7.3.1. Equilibration of reagents 
 
B,ing an alib@ot of the H4R` standa,d and othe, assa( ,eagents to ,oom tem.e,at@,e 
1efo,e .,oceedingA 
 
7.3.2. Preparation of IL–6 standard curve 
 
A1o@t U# min 1efo,e the end of the tiss@e c@lt@,eV .,e.a,e the H4R` standa,d c@,Ee 1( 
ma>ing se,ial dil@tionsV of an alib@ot of the stoc> sol@tion of the c@,,ent HS So, ;o,>ing 
STD fo, H4R` cali1,ated against the HSTA The dil@ent is PBS6Xl BSA So, HSA R not 
c,iticalTA 
!P>N.0Q 0,'' >KNJQ ?R> 0 7*E F' ,<F,(+(<('4 -%) >K?6ST K?BA 
[hen @sing the HS fo, H4R`V la1el nine t@1es H R PA  Add the s.ecified Eol@mes of 
PBS6Xl BSA to the t@1es R see ta1le " 1elo;A 
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Add XW# $l PBS6Xl BSA to an alib@ot S"# ng in "# $lT of the H4R` standa,d and Eo,teC 
to ma>e "## $l of a X## ng6ml sol@tion of H4R` q Sol@tion GA 
 
Table 2: Preparation of the IL–6 standard curve from an aliquot of the IS for IL–6 
T@1e H4R` added PBS6X

l BSA 
nH4R`o in  
t@1e 

& OI:CDP in 
well 

H X## $l of Sol@tion G q X# ng ]## $l X# ng6ml Qot for E:ISA 
H W## $l of Sol@tion H q W ng XA" ml a ng6ml IRRR pgTml 
s X ml of Sol@tion H q a ng X ml " ng6ml ARRR pgTml 
k X ml of Sol@tion s q " ng X ml X ng6ml 6RRR pgTml 
4 X ml of Sol@tion k q Xng  X ml Z## .g6ml JRR pgTml 
M X ml of Sol@tion 4 q Z## .g X ml "Z# .g6ml AJR pgTml 
N X ml of Sol@tion M q "Z# .g X ml X"Z .g6ml 6AJ pgTml 
O X ml of sol@tion N q X"Z .g X ml `"AZ .g6ml DA.J pgTml 
P None " ml # .g6ml R pgTml 
 
Vo,teC each of Sol@tions H R P afte, its .,e.a,ation and then @se each sol@tion fo, the 
.,e.a,ation of the s@1seb@ent dil@tionA 
 
!N<8(+38', %- (9' *F%;' ;%8<7', 7*E F' <,'4 (% 5'&')*(' 8*)5') ;%8<7', %- ?%8<(+%&, U 0 > *&4 *& ./01 
,(*&4*)4 $*8+F)*('4 *5*+&,( (9' .? -%) ./01 7*E F' ,<F,(+(<('4 -%) (9' .?@A 
 
Sto,e Sol@tions H R P at "R WhC @ntil ,eb@i,edA 
 
7.3.3. Addition of samples 
 
Hmmediatel( .,io, to adding standa,ds and sam.lesV em.t( the 1loc>ing 1@ffe, f,om 
the E4HSA .lateSsT and eC.el an( ,emaining fl@id 1( ta..ing the inEe,ted .late onto 
a1so,1ent mate,ialV eAgA .a.e, to;elA 
 
At the end of the tiss@e c@lt@,e inc@1ationV ca,ef@ll( t,ansfe, Z# $l of s@.e,natant f,om 
each of the ;ells of col@mns X R X# of the tiss@e c@lt@,e .late into the co,,es.onding 
;ells on the E4HSA .late R see Tem.late XV a1oEe and Tem.late "V 1elo;A  SThe ;ells 
in col@mns XX and X" a,e fo, the c(to>ine standa,d c@,Ee R see 1elo;TA  The @se of 
an eight channel .i.ette ;ill facilitate the miCing and t,ansfe,A  Change the .i.ette ti.s 
1et;een each col@mn t,ansfe, and ens@,e that cells a,e not as.i,ated 1( s@..o,ting 
the assa( .late s@ch that it slo.es do;n at an angle of a1o@t aZ' f,om col@mn X to 
col@mn X"A 
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7.3.4. Addition of standards 
 
Add Z# $l of H4R` standa,ds to the ;ells in col@mns XX and X"V as sho;n in Tem.late 
UV 1elo;A 
 
Sol@tion P into ;ells AXX and AX" S# .g6ml H4R` STDT 
Sol@tion O into ;ells BXX and BX" S`"AZ .g6ml H4R` STDT 
Sol@tion N into ;ells CXX and CX" SX"Z .g6ml H4R` STDT 
Sol@tion M into ;ells DXX and DX" S"Z# .g6ml H4R` STDT 
Sol@tion 4 into ;ells EXX and EX" SZ## .g6ml H4R` STDT 
Sol@tion k into ;ells FXX and FX" SX### .g6ml H4R` STDT 
Sol@tion s into ;ells GXX and GX" S"### .g6ml H4R` STDT 
Sol@tion H into ;ells HXX and HX" Sa### .g6ml H4R` STDT 
 
!H9' *F%;' %)4') %- *44+(+%& 3')7+(, (9' ,*7' (+3 (% F' <,'4 -%) *44+(+%&, %- *88 %- (9' ,(*&4*)4,@A 
 
Template 3: ELISA plate 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A "# "$ %& 

& 
%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
# 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* & & 

B "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
# 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* /$'( /$'( 

C "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
# 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* #$( #$( 

D "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&'$( 

%$ 
&'( 

%) 
## 

%* 
$ 

%( 
* 

") "* $(& $(& 

E "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* (&& (&& 

F "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* #&&& #&&& 

C "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* $&&& $&&& 

H "( "/ "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#* *&&& *&&& 

Key: 
S6 C S6I = test samples X6 C X6I 
RR C RJ = Reference Standard Endotoxin, RR = R ISTml, R6 = R.AJ ISTml, RA = R.J 
ISTml, RE = 6 ISTml, RI = A ISTml and RJ = I ISTml (The final concentrations areN 
R.RJ, R.6, R.A, R,I and R.L ISTml).Ualues 6 C IRRR in columns 66 and 6A are 
concentrations in pgTml of the IS for I:CD (ampoule code [ITJLR, 6 $gTampoule, 6 pg 
= R.6 IS). 
 
7.3.5. Addition of (2nd) antibody–HRP conjugate (POD) 
 
Add "## rl of detection anti1od( POD Sho,se,adish .e,oCidase con^@gated to shee. 
antiRH4R` anti1odiesJ sta1le fo, at least ` months at "RWhCT .,eRdil@ted ;ith dil@tion 
1@ffe, S@s@all( X6"## to X6Z##V as dete,mined in o.timisation eC.e,imentsT to each 
;ellV seal the .lates ;ith adhesiEe filmV and allo; to stand fo, "RU h at "#R"ZhCA  SX## 
ml of dil@ted POD is s@fficient fo, a E4HSA .latesAT 
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Afte, inc@1ationV ;ash .late th,ee times ;ith a1o@t "Z# $l .e, ;ell ;ash sol@tion and 
then th,ee times ;ith demine,alised ;ate,A  Em.t( .late and eC.el an( ,emaining fl@id 
1( ta..ing the inEe,ted .late onto a1so,1ent mate,ialV eAgA .a.e, to;elA 
 
 
7.3.6. Addition of substrate solution and reading of optical densities 
 
P,e.a,e the s@1st,ate sol@tion sho,tl( 1efo,e @seA  T,ansfe, ]# ml of s@1st,ate 1@ffe, 
to a .lastic 1ottleV add aAZ ml of TMB sol@tion and miCA 
 
Pi.ette "## rl of s@1st,ate sol@tion into each ;ellA Afte, X#RXZ min@tesV sto. the 
eni(me ,eaction 1( adding Z# rl6;ell of sto..ing sol@tionA  [i.e the 1ac> of the 
mic,otite, .lates ;ith a clean tiss@eV then meas@,e the a1so,1ance at aZ# nm in an 
E4HSA .late ,eade, @sing a Za#RZ]# nm co,,ectiEe filte,A S@1t,act the Eal@es of the 
meas@,ement ;ith the co,,ectiEe filte, f,om Eal@es meas@,ed ;ith the aZ# nm filte,A 
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V @HTH H=HFWS<S H=@ P?D@<CT<O= GO@DFS 
 
Preparatory testing 
 
P,e.a,ato,( tests a,e cond@cted to ass@,e that the c,ite,ia fo, Ealidit( and .,ecision fo, 
the standa,d c@,Ee a,e satisfied and that the sol@tion of the .,e.a,ation 1eing 
eCamined Stest a,ticleT does not inte,fe,e in the testA The test method is Ealidated and 
a test fo, inte,fe,ing facto,s ,e.eated ;heneEe, the,e is an( change in eithe, the test 
method o, the .,e.a,ation 1eing eCamined that is li>el( to infl@ence the ,es@lt of the 
testA 
 
 
Validation of the test method 
 
9sing the standa,d endotoCin sol@tionV .,e.a,e fiEe endotoCin concent,ations SMXRMZT 
to gene,ate the standa,d c@,Ee SM# q # E96mlTA  Pe,fo,m the test @sing fo@, ,e.licates 
of each standa,d endotoCin sol@tionA  The standa,d c@,Ee is to satisf( the c,ite,ia fo, 
linea,it( and ,ange desc,i1ed in the IC\ \ARM^QISED TRIPARTITE VSIDE:IQEN 
UA:IDATI^Q ^_ AQA:`TICA: PR^CEDSRES MET\^D^:^V` SHCH g@ideline 
7"B Validation of Anal(tical .,oced@,esJ methodolog(V NoEem1e, X]]`TV togethe, 
;ith a ,est,iction on test .,ecision Ssee 1elo;TA 
 
 
Assurance criteria for the standard curve 
 
Me^ect the data f,om an( test that does not satisf( all fo@, c,ite,ia s.ecified 1elo;A 
 
SiT The S1asalT ,elease of H4R` in the a1sence of added 4PSV iAeA fo, the # H96ml dose 
of 4PSV is to 1e t "## .g6ml H4R` S"# H9 H4R`6mlTA 
 
(The reason for this is as follows.  Blood cultures in the absence of added endotoxin release 
amounts of (immunoreactive) TQ_! and I:C6" close to or below the detection limits of the 
E:ISAs used to detect them.  In contrast, concentrations of immunoreactive I:CD are 
detectable in these cultures.  _or healthy donors, concentrations of immunoreactive I:CD are 
below ARR pgTml (AR IS I:CDTml, typically JR pgTml or less) but in donors who have recently 
recovered from minor viral or bacterial infections basal (i.e. unstimulated) concentrations of I:C
D can exceed ARR pgTml.  These findings accord with reports that plasma concentrations of 
immunoreactive I:CD (unlike those of TQ_! and I:C6") are likely to be increased in individuals 
not in good health (Buck et al., 6[[Ic :in and \uang, 6[[Lc ^tto et al., 6[[[).  Conse9uently, 
the choice of I:CD as the readout (measured variable) enables the identification and dscreening 
oute (albeit retrospectively) of donors who are not in good health, even though they may feel 
well enough to serve as a blood donor for the test.  Based on historic data obtained at QIBSC, 
a dcutCoffe value of ARR pgTml I:CD (AR IS I:CDTml) for basal immunoreactive I:CD release is 
deemed appropriate for the refection of test data as having come from a test utilising blood 
from a donor not in good health.) 
 
SiiT Com.a,e the Eal@es fo, the fo@, ,e.licates each of # and #A"Z H96ml endotoCin 
STDJ the th,ee smallest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to # H96ml and the th,ee 
la,gest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #A"Z H96ml S[ilcoCon ,an>gs@m testV 
.t#A#ZTA 
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SiiiT Com.a,e the Eal@es fo, the fo@, ,e.licates each of the endotoCin STDs #A"Z H96ml 
and #AZ H96mlJ the th,ee smallest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #A"Z H96ml and 
the th,ee la,gest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #AZ H96ml S[ilcoCon ,an>gs@m 
testV .t#A#ZTA 
 
SiET Com.a,e the Eal@es fo, the fo@, ,e.licates each of # and #A Z H96ml endotoCin 
STDJ the fo@, smallest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to # H96ml and the fo@, la,gest 
Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #AZ H96ml S[ilcoCon ,an>gs@m testV .t#A#"ZTA 
 
 
Interference test 
 
S.i>e an alib@ot of the test sol@tion of the .,e.a,ation 1eing eCaminedV the test a,ticle 
SXTV ;ith an endotoCin concent,ation at o, nea, the middle dose of the endotoCin 
standa,d c@,EeA  OAlternatively, to facilitate comparisons with other test systems, a different 
spike, e.g. R.J ISTml, may be used, provided that this is within one contiguous (adfacent) 
dilution of the middle dose of the endotoxin standard curve.P  Calc@late the mean ,ecoEe,( 
of the added endotoCin 1( s@1t,acting the mean endotoCin concent,ation in the test 
sol@tion Sif an(T f,om that containing the added endotoCinA  The ta,get is X##l s.i>e 
,ecoEe,(A  Hf necessa,(V test do@1ling dil@tions of the test a,ticleV not eCceeding the 
MVD S"TV to identif( the minim@m dil@tion that giEes s.i>e ,ecoEe,( as close to X##l 
as can 1e achieEedA  S@1seb@ent testing is to 1e .e,fo,med at this dil@tionV ;hich 
m@st giEe at least Z#l s.i>e ,ecoEe,(V o, at one f@,the, t;ogfold dil@tion SUT of the test 
a,ticleV .,oEided that the f@,the, dil@tion is ;ithin the MVDA 
 
SXT the test a,ticle is to contain the lo;est leEel of contamination ;ith 
.(,ogen6endotoCin that .,actica1l( can 1e achieEed fo, that .,e.a,ationA 
 
S"T MVD q the maCim@m Ealid dil@tion of a .,e.a,ation at ;hich the endotoCin limit 
concent,ation SE4CT can 1e dete,minedA  MVD q E4C6the second smallest dose in the 
endotoCin STD c@,EeA 
 
SUT the f@,the, dil@tion is to mitigate Ea,iations in 4ODV dono,s6.assagesV and the 
1alance 1et;een inte,fe,ence 1( the test a,ticle and its .(,ogenic contentAT 
 
(Q.B. Testing at minimum dilution of the test article would be expected to increase the 
probability of detecting non-endotoxin pyrogens since, in general, these dilute out more rapidly 
than endotoxin.  In this regard it should be noted that the interference testing described above, 
in common with the rest of this S^P, is optimised for the detection of bacterial endotoxins.  A 
number of changes to this S^P would be re9uired to optimise it for the detection of non-
endotoxin pyrogens.  Conse9uently a different protocol is used to test products suspected of 
contamination with non-endotoxin pyrogens.) 
 
 
cuantitative estimation of endotoxin equivalents and uncertainty of 
measurement 
 
[he,e b@antitatiEe estimates of endotoCingeb@iEalents a,e ,eb@i,edV statistical 
anal(sis is ca,,ied o@t in Hnfo,matics to .,oEide estimates of endotoCin concent,ations 
fo, test sam.les in te,ms of the endotoCin standa,d c@,Ee @sing the methods of 
.a,allel line assa( anal(sis Ssee fo, eCam.leV Finne(V X]$WTA 
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The @..e, and lo;e, OD ,es.onse Eal@es fo, the endotoCin standa,d c@,Ee a,e 
dete,mined g,a.hicall( and the OD Eal@es fo, endotoCin standa,ds and test sam.les 
a,e t,ansfo,med to logit ,es.onses and anal(sed @sing the in ho@se .,og,am [MAN4 
SGaines Das and T(demanV X]W"TA  The linea,it( mean sb@a,e fo, the endotoCin 
standa,d c@,Ee Scalc@lated 1( the .,og,amT .,oEides a meas@,e of the s@ita1ilit( of 
the g,a.hicall( dete,mined limits fo, the c@,EeA  The .(,ogenic contamination in the 
sol@tion of the .,e.a,ation 1eing eCamined SiAeA test a,ticleT is calc@latedV ;ith 
confidence inte,EalsV f,om a standa,d c@,Ee of the HS fo, endotoCin S;hich is cali1,ated 
in H9T and eC.,essed in endotoCingeb@iEalents6mlA  This Eal@e is com.a,ed ;ith the 
endotoCin limit concent,ation SE4CT fo, the .,e.a,ationA [he,e the E4C is not 
s.ecified fo, a .,od@ctV it is calc@lated as desc,i1ed in 6R. AQQEhA  The .,e.a,ation 
1eing eCamined com.lies ;ith the test if the estimated mean endotoCin concent,ation 
of the .,e.a,ationV afte, co,,ection fo, dil@tion and concent,ationV is less than the 
endotoCin limit fo, the .,e.a,ationA  The .,e.a,ation 1eing eCamined is ,eb@i,ed to 
.ass the test ;ith 1lood donations f,om at least th,ee diffe,ent dono,sA 
 
(Alternative analyses are permitted provided these are consistent with the relevant IC\ 
guidelines.) 
 
 
Limit test 
 
This is a sim.lified test to detect ;hethe, o, not a sol@tion of the .,e.a,ation 1eing 
eCamined Stest a,ticleTV afte, co,,ection fo, dil@tion and concent,ationV contains less 
than #AZ H96ml Sthe th,eshold dose in the ,a11it .(,ogen testTA  This is ca,,ied o@t as 
follo;sA 
 
XaY Pe,fo,m an inte,fe,ence test ;ith an endotoCin s.i>e of #AZ H96mlV as desc,i1ed 
a1oEeA 
 
XbY Meas@,e ,es.onses to a ,e.licates each of #V #A"Z and #AZ H96ml endotoCin and 
the test a,ticleA 
 
XcY Me^ect the data f,om an( test that does not satisf( all fo@, c,ite,ia s.ecified 1elo;A 
 
SiT The S1asalT ,elease of H4R` in the a1sence of added 4PSV iAeA fo, the # H96ml dose 
of 4PSV is to 1e t "## .g6ml H4R` S"# H9 H4R`6mlTA 
 
SiiT Com.a,e the Eal@es fo, the fo@, ,e.licates each of # and #A"Z H96ml endotoCin 
STDJ the th,ee smallest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to # H96ml and the th,ee 
la,gest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #A"Z H96ml S[ilcoCon ,an>gs@m testV 
.t#A#ZTA 
 
SiiiT Com.a,e the Eal@es fo, the fo@, ,e.licates each of the endotoCin STDs #A"Z H96ml 
and #AZ H96mlJ the th,ee smallest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #A"Z H96ml and 
the th,ee la,gest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #AZ H96ml S[ilcoCon ,an>gs@m 
testV .t#A#ZTA 
 
SiET Com.a,e the Eal@es fo, the fo@, ,e.licates each of # and #A Z H96ml endotoCin 
STDJ the fo@, smallest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to # H96ml and the fo@, la,gest 
Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #AZ H96ml S[ilcoCon ,an>gs@m testV .t#A"ZTA 
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XdY Com.a,e the Eal@es fo, the fo@, ,e.licates each of the test a,ticle and the 4PS 
STD #AZ H96mlJ the fo@, smallest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to the test a,ticle 
and the fo@, la,gest Eal@es a,e to 1e in the ,es.onse to #AZ H96ml S[ilcoCon ,an>gs@m 
testV .t#A"ZTA  The .,e.a,ation 1eing eCamined is ,eb@i,ed to .ass the test ;ith 1lood 
donations f,om at least th,ee diffe,ent dono,sA 
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9 HDHFTH SHFDTW H=@ D=N<?O=GD=T 
 
Human material 
 
H@man mate,ial sho@ld 1e t,eated as 1iologicall( haia,do@s and all ;o,> @sing 
h@man mate,ial is to 1e ca,,ied o@t acco,ding to the .,oced@,es s.ecified in the 
NHBSC Safet( Com.endi@mA 
 
C@lt@,es of h@man mate,ial sho@ld 1e t,eated as 1iologicall( haia,do@s ;aste and 
dis.osed of acco,ding to the .,oced@,es s.ecified in the NHBSC Safet( Com.endi@mA 
 
Bacterial endotoxin isV as its name indicatesV a toCic agent and sho@ld 1e handled 
;ith ca,eA 
 
P,eca@tionsJ  CoEe, o.en c@ts 1efo,e @seA  Do not get in e(esV on s>inV on clothingA  
AEoid inhalingA  kee. containe, closedA  
 
Fi,st AidJ  Hn case of contactV immediatel( fl@sh e(es o, s>in ;ith .lent( of ;ate, fo, at 
least XZ min@tesA  Hf inhaledV ,emoEe to f,esh ai,A  Hf not 1,eathingV giEe a,tificial 
,es.i,ationV .,efe,a1l( mo@thRtoRmo@thA  Hf 1,eathing is diffic@ltV giEe oC(genA 
 
Effects of s>in a1so,.tion can incl@de feEe,V headache and h(.otensionA 
 
Effects of inhalation can incl@de feEe,V headache and h(.otensionA 
 
Effects of ingestion R adEe,se effects a,e @nli>el( since ingested endotoCin is ,a.idl( 
detoCifiedA 
 
 
 
 
ELISA SubstrateQ TGB  (Suspected mutagen, wear gloves when handling).  
Store and use in accordance with manu%acturer[s instructionsT 
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;\T H==D] 
 
FO@A  Detection limitA  The 4OD is to ta>e into acco@nt all dil@tion facto,sA  
 
FO^T  7@antification limitA The 4O7 is to ta>e into acco@nt all dil@tion facto,sA  
 
nNABA The calc@lation of 4OD and 4O7 is add,essed in the HCH HAMMONHSED 
TMHPAMTHTE G9HDE4HNEJ VA4HDATHON OF ANA4uTHCA4 PMOCED9MES 
METHODO4OGuV HCH g@ideline 7"B Validation of Anal(tical .,oced@,esJ 
methodolog(V NoEem1e, X]]`A  Ht sho@ld 1e noted that the methods desc,i1ed in the 
g@idelineV in common ;ith othe, methods @sed to calc@late 4OD and 4O7V ma>e 
ass@m.tions a1o@t the dist,i1@tion of data that ma( not a..l(Ao 
 
 
Calculation of ELC 
 
DFC q EndotoCin limit concent,ation fo, the .,e.a,ation 1eing eCaminedA  [he,e an 
E4C is not s.ecifiedV it is calc@lated as follo;sJ 
The sensitiEit( of ,a11its to endotoCin is Z H96>gA SoV fo, a .,od@ct in^ected SiAeA testedT 
at X ml6>gV the detection limit is Z H9 endotoCin6ml6>gV giEing an E4C of Z H9 
endotoCin6mlV ;he,eas fo, a .,od@ct in^ected at X# ml6>gV the detection limit is Z H9 
endotoCin6X# ml6>g q #AZ H9 endotoCin6ml6>gV giEing an E4C of #AZ H9 endotoCin6mlA 
 
Maximum valid dilution 
 
The MVD is the maCim@m allo;a1leV iAeA dEalideV dil@tion of a .,e.a,ation at ;hich the 
endotoCin limit concent,ation SE4CT can 1e dete,minedA  MVD q E4C6the second 
smallest dose in the endotoCin STD c@,EeA 
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1 Rationale for the Proposed Test Method 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1. Describe the historical background for the proposed test method, from original 
concept to present. This should include the rationale for its development, an overview of 
prior development and validation activities, and, if applicable, the extent to which the 
proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a validated test 
method with established performance standards. 
Pyrogens, a chemically heterogeneous group of hyperthermia- or fever-inducing 
compounds, derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi or from the host himself, and provoke an 
immune response by producing endogenous pyrogens such as prostaglandins and the pro-
inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumour necrosis 
factor-α (TNF-α) (Dinarello, 1999). Depending on the type and amount of pyrogen 
challenge and the sensitivity of an individual, even life-threatening shock-like conditions 
can be provoked. To assure quality and safety of any pharmaceutical product for 
parenteral application in humans, pyrogen testing is therefore imperative.  
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). For the rabbit pyrogen test, sterile test substances are injected 
intravenously to rabbits and any rise in body temperature is assessed. This in vivo test 
detects various pyrogens but not alone the fact that large numbers of animals are required 
to identify a few batches of pyrogen-containing samples argues against its use. In the past 
two decades, the declared intention to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has 
lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% by allowing to use the BET as an in vitro 
alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products (Cooper et al, 1971).  
Bacterial endotoxin, comprising largely lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from the cell wall of 
Gram-negative bacteria that stimulates monocytes/macrophages via interaction with 
CD14 and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) (Beutler and Rietschel, 2003), is the pyrogen of 
major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to its ubiquitous sources, its stability 
and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is detected by its capacity to 
coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the American horseshoe crab, 
Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago (Levin and Bang, 1964). 
In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after drawing about 20% up to 
50% of their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, the procedure 
still causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds to even more 
efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, habitat 
loss and pollution (http://www.horseshoecrab.org/).  
As with the rabbit test the general problem of translation of the test results to the human 
fever reaction persists. Moreover, although being highly sensitive, the failure of the BET 
to detect non-endotoxin pyrogens as well as its susceptibility to interference by e.g. high 
protein or lipid levels of test substances or by glucans impedes full replacement of the 
rabbit pyrogen test. Hence, hundreds-of-thousands rabbits per year are still used for 
pyrogen testing.  
A test system that combines the high sensitivity and in vitro performance of the BET test 
with the wide range of pyrogens detectable by the rabbit pyrogen test is therefore 
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required in order to close the current testing gap for pyrogens and to avoid animal-based 
tests. With this intention and due to improved understanding of the human fever reaction 
(Dinarello, 1999), test systems based on in vitro activation of human monocytes were 
developed. First efforts date back about 20 years, when peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) were used to detect endotoxin by monitoring the release of pyrogenic 
cytokines (Duff and Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et al, 1984). Meanwhile, a number of 
different test systems, using either whole blood, peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs) or the monocytoid cell lines MONO MAC 6 (MM6) or THP-1 as a source for 
human monocytes and various read-outs were established (Poole et al., 1988; Ziegler et 
al, 1988; Tsuchiya et al, 1980; Hartung and Wendel, 1996; Hartung et al, 2001; Poole et 
al, 2003). These test systems were validated with the aim of developing a tool for formal 
inclusion into Pharmacopoeias, an important basis for implementing novel alternative 
pyrogen tests for product-specific validation. 
 
1.1.2 Summarize and provide the results of any peer review conducted to date and 
summarize any ongoing or planned reviews. 
When the validation study was commenced, the proposed test method had not been 
subjected to any other peer review process. In the meantime, the PBMC/IL-6 test 
developed by Novartis and Baxter Healthcare has been subjected to a rigorous peer-
review by the US FDA and approved as an end-product release test (New Drug 
Application Number 16-267/S-037 approved on April 24, 2002).  
All of the five methods are currently under peer review of the ECVAM Scientific 
Advisory Committee. 
 
1.1.3 Clearly indicate any confidential information associated with the test method; 
however, the inclusion of confidential information is discouraged. 
This document does not contain any confidential information. 

1.2 Regulatory rationale and applicability 
1.2.1 Describe the current regulatory testing requirement(s) for which the proposed test 
method is applicable. 
To assure quality and safety of pharmaceutical products for parenteral application in 
humans, pyrogen testing is imperative. Depending on the drug, one of two pyrogen tests 
is currently prescribed by the European Pharmacopoeia, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and 
the bacterial endotoxin test (BET), and other national and international guidelines. 
 
1.2.2 Describe the intended regulatory use(s) (e.g., screen, substitute, replacement, or 
adjunct) of the proposed test method and how it will be used to substitute, replace, or 
complement any existing regulatory testing requirement(s). 
Dependent on the product and the presence of relevant clinical data on unexpected 
pyrogenicity of clinical lots, the proposed test method may be an alternative method for 
pyrogen testing, thus substituting the rabbit pyrogen test or in rare cases the BET. In 
certain cases, the proposed test method may function as a supplementary test method to 
assess compliance to the licensing dossier. 
In case the proposed test method is an alternative for pyrogenicity testing, a thorough 
cross-validation between the proposed test method and the original method for the 
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specific medicinal product is warranted. In case the proposed test method is an adjunctive 
test to screen for (unexpected) pyrogenic lots, alert and alarm limits may be established 
based on consistency of production lots or (preferably) based on actual clinical data. 
 
1.2.3 Where applicable, discuss the similarities and differences in the endpoint measured 
in the proposed test method and the currently used in vivo reference test method and, if 
appropriate, between the proposed test method and a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
The current in vivo method (rabbit test), as described in the pharmacopoeia, and the 
proposed in vitro test method each determine very different end-points, though the 
biochemical origins of the response are similar. 
The in vivo method determines the total rise in body temperature (fever induction) of the 
animals subjected to the medicinal product, as a result of pyrogens present in the product. 
The proposed PBMC/IL-6 test is an in vitro model for the fever response mechanism. It 
determines the release of cytokines by monocytoid cells into the culture medium upon the 
interaction of pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. It is these 
cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
Main difference between the in vivo and in vitro method are that the latter is quantitative 
and uses cells of human origin, thus better reflecting the physiological situation. 
 
1.2.4 Describe how the proposed test method fits into the overall strategy of hazard or 
safety assessment. If a component of a tiered assessment process, indicate the weight that 
should be applied relative to other measures. 
The proposed PBMC/IL-6 test method may be applied for those medicinal products for 
which the rabbit test is the only or most reliable method for pyrogenicity testing, since a) 
the medicinal product is not compatible with the BET or b) the medicinal product 
contains pyrogens other than Gram-negative endotoxin. 
Limit concentrations for pyrogens are established based on consistency lots or actual 
clinical data or, in the case of endotoxin the endotoxin limit concentration (ELC) as 
defined for many medicinal products. 

1.3 Scientific basis for the proposed test method 
1.3.1 Describe the purpose and mechanistic basis of the proposed test method. 
The proposed in vitro method is intended to determine the presence of pyrogens in 
medicinal products for parenteral use. The proposed test method is an in vitro model of 
the human fever response. It determines the release of cytokines upon the interaction of 
pyrogens and specific Toll-like receptors on the monocytoid cells (Beutler and Rietschel, 
2003). It is these cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
1.3.2 Describe what is known and not known about the similarities and differences of 
modes and mechanisms of action in the proposed test method as compared to the species 
of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity testing). 
An important feature of the proposed test method is that it is based upon the use of 
monocytoid cells of human origin. It therefore by definition resembles more closely the 
actual response of humans. The two other test methods make use of either crustaceans 
(BET) or rabbits, both species more or less distinct from the human species. The response 
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of humans, horseshoe crabs and rabbits toward Gram-negative endotoxin has been 
studied extensively and the methods appear equivalent for this particular pyrogen 
(Cooper et al 1971; Greisman and Hornick, 1969). However, there are documented cases 
of medicinal products and specified pyrogenic substances that yield false-positive or 
false-negative results in either test method. Since the proposed test method is based on 
human cells, it may therefore predict more accurately the pyrogenicity of such substances 
in humans. 
 
1.3.3 Describe the intended range of substances amenable to the proposed test method 
and/or the limits of the proposed test method according to chemical class or 
physicochemical factors. 
The proposed test method is intended for the assessment of pyrogens in all parenteral 
medicinal products for human use, chemical or biological and including raw materials, 
bulk ingredients and excipients. Use of the proposed test method in testing environmental 
samples or medicinal products is suggested and may be feasible, but substantiating data 
are as yet limited or absent. 
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2 Test Method Protocol Components 

2.1 Overview of test method 
Provide an overview of how the proposed test method is conducted. If appropriate, this 
would include the extent to which the protocol for the proposed test method adheres to 
established performance standards. 
A highly detailed protocol describing the proposed test method (Detailed protocol 
PBMC/IL-6: “In Vitro Pyrogen Test Using PBMC (SP+PB var. Novartis) 03 10 02; 
electronic file name: SOP-PBMC IL 6) is attached in Appendix A of this Background 
Review Document (BRD).  
 
The PBMC/IL-6 test method is an assay for the detection of pyrogenic contamination. 
The test protocol itself can be divided into the following two parts: 

1. Incubation of the sample with peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). 
2. An enzyme linked immunoassay (ELISA) for the measurement of IL-6.  

 
Ad 1.  
Human whole blood is collected by venipuncture into heparinized tubes for blood 
sampling. The blood is diluted with PBS and the PBMCs are obtained by density gradient 
centrifugation (Lymphoprep). PBMCs from 4 donors are incubated overnight (16-24 
hours) together with saline and the sample of interest in sterile and pyrogen-free cell 
culture plate.  
 
Ad 2. 
After mixture of the samples, the concentrations of the cytokine IL-6 in the PBMC-
conditioned medium are quantified using a ELISA specific for IL-6 as follows.  
Aliquots are added to the wells of a microtiterplate coated with IL-6 specific monoclonal 
antibodies. An enzyme-conjugated polyclonal antibody against IL-6 is added. During a 
subsequent incubation, a sandwich complex consisting of two antibodies and the IL-6 is 
formed. Unbound material is removed in between incubation steps by a washing of the 
ELISA-plate. 
A chromogenic substrate (3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine [TMB]) reactive with the 
enzyme label is added. Color development is terminated by adding a stopping solution. 
The resulting color, read at the appropriate wavelength, is directly related to the IL-6 
concentration.  
The IL-6 ELISA used throughout this study is an in-house ELISA, developed by 
Novartis, in which the IL-6 calibrant is calibrated against the International Standard (IS) 
for IL-6 (WHO code: 89/548). 
 
The WHO-LPS standard (code 94/580, E.coli O113:H10:K-), was used throughout the 
validation. This standard is identical to USP Reference Standard Endotoxin (EC6). 
 
There are several possibilities to estimate the pyrogenic contamination of the preparations 
under test: 1) A quantitative estimation can be achieved by the construction of a dose-
response curve for endotoxin standard (e.g. 5.0, 2.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 EU/ml) versus 
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Optical Density (OD)-value of the IL-6 ELISA. The contamination of the preparations is 
expressed in Endotoxin Unit Equivalents. 2) A qualitative test can be achieved by the 
inclusion of an endotoxin threshold control (e.g. one fixed dilution of the standard curve) 
which allows for the classification in positive and negative samples (i.e. pyrogenic and 
non-pyrogenic samples). 3) A qualitative test can also be achieved by inclusion of an 
appropriate positive product control. 
A detailed description of analysis methods used during the validation of the test-method 
can be found in section 5 of the current BRD. 

2.2 Rational for selected test components 
Provide a detailed description and rationale, if appropriate, for the following aspects of 
the proposed test method: 
2.2.1 Materials, equipment, and supplies needed. 
The materials, equipment and supplies used for the PBMC/IL-6 test method are 
laboratory items that will be already available in a routine QC laboratory. There is no 
need for sophisticated or dedicated laboratory equipment throughout the test.  
For all steps in the procedure, excluding the ELISA procedure, the materials (e.g. tips, 
containers, solutions) which will be in close contact with samples and blood cells need to 
be sterile and pyrogen free. The materials, equipment and supplies are specified in the 
method protocol (Appendix A). It should be noted that equivalent devices may also be 
used and it is the user’s responsibility to validate the equivalence.  
 
Materials for part 1: PBMC-Incubation 
Equipment  
• Incubator (37°C, 5% CO2 humidified air) 
• Class 2 laminar flow sterile cabinet 
• Centrifuge (suitable for 50 ml centrifuge tubes) 
• Vortex 
Consumables 
• Lymphoprep (Nycomed, Oslo, Norway) 
• Fragmin 
• 30 ml syringe with luer lock adapter 
• 19 mm, 21 gauge butterfly needle ( or 40 mm, 21 gauge butterfly needle) 
• 5, 10, 25 ml serological pipettes. 
• Pipettes suitable for 50 or 100 µl 
• 96-wells tissue culture plates 
• WHO-LPS standard 
 
Materials for part 2: ELISA procedure 
Equipment  
• Multichannel pipettor. 
• Pipettes suitable for 50, 100 or 1000 µl. 
• Microplate mixer 
• Microplate washer 
• Microplate reader capable of readings at the appropriate wavelength 
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• A software package facilitating data generation, analysis, reporting, and quality 
control 

Consumables 
• Graduated cylinder and plastic storage containers  
• 96-wells microtiter plates 
• Mouse monoclonal anti-IL-6 antibody from clone 16 (Novartis)  
• Horseradish peroxydase conjugated sheep polyclonal anti-Il-6 antibody. 
• Human Interleukin-6 standard 
• Coating buffer, blocking buffer, dilution buffer, stopping solution and wash solution 

as detailed in the test method protocol. 
 
The IL-6 ELISA used is an in-house assay developed in the Novartis laboratory and uses 
the WHO IL-6 international standard. Any commercially available IL-6 ELISA kit using 
the same standard or a standard calibrated versus it may be used (if validated for this in-
vitro pyrogen test). Including the appropriate positive and negative controls in each run 
ensures the reliability and accuracy of the PBMC/IL-6 test method. As a positive control 
a specified amount of the Endotoxin Standard is used. The assay should be considered 
acceptable only if the criteria described in the method protocol are met. Also the criteria 
for allowed variability of replicates within an assay have to be met. The IL-6 standard 
curve is an additional control of the performance of the assay. 
 
2.2.2 Dose-selection procedures, including the need for any dose range-finding studies or 
acute toxicity data prior to conducting a study, if applicable. 
For every kind of test compound the interference with PBMC and the Il-6 ELISA is 
determined. For this purpose a preliminary “dose finding” test is conducted to establish a 
suitable dilution for every new test compound. For the validation study (as described in 
section 4 of this BRD), the tested products were diluted according to their known ELC, 
which was usually far beyond interfering concentrations. The ELC of the tested products 
or drugs were calculated according to the European Pharmacopoeia. If no endotoxin limit 
is defined it can be estimated by dividing 350 EU by the maximum hourly dose 
(example: the maximum hourly dose is 100 mg/patient, then the estimated endotoxin 
limit is 350/100=3.5EU/mg). 
 
2.2.3 Endpoint(s) measured. 
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. It 
determines the release of interleukin-6 (IL-6) by monocytoid cells isolated from human 
blood. IL-6 is released into the culture medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and 
specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. The measured endpoint IL-6 is one of the 
cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
2.2.4 Duration of exposure. 
The PBMCs are exposed to possible pyrogenic components in samples at 37°C for 16-24 
hours in an atmosphere of 5% CO2 in humidified air. This conditioned mixture containing 
endogenous pyrogens released by the cells, is subsequently assayed in the IL-6 ELISA. 
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2.2.5 Known limits of use. 
The PBMC/IL-6 test as described in the test method protocol is not a finalized test system 
for the testing of all medicinal products. The method may be applied only to preparations 
that have been validated with this method, i.e. shown not to interfere with the blood and 
the Il-6 readout system at a specified dilution of the preparation. A paragraph describing 
the interference testing is included in the method protocol (Appendix A). However, at 
this moment there are no medicinal products known that cannot be tested with the 
method.  
 
 
 
2.2.6 Nature of the response assessed. 
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. Upon the 
interaction of exogenous pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells 
endogenous pyrogens (e.g. interleukins, TNF-�  and prostaglandins) are produced. In the 
body the fever response is triggered by these endogenous pyrogens. Immunoreactive IL-
6, the measured endpoint for the current method, is one of these endogenous pyrogens.  
 
2.2.7 Appropriate vehicle, positive, and negative controls and the basis for their 
selection. 
Throughout the development and validation phase the test compounds are diluted in 0.9% 
(w/v) clinical saline. This 0.9% clinical saline is considered an appropriate vehicle as no 
interference with active substances of a drug is to be expected. 
In addition the test includes several controls.  
A negative control: 0.9% clinical saline (sodium chloride) 
A positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580, 0.5 EU/ml in clinical saline. 
A negative product control (NPC): clean, released batch for each drug. 
A positive product control (PPC): test item spike with WHO-LPS (code 94/580) at 0.5 
EU/ml. 
The positive and negative controls are the same in every assay and are needed to establish 
the sensitivity of the test system. In addition, a product-based set of controls is used to 
reveal product related interference. 
 
2.2.8 Acceptable range of vehicle, positive and negative control responses and the basis 
for the acceptable ranges. 
A PBMC/IL-6 assay is considered acceptable for further analysis if the following criteria 
are met: The ELISA is valid if the OD of the blank control is below 0.15 and the 
mathematical function (quadratic model) of the IL-6 standard curve produces an r2 >0.95. 
The reactions (in terms of OD) on the endotoxin concentrations give a sigmoidal 
ascending dose response.  
 
Exclusion criteria for blood donors (low and high responders):  
Blood donors are considered low responders if their mean OD value for the endotoxin 
reference standard concentration 1 EU/ml is below the mean OD value for 1000 pg/ml of 
IL-6. Blood donors are considered high responder if the mean OD value for the negative 
control above the mean OD value at 500 pg/ml of IL-6  
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If the test samples show an irregular response (e.g. high SD), the results of the blank and 
the standard endotoxin concentrations derived from the donor are checked. The donor is 
excluded if these results are inconsistent with the ordinarily expected results. 
 
As regards the substances to be tested, for products with an established ELC, specified in 
EU/ml, the product is diluted to its maximum valid dilution (MVD). The negative 
product control should be negative at the MVD. The response to the positive product 
control should be between 50% and 200% of the response to the positive control, 
indicating a possible pyrogenicity can be detected using these conditions. 
 
However, for the results described throughout this BRD the data were accepted and 
analyzed according to the procedures described in section 5.3 “Statistics”. This procedure 
was chosen as it allowed for a harmonized analysis of comparable data which were 
obtained with different in vitro pyrogen tests (i.e. MM6/IL-6, WBT/IL-1, WBT/IL-6).  
 
2.2.9 Nature of the data to be collected and the methods used for data collection. 
The raw data collected are the read-outs (absorbance) of the IL-6 ELISA, measured by an 
automated laboratory ELISA-plate reader. The wavelength is dependent on the 
chromogenic substrate applied. In the current study TMB is used and the ELISA-plate is 
read at a wavelength of 450 nm using a 540 nm to 590 nm corrective filter. The values of 
the measurement with the corrective filter is subtracted from values measured with the 
450 nm filter. 
 
2.2.10 Type of media in which data are stored. 
Data are stored in electronic files (windows98 compatible software) and as hard copy. 
 
2.2.11 Measures of variability. 
As part of the development of the PBMC/IL-6 test method the intralaboratory 
repeatability was assessed by independent and identical replicated measurement of the 
different concentrations of WHO-LPS. Furthermore, the limit of detection and its 
dependence from known but uncontrollable variables such us operator and donor were 
investigated. These variables and the inherent variation of biological systems make up to 
the total variation of the method. 
  
2.2.12 Statistical or non-statistical methods used to analyze the resulting data, including 
methods to analyze for a dose-response relationship. Justify and describe the method(s) 
employed. 
The first phase of the study was performed with PBMCs from 1 individual donor. The 
large scale blinded studies with pharmaceutical drugs were run with PBMCs from 4 
individual donors in parallel. A standard, using the International Standard for Endotoxin 
(calibrated in EU) is included, ranging from 0.063 EU/ml up to 1.0 EU/ml.  
 
2.2.13 Decision criteria and the basis for the prediction model used to classify a test 
chemical (e.g., positive, negative, or equivocal), as appropriate. 
A prediction model (PM) was developed in order to classify substances as “pyrogenic for 
humans” or “non-pyrogenic for humans”. To be able to define a dichotome result in the 
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alternative pyrogen test, a threshold pyrogen value of 0.5 EU/rnJ was chosen. This
threshold value was based on historical data with rabbits (described in section 4.1). The
suitability of the PM was assessed by testing substances which were artificially
contaminated with endotoxin. (substances are described in section 3.2 and 3.3)
The statistical approach, including quality criteria, is detailed in section 5.3

2.2. J4 Information and data that will be included in the study report and availability of
standardforms for data collection and submission.
Raw data were collected using a standard fonn. These were submitted to the quality
department of ECYAM.

2.3 Basis for selection of this test method
Explain the basis for selection ofthe test method system. Ifan animal model is being
used, this should include the rationale for selecting the species, strain or stock, sex,
acceptable age range, diet, and other applicable parameters.
In view of the shortcomings of the rabbit pyrogen test and the BET, in vitro pyrogen tests
that utilize the exquisite sensitivity to exogenous pyrogen of monocytoid cells have been
proposed. In such tests, products are incubated with human cell and the conditioned
media assayed for pyrogenic cytokines (Duff & Atkins, 1982; DinareHo et al., 1984;
Poole et aI., 1988; Poole et aI, 1989; Hansen & Christensen, 1990; Taktak et al. , 1991;
Bleeker et aI., 1994).
The human PBMe assay was developed as a real in vitro alternative to the rabbit pyrogen
test. The basic idea was to mimic the fever reaction in humans. In general, the detection
of exogenous pyrogens (e.g. endotoxin) by monocytoid cells causes them to release
endogenous pyrogens like IL-l~, IL-6 and TNFa. These cytokines affect the thermal
regulation centre in the brain and increase the body temperature by changing its set point.
In the past several test methods have been developed that use the sensitivity of human
peripheral blood monocytes to exogenous pyrogens. In an attempt to increase the
sensitivity of these tests the monocytes/leukocytes were isolated from whole blood, as
has been done for the PBMC/IL-6 test. An overview ofrelevant literature can be found in
section 9 of this BRO. Interleukin IL-6 is chosen as the readout because IL-6, unlike IL-I
and TNF, is secreted entirely into the cell-conditioned medium in large quantities,
thereby permitting its complete estimation.

2.4 Proprietary components
Ifthe test method employs proprietary components, describe what procedures are used to
ensure their integrity (in terms ofreliability and accuracy) from "lot-la-lot" and over
time. Also describe procedures that the user may employ to verify the integrity ofthe
proprietary components.
The test method does not employ proprietary components.

2.5 Replicates
Describe the basis for the number ofreplicate and repeat experiments; provide the
rationale ifexperiments are not replicated or repeated.
All experiments with medicinal drugs are run using individual PBMCs, isolated from 4
individual donors.

Page 13
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During a prevalidation phase, the intralaboratory reproducibility as well as the 
interlaboratory reproducibility of the PBMC/IL-6 test method was established by 
applying repeated experiments (see section 7). As the test method reliability (repeatability 
/reproducibility) was shown to be satisfactory, it was feasible to establish the accuracy 
using pharmaceutical substances (detailed in table 3.3.1) by one test performed by three 
participating laboratories (see section 6).  

2.6 Modifications applied after validation 
Discuss the basis for any modifications to the proposed test method protocol that were 
made based on results from validation studies.  
During the first part of the validation, which was restricted to the testing of LPS-spiked 
saline, only one donor was used. To reduce the variation the test was performed with 
PBMCs of 4 donors assayed separately. 
 
The test can easily be adjusted to a quantitative assay as described in the detailed method 
protocol. However, the assay has now been validated as a qualitative assay, by means of 
the PM. 

2.7 Differences with similar test methods 
If applicable, discuss any differences between the protocol for the proposed test method 
and that for a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Not applicable. 
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3 Substances Used for Validation 

3.1 Selection of substances used 
Describe the rationale for the chemicals or products selected for use in the validation 
process. Include information on the suitability of the substances selected for testing, 
indicating any chemicals that were found to be unsuitable. 
Selected test items were medicinal products available on the market. Released clinical 
batches were considered clean, i.e. containing no detectable pyrogens. To test the 
specificity, sensitivity and the reproducibility of the proposed test method, the products 
were spiked with pyrogen. For the present studies endotoxin (LPS) was selected as the 
model pyrogen, since it is well defined, standardized and readily available. 
 
For the sensitivity and specificity the test items were assessed at their maximal valid 
dilution (MVD). The MVD is the quotient of the ELC and the detection limit. The 
European Pharmacopoeia prescribes for various types of parenterals the amount of 
endotoxin that is maximally allowed in a medicinal product, i.e. the ELC, taking into 
consideration the dose, the route of administration and the dosing regimen of the product. 
The aim of the study was to discriminate between negative and positive samples. Based 
on the selected pyrogen threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples 
were defined as containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. Hence, to determine the MVD, the value 
of 0.5 EU/ml was defined as the detection limit. 
Test items were assessed as such (negative product control), spiked with endotoxin at 0.5 
IU/ml (positive product control) and after spiking with endotoxin at 5 levels (blinded 
samples). In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) 
were included to establish assay validity. 
 
For reproducibility, the test items were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, 
independently in 3 different laboratories, 3 times each. Based on the selected pyrogen 
threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples were defined as 
containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. The test items were tested after spiking with endotoxin at 
four levels. For no other reasons but practical ones, i.e. availability of test materials, 
different test items were selected for this part of the validation study. 
 
It was determined earlier whether candidate test items interfered with the outcome of the 
proposed test method. Interference was considered when the response of endotoxin in the 
diluted test item was below 50% or above 200% of the response of endotoxin in saline 
(spike-recovery). It was shown that none of the test items interfered with the assay at the 
selected dilutions (data not shown). 

3.2 Number of substances 
Discuss the rationale for the number of substances that were tested. 
A total of 13 test items were selected for the validation study (see 3.3): 10 test items for 
determining sensitivity and specificity (table 3.3.1), 3 different test items for determining 
reproducibility (table 3.3.2). Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded by 
ECVAM before distribution to the participating testing facilities. 
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For sensitivity and specificity, each test item was tested after spiking at its individual 
MVD. Hence they each came with their own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike solutions: 
0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. Simple logistics limited the amount of test items for 
this part of the validation study to 10. Since test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent test facilities, this yielded a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis. 
 
For reproducibility each test item was spiked at 4 different levels (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 
EU/ml) and tested at specified dilutions, 3 times at 3 laboratories.  

3.3 Description of substances used 
 
Table 3.3.1: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining sensitivity and specificity 

Drug code Source Agent Indication MVD 
(-fold) 

Glucose 
5% (w/v)  

GL Eifel Glucose nutrition 70 

Ethanol 
13% (w/w) 

ET B.Braun Ethanol diluent 35 

MCP®  ME Hexal Metoclopramid antiemetic 350 
Orasthin® OR Aventis Oxytocin initiation of 

delivery 
700 

Binotal® BI Aventis Ampicillin antibiotic 140 
Fenistil® FE Novartis Dimetindenmaleat antiallergic 175 
Sostril® SO GlaxoSmithKline Ranitidine antiacidic 140 
Beloc® BE Astra Zeneca Metoprolol tartrate heart dysfunction 140 
Drug A* LO - 0.9% NaCl - 35 
Drug B* MO - 0.9% NaCl - 70 

*Drugs A and B were included as saline controls using notional ELCs. 
Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
 
Table 3.3.2: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining reproducibility. 

Drug Source Agent Indication 
Gelafundin® Braun melsungen Gelatin Transfusion 
Jonosteril ® Fresenius Electrolytes Infusion 
Haemate ® Aventis Factor VIII Hemophilia 

Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
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3.4 Sample coding procedure 
Describe the coding procedures used in the validation studies. 
All test items are registered medicinal products and were obtained from a pharmaceutical 
supplier. Test items and endotoxin spiking samples were prepared, blinded where 
appropriate and coded under GLP by personnel from ECVAM, Italy. These were then 
taken over by the Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, for testing-allocation and shipment to 
each of the appropriate test facilities participating in the study. 
For the sensitivity and specificity part of this study, test items and their respective spikes 
(5 per test item) were all blinded. For reproducibility, only the spikes (4) were blinded, 
the test items were not. 

3.5 Recommended reference chemicals 
For proposed test methods that are mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, discuss the extent to which 
the recommended reference chemicals were tested in the proposed test method. In 
situations where a listed reference chemical was unavailable, the criteria used to select a 
replacement chemical should be described. To the extent possible, when compared to the 
original reference chemical, the replacement chemical should be from the same 
chemical/product class and produce similar effects in the in vivo reference test method. 
In addition, if applicable, the replacement chemical should have been tested in the 
mechanistically and functionally similar validated test method. If applicable, the 
rationale for adding additional chemicals and the adequacy of data from the in vivo 
reference test method or the species of interest should be provided. 
The reference pyrogen material used was the international endotoxin standard WHO-LPS 
94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-). Where appropriate, the material was diluted in clinical 
saline solution (0.9%(w/v) sodium chloride). The saline was also used as negative control 
(blank). 
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4 In vivo Reference Data on Accuracy 

4.1 Test protocol in vivo reference test method. 
Provide a clear description of the protocol(s) used to generate data from the in vivo 
reference test method. If a specific guideline has been followed, it should be provided. 
Any deviations should be indicated, including the rationale for the deviation. 
For ethical reasons, no rabbit pyrogen tests were performed for this study. However, Dr. 
U. Lüderitz-Püchel, Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, kindly provided historical data, 
accumulated over several years, from 171 rabbits (Chinchilla Bastards). The respective 
Pharmacopoeia’s do not prescribe a rabbit strain for the in vivo pyrogen test, but 
Chinchilla rabbits are reported as a relatively sensitive strain for pyrogen testing.  
 
The rabbits were injected with endotoxin and their rise in body temperature over the next 
180 minutes was recorded (figure 4.1.1). From these data it was established that 50% of 
the rabbits got fever when treated with 5 EU/Kg (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). Fever in rabbits 
is defined as a rise in body temperature over 0.55°C. On the basis of these historical 
animal data and corrected for the maximal volume allowed in rabbits, i.e. 10 mls per 
animal, a pyrogen threshold value of 0.5 EU/ml was defined for the PM in the proposed 
test method. 

4.2 Accuracy 
Provide the in vivo reference test method data used to assess the accuracy of the 
proposed test method. Individual human and/or animal reference test data, if available, 
should be provided. Provide the source of the reference data, including the literature 
citation for published data, or the laboratory study director and year generated for 
unpublished data. 
As mentioned, no animal studies were done for ethical reasons. However, a theoretical 
assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). Taking 
the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes into account 
(1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) and 
calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and defined 
threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen 
test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%.  
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Figure 4.1.1 Dose-temperature of standard endotoxin applied to Chinchilla Bastards (n=171). 
Rabbits were treated with 1 ml saline containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 EU of E. coli LPS (WHO-
LPS 94/580 (E.coli O113:H10:K)) and their body temperature was measured over 180 min. 
Linear regression analysis was performed after logarithmic transformation of the data. Data are 
shown as dots to which a jitter-effect was applied in order to be able to distinguish congruent 
data. The full line depicts the linear regression whereas the dashed lines represent the 95%-
confidence bounds. Furthermore, a horizontal line for a 0.55°C raise of temperature is added 
which is often defined as the rabbit threshold for fever. At the interception point of this line and 
the regression line 50% of the rabbits are to be expected to develop fever. 

4.3 Original records 

If not included in the submission, indicate if original records are available for the in vivo 
reference test method data. 
The recognition of pyrogenic substances as bacterial by-products and the identification of 
a variety of pyrogenic agents enabled the development of a proper test to demonstrate 
non-pyrogenicity of the pharmaceutical product. As early as the 1920s, studies were done 
to select the most appropriate animal model. Results indicated that most mammals had a 
pyrogenic response, but only a few, including rabbits, dogs, cats, monkeys and horses 
showed a response similar to that in humans. For practical reasons, other species but 
rabbits and dogs were considered not practical. In 1942, Co Tui & Schrift described that 
rabbits are less thermo-stable as compared to dogs. Hence, rabbits are more suited for the 
purpose of testing for the absence of pyrogens, since a negative result is more significant. 

4.4 Quality of data 
Indicate the quality of the in vivo reference test method data, including the extent of GLP 
compliance and any use of coded chemicals. 
All procedures employed in the study are GLP-concordant and quality assured by 
ECVAM’s quality assurance officers. 
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4.5 Toxicology 
Discuss the availability and use of relevant toxicity information from the species of 
interest (e.g., human studies and reported toxicity from accidental or occupational 
exposure for human health-related toxicity testing). 
Over time, a number of studies were done to correlate the rabbit test to pyrogenic 
reactions in humans. A conclusive study by Greisman and Hornick, published in 1969, 
who compared three purified endotoxin preparations (Salmonella typhosa, E. Coli and 
Pseudomonas) in New Zealand rabbits and in male volunteers, showed that the induction 
of a threshold pyrogenic response, on a weight basis, was similar to rabbit and man. At 
higher doses, rabbits respond less severe as compared to man. 

4.6 Background on assay performance 

Discuss what is known or not known about the accuracy and reliability of the in vivo 
reference test method. 
As mentioned, no animal studies were done for ethical reasons. However, a theoretical 
assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). Taking 
the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes into account 
(1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) and 
calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and defined 
threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen 
test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%. 
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5 Test Method Data and Results 

5.1 Test method protocol 
Describe the proposed test method protocol used to generate each submitted set of data. 
Any differences from the proposed test method protocol should be described, and a 
rationale or explanation for the difference provided. Any protocol modifications made 
during the development process and their impact should be clearly stated for each data 
set. 
The protocol for the PBMC/IL-6 test is provided Appendix A of this BRD. It includes the 
precise step-by-step description of the test method, including the listing of all the 
necessary reagents and laboratory procedures for generating data. For two steps during 
validation a part of the method protocol was adapted to contain a detailed description of 
the dilution of the samples and the spiking with WHO-LPS. The relevant part of the 
protocol is detailed in this section as well. The validity criteria and the detailed statistical 
analysis described in section 5.3 of this BRD were applied to analyse the data produced 
during validation.  
To assess the reliability of the test method a series of experiments were conducted in the 
developing laboratory (DL). As a start, only blanks (saline, 0 EU/ml) and spikes of 
WHO-LPS in saline were tested. These experiments are summarised in table 5.1.1. 
 
Table 5.1.1: summary of experiments with WHO-LPS in saline. 

Experiment Spikes (EU/ml) in saline n (per spike) Repetitions of 
experiment 

N 

1A 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 1 60 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 12 1 60 
2A 0; 0.5 8 3 48 
2B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 8 3 120 
2C 0; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 8 8 256 

 
The collected data were used to answer questions regarding the nature of the distribution, 
the variance and its behaviour over the range of response in replicated measurements 
under identical conditions. In addition intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed by the 
maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori chosen positive 
control or a dose-dependent standard curve (table 5.1.1, experiment 1b). With the data of 
this experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by 
calculating the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank.  
 
The PBMC/IL-6 method was transferred from the DL to two other laboratories (denoted 
as naive laboratory 1 [NL1] and naive laboratory 2 [NL2]). A large scale dose response 
experiment was performed by all three laboratories. For this study 6 or 7 concentrations 
were tested in a dose response curve (typically 0; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5; 1; 2 EU/ml, at least 8 
replicates) and all laboratories had to meet the validity criteria as laid down in the method 
protocol before the studies with medicinal substances were conducted. 
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The intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 different 
medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 3.3.2). Test 
items and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test items were tested, at a predefined 
dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 laboratories, 3 times each. Test items were 
tested after spiking with WHO-LPS at four different levels, the spikes were blinded and 
coded by QA ECVAM. In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 
EU/ml) in saline were included to establish assay validity. 
Although this part of the study was designed for assessment of reproducibility, a 
preliminary estimate of the accuracy could be derived from the data. Applying the PM to 
the results and evaluating concordance in a two-by-two contingency table assessed 
accuracy. 

 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its 
individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in table 
3.3.1.) Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike solution, ensuring 
that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml 
respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample preparation 
was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in table 5.1.2). To put more 
weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by 
QA ECVAM. The raw data of the PBMC/IL-6 assay are shown in paragraph 5.2. 
Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results and evaluating the concordance 
in a two by two table. As intralaboratory reproducibility was (successfully) shown in 
previous experiments, only interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed in this phase. 
 
Table 5.1.2: Sample preparation for the testing of 10 substances spiked with 5 different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS. 

unblinded blinded 
dilution of drug up to MVD 

  
spiking of undiluted drug: 0.5 ml each 

 
diluted 
drug 

NPC PPC  
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

0.5 ml  + 25 µl 
 saline 

+ 25 µl  
PPC-LPS-

spike * 

of 
Spike 1 

of 
Spike 2 

of 
Spike 3 

of 
Spike 4 

of 
Spike 5 

  (final conc.  
= 50 pg/ml) 

dilution to MVD 
 

 test test test  test test test test 
* PPC-LPS-spike contains 1050 pg/ml = 21fold 50 pg/ml 

NPC = Negative Product Control, PPC = Positive Product Control, MVD = Maximal Valid 
Dilution 
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5.2 Accuracy and reliability 
Provide all data obtained to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed test 
method. This should include copies of original data from individual animals and/or 
individual samples, as well as derived data. The laboratory’s summary judgment 
regarding the outcome of each test should be provided. The submission should include 
data (and explanations) from all studies, whether successful or not. 
See figures 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.2.4, 5.2.5 (A, B and C), 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 (A and B). 
 

Figure. 5.2.1: Coefficient of variation (CV) of WHO-LPS spikes (4 replicates) relative to the 
mean OD (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
 
 

Figure. 5.2.2: Boxplots with absorbance (A) values of 20- replicates (left) or 12 replicates (right) 
of WHO-LPS spikes in saline at various concentrations. (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.3: Boxplots absorbance (A) values of the response of 3 different blood donations 
from one healthy volunteer on consecutive days with WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 IU/ml 
(Blank) or 0.5 IU/ml (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 5.2.4 A: Boxplots of absorbance (OD) values of WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 
(Blank), 0.25 IU/ml (S0.25) or 0.5 IU/ml. (S0.5) with 3 different operators (readout of the IL-6 
ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.4 B: Boxplot of absorbance (A) values of WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 (Blank), 
0.25 IU/ml (S0.25) or 0.5 IU/ml. (S0.5). Combined data of Fig. 5.2.4.A (readout of the IL-6 
ELISA). 
 
 

Figure. 5.2.5: Boxplots of absorbance values (OD) of the response of 8 individual donors to 
WHO-LPS (IU/ml) in saline at 0.0 IU/ml (blank), 0.125 IU/ml (s0.125), 0.25 IU/ml (s0.25) and 
0.5 IU/ml (s0.5) (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 A: Three different drugs were spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, 
respectively. Test was performed with known drugs and blinded spikes. Experiment was run 3 
time independently at the Basel laboratory (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). The first run was 
invalidated for technical reasons (data not shown). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonosteril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 B: Three different drugs were spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, 
respectively. The spikes were blinded. Experiment was run 3 time independently at the laboratory 
of the NIBSC (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonosteril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.6 C: Three different drugs were spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, 
respectively. The spikes were blinded. Experiment was run 3 time independently at the Konstanz 
laboratory (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonosteril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.7: Coefficient of variation (CY) of different WHO-LPS spikes (0.0,0.0,0.5 and 1.0
lV/ml, respectively).from the experiments as shown in fig. 5.2.6 A-C.
G =Gelafundin; J =Jonosteril; H =Heamate.
NC = negative control (saline); PC is positive control (0.5 lV/ml in saline).

5.3 Statistics
Describe the statistical approach used to evaluate the data resultingfrom studies
conducted with the proposed test method.
A generally applicable analytical procedure was employed. This procedure includes a
universal PM as well as quality criteria. First, a two-step procedure consisting of a
variance-criterion and an outlier-test was applied. For this, the Dixon's test (Barnett and
Lewis, 1984), which is USP approved, was chosen with the significance level of cx.=O.O 1
and applied to identify and eliminate aberrant data.

Next, the negative and the respective positive control are compared to ensure a suitable
limit of detection. For this, a one-sided t-test with a significance level of 0.=0.01 is
applied to the In-transformed data to ensure that the response to the positive control is
significantly larger than that of the respective negative control.

Finally, the samples are classified as either negative or positive by the outcome of a one
sided version of the t-test, which is based on the assigned pyrogen threshold value. The
final results will be given in 2 x 2 contingency tables (table 5.3.1). These tables allow for
estimation of accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) and reproducibility of the proposed
test method.
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Table 5.3.1: 2x2 contingency table. 
pre-defined class 

(“truth”) 

 

1 0 

Σ 

1 a b a+b = n.1 Classification 

by test system 

and PM 0 c d c+d = n.0 

Σ a+c = n1. b+d = n0. n 

 

 
Accuracy: 
The most important statistical tool to determine accuracy (specificity and sensitivity) is 
the so-called PM (Hothorn, 1995). In general, it is a statistical model, which classifies a 
given drug by an objective diagnostic or deciding rule. The objective of a dichotomous 
result requires a clear cut PM, which assigns a drug in one of the two classes “pyrogenic 
for humans” and “non-pyrogenic for humans”. Since a threshold pyrogen value will be 
used, a one-sided test is appropriate for the task. Because the data are normalised by a ln-
transformation, a t-test is chosen. Although the variances over the range of concentration 
converge by the transformation, the assumptions of equal variances do generally not hold 
true, because it depends on additional covariates. Therefore, the one sided Welch-t-test 
(Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) is applied. Due to the safety aspect of the basic problem, 
the hypotheses of the test are 
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µ  denotes the parameter of location of the respective ln-transformed distribution. 

This approach controls the probability of false positive outcomes directly by means of its 
significance level α, which is chosen as 0.01, because is assumes hazard, respectively 
pyrogenicity, of the tested drug in 
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The PM is built by means of the outcome of the test. Let 0 denote safety and 1 denote 
hazard. The classification of Si-j is then determined by 
 

Sij = 0, if 
2;99.0 !++

>
jiSSi nnjS tT , 

Sij = 1, else, 

where 
2;99.0 !++ jiSS nnt  the 0.99-quantile of the t-distribution with +Sn + 2!jSin  degrees of 

freedom. The number of replicates for every control and sample, i.e. n…, was harmonised 
to be four. Due to the possibility of removing one observation by the outlier test, the 
number of replicates could be reduced to three. The classification of a version of a drug is 
regarded as an independent decision. Therefore, the niveau α is local.  
 
Finally, the classifications of the drugs will be summarised in 2x2 contingency table 
(table 3). From these tables, estimates of the sensitivity (SE), i.e. the probability of 
correctly classified positive drugs and specificity (SP), i.e. the probability of correctly 
classified negative drugs, will be obtained by the respective proportions. Where 
 

SE = a / (a + c) * 100% 
and 

SP = d / (b + d) * 100%. 
 
Furthermore, these estimates will be accompanied by confidence intervals, which will be 
calculated by the Pearson-Clopper method [15]. For example, let SEp̂  denote the 

proportion, namely the sensitivity, under investigation. Then the confidence interval to a 
niveau α is calculated as 
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where F… denotes the respective quantile of the F-distribution and n1. is the sample size 
of the positive drugs and a the number of correctly classified drugs. 
 
By contaminating the drugs artificially and by defining a threshold value, which is 
assumed to be appropriate, the class of a drug is determined beforehand. The versions of 
drugs, which are effectively contaminated, but below the threshold dose, are considered 
to be negative, respectively safe, because their contamination is not crucial for humans in 
terms of ELC. 
 
 
 
Reproducibility: 
The analysis of the intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three 
identical and independent runs conducted in each of 3 laboratories. The comparison of 
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the three runs was carried out blindly such that the testing facility did not know the true 
classification of the sample, either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic. By this procedure only 
the randomness and reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic 
errors, which may have arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the 
samples. This means that if a sample was (mis)classified in all three runs the result is 
reproducible regardless of the (mis)classification of the sample. Therefore, a measure of 
similarity, i.e. complete simple matching with equal weights, was preferred to the 
coefficient of correlation for 2x2 contingency tables. 
The study was designed as follows: each laboratory had to conduct three independent 
runs with the same 12 samples (3 test items with 4 blinded spikes each) and two controls, 
i.e. saline as a negative control (C-) and a 0.5 EU/ml LPS-spike in saline as a positive 
controls (C+). The samples were derived from the three substances Gelafundine, 
Haemate and Jonosteril. Per run, each substance was blindly spiked twice with saline, 
once with 0.5 EU/ml LPS and once with 1 EU/ml LPS, which resulted in a balanced 
design with regard to positive and negative samples, i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic, respectively. 
 
The three independent runs per testing facility provide the information on which the 
assessment of the intralaboratory reproducibility is based. The combined results of the 
three runs per testing facility were used to determine interlaboratory reproducibility. 
The correlation of the prediction (in terms if the Bravais-Pearson coefficient of 
correlation) between all runs is calculated, independent of whether that classification is 
true or false. A BP-correlation of 1 is calculated, if two runs gave exactly the same 
predictions for the twelve substances. If one run gives adverse classifications for all 
substances than the other, the correlation is –1. As these calculations do not need 
information of the true status of a sample, they were carried out blinded. 
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5.4 Tabulated results 
Provide a summary, in graphic or tabular form, of the results. 
See tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
 
Table 5.4.1: Results of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. Classifications 
after applying the PM (compare to fig. 5.2.5) 
Sample DL (Novartis, Basel) NL 1 (Konstanz) NL 2 (NIBSC) 
 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
G-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
G-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G - 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
H - 0.5 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
J - 0.5 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
G - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
H - 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
J - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
 
Table 5.4.2: Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples 
and spikes were blinded. Classifications after applying the PM (compare to fig. 5.2.7). 
 

drug (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” Basel Konstanz NIBSC 

Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 
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drug (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” Basel Konstanz NIBSC 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Glucose 5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug A" 0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug B" 0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”; NA is not assessed. 
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5.5 Coding of data 
For each set of data, indicate whether coded chemicals were tested, whether experiments 
were conducted without knowledge of the chemicals being tested, and the extent to which 
experiments followed GLP guidelines. 
Blinding of drugs and/or spikes is indicated with the data. 

5.6 Circumstances 
Indicate the “lot-to-lot” consistency of the test substances, the time frame of the various 
studies, and the laboratory in which the study or studies were conducted. A coded 
designation for each laboratory is acceptable. 
In each part of the study, all samples are derived from one (clinical) lot. 

5.7 Other data available 
Indicate the availability of any data not submitted for external audit, if requested. 
All relevant data were submitted with the present BRD. 
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6 Test Method Accuracy 

6.1 Accuracy 
Describe the accuracy (e.g., concordance, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative 
predictivity, false positive and negative rates) of the proposed test method compared with 
the reference test method. Explain how discordant results in the same or multiple 
laboratories from the proposed test were considered when calculating accuracy. 
Test method accuracy was assessed in two large scale experiments performed with the 
drugs outlined in table 3.3.1 and table 3.3.2 in section 3 respectively. As described before 
one experiment was performed in an early stage of the study with 3 different drugs, tested 
3 times and the other final experiment all drugs were tested once in the three participating 
laboratories. From the first experiment a preliminary estimate of sensitivity and 
specificity can be figure out, whereas the second is regarded as the established accuracy 
for the PBMC/IL-6 assay. 
 
6.1.1 Preliminary estimate of the accuracy of the PBMC/IL-6 test. the study a 
different concept for interference testing was used. The developing laboratories 
determined for each drug (outlined in table 3.3.2, section 3.3) the smallest dilution within 
the MVD that showed no interference or an acceptable degree of interference with the 
spike recovery. In general the lowest dilution of the sample allowing for a 50-200% spike 
recovery was chosen. In addition, the positive control (PC) set at 0.5 EU/ml saline was 
used as the classification threshold. The laboratory procedure as described in the protocol 
was maintained throughout the study. Although it was realized there were some 
drawbacks to the concept for interference testing and applying the PC as a threshold, this 
small scale study allows for a preliminary estimate of the accuracy of the PBMC/IL-6 
method. 
It has to be noted that this part of the study was designed to provide an estimate of the 
intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility. Therefore it will also be discussed in detail in 
section 7 (Test Method Reliability).  
 
According to the PM applied during an early phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) is related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then the sample is classified as positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, then the sample is classified as negative. While performing the experiments 
during this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing for a 50-
200% spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of 
the assay; a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according 
to the preliminary PM. In addition, due to unforeseen problems with the preparations of 
the spike, the recovery of the spikes was far below 100%. (This is outside the scope of 
the study and will not be discussed). As a consequence of the employed preliminary setup 
of the study the sensitivity will be underestimated, and the specificity will be 
overestimated. 
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In short, three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
pyrogenic respectively. These 12 samples were three times tested in three laboratories. In 
total there were 108 classifications from 12 samples in 3 runs and in 3 laboratories 
(3x3x12=108). Results are described in detail in section 7. A 2x2 contingency table was 
constructed (table 6.1.1), from which the estimates of sensitivity and specificity can 
easily be derived. 
 
Table 6.1.1: 2x2 contingency table. The PM applied to a preliminary study. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  
47 1 48 

-  7 53 60 

Total  54 54 108 

 
The specifications of specificity and sensitivity described in section 5.3 were applied to 
these results. 
The specificity (Sp) of the PBMC/IL-6 assay is 98.1% (53/(1+53)*100%), 95% 
confidence interval [0.901; 0.999]. The sensitivity (Se) equals 87% (47/(47+7)*100%), 
95% confidence interval [0.751; 0.946]. As outlined previously the specificity is 
overestimated and the sensitivity is underestimated as a result of the design of this part of 
the study. 
 
6.1.2 Test method accuracy of the proposed PBMC/IL-6 method. To assess accuracy 
of the proposed method, 10 substances (listed in table 3.1.1, section 3) were spiked with 
five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is negative). Thus, in total, 
50 samples have been tested in each laboratory.  
To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its individual 
MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in section 3). Lesser 
dilutions were tested by the DL, and showed no interference. Therefore interference was 
not expected at the individual MVD. Each substance had their own specific set of 
endotoxin spike solution, ensuring that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 
0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description 
of the sample preparation was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in 
table 5.1.1 for convenience). To put more weight to the result of this part of the 
validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. The raw data and the 
graphical presentation of these raw data are shown in the section 5 (table 5.4.2). 
Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results (summarized in table 5.3.2) and 
evaluating the concordance in this section in a two by two contingency table (table 6.1.2). 
As described above 10 substances, spiked with 5 different WHO-LPS concentrations 
were tested in three laboratories and consequently a maximum of 150 data were available 
for analysis. 
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As intralaboratory reproducibility was successfully shown in previous experiments 
(analyzed in section 7), only one run performed in each laboratory was considered 
sufficient. 
 
Table 6.1.2: 2x2 contingency table. PM applied to the PBMC/IL-6 test result of 10 
different substances assessed in three different laboratories. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  83 3 86 

-  7 57 64 

Total  90 60 150 

 
All the 150 available sets of replicates met the quality criteria as described in section 5.3. 
The specificity and sensitivity of the PBMC/IL-6 method was estimated as described in 
section 5.3.  

 
The specificity of the PBMC/IL-6 assay is 95.0% (57/(3+57)*100%), 95% confidence 
interval [0.861;0.990]. The sensitivity equals 92.2% (83/(83+7) *100%), 95% confidence 
interval [0846;0.968]. (See table 6.1.3). The specificity varied from 85% up to 100% 
within the three laboratories, and the sensitivity varied from 83.3% up to 100%.  
 
Table 6.1.3: Specificity and sensitivity of the PBMC/IL-6 assay 

 N total N correctly 
identified 

proportion 95% CI 
lower limit 

95% CI 
upper limit 

Specificity (Sp) 60 57 95.0% 86.1% 99.0% 
Sensitivity (Se) 90 83 92.2% 84.6% 96.8% 

 

6.2 Concordancy to in vivo reference method 
Discuss results that are discordant with results from the in vivo reference method. 
Not applicable. 

6.3 Comparison with reference methods 
Discuss the accuracy of the proposed test method compared to data or recognized 
toxicity from the species of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity 
testing), where such data or toxicity classification are available. This is essential when 
the method is measuring or predicting an endpoint for which there is no preexisting 
method. In instances where the proposed test method was discordant from the in vivo 
reference test method, describe the frequency of correct predictions of each test method 
compared to recognized toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 
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6.4 Strength and limitations 
State the strengths and limitations of the proposed test method, including those 
applicable to specific chemical classes or physical-chemical properties. 
It appears the proposed test is applicable to most classes of medicinal products, at least 
those that are non- or low-toxic to cells in vitro. In addition, the test may be employed to 
assess pyrogenicity of various medical devices, such as (biological) bovine collagen bone 
implants. 

6.5 Data interpretation 
Describe the salient issues of data interpretation, including why specific parameters were 
selected for inclusion. 
No issues. 

6.6 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results obtained with 
both test methods should be compared with each other and with the in vivo reference test 
method and/or toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 
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7 Test Method Reliability (Repeatability/Reproducibility) 

7.1 Selection of substances 
Discuss the selection rationale for the substances used to evaluate the reliability (intra-
laboratory repeatability and intra- and inter-laboratory reproducibility) of the proposed 
test method as well as the extent to which the chosen set of substances represents the 
range of possible test outcomes. 
The rationale for the selection of the substances is described in section 3.3. In short: for 
the present studies endotoxin (WHO-LPS) was selected as the model pyrogen, since it is 
well defined biological standard and readily available. Selected test substances were 
medicinal products available on the market. These batches are released by the 
manufacturers and comply with the Marketing Authorisation file and European 
Pharmacopoeia. Therefore these batches are considered to contain no detectable 
pyrogens. To test the method reliability the medical products were spiked with endotoxin. 

7.2 Results 
Provide analyses and conclusions reached regarding the repeatability and 
reproducibility of the proposed test method. Acceptable methods of analyses might 
include those described in ASTM E691-92 (13) or by coefficient of variation analysis. 
In an early phase of the study, the intralaboratory repeatability and reproducibility of the 
test method was assessed in a series of experiments conducted in the DL). Series of 
blanks (saline, 0 EU/ml) and spikes of WHO-LPS in saline were tested. These 
experiments (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B and 2C) are summarized in table 7.2.1.  
 
Table 7.2.1: Summary of experiments with WHO-LPS in saline. 

Experiment Spikes (EU/ml) in saline n (per spike) Repetitions of 
experiment 

N 

1A 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 1 60 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 12 1 60 
2A 0; 0.5 8 3 48 
2B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 8 3 120 
2C 0; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 8 8 256 

 
The data were used to answer questions regarding the nature of the distribution, the 
variance and its behavior over the range of response in replicated measurements under 
identical conditions. In addition, reliability of the test method was assessed by the 
maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori chosen positive 
control or a dose-dependent standard curve (table 7.2.1, experiment 1B). With the data of 
this experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by 
calculating the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank.  
 
The second group of experiments was meant to analyze the variation in detail. For this 
purpose the major sources variation were assessed separately, i.e. behavior of a donor in 
time (experiment 2A), operator (exp. 2B) and different donors (exp.2C). A total of 554 
observations were collected and analyzed. 
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First the shape of the distribution at a spike was assessed (not shown). Most of the data
showed nonnal-d istribution.
Based on the experience that there is a monotone increasing relationship between the
mean-responses and the variation (empirical variance or standard deviation), the analysis
focuses on the CV. Outliers were removed with the Grubbs-test (a. =5%). The CV should
be distributed symmetric around a constant factor, if the mean-variance relationship is
linear. A plot of all CVs against their corresponding means is shown in figure 5.2.1. From
the figure it is clear that at this stage of the study, the CV for most sets of replicates is
lower than CV 0.25, only seven out of the 61 sets showed a CV above 0.25. This higher
variation originates from only one of the experiments (experiment 2C), with 5 oftbe 7
higher values observed. for donor I and donor 2.

The outliers were identified on the assumption of nonnally distributed data as well as a
log~nonnal distribution. At this point the Grubbs4est was chosen and the kind of outlier
(lower or upper) and the significance level a (5% and 1% significance level) were
recorded. Altogether there were 19 outliers identified out of 544 observations, which is a
proportion of only 3.5%. Most of the outliers originate from blanks, six out of the seven
were upper outliers. This might be explained by small inhomogeneities, which will have
a major impact. In addition, the raw data (plate-readouts) showed no obvious edge-effects
or trends.

The results of test 1A (figure 5.2.2) show a low variation between the 20 replicates of
each spike. The figure shows one outlier, which could detected with the Grubbs-test. The
spike 0[0.25 EU/ml was easily detected. Test IB showed a dose response curve with 12
replicates for each spike concentration. Two outliers could be identified. It is obvious that
that even a 0.0625 EU/ml ofLPS standard can be detected with the PBMCIIL6 assay.

Test 2A (figure 5.2.3) was included to assess the behavior of a donor in time. Blood
samples were collected at day 1, day 36 and day 41 respectively. Data are presented in
figure 5.2.3. Unfortunately, the interpretation of the result is impaired because the first
experiment was executed by another operator than the last two experiments. It is not clear
whether the lower spike -response of the first day is due to the operator or to the day.
However, in general the results of the three days are comparable and the 0.5 EU/ml spike
can be detected beyond doubt.

Five LPS spikes were tested by three operators in parallel while conducting experiment
28. The results, presented in boxpJots in figure 5.2.4, are similar. Only the level of the
readout of the 0.5 EU/ml spike differ. Again the 0.063 EU/ml spike was detected by
every operator. It can be concluded that the operator does not have an important impact
on the performance of the assay.

The last experiment 2C was designed to show the robustness of the assay with respect to
different donors. Therefore 8 donors were involved and for each donor eight replicates of
each of the spikes (0; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5 EU/ml) were generated. Figure 5.2.5. shows that
the level of the OD-values differ from donor to donor due to their individual sensitivity to
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LPS. But every donor reacts to the lowest spike tested, the 0.125 EU/ml-spike. As 
mentioned before a few very large variances, are noticeable for donor 1 and 2. Regarding 
the overall low variances, this is considered an incident. The donor will have an impact 
on the results of an assay in terms of reproducibility over donors, because the data differ 
stronly between donors. But in terms of a qualitative decision all donor behaved the 
same. To minimise the influence of different donors, acceptance criteria have already 
been included in the protocol for PBMC/IL-6 assay. 
 
In conclusion:  
The data showed a very stable statistical properties over all the experiments. The shape of 
replicates, the numbers of outliers and the variation reveal a general structure. 
Nevertheless the variation can be quite high. Even if the outliers are removed, 25% of the 
CVs are larger than 0.2 and 10% are over 0.25. This is an acceptable amount of variation, 
but this might be higher if the number of replicates is reduced to four. 
The sensitivity of the assay is very high. Even the spike of 0.063 EU/ml can be detected 
with low errors-rates (false-positive, false-negative). The two covariates “day” and 
“operator” have just a small impact on the result of the assay. The influence of the 
covariate “donor” cannot be neglected with regard to reproducibility of the OD. 
Nevertheless, for every donor the spikes could be discriminated from each other. 
Therefore the intralaboratory repeatability is considered satisfactory. The 3-4% 
percentage outliers, as determined by the Grubbs test is considered acceptable. 
 
 
Intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility. 
After transfer of the PBMC/IL-6 assays to two other laboratories, a dose response 
experiments was performed by all three laboratories. For this study 7 concentrations were 
tested in a dose response curve (0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 EU/ml, at least 8 replicates). A 
participating laboratory qualified for taking part in the next part of the study by producing 
a dose response curve, with a limit of detection of at least 0.5 EU/ml and a CV < 0.4 (data 
not shown).  
 
Testing 3 different medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described 
in table 3.3.2, section 3.3.) assessed the intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility. Test 
substances and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test substances were tested, at a 
predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 different laboratories, 3 times 
each. The three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
pyrogenic respectively. In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 
EU/ml in saline) were included to establish assay validity. To avoid interference, the DL 
performed interference testing in terms of the BET, i.e. 50-200% spike recovery, and 
decided on the dilution of the test substances. Dilutions chosen for Gelafundine, 
Haemate, Jonosteril were 1:4, 1:2 and 1:1 respectively. The results are graphically 
presented using the absorbance values of the three runs (shown in section 5, fig. 5.2.5). 
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From the experiment with LPS-WHO only it was concluded that CV for the PBMC/IL-6 
assay is < 0.4, which is acceptable. It was envisaged that the CV was likely to be higher 
when testing different substances (different matrices) and was assessed for the current set 
of data. A plot of all CVs for all sets of 4 replicates of a spiked drug is shown in figure 
5.2.7. From the figure it is clear that the CV for a set of 4 replicates of one spike 
concentration is usually below 0.45, which is considered acceptable for a biological 
assay. Only one set of data showed an exceptional high (CV>1.1) which is probably due 
to a pipetting error. For the remainder of the studies the CV criteria applied as validity 
criteria of the PBMC/IL-6 assays was arbitrarily set at CV<0.45. 
 
The analysis of the intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three identical 
and independent runs conducted in each laboratory. The comparison of the three runs was 
carried out blindly such that the laboratory did not know the true classification of the 
sample (either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic). By this procedure only the randomness and 
reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic errors, which may have 
arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the samples. This means that if a 
sample was misclassified in all three runs the result is 100% intralaboratory reproducible 
(regardless of the misclassification of the sample).  
 
According to the preliminary PM applied during this phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) was related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then sample is classified as being positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, sample is classified as negative (positive/pyrogenic = 1, negative/non-
pyrogenic = 0).  
During this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing 50-200% 
spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of the 
assay, a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according to 
the preliminary PM. 
 
From the three independent runs summarized in table 5.4.1, the intralaboratory 
reproducibility can be calculated for the separate laboratories (table 7.2.2). For these 
calculations there is no need for information of the true status of the sample. A minimum 
criterion for the establishment of an assay is that experiments carried out with the same 
samples should result in a high concordance of classifications.  

 
Table 7.2.2: Intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by correlation between different runs. 
Result of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 

 DL (Basel) NL1 (Konstanz) NL2 (NIBSC) 
Run 1 - Run 2 92% (11/12) 100%  (12/12) 100%  (12/12) 
Run 1 - Run 3 100% (12/12) 100%  (12/12) 92%  (11/12) 
Run 2 - Run 3 92% (9/12) 100% (12/12) 92%  (11/12) 
Mean 94% 100% 94% 
Proportion showing the 
same result in 3 runs  

 
92% (11/12) 

 
100% (12/12) 

 
94% (11/12) 
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Each of the assays performed by the laboratories fulfilled the sensitivity criterion, i.e. the 
assays showed a significant difference between C- and C+. All results could be included 
in the analysis. From table 7.2.2 it can be read that the between runs reproducibility 
ranges from 92 to 100%. The mean intralaboratory reproducibility is very good (94 to 
100%) for all three participating laboratories.  
 
The interlaboratory reproducibility of the PBMC/IL-6 method was assessed in a similar 
manner to the intralaboratory reproducibility. A summarizing method to combine the 
three runs per laboratory is considered not appropriate, because it would mask 
misclassification. Therefore each run of one laboratory was compared with all runs of 
another laboratory. This results optimally in 108 comparisons between the data sets of 
two laboratories. The measure of similarity is then the proportion of equally classified 
samples. These proportions are summarized in table 7.2.3, show that there is a good 
interlaboratory reproducibility varying from 81% to 89% (overall mean: 85%). 
 

Also from the result of the large-scale study (testing 10 substances spiked with 5 separate 
spikes), the interlaboratory reproducibility can be estimated (table 7.2.4). The 
reproducibility varied from 84% to 90% between two laboratories. All three laboratories 
found the same result for 40 out of 50 samples (equals 80%).  
 

 
Conclusion: It is shown that the mean intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by the 
proportion of equally classified samples between different runs varies from 94% to 100% 

Table 7.2.3: Interlaboratory reproducibility: assessed by inter-laboratory correlations. Result 
of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL – NL1 81% 87 / 108 
DL – NL2 86% 93 / 108 

NL1 – NL 2 89% 96 / 108 
Mean  85%  

DL = Basel; NL1 = Konstanz; NL2 = NIBSC 
 

Table 7.2.4: Interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing of 10 substances, spiked 5 
times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 84% 42 / 50 
DL -  NL2 86% 43 / 50 
NL1 – NL2 90% 45 / 50 

Mean 87%  
same result in all labs 80% 40 / 50 

DL =Basel; NL1 = Konstanz;  NL2 = NIBSC 
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between the three participating laboratories. The interlaboratory reproducibility between 
two laboratories varied from 81% to 89% in one large scale blinded experiment and from 
84% to 90% in the other large scale blinded experiment. All three participating 
laboratories predicted the same in 80% of the measurements. It has to be noted that a 
substantial part of the samples was 0.5 EU/ml and therefore close to the defined 
pyrogenicity-threshold of the PBMC/IL-6 assay 
 

7.3 Historical data 
Summarize historical positive and negative control data, including number of 
experiments, measures of central tendency, and variability. 
Not applicable. 

7.4 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the reliability of the two 
test methods should be compared and any differences discussed. 
Not applicable. 
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8 Test Method Data Quality 

8.1 Conformity 
State the extent of adherence to national and international GLP guidelines (7-12) for all 
submitted data, including that for the proposed test method, the in vivo reference test 
method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method. Information regarding 
the use of coded chemicals and coded testing should be included. 
The studies were done in concordance with the guidelines for GLP. Written protocols and 
approved standard operating procedures were followed during the entire course of the 
study. Deviations were recorded and, where appropriate, approved in amendments. All 
data are stored and archived. As mentioned, samples were appropriately blinded. 

8.2 Audits 
Summarize the results of any data quality audits, if conducted. 
No audits were conducted. 

8.3 Deviations 
Discuss the impact of deviations from GLP guidelines or any noncompliance detected in 
the data quality audits. 
Not applicable. 

8.4 Raw data 
Address the availability of laboratory notebooks or other records for an independent 
audit. Unpublished data should be supported by laboratory notebooks. 
All records are stored and archived by the contributing laboratories and available for 
inspection. 
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9 Other Scientific Reports and Reviews 

9.1 Summary 
Summarize all available and relevant data from other published or unpublished studies 
conducted using the proposed test method. 
Relevant data obtained with the proposed method are described in a number of published 
studies and reports, which are added in the Appendix B. 
An in vitro monocyte activation test that detected pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants, was first applied some 15 years ago (Poole et al., 1988). A number of 
variants of the original test system have since been described, although the underlying 
principle of each variant remains the same. The test preparation is cultured with 
monocytes, either as peripheral blood mononuclear cells, PBMCs, diluted whole blood or 
cells of a monocytoid cell line such as MONO MAC-6 (MM6). Contaminants in the test 
sample activate CD14/TLR receptors, which stimulate the release of an endogenous 
pyrogenic cytokine from the monocytes (Poole and Gaines Das, 2001).  
Early studies report on opimization of the test method, e.g. improving the lower limit of 
detection, incubation times and cytokine readout, using model pyrogens such as LPS. 
Limited information is available on the actual testing of medicinal products.  
 
Most interestingly, Taktak et al (1991) described several batches of a medicinal product 
(serum albumin) that caused adverse (pyrogenic) reactions in recipients. These lots were 
not detected by either BET or rabbit test but only by the in vitro monocytoid cell test. 
In a study using whole blood and monocytoid cell lines as the sources of monocytoid 
cells (Nakagawa et al., 2002) it was reported that the structurally diverse pyrogens 
endotoxin, peptidoglycan, Staphylococcus aureus, Cowan 1, Curdlan and poly(I.C) all 
stimulated the release of cytokines. 
 
The cytokine readout included tumour necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and 
IL-6 (reviewed by Poole and Gaines Das, 2001 and Poole et al., 2003). Other cytokines, 
e.g. IL-8, are also produced in large quantities in response to pyrogenic contaminants but 
their roles in fever are less well studied. The preferred readout is usually IL-6 because IL-
6, unlike IL-1 and TNF, is secreted entirely into the cell-conditioned medium in large 
quantities, thereby permitting its complete estimation (Poole et al, 1988; Poole et al., 
1989, Taktak et al., 1991). 
Also, certain pro-inflammatory bacterial components stimulate the production of IL-6 but 
not TNF and IL-1 (Reddi et al., 1996), and IL-6 induction via Toll-like (pyrogen) 
receptors rapidly follows the recognition of microbial products (Pasare and Medzhitov, 
2003). 
 
It is stressed throughout these studies using whole blood and PBMCs that only healthy 
donors not taking any medication must be used for testing pharmaceuticals. Various 
drugs such as cortisone suppress interleukin release and would therefore exclude a blood 
donor from the experiment. An infection can stimulate release, as reflected in an 
increased baseline value or an abnormally high interleukin response. Therefore, the 
PBMC/IL-6 test may only be used if samples have first been shown not to cause 
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interference. There is no indication that the blood group of the human donors influences 
the results of the assay. 

9.2 Discussion 
Comment on and compare the conclusions published in independent peer-reviewed 
reports or other independent scientific reviews of the proposed test method. The 
conclusions of such scientific reports and reviews should be compared to the conclusions 
reached in this submission. Any ongoing evaluations of the proposed test method should 
be described. 
The validation described in this BRD is the first time that such an extensive study for 
specificity and accuracy using actual medicinal products spiked with endotoxine is 
carried out. Hence, there are no comparing reports in independent peer-reviewed journals 
available.  

9.3 Results of similar validated method 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results of studies 
conducted with the validated test method subsequent to the ICCVAM evaluation should 
be included and any impact on the reliability and accuracy of the proposed test method 
should be discussed. 
As mentioned, in vitro monocyte activation test methods for the detection of pyrogenic 
contaminants are being developed over the course of the past two decades. A number of 
variants have been described, although the underlying principle of each variant remains 
the same. The test preparation is cultured with monocytoid cells, either as peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells, PBMCs, (diluted) whole blood or cells of a monocytoid cell 
line such as MM6. Accuracy and specificity of these test methods are comparable, but in 
general methods using whole blood, PBMCs and the MM6 cell line appear to perform 
best (Hoffmann et al, 2005b). Table 9.3.1 summarises the performance of in vitro 
methods presented in the five BRDs and Table 9.3.2 compares the in vivo and in vitro 
pyrogen tests regarding their strengths, weaknesses, costs, time, limitations. 
 
However, most studies (as this one) are done with model pyrogens and as yet little 
experience is available in the field, e.g. as part of the final batch release test-package. 
Experience and thus confidence in these methods will grow once regulatory authorities 
approve these methods and more manufacturers start to employ them. Then, on a case by 
case situation, it should be determined which method is best suited for the actual situation 
and demonstrates to pick out the appropriate, i.e. pyrogenic batches of the medicinal 
product. 
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Table 9.3.1:  Summary of the performance of in vitro pyrogen tests based on 
monocytoid cells (see Tables 7.2.2; 7.2.4; 6.1.3) 
 

Test System 
Read-

out 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

WB/IL-6 
whole 
blood 

IL-6 
DL: 83.3 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 100 

DL-NL1: 85.4 
DL-NL2: 85.4 
NL1-NL2: 92.0 

88.9 96.6 

WB/IL-1 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β 
DL: 88. 9 
NL1: 95.8 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 72.9 
DL-NL2: 81.6 
NL1-NL2: 70.2 

72.7 93.2 

96-wells 
WB/IL-1 1 

whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 88.1 
DL-NL2: 89.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.5 

98.8 83.6 

CRYO 
WB/Il-1 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 91.7 
DL-NL2: 91.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.7 

97.4 81.4 

KN CRYO 
WB/Il-1 2 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 83.3 
DL-NL2: 100 

NL1-NL2: 83.3 
88.9 94.4 

PBMC/IL6 PBMC IL-6 
DL: 94.4 
NL1: 100 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 84.0 
DL-NL2: 86.0 
NL1-NL2: 90.0 

92.2 95.0 

PBMC-
CRYO/IL-6 3 PBMC IL-6 - 

DL-NL1: 96 
DL-NL2: 76 

NL1-NL2: 80 
93.3 76.7 

MM6/IL-6 
MM6  

 
IL-6 

DL: 100 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 94.4 

 

DL-NL1: 90.0 
DL-NL2: 89.6 
NL1-NL2: 83.3 

95.5 89.8 

 
DL = developing laboratory; NL1, NL2 = naive laboratory 1 and 2 
1 = data provided in Section 13 of WB/IL-1 BRD 
2 = data provided in Section 13 of CRYO WB/IL-1 BRD 
3 = data provided in Section 13 of PBMC/IL-6 BRD 
 
Table amended from Hoffmann et al 2005b; results with THP cells not included 
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Table 9.3.2: Comparison of the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their 
strengths, weaknesses, costs, time, limitations 
 
 Rabbit pyrogen test BET / LAL In vitro pyrogen test 
Test materials Liquids Clear liquids Liquids, potentially 

cell preparations, solid 
materials 

Pyrogens covered All (possible species 
differences to humans 
for non-endotoxin 
pyrogens) 

Endotoxin from 
Gram-negative 
bacteria 

(probably) all 

Limit of detection 
(LPS) 

0,5 EU 0,1 EU (some variants 
down to 0,01 EU) 

0,5 EU (validated 
PM), some variants 
down to 0,001 EU 

Ethical concerns Animal experiment About 10% lethality 
to bled horseshoe 
crabs 

Some assays: blood 
donation 

Costs* High (200-
600$/sample) 

Low (50-
150$/sample) 

Medium (100-
350$/sample) 

Time required  27 h 45 min 24-30h** 
Materials not 
testable 

Short-lived 
radiochemicals, 
anesthetics, sedatives, 
analgetics, 
chemotherapeutics, 
immunomodulators, 
cytokines, 
corticosteroids 

Most biologicals, 
glucan-containing 
preparations (herbal 
medicinal products, 
cellulose-filtered 
products), lipids, 
microsomes, cellular 
therapeutics 

Not known (some of 
the materials not 
testable in rabbits 
require adaptations) 

Others No positive or 
negative control 
included, strain 
differences, stress 
affects body 
temperature 

Potency of LPS from 
different bacterial 
species in mammals 
not reflected, false-
positive for glucans  

Possible donor 
differences, need to 
exclude hepatitis/HIV 
and acute infections / 
allergies of donors, 
dedifferentiation of 
cell lines 

 
* = We consulted the laboratories participating in the validation study and a consultant regarding the costs 
of the tests. The figures we received vary significantly depending on the facility (e.g. industry, contract 
laboratory, control authority), frequency of testing, specific test requirements, country, etc. 
 
** = interference testing might increase duration by 24 hours 
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10 Animal Welfare Considerations (Refinement, Reduction, and 
Replacement) 

10.1 Diminish animal use 
Describe how the proposed test method will refine (reduce or eliminate pain or distress), 
reduce, or replace animal use compared to the reference test method. 
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). The rabbit pyrogen test detects various pyrogens but alone the fact 
that large numbers of animals are required to identify a few batches of pyrogen-
containing samples argues against its use. In the past two decades, the declared intention 
to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% 
by allowing to use the BET as an alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products.  
Bacterial endotoxin is the pyrogen of major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to 
its ubiquitous sources, its stability and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is 
detected by its capacity to coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the 
American horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago 
(Levin and Bang, 1964). In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after 
drawing about 20% of their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, 
the procedure still causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds 
to more efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, 
habitat loss and pollution. 
The proposed test method is an alternative for the rabbit test and the BET. By replacing 
the rabbit test or the BET, the lives of rabbits and horseshoe crabs are spared. 

10.2 Continuation of animal use 
If the proposed test method requires the use of animals, the following items should be 
addressed: 
 
10.2.1 Describe the rationale for the need to use animals and describe why the 
information provided by the proposed test method requires the use of animals (i.e., 
cannot be obtained using non-animal methods). 
Not applicable. 

 
10.2.2 Include a description of the sources used to determine the availability of 
alternative test methods that might further refine, reduce, or replace animal use for this 
testing. This should, at a minimum, include the databases searched, the search strategy 
used, the search date(s), a discussion of the results of the search, and the rationale for 
not incorporating available alternative methods. 
Not applicable. 
 
10.2.3 Describe the basis for determining that the number of animals used is appropriate. 
Not applicable. 
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10.2.4 If the proposed test method involves potential animal pain and distress, discuss the 
methods and approaches that have been incorporated to minimize and, whenever 
possible, eliminate the occurrence of such pain and distress. 
Not applicable. 
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11 Practical Considerations 

11.1 Transferability 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method transferability. Include an 
explanation of how this compares to the transferability of the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, to a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
In general, the proposed test method is not unlike other bioassays and immunoassays that 
are performed routinely in many laboratories. 
 
11.1.1 Discuss the facilities and major fixed equipment needed to conduct a study using 
the proposed test method. 
No extraordinary facilities are required. General laboratory equipment and analytical 
instruments for performing immunoassays, e.g. microtiter plate reader and –washer, are 
sufficient to perform the proposed test method. 
 
11.1.2 Discuss the general availability of other necessary equipment and supplies. 
All supplies and reagents are readily available on the market. In contrast, availability of 
sufficient rabbits of adequate weight and in good health for the in vivo reference test is 
sometimes reported a limitation. 
 
It is stressed throughout these studies using PBMC, that only healthy donors not taking 
any medication must be used for testing pharmaceuticals. Various drugs such as cortisone 
suppress interleukin release and would therefore exclude a blood donor from the 
experiment. An infection can stimulate release, as reflected in an increased baseline value 
or an abnormally high interleukin response. 

11.2 Training 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method training. Include an explanation of 
how this compares to the level of training required to conduct the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
 
11.2.1 Discuss the required level of training and expertise needed for personnel to 
conduct the proposed test method. 
The proposed test method requires personnel trained for general laboratory activities in 
cell biology and immunochemistry or biochemistry. Techniques they should master are 
not unlike cell culture (aseptic operations) and immunological techniques (especially 
ELISA). Such expertise is available in most if not all QC-laboratories. 
 
11.2.2 Indicate any training requirements needed for personnel to demonstrate 
proficiency and describe any laboratory proficiency criteria that should be met. 
Personnel should demonstrate that they master the execution of the test. The candidate 
should demonstrate to meet all the appropriate assay acceptance criteria and yield 
accurate results (outcome) using selected test items. 
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11.3 Cost Considerations 
Discuss the cost involved in conducting a study with the proposed test method. Discuss 
how this compares to the cost of the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, with 
that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Two factors contribute to the cost of the proposed test method: cost of the reagents and 
especially personnel. 
Since the proposed test method is relatively more labour-intensive, it is estimated that the 
cost of the proposed test method is more then the BET or the in vivo reference test using 
rabbits. Obviously, a higher throughput of tests (runs/year) such as in a QC-laboratory of 
a multi-product facility or in a Contract Research Organization will significantly reduce 
the costs per assay. 
However, especially with pharmaceuticals of biological origin, the proposed test method 
may be cost-effective, since these products all to often are incompatible with the BET 
and by their nature preclude the re-use of the rabbits. 

11.4 Time Considerations 
Indicate the amount of time needed to conduct a study using the proposed test method 
and discuss how this compares with the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, 
with that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Essentially the test stretches two working days. On day one the testing materials are 
prepared and incubated overnight with the monocytoid cells. On the second day the 
amount of excreted cytokines is determined by immunoassay. The total time from start to 
result is approximately 24 hours. 
It is thus concluded that the proposed test method will take more time when compared to 
the reference tests, either the rabbit test or the BET. It should be noted that rabbits are 
tested prior to their first use by a sham test. 
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13 CATCH -UP VALIDATION: Human PBMC/IL-6 in vitro 
Pyrogen Test with Cryopreserved Monocytoid Cells. 

13.1 Rationale 
The use of cryopreserved cells was investigated separately during a catch-up validation 
that closely followed the original trial plan (both trial plans are given in Appendix A; see 
also BRD CRYO WB/IL-1). Cryopreserved PBMC would allow the controlling facility 
to store (surplus) monocytoid cells from (individual) donors for later use, thereby 
reducing their waste and increasing flexibility. In addition, it allows for the collection of a 
larger pool of cells, increasing homogeneity of the reagent. But most of all, it would 
allow the blood of individual donors to be screened for the absence of adventitious agents 
before it is actually employed on the laboratory, boosting the safety of the test method. 

13.2 Test Method Protocol Components 
The method follows the original method protocol (see Appendix A), with the obvious 
exemption of the cryopreservation of the freshly isolated PBMCs in the presence of 10% 
(v/v) DMSO. In addition, a 3-donor approach was used; as compared to the original 
method that required PMBCs from individual 4-donors. A sample is classified as 
pyrogenic when at least 2 donors graded the sample as pyrogenic. Details are given in the 
appropriate PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 protocol (Appendix A, Detailed Protocol PBMC-
CRYO/IL-6 In vitro Pyrogen Test Using Freshly Taken or Cryopreserved PBMC 
(SP+PB var. Novartis; electronic file name: SOP PBMC CRYO IL-6).  

13.3 Substances Used for Validation 
The same 10 parenteral drugs used to determine sensitivity and specificity (see table 
3.3.1.) were used for the catch-up validation. Again, each test item was tested after 
spiking at its individual MVD, thus came with their own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike 
solutions: 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. The test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent test facilities, yielding a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis. As all the test results 
qualified according to quality criteria, the maximum number was analysed.  

13.4 Test Method Accuracy 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its 
individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in table 
3.3.1.) Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike solution, ensuring 
that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml 
respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample preparation 
was supplied to the three independent laboratories (as shown in table 5.1.2). To put more 
weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by 
QA ECVAM. Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results and evaluating 
the concordance in a two by two table. 
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Table 13.4.1: Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.25, 
0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples and spikes 
were blinded. Classifications after applying the PM (compare to fig. 5.2.7). 
 
 
 

drug (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” Novartis 

(Basel, Ch) 
NIBSC  
(UK) 

PEI  
(Ger) 

Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Glucose 5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug A" 0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 
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drug (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” Novartis 

(Basel, Ch) 
NIBSC  
(UK) 

PEI  
(Ger) 

"Drug B" 0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 0.50 1 0 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
 
Table 13.4.2: 2x2 contingency table. PM applied to the PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 test result of 
10 different substances assessed in three different laboratories. Results of each laboratory 
separately (DL, NL1 and NL2= Novartis, NIBSC and PEI respectively). 
 
Results DL  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

26 2 28 PM                  +  
-  4 18 22 

Total  30 20 50 
 
 
Results NL1  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

28 2 30 PM                  +  
-  2 18 20 

Total  30 20 50 
 
 
Results NL2  True status of samples 

       +                  - 
Total 

30 10 40 PM                  +  
-  0 10 10 

Total  30 20 50 
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Table 13.4.2: 2x2 contingency table. PM applied to the PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 test result of 
10 different substances assessed in three different  laboratories (from table 13.4.1). 
 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  
+  

84 14 98 

-  6 46 52 

Total  90 60 150 
 
The overall specificity of the PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 assay is 76.7% (46/(46+14)*100). The 
overall sensitivity equals 93.3% (84/(84+6) *100%). Within the laboratories, specificity 
varied from 50% in one participating laboratory up to 90% in the other two laboratories. 
The sensitivity varied from 86.7% up to 93.3% and 100%.  
 
 
Table 13.4.3: Specificity and sensitivity of the PBMC/IL-6 assay as determined from 
table 13.4.2. 

 N total N correctly 
identified 

proportion 95% CI 
lower limit 

95% CI 
upper limit 

Specificity (Sp) 60 46 76.7% 64.7% 87.5% 
Sensitivity (Se) 90 84 93.3% 85.6% 97.4% 

 

13.5 Test Method Reliability (Reproducibility) 
The interlaboratory reproducibility of the PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 method was assessed from 
the results of the catch-up validation testing 10 substances spiked with 5 separate spikes. 
The reproducibility varied from 76% to 80% and 96% between two laboratories. All three 
laboratories found the same result for 38 out of 50 samples.  
 
 

 

Table 13.5.1: Interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing of 10 substances, spiked 5 
times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlaboratory 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL - NL1 96% 48 / 50 
DL -  NL2 76% 38 / 50 
NL1 – NL2 80% 40 / 50 

Mean 84%  
same result in all labs 76% 38 / 50 

DL =Novartis; NL1 = NIBSC;  NL2 = PEI 
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13.6 Conclusion 
It appears that accuracy and reproducibility of the test method do not decrease when 
cryopreserved cells replace fresh PBMCs. The sensitivity, which is well above 90%, is 
considered quite satisfactory for both methods. The somewhat lower results for 
specificity can fully explained by several false positives in just one of the laboratories. In 
the other two laboratories the specificity is still 90%, with a corresponding 
reproducibility of 96%.  
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14 Supporting Materials (Appendices) 

14.1 Standard operating procedure (SOP) of the proposed method 
Provide the complete, detailed protocol for the proposed test method. 
Appendix A includes the PBMC/IL-6 test method protocol using fresh blood cells as used 
throughout the studies described in section 5 of the current BRD. 
In addition, Appendix A includes the PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 test method protocol using 
cryopreserved blood cells. The protocol was used in catch-up validation study described 
in Section 13 of this BRD.  
The trial plans of both studies are also included in Appendix A. 

14.2 Standard operating Procedure (SOP) of the reference method 
Provide the detailed protocol(s) used to generate reference data for this submission and 
any protocols used to generate validation data that differ from the proposed protocol. 

14.3 Publications 
Provide copies of all relevant publications, including those containing data from the 
proposed test method, the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable 
validated test method with established performance standards.  
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
 
List of hard copies 
 
Andrade SS, Silveira RL, Schmidt CA, Junior LB, Dalmora SL. (2003) Comparative 

evaluation of the human whole blood and human peripheral blood monocyte tests 
for pyrogens. Int J Pharm. Oct 20;265(1-2):115-24. 

Balls et al. (1995) Practical aspects of the validation of toxicity test procedures. ECVAM 
Workshop Report 5. ATLA 23, 129-147. 

Beutler B, Rietschel ET (2003). Innate immune sensing and its roots: the story of 
endotoxin. Nature Rev Immunol. 3: 169-176. 

Bleeker, W.K., de Groot, E.M., den Boer, P.J. et al (1994). Measurement of interleukin–6 
production by monocytes for in vitro safety testing of hemoglobin solutions. Artif 
Cells Blood Substit Immobil Biotechnol 22: 835-840. 
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Carlin G, Viitanen E. (2003) In vitro pyrogenicity of a multivalent vaccine: Infanrix. 
PHARMEUROPA, 15(3), 418-423. 

Curren et al (1995) The Role of prevalidation in the development, validation and 
acceptance of Alternative Methods. ECVAM Prevalidation Task Force Report 1. 
ATLA 23, 211-217. 

De Groote, D., Zangerle, P.F., Gevaert, Y., Fassotte, M.F., Beguin, Y., Noizat-Pirenne, 
F., Pirenne, J., Gathy, R., Lopez, M., Dehart I., (1992). Direct stimulation of 
cytokines (IL-1 beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-2, IFN-gamma and GM-CSF) in whole 
blood. I. Comparison with isolated PBMC stimulation. Cytokine 4, 239. 

Dinarello CA, O’Connor JV, LoPreste G, Swift RL (1984). Human leukocyte pyrogen 
test for detection of pyrogenic material in growth hormone produced by 
recombinant Escherichia coli. J Clin Microbiol 20: 323-329. 

Dinarello CA (1999). Cytokines as endogenous pyrogens. J Infect Dis 179 (Suppl 2): 
S294-304. 

Duff GW, Atkins E (1982). The detection of endotoxin by in vitro production of 
endogenous pyrogen: comparison with amebocyte lysate gelation. J Immunol 
Methods 52: 323-331. 

Fennrich S, Wendel A and Hartung T. (1999). New applications of the human whole 
blood pyrogen assay (PyroCheck). ALTEX  16:146-149 

Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, Weigandt 
M und Wendel A. (1999). Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens using 
human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards 101:131-139 

Gaines Das et al (2004). Monocyte activation test for pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants of parenteral drugs: test design and data analysis. J. of 
Immunological Methods 288, 165-177. 

Greisman SE, Hornick RB (1969). Comparative pyrogenic reactivity of rabbit and man to 
bacterial endotoxin. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 131: 1154-1158. 

Hansen, E.W. and Christensen, J.D. (1990) Comparison of cultured human mononuclear 
cells, Limulus amebocyte lysate and rabbits in the detection of pyrogens. J Clin 
Pharm Ther. 15: 425–433. 

Hartung T, Wendel A (1996). Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. In Vitro 
Toxicol 9: 353-359. 

Hartung T, Aaberge I, Berthold S et al (2001). Novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. Altern Lab Anim 29: 99-123. 

Hartung et al (2004) A modular approach to the ECVAM principles on test validity. 
ATLA 32, 467-472. 

Hoffmann, S., Luederitz-Puechel, U., Montag-Lessing, T., Hartung, T. (2005). 
Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to different 
pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modeling. Journal of Endotoxin Research 11(1): 
26-31 

Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, et al (2005). International validation of novel 
pyrogen tests based on human monocytoid cells. J Immunol Methods 298: 161-
173. 

Jahnke M, Weigand, Sonntag H-G. (2000). Comparative testing for pyrogens in 
parenteral drugs using the human whole blood pyrogen test, the rabbit in vivo 
pyrogen test and the LAL test. European Journal of Parenteral Science 5(2):39-44 
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Nakagawa Y, Maeda H, Murai T. (2002) Evaluation of the in vitro pyrogen test system 
based on proinflammatory cytokine release from human monocytes: comparison 
with a human whole blood culture test system and with the rabbit pyrogen test.  
Clin Diagn Lab Immunol. May;9(3):588-97. 
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endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens in human albumin solutions using an ex 
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14.4 Original data 
Include all available non-transformed original data for both the proposed test method, 
the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
NOTE: The original data of the ELISA-plate reader were collected by S.Hoffman and 
ECVAM. These are available on the CD which goes with the BRD. 

14.5 Performance standards 
If appropriate performance standards for the proposed test method do not exist, 
performance standards for consideration by NICEATM and ICCVAM may be proposed. 
Examples of established performance standards can be located on the ICCVAM / 
NICEATM web site at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Trial plan “Comparison And Validation Of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based On The 
Human Fever Reaction” Acronym:  Human (e) Pyrogen Test 
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Detailed protocol PBMC/IL-6: “In Vitro Pyrogen Test Using PBMC (SP+PB var. 
Novartis) 03 10 02 
 
Trial plan “Catch-up Validation of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based on the Human Fever 
Reaction” 
 
Detailed protocol PBMC/IL-6 CRYO: In vitro Pyrogen Test Using Freshly Taken 
or Cryopreserved PBMC (SP+PB var. Novartis) 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
 
List of hard copies 
 
Andrade SS, Silveira RL, Schmidt CA, Junior LB, Dalmora SL. (2003) Comparative 

evaluation of the human whole blood and human peripheral blood monocyte tests 
for pyrogens. Int J Pharm. Oct 20;265(1-2):115-24. 

Balls et al. (1995) Practical aspects of the validation of toxicity test procedures. ECVAM 
Workshop Report 5. ATLA 23, 129-147. 

Beutler B, Rietschel ET (2003). Innate immune sensing and its roots: the story of 
endotoxin. Nature Rev Immunol. 3: 169-176. 

Bleeker, W.K., de Groot, E.M., den Boer, P.J. et al (1994). Measurement of interleukin–6 
production by monocytes for in vitro safety testing of hemoglobin solutions. Artif 
Cells Blood Substit Immobil Biotechnol 22: 835-840. 

Carlin G, Viitanen E. (2003) In vitro pyrogenicity of a multivalent vaccine: Infanrix. 
PHARMEUROPA, 15(3), 418-423. 

Curren et al (1995) The Role of prevalidation in the development, validation and 
acceptance of Alternative Methods. ECVAM Prevalidation Task Force Report 1. 
ATLA 23, 211-217. 

De Groote, D., Zangerle, P.F., Gevaert, Y., Fassotte, M.F., Beguin, Y., Noizat-Pirenne, 
F., Pirenne, J., Gathy, R., Lopez, M., Dehart I., (1992). Direct stimulation of 
cytokines (IL-1 beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-2, IFN-gamma and GM-CSF) in whole 
blood. I. Comparison with isolated PBMC stimulation. Cytokine 4, 239. 

Dinarello CA, O’Connor JV, LoPreste G, Swift RL (1984). Human leukocyte pyrogen 
test for detection of pyrogenic material in growth hormone produced by 
recombinant Escherichia coli. J Clin Microbiol 20: 323-329. 

Dinarello CA (1999). Cytokines as endogenous pyrogens. J Infect Dis 179 (Suppl 2): 
S294-304. 

Duff GW, Atkins E (1982). The detection of endotoxin by in vitro production of 
endogenous pyrogen: comparison with amebocyte lysate gelation. J Immunol 
Methods 52: 323-331. 

Fennrich S, Wendel A and Hartung T. (1999). New applications of the human whole 
blood pyrogen assay (PyroCheck). ALTEX  16:146-149 
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Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, Weigandt 
M und Wendel A. (1999). Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens using 
human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards 101:131-139 

Gaines Das et al (2004). Monocyte activation test for pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants of parenteral drugs: test design and data analysis. J. of 
Immunological Methods 288, 165-177. 

Greisman SE, Hornick RB (1969). Comparative pyrogenic reactivity of rabbit and man to 
bacterial endotoxin. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 131: 1154-1158. 

Hansen, E.W. and Christensen, J.D. (1990) Comparison of cultured human mononuclear 
cells, Limulus amebocyte lysate and rabbits in the detection of pyrogens. J Clin 
Pharm Ther. 15: 425–433. 

Hartung T, Wendel A (1996). Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. In Vitro 
Toxicol 9: 353-359. 

Hartung T, Aaberge I, Berthold S et al (2001). Novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. Altern Lab Anim 29: 99-123. 

Hartung et al (2004) A modular approach to the ECVAM principles on test validity. 
ATLA 32, 467-472. 

Hoffmann, S., Luederitz-Puechel, U., Montag-Lessing, T., Hartung, T. (2005). 
Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to different 
pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modeling. Journal of Endotoxin Research 11(1): 
26-31 

Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, et al (2005). International validation of novel 
pyrogen tests based on human monocytoid cells. J Immunol Methods 298: 161-
173. 

Jahnke M, Weigand, Sonntag H-G. (2000). Comparative testing for pyrogens in 
parenteral drugs using the human whole blood pyrogen test, the rabbit in vivo 
pyrogen test and the LAL test. European Journal of Parenteral Science 5(2):39-44 

Nakagawa Y, Maeda H, Murai T. (2002) Evaluation of the in vitro pyrogen test system 
based on proinflammatory cytokine release from human monocytes: comparison 
with a human whole blood culture test system and with the rabbit pyrogen test.  
Clin Diagn Lab Immunol. May;9(3):588-97. 

Pasare, C. and Medzhitov, R. (2003). Toll pathway-dependent blockade of CD4+CD25+ 
T cell-mediated suppression by dendritic cells. Science 299: 1033-1036. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1998) The detection of pyrogens in 
blood products using an ex vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. May-
Aug;19(2-3):95-111. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1999) Differentiation between 
endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens in human albumin solutions using an ex 
vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. Feb-May; 20(1-2):79-89. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Hubbard AJ, Gearing AJ (1988). Detection of pyrogen by 
cytokine release. Lancet 8577, 130. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Gearing AJ (1988). Assay of pyrogenic contamination in 
pharmaceuticals by cytokine release from monocytes. Dev Biol Stand 69: 121-
123. 

Poole S, Selkirk S, Rafferty B, Meager A, Thorpe R, Gearing A (1989). Assay of 
pyrogenic contamination in pharmaceuticals by cytokine release. Proceedings of 
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the European Workshop on detection and quantification of pyrogen. Pharmeuropa 
special Vol 1, November 1989: 17-18. 

Poole S, Musset MV (1989). The International Standard for Endotoxin: evaluation in an 
international collaborative study. J Biol Stand 17: 161-171. 

Poole S, Mistry Y, Ball C et al (2003). A rapid ‘one-plate’ in vitro test for pyrogens. J 
Immunol Methods 274: 209-220. 

Ray A, Redhead K, Selkirk S, Polle S (1991) Variability in LPS composition, 
antigenicity and reactogenicity of phase variants of Bordetella pertussis. FEMS 
Microbiology Letters 79, 211-218. 

Reddi, K., Nair, S.P. et al (1996). Surface-associated material from the bacterium 
Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans contains a peptide which, in contrast to 
lipopolysaccharide, directly stimulates fibroblast interleukin-6 gene transcription. 
Eur. J. Biochem. 236: 871-876. 

Schindler S, Bristow A, Cartmell T, Hartung T and Fennrich S. (2003). Comparison of 
the reactivity of human and rabbit blood towards pyrogenic stimuli. ALTEX 
20:59-63. 

Schindler et al (2004) Cryopreservation of human whole blood for pyrogenicity testing. 
Journal of Immunological Methods 294, 89–100 

Schins RP, van Hartingsveldt B, Borm PJ. Ex vivo cytokine release from whole blood. A 
routine method for health effect screening. Exp Toxicol Pathol. 1996 Nov; 
48(6):494-6. 

Spreitzer I, Fischer M, hartzsch K, Lüderitz-Püschel U and Montag T. (2000). 
Comparative Study of Rabbit Pyrogen Test and Human whole Blood Assay on 
Human Serum Albumin. ALTEX 19 (Suppl. 1):73-75 

Taktak YS, Selkirk S, Bristow AF et al (1991). Assay of pyrogens by interleukin-6 
release from monocytic cell lines. J Pharm Pharmacol 43: 578-582. 

Tsuchiya S, Yamabe M, Yamaguchi Y et al (1980). Establishment and characterisation of 
a human acute monocytic leukemia cell line (THP-1). Int  J Cancer 26 : 171-176. 

Ziegler-Heitbrock HWL, Thiel E, Futterer A et al (1988). Establishment of a human cell 
line (MONO MAC 6) with characteristics of mature monocytes. Int  J Cancer 41: 
456-461. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
List of abbreviations and definitions 
 
 
Accuracy  The ability of a test system to provide a test result close to 

the accepted reference value for a defined property. 

BET The bacterial endotoxin test is used to detect or quantify 
endotoxins of gram-negative bacterial origin using 
amoebycte lysate from horseshoe crab (Limulus 
polyphemus or Tachypleus tridentatus 

BRD Background Review Document 

CRYO WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using cryopreserved blood) with IL-1 
as endpoint 

CV coefficient of variation 

DL Developing laboratory = laboratory which developed the 
method or the most experienced laboratory 

ELC Endotoxin limit concentration; maximum quantity of 
endotoxin allowed in given parenterals according to 
European Pharmacopoeia 

Endotoxins Endotoxins are a group of chemically similar cell-wall 
structures of Gram-negative bacteria, i.e. 
lipopolysaccharides 

ELISA Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

EU/ml European Units per ml 

IL-1 interleukin 1 

IL-6 interleukin 6 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

A determination of the extent that qualified people within 
the same laboratory can independently and successfully 
replicate results using a specific protocol at different 
times. 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

A measure of the extent to which different qualified 
laboratories, using the same protocol and testing the same 
substances, can produce qualitatively and quantitatively 
similar results. Inter-laboratory reproducibility is also 
referred to as between-laboratory reproducibility. 

KN University of Konstanz (Konstanz, Germany), developing 
laboratory WB/IL-1 and CRYO WB/IL-1 

LPS lipopolysaccharides 

MM6 MONO MAC-6 cell line 
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MM6/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using MM6 cell line and IL-6 release 
as an endpoint 

MVD Maximum valid dilution; the MVD is the quotient of the 
ELC and the detection limit 

NIBSC National Institute for Biological Standards and Control 
(London, UK), developing laboratory for WB/IL-6 

NL naïve laboratory = laboratory with non or minor 
experience with the method 

NPC negative product control (clean, released lot of the 
nominated product under test) 

Novartis Novartis (Basel, Switzerland), developing laboratory 
PBMC/IL-6 

OD optical density 

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

PBMC/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using fresh peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using cryopreserved peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PEI Paul-Ehrlich Institut (Langen, Germany), participating 
laboratory  

PM prediction model = is an explicit decision-making rule for 
converting the results of the in vitro method into a 
prediction of in vivo hazard 

PPC positive product control (product under test spiked with 
0.5 EU/ml of WHO-LPS (code 94/580) 

Prevalidation study A prevalidation study is a small-scale inter-laboratory 
study, carried out to ensure that the protocol of a test 
method is sufficiently optimised and standardised for 
inclusion in a formal validation study. According to the 
ECVAM principles, the prevalidation study is divided into 
three phases: protocol refinement, protocol transfer and 
protocol performance (Curren et al, ATLA 23, 211-217). 

Pyrogens fever-causing materials  

Pyrogens, endogenous endogenous pyrogens are messenger substances released 
by blood cells reacting to pyrogenic materials; e.g. IL-1, 
IL-6, TNF-α, prostaglandin E2 

Pyrogens, exogenous exogenous pyrogens derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi 
or from the host himself  

Reliability Measures of the extent to which a test method can be 
performed reproducibly within and between laboratories 
over time, when performed using the same protocol. It is 
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assessed by calculating intra- and interlaboratory 
reproducibility and intra-laboratory repeatability. 

Relevance Relevance of a test method describes whether it is 
meaningful and useful for a particular purpose. It is the 
extent to which the measurement result and uncertainty 
can accurately be interpreted as reflecting or predicting the 
biological effect of interest. 

Repeatibility Repeatability describes the closeness of agreement 
between test results obtained within a single laboratory 
when the procedure is performed independently under 
repeatability conditions, i.e. in a set of conditions 
including the same measurement procedure, same 
operator, same measuring system, same operating 
conditions and same location, and replicated 
measurements over a short period of time. 

RIVM National Institute of Public Health and the Environment 
(Bilthoven, The Netherlands), developing laboratory 
MM6/IL-6 method 

Sensitivity Sensitivity is the proportion of all positive/active 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

Specificity Specificity is proportion of all negative/inactive 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

TMB chromogenic substrate 3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine 

TNF-α tumour necrosis factor-α 

USP US Pharmacopoeia 

Validation Validation is the process by which the reliability and 
relevance of a procedure are established for a specific 
purpose 

Validation study  A validation study is a large-scale interlaboratory study, 
designed to assess the reliability and relevance of an 
optimised method for a particular purpose 

WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-1 release 
as endpoint 

WB/IL-6 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-6 release 
as endpoint 

WHO World Health Organization 
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Standard Operating Procedure 
 

"n vitro Pyrogen Test ,sing Freshly Ta2en or Cryopreserved PBMC 
9SP;PB var. Novartis> 
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 Bate    
 Signat;?e    
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1 INTROD,CTION 
 
Pa?ente?al 9ha?mace;tical 9?od;cts m;st @e sho4n to @e f?ee f?om 9%?ogenic VfeCe?F
ind;cingW contamination<  Xhile a 9%?ogen ma% in gene?al @e defined as an% s;@stance that 
ca;ses feCe?Y the 9%?ogens that almost inCa?ia@l% contaminate 9a?ente?al 9ha?mace;ticals 
a?e @acte?ial endoto>ins Vli9o9ol%saccha?idesY *PSW f?om G?amFnegatiCe @acte?ia VMascoli 
and Xea?%Y LZ[ZaY LZ[Z@W< The?e a?e t4o Pha?maco9oeial tests fo? 9%?ogenic 
contaminationM the ?a@@it 9%?ogen test and the *im;l;s amoe@oc%te l%sate V*A*W test<  The 
?a@@it 9%?ogen testY 4hich detects *PS and othe? 9%?ogensY inColCes meas;?ing the ?ise in 
@od% tem9e?at;?e eCo7ed in ?a@@its @% the int?aCeno;s in\ection of a ste?ile sol;tion of the 
s;@stance to @e e>amined< Pn cont?astY the *A* test detects onl% *PSM it is desc?i@ed in 
Pha?maco9oeias as the @acte?ial endoto>ins test VBETW< The 9?inci9le of the *A*Ftest is that 
*PS ca;ses e>t?acell;la? coag;lation of the @lood Vhaemol%m9hW of the ho?seshoe c?a@Y 
Limulus polyphemus. V*eCin ] BangY LZ^_W< Altho;gh the *A* test is g?ad;all% s;9e?seding 
the ?a@@it 9%?ogen testY h;nd?eds of tho;sands of ?a@@it 9%?ogen tests a?e still ca??ied o;t 
each %ea? a?o;nd the 4o?ldY la?gel% on 9?od;cts 4hich cannotY fo? one ?eason o? anothe?Y @e 
tested in the *A* test< Xhile 9?oCing gene?all% ?elia@leY @oth the ?a@@it 9%?ogen test and *A* 
test haCe sho?tcomings< The ?a@@it 9%?ogen test ;ses e>9e?imental animalsY is costl% and is 
not A;antitatiCe< The *A* test giCes false negatiCes 4ith ce?tain 9?od;ctsY can oCe?estimate 
the 9%?ogen content of othe? 9?od;cts and does not detect 9%?ogens othe? than @acte?ial 
endoto>in V*PSWY s;ch as G?amF9ositiCe e>oto>insY Ci?;ses and f;ngi VBina?ello et al<Y LZ`_a 
Poole et al<Y LZ``a Oa% et al<Y LZZKa Ta7ta7 et al<Y LZZLa Fenn?ich et al<Y LZZZW< 
The @asis of the ?a@@it 9%?ogen test is the in CiCo stim;lation @% e>ogeno;s 9%?ogens V;s;all% 
*PSW of ?a@@it 9e?i9he?al @lood monoc%tes to 9?od;ce the endogeno;s 9%?ogens that ca;se 
feCe?< The endogeno;s 9%?ogens a?e 9%?ogenic c%to7ines s;ch as t;mo;? nec?osis facto?! 
VTNF!WY inte?le;7inFL VP*FL! and P*FL"Y t4o se9a?ate gene 9?od;ctsWY P*F^ and P*F` VBina?ello 
et al<Y LZZZW< Pn Cie4 of the sho?tcomings of the ?a@@it 9%?ogen test and the *A* testY in Cit?o 
9%?ogen tests that ;tilise the e>A;isite sensitiCit% to e>ogeno;s 9%?ogen of monoc%tes haCe 
@een 9?o9osed< Pn s;ch testsY 9?od;cts a?e inc;@ated 4ith h;man 9e?i9he?al @lood 
monoc%tes Vo? monon;clea? cellsY PBMCY o? le;7oc%tesW and the conditioned media assa%ed 
fo? 9%?ogenic c%to7ines VB;ff ] At7insY LZ`Ja Bina?ello et al<Y LZ`_a Poole et al<Y LZ``a PooleY 
LZ`Za Hansen and Ch?istensenY LZZKa Ta7ta7 et al<Y LZZLa Blee7e? et al<Y LZZ_W< 
 
 
2 P,RPOSI 
 
B% A;antif%ing the amo;nts of c%to7ines ?eleased @% PBMC stim;lated 4ith the /SP 
?efe?ence 9?e9a?ation fo? endoto>in o? the inte?national standa?d VPSW fo? endoto>in V*PSWY 
Ca?io;s nonFendoto>in 9%?ogens and 4ith medicinal 9?od;cts s9i7ed 4ith endoto>inY it is the 
o@\ectiCe that an in Cit?o 9%?ogen test @e deCelo9ed that 4ill se?Ce as a ?e9lacement fo? the 
?a@@it 9%?ogen test<   
 
 
 
3 SCOPI / LIMITATIONS 
 
The method desc?i@ed @elo4 is fo? the eCal;ation of in Cit?o PBMC,c%to7ine ?elease tests 
;sing P*F^ as the c%to7ine that se?Ces as the ?eado;t Vmeas;?ed Ca?ia@leW< Pt is not a 
bfinalisedc test s%stem fo? the testing of medicinal 9?od;cts< Es9eciall% the 9?ediction model 
has to @e deCelo9ed ca;tio;sl%< 
 
The method ma% @e a99lied onl% to 9?e9a?ations that haCe @een Calidated 4ith the methodY 
i<e< sho4n not to inte?fe?e @% ca;sing inhi@ition o? enhancement of *PS VSTBWFind;ced 
c%to7ine 9?od;ction< 
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4 MITHOD O,TLINI 
 
F?eshl% ta7en h;man 4hole @lood is he9a?inisedY dil;ted 4ith 9hos9hate @;ffe?ed saline 
VPBSW and the PBMCcs isolated< Fo? sto?age and shi99ing 9;?9oses PBMCs ma% @e 
c?%o9?ese?Ced< F?eshl% ta7en o? tha4ed PBMCs a?e then stim;lated fo? L^FJ_h 4ith the /SP 
?efe?ence 9?e9a?ation fo? endoto>inY the inte?national standa?d fo? endoto>inY V*PSW o? 
sam9les of ?elated mate?ialsY e<g< othe? endoto>insY nonFendoto>in 9%?ogens and medicinal 
9?od;cts ;ns9i7ed and s9i7ed 4ith endoto>in< Follo4ing this stim;lationY the concent?ations 
of the c%to7ine in the PBMCFconditioned medi;m a?e A;antified ;sing a s9ecific E*PSA fo? P*F
^ V4hich is cali@?ated in te?ms of the a99?o9?iate inte?national standa?dW< The const?;ction of 
doseF?es9onse c;?Ces fo? endoto>in V*PSW Ce?s;s concent?ations of ?eleased c%to7ines 
9e?mits the estimation of the endoto>ic,c%to7ineF?eleasing actiCit% contained in the sam9les<  
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5 DIFINITIONS / ABBRIQIATIONS 
 
 
A@  Anti@od% 
BSA  BoCine se?;m al@;min 
COJ  Ca?@on dio>ide 
dC  Beg?ees Celsi;s VCentig?adeW 
BMSO  Bimeth%ls;lfo>ide 
BFO  BoseF?es9onse  
E< coli  Esche?ichia coli 
E*PSA  Ene%meFlin7ed imm;noso?@ent assa% 
EP  E;?o9ean Pha?maco9oeia 
E/  Endoto>in ;nits 
FBA  Food and B?;g Administ?ation V/SAW 
g  G?am 
h  Ho;? 
HPFCS  HeatFinactiCated Vfg^dC fo? hK minW foetal calf se?;m 
HJOJ  H%d?ogen 9e?o>ide 
HJSO_  S;l9h;?ic acid 
P*  Pnte?le;7in 
PS  Pnte?national standa?d 
P/  Pnte?national ;nit 
l     *it?e  
iOH  Potassi;m h%d?o>ide 
*A*  *im;l;s amoe@oc%te l%sate  
*PS  *i9o9ol%saccha?ide 
M  Mola? 
MA@  Monoclonal anti@od% 
mg  Millig?am  
min  Min;te 
ml  Millilit?e  
mM  Millimola? 
#g   Mic?og?am 
#l  Mic?olit?e  
NaCl  Sodi;m chlo?ide 
NaOH  Sodi;m h%d?o>ide 
NaHCOh Sodi;m h%d?ogen ca?@onate 
NaHJPO_ Sodi;m diFh%d?ogen 9hos9hate 
NaJHPO_ diFSodi;m h%d?ogen o?tho9hos9hate 
nm  Nanomet?e 
OB  O9tical densit% 
PBMC  Pe?i9he?al @lood monon;clea? cells 
PBS  B;l@eccocs Phos9hate B;ffe?ed Saline  
PF  P%?ogenFf?ee Vitems 9;?chased as ste?ile and 9%?ogenFf?ee o? @a7ed at  

JgKd fo? hKF^K min< 
POB  Ho?se?adish 9e?o>idase con\;gate 
O  Endoto>in standa?d 
?9m  Oo;nds 9e? min;te 
OPMP  OPMP L^_K cell c;lt;?e medi;m  
OPMPFC OPMP L^_K cell c;lt;?e medi;m f h;man AB se?;m at a final concent?ation of 

Jj C,C 
OSE Oefe?ence Standa?d Endoto>in 
OT  Ooom tem9e?at;?e 
TMB  Tet?ameth%l @eneidine 
S  Test sam9le 
STB  Standa?d 
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/Ni  /n7no4n 
/SP  /nited States Pha?maco9oeia 
> g  > g?aCit% 
 
 
6 MATIRIALS 
 
Ste?ileY 9%?ogenFf?ee B;l@eccocs 9hos9hate @;ffe?ed saline 4,o Caff and Mgff 
V*ife TechnologiesW 
Pol%o>%eth%leneFso?@itan monola;?ate VTXEEN JKWY cell c;lt;?e g?adeY VSigmaY PFJJ`[W 
H%d?ochlo?ic acidY K<LMY ste?ile filte?ed VSigmaY HFZ`ZJW 
Sodi;m h%d?o>ide V?eagent g?adeW 
LM HJSO_ VMe?c7W 
Mo;se monoclonal antiFP*F^ anti@od% f?om clone L^  
Ho?se?adish 9e?o>%dase con\;gated shee9 9ol%clonal antiFP*F^ anti@od%  
hYhkYgYgkFTet?ameth%l @eneidine Ve<g< Fl;7a Cat< No< `[[_`W 
Acetone V?eagent g?adeW 
Ethanol V?eagent g?adeW 
Phenole Ve<g< Me?c7 Cat< No< LKKJK^W 
Potassi;m h%d?o>ide V?eagent g?adeW 
Sodi;m dih%d?ogen 9hos9hate Ve<g< Me?c7 Cat< No< LK^h_^W 
Bisodi;m h%d?ogen 9hos9hate Ve<g< Me?c7 Cat< No< LK^g`KW 
T?is Vh%d?o>%meth%lW aminomethane Ve<g< Fl;7a Cat< No< ZhhgJW 
iathon MX,XTY Ch?ist Chemie AGY OeinachY S4itee?land 
Al@;min f?om @oCine se?;m Ve<g< Fl;7a Cat< No< Kg_`KW 
Cit?ic acid monoh%d?ate e<g< Fl;7a Cat< No< J[_ZKW 
H;man AB se?;m VSigmaW 
T?%9an @l;e stain VSigmaW 
/SP Oefe?ence Standa?d Endoto>in lEC^ lot GmY identical to the XHO inte?national standa?d 
fo? @acte?ial endoto>in V*PSY Cial code Z_,g`KW  
F?agmin VBalte9a?inY LKKKK P/,mlY Pha?maciaW 
OPMP L^_K medi;m V*ife Technologies$Y Paisle%Y ScotlandW 
*FGl;tamine JKKmM V*ife Technologies$Y Paisle%Y ScotlandW 
Penicillin,St?e9tom%cin sol;tion VSe?omed Cat< No< AJJLhW 
*%m9ho9?e9 VN%comedY OsloY No?4a%W 
Bimeth%ls;lfo>ideY *A* testedY to @e f?ee of detecta@le endoto>ins< 
N;ncFPmm;no Z^F4ell 9late Ma>iSo?9 VFZ^Y *ife Technologies$Y Paisle%Y ScotlandW 
Falcon Mic?otest tiss;e c;lt;?e 9lateY Z^F4ell VhghK[JY Bec7ton Bic7inson *a@4a?eW 
Falcon se?ological 9i9ettes VgmlYLKmlY JgmlY Bec7ton Bic7inson *a@4a?eW 
Cent?if;ge t;@es VFalcon JK[K Bl;e Ma>$W 
Pol%9?o9%lene conical t;@es VFalcon JK^Z Bl;e Ma>$W 
E99endo?f Bio9;? Ti9s LKK;l ] LKKK;l VE99endo?fFNethele?FHineFGm@hYGe?man%W 
K<JJ #m ste?ile filte?s VMilliPa7 ^KY Milli9o?eW 
E99endo?fn Col;met?ic 9i9ettes 
P%?ogenFf?ee ?ese?Coi? line?Y LJF4ell VPMPFh`KFgK[*Y Fishe?Y /iW 
 
All othe? cons;ma@les a?e 9;?chased as ste?ile and 9%?ogenFf?ee and othe? ?eagents a?e 9?o 
anal%sis g?ade< 
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6.1 Buffers and Reagents for Novartis IL-6 ILISA: 
 
 

Coating Bu..er 
 
 BissolCe  
 g<K g of sodi;m dih%d?ogen 9hos9hateY Ve<g< Me?c7 A?t< No< LK^h_^WY and 
 J<Z g of disodi;m h%d?ogen 9hos9hateY Ve<g<Me?c7 A?t< No< LK^g`KWY 
 in _KK ml of distilled 4ate?< 
 

/se L N NaOH to ad\;st the 9H to [<gY and ma7e ;9 to gKK ml 4ith distilled 
4ate?< 
 
Oemains sta@le fo? ^ months at J F`dC< 

 
 
 Bloc2ing Bu..er 
 
 T?isVh%d?o>%meth%lWaminomethaneY Ve<g<Fl;7a A?t< No< ZhhgJW LJ<L g 
 BissolCe in distilled 4ate?   _KK ml 
 iathon MX,XTY Ch?ist Chemie AGY S4itee?land   K<L ml 
 
 /se _ M HCl to ad\;st the 9H to [<g< 
 
 Al@;min f?om @oCine se?;mY Ve<g<Fl;7a A?t< No< Kg_`KW   g<K g 
 Add distilled 4ate? to ma7e ;9 to gKK ml< 
 
 Oemains sta@le fo? ^ months at J F `dC< 
 
 
 Stopping Solution 
 
 Bistilled 4ate? gKK ml 
 HJSO_ J^<^ ml 
 
 
  

Wash Solution 
 
 Bemine?alised 4ate? JKKK ml 
 T4eenFJK L ml 
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"nterleu2in-6 Standard 
 
 /se P*F^ f?om h;man l%m9hoc%tes Ve<g< Boeh?inge? MannheimY Cat< No< 

LJZZZ[JW< L Cial contains JKK KKK ;nits of nat;?al h;man P*F^< 
 Bil;te the contents of a Cial VL mlW of h;man P*F^ 4ith _ ml of OPMPFCY and 

f?eeee aliA;ots of LKK ol at a@o;t p `K dC< 
Befo?e the fi?st ;se of a ne4 @atchY this P*F^ ;sed as the assa% cali@?ant has to 
@e cali@?ated against the PS fo? P*F^ V`Z,g_`W< 

 
 
 ;ouse <nti-Human "?-6 ;onoclonal <ntibody 

 
VGeagent AI 
de?iCed f?om clone L^<  

  
 
 
 Betection <ntibody CPOBF 
  
 JGeagent 3I 

Shee9 antiFh;man P*F^ anti@od%Y ho?se?adish 9e?o>idase con\;gated<  
Oemains sta@le fo? at least ^ months at JF`dC< 
 

 
 
 Human "?-6 Standard Solution 
 

JGeagent KI 
Tha4 L f?oeen aliA;ot of inte?le;7inF^ standa?d V_KKK ;nits in LKK olW and 
dil;te 4ith ZKK ol of OPMPFC< 

 Add LKK ol of this dil;tion to ZKK ol of OPMPFC q _KK ;nits,ml Vstanda?d initial 
concent?ationY eA;iCalent to _KKK 9g,mlW< 

 P?e9a?e the sol;tion sho?tl% @efo?e ;sea do not sto?e< 
 
 
 Bilution Bu..er 
 
 (Geagent 5I 

P?e9a?e the dil;tion @;ffe? as follo4sM 
 
 T?isVh%d?o>%meth%lWaminomethaneY Ve<g<Fl;7a A?t< No< ZhhgJW J<L g 
 Bistilled 4ate? _KK ml 
 iathon MX,XTY Ch?ist AGY S4itee?land K<L ml 
 PhenolY Ve<g<Me?c7 A?t< No< LKKJK^W K<g g 
 HeatFinactiCated VhK min;tes,g^ dCW fetal @oCine se?;m Jg ml 
 
 Mi> to dissolCe the s;@stancesY then ad\;st the 9H to [<g 4ith _ M HCl< Ma7e 

;9 to gKK ml 4ith distilled 4ate?< 
 
 Oemains sta@le fo? at least ^ months at J F ` dC< 
 Pn the a@sence of the sta@iliee?s iathon and 9henol the sta@ilit% is onl% L da%< 
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T;B Solution  
 
JGeagent LI 

 
 P?e9a?e the TMB sol;tion as follo4sM 
 

hYhkYgYgkTet?ameth%l@eneidine Ve<g<Fl;7a A?t< No< `[[_`W J_K mg 
 OeagentFg?ade acetone g ml 
 
 BissolCeY then add 
 
 OeagentFg?ade ethanol _g ml 
 Pe?h%d?ol VhK j HJOJWY Ve<g<Me?c7 A?t< No< LK[JKZW K<hKK ml 
 

Oemains sta@le fo? at least ^ months at Lg F Jg dC 4hen sealed and 9?otected 
f?om light< 

 
 
  
 Substrate Bu..er 
 

JGeagent MI 
 

 OeagentFg?ade cit?ic acid monoh%d?ate Ve<g<Fl;7a A?t< No< J[_ZKW  ^<h g 
 Bistilled 4ate?  `KK ml 
 
 Mi> to dissolCeY then ad\;st the 9H to _<L @% adding _ M iOH< 
 Ma7e ;9 to LKKK ml 4ith distilled 4ate? and add K<J ml of iathon MX,XT  
 
 Oemains sta@le fo? a@o;t ^ months at Lg F Jg dC< 
 Pn the a@sence of the iathon the sta@ilit% is onl% L da%< 
 
 
 

Culture ;edium CHP;"-CF 
 

 The 9?e9a?ation of the medi;m has to @e ca??ied o;t in a class J lamina? flo4 
ste?ile ca@inetY ;sing ase9tic techniA;e and ?eagents and cons;ma@les that 
a?e ste?ile and 9%?ogenFf?ee< 

 
 OPMP L^_K medi;m gKK ml 
 H;man se?;m AB g ml 
 *FGl;tamineY JKK mM g ml 
 Penicillin,St?e9tom%cin sol;tion LK ml 
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V MITHODS 
 
 
Ste9s ma?7ed VQW a?e ca??ied o;t in a class J lamina? flo4 ste?ile ca@inetY ;sing ase9tic 
techniA;e and ?eagents and cons;ma@les that a?e ste?ile and 9%?ogenFf?ee< 
 
 
 

V.1 Coating of IL-6 ILISA plates 
 
Bil;te the coating antiFP*F^ anti@od% VClone L^W 4ith coating @;ffe? to J<g og,ml and 
s4i?l to mi>Y e<g< L mg of anti@od% in _KK ml of coating @;ffe?< Add JKK ol to each 4ell 
of a Z^F4ell 9late VN;ncFPmm;no Ma>iSo?9 FZ^W 
Stac7 the mic?otit?e 9lates and allo4 to stand in the da?7 at Lg FJgdC<fo? L^FJ_ ho;?s< 
 
As9i?ate and disca?d the coating sol;tion< Xash the coated 9late h times 4ith 
demine?alised 4ate?Y and ta9 o;t onto cell;lose<  
Pi9ette JKK ol of @loc7ing @;ffe? into each of the 4ells to @loc7 the ?esid;al 9?oteinF
@inding ca9acit% of the coated 9lates. 

 
Seal the 9lates 4ith adhesiCe filmY and sto?e in a h;midified atmos9he?e at J F ` dC 
Vshelf lifeM t4o monthsW< 
 
 
 

V.2 Preparation of samples for assay 9W> 
 
Sam9les a?e tested at a dil;tion of L in gY i<e< gK #l of sam9le in a total c;lt;?e Col;me 
of JgK #l< To test sam9les at dil;tions g?eate? than L in gY 9?eFdil;te sam9les @efo?e 
addition to the assa% 9lateY e<g< to test a sam9le at a dil;tion of L in LKY 9?eFdil;te the 
sam9le L in J 4ith saline and add gK #l of this dil;ted sam9le to the assa% 9late< 
 
 
 

V.3 Collection of human blood  
 
-;alification of @lood dono?sM Blood dono?s a?e to desc?i@e themselCes as @eing in 
good healthY not s;ffe?ing f?om an% @acte?ial o? Ci?al infections Vincl;ding colds and 
infl;eneaW< Blood dono?s a?e not to @e ta7ing d?;gs 7no4n to infl;ence the 9?od;ction 
of c%to7ines<  AlsoY See Section `< V@elo4W fo? the c?ite?ia fo? the ?e\ection of data as 
haCing come f?om a test ;tilising @lood f?om a dono? not in good health< 
 
ProcedureC*F: Bil;te L am9o;le of F?agmin VLKKKK P/ in L mlW 4ith L ml 9%?ogenFf?ee 
distilled 4ate?<  B?a4 @ac7 the 9iston of a hK ml s%?inge @% a@o;t h mmY then in\ectY 
;sing a s%?inge cali@?ated in #lY gK #l of the dil;ted F?agmin Cia the l;e? loc7 ada9te? 
into the s9ace @et4een the s%?inge 4all and the 9iston< Then attach a LZ mmY 
JL ga;ge @;tte?fl% s%stem to the hK ml s%?inge< Alte?natiCel% a _Kmm JL ga;ge 
needle ma% @e ;sed< 
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/sing this 9?e9a?ed Vhe9a?inisedW s%?ingeY d?a4 hK ml @lood f?om the median c;@ital 
o? ce9halic Cein of the left o? ?ight a?m of a single dono?< Mi> the @lood 4ith the 
anticoag;lant @% tilting the s%?inge seCe?al times< 
 
Afte?4a?ds ?emoCe the @;tte?fl% o? needle and t?ansfe? Lg ml of the @lood into each of 
t4o gK ml ste?ileY 9%?ogenFf?ee cent?if;ge t;@es<  
 

V.4 Isolation of PBMCs9W> 
 
PBMCs a?e isolated ;sing *%m9ho9?e9< The 9?oced;?e is a modification of the 
man;fact;?e?sc inst?;ctions that ma% 9e?mit cleane? se9a?ation of the PBMC< Sta?t 
the 9?oced;?e not late? than J ho;?s afte? @lood 4ithd?a4al< 
 
ProcedureM Add Lg ml PBS to each Lg ml of he9a?inised 4hole @lood to ma7e J 
t;@es of hK ml of dil;ted @lood< B?ea7 off the end of a LK ml 9i9ette to ?emoCe the 
cotton and then 9lace the 9i9ette ca?ef;ll% V9oint do4nW in the t;@e containing the 
dil;ted @lood< Add JK ml *%m9ho9?e9 to each of the t4o t;@esY Cia the inse?ted 
9i9etteY to fo?m a lo4e? la%e?< Cent?if;ge at h_K > g fo? _g min at ?oom tem9e?at;?e 
VL` p Jg dCWY 4ith the cent?if;ge @?a7e set to off,ee?o< Afte? cent?if;gationY the PBMC 
fo?m a 4hite @and at a@o;t the Jg ml g?ad;ation of the t;@e< Ca?ef;ll% d?a4 off the 
;99e?most Zml of each of the s;9e?natants f?om the same dono? and 9i9ette to a 
ne4 gK ml t;@e if it is intended to f?eeee the PBMCsY othe?4ise disca?d< As9i?ate and 
disca?d the ?emaining s;9e?natants f?om a@oCe the PBMCs< Ta7e ;9 the PBMCs 
4ith a LK ml 9i9ette and t?ansfe? to a ne4 gK ml cent?if;ge t;@e< 
 

V.5 Washing PBMCs9W> 
 
To the isolated PBMCs add s;fficient PBS to giCe a total Col;me of gK ml and 
cent?if;ge at h_K > g fo? Lg min< 
 
As9i?ate the s;9e?natant 9haseY and ?es;s9end the sediment 4ith LK ml of PBS ;sing a 
se?ological 9i9ette Vas9i?ate and e>9el seCe?al timesY do not Co?te>W<  Ma7e ;9 to a total 
Col;me to gK ml 4ith PBS and cent?if;ge at h_K > g fo? LK min< As9i?ate the s;9e?natant 
9hase and ?es;s9end the sediment 4ith Lg ml of OPMPFC< Pool the ?es;s9ended sediments 
fo? each dono? into one t;@e 9e? dono? and dist?i@;te the cells 4ith a Col;me of OPMPFC 
eA;al to the initial Col;me of @lood f?om 4hich the PBMC 4e?e isolated< This s;s9ension of 
PBMC in OPMPFC is ;sed in the cellFc;lt;?e< 
The cells a?e to @e c;lt;?ed 4ith endoto>in o? sam9les 4ithin _ ho;?s of @lood 4ithd?a4al< 
 
 

V.6 Procedure for cryopreserving and thawing PBMCs9W> 
 
Add J ml of endoto>inFf?ee BMSO to L` ml of se9a?ated s;9e?natant f?om each 
dono? to 9?od;ce the c?%oF9?otectiCe sol;tion and cool to J to `dC< P?oceed as ;nde? 
9oint [<g of rXashing PBMCss @;t cent?if;ge onl% once< Bisca?d the s;9e?natant and 
?es;s9end the cell 9ellet 4ith ^ ml of the chilledY homologo;s c?%o9?otectiCe sol;tion< 
Pool the cell s;s9ensions f?om the same dono? and ma7e aliA;ots of L<K ml in sc?e4 
ca9 c?%ot;@es< One L<K ml aliA;ot contains the PBMC of g ml 4hole @lood< Slo4l% 
cool do4n the aliA;oted cell s;s9ensions to p`KdC ;sing a st%?ofoam @o> to 9?oCide 
the?mal ins;lation< Fo? 9?olonged sto?age t?ansfe? the t;@es afte? [J ho;?s to liA;id 
nit?ogen VFLZ^dCW< 
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Ta7e t4o t;@es VJ > L<K mlW of c?%o9?ese?Ced cells f?om one dono? f?om the liA;id 
nit?ogen and s;@me?ge the t;@es V@;t not thei? ca9sW immediatel% in a 4ate? @ath at a 
tem9e?at;?e of h[dC< Afte? tha4ingY 9ool the cell s;s9ension in a gKml cent?if;ge 
t;@e and add c;lt;?e medi;m to giCe a total Col;me of _K ml< Ta7e ca?e not to 
contaminate the contents 4ith the 4ate? f?om the 4ate? @ath< Cent?if;ge fo? LK 
min;tes at h_K > gY 9o;? off the s;9e?natant 9hase and ?es;s9end the sedimented 
cells in LK ml of c;lt;?e medi;m VOPMPFCW< Pf desi?edY a Cia@ilit% test can @e 
9e?fo?med< VPn o;? e>9e?ience the Cia@ilit% is a@oCe Zgj<W 
 
 

V.V IZuilibration of reagents for cell culture 
 
B?ing a Cial of the *PS standa?dY the sam9les fo? assa% and a @ottle of OPMPFC 
to ?oom tem9e?at;?e< 
 

V.[ Preparation of the LPS standard curve 9W> 
 
Add g ml of *A* ?eagent 4ate? to the l%o9hilised contents of one Cial of the c;??ent 
/SP Oefe?ence Standa?d Endoto>in o? the PS to 9?od;ce a stoc7 sol;tion of JKKK 
E/VP/W,ml< Vo?te> fo? at least hK min< The stoc7 sol;tion ?emains sta@le fo? L_ da%s if 
sto?ed at J p `dC< 
P?e9a?e the *PS standa?d c;?Ce @% ma7ing se?ial dil;tions in saline of the stoc7 
sol;tion of endoto>inM 
 
*a@el seCen t;@esY A p G< Add the Col;mes of saline to the t;@es s9ecified in ta@le LY 
@elo4< 
 
Ta7e JKK#l of endoto>in stoc7 sol;tion and add L<` ml of saline and Co?te> to ma7e 
J<K ml of a JKK E/ VP/W,ml sol;tion of *PS q Sol;tion S< 
 
Table A. Preparation of the LPS standard curve! 
T;@e *PS added to t;@e Saline  l*PSm in t;@e % PLPSQ in well
A LKK #l of Sol;tion S q JK E/ ZKK #l JK E/,ml Sot for culture 
B LKK #l of Sol;tion A q J E/ LZKK #l L E/,ml 2.3 EU/ml 
C gKK #l of Sol;tion B q K<g E/ gKK #l K<g E/,ml 2.A EU/ml 
B gKK #l of Sol;tion C q K<Jg E/ gKK #l K<Jg E/,ml 2.2L EU/ml 
E gKK #l of Sol;tion B q K<LJg E/ gKK #l K<LJg E/,ml 2.23L EU/ml 
F gKK #l of Sol;tion E q K<K^h E/ gKK #l K<K^h E/,ml 2.2A3L EU/ml 
G None L ml K E/,ml 2 EU/ml 
 
Vo?te> each of Sol;tions A F G afte? its 9?e9a?ation and then ;se each sol;tion fo? the 
9?e9a?ation of the s;@seA;ent dil;tion< 
VM;lti9les of the a@oCe Col;mes ma% @e ;sed to gene?ate la?ge? Col;mes of Sol;tions 
A p G and an *PS standa?d cali@?ated against the /SP OSE o? the PS fo? endoto>in 
ma% @e ;sed<W 
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V.9 Cell culture 9W> 
 
Add 100 #l of RPMI-C to 4ells of col;mns L p LK as in tem9late LY see @elo4< 
 
 
Add 50 #l of the test samples SL p SL_ to 4ells as in tem9late LY see @elo4< 
 
 
Add 50 #l of LPS standards to 4ells as in tem9late LY @elo4< 
 
Sol;tion G into 4ells Ah p Bh VSTB OKW 
Sol;tion F into 4ells A_ p B_ VSTB OLW 
Sol;tion E into 4ells Ag p Bg VSTB OJW 
Sol;tion B into 4ells A^ p B^ VSTB OhW 
Sol;tion C into 4ells A[ p B[ VSTB O_W 
Sol;tion B into 4ells A` p B` VSTB OgW 
 
JThe above order of addition permits the same tip to be used for additions of all the 
standards.I 
 
 
Gentl% s4i?l the sol;tion of PBMC to ?ed;ce settling of the cells and to dist?i@;te the 
PBMC mo?e eCenl% th?o;gho;t the OPMPFC sol;tion immediatel% @efo?e aliA;ots of 
PBMC a?e ta7en< Bo not Co?te>< 
 
Add 100 #l of PBMC to the Z^F4ell 9late Vsee tem9late LY @elo4W<  Add the PBMC @% 
?o4 in the follo4ing seA;enceM AY EY BY FY CY GY BY H if a ?e9eating 9i9ette is ;sed< 
Alte?natiCel% a m;lti9i9ette ma% @e ;sed fo? these additions 9?oCided that the aliA;ots 
a?e added @?is7l% to minimise the settling of cells< 
 
Gentl% s4i?l the ?es;lting c;lt;?es to mi> the contents of the 4ells 4itho;t c?ossF
contaminating 4ells< 
Pnc;@ate the c;lt;?es 4itho;t Ci@?ation Vto allo4 the cells to settleW at h[dC fo? L^ F J_h 
in an atmos9he?e of gj COJ in h;midified ai?< 
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Tem9late LM PBMC c;lt;?e 9late  
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
, "# "$ %& 

& 
%# 

&.&() 
%$ 

&.#$* 
%) 

&.$* 
%+ 
&.* 

%* 
# 

") "+ ,-./ ,-./ 

- "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&.&() 

%$ 
&.#$* 

%) 
&.$* 

%+ 
&.* 

%* 
# 

") "+ ,-./ ,-./ 

. "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&.&() 

%$ 
&.#$* 

%) 
&.$* 

%+ 
&.* 

%* 
# 

") "+ ,-./ ,-./ 

/ "# "$ %& 
& 

%# 
&.&() 

%$ 
&.#$* 

%) 
&.$* 

%+ 
&.* 

%* 
# 

") "+ ,-./ ,-./ 

0 "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ ,-./ ,-./ 

1 "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ ,-./ ,-./ 

2 "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ ,-./ ,-./ 

3 "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ ,-./ ,-./ 

Wey: 
SA X SA5 Y test samples ZA < ZA5 
G2 X GL Y Geference standard for endoto>in Y OK q K E/,mlY OL q K<K^h E/,mlY OJ q 
K<LJg E/,mlY Oh q K<Jg E/,mlY O_ q K<g E/,ml and Og q L E/,ml VThe final 
concentrations are: 2.2A3L4 2.23L4 2.2L4 24A and 243UE/mlI. 
 

V.10 Detection of IL-6 in the supernatant medium by ILISA 
 
Pmm;no?eactiCe P*F^ in aliA;ots of the tiss;e c;lt;?e fl;id is A;antified ;sing a 
Calidated E*PSAY in 4hich the P*F^ standa?d ;sed as the assa% cali@?ant is cali@?ated 
against the PS fo? P*F^ V`Z,g_`W< 
 

V.10.1 Preparation of IL-6 standard curve 
 

 P?e9a?e the P*F^ standa?d dil;tions as follo4sM  
 Fill each of [ 9ol%st%?ene t;@es VLJmlW 4ith gKK ol of OPMPFC< 
 Add ZKK ol of OPMPFC to one f?oeen aliA;ot VLKKolW of P*F^ standa?d VqOeagent hW 

Bil;te this concent?ation VSol;tion PW @% t?ansfe??ing gKK ol to t;@e t VL in JW<  F;?the? 
dil;te @% t?ansfe??ing gKK ol f?om this t;@e to the ne>tY gKK ol f?om that t;@e to the 
follo4ing oneY and so onY ending 4ith the t;@e ma?7ed 4ith O< /se the OPMPFC in 
t;@e P as a @lan7 Vsee ta@le JW< 
 
Table 3. Preparation of the 7L<M standard curve from an aliquot of the 7L<M standard# 

Sol< P*F^ added OPMPFC  P*F^ in t;@e 
P LKK #l of f?oeen sol<q _KKK 9g ZKK #l _KKK 9g,ml 
t gKK #l of Sol;tion P q JKKK 9g gKK #l JKKK 9g,ml 
i gKK #l of Sol;tion t q LKKK 9g gKK #l LKKK 9g,ml 
* gKK #l of Sol;tion i q gKK 9g gKK #l gKK 9g,ml 
M gKK #l of Sol;tion * q JgK 9g gKK #l JgK 9g,ml 
N gKK #l of Sol;tion M q LJg 9g gKK #l LJg 9g,ml 
O gKK #l of Sol;tion N q ^J<g 9g gKK #l ^J<g 9g,ml 
P None gKK #l K 9g,ml 

 
\ortex each of Solutions 7 J O after its preparation and then use each solution for the 
preparation of the subsequent dilution. 
V>ultiples of the above volumes may be used to generate larger volumes of Solutions 7 X PI. 
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V.10.2 Addition of standards and samples 
 
Vol;mes a?e s;fficient fo? _ mic?otite? 9lates< 
Bil;te detection anti@od% VOeagent JW 4ith dil;tion @;ffe? VOeagent _W Ve<g< L in gKK 
lJKK ol of Oeagent J f LKK ml of Oeagent _mWY and mi> 4itho;t ca;sing foam to fo?m 
Test each @atch of detection anti@od% in se9a?ate e>9e?iments to dete?mine the 
o9tim;m dil;tion< 
 

 t;st @efo?e ;sing sha7e o;t the @loc7ing @;ffe? f?om the anti@od%Fcoated mic?otit?e 
9latesY 9lace the 9lates on cell;lose 4ith the o9enings facing do4nY and ta9< 
At the end of the tiss;e c;lt;?e inc;@ationY t?ansfe? gK #l of s;9e?natant f?om each of 
the 4ells of col;mns L p LK of the tiss;e c;lt;?e 9late to the co??es9onding 4ells on 
each of the c%to7ine E*PSA 9lates p see tem9late LY a@oCe and tem9late JY @elo4< A 
m;ltichannel 9i9ette ma% @e ;sed< Ens;?e that the 4ell contents a?e mi>ed @% 
as9i?ating and e>9elling gK #l th?ee times @efo?e t?ansfe??ing the liA;id< VThe 4ells in 
col;mns LL and LJ a?e fo? the P*F^ standa?d c;?Ce p seeY @elo4W<  

 
 
 
 T?ansfe? gK ol of each of the dil;tions of the P*F^ standa?dY and of the @lan7Y into 

J 4ells each Vstanda?d concent?ations f?om _KKK F ^J<g 9g,mlW< 
 Add JKK ol of dil;te detection anti@od% Ve<g< L in gKKW to each of the 4ellsY seal the 

mic?otit?e 9lates 4ith adhesiCe filmY and allo4 to stand fo? J F h ho;?s at JK F Jg dC< 
/se tem9late J @elo4< 

 
Template 3: EL7SA plate 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A "# "$ %& %# %$ %) 

 
%+ %* ") "+ & & 

B "# "$ %& %# %$ %) 
 

%+ %* ") "+ ($.* ($.* 

C "# "$ %& %# %$ %) 
 

%+ %* ") "+ #$* #$* 

D "# "$ %& %# %$ %) 
 

%+ %* ") "+ $*& $*& 

E "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ *&& *&& 

F "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ #&&& #&&& 

G "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ $&&& $&&& 

H "* "( "0 "1 "2 "#& 
 

"## "#$ "#) "#+ +&&& +&&& 

Wey: 
SA X SA5 and G2 X GL are as defined for Template A Jsee aboveI. 
\alues in columns AA and A3 are concentrations in pg/ml for 7L<M. 
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V.10.3 Addition of substrate solution and measuring 
 
 
 P?e9a?e the s;@st?ate sol;tion sho?tl% @efo?e ;se< T?ansfe? ZK ml of s;@st?ate @;ffe? 

VOeagent ^W to a 9lastic @ottleY add _<g ml of TMB sol;tion VOeagent gWY and mi>< 
 Xash the mic?otit?e 9lates @% imme?sing them h times in 4ash sol;tionY then ?inse 

h times 4ith demine?alised 4ate?< Place the mic?otit?e 9lates face do4n on cell;lose 
and ta9< 
Pi9ette JKK ol of s;@st?ate sol;tion into each 4ell< Afte? LK F Lg min;tesY sto9 the 
ene%me ?eaction @% adding gK ol,4ell of sto99ing sol;tion< Xi9e the @ac7 of the 
mic?otit?e 9lates 4ith a clean tiss;eY then meas;?e the a@so?@ance at _gK nm in a 
E*PSA 9late ?eade? ;sing a g_K nm to gZK nm co??ectiCe filte?< S;@t?act the Cal;es of 
the meas;?ement 4ith the co??ectiCe filte? f?om Cal;es meas;?ed 4ith the _gK nm 
filte?<  
 
 
[  DATA ANAL^SIS, PRIDICTION MODIL AND RILATID 

IRRORS 
 

[.1  Acceptance Criteria 
The assa% sho;ld @e conside?ed acce9ta@le onl%Y if the follo4ing c?ite?ia a?e metM 
 
The E*PSA is Calid if the OB of the @lan7 cont?ol is @elo4 K<Lg and the mathematical 
f;nction VA;ad?atic modelW of the P*F^ standa?d c;?Ce 9?od;ces an ? uK<Zg< 
 
The ?eactions Vin te?ms of OBW on the endoto>in concent?ations giCe a sigmoidal 
ascending dose ?es9onse< 

 
Blood dono?s a?e conside?ed lo4 ?es9onde?s if thei? mean OB Cal;e fo? the 
endoto>in ?efe?ence standa?d concent?ation L E/,ml VOgW is @elo4 the mean OB 
Cal;e fo? LKKK 9g,ml of P*F^< *o4 ?es9onde?s sho;ld not @e incl;ded in the 
assessment< 
Blood dono?s sho4ing a mean OB Cal;e fo? the negatiCe cont?ol VOKW a@oCe the 
mean OB Cal;e at gKK 9g,ml of P*F^ 9e? millilit?e a?e also not incl;ded in the 
assessment Vhigh ?es9onde?W< 
Pf the test sam9le sho4 an i??eg;la? ?es9onse Ve<g< high SBWY chec7 the ?es;lts 
o@tained fo? the @lan7 and the standa?d endoto>in concent?ations de?iCed f?om the 
dono? in A;estion< Pf the latte? ?es;lts a?e inconsistent 4ith those 4hich 4o;ld 
o?dina?il% @e e>9ectedY then the dono? in A;estion m;st @e e>cl;ded f?om the 
assessment< 
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[.2 Interference Test 

Interference with the cell system 
Fo? each 9?od;ct tested the fi?st timeY it is necessa?% to dete?mine 4hethe? it ?eA;i?es 
dil;tion 9?io? to assa% o? not< The follo4ing e>9e?iment chec7s fo? inte?fe?ence 
@et4een the sam9le and the PBMC and,o? E*PSA s%stem< 
Pe?fo?m a dil;tion se?ies of the 9?od;ct 4ith dil;tion facto? J o? highe?Y if necessa?%< 
Bil;tions sho;ld not ?each o;tside the ?ange 4he?e the detection limit of the test does 
not allo4 to dete?mine the defined endoto`in limit of the 9?od;ct< Pf no endoto>in 
limit is defined it can easil% @e estimated @% diCiding hgKE/ @% the ma>im;m ho;?l% 
dose< VE>am9leM The ma>im;m ho;?l% dose is LKKmg,9atienta then the estimated 
endoto>in limit is hgK,LKK q h<gE/,mgW  
S9lit each dil;tion Vv;ndil;tedv ma% @e incl;dedW and test it s9i7ed and ;ns9i7ed in 
A;ad?;9licates< S9i7e 4ith an endoto>in concent?ation f?om the middle of the 
endoto>in standa?d c;?Ce Ve<g< K<Jg E/,mlW< P?e9a?e the s9i7ing sol;tion in OPMPFC 
instead of saline and 9?efill the 4ells fo? this 9;?9ose fi?st 4ith gKol of OPMPFC and 
then add gKol of the s9i7ing sol;tion< The 9?efill fo? the ;ns9i7ed testing of the dil;tion 
is LKK ol of OPMPFC 9e? 4ell< Then add gKol of the 9?od;ct dil;tion Vo? ;ndil;ted 
9?od;ctY ?es9<W to _ 4ells containing the s9i7ing sol;tion and _ 4ells containing onl% 
OPMPFC< 
 
P?oceed acco?ding to the testing inst?;ctions Vsee a@oCeW< 
Bete?mine the lo4est dil;tion Vhighest concent?ationW of the 9?od;ct that %ields an 
endoto>in s9i7e ?ecoCe?% of gK to JKKj< Fo? that 9;?9ose calc;late the mean 
endoto>in Cal;es of the ;ns9i7ed and the s9i7ed 9?od;ct dil;tions a99l%ing a @est fit 
model on the endoto>in cali@?ation c;?Ce< Conside? that in this nomenclat;?e 
v;ndil;tedv means also a dil;tion< Then s;@t?act the endoto>in Cal;e of the ;ns9i7ed 
dil;tion f?om the endoto>in Cal;e of the co??es9onding s9i7ed dil;tion< Calc;late the 
s9i7e ?ecoCe?% fo? each dil;tion in 9e?cent ta7ing the theo?etical Cal;e Vs9i7e 
concent?ation e<g< K<Jg E/,mlW as a LKKj< 
E>am9leM Tested dil;tions and s9i7e ?ecoCe?% Mv;ndil;tedv q Jgja L in J q _Zja L in _ 
q ZKj and L in ` q LLKj< Then the dil;tion meeting the ?eA;i?ements is L in _< 
 

[.3 Interference with the ILISA system 
Sim;late a 9%?ogen test 4itho;t cells and 4itho;t inc;@ation ;sing the chosen test 
dil;tion of the 9?od;ct Vf?om testing vinte?fe?ence 4ith the cell s%stemvY in the e>am9le 
L in _W< P?e9a?e eno;gh ?e9licates to s9i7e 4ith the P*F^ standa?d c;?Ce 
concent?ations V_KKK F ^J<g 9g,ml and the @lan7W in d;9licate VLJ 4ellsW< Test the 
P*F^Fs9i7ed sol;tions di?ectl% fo? inte?fe?ence in the E*PSA s%stem togethe? 4ith a 
;ns9i7ed P*F^ standa?d dil;tion se?ies< A99l% e>actl% the same methodolog% as fo? a 
?eal 9%?ogen test< Pf inte?fe?ence in the E*PSA s%stem a99ea?sY the 9?od;ct has to @e 
tested in f;?the? dil;tions @;t not e>ceeding the ma>im;m Calid dil;tion Vsee a@oCeW<  
The lo4est dil;tion Vhighest concent?ationW of the 9?od;ct not inte?fe?ing 4ith PBMC 
and the E*PSA is conside?ed as the f;t;?e dil;tion fo? ?o;tine testing< 
 

[.4  Prediction model 
Pe?fo?m the test 4ith a ce?tain 9?od;ct acco?ding to this SOP< A99l% a Calid test 
dil;tion sho4ing no inte?fe?ence 4ith the test s%stems as 4?itten a@oCe< Calc;late the 
9a?amete?s of the endoto>in standa?d c;?Ce a99l%ing a @est fit model V? !K<ZgW< Oe\ect 
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o;tlie?s onl% afte? chec7ing acco?ding to Bi>onks Test< Test at the leCel of 9 q K<ZK o? 
K<Zg< Meas;?e the mean OB Cal;es of all ?e9licates Vat least t?i9licatesW< /sing the 
endoto>in standa?d c;?CeY calc;late the 9%?ogen content of the 9?od;ct in endoto>in 
eA;iCalents< M;lti9l% the calc;lated concent?ation of endoto>in eA;iCalents in the 9?od;ct @% 
the dil;tion facto? Vma% @e L in s9ecial casesW< This Cal;e ?e9?esents the 9%?ogen content of 
the sam9le e>9?essed in endoto>in eA;iCalents fo? the dono? ;nde? test< Fo? the 9?od;ct to 
9ass the testY it m;st com9l% 4ith its s9ecification Vendoto>in limit concent?ationW 4hen tested 
4ith PBMC f?om th?ee inde9endent dono?s< 
 
 
Remar2: Pn o?de? to o9timiee the 9?ediction model of this test a methodolog% ;sing a 4ell 
cha?acte?ieed ?efe?ence s;@stance Videntical in com9osition to the test s;@stanceW is in 
9?e9a?ation< Xith this adCanced 9?ediction model inte?fe?ences in the test d;e to dono? 
Ca?ia@ilit% 4ill @e ?ed;ced distinctiCel%< 
 
 
9 HIALTH SAFIT^ AND INQIRONMINT 
 
Human material 
 
H;man mate?ial sho;ld @e t?eated as @iologicall% haea?do;s and all 4o?7 ;sing h;man 
mate?ial is to @e ca??ied o;t acco?ding to the 9?oced;?es s9ecified in the NOVAOTPS  Safet% 
G;idelines< 
 
C;lt;?es of h;man mate?ial sho;ld @e t?eated as @iologicall% haea?do;s 4aste and dis9osed 
of acco?ding to the 9?oced;?es s9ecified in the NOVAOTPS  Safet% G;idelines< 
 
Bacterial endotoKin isY as its name indicatesY a to>ic agent and sho;ld @e handled 4ith 
ca?e< 
 
P?eca;tionsM  CoCe? o9en c;ts @efo?e ;se<  Bo not get in e%esY on s7inY on clothing<  ACoid 
inhaling<  iee9 containe? closed<  
 
Fi?st AidM  Pn case of contactY immediatel% fl;sh e%es o? s7in 4ith 9lent% of 4ate? fo? at least 
Lg min;tes<  Pf inhaledY ?emoCe to f?esh ai?<  Pf not @?eathingY giCe a?tificial ?es9i?ationY 
9?efe?a@l% mo;thFtoFmo;th<  Pf @?eathing is diffic;ltY giCe o>%gen< 
 
Effects of s7in a@so?9tion can incl;de feCe?Y headache and h%9otension< 
 
Effects of inhalation can incl;de feCe?Y headache and h%9otension< 
 
Effects of ingestion F adCe?se effects a?e ;nli7el% since ingested endoto>in is ?a9idl% 
deto>ified< 
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10 RIFIRINCIS 
 
Blee7e?Y X<i<Y de G?ootY E<M<Y den Boe?Y P<t<Y BiesselsY P<T<Y Aa?denY *<A< and Ba77e?Y t<C< 
VLZZ_W Meas;?ement of inte?le;7inF^ 9?od;ction @% monoc%tes fo? in Cit?o safet% testing of 
hemoglo@in sol;tions< A?tif Cells Blood S;@stit Pmmo@il Biotechnol< JJY `hgF_K< 
 
Bina?elloY C<A<Y GattiY S< and Ba?tfaiY T< VLZZZW FeCe?M lin7s 4ith an ancient ?ece9to?< C;?? 
Biol< ZY OL_[FgK< 
 
Bina?elloY C<A<Y OcConno?Y t<V<Y *oP?esteY G< and S4iftY O<*< VLZ`_W< H;man le;7oc%te 
9%?ogen test fo? detection of 9%?ogenic mate?ial in g?o4th ho?mone 9?od;ced @% ?ecom@inant 
Esche?ichia coli< t< Clin< Mic?o@iol. JKY hJhFhJZ< 
 
B;ffY G<X< and At7insY E< VLZ`JW The detection of endoto>in @% in vitro 9?od;ction of 
endogeno;s 9%?ogenM com9a?ison 4ith ame@oc%te l%sate gelation< t Pmm;nol Methods gJY 
hJhFhhJ< 
 
Fenn?ichY S<Y Fische?Y M<Y Ha?t;ngY T<Y *e>aY P<Y MontagF*essingY T<Y SonntagY H<G<Y 
XeigandtY M< and Xendel< VLZZZW A Betection of endoto>ins and othe? 9%?ogens ;sing 
h;man 4hole @lood< BeC Biol Stand< LKLY LhLFZ< 
 
Finne% BtM Statistical Method in Biological Assa%Y Thi?d Edition< *ondonY  
Cha?les G?iffin and Com9an% *tdY LZ[`< 
 
Gaines Bas OE and T%deman MS< VLZ`JW Pte?atiCe 4eighted ?eg?ession anal%sis of  
logit ?es9onsesM A com9;te? 9?og?am fo? anal%sis of @ioassa%s and  
imm;noassa%s< Com9;te? P?og?ams in Biomedicine Lga LhFJJ< 
 
HansenY E<X< and Ch?istensenY t<B< VLZZKW Com9a?ison of c;lt;?ed h;man monon;clea? 
cellsY *im;l;s ame@oc%te l%sate and ?a@@its in the detection of 9%?ogens< t Clin Pha?m The?< 
LgY _JgFhh< 
 
*eCinY t< and BangY F<B< VLZ^_W A desc?i9tion of cell;la? coag;lation in the *im;l;s< B;ll< 
tohn Ho97ins Hos9. LggY hh[Fh_g< 
 
MascoliY C<C< and Xea?%Y M<E< VLZ[ZaW *im;l;s ame@oc%te l%sate V*A*W test fo? detecting 
9%?ogens in 9a?ente?al in\ecta@le 9?od;cts and medical deCicesM adCantages to 
man;fact;?e?s and ?eg;lato?% officials< t Pa?ente? B?;g Assoc< hhY `LFZg< 
 
MascoliY C<C< and Xea?%Y M<E< VLZ[Z@W A99lications and adCantages of the *im;l;s 
ame@oc%te l%sate V*A*W 9%?ogen test fo? 9a?ente?al in\ecta@le 9?od;cts< P?og Clin Biol Oes< 
JZY h`[F_KJ< 
 
Meage?Y A<Y Pa?tiY S<Y *e;ngY H<Y PeilY E< and MahonY B< VLZ`[W P?e9a?ation and 
cha?acte?ieation of monoclonal anti@odies di?ected against antigenic dete?minants of 
?ecom@inant h;man t;mo;? nec?osis facto? V?TNFW< H%@?idoma ^Y hKgFhLL< 
 
PooleY S<Y Sel7i?7Y S<Y Oaffe?t%Y B<Y Meage?Y A<Y Tho?9eY O< and Gea?ingY A< VLZ`ZW Assa% of 
9%?ogenic contamination in 9ha?mace;ticals @% c%to7ine ?elease<  P?oceedings of the 
E;?o9ean Xo?7sho9 on detection and A;antification of 9%?ogen<  Pha?me;?o9aY NoCem@e? 
LZ`ZY L[FL`< 
 
PooleY S<Y Tho?9eY O<Y Meage?Y A<Y H;@@a?dY A<O< and Gea?ingY A<t<H< VLZ``W Betection of 
9%?ogen @% c%to7ine ?elease< *ancet `g[[Y LhK< 
 
Oa%Y A<Y OedheadY i<Y Sel7i?7Y S< and PooleY S< VLZZKW Va?ia@ilit% in *PS com9ositionY 
antigenicit% and ?eactogenicit% of 9hase Ca?iants of Bo?detella 9e?t;ssis< FEMS Mic?o@iolog% 
*ette?s [ZY JLLFJL`< 
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SchinsY O<P<F<Y Can Ha?tingsCeldtY B< and Bo?m P<t< VLZZ^W Ex vivo c%to7ine ?elease f?om 
4hole @lood< E>9< To>ic Pathol< _`Y _Z_F_Z^< 
 
Ta7ta7Y w<S<Y Sel7i?7Y S<Y B?isto4Y A<F<Y Ca?9ente?Y A<Y BallY C<Y Oaffe?t%Y B< and PooleY S< 
VLZZLW Assa% of 9%?ogens @% inte?le;7inF^ ?elease f?om monoc%tic cell lines< t Pha?m 
Pha?macol _hY g[`Fg`J< 
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Validation of Biomedical Testing Methods 
 

 
"n $itro Pyrogen Test ,sing PBMC 

1SP3PB var. Novartis8 03 10 02 
 

  
Standard Operating Procedure  

  
 
 
 
Onl% the )es+onsi.le of the G1P34A 6nit is allo8ed to  
ma;e co+ies of this doc=ment> 
E@t)a e@am+les can .e o.tained at the G1P34A 6nit> 
4=alit% Aoc=ments a)e onl% Balid if the% a)e signed .% 
the )es+onsi.le of the G1P34A 6nit in and +)oBided
8ith a .l=e co+% n=m.e) 

Co+% n=m.e) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So+FPBMCBIJ 
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1 INTROD,CTION 
 
Pa)ente)al +ha)mace=tical +)od=cts m=st .e sho8n to .e f)ee f)om +%)ogenic MfeBe)F
ind=cingN contamination>  Uhile a +%)ogen ma% in gene)al .e defined as an% s=.stance that 
ca=ses feBe)V the +%)ogens that almost inBa)ia.l% contaminate +a)ente)al +ha)mace=ticals 
a)e .acte)ial endoto@ins Mli+o+ol%saccha)idesV 1PSN f)om G)amFnegatiBe .acte)ia MMascoli 
and Uea)%V OWPWaV OWPW.N> The)e a)e t8o Pha)maco+oeial tests fo) +%)ogenic 
contaminationK the )a..it +%)ogen test and the 1im=l=s amoe.oc%te l%sate M1A1N test>  The 
)a..it +%)ogen testV 8hich detects 1PS and othe) +%)ogensV inBolBes meas=)ing the )ise in 
.od% tem+e)at=)e eBo;ed in )a..its .% the int)aBeno=s inYection of a ste)ile sol=tion of the 
s=.stance to .e e@amined> Zn cont)astV the 1A1 test detects onl% 1PSK it is desc)i.ed in 
Pha)maco+oeias as the .acte)ial endoto@ins test MBETN> The +)inci+le of the 1A1Ftest is that 
1PS ca=ses e@t)acell=la) coag=lation of the .lood Mhaemol%m+hN of the ho)seshoe c)a.V 
!"#$%$& ()%*(+,#$&- M1eBin [ BangV OW\TN> Altho=gh the 1A1 test is g)ad=all% s=+e)seding 
the )a..it +%)ogen testV h=nd)eds of tho=sands of )a..it +%)ogen tests a)e still ca))ied o=t 
each %ea) a)o=nd the 8o)ldV la)gel% on +)od=cts 8hich cannotV fo) one )eason o) anothe)V .e 
tested in the 1A1 test> Uhile +)oBing gene)all% )elia.leV .oth the )a..it +%)ogen test and 1A1 
test haBe sho)tcomings> The )a..it +%)ogen test =ses e@+e)imental animalsV is costl% and is 
not ]=antitatiBe> The 1A1 test giBes false negatiBes 8ith ce)tain +)od=ctsV can oBe)estimate 
the +%)ogen content of othe) +)od=cts and does not detect +%)ogens othe) than .acte)ial 
endoto@in M1PSNV s=ch as G)amF+ositiBe e@oto@insV Bi)=ses and f=ngi MAina)ello et al>V OWRT^ 
Poole et al>V OWRR^ _a% et al>V OWWI^ Ta;ta; et al>V OWWO^ Fenn)ich et al>V OWWWN> 
The .asis of the )a..it +%)ogen test is the in BiBo stim=lation .% e@ogeno=s +%)ogens M=s=all% 
1PSN of )a..it +e)i+he)al .lood monoc%tes to +)od=ce the endogeno=s +%)ogens that ca=se 
feBe)> The endogeno=s +%)ogens a)e +%)ogenic c%to;ines s=ch as t=mo=) nec)osis facto)! 
MTNF!NV inte)le=;inFO MZ1FO! and Z1FO"V t8o se+a)ate gene +)od=ctsNV Z1F\ and Z1FR MAina)ello 
et al>V OWWWN> Zn Bie8 of the sho)tcomings of the )a..it +%)ogen test and the 1A1 testV in Bit)o 
+%)ogen tests that =tilise the e@]=isite sensitiBit% to e@ogeno=s +%)ogen of monoc%tes haBe 
.een +)o+osed> Zn s=ch testsV +)od=cts a)e inc=.ated 8ith h=man +e)i+he)al .lood 
monoc%tes Mo) monon=clea) cellsV PBMCV o) le=;oc%tesN and the conditioned media assa%ed 
fo) +%)ogenic c%to;ines MA=ff [ At;insV OWRJ^ Aina)ello et al>V OWRT^ Poole et al>V OWRR^ PooleV 
OWRW^ Hansen and Ch)istensenV OWWI^ Ta;ta; et al>V OWWO^ Blee;e) et al>V OWWTN> 
 
 
2 P,RPOSD 
 
B% ]=antif%ing the amo=nts of c%to;ines )eleased .% PBMC stim=lated 8ith the 6SP 
)efe)ence +)e+a)ation fo) endoto@in o) the inte)national standa)d MZSN fo) endoto@in M1PSNV 
Ba)io=s nonFendoto@in +%)ogens and 8ith medicinal +)od=cts s+i;ed 8ith endoto@inV it is the 
o.YectiBe that an in Bit)o +%)ogen test .e deBelo+ed that 8ill se)Be as a )e+lacement fo) the 
)a..it +%)ogen test>   
 
 
 
3 SCOPD / GIMITATIONS 
 
The method desc)i.ed .elo8 is fo) the eBal=ation of in Bit)o PBMC3c%to;ine )elease tests 
=sing Z1F\ as the c%to;ine that se)Bes as the )eado=t Mmeas=)ed Ba)ia.leN> Zt is not a 
bfinalisedc test s%stem fo) the testing of medicinal +)od=cts> Es+eciall% the +)ediction model 
has to .e deBelo+ed ca=tio=sl%> 
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The method ma% .e a++lied onl% to +)e+a)ations that haBe .een Balidated 8ith the methodV 
i>e> sho8n not to inte)fe)e .% ca=sing inhi.ition o) enhancement of 1PS MSTANFind=ced 
c%to;ine +)od=ction> 
 
 
4 MDTHOD O,TGIND 
 
F)eshl% ta;en h=man 8hole .lood is he+a)inisedV dil=ted 8ith +hos+hate .=ffe)ed saline 
MPBSN and the PBMCcs isolated and stim=lated fo) O\FJTh 8ith the 6SP )efe)ence 
+)e+a)ation fo) endoto@inV the inte)national standa)d fo) endoto@inV M1PSN o) sam+les of 
)elated mate)ialsV e>g> othe) endoto@insV nonFendoto@in +%)ogens and medicinal +)od=cts 
=ns+i;ed and s+i;ed 8ith endoto@in> Follo8ing this stim=lationV the concent)ations of the 
c%to;ine in the PBMCFconditioned medi=m a)e ]=antified =sing a s+ecific E1ZSA fo) Z1F\ 
M8hich is cali.)ated in te)ms of the a++)o+)iate inte)national standa)dN> The const)=ction of 
doseF)es+onse c=)Bes fo) endoto@in M1PSN Be)s=s o+tical densities of )eleased c%to;in 
+e)mits the estimation of the +%)ogenic3c%to;ineF)eleasing actiBit% contained in the sam+les>  
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5 DDFINITIONS / ABBRDOIATIONS 
A.  Anti.od% 
BSA  BoBine se)=m al.=min 
COJ  Ca).on dio@ide 
dC  Aeg)ees Celsi=s MCentig)adeN 
AF_  AoseF)es+onse  
E> coli  Esche)ichia coli 
E1ZSA  Ene%meFlin;ed imm=noso).ent assa% 
EP  E=)o+ean Pha)maco+oeia 
E6  Endoto@in =nits 
FAA  Food and A)=g Administ)ation M6SAN 
g  G)am 
h  Ho=) 
HZFCS  HeatFinactiBated Mfg\dC fo) SI minN foetal calf se)=m 
HJOJ  H%d)ogen +e)o@ide 
HJSOT  S=l+h=)ic acid 
Z1  Znte)le=;in 
ZS  Znte)national standa)d 
Z6  Znte)national =nit 
l     1it)e  
hOH  Potassi=m h%d)o@ide 
1A1  1im=l=s amoe.oc%te l%sate  
1PS  1i+o+ol%saccha)ide 
M  Mola) 
MA.  Monoclonal anti.od% 
mg  Millig)am  
min  Min=te 
ml  Millilit)e  
mM  Millimola) 
#g   Mic)og)am 
#l  Mic)olit)e  
NaCl  Sodi=m chlo)ide 
NaOH  Sodi=m h%d)o@ide 
NaHCOS Sodi=m h%d)ogen ca).onate 
NaHJPOT Sodi=m diFh%d)ogen +hos+hate 
NaJHPOT diFSodi=m h%d)ogen o)tho+hos+hate 
nm  Nanomet)e 
OA  O+tical densit% 
PBMC  Pe)i+he)al .lood monon=clea) cells 
PBS  A=l.eccocs Phos+hate B=ffe)ed Saline  
PF  P%)ogenFf)ee Mitems +=)chased as ste)ile and +%)ogenFf)ee o) .a;ed at  

JgId fo) SIF\I min> 
POA  Ho)se)adish +e)o@idase conY=gate 
_  Endoto@in standa)d 
)+m  _o=nds +e) min=te 
_PMZ  _PMZ O\TI cell c=lt=)e medi=m  
_PMZFC _PMZ O\TI cell c=lt=)e medi=m f h=man AB se)=m at a final concent)ation of 

Ji B3B 
_SE _efe)ence Standa)d Endoto@in 
_T  _oom tem+e)at=)e 
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TMB  Tet)ameth%l .eneidine 
S  Test sam+le 
STA  Standa)d 
6Nh  6n;no8n 
6SP  6nited States Pha)maco+oeia 
@ g  @ g)aBit% 
 
 
6 MATDRIAGS 
 
Ste)ileV +%)ogenFf)ee A=l.eccocs +hos+hate .=ffe)ed saline 83o Caff and Mgff 
M1ife TechnologiesN 
Pol%o@%eth%leneFso).itan monola=)ate MTUEEN JINV cell c=lt=)e g)adeV MSigmaV PFJJRPN 
H%d)ochlo)ic acidV I>OMV ste)ile filte)ed MSigmaV HFWRWJN 
Sodi=m h%d)o@ide M)eagent g)adeN 
OM HJSOT MMe)c;N 
Mo=se monoclonal antiFZ1F\ anti.od% f)om clone O\  
Ho)se)adish +e)o@%dase conY=gated shee+ +ol%clonal antiFZ1F\ anti.od%  
SVSjVgVgjFTet)ameth%l .eneidine Me>g> Fl=;a Cat> No> RPPTRN 
Acetone M)eagent g)adeN 
Ethanol M)eagent g)adeN 
Phenole Me>g> Me)c; Cat> No> OIIJI\N 
Potassi=m h%d)o@ide M)eagent g)adeN 
Sodi=m dih%d)ogen +hos+hate Me>g> Me)c; Cat> No> OI\ST\N 
Aisodi=m h%d)ogen +hos+hate Me>g> Me)c; Cat> No> OI\gRIN 
T)is Mh%d)o@%meth%lN aminomethane Me>g> Fl=;a Cat> No> WSSgJN 
hathon MU3UTV Ch)ist Chemie AGV _einachV S8itee)land 
Al.=min f)om .oBine se)=m Me>g> Fl=;a Cat> No> IgTRIN 
Cit)ic acid monoh%d)ate e>g> Fl=;a Cat> No> JPTWIN 
H=man AB se)=m MSigmaN 
T)%+an .l=e stain MSigmaN 
6SP _efe)ence Standa)d Endoto@in kEC\ lot GlV identical to the UHO inte)national standa)d 
fo) .acte)ial endoto@in M1PSV Bial code WT3gRIN  
F)agmin MAalte+a)inV OIIII Z63mlV Pha)maciaN 
_PMZ O\TI medi=m M1ife Technologies$V Paisle%V ScotlandN 
1FGl=tamine JIImM M1ife Technologies$V Paisle%V ScotlandN 
Penicillin3St)e+tom%cin sol=tion MSe)omed Cat> No> AJJOSN 
1%m+ho+)e+ MN%comedV OsloV No)8a%N 
N=ncFZmm=no W\F8ell +late Ma@iSo)+ MFW\V 1ife Technologies$V Paisle%V ScotlandN 
Falcon Mic)otest tiss=e c=lt=)e +lateV W\F8ell MSgSIPJV Bec;ton Aic;inson 1a.8a)eN 
Falcon se)ological +i+ettes MgmlVOImlV JgmlV Bec;ton Aic;inson 1a.8a)eN 
Cent)if=ge t=.es MFalcon JIPI Bl=e Ma@$N 
Pol%+)o+%lene conical t=.es MFalcon JI\W Bl=e Ma@$N 
E++endo)f Bio+=) Ti+s OII=l [ OIII=l ME++endo)fFNethele)FHineFGm.hVGe)man%N 
I>JJ #m ste)ile filte)s MMilliPa; \IV Milli+o)eN 
E++endo)fm Bol=met)ic +i+ettes 
 
All othe) cons=ma.les a)e +=)chased as ste)ile and +%)ogenFf)ee and othe) )eagents a)e +)o 
anal%sis g)ade> 
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6.1 Buffers and Reagents for Novartis IG-6 DGISA: 
 
 

Coating Bu..er 
 
 AissolBe  
 g>I g of sodi=m dih%d)ogen +hos+hateV Me>g> Me)c; A)t> No> OI\ST\NV and 
 J>W g of disodi=m h%d)ogen +hos+hateV Me>g>Me)c; A)t> No> OI\gRINV 
 in TII ml of distilled 8ate)> 
 

6se O N NaOH to adY=st the +H to P>gV and ma;e =+ to gII ml 8ith distilled 
8ate)> 
 
_emains sta.le fo) \ months at J F R dC> 

 
 
 Bloc2ing Bu..er 
 
 T)isMh%d)o@%meth%lNaminomethaneV Me>g>Fl=;a A)t> No> WSSgJN OJ>O g 
 AissolBe in distilled 8ate)   TII ml 
 hathon MU3UTV Ch)ist Chemie AGV S8itee)land   I>O ml 
 
 6se T M HCl to adY=st the +H to P>g> 
 
 Al.=min f)om .oBine se)=mV Me>g>Fl=;a A)t> No> IgTRIN   g>I g 
 Add distilled 8ate) to ma;e =+ to gII ml> 
 
 _emains sta.le fo) \ months at J F R dC> 
 
 
 Stopping Solution 
 
 Aistilled 8ate) gII ml 
 HJSOT J\>\ ml 
 
 
  

Wash Solution 
 
 Aemine)alised 8ate) JIII ml 
 T8eenFJI O ml 
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"nterleu2in-6 Standard 
 
 6se Z1F\ f)om h=man l%m+hoc%tes Me>g> Boeh)inge) MannheimV Cat> No> 

OJWWWPJN> O Bial contains JII III =nits of nat=)al h=man Z1F\> 
 Ail=te the contents of a Bial MO mlN of h=man Z1F\ 8ith T ml of _PMZFCV and 

f)eeee ali]=ots of OII nl at a.o=t o RI dC> 
Befo)e the fi)st =se of a ne8 .atchV this Z1F\ =sed as the assa% cali.)ant has to 
.e cali.)ated against the ZS fo) Z1F\ MRW3gTRN> 

 
 
 ;ouse <nti-Human "?-6 ;onoclonal <ntibody 

 
M.,/0,12 34 
de)iBed f)om clone O\>  

  
 
 
 Betection <ntibody CPOBF 
  
 5.,/0,12 64 

Shee+ antiFh=man Z1F\ anti.od%V ho)se)adish +e)o@idase conY=gated>  
_emains sta.le fo) at least \ months at J F R dC> 
 

 
 
 Human "?-6 Standard Solution 
 

5.,/0,12 74 
Tha8 O f)oeen ali]=ot of inte)le=;inF\ standa)d MTIII =nits in OII nlN and 
dil=te 8ith WII nl of _PMZFC> 

 Add OII nl of this dil=tion to WII nl of _PMZFC p TII =nits3ml Mstanda)d initial 
concent)ationV e]=iBalent to TIII +g3mlN> 

 P)e+a)e the sol=tion sho)tl% .efo)e =se^ do not sto)e> 
 
 
 Bilution Bu..er 
 
 (.,/0,12 84 

P)e+a)e the dil=tion .=ffe) as follo8sK 
 
 T)isMh%d)o@%meth%lNaminomethaneV Me>g>Fl=;a A)t> No> WSSgJN J>O g 
 Aistilled 8ate) TII ml 
 hathon MU3UTV Ch)ist AGV S8itee)land I>O ml 
 PhenolV Me>g>Me)c; A)t> No> OIIJI\N I>g g 
 HeatFinactiBated MSI min=tes3g\ dCN fetal .oBine se)=m Jg ml 
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 Mi@ to dissolBe the s=.stancesV then adY=st the +H to P>g 8ith T M HCl> Ma;e 
=+ to gII ml 8ith distilled 8ate)> 

 
 _emains sta.le fo) at least \ months at J F R dC> 
 Zn the a.sence of the sta.iliee)s hathon and +henol the sta.ilit% is onl% O da%> 
 
 

T;B Solution  
 
5.,/0,12 94 

 
 P)e+a)e the TMB sol=tion as follo8sK 
 

SVSjVgVgjTet)ameth%l.eneidine Me>g>Fl=;a A)t> No> RPPTRN JTI mg 
 _eagentFg)ade acetone g ml 
 
 AissolBeV then add 
 
 _eagentFg)ade ethanol Tg ml 
 Pe)h%d)ol MSI i HJOJNV Me>g>Me)c; A)t> No> OIPJIWN I>SII ml 
 

_emains sta.le fo) at least \ months at Og F Jg dC 8hen sealed and +)otected 
f)om light> 

 
 
  
 Substrate Bu..er 
 

5.,/0,12 :4 
 

 _eagentFg)ade cit)ic acid monoh%d)ate Me>g>Fl=;a A)t> No> JPTWIN  \>S g 
 Aistilled 8ate)  RII ml 
 
 Mi@ to dissolBeV then adY=st the +H to T>O .% adding T M hOH> 
 Ma;e =+ to OIII ml 8ith distilled 8ate) and add I>J ml of hathon MU3UT  
 
 _emains sta.le fo) a.o=t \ months at Og F Jg dC> 
 Zn the a.sence of the hathon the sta.ilit% is onl% O da%> 
 
 
 

Culture ;edium CHP;"-CF 
 

 The +)e+a)ation of the medi=m has to .e ca))ied o=t in a class J lamina) flo8 
ste)ile ca.inetV =sing ase+tic techni]=e and )eagents and cons=ma.les that 
a)e ste)ile and +%)ogenFf)ee> 
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 _PMZ O\TI medi=m gII ml 
 H=man se)=m AB g ml 
 1FGl=tamineV JII mM g ml 
 Penicillin3St)e+tom%cin sol=tion OI ml 
 
 
 
 
P MDTHODS 
 
 
Ste+s ma);ed MatN a)e ca))ied o=t in a class J lamina) flo8 ste)ile ca.inetV =sing ase+tic 
techni]=e and )eagents and cons=ma.les that a)e ste)ile and +%)ogenFf)ee> 
 
 
 

P.1.1 Coating of IG-6 DGISA plates 
 
Ail=te the coating antiFZ1F\ anti.od% MClone O\N 8ith coating .=ffe) to J>g ng3ml and 
s8i)l to mi@V e>g> O mg of anti.od% in TII ml of coating .=ffe)> Add JII nl to each 8ell 
of a W\F8ell +late MN=ncFZmm=no Ma@iSo)+ FW\N 
Stac; the mic)otit)e +lates and allo8 to stand in the da); at Og F Jg dC>fo) O\ F
 JT ho=)s> 
 
As+i)ate and disca)d the coating sol=tion> Uash the coated +late S times 8ith 
demine)alised 8ate)V and ta+ o=t onto cell=lose>  
Pi+ette JII nl of .loc;ing .=ffe) into each of the 8ells to .loc; the )esid=al +)oteinF
.inding ca+acit% of the coated +lates. 

 
Seal the +lates 8ith adhesiBe filmV and sto)e in a h=midified atmos+he)e at J F R dC 
Mshelf lifeK t8o monthsN> 
 
 
 

P.1.2 Preparation of samples for assay at 
 
Sam+les a)e tested at the MVA acco)ding to the qT)ial Planq> 
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P.1.3 Collection of human blood  
 
4=alification of .lood dono)sK Blood dono)s a)e to desc)i.e themselBes as .eing in 
good healthV not s=ffe)ing f)om an% .acte)ial o) Bi)al infections Mincl=ding colds and 
infl=eneaN> Blood dono)s a)e not to .e ta;ing d)=gs ;no8n to infl=ence the +)od=ction 
of c%to;ines>  AlsoV See Section R> M.elo8N fo) the c)ite)ia fo) the )eYection of data as 
haBing come f)om a test =tilising .lood f)om a dono) not in good health> 
 
Procedureat: Ail=te O am+o=le of F)agmin MOIIII Z6 in O mlN 8ith O ml +%)ogenFf)ee 
distilled 8ate)>  A)a8 .ac; the +iston of a SI ml s%)inge .% a.o=t S mmV then inYectV 
=sing a s%)inge cali.)ated in #lV gI #l of the dil=ted F)agmin Bia the l=e) loc; ada+te) 
into the s+ace .et8een the s%)inge 8all and the +iston> Then attach a OW mmV 
JO ga=ge .=tte)fl% s%stem to the SI ml s%)inge> Alte)natiBel% a TImm JO ga=ge 
needle ma% .e =sed> 
 
6sing this +)e+a)ed Mhe+a)inisedN s%)ingeV d)a8 SI ml .lood f)om the median c=.ital 
o) ce+halic Bein of the left o) )ight a)m of a single dono)> Mi@ the .lood 8ith the 
anticoag=lant .% tilting the s%)inge seBe)al times> 
 
Afte)8a)ds )emoBe the .=tte)fl% o) the needle )es+> and t)ansfe) Og ml of the .lood 
into each of t8o gI ml ste)ileV +%)ogenFf)ee cent)if=ge t=.es>  
 
Dach single in vitro pyrogen test has to be e]ecuted with the cells of four 
donors individually. 
 

P.1.4 Isolation of PBMCs at 
 
PBMCs a)e isolated =sing 1%m+ho+)e+> The +)oced=)e is a modification of the 
man=fact=)e)sc inst)=ctions that ma% +e)mit cleane) se+a)ation of the PBMC> Sta)t 
the +)oced=)e not late) than J ho=)s afte) .lood 8ithd)a8al> 
 
ProcedureK Add Og ml PBS to each Og ml of he+a)inised 8hole .lood to ma;e J 
t=.es of SI ml of dil=ted .lood> _emoBe the cotton f)om a OIFml +i+ette and +lace the 
+i+ette ca)ef=ll% M+oint do8nN in the t=.e 8ith the dil=ted .lood> Add JI ml 
1%m+ho+)e+ to each of the t8o t=.esV Bia the inse)ted +i+ette to fo)m a lo8e) la%e)> 
Cent)if=ge at STI @ g fo) Tg min at )oom tem+e)at=)e MOR o Jg dCNV 8ith the cent)if=ge 
.)a;e set to off3ee)o> Afte) cent)if=gingV the monoc%tes fo)m a 8hite .and at a.o=t the 
Jg ml g)ad=ation of the t=.e> Ca)ef=ll% d)a8 off the s=+e)natant +hase and disca)d> 
Ta;e =+ the PBMC 8ith a OI ml +i+ette and t)ansfe) to a ne8 gI ml cent)if=ge t=.e> 
 
 

P.1.5 Washing PBMCsat 

 
To the isolated PMBNC add s=fficient PBS to giBe a total Bol=me of gI ml and 
cent)if=ge at STI @ g fo) Og min> 
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Po=) off the s=+e)natant +haseV and )es=s+end the sediment 8ith OI ml of PBS =sing 
a se)ological +i+ette Mas+i)ate and e@+ell seBe)al timesV do not Bo)te@N>  Ma;e =+ to a 
total Bol=me of gI ml 8ith PBS and cent)if=ge at STI @ g fo) OI min> 
 
Po=) off the s=+e)natant +hase and )es=s+end the sediment 8ith Og ml of _PMZFC> 
Pool the )es=s+ended sediments of .oth t=.es in one t=.e> Aete)mine the cell co=nt 
+e) ml in a  Ne=.a=e) haemoc%tomete) Msee lite)at=)e haematolog%N> Ail=te the cell 
s=s+ension 8ith _PMZFC to O mio cells3ml if the cell co=nt is a.oBe O>J mio cells3ml> 
This s=s+ension of PBMC in _PMZFC is =sed in the cellFc=lt=)e > 
 
The cells shall .e stim=lieed .% endoto@in o) sam+les 8ithin T ho=)s afte) .lood 
8ithd)a8al> 
 
 

P.1.6 D`uilibration of reagents for cell culture 
 
B)ing a Bial of the 1PS standa)dV the sam+les fo) assa% and a .ottle of _PMZFC 
to )oom tem+e)at=)e> 
 

P.1.P Preparation of the GPS standard curve at 
 
Add g ml of 1A1 )eagent 8ate) to the l%o+hilised contents of one Bial of the c=))ent 
6SP _efe)ence Standa)d Endoto@in o) the ZS to +)od=ce a stoc; sol=tion of JIII 
E6MZ6N3ml> Vo)te@ fo) at least SI min> The stoc; sol=tion )emains sta.le fo) OT da%s if 
sto)ed at J o RdC> 
P)e+a)e the 1PS standa)d c=)Be .% ma;ing se)ial dil=tions in saline of the stoc; 
sol=tion of endoto@inK 
 
1a.el seBen t=.esV A o G> Add the Bol=mes of saline to the t=.es s+ecified in ta.le OV 
.elo8> 
 
Ta;e JII#l of endoto@in stoc; sol=tion and add O>R ml of saline and Bo)te@ to ma;e 
J>I ml of a JII E6 MZ6N3ml sol=tion of 1PS p Sol=tion S> 
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;/<%, 3- =>,(/>/2")1 )? 2+, !=@ &2/1A/>A B$>C,: 
T=.
e 

1PS added to t=.e Saline k1PSl in t=.e % D!=@E "1 F,%% 

A OII #l of Sol=tion S p JI E6 WII #l JI E63ml G)2 ?)> B$%2$>, 
B OII #l of Sol=tion A p J E6 OWII 

#l 
O E63ml H-6 IJK#% 

C gII #l of Sol=tion B p I>g E6 gII #l I>g E63ml H-3 IJK#% 
A gII #l of Sol=tion C p I>Jg 

E6 
gII #l I>Jg E63ml H-H9 IJK#% 

E gII #l of Sol=tion A p I>OJg 
E6 

gII #l I>OJg E63ml H-H69 IJK#% 

F gII #l of Sol=tion E p I>I\S 
E6 

gII #l I>I\S E63ml H-H369 IJK#% 

G None O ml I E63ml H IJK#% 
 
Vo)te@ each of Sol=tions A F G afte) its +)e+a)ation and then =se each sol=tion fo) the 
+)e+a)ation of the s=.se]=ent dil=tion> 
MM=lti+les of the a.oBe Bol=mes ma% .e =sed to gene)ate la)ge) Bol=mes of Sol=tions 
A o G and an 1PS standa)d cali.)ated against the6SP _SE o) the ZS fo) endoto@in 
ma% .e =sed>N 
 
 
 

P.2 Cell Culture at 
 
Add 100 #l of RPMI-C to 8ells of col=mns O o OI as in tem+late OV see .elo8> 
 
 
Add 50 #l of the test samples SO o SOT  to 8ells as in tem+late OV see .elo8> 
 
 
Add 50 #l of GPS standards to 8ells as in tem+late OV .elo8> 
 
Sol=tion G into 8ells AS o AS MSTA _IN 
Sol=tion F into 8ells AT o AT MSTA _ON 
Sol=tion E into 8ells Ag o Ag MSTA _JN 
Sol=tion A into 8ells A\ o A\ MSTA _SN 
Sol=tion C into 8ells AP o AP MSTA _TN 
Sol=tion B into 8ells AR o AR MSTA _gN 
 
5;+, /<)C, )>A,> )? /AA"2")1 (,>#"2& 2+, &/#, 2"( 2) <, $&,A ?)> /AA"2")1& )? /%% 2+, 
&2/1A/>A&-4 
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Gentl% s8i)l the sol=tion of PBMC to )ed=ce settling of the cells and to dist)i.=te the 
PBMC mo)e eBenl% th)o=gho=t the _PMZFC sol=tion immediatel% .efo)e ali]=ots of 
PBMC a)e ta;en> Ao not Bo)te@> 
 
Add 100 #l of PBMC to the W\F8ell +late Msee tem+late OV .elo8N>  Add the PBMC .% 
)o8 in the follo8ing se]=enceK AV EV BV FV CV GV AV H>  A )e+eating +i+ette ma% .e 
=sed fo) these additions +)oBided that the ali]=ots a)e added .)is;l% to minimise the 
settling of cells> 
 
Gentl% s8i)l the )es=lting c=lt=)es to mi@ the contents of the 8ells 8itho=t c)ossF
contaminating 8ells> 
Znc=.ate the c=lt=)es 8itho=t Bi.)ation Mto allo8 the cells to settleN at SPdC fo) O\ F JTh 
in an atmos+he)e of gi COJ in h=midified ai)> 
 
 
;,#(%/2, 3L =MNO B$%2$>, (%/2,  
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A S1 S2 R0 

0 
R1 

0.063 
R2 

0.125 
R3 

0.25 
R4 
0.5 

R5 
1 

S3 S4 void void 

B S1 S2 R0 
0 

R1 
0.063 

R2 
0.125 

R3 
0.25 

R4 
0.5 

R5 
1 

S3 S4 void void 

C S1 S2 R0 
0 

R1 
0.063 

R2 
0.125 

R3 
0.25 

R4 
0.5 

R5 
1 

S3 S4 void void 

D S1 S2 R0 
0 

R1 
0.063 

R2 
0.125 

R3 
0.25 

R4 
0.5 

R5 
1 

S3 S4 void void 

E S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 void void 

F S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 void void 

G S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 void void 

H S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 void void 

P,*L 
@3 Q @38 R 2,&2 &/#(%,& S3 T S38 
.H Q .9 R .,?,>,1B, &2/1A/>A ?)> ,1A)2)U"1 V .H R H IJK#%V .3 R H-H:7 IJK#%V .6 R H-369 
IJK#%V .7 R H-69 IJK#%V .8 R H-9 IJK#% /1A .9 R 3 IJK#% 5;+, ?"1/% B)1B,12>/2")1& />,L 
H-H369V H-H69V H-H9V HV3 /1A HV6JIK#%4- 
 
 
 

P.3 Detection of IG-6 in the supernatant medium by DGISA 
 
Zmm=no)eactiBe Z1F\ in ali]=ots of the tiss=e c=lt=)e fl=id is ]=antified =sing a 
Balidated E1ZSAV in 8hich the Z1F\ standa)d =sed as the assa% cali.)ant is cali.)ated 
against the ZS fo) Z1F\ MRW3gTRN> 
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P.3.1 Preparation of IG-6 standard curve 
 

 P)e+a)e the Z1F\ standa)d dil=tions as follo8sK  
 Fill each of P +ol%st%)ene t=.es MOJmlN 8ith gII nl of _PMZFC> 
 Add WII nl of _PMZFC to one f)oeen ali]=ot MOIInlN of Z1F\ standa)d Mp_eagent SN 

Ail=te this concent)ation MSol=tion ZN .% t)ansfe))ing gII nl to t=.e r MO in JN>  F=)the) 
dil=te .% t)ansfe))ing gII nl f)om this t=.e to the ne@tV gII nl f)om that t=.e to the 
follo8ing oneV and so onV ending 8ith the t=.e ma);ed 8ith O> 6se the _PMZFC in 
t=.e P as a .lan; Msee ta.le JN> 
 
;/<%, 6- =>,(/>/2")1 )? 2+, W!T: &2/1A/>A B$>C, ?>)# /1 /%"X$)2 )? 2+, W!T: &2/1A/>A. 

Sol> Z1F\ added _PMZFC  Z1F\ in t=.e 
Z OII #l of f)oeen sol>p TIII +g WII #l TIII +g3ml 
r gII #l of Sol=tion Z p JIII +g gII #l JIII +g3ml 
h gII #l of Sol=tion r p OIII +g gII #l OIII +g3ml 
1 gII #l of Sol=tion h p gII +g gII #l gII +g3ml 
M gII #l of Sol=tion 1 p JgI +g gII #l JgI +g3ml 
N gII #l of Sol=tion M p OJg +g gII #l OJg +g3ml 
O gII #l of Sol=tion N p \J>g +g gII #l \J>g +g3ml 
P None gII #l I +g3ml 

 
Y)>2,U ,/B+ )? @)%$2")1& W I Z /?2,> "2& (>,(/>/2")1 /1A 2+,1 $&, ,/B+ &)%$2")1 ?)> 2+, 
(>,(/>/2")1 )? 2+, &$<&,X$,12 A"%$2")1- 
 
MN$%2"(%,& )? 2+, /<)C, C)%$#,& #/* <, $&,A 2) 0,1,>/2, %/>0,> C)%$#,& )? @)%$2")1& W Q =4- 
 
 
 

P.3.2  Addition of standards and samples 
 
Vol=mes a)e s=fficient fo) T mic)otite) +lates> 
Ail=te detection anti.od% M_eagent JN 8ith dil=tion .=ffe) M_eagent TN Me>g> O in gII 
kJII nl of _eagent J f OII ml of _eagent TlNV and mi@ 8itho=t ca=sing foam to fo)m 
Test each .atch of detection anti.od% in se+a)ate e@+e)iments to dete)mine the 
o+tim=m dil=tion> 
 

 r=st .efo)e =sing sha;e o=t the .loc;ing .=ffe) f)om the anti.od%Fcoated mic)otit)e 
+latesV +lace the +lates on cell=lose 8ith the o+enings facing do8nV and ta+> 
At the end of the tiss=e c=lt=)e inc=.ationV t)ansfe) gI #l of s=+e)natant f)om each of 
the 8ells of col=mns O o OI of the tiss=e c=lt=)e +late to the co))es+onding 8ells on 
each of the c%to;ine E1ZSA +lates o see tem+late OV a.oBe and tem+late JV .elo8> A 
m=ltichannel +i+ette ma% .e =sed> Ens=)e that the 8ell contents a)e mi@ed .% 
as+i)ating and e@+elling gI #l th)ee times .efo)e t)ansfe))ing the li]=id> MThe 8ells in 
col=mns OO and OJ a)e fo) the Z1F\ standa)d c=)Be o seeV .elo8N>  
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 T)ansfe) gI nl of each of the dil=tions of the Z1F\ standa)dV and of the .lan;V into 

J 8ells each Mstanda)d concent)ations f)om TIII F \J>g +g3mlN> 
 Add JII nl of dil=te detection anti.od% Me>g> O in gIIN to each of the 8ellsV seal the 

mic)otit)e +lates 8ith adhesiBe filmV and allo8 to stand fo) J F S ho=)s at JI F Jg dC> 
6se tem+late J .elo8> 

 
;,#(%/2, 6L I!W@[ (%/2, 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A S1 S2 R0 R1 R2 R3 

 
R4 R5 S3 S4 0 0 

B S1 S2 R0 R1 R2 R3 
 

R4 R5 S3 S4 62.5 62.5 

C S1 S2 R0 R1 R2 R3 
 

R4 R5 S3 S4 125 125 

D S1 S2 R0 R1 R2 R3 
 

R4 R5 S3 S4 250 250 

E S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 500 500 

F S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 1000 1000 

G S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 2000 2000 

H S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
 

S11 S12 S13 S14 4000 4000 

P,*L 
@3 Q @38 /1A .H Q .9 />, /& A,?"1,A ?)> ;,#(%/2, 3 5&,, /<)C,4- 
Y/%$,& "1 B)%$#1& 33 /1A 36 />, B)1B,12>/2")1& "1 (0K#% ?)> W!T:- 

 
 

 
 

P.3.3 Addition of substrate solution and measuring 
 
 
 P)e+a)e the s=.st)ate sol=tion sho)tl% .efo)e =se> T)ansfe) WI ml of s=.st)ate .=ffe) 

M_eagent \N to a +lastic .ottleV add T>g ml of TMB sol=tion M_eagent gNV and mi@> 
 Uash the mic)otit)e +lates .% imme)sing them S times in 8ash sol=tionV then )inse 

S times 8ith demine)alised 8ate)> Place the mic)otit)e +lates face do8n on cell=lose 
and ta+> 
Pi+ette JII nl of s=.st)ate sol=tion into each 8ell> Afte) OI F Og min=tesV sto+ the 
ene%me )eaction .% adding gI nl38ell of sto++ing sol=tion> Ui+e the .ac; of the 
mic)otit)e +lates 8ith a clean tiss=eV then meas=)e the a.so).ance at TgI nm in a 
E1ZSA +late )eade) =sing a gTI nm to gWI nm co))ectiBe filte)> S=.t)act the Bal=es of 
the meas=)ement 8ith the co))ectiBe filte) f)om Bal=es meas=)ed 8ith the TgI nm 
filte)>  
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Q  DATA ANAGRSIS, PRDDICTION MODDG AND RDGATDD 
DRRORS 

 

Q.1  Acceptance Criteria 
The assa% sho=ld .e conside)ed acce+ta.le onl%V if the follo8ing c)ite)ia a)e metK 
 
The E1ZSA is Balid if the OA of the .lan; cont)ol is .elo8 I>Og and the mathematical 
f=nction M]=ad)atic modelN of the Z1F\ standa)d c=)Be +)od=ces an )J sI>Wg> 
 
The )eactions Min te)ms of OAN on the endoto@in concent)ations giBe a sigmoidal 
ascending dose )es+onse> 

 
Blood dono)s a)e conside)ed lo8 )es+onde)s if thei) mean OA Bal=e fo) the endoto@in 
)efe)ence standa)d concent)ation O E63ml M_gN is .elo8 the mean OA Bal=e fo) 
OIII +g3ml of Z1F\> 1o8 )es+onde)s sho=ld not .e incl=ded in the assessment> 
Blood dono)s sho8ing a mean OA Bal=e fo) the negatiBe cont)ol M_IN a.oBe the 
mean OA Bal=e at gII +g3ml of Z1F\ +e) millilit)e a)e also not incl=ded in the 
assessment Mhigh )es+onde)N 
Zf the test sam+le sho8 an i))eg=la) )es+onse Me>g> high SANV chec; the )es=lts 
o.tained fo) the .lan; and the standa)d endoto@in concent)ations de)iBed f)om the 
dono) in ]=estion> Zf the latte) )es=lts a)e inconsistent 8ith those 8hich 8o=ld 
o)dina)il% .e e@+ectedV then the dono) in ]=estion m=st .e e@cl=ded f)om the 
assessment> 
 
From a set of four donors a ma]imum of one donor may be e]cluded from the 
assessment, otherwise the test has to be repeated with four different donors. 
 

Q.2 Interference Test 

Q.2.1 Interference with the cell system 
Fo) each +)od=ct tested the fi)st timeV it is necessa)% to dete)mine 8hethe) it )e]=i)es 
dil=tion +)io) to assa% o) not> The follo8ing e@+e)iment chec;s fo) inte)fe)ence 
.et8een the sam+le and the PBMC and3o) E1ZSA s%stem> 
Pe)fo)m a dil=tion se)ies of the +)od=ct 8ith dil=tion facto) J o) highe)V if necessa)%> 
Ail=tions sho=ld not )each o=tside the )ange 8he)e the detection limit of the test does 
not allo8 to dete)mine the defined endoto]in limit of the +)od=ct MMVAN> Zf no 
endoto@in limit is defined it can easil% .e estimated .% diBiding SgIE6 .% the 
ma@im=m ho=)l% dose> ME@am+leK The ma@im=m ho=)l% dose is OIImg3+atient^ then 
the estimated endoto@in limit is SgI3OII p S>gE63mgN  
S+lit each dil=tion Mq=ndil=tedq ma% .e incl=dedN and test it s+i;ed and =ns+i;ed in 
]=ad)=+licates> S+i;e 8ith an endoto@in concent)ation f)om the middle of the 
endoto@in standa)d c=)Be Me>g> I>Jg E63mlN> P)e+a)e the s+i;ing sol=tion in _PMZFC 
instead of saline and +)efill the 8ells fo) this +=)+ose fi)st 8ith gInl of _PMZFC and 
then add gInl of the s+i;ing sol=tion> The +)efill fo) the =ns+i;ed testing of the dil=tion 
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is OII nl of _PMZFC +e) 8ell> Then add gInl of the +)od=ct dil=tion Mo) =ndil=ted 
+)od=ctV )es+>N to T 8ells containing the s+i;ing sol=tion and T 8ells containing onl% 
_PMZFC> 
 
P)oceed acco)ding to the testing inst)=ctions Msee a.oBeN> 
Aete)mine the lo8est dil=tion Mhighest concent)ationN of the +)od=ct that %ields an 
endoto@in s+i;e )ecoBe)% of gI to JIIi> Fo) that +=)+ose calc=late the mean 
endoto@in Bal=es of the =ns+i;ed and the s+i;ed +)od=ct dil=tions a++l%ing the 
TF+a)amete) logistic model on the endoto@in cali.)ation c=)Be> Conside) that in this 
nomenclat=)e q=ndil=tedq means also a dil=tion> Then s=.t)act the endoto@in Bal=e of 
the =ns+i;ed dil=tion f)om the endoto@in Bal=e of the co))es+onding s+i;ed dil=tion> 
Calc=late the s+i;e )ecoBe)% fo) each dil=tion in +e)cent ta;ing the theo)etical Bal=e 
Ms+i;e concent)ation e>g> I>Jg E63mlN as a OIIi> 
E@am+leK Tested dil=tions and s+i;e )ecoBe)% Kq=ndil=tedq p Jgi^ O in J p TWi^ O in T 
p WIi and O in R p OOIi> Then the dil=tion meeting the )e]=i)ements is O in T> 
 
During the Oalidation Phase of the european study the test samples will be 
generally tested at the ma]imum valid dilution 1MOD8. 
 

Q.2.2 Interference with the DGISA system 
Sim=late a +%)ogen test 8itho=t cells and 8itho=t inc=.ation =sing the chosen test 
dil=tion of the +)od=ct Mf)om testing qinte)fe)ence 8ith the cell s%stemqV in the e@am+le 
O in TN> P)e+a)e eno=gh )e+licates to s+i;e 8ith the Z1F\ standa)d c=)Be 
concent)ations MTIII F \J>g +g3ml and the .lan;N in d=+licate MOJ 8ellsN> Test the 
Z1F\Fs+i;ed sol=tions di)ectl% fo) inte)fe)ence in the E1ZSA s%stem togethe) 8ith a 
=ns+i;ed Z1F\ standa)d dil=tion se)ies> A++l% e@actl% the same methodolog% as fo) a 
)eal +%)ogen test> Zf inte)fe)ence in the E1ZSA s%stem a++ea)sV the +)od=ct has to .e 
tested in f=)the) dil=tions .=t not e@ceeding the ma@im=m Balid dil=tion Msee a.oBeN>  
The lo8est dil=tion Mhighest concent)ationN of the +)od=ct not inte)fe)ing 8ith PBMC 
and the E1ZSA is conside)ed as the f=t=)e dil=tion fo) )o=tine testing> 
 

Q.3  Prediction model 
Pe)fo)m the test 8ith a ce)tain +)od=ct acco)ding to this SOP> A++l% a Balid test 
dil=tion sho8ing no inte)fe)ence 8ith the test s%stems as 8)itten a.oBe> Calc=late the 
+a)amete)s of the endoto@in standa)d c=)Be a++l%ing the TF+a)amete) logistic model> 
Zf this model does not fit %o=) endoto@in concent)ationsV these haBe to .e o+timieed 
and ada+ted to %o=) local conditions> 
_eYect o=tlie)s onl% afte) chec;ing acco)ding to Ai@onjs Test> Test on the leBel of 
+ p I>W o) I>Wg>  
Calc=late the mean OA Bal=e of all )e+licates Mat least t)i+licatesN> Cali.)ate the mean 
OA Bal=es of the +)od=ct on the endoto@in standa)d c=)Be and doc=ment the 
estimated endoto@in concent)ation> M=lti+l% the estimated endoto@in concent)ation .% 
the dil=tion facto) Mma% .e O in s+ecial casesN> This Bal=e )e+)esents the +%)ogenicit% 
of the sam+le in te)ms of endoto]in e`uivalents for the donor under test> Zt sho=ld 
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not e@ceed the calc=lated endoto@in limit concent)ation> Zn this case the +)od=ct 
sho8s a negatiBe +%)ogen )eaction fo) this +a)tic=la) dono)> Othe)8ise the sam+le is 
defined as sho8ing a +ositiBe +%)ogen )eaction fo) that +a)tic=la) dono)> Aete)mine 
the )eactions of all dono)s of the test> Since ma@imall% O dono) ma% .e e@cl=ded f)om 
the testV the)e a)e eithe) T o) S )eactions Mf)om T o) S dono)sN 8hich a)e ma);ed as 
qfq fo) +ositiBe and qFq fo) negatiBe> 
 
Decision level 1: 
 
& Zf all dono)s MT o) SN sho8 a negatiBe )eactionV the +)od=ct +asses 
& Zf J o) mo)e dono)s sho8 a +ositiBe )eactionV the +)od=ct fails 
& Zf O dono) sho8s a +ositiBe )eactionV an additional test 8ith fo=) diffe)ent dono)s 

has to .e +e)fo)med Mgo to decision leBel JN 
 
Decision level 2 
 
& Zf o=t of \ to R dono)s a ma@im=m of O dono) sho8 a +ositiBe )eactionV the +)od=ct 

+asses> 
& Zn an% othe) caseV the +)od=ct fails  
 
Remara: Zn o)de) to o+timiee the +)ediction model of this test a methodolog% =sing a 8ell 
cha)acte)ieed )efe)ence s=.stance Midentical in com+osition to the test s=.stanceN is in 
+)e+a)ation> Uith this adBanced +)ediction model inte)fe)ences in the test d=e to dono) 
Ba)ia.ilit% 8ill .e )ed=ced ma);edl%> 
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9 HDAGTH SAFDTR AND DNOIRONMDNT 
 
Human material 
 
H=man mate)ial sho=ld .e t)eated as .iologicall% haea)do=s and all 8o); =sing h=man 
mate)ial is to .e ca))ied o=t acco)ding to the +)oced=)es s+ecified in the NOVA_TZS  Safet% 
G=idelines> 
 
C=lt=)es of h=man mate)ial sho=ld .e t)eated as .iologicall% haea)do=s 8aste and dis+osed 
of acco)ding to the +)oced=)es s+ecified in the NOVA_TZS  Safet% G=idelines> 
 
Bacterial endotoJin isV as its name indicatesV a to@ic agent and sho=ld .e handled 8ith 
ca)e> 
 
P)eca=tionsK  CoBe) o+en c=ts .efo)e =se>  Ao not get in e%esV on s;inV on clothing>  ABoid 
inhaling>  hee+ containe) closed>  
 
Fi)st AidK  Zn case of contactV immediatel% fl=sh e%es o) s;in 8ith +lent% of 8ate) fo) at least 
Og min=tes>  Zf inhaledV )emoBe to f)esh ai)>  Zf not .)eathingV giBe a)tificial )es+i)ationV 
+)efe)a.l% mo=thFtoFmo=th>  Zf .)eathing is diffic=ltV giBe o@%gen> 
 
Effects of s;in a.so)+tion can incl=de feBe)V headache and h%+otension> 
 
Effects of inhalation can incl=de feBe)V headache and h%+otension> 
 
Effects of ingestion F adBe)se effects a)e =nli;el% since ingested endoto@in is )a+idl% 
deto@ified> 
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11 RDFDRDNCDS 
 
Blee;e)V U>h>V de G)ootV E>M>V den Boe)V P>r>V BiesselsV P>T>V Aa)denV 1>A> and Ba;;e)V r>C> 
MOWWTN Meas=)ement of inte)le=;inF\ +)od=ction .% monoc%tes fo) in Bit)o safet% testing of 
hemoglo.in sol=tions> A)tif Cells Blood S=.stit Zmmo.il Biotechnol> JJV RSgFTI> 
 
Aina)elloV C>A>V GattiV S> and Ba)tfaiV T> MOWWWN FeBe)K lin;s 8ith an ancient )ece+to)> C=)) 
Biol> WV _OTPFgI> 
 
Aina)elloV C>A>V OcConno)V r>V>V 1oP)esteV G> and S8iftV _>1> MOWRTN> H=man le=;oc%te 
+%)ogen test fo) detection of +%)ogenic mate)ial in g)o8th ho)mone +)od=ced .% )ecom.inant 
Esche)ichia coli> r> Clin> Mic)o.iol- JIV SJSFSJW> 
 
A=ffV G>U> and At;insV E> MOWRJN The detection of endoto@in .% "1 C"2>) +)od=ction of 
endogeno=s +%)ogenK com+a)ison 8ith ame.oc%te l%sate gelation> r Zmm=nol Methods gJV 
SJSFSSJ> 
 
Fenn)ichV S>V Fische)V M>V Ha)t=ngV T>V 1e@aV P>V MontagF1essingV T>V SonntagV H>G>V 
UeigandtV M> and Uendel> MOWWWN A Aetection of endoto@ins and othe) +%)ogens =sing 
h=man 8hole .lood> AeB Biol Stand> OIOV OSOFW> 
 
Finne% ArK Statistical Method in Biological Assa%V Thi)d Edition> 1ondonV  
Cha)les G)iffin and Com+an% 1tdV OWPR> 
 
Gaines Aas _E and T%deman MS> MOWRJN Zte)atiBe 8eighted )eg)ession anal%sis of  
logit )es+onsesK A com+=te) +)og)am fo) anal%sis of .ioassa%s and  
imm=noassa%s> Com+=te) P)og)ams in Biomedicine Og^ OSFJJ> 
 
HansenV E>U> and Ch)istensenV r>A> MOWWIN Com+a)ison of c=lt=)ed h=man monon=clea) 
cellsV 1im=l=s ame.oc%te l%sate and )a..its in the detection of +%)ogens> r Clin Pha)m The)> 
OgV TJgFSS> 
 
1eBinV r> and BangV F>B> MOW\TN A desc)i+tion of cell=la) coag=lation in the 1im=l=s> B=ll> 
rohn Ho+;ins Hos+- OggV SSPFSTg> 
 
MascoliV C>C> and Uea)%V M>E> MOWPWaN 1im=l=s ame.oc%te l%sate M1A1N test fo) detecting 
+%)ogens in +a)ente)al inYecta.le +)od=cts and medical deBicesK adBantages to 
man=fact=)e)s and )eg=lato)% officials> r Pa)ente) A)=g Assoc> SSV ROFWg> 
 
MascoliV C>C> and Uea)%V M>E> MOWPW.N A++lications and adBantages of the 1im=l=s 
ame.oc%te l%sate M1A1N +%)ogen test fo) +a)ente)al inYecta.le +)od=cts> P)og Clin Biol _es> 
JWV SRPFTIJ> 
 
Meage)V A>V Pa)tiV S>V 1e=ngV H>V PeilV E> and MahonV B> MOWRPN P)e+a)ation and 
cha)acte)ieation of monoclonal anti.odies di)ected against antigenic dete)minants of 
)ecom.inant h=man t=mo=) nec)osis facto) M)TNFN> H%.)idoma \V SIgFSOO> 
 
PooleV S>V Sel;i);V S>V _affe)t%V B>V Meage)V A>V Tho)+eV _> and Gea)ingV A> MOWRWN Assa% of 
+%)ogenic contamination in +ha)mace=ticals .% c%to;ine )elease>  P)oceedings of the 
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E=)o+ean Uo);sho+ on detection and ]=antification of +%)ogen>  Pha)me=)o+aV NoBem.e) 
OWRWV OPFOR> 
 
PooleV S>V Tho)+eV _>V Meage)V A>V H=..a)dV A>_> and Gea)ingV A>r>H> MOWRRN Aetection of 
+%)ogen .% c%to;ine )elease> 1ancet RgPPV OSI> 
 
_a%V A>V _edheadV h>V Sel;i);V S> and PooleV S> MOWWIN Va)ia.ilit% in 1PS com+ositionV 
antigenicit% and )eactogenicit% of +hase Ba)iants of Bo)detella +e)t=ssis> FEMS Mic)o.iolog% 
1ette)s PWV JOOFJOR> 
 
SchinsV _>P>F>V Ban Ha)tingsBeldtV B> and Bo)m P>r> MOWW\N IU C"C) c%to;ine )elease f)om 
8hole .lood> E@+> To@ic Pathol> TRV TWTFTW\> 
 
Ta;ta;V t>S>V Sel;i);V S>V B)isto8V A>F>V Ca)+ente)V A>V BallV C>V _affe)t%V B> and PooleV S> 
MOWWON Assa% of +%)ogens .% inte)le=;inF\ )elease f)om monoc%tic cell lines> r Pha)m 
Pha)macol TSV gPRFgRJ> 
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1 Rationale for the Proposed Test Method 

1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1. Describe the historical background for the proposed test method, from original 
concept to present. This should include the rationale for its development, an overview of 
prior development and validation activities, and, if applicable, the extent to which the 
proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a validated test 
method with established performance standards. 
Pyrogens are a chemically heterogeneous group of hyperthermia- or fever-inducing 
compounds. They derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi or from the host himself. A subject 
reacts to microbial products (exogenous pyrogens) by producing endogenous pyrogens 
such as prostaglandins and the pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1 (IL-1), 
interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) (Dinarello, 1999). Depending 
on the type and amount of pyrogen challenge and the sensitivity of an individual, even 
life-threatening shock-like conditions can be provoked. To assure quality and safety of 
any pharmaceutical product for parenteral application in humans, pyrogen testing is 
therefore imperative.  
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). For the rabbit pyrogen test, sterile test substances are injected 
intravenously to rabbits and any rise in body temperature is assessed. This in vivo test 
detects various pyrogens but not alone the fact that large numbers of animals are required 
to identify a few batches of pyrogen-containing samples argues against its use. In the past 
two decades, the declared intention to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has 
lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% by allowing to use the BET as an in vitro 
alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products (Cooper et al, 1971).  
Bacterial endotoxin, comprising largely lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from the cell wall of 
Gram-negative bacteria that stimulates monocytes/macrophages via interaction with 
CD14 and toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) (Beutler and Rietschel, 2003), is the pyrogen of 
major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to its ubiquitous sources, its stability 
and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is detected by its capacity to 
coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the American horseshoe crab, 
Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago (Levin and Bang, 1964). 
In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after drawing about 20% of 
their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, the procedure still 
causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds to even more 
efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, habitat 
loss and pollution (http://www.horseshoecrab.org/).  
As with the rabbit test the general problem of translation of the test results to the human 
fever reaction persists. Moreover, although being highly sensitive, the failure of the BET 
to detect non-endotoxin pyrogens as well as its susceptibility to interference by e.g. high 
protein or lipid levels of test substances or by glucans impedes full replacement of the 
rabbit pyrogen test. Hence, hundreds-of-thousands rabbits per year are still used for 
pyrogen testing.  
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A test system that combines the high sensitivity and in vitro performance of the BET test 
with the wide range of pyrogens detectable by the rabbit pyrogen test is therefore 
required in order to close the current testing gap for pyrogen and to avoid animal-based 
tests. With this intention and due to improved understanding of the human fever reaction 
(Dinarello, 1999), test systems based on in vitro activation of human monocytes were 
developed. First efforts date back about 20 years, when peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) were used to detect endotoxin by monitoring the release of pyrogenic 
cytokines (Duff and Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et al, 1984). Meanwhile, a number of 
different test systems, using either whole blood, peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMCs) or the monocytoid cell lines MONO MAC 6 (MM6) or THP-1 as a source for 
human monocytes and various read-outs were established (Poole et al., 1988; Ziegler et 
al, 1988; Tsuchiya et al, 1980; Hartung and Wendel, 1996; Hartung et al, 2001; Poole et 
al, 2003). These test systems were validated with the aim of developing a tool for formal 
inclusion into Pharmacopoeias, an important basis for implementing novel alternative 
pyrogen tests for product-specific validation. 
 
1.1.2 Summarize and provide the results of any peer review conducted to date and 
summarize any ongoing or planned reviews. 
All of the five methods are currently under peer review of the ECVAM Scientific 
Advisory Committee.  
 
1.1.3 Clearly indicate any confidential information associated with the test method; 
however, the inclusion of confidential information is discouraged. 
This document does not contain any confidential information. 

1.2 Regulatory rationale and applicability 
1.2.1 Describe the current regulatory testing requirement(s) for which the proposed test 
method is applicable. 
To assure quality and safety of pharmaceutical products for parenteral application in 
humans, pyrogen testing is imperative. Depending on the drug, one of two pyrogen tests 
is currently prescribed by the European Pharmacopoeia, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and 
the bacterial endotoxin test (BET), and other national and international guidelines. 
 
1.2.2 Describe the intended regulatory use(s) (e.g., screen, substitute, replacement, or 
adjunct) of the proposed test method and how it will be used to substitute, replace, or 
complement any existing regulatory testing requirement(s). 
Dependent on the product and the presence of relevant clinical data on unexpected 
pyrogenicity of clinical lots, the proposed test method may be an alternative method for 
pyrogen testing, thus substituting the rabbit pyrogen test or the BET. In certain cases, the 
proposed test method may function as a supplementary test method to assess compliance 
to the licensing dossier. 
In case the proposed test method is an alternative for pyrogenicity testing, a thorough 
cross-validation between the proposed test method and the original method for the 
specific medicinal product is warranted. In case the proposed test method is an adjunctive 
test to screen for (unexpected) pyrogenic lots, alert and alarm limits may be established 
based on consistency of production lots or (preferably) based on actual clinical data. 
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1.2.3 Where applicable, discuss the similarities and differences in the endpoint measured 
in the proposed test method and the currently used in vivo reference test method and, if 
appropriate, between the proposed test method and a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
The current in vivo method (rabbit test), as described in the pharmacopoeia, and the 
proposed in vitro test method each determine very different end-points, though the 
biochemical origins of the response are similar. 
The in vivo method more resembles a black box, and determines the total rise in body 
temperature (fever induction) of the animals subjected to the medicinal product, as a 
result of pyrogens (if any) present in the product. 
The proposed MM6/IL-6 test method is an in vitro model for the fever response 
mechanism. It determines the release of cytokines by monocytoid cells into the culture 
medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and specific receptors on the monocytoid cells. 
It is these cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
Main difference between the in vivo and in vitro methods are that the latter is quantitative 
and uses cells of human origin, thus better reflecting the physiological situation. 
 
1.2.4 Describe how the proposed test method fits into the overall strategy of hazard or 
safety assessment. If a component of a tiered assessment process, indicate the weight that 
should be applied relative to other measures. 
The proposed MM6/IL-6 test method may be applied for those medicinal products for 
which the rabbit test is the only or most reliable method for pyrogenicity testing, since a) 
the medicinal product is not compatible with the BET or b) the medicinal product 
contains pyrogens other than Gram-negative endotoxin. 
Limit concentrations for pyrogens are established based on consistency lots or actual 
clinical data or, in the case of endotoxin the endotoxin limit concentration (ELC) as 
defined for many medicinal products. 

1.3 Scientific basis for the proposed test method 
1.3.1 Describe the purpose and mechanistic basis of the proposed test method. 
The proposed in vitro method is intended to determine the presence of pyrogens in 
medicinal products for parenteral use. The proposed test method is an in vitro model of 
the human fever response. It determines the release of cytokines (IL-6) upon the 
interaction of pyrogens and specific Toll-like receptors on the monocytoid cells (MM6) 
(Beutler and Rietschel, 2003). It is these cytokines that trigger the fever response in vivo. 
 
1.3.2 Describe what is known and not known about the similarities and differences of 
modes and mechanisms of action in the proposed test method as compared to the species 
of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity testing). 
An important feature of the proposed test method is that it is based upon the use of 
monocytoid cells of human origin. It therefore by definition resembles more closely the 
actual response of humans. The two other test methods make use of either crustaceans 
(BET) or rabbits, both species more or less distinct from the human species. The response 
of humans, horseshoe crabs and rabbits toward Gram-negative endotoxin has been 
studied extensively and the methods appear equivalent for this particular pyrogen 
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(Cooper et al 1971; Greisman and Hornick, 1969). However, there are documented cases 
of medicinal products and specified pyrogenic substances that yield false-positive or 
false-negative results in either test method. Since the proposed MM6/IL-6 test method is 
based on human monocytoid cells, it may therefore predict more accurately the 
pyrogenicity of such substances in humans. 
 
1.3.3 Describe the intended range of substances amenable to the proposed test method 
and/or the limits of the proposed test method according to chemical class or 
physicochemical factors. 
The proposed MM6/IL-6 test method is intended for the assessment of pyrogens in all 
parenteral medicinal products for human use, chemical or biological and including raw 
materials, bulk ingredients and excipients. Use of the proposed test method in testing 
environmental samples or medicinal products is suggested and may be feasible, but 
substantiating data are as yet limited or absent. 
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2 Test Method Protocol Components 

2.1 Overview of test method. 
Provide an overview of how the proposed test method is conducted. If appropriate, this 
would include the extent to which the protocol for the proposed test method adheres to 
established performance standards. 
 
A highly detailed protocol of the proposed test method (Detailed protocol MM6/IL-6: “In 
vitro pyrogen test using MONOMAC 6 CELLS”; electronic file name: SOP MM6-IL-6) is 
attached in Appendix A of this background review document (BRD). Appendix A also 
includes the amended protocol used in the formal validation study to determine the 
sensitivity and specificity of the test (section 3, table 3.3.1). However, it does only 
replace the previous version for testing of parenteral drugs described in table 3.3.1, and 
was included into Appendix A for completeness of information only (marked with 
internal identifier SopMM6v08; electronic file name SOP MM6-IL-6 validation). 
 
To facilitate routine testing a continuous culture of the MM6 cells is maintained. Detailed 
information for starting up a cell culture, propagation of the cells and preparation of a cell 
bank is given in the method protocol in Appendix A of this BRD. Cell-culturing as well 
as a significant part of the test is carried out in a Class 2 laminar flow sterile cabinet using 
aseptic technique, and reagents and consumables that are sterile and pyrogen-free. 
Throughout the test there is no need for sophisticated or dedicated laboratory equipment. 
The procedures require only equipment that is readily available in a QC cell-culturing 
laboratory. 
 
The test protocol itself can be divided into several sequential steps. First, samples to be 
tested are diluted to the appropriate concentration and four replicated are added to a 96-
well cell culture plate. For reference a standardized dilution series of LPS is included. 
Second, a standardized number of MM6 cells from the cell culture is added to each well 
and incubated for 16-24 hours in a CO2-incubator (37°C, 5% CO2, high humidity). 
From each well an aliquot of the supernatant above the MM6-cells is transferred to the 
corresponding well in a new 96-wells cell culture plate. Subsequently, the concentration 
of IL-6 released in the cell-conditioned medium is quantified using a validated IL-6-
specific ELISA, in which the International standard for IL-6 (WHO code: 89/548) or an 
IL-6 standard calibrated against the International Standard (IS) may be used as the assay 
calibrant.  
 
The WHO-LPS standard (vial code 94/580, E.coli O113:H10:K-), was used throughout 
the validation. This standard is identical to USP Reference Standard Endotoxin (EC6). 
There are several possibilities to estimate the pyrogenic contamination of the preparations 
under test: 1) By the construction of a dose-response curve for endotoxin standard versus 
OD-value of the IL-6 ELISA. The contamination of the preparations is measured in 
endotoxin–equivalent units. 2) The inclusion of an endotoxin threshold control (e.g. one 
dilution of the standard curve) which allows for the classification in positive and negative 
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samples (i.e. pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic samples). 3) Inclusion of an appropriate 
positive product control. 

2.2 Rational for selected test components 
Provide a detailed description and rationale, if appropriate, for the following aspects of 
the proposed test method: 
2.2.1 Materials, equipment, and supplies needed. 
The materials, equipment and supplies used for the MM6/IL-6 test are laboratory items 
that will be already available in routine cell culturing laboratory. The materials that will 
be in close contact with samples and MM6-cells need to be pyrogen free. The items are 
specified in the method protocol enclosed in Appendix A. There are a few materials 
which will not be readily available and will need preparation: A working cell bank should 
be prepared with MM6-cells obtained from the NIBSC or from the DSMZ-Deutsche 
Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen, Braunschweig, Germany. 
The IL-6 ELISA can be either commercially obtained or hand made. Sensitivity and 
specificity should be established before use. Also the fetal bovine serum used during cell 
culturing should be tested for interference and pyrogenicity. In general, the likely sources 
of pyrogens are the culture medium and fetal bovine serum. Therefore pyrogen free 
culture medium should be purchased. The pyrogen content of the fetal bovine serum 
should be <0.1ng/ml (after heating for 30 min. at 70°C), as confirmed by the currently 
proposed test method or the BET. 
 
2.2.2 Dose-selection procedures, including the need for any dose range-finding studies or 
acute toxicity data prior to conducting a study, if applicable. 
For every kind of test compound the interference in the test cell culture and the test 
readout system is determined. For this purpose, a preliminary “dose finding” test is 
conducted to establish a suitable (interference free) dilution for every new test compound. 
For the validation study (as described in section 4of this BRD), the tested products were 
diluted according to their known ELC, which was usually far beyond interfering 
concentrations. The ELCs of the tested products or drugs were calculated according to the 
European Pharmacopoeia. 
 
2.2.3 Endpoint(s) measured. 
The proposed test method is an in vitro model of the fever response mechanism. It 
determines the release of interleukin 6 (IL-6) by the monocytoid cell line MM6. IL-6 is 
released into the culture medium upon the interaction of pyrogens and specific receptors 
on the monocytoid cells. The measured endpoint IL-6 is one of the cytokines that trigger 
the fever response in vivo. 
 
2.2.4 Duration of exposure. 
The MM6-cells are exposed to the potentially pyrogenic components in samples during 
16-24 hours: After addition of the samples to be assayed to the MM6-cells, the cultures 
are subsequently incubated at 37°C for 16-24 hours in an atmosphere of 5% CO2 in 
humidified air. The exposure is discontinued by transferring the supernatant above the 
MM6-cells to a new 96-wells cell culture plate.  
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2.2.5 Known limits of use. 
The method as described in the protocol is not a finalized test system for the testing of all 
medicinal products. The method may be applied only to preparations that have been 
validated with the method, i.e. shown not to interfere in the cell culture and the readout 
system a specified dilution. A section describing the interference testing is included in the 
protocol (see Annex I). However, at this moment there are no medicinal products known 
that can not be tested with the method.  
 
2.2.6 Nature of the response assessed. 
The proposed MM6/IL-6 test method is an in vitro model of the fever response 
mechanism. Upon the interaction of exogenous pyrogens and specific receptors on the 
monocytoid cells endogenous pyrogens (e.g. interleukins, TNF-�  and prostaglandins) are 
produced. In the body the fever response is triggered by these endogenous pyrogens. 
Immunoreactive IL-6, the measured endpoint for the current method, is one of these 
endogenous pyrogens. The human monocytoid cell line MM6 serves as a model for the 
different types of monocytoid cells in the blood.  
 
2.2.7 Appropriate vehicle, positive, and negative controls and the basis for their 
selection. 
Throughout the development and validation phase the test compounds are diluted in 0.9% 
clinical saline. This 0.9% clinical saline is considered an appropriate vehicle as no 
interference with active substances of a drug is to be expected. 
In addition the test includes several controls.  
A negative control: 0.9% clinical saline (sodium chloride) 
A positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580, 0.5 EU/ml in clinical saline. 
A negative product control: clean, released batch for each drug. 
A positive product control: test item spike with WHO-LPS (code 94/580) at 0.5 EU/ml 
The positive and negative controls are the same in every assay and are needed to establish 
the sensitivity of the test system. In addition, a product-based set of controls is used to 
reveal product-related interference. 
 
2.2.8 Acceptable range of vehicle, positive and negative control responses and the basis 
for the acceptable ranges. 
An MM6/IL-6 test is considered acceptable for further analysis if the positive control (0.5 
EU/ml) is significant elevated over the negative control (0.9% clinical saline). Moreover 
the response to different concentrations of the positive control should show a dose 
response relationship. To be able to quantify the responses to the positive control this 
should be well within the maximum response that can be measured with the test system.  
 
As regards the substances to be tested, for products with an established ELC, specified in 
EU/ml, the product is diluted to its maximum valid dilution (MVD). The negative 
product control should be negative at the MVD. The response to the positive product 
control should be between 50% and 200% of the response to the positive control, 
indicating a possible pyrogenicity can be detected using these conditions.  
 
2.2.9 Nature of the data to be collected and the methods used for data collection. 
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The raw data collected are the read-outs (Absorbance) of the IL-6 ELISA, measured by 
an automated laboratory ELISA-plate reader. The wavelength is dependent on the 
chromogenic substrate applied.  
 
2.2.10 Type of media in which data are stored. 
Data are stored in electronic files (windows98 compatible software) and as hard copy. 
 
2.2.11 Measures of variability. 
As part of the development of the MM6/IL-6 test the intralaboratory repeatability was 
assessed by independent and identical replicated measurement of the different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS. Furthermore, the limit of detection and its dependence 
from known but uncontrollable variables such us operator and passage of the cell line 
were investigated. These variables and the inherent variation of biological systems make 
up to the total variation of the method. 
  
2.2.12 Statistical or non-statistical methods used to analyze the resulting data, including 
methods to analyze for a dose-response relationship. Justify and describe the method(s) 
employed. 
All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound on one plate. A 
standard curve in quadruplicate, using the International Standard for Endotoxin 
(calibrated in EU) is included, ranging from 0.25 EU/ml up to 4 EU/ml (or 0.125 EU/ml 
up to 2 EU/ml). Outliers are rejected only after checking according to the Dixon’s test, 
which is USP approved, and applied to identify and eliminate aberrant data. Next, the 
negative and the respective positive control are compared to ensure a suitable limit of 
detection. For this a one sided t-test is applied to the log transformed data to ensure that 
the response to the positive control is significantly larger than that of the respective 
negative control.  
The endotoxin value of each replicate calculated from the endotoxin calibration curve of 
the IS for endotoxin, applying the 4-parameter logistic model and expressed as 
endotoxin-equivalents/ml (EU/ml). Subsequently, the mean endotoxin value of all 
replicates (usually quadruplicates) of a test compound is calculated and multiplied by the 
dilution factor (if applicable). 
 
2.2.13 Decision criteria and the basis for the prediction model used to classify a test 
chemical (e.g., positive, negative, or equivocal), as appropriate. 
A PM was developed in order to classify substances as “pyrogenic for humans” or “non-
pyrogenic for humans”. To be able to define a dichotome result in the alternative pyrogen 
test, a threshold pyrogen value of 0.5 EU/ml was chosen. This threshold value was based 
on historical data with rabbits (described in section 4.1). The suitability of the PM was 
assessed by testing substances which were artificially contaminated with endotoxin 
(substances are described in section 3.2 and 3.3). The statistical approach, including 
quality criteria, is detailed in section 5.3.  
 
2.2.14 Information and data that will be included in the study report and availability of 
standard forms for data collection and submission. 
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Raw data were collected using a standard form. These were submitted to the quality 
department of ECVAM. 

2.3 Basis for selection of this test method 
Explain the basis for selection of the test method system. If an animal model is being 
used, this should include the rationale for selecting the species, strain or stock, sex, 
acceptable age range, diet, and other applicable parameters. 
In view of the shortcomings of the rabbit pyrogen test and the BET, in vitro pyrogen tests 
that utilise the exquisite sensitivity to exogenous pyrogen of monocytoids have been 
proposed. In such tests, products are incubated with human peripheral blood monocytes 
(or mononuclear cells, PBMC cells or leukocytes) and the conditioned media assayed for 
pyrogenic cytokines (Duff & Atkins, 1982; Dinarello et al., 1984; Poole et al., 1988; 
Poole et al, 1989; Hansen and Christensen, 1990; Taktak et al., 1991; Bleeker et al., 
1994). 
The isolation of monocytes/leukocytes from whole blood is labor–intensive and time–
consuming, technically sophisticated, requires expensive reagents and does not guarantee 
the isolation of cells in a non–activated state. This prompted the evaluation of various cell 
lines which retain monocytoid characteristics, including the capacity to synthesize and 
secrete pyrogenic cytokines (Taktak et al., 1991). Taktak et al. measured LPS–induced 
IL–1β and IL–6 release from MONO MAC-6 (MM6) cells and THP–1 cells and 
concluded that IL–6 release by MM6 cells was the most appropriate readout for an in 
vitro pyrogen test (‘monocyte test’) because immunoreactive IL–6, unlike 
immunoreactive IL–1 and TNFα, is secreted entirely into the cell–conditioned medium in 
large quantities, permitting its complete estimation. 

2.4 Proprietary components 
If the test method employs proprietary components, describe what procedures are used to 
ensure their integrity (in terms of reliability and accuracy) from “lot-to-lot” and over 
time. Also describe procedures that the user may employ to verify the integrity of the 
proprietary components.  
The MM6 cell line was established by Prof. H.W.L. Ziegler-Heitbrock, Institute for 
Immunology, Universtiy of Munich, Munich, Germany. The cell line can be obtained for 
research purposes only from Prof. Ziegler-Heitbrock or from the German Collection of 
Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ) Braunschweig, Germany. The conditions for 
licensing of the cell line are to be negotiated individually with Prof.Ziegler-Heitbrock. 
 
A Master Cell Bank (MCB) and a Working Cell Bank (WCB) were established at the 
NIBSC. MM6 cells can be obtained from this laboratory. In addition, they can be 
obtained from DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany. However, the performance of batches 
from these sources has not been compared with the NIBSC MCB and WCB used during 
the present study. The reliability and accuracy of the MM6 cells used for each test is 
ensured by including appropriate positive and negative controls. As a positive control a 
specified amount of Units of the International Endotoxin Standard is used and test criteria 
should be met. Minimum requirements are set for variability of replicates. 
The response to the negative control (usually cell-culture medium) should be well below 
detection level.  
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2.5 Replicates 
Describe the basis for the number of replicate and repeat experiments; provide the 
rationale if experiments are not replicated or repeated.  
All experiments are run with four replicates of the test compound on one plate. A 
standard curve in quadruplicate, using the International Standard for Endotoxin 
(calibrated in EU) is included, ranging from 0.25 EU/ml up to 4 EU/ml (or 0.125 EU/ml 
up to 2 EU/ml). A test is valid if the 0.5 EU/ml is significant elevated over the 
background (defined by mean of the blank values +2SD (n-1) of the blank values). The 
endotoxin value of each replicate is calculated from the endotoxin calibration curve of the 
IS for endotoxin, applying the 4-parameter logistic model and expressed as endotoxin-
equivalents/ml (EU/ml). Outliers are rejected only after checking according to the 
Dixon’s test (p>0.05). Four replicates is considered the minimal amount for the Dixon’s 
test. 
 
During a prevalidation (PV) phase, the intralaboratory reproducibility as well as the 
interlaboratory reproducibility of the MM6/IL6 test were established by applying 
repeated experiments (detailed in section 7). As the test method reliability 
(repeatability/reproducibility) was shown to be satisfactory, it was feasible to perform the 
test with pharmaceutical substances (detailed in table 1) once by the three participating 
laboratories. 

2.6 Modifications applied after validation 
Discuss the basis for any modifications to the proposed test method protocol that were 
made based on results from validation studies.  
During the prevalidation study it was shown that pre-incubation of the cells, comprising 
of adjusting the cells to a specified number per ml and replacing the culture-medium, 
highly improved the response and the repeatability of the test. Although this extends the 
timeframe of the test by one day, this procedure was worth adopting for the MM6/IL6 
test and was subsequently been used throughout the validation phase.  
The initial protocol allowed the use of various kinds of IL-6 ELISAs, however, due to 
their sub-optimal repeatability their use was restricted to the two IL-6 ELISAs now 
indicated in the protocol (the in-house Novartis IL-6 ELISA and the CLB Human IL-6 
ELISA kit). Both IL-6 ELISAs use the same monoclonal antibody for IL-6 detection. It 
should be noted that these ELISAs may be substituted with other validated IL-6 specific 
ELISAs, in which the International Standard (IS) for IL-6 (or an IL-6 standard calibrated 
against the IS) is used as the assay calibrant. 
The most significant modification to the test method protocol, concerns the prediction 
model. For the purpose of the validation study, a sample is considered positive when the 
mean OD at 450 nm to the tested product exceeds the mean OD at 450 nm of that of the 
positive product control. 
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2.7 Differences with similar test methods 
If applicable, discuss any differences between the protocol for the proposed test method 
and that for a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Not applicable. 
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3 Substances Used for Validation 

3.1 Selection of substances used 
Describe the rationale for the chemicals or products selected for use in the validation 
process. Include information on the suitability of the substances selected for testing, 
indicating any chemicals that were found to be unsuitable. 
Selected test items were medicinal products available on the market. Released clinical 
batches were considered clean, i.e. containing no detectable pyrogens. To test the 
specificity, sensitivity and the reproducibility of the proposed test method, the products 
were spiked with pyrogen. For the present studies endotoxin (LPS) was selected as the 
model pyrogen, since it is well defined, standardized and readily available. 
 
For the sensitivity and specificity the test items were assessed at their MVD. The MVD is 
the quotient of the ELC and the detection limit. The European Pharmacopoeia prescribes 
for various types of parenterals the amount of endotoxin that is maximally allowed in a 
medicinal product, i.e. the ELC, taking into consideration the dose, the route of 
administration and the dosing regimen of the product. 
The aim of the study was to discriminate between negative and positive samples. Based 
on the selected pyrogen threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples 
were defined as containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. Hence, to determine the MVD, the value 
of 0.5 EU/ml was defined as the detection limit. 
Test items were assessed as such (negative product control), spiked with endotoxin at 0.5 
IU/ml (positive product control) and after spiking with endotoxin at 5 levels (blinded 
samples). In addition a negative control (saline) and positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) 
were included to establish assay validity. 
 
For reproducibility, the test items were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, 
independently in 3 different laboratories, 3 times each. Based on the selected pyrogen 
threshold value (see 4.1) and the PM applied, positive samples were defined as 
containing 0.5 EU/ml or more. The test items were tested after spiking with endotoxin at 
four levels. For no other reasons but practical ones, i.e. availability of test materials, 
different test items were selected for this part of the validation study. 
 
It was determined earlier whether candidate test items interfered with the outcome of the 
proposed test method. Interference was considered when the response of endotoxin in the 
diluted test item was below 50% or above 200% of the response of endotoxin in saline 
(spike-recovery). It was shown that none of the test items interfered with the assay at the 
selected dilutions (data not shown). 

3.2 Number of substances 
Discuss the rationale for the number of substances that were tested. 
A total of 13 test items were selected for the validation study (see 3.3): 10 test items for 
determining sensitivity and specificity (table 3.3.1), 3 different test items for determining 
reproducibility (table 3.3.2). Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded by 
ECVAM before distribution to the participating testing facilities. 
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For sensitivity and specificity, each test item was tested after spiking at its individual 
MVD. Hence they each came with their own specific set of 5 endotoxin spike solutions: 
0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml. Simple logistics limited the amount of test items for 
this part of the validation study to 10. Since test items were assessed with 5 different 
endotoxin levels at 3 independent laboratories, this yielded a total of 150 data points, 
biometrically considered to be sufficient for further analysis. 
 
For reproducibility each test item was spiked at 4 different levels (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 
EU/ml) and tested at specified dilutions, 3 times in 3 laboratories.  

3.3 Description of substances used 
 
Table 3.3.1: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining sensitivity and specificity 

Drug code Source Agent Indication MVD 
(-fold) 

Glucose 
5% (w/v)  

GL Eifel Glucose nutrition 70 

Ethanol 
13% (w/w) 

ET B.Braun Ethanol diluent 35 

MCP® ME Hexal Metoclopramid antiemetic 350 
Orasthin® OR Aventis Oxytocin initiation of 

delivery 
700 

Binotal® BI Aventis Ampicillin antibiotic 140 
Fenistil® FE Novartis Dimetindenmaleat antiallergic 175 
Sostril® SO GlaxoSmithKline Ranitidine antiacidic 140 
Beloc® BE Astra Zeneca Metoprolol tartrate heart dysfunction 140 
Drug A* LO - 0.9% NaCl - 35 
Drug B* MO - 0.9% NaCl - 70 

*Drugs A and B were included as saline controls using notional ELCs. 
Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
 
Table 3.3.2: Test items (parenteral drugs) used for determining reproducibility. 

Drug Source Agent Indication 
Gelafundin® Braun melsungen Gelatin Transfusion 
Jonosteril ® Fresenius Electrolytes Infusion 
Haemate ® Aventis Factor VIII Hemophilia 

    
Negative control: 0.9% clinical stock saline solution. 
Positive control: WHO-LPS 94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-), 0.5 EU/ml in clinical stock 
saline. 
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3.4 Sample coding procedure 
Describe the coding procedures used in the validation studies. 
All test items are registered medicinal products and were obtained from a pharmaceutical 
supplier. Test items and endotoxin spiking samples were prepared, blinded where 
appropriate and coded under GLP by personnel from ECVAM, Italy. These were then 
taken over by the Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, for allocation and shipment to each of 
the appropriate test facilities participating in the study. 
For the sensitivity and specificity part of this study, test items and their respective spikes 
(5 per test item) were all blinded. For reproducibility testing, only the spikes (4) were 
blinded, the test items were not. 

3.5 Recommended reference chemicals 
For proposed test methods that are mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, discuss the extent to which 
the recommended reference chemicals were tested in the proposed test method. In 
situations where a listed reference chemical was unavailable, the criteria used to select a 
replacement chemical should be described. To the extent possible, when compared to the 
original reference chemical, the replacement chemical should be from the same 
chemical/product class and produce similar effects in the in vivo reference test method. 
In addition, if applicable, the replacement chemical should have been tested in the 
mechanistically and functionally similar validated test method. If applicable, the 
rationale for adding additional chemicals and the adequacy of data from the in vivo 
reference test method or the species of interest should be provided. 
The reference pyrogen material used was the international endotoxin standard WHO-LPS 
94/580 (E. coli 0113:H10:K-). Where appropriate, the material was diluted in clinical 
saline solution (0.9% (w/v) sodium chloride). The saline was also used as negative 
control (blank). 
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4 In vivo Reference Data on Accuracy 

4.1 Test protocol in vivo reference test method. 
Provide a clear description of the protocol(s) used to generate data from the in vivo 
reference test method. If a specific guideline has been followed, it should be provided. 
Any deviations should be indicated, including the rationale for the deviation. 
For ethical reasons, no rabbit pyrogen tests were performed for this study. However, Dr. 
U. Lüderitz-Püchel, Paul-Ehrlich Institute, Germany, kindly provided historical data, 
accumulated over several years, from 171 rabbits (Chinchilla Bastards). The respective 
Pharmacopoeiae do not prescribe a rabbit strain for the in vivo pyrogen test, but 
Chinchilla rabbits are reported as a relatively sensitive strain for pyrogen testing.  
 
The rabbits were injected with endotoxin and their rise in body temperature over the next 
180 minutes was recorded (figure 4.1.1). From these data it was established that 50% of 
the rabbits got fever when treated with endotoxin at 5 EU/kg (Hoffmann et al, 2005a). 
Fever in rabbits is defined as a rise in body temperature over 0.55°C. On the basis of 
these historical animal data and corrected for the maximal volume allowed in rabbits, i.e. 
10 ml per animal, a pyrogen threshold value of 0.5 EU/ml was defined for the PM in the 
proposed test method. 

4.2 Accuracy 
Provide the in vivo reference test method data used to assess the accuracy of the 
proposed test method. Individual human and/or animal reference test data, if available, 
should be provided. Provide the source of the reference data, including the literature 
citation for published data, or the laboratory study director and year generated for 
unpublished data. 
As mentioned, animal studies were not performed due to ethical reasons. However, a 
theoretical assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al, 
2005a). Taking the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes 
into account (1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) 
and calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and 
defined threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit 
pyrogen test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%.  
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Figure 4.1.1 Dose-temperature of standard endotoxin applied to Chinchilla Bastards (n=171). 
Rabbits were treated with 1 ml saline containing 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 EU of E. coli LPS (WHO-
LPS 94/580 (E.coli O113:H10:K)) and their body temperature was measured over 180 min. 
Linear regression analysis was performed after logarithmic transformation of the data. Data are 
shown as dots to which a jitter-effect was applied in order to be able to distinguish congruent 
data. The full line depicts the linear regression whereas the dashed lines represent the 95%-
confidence bounds. Furthermore, a horizontal line for a 0.55°C raise of temperature is added 
which is often defined as the rabbit threshold for fever. At the interception point of this line and 
the regression line 50% of the rabbits are to be expected to develop fever. 

4.3 Original records 

If not included in the submission, indicate if original records are available for the in vivo 
reference test method data. 
The recognition of pyrogenic substances as bacterial by-products and the identification of 
a variety of pyrogenic agents enabled the development of a proper test to demonstrate 
non-pyrogenicity of the pharmaceutical product. As early as the 1920s, studies were done 
to select the most appropriate animal model. Results indicated that most mammals had a 
pyrogenic response, but only a few, including rabbits, dogs, cats, monkeys and horses 
showed a response similar to that in humans. For practical reasons, other species but 
rabbits and dogs were considered not practical. Co Tui & Schrift (1942) described that 
rabbits are less thermo-stable than dogs. Hence, rabbits are more suited for the purpose of 
testing for the absence of pyrogens, since a negative result is more significant. 

4.4 Quality of data 
Indicate the quality of the in vivo reference test method data, including the extent of GLP 
compliance and any use of coded chemicals. 
The study protocol(s) and all standard operating procedures were GLP-concordant. These 
documents were quality assured by the ECVAM quality assurance officers. 
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4.5 Toxicology 
Discuss the availability and use of relevant toxicity information from the species of 
interest (e.g., human studies and reported toxicity from accidental or occupational 
exposure for human health-related toxicity testing). 
Over time, a number of studies were performed to correlate the rabbit test to pyrogenic 
reactions in humans. A conclusive study by Greisman and Hornick, published in 1969, 
who compared three purified endotoxin preparations (Salmonella typhosa, E. Coli and 
Pseudomonas) in New Zealand rabbits and in male volunteers, showed that the induction 
of a threshold pyrogenic response, on a weight basis, was similar to rabbit and man. At 
higher doses, rabbits respond less severe as compared to man. 

4.6 Background on assay performance 

Discuss what is known or not known about the accuracy and reliability of the in vivo 
reference test method. 
As mentioned, animal studies were not performed due to ethical reasons. However, a 
theoretical assumption on specificity and sensitivity can be made (Hoffmann et al, 
2005a). Taking the prevalence of the different final concentrations of LPS in the 5 spikes 
into account (1.0 EU/ml: 20%; 0.5 EU/ml: 40%; 0.25 EU/ml: 20% and 0.0 EU/ml: 20%) 
and calculating probabilities of misclassification using the chosen study design and 
defined threshold of pyrogenicity, i.e. 0.5 EU/ml, the theoretical sensitivity of the rabbit 
pyrogen test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%.  
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5 Test Method Data and Results 

5.1 Test method protocol 
Describe the proposed test method protocol used to generate each submitted set of data. 
Any differences from the proposed test method protocol should be described, and a 
rationale or explanation for the difference provided. Any protocol modifications made 
during the development process and their impact should be clearly stated for each data 
set. 
The protocol for the MM6/IL-6 test is provided in Appendix A of this BRD. It includes 
the precise step-by-step description of the test method and lists the necessary reagents 
and laboratory procedures for generating data. For two steps during validation, a part of 
the protocol was adapted to contain a detailed description of the dilution of the samples 
and the spiking with WHO-LPS. The relevant part of the protocol is detailed in this 
section as well. The protocols are attached in the Appendix A for the sake of 
completeness of the documentation only. The validity criteria and the detailed statistical 
analysis described in section 5.3 of this BRD were applied to analyse the data produced 
during validation.  
To assess the reliability of the test method a series of experiments were conducted in one 
laboratory (the developing laboratory [DL]). As a start, only blanks (saline, 0 EU/ml) and 
spikes of WHO-LPS in saline were tested. These experiments are summarised in table 
5.1.1. 
 
Table 5.1.1: summary of experiments with WHO-LPS in saline 
Experiment Spikes (EU/ml) in saline n (per spike) Repetitions of 

experiment 
N 

1A 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 1 60 
1B 0; 0.063; 0.125; 0.25; 0;5 12 1 60 
2A 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 3 180 
2B 0; 0.25; 0.5 20 3 180 
 
The collected data were used to answer questions regarding the nature of the distribution, 
the variance and its behaviour over the range of response in replicated measurements 
under identical conditions. In addition intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed by the 
maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori chosen positive 
control or a dose-dependent standard curve (table 5.1.1, experiment 1b). With the data of 
this experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by 
calculating the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank. Intralaboratory 
reproducibility was assessed by the maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection 
limit below an a-priori chosen positive control of a dose dependent standard curve.  
 
The MM6/IL-6 method was transferred from the DL to two other laboratories (denoted as 
naive laboratory 1 [NL1] and naive laboratory 2 [NL2]). A large-scale dose response 
experiment was performed by all three laboratories. For this study 6 or 7 concentrations 
were tested in a dose response curve (typically 0; 0.125; 0.25; 0.5; 1; 2; 4 EU/ml, at least 
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8 replicates) and all laboratories had to meet the validity criteria as laid down in the 
MM6/IL-6 protocol before the studies with medicinal substances were conducted. 
 
The (intra- and interlaboratory) reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 different 
medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 3.3.2, 
section 3.3.). Test items and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test items were 
tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 laboratories, 3 times 
each. Test items were tested after spiking with WHO-LPS at four different levels, the 
spikes were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. In addition a negative control (saline) 
and positive control (0.5 EU/ml) in saline were included to establish assay validity. 
Although this part of the study was designed for assessment of reproducibility, a 
preliminary estimate of the accuracy could be derived from the data. Applying the PM to 
the results and evaluating the concordance in a two-by-two contingency table assessed 
accuracy. 

 
To assess accuracy of the proposed test method 10 substances (listed in table 3.3.1), 
were spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is 
negative). To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its 
individual MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in table 
3.3.1.). Each substance had their own specific set of endotoxin spike solution, ensuring 
that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml 
respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description of the sample preparation 
was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in table 5.1.2). To put more 
weight to the result of this part of the validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by 
QA ECVAM. The raw data of the MM6/IL6 assay are shown in paragraph 5.2 Accuracy 
was assessed by applying the PM to the results and evaluating the concordance in a two 
by two table. As intralaboratory reproducibility was (successfully) shown in previous 
experiments, only interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed in this phase. 

Table 5.1.2:  Sample preparation for the testing of 10 substances spiked with 5 different 
concentrations of WHO-LPS. 

Unblinded blinded 
dilution of drug up to MVD 

  
spiking of undiluted drug: 0.5 ml each 

 
diluted 
drug 

NPC PPC  
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

 
+ 23.3 µl 

0.5 ml  + 25 µl 
 saline 

+ 25 µl  
PPC-LPS-

spike * 

of 
Spike 1 

of 
Spike 2 

of 
Spike 3 

of 
Spike 4 

of 
Spike 5 

  (final conc.  
= 50 pg/ml) 

dilution to MVD 
 

 test test test  test test test test 
* PPC-LPS-spike contains 1050 pg/ml = 21fold 50 pg/ml 
NPC = Negative Product Control, PPC = Positive Product Control, MVD = Maximal Valid Dilution 
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5.2 Accuracy and reliability 
Provide all data obtained to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed test 
method. This should include copies of original data from individual animals and/or 
individual samples, as well as derived data. The laboratory’s summary judgment 
regarding the outcome of each test should be provided. The submission should include 
data (and explanations) from all studies, whether successful or not. 
See figures 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.2.4, 5.2.5 (A, B and C), 5.2.6 and 5.2.7 (A and B). 
 
 

 
 
Figure. 5.2.1: Coefficient of variation (CV) of WHO-LPS spikes (4 replicates) relative to the 
mean OD (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 

 

mean [in OD] 

C V 
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Figure. 5.2.2: Boxplots with OD values of 20- replicates (left) or 12 replicates (right) of WHO-
LPS spikes in saline at various concentrations (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 5.2.3: Boxplots OD values of WHO-LPS (IU/ml) spikes in saline at various 
concentrations. with 3 different passages of the MM6 cell line (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.4: Boxplots OD values of WHO-LPS (IU/ml) spikes in saline at various 
concentrations. with 3 different operators (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
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Figure. 5.2.5 A: Three different drugs (unblinded) spiked with 4 (blinded) concentrations of 
WHO-LPS (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively). Experiment was run 3 time independently 
at three different laboratories. Here the results of the RIVM (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.5 B: Three different drugs (unblinded) spiked with 4 (blinded) concentrations of 
WHO-LPS (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively). Experiment was run 3 time independently 
at three different laboratories. Here the results of the NIBSC (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). G = 
Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.5 C: Three different drugs (un-blinded) spiked with 4 (blinded) concentrations of 
WHO-LPS (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively). Experiment was run 3 time independently 
at three different laboratories. Here the results of Innsbruck (readout of the IL-6 ELISA). 
G = Gelafundin; J = Jonestreril; H = Heamate. 
C- = negative control (saline); C+ = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline). 
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Figure. 5.2.6: Coefficient of variation (CY) of different WHO-LPS spikes (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0
IVlml, respectively).from the experiments as shown in fig. 5.2.5A-C.
G =: Gelafundin; J == Jonestreril; H =: Heamate.
NC =: negative controle (saline); PC is positive conrole (0.5 TIJ/ml in saline).
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Figure. 5.2.7 A: Boxplots of the results of the validation study. Drugs LO, ME, MO and OR (see
table 3.3.1) were spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0,0.0,0.5 and 1.0 IVlml, respectively.
NPC =: negative product control; PPC == positive product control (0.5 IVlm} in drug)
EU-O is negative control (saline); EU-O.5 =: positive control (0.5 IU/mJ in saline)
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Figure. 5.2.7 B: Boxplots of the results of the validation study. Drugs GL, SO, ET, BE, BI and 
FE (see table 3.3.1) were spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively. NPC 
= negative product control; PPC = positive product control (0.5 IU/ml in drug), EU-0 is negative 
control (saline); EU-0.5 = positive control (0.5 IU/ml in saline) 
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5.3 Statistics 
Describe the statistical approach used to evaluate the data resulting from studies 
conducted with the proposed test method. 
A generally applicable analytical procedure was employed. This procedure includes a 
universal PM as well as quality criteria. First a two-step procedure, consisting of a 
variance-criterion and an outlier-test was applied. For this, the Dixon’s test (Barnett and 
Lewis, 1984), which is USP approved, was chosen with the significance level of α=0.01 
and applied to identify and eliminate aberrant data. 
 
Next, the negative and the respective positive control are compared to ensure a suitable 
limit of detection. For this, a one-sided t-test with a significance level of α=0.01 is 
applied to the ln-transformed data to ensure that the response to the positive control is 
significantly larger than that of the respective negative control. 
 
Finally, the samples are classified as either negative or positive by the outcome of a one-
sided version of the t-test, which is based on the assigned pyrogen threshold value. The 
final results will be given in 2 x 2 contingency tables (table 5.3.1). These tables allow for 
estimation of accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) and reproducibility of the proposed 
test method.  
 

Table 5.3.1: 2x2 contingency table. 
pre-defined class 

(“truth”) 

 

1 0 

Σ 

1 a b a+b = n.1 Classification 

by test system 

and PM 0 c d c+d = n.0 

Σ a+c = n1. b+d = n0. n 

 

 
Accuracy: 
The most important statistical tool to determine accuracy (specificity and sensitivity) is 
the so-called prediction model (PM) (Hothorn, 1995). In general, it is a statistical model, 
which classifies a given drug by an objective diagnostic or deciding rule. The objective of 
a dichotomous result requires a clear cut PM, which assigns a drug in one of the two 
classes “pyrogenic for humans” and “non-pyrogenic for humans”. Since a threshold 
pyrogen value will be used, a one-sided test is appropriate for the task. Because the data 
are normalised by a ln-transformation, a t-test is chosen. Although the variances over the 
range of concentration converge by the transformation, the assumptions of equal 
variances do generally not hold true, because it depends on additional covariates. 
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Therefore, the one sided Welch-t-test (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) is applied. Due to 
the safety aspect of the basic problem, the hypotheses of the test are 
 

++ <> SjSSjS ii
HvsH µµµµ ::
10

, 

where 
...

µ  denotes the parameter of location of the respective ln-transformed distribution. 

This approach controls the probability of false positive outcomes directly by means of its 
significance level α, which is chosen as 0.01, because is assumes hazard, respectively 
pyrogenicity, of the tested drug in 

0
H , and assures safety, i.e. non-pyrogenicity. The test 

statistic is 

.
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The PM is built by means of the outcome of the test. Let 0 denote safety and 1 denote 
hazard. The classification of Si-j is then determined by 
 

Sij = 0, if 
2;99.0 !++

>
jiSSi nnjS tT , 

Sij = 1, else, 

where 
2;99.0 !++ jiSS nnt  the 0.99-quantile of the t-distribution with +Sn + 2!jSin  degrees of 

freedom. The number of replicates for every control and sample, i.e. n…, was harmonised 
to be four. Due to the possibility of removing one observation by the outlier test, the 
number of replicates could be reduced to three. The classification of a version of a drug is 
regarded as an independent decision. Therefore, the niveau α is local.  
 
Finally, the classifications of the drugs will be summarised in 2x2 contingency table 
(table 3). From these tables, estimates of the sensitivity (SE), i.e. the probability of 
correctly classified positive drugs and specificity (SP), i.e. the probability of correctly 
classified negative drugs, will be obtained by the respective proportions. Where 
 

SE = a / (a + c) * 100% 
and 

SP = d / (b + d) * 100%. 
 
Furthermore, these estimates will be accompanied by confidence intervals, which will be 
calculated by the Pearson-Clopper method (Clopper & Pearson, 1934). For example, let 

SEp̂  denote the proportion, namely the sensitivity, under investigation. Then the 

confidence interval to a niveau α is calculated as 
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where F… denotes the respective quantile of the F-distribution and n1. is the sample size 
of the positive drugs and a the number of correctly classified drugs. 
 
By contaminating the drugs artificially and by defining a threshold value, which is 
assumed to be appropriate, the class of a drug is determined beforehand. The versions of 
drugs, which are effectively contaminated, but below the threshold dose, are considered 
to be negative, respectively safe, because their contamination is not crucial for humans in 
terms of ELC. 
 
Reproducibility: 
The analysis of the intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three 
identical and independent runs conducted in each of 3 laboratories. The comparison of 
the three runs was carried out blindly such that the testing facility did not know the true 
classification of the sample, either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic. By this procedure only 
the randomness and reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic 
errors, which may have arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the 
samples. This means that if a sample was classified in all three runs the result is 
reproducible regardless of the classification of the sample. Therefore, a measure of 
similarity, i.e. complete simple matching with equal weights, was preferred to the 
coefficient of correlation for 2x2 contingency tables. 
The study was designed as follows: each laboratory had to conduct three independent 
runs with the same 12 samples (3 test items with 4 blinded spikes each) and two controls, 
i.e. saline as a negative control (C-) and a 0.5 EU/ml LPS-spike in saline as a positive 
controls (C+). The samples were derived from the three substances Gelafundine, 
Haemate and Jonosteril. Per run, each substance was blindly spiked twice with saline, 
once with 0.5 EU/ml LPS and once with 1 EU/ml LPS, which resulted in a balanced 
design with regard to positive and negative samples, i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic, respectively. 
 
The three independent runs per testing facility provide the information on which the 
assessment of the intralaboratory reproducibility is based. The combined results of the 
three runs per testing facility were used to determine interlaboratory reproducibility. 
The correlation of the prediction (in terms if the Bravais-Pearson coefficient of 
correlation) between all runs is calculated, independent of whether that classification is 
true or false. A BP-correlation of 1 is calculated, if two runs gave exactly the same 
predictions for the twelve substances. If one run gives adverse classifications for all 
substances than the other, the correlation is –1. As these calculations do not need 
information of the true status of a sample, they were carried out blinded. 
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5.4 Tabulated results 
Provide a summary, in graphic or tabular form, of the results. 
See tables 4.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
 

 
Table 5.4.2: Results of the validation study of 10 drugs, spiked with WHO-LPS at 0.0, 
0.25, 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 IU/ml, respectively and tested in 3 different laboratories. Samples 
and spikes were blinded. Classifications after applying the PM (compare to fig. 5.2.7). 

drug (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” rivm inns nibsc 

Beloc (BE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Binotal (BI) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Ethanol 13% (ET) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Fenistil (FE) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

Table 5.4.1:  Results of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. Classifications after 
applying the prediction model (compare to fig. 5.2.5) 
Sample DL (RIVM) NL 1 (NIBSC) NL 2 (Innsbruck) 
 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
G-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J-0 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
J-0 (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
G - 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
H - 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
J - 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
G - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
H - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
J - 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
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drug (code) spike   results  
  EU/ml “truth” rivm inns nibsc 

 0.50 1 1 0 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Glucose 5% (GL) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug A" 0.9% NaCl (LO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

MCP (ME) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 0.50 1 1 1 0 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

"Drug B" 0.9% NaCl (MO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Orasthin (OR) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 NA 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

Sostril (SO) 0.00 0 0 0 0 

 0.25 0 0 0 NA 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 0.50 1 1 1 1 

 1.00 1 1 1 1 

“0”denotes “non-pyrogenic”; “1” denotes “pyrogenic”. 
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5.5 Coding of data 
For each set of data, indicate whether coded chemicals were tested, whether experiments 
were conducted without knowledge of the chemicals being tested, and the extent to which 
experiments followed GLP guidelines. 
Blinding of drugs and/or spikes is indicated with the data. 

5.6 Circumstances 
Indicate the “lot-to-lot” consistency of the test substances, the time frame of the various 
studies, and the laboratory in which the study or studies were conducted. A coded 
designation for each laboratory is acceptable. 
Per part of the study, all samples are derived from one (clinical) lot. 

5.7 Other data available 
Indicate the availability of any data not submitted for external audit, if requested. 
All relevant data were submitted with the present BRD. 
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6 Test Method Accuracy 

6.1 Accuracy 
Describe the accuracy (e.g., concordance, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative 
predictivity, false positive and negative rates) of the proposed test method compared with 
the reference test method. Explain how discordant results in the same or multiple 
laboratories from the proposed test were considered when calculating accuracy. 
Test method accuracy was assessed in two large scale experiments performed with the 
drugs outlined in table 3.3.1 and table 3.3.2 in section 3 respectively. As described before 
one experiment was performed in an early stage of the study with 3 different drugs, tested 
3 times and the other final experiment all drugs were tested once in the three participating 
laboratories. From the first experiment a preliminary estimate of sensitivity and 
specificity can be figure out, whereas the second is regarded as the established accuracy 
for the MM6/IL6 assay. 
 
6.1.1 Preliminary estimate of the accuracy of the MM6/IL6 assay. In an early stage of 
the study a different concept for interference testing was used. The developing 
laboratories (DLs) determined for each drug (outlined in table 3.3.2, section 3.3) the 
smallest dilution within the MVD that showed no interference or an acceptable degree of 
interference with the spike recovery. In general the lowest dilution of the sample allowing 
for a 50-200% spike recovery was chosen. In addition, the positive control (PC) set at 0.5 
EU/ml saline was used as the classification threshold. The laboratory procedure as 
described in the Protocol was maintained throughout the study. Although it was realized 
there were some drawbacks to the concept for interference testing and applying the PC as 
a threshold, this small scale study allows for a preliminary estimate of the accuracy of the 
MM6/IL6 method.  
It has to be noted that this part of the study was designed to provide an estimate of the 
intra and inter laboratory reproducibility. Therefore it will also be discussed in detail in 
section 7 (Test Method Reliability).  
 
According to the PM applied during an early phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) is related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then the sample is classified as positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, then the sample is classified as negative. While performing the experiments 
during this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing for a 50-
200% spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of 
the assay; a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according 
to the preliminary PM. In addition, due to unforeseen problems with the preparations of 
the spike, the recovery of the spikes was far below 100%. (This is outside the scope of 
the study and will not be discussed). As a consequence of the employed preliminary setup 
of the study the sensitivity will be underestimated, and the specificity will be 
overestimated. 
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In short, three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 
1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a balanced design with regard 
to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be pyrogenic and non-
pyrogenic respectively. These 12 sample were three times tested in three laboratories. In 
total there were 108 classifications from 12 samples in 3 runs and in 3 laboratories 
(3x3x12=108). Results are described in detail in section 7. A 2x2 contingency table was 
constructed (table 6.1.1), from which the estimates of sensitivity and specificity can 
easily be derived. 
 
Table 6.1.1: 2x2 contingency table. The prediction model applied to a preliminary study. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  39 0 39 
-  15 54 69 

Total  54 54 108 
 
The specifications of specificity and sensitivity described in section 5.3 were applied to 
these results and the specificity (Sp) of the MM6/IL6 assay is 100% (54/(54+0)*100%), 
95% confidence interval [0.934;1]. The sensitivity (Se) equals 72% (39/(39+15) *100%), 
95% confidence interval [0.602; 0.859]. As outlined previously the specificity is 
overestimated and the sensitivity is underestimated as a result of the design of this part of 
the study. 
 
6.1.2 Test method accuracy of the proposed MM6/IL6 assay. To assess accuracy of 
the proposed MM6/IL6 method, 10 substances (listed in table 3.1.1, section 3) were 
spiked with five different concentrations of the WHO-LPS (one of which is negative). 
Thus, in total, 50 samples have been tested in each laboratory.  
To permit the application of the chosen PM, each drug was diluted to its individual 
MVD, which has been calculated using the ELC to that drug (listed in section 3). Lesser 
dilutions were tested by the DL, and showed no interference. Therefore interference was 
not expected at the individual MVD. Each substance had their own specific set of 
endotoxin spike solution, ensuring that after spiking the undiluted drug, it contained 0.0; 
0.25; 0.5; 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively when tested at its MVD. A detailed description 
of the sample preparation was supplied to the three independent laboratories (shown in 
table 5.1.1 for convenience). To put more weight to the result of this part of the 
validation, the spikes were blinded and coded by QA ECVAM. The raw data and the 
graphical presentation of these raw data are shown in the section 5 (table 5.4.2 and figure 
5.2.7). Accuracy was assessed by applying the PM to the results (summarized in table 
5.3.2) and evaluating the concordance in this section in a two by two contingency table 
(table 6.1.2). As described above 10 substances, spiked with 5 different WHO-LPS 
concentrations were tested in three laboratories and consequently a maximum of 150 data 
were available for analysis. 
 
As intralaboratory reproducibility was (successfully) shown in previous experiments 
(analysed in section 7), only one run performed in each laboratory was considered 
sufficient. 
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Of the 150 available data, only two sets of 4 replicates did not comply with the quality 
criteria as defined in the PROTOCOL (CV >0.25). The specificity and sensitivity of the 
MM6/IL6 assay could be estimated as described in section 5.3.  

 
The specificity of the MM6/IL6 assay is 89.8% (53/(53+6)*100%), 95% confidence 
interval [0.792;0.962]. The sensitivity equals 95.5% (85/(85+4) *100%), 95% confidence 
interval [0.889;0.998] (See table 6.1.3). The specificity varied from 84% up to 100% 
within the three laboratories, and the sensitivity varied from 93% up to 100%.  

6.2 Concordancy to in vivo reference method 
Discuss results that are discordant with results from the in vivo reference method. 
Not applicable. 

6.3 Comparison with reference methods 
Discuss the accuracy of the proposed test method compared to data or recognized 
toxicity from the species of interest (e.g., humans for human health-related toxicity 
testing), where such data or toxicity classification are available. This is essential when 
the method is measuring or predicting an endpoint for which there is no preexisting 
method. In instances where the proposed test method was discordant from the in vivo 
reference test method, describe the frequency of correct predictions of each test method 
compared to recognized toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 

6.4 Strength and limitations 
State the strengths and limitations of the proposed test method, including those 
applicable to specific chemical classes or physical-chemical properties. 

Table 6.1.3: Specificity and sensitivity of the MM6/IL6 assay 
 N total N correctly 

identified 
proportion 95% CI 

lower limit 
95% CI 

upper limit 
Specificity (Sp) 59 53 89.8% 79.2% 96.2% 
Sensitivity (Se) 89 85 95.5% 88.9% 99.8% 

 

Table 6.1.2:   
2x2 contingency table. Prediction model applied to the MM6/IL6 test result of 10 
different substances assessed in three different  laboratories. 

 True status of samples 
+                              - 

Total 

PM                  +  85 6 91 
-  4 53 57 

Total  89 59 148 
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It appears the proposed test is applicable to most classes of medicinal products, at least 
those that are non- or low-toxic to cells in vitro. In addition, the test may be employed to 
assess pyrogenicity of various medical devices, such as (biological) bovine collagen bone 
implants. 

6.5 Data interpretation 
Describe the salient issues of data interpretation, including why specific parameters were 
selected for inclusion. 
No issues. 

6.6 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results obtained with 
both test methods should be compared with each other and with the in vivo reference test 
method and/or toxicity information from the species of interest. 
Not applicable. 
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7 Test Method Reliability (Repeatability/Reproducibility) 

7.1 Selection of substances 
Discuss the selection rationale for the substances used to evaluate the reliability 
(intralaboratory repeatability and intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility) of the 
proposed test method as well as the extent to which the chosen set of substances 
represents the range of possible test outcomes. 
The rationale for the selection of the substances is described in section 3.3. In short: for 
the present studies endotoxin (WHO-LPS) was selected as the model pyrogen, since it is 
well defined biological standard and readily available. Selected test substances were 
medicinal products available on the market. These batches are released by the 
manufacturers and comply with the Marketing Authorisation file and European 
Pharmacopoeia. Therefore these batches are considered to contain no detectable 
pyrogens. To test the method reliability the medical products were spiked with endotoxin. 

7.2 Results 
Provide analyses and conclusions reached regarding the repeatability and 
reproducibility of the proposed test method. Acceptable methods of analyses might 
include those described in ASTM E691-92 (13) or by coefficient of variation analysis. 
The following definitions according to the ICCVAM guideline were applied: Reliability 
is assessed by calculating intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility: replicate results at 
different times (persons). Intralaboratory repeatability: no variation, identical conditions 
within a given period. 
 
In an early phase of the study, the intralaboratory repeatability and reproducibility of the 
test method was assessed in a series of experiments conducted in the DL. Series of blanks 
(saline, 0 EU/ml) and spikes of WHO-LPS in saline were tested. These experiments are 
summarized in table 5.1.1. The data were used to answer questions regarding the nature 
of the distribution, the variance and its behavior over the range of response in replicated 
measurements under identical conditions. In addition reliability of the test method was 
assessed by the maintenance of minimum criteria, e.g. a detection limit below an a-priori 
chosen positive control or a dose-dependent standard curve With the data of this 
experiment an assessment of the limit of detection of the test can be done by calculating 
the smallest spike, which can be discriminated from the blank.  
 
The second group of experiments was meant to analyze the variation in detail. For this 
purpose the major sources of variation were assessed separately i.e.: Passage-number of 
cell-line (fig. 5.2.3) and operator (fig. 5.2.4). As some experiments were combined, a 
total of 360 data were collected and analyzed. 
 
First the shape of the distribution at a spike was assessed (not shown). Most of the data 
showed a right-skewed shape which suggests that the data should be analyzed by a 
parametric approach via the lognormal-distribution.  
Based on the experience that there is a monotone increasing relationship between the 
mean-responses and the variation (empirical variance or standard deviation), the analysis 
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focuses on the coefficient of variation (CV). The CV should be distributed symmetric 
around a constant factor, if the mean-variance relationship is linear. A plot of all CVs 
against their corresponding means is shown in figure 5.2.1. From the figure it is clear that 
the coefficient of variation for a set of 4 replicates of one spike concentration is usually 
below 8% (CV < 0.12), which is considered very small. As only WHO-LPS was 
examined up to this point, it was envisaged that the CV would increase with other 
substances being tested. For CV criteria applied as a validity criteria of the MM6/IL6 
assays was arbitrarily set at CV<0.25.  
 
After a log-transformation of all data obtained with all four experiments (1a, 1b, 2a and 2 
b), a parametric test for detection of outliers was applied. At this point the Grubbs-test 
was chosen. Altogether there were 3 outliers, which is 1% of the data analysed. In 
addition, the raw data (plate-readouts) showed no obvious edge effects or trends. 
 
The results of test 1a and 1b (fig. 5.2.2) show that the 0.25 EU/ml of spike can be 
discriminated statistically from the blank and the highest spike (0.5 EU/ml) can be 
detected easily.  
 
Test 2a was designed to assess the effect of the passage of the cell-line. Passage 10, 12 en 
14 were tested (fig. 5.2.3). The general behavior of the assay with different passages is 
always the same, however the responses for the 0.5 EU/ml-spike differ in height (ELISA 
read out).  
 
Experiment 2b (fig. 5.2.4) revealed an effect of the operator, but still the limit of 
detection is about 0.25 EU/ml and 0.5 EU/ml can be easily discriminated from the blanks. 
 
In conclusion: The intralaboratory repeatability is satisfactory as the MM6/IL-6 assay 
shows a low variability while testing blanks and spikes with WHO-LPS. The experiments 
revealed an effect for the covariates passage and operator, but the limit of detection is 
about 0.25 EU/ml for all experiments, thus 0.5 EU/ml is always detectable. Therefore the 
intralaboratory repeatability is considered satisfactory. The 1% percentage outliers, as 
determined by the Grubbs test is very acceptable. The validity criteria of the MM6/IL-6 
assay as recorded in the protocol, are based on these experiments (i.e. CV< 0.25, lower 
limit of detection 0.25 EU/ml). 
 
Intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility. 
After transfer of the MM6/IL-6 assays to two other laboratories, a dose response 
experiments was performed by all three laboratories. For this study 6 or 7 concentrations 
were tested in a dose response curve (typically 0, 0125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 EU/ml, at least 8 
replicates). A participating laboratory qualified for taking part in next part of the study by 
producing a dose response curve, with a limit of detection of at least 0.25 EU/ml and a 
CV < 0.25. (Data not shown).  
 
The intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility was assessed by testing 3 different 
medicinal substances, Gelafundin, Jonosteril and Haemate (described in table 3.3.2, 
section 3.3.). Test substances and their spikes were appropriately blinded. Test substances 
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were tested, at a predefined dilution above the MVD, independently in 3 different 
laboratories, 3 times each. The three test substances were spiked with WHO-LPS at four 
levels (0, 0, 0.5 and 1.0 EU/ml respectively), which resulted in 12 samples with a 
balanced design with regard to positive and negative samples (i.e. samples expected to be 
pyrogenic and non-pyrogenic respectively. In addition a negative control (saline) and 
positive control (0.5 EU/ml in saline) were included to establish assay validity. To avoid 
interference, the DL performed interference testing in terms of the BET, i.e. 50-200% 
spike recovery, and decided on the dilution of the test substances. Dilutions chosen for 
Gelafundine, Haemate, Jonosteril were 1:2, 1:20 and 1:2 respectively. The data derived 
by the RIVM are taken as an example of the three laboratories. The raw data and a 
graphical presentation of the absorbance values are shown in section 5 (raw data exp.5 
and fig. 5.2.5). 
 
From the experiment with LPS-WHO only it was already concluded that the coefficient 
of variation was low for the MM6/IL-6 assay (CV < 0.12). It was envisaged that the CV 
was likely to be higher when testing different substances (different matrices) and was 
assessed for the current set of data. A plot of all CVs for all sets of 4 replicates of a drug 
with a spike is shown in fig. 5.2.6. From the figure it is clear that the coefficient of 
variation for a set of 4 replicates of one spike concentration is usually below 0.22, which 
is considered more than acceptable for a biological assay. There was only one outlier 
(CV>0.95) noticed for the J-0(2), which is probably due to a pipetting error. For the 
remainder of the studies the CV criteria applied as a validity criteria of the MM6/IL-6 
assays was arbitrarily set at CV<0.25. 
 
The analysis of the intralaboratory reproducibility was assessed from the three identical 
and independent runs conducted in each laboratory. The comparison of the three runs was 
carried out blindly such that the laboratory did not know the true classification of the 
sample (either pyrogenic or non-pyrogenic). By this procedure only the randomness and 
reproducibility of the methods was assessed and not systematic errors, which may have 
arisen from other sources, e.g. logistics or preparation of the samples. This means that if a 
sample was misclassified in all three runs the result is 100% intralaboratory reproducible 
(regardless of the misclassification of the sample).  
 
According to the preliminary PM applied during this phase of the study the outcome 
(positive/negative) was related to the positive control (PC=0.5 EU/ml). If absorbance of 
sample > absorbance of PC, then sample is classified as being positive. If absorbance of 
sample < PC, sample is classified as negative. (positive/pyrogenic = 1, negative/non-
pyrogenic = 0).  
During this phase it was realized that there is a flaw between interference testing and the 
PM. After the interference testing, the lowest dilution of the sample allowing 50-200% 
spike recovery was chosen. It is obvious that even with a flawless repeatability of the 
assay, a spike recovery between 50%-100% would be classified as negative according to 
the preliminary PM. 
 
From the result summarized in table 5.4.1, the intralaboratory reproducibility can be 
calculated for the separate laboratories. For these calculations there is no need for 
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information of the true status of the sample. A minimum criterion for the establishment of 
an assay is that experiment carried out with the same samples should result in a high 
concordance of classifications. From table 7.2.1 it can be read that the intralaboratory 
reproducibility very good (94.4%-100%) for all three participating laboratories. 
 
Table 7.2.1 : Intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by correlation between different 
runs. Result of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 

 DL NL1 NL2 
Run 1 - Run 2 100% (12/12)  92% (11/12) 100% (12/12) 
Run 1 - Run 3 100% (12/12)  92% (11/12)  92% (11/12) 
Run 2 - Run 3 100% (12/12) 100% (12/12)  92% (11/12) 
Mean 100%  94.4%  94.4% 
Proportion showing the 
same result in 3 runs  

 
100% 

 
 92% 

 
 92% 

 
The interlaboratory reproducibility of the MM6/IL6 method was assessed in a similar 
manner to the intralaboratory reproducibility. A summarizing method to combine the 
three runs per laboratory is considered not appropriate, because it would mask 
misclassification. Therefore each run of one laboratory was compared with all runs of 
another laboratory. The results summarized in table 7.2.2, show that there is a good 
interlaboratory reproducibility of at least 86%. 
 
Table 7.2.2: Interlaboratory reproducibility. assessed by interlaboratory correlations. 
Result of testing 3 substances 3 times by 3 laboratories. 

Laboratories Interlab 
Reproducibility 

Number of 
equal predictions 

DL – NL1 97% 105 / 108 
DL – NL2 89% 96 / 108 

NL1 – NL 2 86% 93 / 108 
Mean  90%  

Same result in all laboratories 86% 93 / 108 
 
Also from the result of the large scale study (testing 10 substances spiked with 5 separate 
spikes), the interlaboratory reproducibility can be estimated (table 7.2.3). All the samples 
were correctly identified by one of the laboratories (DL). The reproducibility varied from 
83.3% to 90% between two laboratories. The same results was found by all three 
laboratories for 39 out of 48 samples (81.3%). 
 
Table 7.2.3: Interlaboratory reproducibility: Assessed by testing of 10 substances, spiked 
5 times. One run of 50 samples by three different laboratories. 

 Interlab 
reproducibility 

Number of equal 
predictions 

DL - NL1 90% 45 / 50 
DL - NL2 90% 43 / 48 

NL1 – NL2 83% 40 / 48 
Mean 88%  

same result in all 
laboratories 

81% 39 /48 
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Conclusion: It is shown that the intralaboratory reproducibility, assessed by correlation 
between different runs varies from 92% to 100% between the three participating 
laboratories. The interlaboratory reproducibility between two laboratories varied from 
86% to 97% in one experiment and from 83% to 90% in the other. All three participating 
laboratories predicted the same in respectively 86% and 81% of the measurements. It has 
to be noted that part of the samples was 0.5 EU/ml and close to the arbitrary point of the 
MM6/IL-6 assay. 

7.3 Historical data 
Summarize historical positive and negative control data, including number of 
experiments, measures of central tendency, and variability. 
Not applicable. 

7.4 Comparison to other methods 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the reliability of the two 
test methods should be compared and any differences discussed. 
Not applicable. 
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8 Test Method Data Quality 

8.1 Conformity 
State the extent of adherence to national and international GLP guidelines (7-12) for all 
submitted data, including that for the proposed test method, the in vivo reference test 
method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method. Information regarding 
the use of coded chemicals and coded testing should be included. 
The studies were done in accordance to the guidelines for GLP. Written protocols and 
approved standard operating procedures were followed during the entire course of the 
study. Deviations were recorded and, where appropriate, approved in amendments. All 
data are stored and archived. As mentioned, samples were appropriately blinded. 

8.2 Audits 
Summarize the results of any data quality audits, if conducted. 
No audits were done. 

8.3 Deviations 
Discuss the impact of deviations from GLP guidelines or any noncompliance detected in 
the data quality audits. 
Not applicable. 

8.4 Raw data 
Address the availability of laboratory notebooks or other records for an independent 
audit. Unpublished data should be supported by laboratory notebooks. 
All records are stored and archived by the contributing laboratories and available for 
inspection. 
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9 Other Scientific Reports and Reviews 

9.1 Summary 
Summarize all available and relevant data from other published or unpublished studies 
conducted using the proposed test method. 
An in vitro monocyte activation test that detected pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants, was first applied some 15 years ago (Poole et al., 1988). A number of 
variants of the original test system have since been described, although the underlying 
principle of each variant remains the same. The test preparation is cultured with 
monocytes, either as peripheral blood mononuclear cells, PBMC, diluted whole blood or 
cells of a monocytoid cell line such as MM6. Contaminants in the test article activate 
CD14/TLR receptors which stimulates the release of an endogenous pyrogenic cytokine 
from the monocytes (Poole and Gaines Das, 2001).  
Early studies report on opimization of the test method, e.g. improving the lower limit of 
detection, incubation times and cytokine readout, using model pyrogens such as LPS or 
endotoxin. Limited information is available on the actual testing of medicinal products.  
 
Most interestingly, Taktak et al (1991) described several batches of a medicinal product 
(serum albumin) that caused adverse (pyrogenic) reactions in recipients. These lots were 
not detected by either BET or rabbit test but only by the in vitro monocytoid cell test. 
In a study using whole blood and monocytoid cell lines as the sources of monocytoid 
cells (Nakagawa et al., 2002) it was reported that the structurally diverse pyrogens 
endotoxin, peptidoglycan, Staphylococcus aureus Cowan 1 and poly(I.C) all stimulated 
the release of cytokines. 
 
The cytokine readout included tumour necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin-1 (IL-1), and 
IL-6 (reviewed by Poole and Gaines Das, 2001 and Poole et al., 2003). Other cytokines, 
e.g. IL-8, are also produced in large quantities in response to pyrogenic contaminants but 
their roles in fever are less well studied. The preferred readout is usually IL-6 because IL-
6, unlike IL-1 and TNF, is secreted entirely into the cell-conditioned medium in large 
quantities, thereby permitting its complete estimation (Poole et al, 1988; Poole et al., 
1989, Taktak et al., 1991). 
Also, certain pro-inflammatory bacterial components stimulate the production of IL-6 but 
not TNF and IL-1 (Reddi et al., 1996), and IL-6 induction via Toll-like (pyrogen) 
receptors rapidly follows the recognition of microbial products (Pasare and Medzhitov, 
2003).  
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9.2 Discussion 
Comment on and compare the conclusions published in independent peer-reviewed 
reports or other independent scientific reviews of the proposed test method. The 
conclusions of such scientific reports and reviews should be compared to the conclusions 
reached in this submission. Any ongoing evaluations of the proposed test method should 
be described. 
This is the first time such an extensive study for specificity and accuracy using actual 
medicinal products is carried out with the present method. Hence, there are no comparing 
reports in independent peer-reviewed journals available. 
 

9.3 Results of similar validated method 
In cases where the proposed test method is mechanistically and functionally similar to a 
validated test method with established performance standards, the results of studies 
conducted with the validated test method subsequent to the ICCVAM evaluation should 
be included and any impact on the reliability and accuracy of the proposed test method 
should be discussed. 
As mentioned, in vitro monocytoid activation test methods for the detection of pyrogenic 
contaminants are being developed over the course of the past two decades. A number of 
variants have been described, although the underlying principle of each variant remains 
the same. The test preparation is cultured with monocytoid cells, either as peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells, PBMC, (diluted) whole blood or cells of a monocytoid cell line 
such as MM6. Accuracy and specificity of these test methods are comparable, but in 
general methods using whole blood, PBMC and the MM6 cell line appear to perform best 
(Hoffmann et al, 2005b). 
Table 9.3.1 summarises the performance of in vitro methods presented in the five BRDs 
and Table 9.3.2 compares the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their strengths, 
weaknesses, costs, time, limitations. 
 
However, most studies (as this one) are done with model pyrogens and as yet little 
experience is available in the field, e.g. as part of the final batch release test-package. 
Experience and thus confidence in these methods will grow once regulatory authorities 
approve these methods and more manufacturers start to employ them. Then, on a case by 
case situation, it should be determined which method is best suited for the actual situation 
and demonstrates to pick out the appropriate, i.e. pyrogenic batches of the medicinal 
product. 
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Table 9.3.1:  Summary of the performance of in vitro pyrogen tests based on 
monocytoid cells (see Tables 7.2.2; 7.2.4; 6.1.3) 
 

Test System 
Read-

out 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

(%) 

Sensitivity 
(%) 

Specificity 
(%) 

WB/IL-6 
whole 
blood 

IL-6 
DL: 83.3 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 100 

DL-NL1: 85.4 
DL-NL2: 85.4 
NL1-NL2: 92.0 

88.9 96.6 

WB/IL-1 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β 
DL: 88. 9 
NL1: 95.8 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 72.9 
DL-NL2: 81.6 
NL1-NL2: 70.2 

72.7 93.2 

96-wells 
WB/IL-1 1 

whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 88.1 
DL-NL2: 89.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.5 

98.8 83.6 

CRYO 
WB/Il-1 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 91.7 
DL-NL2: 91.7 
NL1-NL2: 91.7 

97.4 81.4 

       

 
KN CRYO 
WB/Il-1 2 

cryo 
whole 
blood 

IL-1β - 
DL-NL1: 83.3 
DL-NL2: 100 

NL1-NL2: 83.3 
88.9 94.4 

PBMC/IL6 PBMC IL-6 
DL: 94.4 
NL1: 100 
NL2: 94.4 

DL-NL1: 84.0 
DL-NL2: 86.0 
NL1-NL2: 90.0 

92.2 95.0 

PBMC-
CRYO/IL-6 3 

PBMC IL-6 - 
DL-NL1: 96 
DL-NL2: 76 

NL1-NL2: 80 
93.3 76.7 

MM6/IL-6 
MM6  

 
IL-6 

DL: 100 
NL1: 94.4 
NL2: 94.4 

 

DL-NL1: 90.0 
DL-NL2: 89.6 
NL1-NL2: 83.3 

95.5 89.8 

 
DL = developing laboratory; NL1, NL2 = naive laboratory 1 and 2 
1 = data provided in Section 13 of WB/IL-1 BRD 
2 = data provided in Section 13 of CRYO WB/IL-1 BRD 
3 = data provided in Section 13 of PBMC/IL-6 BRD 
 
Table amended from Hoffmann et al 2005b; results with THP cells not included 
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Table 9.3.2: Comparison of the in vivo and in vitro pyrogen tests regarding their 
strengths, weaknesses, costs, time, limitations 
 
 Rabbit pyrogen test BET / LAL In vitro pyrogen test 
Test materials Liquids Clear liquids Liquids, potentially 

cell preparations, solid 
materials 

Pyrogens covered All (possible species 
differences to humans 
for non-endotoxin 
pyrogens) 

Endotoxin from 
Gram-negative 
bacteria 

(probably) all 

Limit of detection 
(LPS) 

0,5 EU 0,1 EU (some variants 
down to 0,01 EU) 

0,5 EU (validated 
PM), some variants 
down to 0,001 EU 

Ethical concerns Animal experiment About 10% lethality 
to bled horseshoe 
crabs 

Some assays: blood 
donation 

Costs* High (200-
600$/sample) 

Low (50-
150$/sample) 

Medium (100-
350$/sample) 

Time required  27 h 45 min 24-30h** 
Materials not 
testable 

Short-lived 
radiochemicals, 
anesthetics, sedatives, 
analgetics, 
chemotherapeutics, 
immunomodulators, 
cytokines, 
corticosteroids 

Most biologicals, 
glucan-containing 
preparations (herbal 
medicinal products, 
cellulose-filtered 
products), lipids, 
microsomes, cellular 
therapeutics 

Not known (some of 
the materials not 
testable in rabbits 
require adaptations) 

Others No positive or 
negative control 
included, strain 
differences, stress 
affects body 
temperature 

Potency of LPS from 
different bacterial 
species in mammals 
not reflected, false-
positive for glucans  

Possible donor 
differences, need to 
exclude hepatitis/HIV 
and acute infections / 
allergies of donors, 
dedifferentiation of 
cell lines 

 
* = We consulted the laboratories participating in the validation study and a consultant regarding the costs 
of the tests. The figures we received vary significantly depending on the facility (e.g. industry, contract 
laboratory, control authority), frequency of testing, specific test requirements, country, etc. 
 
** = interference testing might increase duration by 24 hours 
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10 Animal Welfare Considerations (Refinement, Reduction, and 
Replacement) 

10.1 Diminish animal use 
Describe how the proposed test method will refine (reduce or eliminate pain or distress), 
reduce, or replace animal use compared to the reference test method. 
Depending on the medicinal product, one of two animal-based pyrogen tests is currently 
prescribed by the respective Pharmacopoeias, i.e. the rabbit pyrogen test and the bacterial 
endotoxin test (BET). The rabbit pyrogen test detects various pyrogens but alone the fact 
that large numbers of animals are required to identify a few batches of pyrogen-
containing samples argues against its use. In the past two decades, the declared intention 
to refine, reduce and replace animal testing, has lowered rabbit pyrogen testing by 80% 
by allowing to use the BET as an alternative pyrogen test for certain medicinal products.  
Bacterial endotoxin is the pyrogen of major concern to the pharmaceutical industry due to 
its ubiquitous sources, its stability and its high pyrogenicity. With the BET, endotoxin is 
detected by its capacity to coagulate the amoebocyte lysate from the haemolymph of the 
American horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, a principle recognised some 40 years ago 
(Levin and Bang, 1964). In the US, Limulus crabs are generally released into nature after 
drawing about 20% of their blood and therefore most of these animals survive. However, 
the procedure still causes mortality of about 30,000 horseshoe crabs per year, which adds 
to more efficient threats of the horseshoe crab population like its use as bait for fisheries, 
habitat loss and pollution. 
The proposed MM6/IL-6 test method is an alternative for the rabbit test and the BET. By 
replacing the rabbit test or the BET, the lives of rabbits and horseshoe crabs are spared. 

10.2 Continuation of animal use 
If the proposed test method requires the use of animals, the following items should be 
addressed: 
10.2.1 Describe the rationale for the need to use animals and describe why the 
information provided by the proposed test method requires the use of animals (i.e., 
cannot be obtained using non-animal methods). 
For the culturing of the MM6 cells, foetal bovine serum is used in the culture medium. 
Though alternative serum-replacing cell culture reagents are currently available, there are 
not sufficient data to substantiate their compliance with the present method. It should be 
confirmed that the monocytoid cells proliferate and especially respond similar when 
challenged with pyrogens in the absence and presence of bovine serum. 
 
10.2.2 Include a description of the sources used to determine the availability of 
alternative test methods that might further refine, reduce, or replace animal use for this 
testing. This should, at a minimum, include the databases searched, the search strategy 
used, the search date(s), a discussion of the results of the search, and the rationale for 
not incorporating available alternative methods. 
Not applicable. 
10.2.3 Describe the basis for determining that the number of animals used is appropriate. 
Not applicable. 
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10.2.4 If the proposed test method involves potential animal pain and distress, discuss the 
methods and approaches that have been incorporated to minimize and, whenever 
possible, eliminate the occurrence of such pain and distress. 
Not applicable. 
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11 Practical Considerations 

11.1 Transferability 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method transferability. Include an 
explanation of how this compares to the transferability of the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, to a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
In general, the proposed test method is not unlike other bioassays and immunoassays that 
are performed routinely in many laboratories. 
 
11.1.1 Discuss the facilities and major fixed equipment needed to conduct a study using 
the proposed test method. 
No extraordinary facilities are required. General laboratory equipment for aspeptic 
operations, e.g. cell culture (laminar airflow cabinets), and analytical instruments for 
performing immunoassays, e.g. microtiter plate reader and –washer, are sufficient to 
perform the proposed test method. 
 
11.1.2 Discuss the general availability of other necessary equipment and supplies. 
All supplies and reagents are readily available on the market. In contrast, availability of 
sufficient rabbits of adequate weight and in good health for the in vivo reference test is 
sometimes reported a limitation.  
The MM6/IL-6 assay is not patented. The cell line used, the MM6, was established by 
Prof. H.W.L. Ziegler-Heitbrock, Institute for Immunology, University of Munich, 
Munich, Germany. It can be obtained for research purposes only from Prof. H.W.L. 
Ziegler-Heitbrock or from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures 
(DSMZ), Braunschweig, Germany.  
The conditions for licensing of the cell line are to be negotiated individually with Prof. 
Ziegler-Heitbrock.  

11.2 Training 
Discuss the following aspects of proposed test method training. Include an explanation of 
how this compares to the level of training required to conduct the in vivo reference test 
method and, if applicable, a comparable validated test method with established 
performance standards. 
 
11.2.1 Discuss the required level of training and expertise needed for personnel to 
conduct the proposed test method. 
The proposed test method requires personnel trained for general laboratory activities in 
cell biology and immunochemistry or biochemistry. Techniques they should master are 
not unlike cell culture (aseptic operations) and immunological techniques (especially 
ELISA). Such expertise is available in most if not all QC-laboratories. 
 
11.2.2 Indicate any training requirements needed for personnel to demonstrate 
proficiency and describe any laboratory proficiency criteria that should be met. 
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Personnel should demonstrate that they master the execution of the test. The candidate 
should demonstrate to meet all the appropriate assay acceptance criteria and yield 
accurate results (outcome) using selected test items. 

11.3 Cost Considerations 
Discuss the cost involved in conducting a study with the proposed test method. Discuss 
how this compares to the cost of the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, with 
that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Three factors contribute to the cost of the proposed test method: availability of 
monocytoid cells, cost of the reagents for the immunoassay and, last but not least, 
personnel.  
The conditions (costs) for licensing of the MM6 cell-line are to be negotiated individually 
with Prof. Ziegler-Heitbrock (see section 11.1.2).  
Since the proposed test method is relatively more labor-intensive, it is estimated that the 
cost of the proposed test method is higher than those for the BET or the in vivo reference 
test using rabbits. Obviously, a higher throughput of tests (runs/year) such as in a QC-
laboratory of a multi-product facility or in a contract research organisation will 
significantly reduce the costs per assay. 
However, especially with pharmaceuticals of biological origin, the proposed test method 
may be most cost-effective, since these products all too often are incompatible with the 
BET and by their nature preclude the re-use of the rabbits. 

11.4 Time Considerations 
Indicate the amount of time needed to conduct a study using the proposed test method 
and discuss how this compares with the in vivo reference test method and, if applicable, 
with that of a comparable validated test method with established performance standards. 
Essentially the test stretches two working days. On day one the testing materials are 
prepared and incubated overnight with the monocytoid cells. On the second day the 
amount of excreted cytokines is determined by immunoassay. Total time from start to 
result are 24 hours. 
It is thus concluded that the proposed test method will take more time than the reference 
tests, either the rabbit test or the BET. It should be noted that rabbits are tested prior to 
their first use by a sham test. 
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13 Supporting Materials (Appendices) 

13.1 Standard operating procedure (SOP) of the proposed method 
Provide the complete, detailed protocol for the proposed test method. 
 
Appendix A includes the original protocol of the MM6/IL-6 test (Detailed protocol 
MM6/IL-6: “In vitro pyrogen test using MONOMAC 6 CELLS”; electronic file name: 
SOP MM6-IL-6), the protocol used in the validation study (marked with internal 
identifier SopMM6v08; electronic file name SOP MM6-IL-6 validation) and the trial plan 
of the validation study. 

13.2 Standard operating Procedure (SOP) of the reference method 
Provide the detailed protocol(s) used to generate reference data for this submission and 
any protocols used to generate validation data that differ from the proposed protocol. 
Not applicable. 

13.3 Publications 
Provide copies of all relevant publications, including those containing data from the 
proposed test method, the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable 
validated test method with established performance standards. 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
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human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
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13.4 Original data 
Include all available non-transformed original data for both the proposed test method, 
the in vivo reference test method, and if applicable, a comparable validated test method 
with established performance standards. 
NOTE: The original data of the ELISA-plate reader were collected by S.Hoffman and 
ECVAM. These are available on the CD which goes with the BRD. 

13.5 Performance standards 
If appropriate performance standards for the proposed test method do not exist, 
performance standards for consideration by NICEATM and ICCVAM may be proposed. 
Examples of established performance standards can be located on the ICCVAM / 
NICEATM web site at http://iccvam.niehs.nih.gov. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Trial plan “Comparison And Validation Of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based On The 
Human Fever Reaction” Acronym:  Human (e) Pyrogen Test 
 
Detailed protocol MM6/IL-6: “In vitro pyrogen test using MONOMAC 6 CELLS” 
marked with internal identifier SopMM6v08 – used in validation study (electronic file 
name: SOP MM6-IL-6 validation) 
 
Original protocol MM6/IL-6: “In vitro pyrogen test using MONOMAC 6 CELLS” 
(electronic file name: SOP MM6-IL-6) 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Not all of the publications cited in the BRD (see section 12) are included as hardcopies in 
Appendix B, e.g. publications on statistical methods are not given. 
 
Remark: The same set of hardcopies was included into Appendix B of all of the 5 
submitted BRDs. Therefore some of the publications in Appendix B might not be 
referenced in the current BRD nor included in the list of the publications in section 12. 
Three general publications were added, which are not cited in any BRD but might be 
useful as background information to the validation study: the ECVAM publications on 
validation (Balls et al, 1995; Curren et al, 1995; Hartung et al, 2004). Several 
publications were included, which either give more background information on the 
human fever reaction or report on specific studies using in vitro pyrogen tests. 
 
List of hard copies 
 
Andrade SS, Silveira RL, Schmidt CA, Junior LB, Dalmora SL. (2003) Comparative 

evaluation of the human whole blood and human peripheral blood monocyte tests 
for pyrogens. Int J Pharm. Oct 20;265(1-2):115-24. 

Balls et al. (1995) Practical aspects of the validation of toxicity test procedures. ECVAM 
Workshop Report 5. ATLA 23, 129-147. 

Beutler B, Rietschel ET (2003). Innate immune sensing and its roots: the story of 
endotoxin. Nature Rev Immunol. 3: 169-176. 

Bleeker, W.K., de Groot, E.M., den Boer, P.J. et al (1994). Measurement of interleukin–6 
production by monocytes for in vitro safety testing of hemoglobin solutions. Artif 
Cells Blood Substit Immobil Biotechnol 22: 835-840. 

Carlin G, Viitanen E. (2003) In vitro pyrogenicity of a multivalent vaccine: Infanrix. 
PHARMEUROPA, 15(3), 418-423. 

Curren et al (1995) The Role of prevalidation in the development, validation and 
acceptance of Alternative Methods. ECVAM Prevalidation Task Force Report 1. 
ATLA 23, 211-217. 

De Groote, D., Zangerle, P.F., Gevaert, Y., Fassotte, M.F., Beguin, Y., Noizat-Pirenne, 
F., Pirenne, J., Gathy, R., Lopez, M., Dehart I., (1992). Direct stimulation of 
cytokines (IL-1 beta, TNF-alpha, IL-6, IL-2, IFN-gamma and GM-CSF) in whole 
blood. I. Comparison with isolated PBMC stimulation. Cytokine 4, 239. 

Dinarello CA (1999). Cytokines as endogenous pyrogens. J Infect Dis 179 (Suppl 2): 
S294-304. 

Dinarello CA, O’Connor JV, LoPreste G, Swift RL (1984). Human leukocyte pyrogen 
test for detection of pyrogenic material in growth hormone produced by 
recombinant Escherichia coli. J Clin Microbiol 20: 323-329. 

Duff GW, Atkins E (1982). The detection of endotoxin by in vitro production of 
endogenous pyrogen: comparison with amebocyte lysate gelation. J Immunol 
Methods 52: 323-331. 

Fennrich S, Wendel A and Hartung T. (1999). New applications of the human whole 
blood pyrogen assay (PyroCheck). ALTEX  16:146-149 
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Fennrich S, Fischer M, Hartung T, Lexa P, Montag-Lessing T, Sonntag H-G, Weigandt 
M und Wendel A. (1999). Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens using 
human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards 101:131-139 

Gaines Das et al (2004). Monocyte activation test for pro-inflammatory and pyrogenic 
contaminants of parenteral drugs: test design and data analysis. J. of 
Immunological Methods 288, 165-177. 

Greisman SE, Hornick RB (1969). Comparative pyrogenic reactivity of rabbit and man to 
bacterial endotoxin. Proc Soc Exp Biol Med 131: 1154-1158. 

Hansen, E.W. and Christensen, J.D. (1990) Comparison of cultured human mononuclear 
cells, Limulus amebocyte lysate and rabbits in the detection of pyrogens. J Clin 
Pharm Ther. 15: 425–433. 

Hartung T, Wendel A (1996). Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. In Vitro 
Toxicol 9: 353-359. 

Hartung T, Aaberge I, Berthold S et al (2001). Novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. Altern Lab Anim 29: 99-123. 

Hartung et al (2004) A modular approach to the ECVAM principles on test validity. 
ATLA 32, 467-472. 

Hoffmann, S., Luederitz-Puechel, U., Montag-Lessing, T., Hartung, T. (2005). 
Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to different 
pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modeling. Journal of Endotoxin Research 11(1): 
26-31 

Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, et al (2005). International validation of novel 
pyrogen tests based on human monocytoid cells. J Immunol Methods 298: 161-
173. 

Jahnke M, Weigand, Sonntag H-G. (2000). Comparative testing for pyrogens in 
parenteral drugs using the human whole blood pyrogen test, the rabbit in vivo 
pyrogen test and the LAL test. European Journal of Parenteral Science 5(2):39-44 

Nakagawa Y, Maeda H, Murai T. (2002) Evaluation of the in vitro pyrogen test system 
based on proinflammatory cytokine release from human monocytes: comparison 
with a human whole blood culture test system and with the rabbit pyrogen test.  
Clin Diagn Lab Immunol. May;9(3):588-97. 

Pasare, C. and Medzhitov, R. (2003). Toll pathway-dependent blockade of CD4+CD25+ 
T cell-mediated suppression by dendritic cells. Science 299: 1033-1036. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1998) The detection of pyrogens in 
blood products using an ex vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. May-
Aug;19(2-3):95-111. 

Pool EJ, Johaar G, James S, Petersen I, Bouic P. (1999) Differentiation between 
endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens in human albumin solutions using an ex 
vivo whole blood culture assay. J Immunoassay. Feb-May; 20(1-2):79-89. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Hubbard AJ, Gearing AJ (1988). Detection of pyrogen by 
cytokine release. Lancet 8577, 130. 

Poole S, Thorpe R, Meager A, Gearing AJ (1988). Assay of pyrogenic contamination in 
pharmaceuticals by cytokine release from monocytes. Dev Biol Stand 69: 121-
123. 

Poole S, Selkirk S, Rafferty B, Meager A, Thorpe R, Gearing A (1989). Assay of 
pyrogenic contamination in pharmaceuticals by cytokine release. Proceedings of 
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the European Workshop on detection and quantification of pyrogen. Pharmeuropa 
special Vol 1, November 1989: 17-18. 

Poole S, Musset MV (1989). The International Standard for Endotoxin: evaluation in an 
international collaborative study. J Biol Stand 17: 161-171. 

Poole S, Mistry Y, Ball C et al (2003). A rapid ‘one-plate’ in vitro test for pyrogens. J 
Immunol Methods 274: 209-220. 

Ray A, Redhead K, Selkirk S, Polle S (1991) Variability in LPS composition, 
antigenicity and reactogenicity of phase variants of Bordetella pertussis. FEMS 
Microbiology Letters 79, 211-218. 

Reddi, K., Nair, S.P. et al (1996). Surface-associated material from the bacterium 
Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans contains a peptide which, in contrast to 
lipopolysaccharide, directly stimulates fibroblast interleukin-6 gene transcription. 
Eur. J. Biochem. 236: 871-876. 

Schindler S, Bristow A, Cartmell T, Hartung T and Fennrich S. (2003). Comparison of 
the reactivity of human and rabbit blood towards pyrogenic stimuli. ALTEX 
20:59-63. 

Schindler et al (2004) Cryopreservation of human whole blood for pyrogenicity testing. 
Journal of Immunological Methods 294, 89–100 

Schins RP, van Hartingsveldt B, Borm PJ. Ex vivo cytokine release from whole blood. A 
routine method for health effect screening. Exp Toxicol Pathol. 1996 Nov; 
48(6):494-6. 

Spreitzer I, Fischer M, hartzsch K, Lüderitz-Püschel U and Montag T. (2000). 
Comparative Study of Rabbit Pyrogen Test and Human whole Blood Assay on 
Human Serum Albumin. ALTEX 19 (Suppl. 1):73-75 

Taktak YS, Selkirk S, Bristow AF et al (1991). Assay of pyrogens by interleukin-6 
release from monocytic cell lines. J Pharm Pharmacol 43: 578-582. 

Tsuchiya S, Yamabe M, Yamaguchi Y et al (1980). Establishment and characterisation of 
a human acute monocytic leukemia cell line (THP-1). Int  J Cancer 26 : 171-176. 

Ziegler-Heitbrock HWL, Thiel E, Futterer A et al (1988). Establishment of a human cell 
line (MONO MAC 6) with characteristics of mature monocytes. Int  J Cancer 41: 
456-461. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
List of abbreviations and definitions 
 
 
Accuracy  The ability of a test system to provide a test result close to 

the accepted reference value for a defined property. 

BET The bacterial endotoxin test is used to detect or quantify 
endotoxins of gram-negative bacterial origin using 
amoebycte lysate from horseshoe crab (Limulus 
polyphemus or Tachypleus tridentatus 

BRD Background Review Document 

CRYO WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using cryopreserved blood) with IL-1 
as endpoint 

CV coefficient of variation 

DL Developing laboratory = laboratory which developed the 
method or the most experienced laboratory 

ELC Endotoxin limit concentration; maximum quantity of 
endotoxin allowed in given parenterals according to 
European Pharmacopoeia 

Endotoxins Endotoxins are a group of chemically similar cell-wall 
structures of Gram-negative bacteria, i.e. 
lipopolysaccharides 

ELISA Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

EU/ml European Units per ml 

IL-1 interleukin 1 

IL-6 interleukin 6 

Intralaboratory 
reproducibility 

A determination of the extent that qualified people within 
the same laboratory can independently and successfully 
replicate results using a specific protocol at different 
times. 

Interlaboratory 
reproducibility 

A measure of the extent to which different qualified 
laboratories, using the same protocol and testing the same 
substances, can produce qualitatively and quantitatively 
similar results. Inter-laboratory reproducibility is also 
referred to as between-laboratory reproducibility. 

KN University of Konstanz (Konstanz, Germany), developing 
laboratory WB/IL-1 and CRYO WB/IL-1 

LPS lipopolysaccharides 

MM6 MONO MAC-6 cell line 

MM6/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using MM6 cell line and IL-6 release 
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as an endpoint 

MVD Maximum valid dilution; the MVD is the quotient of the 
ELC and the detection limit 

NIBSC National Institute for Biological Standards and Control 
(London, UK), developing laboratory for WB/IL-6 

NL naïve laboratory = laboratory with non or minor 
experience with the method 

NPC negative product control (clean, released lot of the 
nominated product under test) 

Novartis Novartis (Basel, Switzerland), developing laboratory 
PBMC/IL-6 

OD optical density 

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

PBMC/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using fresh peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PBMC-CRYO/IL-6 In vitro pyrogen test using cryopreserved peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells and IL-6 release as endpoint 

PEI Paul-Ehrlich Institut (Langen, Germany), participating 
laboratory  

PM prediction model = is an explicit decision-making rule for 
converting the results of the in vitro method into a 
prediction of in vivo hazard 

PPC positive product control (product under test spiked with 
0.5 EU/ml of WHO-LPS (code 94/580) 

Prevalidation study A prevalidation study is a small-scale inter-laboratory 
study, carried out to ensure that the protocol of a test 
method is sufficiently optimised and standardised for 
inclusion in a formal validation study. According to the 
ECVAM principles, the prevalidation study is divided into 
three phases: protocol refinement, protocol transfer and 
protocol performance (Curren et al, ATLA 23, 211-217). 

Pyrogens fever-causing materials  

Pyrogens, endogenous endogenous pyrogens are messenger substances released 
by blood cells reacting to pyrogenic materials; e.g. IL-1, 
IL-6, TNF-α, prostaglandin E2 

Pyrogens, exogenous exogenous pyrogens derive from bacteria, viruses, fungi 
or from the host himself  

Reliability Measures of the extent to which a test method can be 
performed reproducibly within and between laboratories 
over time, when performed using the same protocol. It is 
assessed by calculating intra- and interlaboratory 
reproducibility and intra-laboratory repeatability. 
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Relevance Relevance of a test method describes whether it is 
meaningful and useful for a particular purpose. It is the 
extent to which the measurement result and uncertainty 
can accurately be interpreted as reflecting or predicting the 
biological effect of interest. 

Repeatibility Repeatability describes the closeness of agreement 
between test results obtained within a single laboratory 
when the procedure is performed independently under 
repeatability conditions, i.e. in a set of conditions 
including the same measurement procedure, same 
operator, same measuring system, same operating 
conditions and same location, and replicated 
measurements over a short period of time. 

RIVM National Institute of Public Health and the Environment 
(Bilthoven, The Netherlands), developing laboratory 
MM6/IL-6 method 

Sensitivity Sensitivity is the proportion of all positive/active 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

Specificity Specificity is proportion of all negative/inactive 
substances that are correctly classified by a test method. 

TMB chromogenic substrate 3,3´,5,5´ -tetramethylbenzidine 

TNF-α tumour necrosis factor-α 

USP US Pharmacopoeia 

Validation Validation is the process by which the reliability and 
relevance of a procedure are established for a specific 
purpose 

Validation study  A validation study is a large-scale interlaboratory study, 
designed to assess the reliability and relevance of an 
optimised method for a particular purpose 

WB/IL-1 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-1 release 
as endpoint 

WB/IL-6 Whole blood assay (using fresh blood) with IL-6 release 
as endpoint 

WHO World Health Organization 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Pa6ente6al 7ha6maceBtical 76odBcts mBst 8e sho@n to 8e f6ee f6om 756ogenic [feGe6Z
indBcing\ contaminationC  ^hile a 756ogen ma5 in gene6al 8e defined as an5 
sB8stance that caBses feGe6_ the 756ogens that almost inGa6ia8l5 contaminate 
7a6ente6al 7ha6maceBticals a6e 8acte6ial endotoEins [li7o7ol5saccha6ides_ :PS\ f6om 
G6amZnegatiGe 8acte6ia [Mascoli and ^ea65_ TS`Sa_ TS`S8\C  The6e a6e t@o 
Pha6maco7oeial tests fo6 756ogenic contaminationJ the 6a88it 756ogen test and the 
:imBlBs amoe8oc5te l5sate [:A:\ testC  The 6a88it 756ogen test_ @hich detects :PS 
and othe6 756ogens_ inGolGes measB6ing the 6ise in 8od5 tem7e6atB6e eGoAed in 
6a88its 85 the int6aGenoBs inaection of a ste6ile solBtion of the sB8stance to 8e 
eEaminedC  In cont6ast_ the :A: test detects onl5 :PSJ it is desc6i8ed in 
Pha6maco7oeias as the 8acte6ial endotoEins test [BET\C  The 76inci7le of the :A:Z
test is that :PS caBses eEt6acellBla6 coagBlation of the 8lood [haemol5m7h\ of the 
ho6seshoe c6a8_ #$%&'&( )*'+),-%&(! [:eGin b Bang_ TSQK\C  AlthoBgh the :A: test 
is g6adBall5 sB7e6seding the 6a88it 756ogen test_ hBnd6eds of thoBsands of 6a88it 
756ogen tests a6e still ca66ied oBt each 5ea6 a6oBnd the @o6ld_ la6gel5 on 76odBcts 
@hich cannot_ fo6 one 6eason o6 anothe6_ 8e tested in the :A: testC  ^hile 76oGing 
gene6all5 6elia8le_ 8oth the 6a88it 756ogen test and :A: test haGe sho6tcomingsC  The 
6a88it 756ogen test Bses eE7e6imental animals_ is costl5 and is not cBantitatiGeC  The 
:A: test giGes false negatiGes @ith ce6tain 76odBcts_ can oGe6estimate the 756ogen 
content of othe6 76odBcts and does not detect 756ogens othe6 than 8acte6ial 
endotoEin [:PS\_ sBch as G6amZ7ositiGe eEotoEins_ Gi6Bses and fBngi [Fina6ello et 
alC_ TSVKd Poole et alC_ TSVVd Ua5 et alC_ TSSNd TaAtaA et alC_ TSSTd Fenn6ich et alC_ 
TSSS\C 
 The 8asis of the 6a88it 756ogen test is the $. /$/* stimBlation 85 eEogenoBs 
756ogens [BsBall5 :PS\ of 6a88it 7e6i7he6al 8lood monoc5tes to 76odBce the 
endogenoBs 756ogens that caBse feGe6C  The endogenoBs 756ogens a6e 756ogenic 
c5toAines sBch as tBmoB6 nec6osis facto6! [TNF!\_ inte6leBAinZT [I:ZT! and I:ZT"_ 
t@o se7a6ate gene 76odBcts\_ I:ZQ and I:ZV [Fina6ello et alC_ TSSS\C  In Gie@ of the 
sho6tcomings of the 6a88it 756ogen test and the :A: test_ in Git6o 756ogen tests that 
Btilise the eEcBisite sensitiGit5 to eEogenoBs 756ogen of monoc5tes haGe 8een 
76o7osedC  In sBch tests_ 76odBcts a6e incB8ated @ith hBman 7e6i7he6al 8lood 
monoc5tes [o6 mononBclea6 cells_ PBMNC CE::S_ o6 leBAoc5tes\ and the 
conditioned media assa5ed fo6 756ogenic c5toAines [FBff b AtAins_ TSVLd Fina6ello et 
alC_ TSVKd Poole et alC_ TSVVd Poole_ TSVSd Hansen and Ch6istensen_ TSSNd TaAtaA et 
alC_ TSSTd BleeAe6 et alC_ TSSK\C 

The isolation of monoc5tes<leBAoc5tes f6om @hole 8lood is la8oB6ZintensiGe 
and timeZconsBming_ technicall5 so7histicated_ 6ecBi6es eE7ensiGe 6eagents and 
does not gBa6antee the isolation of cells in a nonZactiGated stateC  This 76om7ted the 
eGalBation of Ga6ioBs cell lines @hich 6etain monoc5tic cha6acte6istics_ inclBding the 
ca7acit5 to s5nthesise and sec6ete 756ogenic c5toAines [TaAtaA et alC_ TSST\C  TaAtaA 
-0 1'C measB6ed :PSZindBced I:ZT" and I:ZQ 6elease f6om MONO MAC Q cells and 
THPZT cells and conclBded that I:ZQ 6elease 85 MONO MAC Q cells @as the most 
a776o76iate 6eadoBt fo6 an $. /$02* 756ogen test [emonoc5te testf\ 8ecaBse 
immBno6eactiGe I:ZQ_ BnliAe immBno6eactiGe I:ZT and TNF!_ is sec6eted enti6el5 into 
the cellZconditioned mediBm in la6ge cBantities_ 7e6mitting its com7lete estimationC  
The test @as a77lied to th6ee 8atches of the6a7eBtic hBman se6Bm al8Bmin [HSA\ 
that had caBsed adGe6se 6eactions in 6eci7ientsC  The MONO MAC Q<I:ZQ test 
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detected 756ogenic contamination in the HSA that had not 8een detected in the 6a88it 
756ogen test and the :A: testC 
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2. PURPOSE 
 
To deGelo7 an $. /$02* 756ogen test that @ill se6Ge as a 6e7lacement fo6 the 6a88it 
756ogen testC 
 
 
3. SCOPE / LIMITATIONS 
 
The method desc6i8ed 8elo@ is fo6 the eGalBation of an in Git6o MONOMAC Q<I:ZQ 
6elease testC  It is not a efinalisedf test s5stem fo6 the testing of medicinal 76odBctsC  
The method ma5 8e a77lied onl5 to 76e7a6ations that haGe 8een Galidated @ith the 
method_ iCeC sho@n not to inte6fe6e in the test s5stemJ see Heading VC 
 
 
4. METHOD OUTLINE 
 
MONOMAC Q cells a6e stimBlated fo6 TQZLKh @ith standa6d endotoEin [:PS\ and 
76e7a6ations Bnde6 testC  Follo@ing this stimBlation_ the concent6ation of I:ZQ in the 
cellZconditioned mediBm is cBantified Bsing a s7ecific E:ISA [@hich is cali86ated in 
te6ms of the a776o76iate inte6national standa6d\C  The const6Bction of a doseZ
6es7onse cB6Ge fo6 endotoEin standa6d Ge6sBs OFRGalBe of I:ZQ E:ISA 7e6mits the 
estimation of the 756ogenic contamination of the 76e7a6ations Bnde6 testC  The 
contamination is measB6ed in endotoEinZecBiGalent BnitsC 
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5.  DEFINITIONS / ABBREVIATIONS 
 
#g   mic6og6am 
#l  mic6olit6e 
A8  anti8od5 
BSA  8oGine se6Bm al8Bmin 
COL  Ca68on dioEide 
gC  deg6ees CelsiBs [Centig6ade\ 
FMSO  Fimeth5lsBlfoEide 
FZU  doseZ6es7onse  
EC coli  Esche6ichia coli 
E:ISA  Enh5meZlinAed immBnoso68ent assa5 
EP  EB6o7ean Pha6maco7oeia 
E?  endotoEin Bnits 
FFA  Food and F6Bg Administ6ation [?SA\ 
g  g6am 
h  hoB6 
HIFCS  heatZinactiGated [i]QgC fo6 MN min\ foetal calf se6Bm 
HLOL  h5d6ogen 7e6oEide 
HLSOK  sBl7hB6ic acid 
HSA  HBman Se6Bm Al8Bmin 
I:  inte6leBAin 
IS  inte6national standa6d 
I?  inte6national Bnit 
l     lit6e  
jOH  7otassiBm h5d6oEide 
:A:  limBlBs amoe8oc5te l5sate  
:PS  li7o7ol5saccha6ide 
M  mola6 
MA8  monoclonal anti8od5 
mg  millig6am  
min  minBte 
ml  millilit6e  
mM  millimola6 
NaCl  sodiBm chlo6ide 
NaOH  sodiBm h5d6oEide 
NaHCOM sodiBm h5d6ogen ca68onate 
NaHLPOK sodiBm diZh5d6ogen 7hos7hate 
NaLHPOK diZsodiBm h5d6ogen o6tho7hos7hate 
NoC  nBm8e6 
nm  nanomet6e 
OF  o7tical densit5 
PBS  FBl8eccofs 7hos7hate 8Bffe6ed saline 
PC  Pe6sonal Com7Bte6 
PF 756ogenZf6ee [items 7B6chased as ste6ile and 756ogenZf6ee o6 
  8aAed at L]NgC fo6 MNZQN minC\ 
POF  ho6se6adish 7e6oEidase conaBgate 
U  endotoEin standa6d 
67m  6oBnds 7e6 minBte 
UPMI  UPMI TQKN cell cBltB6e mediBm  
USE  Uefe6ence Standa6d EndotoEin 
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UT  6oom tem7e6atB6e 
TMB  Tet6ameth5l 8enhidine 
S  test sam7le 
STF  standa6d 
?Nj  BnAno@n 
?SP  ?nited States Pha6maco7oeia 
E g  E g6aGit5 
 
 
6. MATERIALS 
 

6.1. Cell line 
 
The cell line Bsed is hBman monoc5tic cell line MonoMacRQ [o8tained f6om P6ofC 
HC^C:C kiegle6RHeit86ocA [InstitBte fo6 ImmBnolog5_ ?niGe6sit5 of MBnich_ MBnich_ 
Ge6man5\ A Maste6 Cell BanA and a ^o6Aing Cell BanA @as esta8lished at the 
NIBSCC Cells can 8e o8tained f6om this la8o6ato65C  

6.2. Technical equipment 
 
IncB8ato6 [M`gC i L gC_ ]l i NC] l COL_ hBmidified\ 
InGe6ted mic6osco7e  
Haematoc5tomete6 
:amina6 flo@ clean 8ench [Class II\ 
:a8o6ato65 cent6ifBge [6ef6ige6ated\ sBita8le fo6 ]N ml tB8es 
:a8o6ato65 cent6ifBge sBita8le fo6 T ml Gials 
^ate6 8ath [adaBsta8le to M` gC_ ]QgC and `NgC\ 
7H mete6 
E:ISAR6eade6  
Plate@ashe6  
Pi7ettes adaBsta8le to LRLN ml_ ]NRLNN ml_ LNRTNN ml o6 LNNRTNNN ml [eCgC Gilson\ 
TLRchannel o6 VRchannel 7i7ette 
Vo6teE miEe6 

6.3. Other materials 
 
All mate6ials mBst 8e ste6ile and 756ogen f6eeC 
 
TissBe cBltB6e flasAs_ L] cmL_ `] cmL and T]N cmL  [eCgC Costa6\ 
Cent6ifBge tB8es_ T] ml and ]N ml [eCgCG6eine6 o6 Falcon\ 
756ogen f6ee ti7s [eCgC G6eine6\ 
SQR@ells tissBe cBltB6e 7lates @ith lid [eCgCCosta6\ 
7ol5st56ene tB8es [eCgCG6eine6 o6 Falcon\ 
7late seale6s_ non toEic [eCgCF5natech :a8o6ato6ies\  
c65otB8es_ L ml [eCgC NBnc\ 
se6ological 7i7ettes []ml_TNml_ L]ml_ eCgC BecAton FicAinson :a8@a6e\ 
NCLL #m ste6ile filte6s [MilliPaA QN_ Milli7o6e\ 
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6.4 Chemicals and culture media 
 
Ste6ile_ 756ogenZf6ee  7hos7hate 8Bffe6ed saline [eCgC :ife Technologies\ 
H5d6ochlo6ic acid_ NCTM_ ste6ile filte6ed [Sigma_ HZSVSL\ 
P56ogen f6ee sodiBmchlo6ide NCSl [iCeC saline \[eCgC NPBI\ 
^ate6 fo6 inaections [eCgC NPBI\ 
T657an 8lBe stain [eCg Sigma\ 
 
UPMI TQKN [eCgC :ifetechnologies_ Gi8co BU:_ code MTV`NZNL]\ 
He7es [eCgC TM_ Gi8co\ 
InsBlin [Sigma_ code TZKNTT\ 
:ZGlBtamine [eCgC LNN mM _ Gi8co\ 
OEaloacetic acid [eCgC Sigma\ 
SodiBm 756BGate [eCgC TNN mM_ Gi8co\ 
MEM nonZessential amino acid solBtion [eCgC Gi8co\ 
Fetal BoGine Se6Bm [FBS\ [eCgC M5oclone SB7e6 PlBs FBS_ Gi8co_ code TQNNNRNMQ\C  

NoteJ The endotoEin content mBst 8e n NCT ng<ml_ checAed 85 :A:_ afte6 heating 
fo6 MN minC at `NgCC 

Fimeth5l sBl7hoEide [eCgC Me6cA\ 
Penicillin<St6e7tom5cin_ [TN_NNN I?<ml 7enicillin_ TN mg<ml st6e7tom5cin [ eCgC Gi8co_ 
code T]TKRNTTK\\  
Inte6national Standa6d fo6 EndotoEin_ TN_NNN I? 7e6 Gial [NIBSC_ code SK<]VN\ 
Inte6national Standa6d fo6 I:RQ_ Tmg< TNNNNN I? 7e6 am7oBle [NIBSC_ code VS<]KV\ 
 
[HSA_ Tl [a dilBtion in ste6ile PF saline of clinical g6ade HSA_ KC]l\\ 
[HBman se6Bm  AB [eCgC Sigma\\ 
 
 
All othe6 consBma8les a6e 7B6chased as ste6ile and 756ogenZf6ee and othe6 6eagents 
a6e 76o anal5sis g6adeC  
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7. METHODS 

7.1. STEPS PRIOR TO CELL–CULTURE 
 
Ste7s ma6Aed [at\ a6e ca66ied oBt in a Class L lamina6 flo@ ste6ile ca8inet_ Bsing 
ase7tic technicBe and 6eagents and consBma8les that a6e ste6ile and 756ogenZf6eeC 
 
Preparation of aliquots of the LPS (endotoxin) standard (STD)at 
 
MaAe alicBots of the :PS STFJ taAe a Gial of the cB66ent IS fo6 endotoEin [Gial code 
SK<]VN_ TNNNN I? o E?<Gial_ infinite shelf life @hen sto6ed at ZLNgC o6 8elo@\_  and 
6econstitBte the contents of the Gial @ith ] ml 756ogen f6ee @ate6  and Go6teE fo6 MN 
minC  This giGes a L_NNN I?<ml stocA solBtion of :PSC  The stocA solBtion ma5 8e Ae7t 
at LZVgC fo6 B7 to TK da5sC Alte6natiGel5_ alicBot :PS standa6d into la8elled 
c65otB8es_ f6eehe them B76ight and sto6e them at ZLNgC o6 8elo@ [shelf life o TL 
months\ The follo@ing 76ima65 standa6ds [Uefe6ence Standa6d EndotoEins\ a6e 
identical to the IS and ma5 8e sB8stitBted fo6 itJ ECQ [?SP\_ :ot G [FFA\_ BUPM [EP\C  
Alte6natiGel5_ a @o6Aing standa6d [cont6ol standa6d endotoEin\ cali86ated against one 
of these 76ima65 standa6ds ma5 8e sB8stitBtedC 
 
Preparation of aliquots of the IL–6 standardat 
 
To maAe alicBots of the I:ZQ standa6d_ taAe a Gial of the lS fo6 I:ZQ [am7oBle code 
VS<]KV_ T #g<TNNNNN I?<am7oBle\ and 6econstitBte @ith T ml of PBS i Tl BSA [o6 
HSA Z not c6itical\C  This giGes a T #g<ml stocA solBtion of I:ZQKC 
3K4 5*.5-.0210$*.( *6 7#89 12- -:)2-((-; $. )<=%' 210,-2 0,1. 7>=%' 0* 1/*$; 5*.6&($*. 
?$0, 7>=%' *6 #@AB 
 
AlicBot the stocA solBtion into la8elled c65oZtB8es [of L ml ca7acit5\_ f6eehe them 
B76ight and sto6e them in this f6ohen state at ZLNgC o6 8elo@ [shelf life o siE months\C   
 
A @o6Aing standa6d_ 76eGioBsl5 cali86ated against the IS ma5 8e sB8stitBted fo6 the 
ISC  Each ne@ 8atch of @o6Aing standa6d is to 8e cali86ated against the ISC  
 
Preparation of mediumat      
 
P6e7a6e and sto6e the UPMI as desc6i8ed 85 the sB77lie6C AdaBst the 7H and ste6ile 
filte6 [NCLL #m\ the mediBm if 6ecBi6edC    
Test a sam7le of the mediBm [f6om one 8ottle\ fo6 :PS contamination in an :A: test 
acco6ding to the cB66ent SOPfs fo6 :A: testingC  ?se the 8atch of mediBm onl5 if the 
leGel of contamination is not g6eate6 than NCNQ I?<mlC 
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XCompletionY of maintenance culture medium (RPMI–M)at 
 
UPMI TQKN mediBm   ]NN ml 
HeatZinactiGated [i]QgC fo6 MN min\ foetal calf se6Bm [HIFCS\   ]N ml 
:ZGlBtamine_ L mM    
MEM nonZessential amino acid_ NCT mM 
BoGine insBlin_ NCLM I?<ml 
OEaloacetic acid_ T mM 
SodiBm 756BGate_ T mM 
He7es_ LN mM 
 
XCompletionY of assay medium (RPMI–C)at 
 
UPMI ZTQKN mediBm   ]NN ml 
HeatZinactiGated [i]QgC fo6 MN min\ foetal calf se6Bm [HIFCS\W    TN ml 
:ZGlBtamine_ L mM    
MEM nonZessential amino acid_ NCT mM 
BoGine insBlin_ NCLM I?<ml 
OEaloacetic acid_ T mM 
SodiBm 756BGate_ T mM 
He7es_ LN mM 
 
Afte6 com7letion_ UPMIRM and UPMIRC can 8e sto6ed at iKgC dB6ing th6ee @eeAsC 
 
3W C'*?8-.;*0*:$.C ,-108$.150$/10-; 6*-01' 51'6 (-2&% $( .*0 1 52&5$1' 2-1<-.0 1.; %1+ 
D- (&D(0$0&0-; D+ ,&%1. (-2&% EF! E'(* )-.$5$''$. 1.; (02-)0*%+5$. %1+ D- 1;;-; 
0* 0,- G@H7IH 0* 2-;&5- 0,- 2$(J *6 5&'0&2-( D-5*%$.< 5*.01%$.10-;B 

7.2  CELL CULTURE PROCEDURES 
 
Starting up a cell culture at  
TaAe an am7oBle of f6ohen cells oBt of the licBid nit6ogen containe6 and 7Bt the 
am7oBle on ice to tha@ the cells g6adBall5C ContinBe @ith the 76ocedB6e as soon as 
the cells a6e tha@edC Clean the oBte6 sB6face of the am7oBle @ith ethanol `NlC 
T6ansfe6 the cells to a ]N ml cent6ifBge tB8e and add TN ml mediBm [iKgC\C  
Cent6ifBge at TNN E g fo6 ] min [at iKgC\C Fecant the sB7e6natant ca6efBll5 and 
6esBs7end the cells in TN ml UPMIZM [iKgC\C  Cent6ifBge at TNN E g fo6 ] min at 
[iKgC\C Fecant the sB7e6natant ca6efBll5 and 6esBs7end the cells in L ml UPMIZMC 
Add V ml UPMIZM to a L] cmL tissBe cBltB6e flasA and t6ansfe6 the L ml cell 
sBs7ension to the flasAC ChecA the cBalit5 of the cells GisBall5_ Bsing a mic6osco7eC 
The cells shoBld not clBm7 togethe6C  
IncB8ate the cells in a COLZincB8ato6 [M`gC_ ]l COL_ high hBmidit5\ 
[K*0-4 E( 1. 1'0-2.10$/-L 0,- 5-''( %1+ D- 0,1?-; 10 MNOP 1.; ?1(,-; 10 GQ\  
 
Propagation of the cells at 
 
TaAe the cBltB6e flasA f6om the COLZincB8ato6C Estimate the nBm8e6 of Gia8le cells 
Bsing T657an 8lBe eEclBsionJ Gia8le cells eEclBde T657an 8lBeC TaAe an alicBot of TNN 
#l of the cBltB6e flasA and add V]N #l UPMI and ]N #l NCKl @<G T657an 8lBe solBtionC 
CoBnt the nBm8e6 of Gia8le cells in this solBtion Bsing a haematoc5tomete6C  This 
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76ocedB6e is desc6i8ed in detail in the Sigma [Biochemical and Ueagents Fo6 :ife 
Science Uesea6ch\ CatalogBe LNNN<LNNT_ 7ages TVKVZSC  
Cent6ifBge the cell sBs7ension TNN E g fo6 V min at UTC PoB6 off the sB7e6natant 
7hase_ 6esBs7end the cell 7ellet in K ml UPMIRM Bsing a se6ological 7i7ette [gentl5 
as7i6ate and eE7el seGe6al times_ aGoid 8B88les_ do not Go6teE\C 
 
Add a 7a6t of the cellZsBs7ension to a flasA and add ne@ mediBm to the cells Bntil a 
final concent6ation of L E TN] cells<mlC The total GolBme de7ends on the sihe of the 
cBltB6e flasA [Fo6 a L]_ `]_ T]N and T`] cmL  flasAs Bse TNZT] ml_ L]ZMN ml_ K]Z]] 
ml and a8oBt QN ml_ 6es7ectiGel5\C  
It is also Galid to sAi7 the cent6ifBgation of the cellsJ UemoGe a 7a6t of the cellR
sBs7ension f6om the flasA and add ne@ mediBm to the cells [final concent6ation of L E 
TN] cells<ml\ In gene6al the cell sBs7ension shoBld 8e dilBted 8et@een T in K B7 to T 
in QC 
ChecA the cBalit5 of the cells GisBall5_ Bsing a mic6osco7eC The cells shoBld not 
clBste6C IncB8ate the cells in a COLZincB8ato6 [M`gC_ ]l COL_ high hBmidit5\ 
 
In gene6al  this 76ocedB6e shoBld 8e 7e6fo6med t@ice a @eeAC 
 
Preparation of a cell bank at 
 
Cent6ifBge the cell cBltB6e at TNN E g fo6 V min at UT [o6 iKgC\C Fecant the 
sB7e6natant ca6efBll5 and 6esBs7end the cells in FBS at UT [o6 iKgC\C  AdaBst the cell 
concent6ation to ! K E TNQ cells<mlC PBt the cell sBs7ension on ice fo6 TN minBtesC 
Add d6o7@ise an ecBal GolBme of a cold solBtion of  FBS i TNl FMSO to the cell 
sBs7ension [final cell concent6ation is ! L E TNQ cells<ml @ith ]l FMSO\C 
T6ansfe6 the cell sBs7ension to ste6ile and 756ogen f6ee c65otB8es [T ml<tB8e\ and 
close the tB8es fi6ml5C 
PBt the tB8es in a @ell insBlated 7ol5st56ene 8oE and sto6e the 8oE at Z`N gC o6 
8elo@ fo6 a8oBt KV hC Finall5 t6ansfe6 the tB8es to a licBid nit6ogen containe6C 
 

7.3  ONSET OF THE TEST 
 
Pre-incubation of cells for a test at  
 
Cent6ifBge MNZ]N ml of cell sBs7ension at TNN E g fo6 V min at 6oom tem7e6atB6eC 
PoB6 off the sB7e6natant 7hase_ and 6esBs7end the cells in a776oEimatel5 L ml of 
UPMIZC Bsing a se6ological 7i7ette [gentl5 as7i6ate and eE7el seGe6al times_ aGoid 
8B88les_ do not Go6teE\C CoBnt the cells and dilBte the needed amoBnt of Gia8le cells 
in UPMIRC Bntil a final concent6ation of KETN] cells<mlC The total GolBme de7ends on 
the sihe of the cBltB6e flasA and the nBm8e6 of cells needed fo6 the testC [Gene6all5 
LETN` cells 76eRincB8ated in ]N ml UPMIRC in a T]N cmL flasA is enoBgh fo6 one SQR
@ell assa5 7late\C IncB8ate the cells dB6ing a776oEimatel5 LK hoB6s in a COLZ
incB8ato6 [M`gC_ ]l COL_ high hBmidit5\ 
 
Preparation of cells for a test at 
 
Cent6ifBge MNZ]N ml of cell sBs7ension at TNN E g fo6 V min at 6oom tem7e6atB6eC 
PoB6 off the sB7e6natant 7hase_ and 6esBs7end the cells in a776oEimatel5 L ml of 
UPMIZC Bsing a se6ological 7i7ette [gentl5 as7i6ate and eE7el seGe6al times_ aGoid 
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8B88les_ do not Go6teE\C CoBnt the cells and dilBte the Gia8le cells @ith UPMIZC to a 
GolBme that giGes a concent6ation of LC] E TNQ Gia8le cells<mlC  [Each SQZ@ell assa5 
7late 6ecBi6es a8oBt TN ml of LC] E TNQ Gia8le cells<mlC\  P6e7a6e the solBtion of cells 
aBst 76io6 to addition to the cBltB6e 7lateC 
 
Preparation of samples for testat 
 
Sam7les a6e tested at a dilBtion of T in ]_ iCeC ]N #l of sam7le in a total cBltB6e GolBme 
of L]N #lC  To test sam7les at dilBtions g6eate6 than T in ]_ 76eZdilBte sam7les 8efo6e 
addition to the assa5 7late_ eCgC to test a sam7le at a dilBtion of T in TN_ 76eZdilBte the 
sam7le T in L @ith saline and add ]N #l of this dilBted sam7le to the assa5 7lateC 
 
Equilibration of reagents for the test 
 
B6ing a Gial of the :PS standa6d_ the sam7les fo6 assa5 and a 8ottle of UPMIZC 
to 6oom tem7e6atB6eC 
 
Preparation of the LPS standard curve at 
 
P6e7a6e the :PS standa6d cB6Ge 85 maAing se6ial dilBtions in saline of an alicBot of 
the stocA solBtion of the cB66ent ISC 
 
:a8el seGen tB8es_ A Z GC  Add the GolBmes of saline to the tB8es s7ecified in ta8le 
T_ 8elo@C 
 
Add TCM] ml saline to an alicBot [MNN I?oE? in T]N #l\ of the :PS standa6d and 
Go6teE to maAe TC] ml of a LNN I?<ml solBtion of :PS o SolBtion SC 
 
Q1D'- R! @2-)1210$*. *6 0,- #@A (01.;12; 5&2/-4 
TB8e :PS added to tB8e Saline p:PSq in tB8e $ S#@AT $. ?-'' 
A TNN #l of SolBtion S o LN I? SNN ml LN I?<ml K*0 6*2 5&'0&2- 
B LNN #l of SolBtion A o K I? VNN #l K I?<ml U!V 7>=%' 
C ]NN #l of SolBtion B o L I? ]NN #l L I?<ml U!W 7>=%' 
F ]NN #l of SolBtion C o T I? ]NN #l T I?<ml U!X 7>=%' 
E ]NN #l of SolBtion F o NC] I? ]NN #l NC] I?<ml U!R 7>=%' 
F ]NN #l of SolBtion E o NCL] I? ]NN #l NCL] I?<ml U!UY 7>=%' 
G None T ml N I?<ml U 7>=%' 
Z*20-: -15, *6 A*'&0$*.( E 8 [ 160-2 $0( )2-)1210$*. 1.; 0,-. &(- -15, (*'&0$*. 6*2 
0,- )2-)1210$*. *6 0,- (&D(-\&-.0 ;$'&0$*.! 
 
3H&'0$)'-( *6 0,- 1D*/- /*'&%-( %1+ D- &(-; 0* <-.-210- '12<-2 /*'&%-( *6 A*'&0$*.( 
E 8 [B  
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Testprocedure  
 
Add 50 #l of LPS standards to wells as in Template 1, below. 
 
SolBtion G into @ells AM Z FM [STF UN\ 
SolBtion F into @ells AK Z FK [STF UT\ 
SolBtion E into @ells A] Z F] [STF UL\ 
SolBtion F into @ells AQ Z FQ [STF UM\ 
SolBtion C into @ells A` Z F` [STF UK\ 
SolBtion B into @ells AV Z FV [STF U]\ 
 
3Q,- 1D*/- *2;-2 *6 1;;$0$*. )-2%$0( 0,- (1%- 0$) 0* D- &(-; 6*2 1;;$0$*.( *6 1'' 0,- 
(01.;12;(!B 
 
Add 50 #l of the test samples S1 – S14 to wells as in Template 1, see below. 
 
Add 100 #l of RPMI–C to the wells of columns 1 – 10 as in Template 1, see 
below. 
 
Gentl5 s@i6l the solBtion of MONOMAC Q cells to 6edBce settling of the cells and to 
dist6i8Bte the cells mo6e eGenl5 th6oBghoBt the UPMIZC solBtion immediatel5 8efo6e 
alicBots of cells a6e taAenC  Fo not Go6teEC 
 
Add 100 #l of MONOMAC–6 cells to the wells of columns 1 – 10 as in Template 
1, see below. 
 
?sing a 7i7ette @ith a ti7 of @ide diamete6_ the cells a6e added 85 6o@ in the follo@ing 
secBenceJ A_ E_ B_ F_ C_ G_ F_ H [see tem7late T_ 8elo@\C  A 6e7eating 7i7ette ma5 
8e Bsed fo6 these additions 76oGided that the alicBots a6e added 86isAl5 to minimise 
the settling of cellsC 
 
Gentl5 s@i6l the 6esBlting cBltB6es to miE the contents of the @ells @ithoBt c6ossZ
contaminating @ellsC 
 
G-%12J4  70 $( 1'(* /1'$; 0* 0-(0 0,- (1%)'- $. 1 0*01' 5&'0&2- /*'&%- *6 XUU #'! Q1J- WU 
#' *6 (1%)'- ;$'&0$*.L RRU  #' %-;$&% 1.; YU &' *6 1 5-'' (*'&0$*. 35-'' 5*.5-.0210$*. W 
: RU9 /$1D'- 5-''(=%'B 
 
 
Incubate the cultures without vibration (to allow the cells to settle) at 37°C for 
16 – 24h in an atmosphere of 5b CO2 in humidified air.   
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Template 1: MONOMAC 6 CELLS culture plate (example) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A ST SL UN 

N 
UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK Goid Goid 

B ST SL UN 
N 

UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK Goid Goid 

C ST SL UN 
N 

UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK Goid Goid 

D ST SL UN 
N 

UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK Goid Goid 

E S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

Goid Goid 

F S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

Goid Goid 

G S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

Goid Goid 

H S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

Goid Goid 

Key: 
AR 8 ARW ] 0-(0 (1%)'-( ^R 8 ^RW 
GU 8 GY ] G-6-2-.5- A01.;12; _.;*0*:$.L GU ] U 7>=%'L GR ] U!XY 7>=%'L GX ] U!Y 
7>=%'L GM ] R 7>=%'L GW ] X 7>=%' 1.; GY ] W 7>=%' 3Q,- 6$.1' 5*.5-.0210$*.( 12-4 
U!UYL U!RL U!XL ULW 1.; U!V 7>=%'B! 
 
Harvesting and storage of supernatantsC 
 
At the end of the cell cBltB6e incB8ation the sB7e6natant is ha6Gested as follo@sJ 
T6ansfe6 f6om each @ell caC TKN ml [o6 mo6e if 7ossi8le\ of the sB7e6natant a8oGe the 
MONOMAC Q cells to the co66es7onding @ell a ne@ SQR@ells cell cBltB6e 7lateC Fo not 
distB68 the cellsC The Bse of an eight channel 7i7ette @ill facilitate the t6ansfe6C  
Change the 7i7ette ti7s 8et@een each colBmn t6ansfe6C  
CoGe6 the 7late @ith the sB7e6natants @ith a sealC Sto6e the 7late at Z`N gC [o6 
8elo@\ Bntil 6ecBi6ed o6 76oceed @ith the detection of I:QC ^hen the 7lates a6e sto6ed 
at  ZLN gC_ dete6mination of I:Q shoBld 8e 7e6fo6med @ithin t@o @eeAsC 
 

7.4 DETECTION OF IL–6 IN THE SUPERNATANT MEDIUM BU ELISA 
 
ImmBno6eactiGe I:ZQ in alicBots of the cell cBltB6e flBid [cellZconditioned mediBm\ is 
cBantified Bsing a Galidated E:ISA_ in @hich the IS fo6 I:ZQ [VS<]KV\ o6 an I:ZQ 
standa6d cali86ated against the IS is Bsed as the assa5 cali86antC 
T@o Galidated  I:RQ E:ISAfs a6e desc6i8ed in the ANNErC [The NOVAUTIS E:ISA fo6 
I:ZQ and the  HBman I:ZQ E:ISA Ait [C:B_ Amste6dam_ The Nethe6lands_ code 
MTSTQ\  Othe6 Galidated E:ISAs ma5 8e sB8stitBtedC 
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8. DATA ANALUSIS 
 
All eE7e6iments a6e 6Bn @ith foB6 6e7licates of the test com7oBnd on one 7lateC A 
standa6d cB6Ge Bsing the Inte6national Standa6d fo6 EndotoEin [cali86ated in I?\ is 
inclBded_ 6anging f6om NCL] I?<ml B7 to K I?<mlC A test is Galid if the NC] I?<ml is 
significant eleGated oGe6 the 8acAg6oBnd [defined 85 mean iLSF [nRT\\C The 
endotoEin GalBe of each 6e7licate is calcBlated f6om the endotoEin cali86ation cB6Ge of 
the IS fo6 endotoEin_ a77l5ing the KR7a6amete6 logistic model and eE76essed as 
endotoEinRecBiGalents<ml [E?<ml\C OBtlie6s a6e 6eaected onl5 afte6 checAing acco6ding 
to the FiEonfs test [7sNCN]\C SB8secBentl5_ the mean endotoEin GalBe of all 6e7licates 
[BsBall5 cBad6B7licates\ of a test com7oBnd is calcBlated and mBlti7lied 85 the 
dilBtion facto6 [if a77lica8le\C The mean endotoEin concent6ation is com7a6ed @ith the 
endotoEin limit concent6ation [E:C\ fo6 the test com7oBndC ^he6e the E:C is not 
s7ecified fo6 a 76odBct_ it is calcBlated as desc6i8ed 8elo@ in the 76ediction modelC 
 
Alte6natiGe anal5ses a6e 7e6mitted 76oGided these a6e consistent @ith the 6eleGant 
ICH gBidelinesC 
 
Test validation and interference testing 
 
To assB6e the 76ecision o6 Galidit5 of the test method_ 76e7a6ato65 tests a6e 
condBcted to assB6e that the c6ite6ia fo6 the standa6d cB6Ge a6e Galid and that the test 
solBtion does not inte6fe6e in the testC The test method is Galidated and a test fo6 
inte6fe6ing facto6s 6e7eated @heneGe6 the6e is an5 change in eithe6 the test method o6 
the test 76e7a6ation that is liAel5 to inflBence the 6esBlt of the testC 
 
Interference test cell culture 
 
S7iAe an alicBot of the test solBtion of the 76e7a6ation 8eing eEamined @ith an 
endotoEin concent6ation at o6 nea6 the middle of the endotoEin standa6d cB6GeC 
CalcBlate the mean 6ecoGe65 of the added endotoEin 85 sB8t6acting the mean 
endotoEin concent6ation in the test solBtion [if an5\ f6om that containing the added 
endotoEinC CalcBlate the s7iAe 6ecoGe65 fo6 each dilBtion in 7e6cent_ taAing the 
theo6etical GalBe [s7iAe concent6ation eCgC T E?<ml\ as a TNNlC The test solBtion is 
conside6ed f6ee of inte6fe6ing facto6s if the measB6ed concent6ation of the endotoEin 
added to the test solBtion is @ithin ]NZLNNl of the Ano@n added endotoEin 
concent6ation afte6 sB8t6action of an5 endotoEin detected in the solBtion @ithoBt 
added endotoEinC If the test solBtion inte6fe6es in the test_ iCeC does not giGe ]NZLNNl 
endotoEin s7iAe 6ecoGe65_ the test fo6 inte6fe6ing facto6s is 6e7eated @ith the test 
solBtion dilBted as fa6 as is necessa65 to achieGe ]NZLNNl endotoEin s7iAe 6ecoGe65C   
The lo@est dilBtion [highest concent6ation\ of the 76odBct that 5ields an endotoEin 
s7iAe 6ecoGe65 of ]NRLNNl is dete6minedC This shoBld not eEceed the maEimBm Galid 
dilBtion [MVF\ fo6 the 76odBctC The MVF is the maEimBm allo@a8le dilBtion of a 
76e7a6ation at @hich the endotoEin limit concent6ation [E:C\ can 8e dete6mined 
[MVF o E:C<limit of detection of the test\C 
 
Interference test readout system 
 
An BnAno@n test com7oBnd shoBld 8e tested fo6 7ossi8le inte6fe6ence @ith the I:QR
E:ISA itselfC Fo6 this 7B67ose_ a I:Q concent6ation at o6 nea6 the middle of the I:Q 
standa6d cB6Ge is miEed @ith the Ga6ioBs dilBtions of the test com7oBnd in UPMIRC 
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[and as a cont6ol @ith UPMIRC alone\ and sB8secBentl5 tested in the I:RQ E:ISAC The 
test com7oBnd dilBtions shoBld 8e com7a6a8le to those Bsed in the cell cBltB6e testC  
 
Prediction model 
 
Fo6 eGe65 Aind of test com7oBnd the inte6fe6ence in the test cell cBltB6e and the test 
6eadoBt s5stem shoBld 8e dete6minedC The test com7oBnd shoBld 8e tested in the 
lo@est dilBtion sho@ing no inte6fe6ence [endotoEin s7iAe 6ecoGe65 of ]NRLNNl\ and 
not eEceeding the maEimBm Galid dilBtion fo6 the 76odBctC The test shoBld 8e 
7e6fo6med acco6ding to the SOP and the endotoEin concent6ation of the test 
com7oBnd shoBld 8e calcBlated as desc6i8ed a8oGeC The test com7oBnd is 
conside6ed 756ogenic @hen the endotoEin concent6ation of the test 76e7a6ation 
eEceeds the endotoEin limit concent6ation [E:C\ fo6 the 76e7a6ationC  
 
^he6e an E:C is not s7ecified_ it is calcBlated as follo@sJ 
The sensitiGit5 of 6a88its to endotoEin is ] I?<AgC So_ fo6 a 76odBct inaected [iCeC 
tested\ at T ml<Ag_ the detection limit is ] I? endotoEin<ml<Ag_ giGing an E:C of ] I? 
endotoEin<ml_ @he6eas fo6 a 76odBct inaected at TN ml<Ag_ the detection limit is ] I? 
endotoEin<TN ml<Ag o NC] I? endotoEin<ml<Ag_ giGing an E:C of NC] I? endotoEin<mlC 
 
9.  HEALTH SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT 
 
Human material 
 
HBman mate6ial shoBld 8e t6eated as 8iologicall5 haha6doBs and all @o6A Bsing 
hBman mate6ial is to 8e ca66ied oBt acco6ding to la8o6ato65 safet5 76ocedB6esC 
 
CBltB6es of hBman mate6ial shoBld 8e t6eated as 8iologicall5 haha6doBs @aste and 
dis7osed of acco6ding to the la8o6ato65 safet5 76ocedB6esC  
 
Bacterial endotoxin is_ as its name indicates_ a toEic agent and shoBld 8e handled 
@ith ca6eC 
 
P6ecaBtionsJ  CoGe6 o7en cBts 8efo6e BseC  Fo not get in e5es_ on sAin_ on clothingC  
AGoid inhalingC  jee7 containe6 closedC  
 
Fi6st AidJ  In case of contact_ immediatel5 flBsh e5es o6 sAin @ith 7lent5 of @ate6 fo6 at 
least T] minBtesC  If inhaled_ 6emoGe to f6esh ai6C  If not 86eathing_ giGe a6tificial 
6es7i6ation_ 76efe6a8l5 moBthZtoZmoBthC  If 86eathing is difficBlt_ giGe oE5genC 
 
Effects of sAin a8so67tion can inclBde feGe6_ headache and h57otensionC 
 
Effects of inhalation can inclBde feGe6_ headache and h57otensionC 
 
Effects of ingestion Z adGe6se effects a6e BnliAel5 since ingested endotoEin is 6a7idl5 
detoEifiedC 
 
ELISA SubstrateJ TMB  (Suspected mutagen, wear gloves when handling).  
Sto6e and Bse in acco6dance @ith manBfactB6e6fs inst6BctionsC 
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11.  ANNEX 
 
NOVARTIS IL–6 ELISA: 
 
Materials, reagents. 
 
NBncRimmBno MaEiSo67 FSQ\ 
MoBse monoclonal antiZI:ZQ anti8od5 f6om clone TQ [NoGa6tis\  
Ho6se6adish 7e6oEidase conaBgated shee7 7ol5clonal antiZI:ZQ anti8od5 [NoGa6tis\ 
M_Mv_]_]vZTet6ameth5l 8enhidine [eCgC FlBAa CatC NoC V``KV\ 
Acetone [6eagent g6ade\ 
Ethanol [6eagent g6ade\ 
Phenol [eCgC Me6cA CatC NoC TNNLNQ\ 
PotassiBm h5d6oEide [6eagent g6ade\ 
SodiBm h5d6oEide [6eagent g6ade\ 
H5d6ochlo6ic acid [6eagent g6ade\ 
SodiBm dih5d6ogen 7hos7hate [eCgC Me6cA CatC NoC TNQMKQ\ 
FisodiBm h5d6ogen 7hos7hate [eCgC Me6cA CatC NoC TNQ]VN\ 
T6is [h5d6oE5meth5l\ aminomethane [eCgC FlBAa CatC NoC SMM]L\ 
jathon M^<^T_ Ch6ist Chemie AG_ Ueinach_ S@ithe6land 
Al8Bmin f6om 8oGine se6Bm [eCgC FlBAa CatC NoC N]KVN\  
Cit6ic acid monoh5d6ate [eCgC FlBAa CatC NoC L`KSN\  
SBl7hB6ic acid [L M HLSOK_ 6eagent g6ade\ 
 
 
Preparation of buffers 
 
Coating BBffe6 
FissolGe ]CN g sodiBm dih5d6ogen 7hos7hate and LCS g disodiBm h5d6ogen 
7hos7hate in KNN ml distilled @ate6C ?se T N NaOH to adaBst the 7H to `C]_ and maAe 
B7 to ]NN ml @ith distilled @ate6C 
Uemains sta8le fo6 Q months at LZVgCC 
 
BlocAing BBffe6 
FissolGe TLCT g T6is [h5d6oE5meth5l\aminomethane in KNN ml distilled @ate6C  
Add NCT ml jathon M^<^TC ?se K M HCl to adaBst the 7H to `C]C 
Add ]CN g BSAC Add distilled @ate6 to maAe B7 to ]NN mlC 
Uemains sta8le fo6 Q months at LZVgCC 
 
Sto77ing SolBtion 
Add  LQCQ ml HLSOK to ]NN ml distilled @ate6C  
 
^ash SolBtion 
Add T ml T@een ZLN to LNNN ml of demine6alised @ate6C  
 
FillBtion BBffe6 
FissolGe LCT g T6is[h5d6oE5meth5l\aminomethane in KNNml distilled @ate6C 
Add NCT ml jathon M^<^T_  NC] g 7henol and L] ml heatZinactiGated [MN minBtes at 
i]QgC\ foetal 8oGine se6BmC 
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MiE to dissolGe the sB8stances_ then adaBst the 7H to `C] @ith K M HClC MaAe B7 to 
]NN ml @ith distilled @ate6C 
Uemains sta8le fo6 at least Q months at LZV CC 
In the a8sence of the sta8ilise6s jathon and 7henol the sta8ilit5 is onl5 T da5C 
 
TMB SolBtion w 

FissolGe LKN mg TMB in ] ml acetoneC Add K] ml ethanol and NCM ml   
Pe6h5d6ol [MN l HLOL\C  
Uemains sta8le fo6 at least Q months at T]ZL]gC @hen sealed and 76otected f6om 
lightC 
 
SB8st6ate BBffe6w 

FissolGe QCM g cit6ic acid monoh5d6ate in VNN ml distilled @ate6C  
AdaBst the 7H to KCT 85 adding K M jOHC 
MaAe B7 to TNNN ml @ith distilled @ate6 and add NCL ml of jathon M^<^TC 
 
Uemains sta8le fo6 a8oBt Q months at T]ZL]gCC 
In the a8sence of the jathon the sta8ilit5 is onl5 T da5C 
 
3 ^ QHF (*'&0$*. 1.; (&D(0210- D&66-2 %1+ D- 2-)'15-; D+ 1 QHF 2-1;+I0*I&(- 
(&D(0210- (+(0-% 3-!<! A$<%1L QV99YBB! 
 
Coating of IL–6 ELISA plates 
 
Fo6 the NOVAUTIS I:ZQ E:ISA_ dilBte the coating antiZI:ZQ anti8od5 [Clone TQ\ @ith 
coating 8Bffe6 to LC] #g<ml and s@i6l to miE_ eCgC T mg of anti8od5 in KNN ml of coating 
8Bffe6C  Add LNN #l to each @ell of a SQZ@ell 7late [NBncZImmBno MaEiSo67 FSQ\C  
StacA the mic6otit6e 7lates and allo@ to stand in the da6A at T]ZL]gC fo6 TQZLK hC 
 
As7i6ate and disca6d the coating solBtionC  ^ash the coated 7late M times @ith 
demine6alised @ate6 and ta7 oBt onto a8so68ent mate6ial_ eCgC 7a7e6 to@elC  Pi7ette 
LNN ml of 8locAing 8Bffe6 into each @ell to 8locA the 6esidBal 76oteinZ8inding ca7acit5 
of the coated 7latesC  Seal the mic6otite6 7lates @ith adhesiGe film and sto6e in a 
hBmidified atmos7he6e at LZVgC [shelf lifeJ t@o months\C 
 
DETECTION OF IL-6 IN THE CELL CONDITIONED MEDIUM BY ELISA 
 
Equilibration of reagents 
 
B6ing an alicBot of the I:ZQ standa6d and othe6 assa5 6eagents to 6oom tem7e6atB6e 
8efo6e 76oceedingC 
 
Preparation of IL–6 standard curve 
 
A8oBt MN min 8efo6e the end of the tissBe cBltB6e_ 76e7a6e the I:ZQ standa6d cB6Ge 85 
maAing se6ial dilBtions_ in UPMIZC_ of an alicBot of the stocA solBtion of the cB66ent IS 
[o6 @o6Aing STF fo6 I:ZQ cali86ated against the IS\C 
 
^hen Bsing the IS fo6 I:ZQ_ la8el nine tB8es H Z PC  Add the s7ecified GolBmes of 
UPMIZC to the tB8es Z see ta8le L 8elo@C 
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Add TVN #l UPMIZC to an alicBot [LN ng in LN #l\ of the I:ZQ standa6d and Go6teE to 
maAe LNN #l of a TNN ng<ml solBtion of I:ZQ o SolBtion GC 
 
Table 2. Preparation of the IL–6 standard curve  
 
TB8e I:ZQ added UPMIZC pI:ZQq in  

tB8e 
$ S7#89T $. ?-'' 

H TNN #l of SolBtion G o TN ng SNN #l TN ng<ml K*0 6*2 _#7AE 
I VNN #l of SolBtion H o V ng TCL ml K ng<ml WUUU )<=%' 
t T ml of SolBtion I o K ng T ml L ng<ml XUUU )<=%' 
j T ml of SolBtion t o L ng T ml T ng<ml RUUU )<=%' 
: T ml of SolBtion j o Tng  T ml ]NN 7g<ml YUU )<=%' 
M T ml of SolBtion : o ]NN 7g T ml L]N 7g<ml XYU )<=%' 
N T ml of SolBtion M o L]N 7g T ml TL] 7g<ml RXY )<=%' 
O T ml of solBtion N o TL] 7g T ml QLC] 7g<ml 9X!Y )<=%' 
P None L ml N 7g<ml U )<=%' 
 
Vo6teE each of SolBtions H Z P afte6 its 76e7a6ation and then Bse each solBtion fo6 
the 76e7a6ation of the sB8secBent dilBtionC 
 
3H&'0$)'-( *6 0,- 1D*/- /*'&%-( %1+ D- &(-; 0* <-.-210- '12<-2 /*'&%-( *6 A*'&0$*.( 
` 8 @ 1.; 1. 7#89 (01.;12; 51'$D210-; 1<1$.(0 0,- 7A 6*2 7#89 %1+ D- (&D(0$0&0-; 6*2 
0,- 7A!B 
 
Sto6e SolBtions H Z P at LZ VgC Bntil 6ecBi6edC 
 
Addition of samples 
 
Immediatel5 76io6 to adding standa6ds and sam7les_ em7t5 the 8locAing 8Bffe6 f6om 
the E:ISA 7late[s\ and eE7el an5 6emaining flBid 85 ta77ing the inGe6ted 7late onto 
a8so68ent mate6ial_ eCgC 7a7e6 to@elC  
MaAe the sB7e6natant mo6e homogeneoBs 85 as7i6ating and eE7elling th6ee times 
8efo6e t6ansfe66ing the testR amoBnt  of sB7e6natant f6om each of the @ells of colBmns 
T Z TN of the tissBe cBltB6e 7late into the co66es7onding @ells on the E:ISA 7late Z 
see Tem7late T_ a8oGe and Tem7late L_ 8elo@C  [The @ells in colBmns TT and TL a6e 
fo6 the c5toAine standa6d cB6Ge Z see 8elo@\C  The Bse of an eight channel 7i7ette @ill 
facilitate the miEing and t6ansfe6C  Change the 7i7ette ti7s 8et@een each colBmn 
t6ansfe6C  
 
 
Addition of standards 
 
Add ]N #l of I:ZQ standa6ds to the @ells in colBmns TT and TL_ as sho@n in Tem7late 
L_ 8elo@C Sta6t at the lo@est concent6ation to 7e6mit Bsing the same ti7 fo6 additions 
of all the standa6dsC 
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Template 2: ELISA plate 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A ST SL UN 

N 
UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK N N 

B ST SL UN 
N 

UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK QLC] QLC] 

C ST SL UN 
N 

UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK TL] TL] 

D ST SL UN 
N 

UT 
NCL] 

UL 
NC] 

UM 
T 

UK 
L 

U] 
K 

SM SK L]N L]N 

E S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

]NN ]NN 

F S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

TNNN TNNN 

G S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

LNNN LNNN 

H S] SQ S` SV SS STN 
 

ST
T 

ST
L 

ST
M 

ST
K 

KNNN KNNN 

Key: 
AR 8 ARW ] 0-(0 (1%)'-( ^R 8 ^RW 
GU 8 GY ] G-6-2-.5- A01.;12; _.;*0*:$.L GU ] U 7>=%'L GR ] U!XY 7>=%'L GX ] U!Y 
7>=%'L GM ] R 7>=%'L GW ] X 7>=%' 1.; GY ] W 7>=%' 3Q,- 6$.1' 5*.5-.0210$*.( 12-4 
U!UYL U!RL U!XL ULW 1.; U!V 7>=%'B! 
Z1'&-( R 8 WUUU $. 5*'&%.( RR 1.; RX 12- 5*.5-.0210$*.( $. )<=%' *6 0,- 7A 6*2 7#89 
31%)*&'- 5*;- aW=YVUL R #<=1%)*&'-L R )< ] U!R 7>B! 
 
 
Addition of (2nd) antibody–HRP coneugate (POD) 
 
Add LNN ml of detection anti8od5 POF [ho6se6adish 7e6oEidase conaBgated to shee7 
antiZI:ZQ anti8odiesJ sta8le fo6 at least Q months at LZVgC\ 76eZdilBted @ith dilBtion 
8Bffe6 [BsBall5 T<LNN to T<]NN_ as dete6mined in o7timisation eE7e6iments\ to each 
@ell_ seal the 7lates @ith adhesiGe film_ and allo@ to stand fo6 LZM hoB6s at LNZL]gCC  
[TNN ml of dilBted POF is sBfficient fo6 K E:ISA 7latesC\ 
 
Afte6 incB8ation_ @ash 7late th6ee times @ith a8oBt L]N #l 7e6 @ell @ash solBtion and 
then th6ee times @ith demine6alised @ate6C Em7t5 7late and eE7el an5 6emaining flBid 
85 ta77ing the inGe6ted 7late onto a8so68ent mate6ial_ eCgC 7a7e6 to@elC 
 
Addition of substrate solution and reading of optical densities 
 
P6e7a6e the sB8st6ate solBtion sho6tl5 8efo6e BseC  T6ansfe6 SNml of sB8st6ate 8Bffe6 
to a 7lastic 8ottle_ add KC] ml of TMB solBtion and miEC 
 
Pi7ette LNNml of sB8st6ate solBtion into each @ellC Afte6 TNZT] minBtes_ sto7 the 
enh5me 6eaction 85 adding ]N ml<@ell of sto77ing solBtionC ^i7e the 8acA of the 
mic6otit6e 7lates @ith a clean tissBe_ then measB6e the a8so68ance at K]N nm in an 
E:ISA 7late 6eade6 Bsing a ]KNZ]SNnm co66ectiGe filte6C SB8t6act the GalBes of the 
measB6ement @ith the co66ectiGe filte6 f6om GalBes measB6ed @ith the K]N nm filte6C 
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IL-6 ELISA kit (CLB, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, code M1916) 
 
The 6eagents 76oGided in the E:ISA Ait Bsed a6eJ 
% Coating anti8od5_ TNNRfold concent6ated 
% BlocAing 6eagent_ ]NRfold concent6ated 
% I:RQ standa6d_ K]NN 7g<ml [cali86ated against the ^HO Inte6national Standa6d\ 
% Biotin5lated I:RQ anti8od5_ TNNRfold concent6ated 
% St6e7taGidinRHUP conaBgate_ TN_NNNRfold concent6ated 
% FilBtion 8Bffe6_ ]Rfold concent6ated 
% Mic6otite6 7lates i lid [NBncRImmBno MaEiso67 FSQ\ 
% Plate seals 
 
Additional mate6ials needed a6eJ  
Ca68onate8Bffe6 [7H SCQ\ 
Ethanol SQl 
T@een LN  
Phos7hate 8Bffe6ed saline  
SBl7hB6ic acid [L M HLSOK_ 6eagent g6ade\ 
M_M_ ]_] Tet6ameth5l8enhidine 
Pe6oEide [MN l HLOL\ 
sBl7hB6ic acid [LM\ 
sodiBmRacetate [TCT M_ 7H ]C]\ 
Instead of the last foB6 items_ a TMB 6ead5RtoRBse sB8st6ate s5stem can 8e a77lied 
[eCgC Sigma_ TRVQQ]\ 
 
 
Preparation of  reagent solutions used in the IL-6 ELISA 
The follo@ing solBtions a6e 76e7a6ed 76io6 to each testJ 
 
^ashing 8Bffe6 
Add  ]N ml T@een LN [o6 ]NN ml TNl T@een LN\ to TNNN ml PBSC  
 
FilBtion 8Bffe6 
The E:ISA Ait contains one 8ottle @ith ]Rfold concent6ated dilBtion 8Bffe6C CalcBlate 
the cBantit5 of dilBtion 8Bffe6 6ecBi6ed and 76e7a6e a @o6AingRst6ength dilBtion 85 
dilBting the concent6ated 8Bffe6 T in ] in distilled @ate6C 
 
SB8st6ate 
FissolGe Q mg TMB in T ml  SQl ethanolC Add TCL ml sodiBmRacetate [TCT M_ 7H ]C]\ 
and  NCL ml TMB solBtion to TNCV ml of distilled @ate6C Add LCK ml HLOL di6ectl5 76io6 to 
BseC [alte6natiGel5J an ecBiGalent TMB sB8st6ate s5stem can 8e a77lied\ 
 
 
Performing the ELISA  
Cent6ifBge all Gials [eEce7t the 8locAing 6eagent\ 8efo6e Bse [T minC at MNNN g\C 
P6efe6a8l5 an E:ISAR7late shaAe6 is Bsed dB6ing the incB8ations [eEce7t dB6ing the 
coating of the 7late\\  
 

 Coating of the 7late 
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 FilBte TLN ml of the coating anti8od5 @ith TL ml of ca68onate 8Bffe6 [o T<TNN\C Add 
TNN ml of this dilBtion to each @ell of the mic6otite67late and incB8ate oGe6night at UTC 

 
 ^ash the 7late foB6 times Bsing @ashing 8Bffe6 [7late@ashe6\C 

C 
 
 BlocAing of the 7late 
 FilBte ]NN ml 8locAing 6eagent @ith L] ml PBS [o T<]N\C Add LNN ml of this dilBtion to 

each @ell of the mic6otite67late and incB8ate dB6ing T hoB6 at UTC In the meantime 
86ing the sto6age 7late @ith the sB7e6natant to UTC 

 ^ash the 7late foB6 times Bsing @ashing 8Bffe6C 
  
 P6e7a6ation of the I:Q Standa6d [76oGided @ith the I:Q E:ISA Ait\ 
 FilBte in 7ol5st56ene tB8esC 

 
TB8e I:ZQ added dilBtion

8Bffe6 
pI:ZQq in  
tB8e 

$ pI:ZQq in @ell 

T ]N ml I:Q Standa6d [K]NN7g<ml\ K]N #l K]N 7g<ml K]N 7g<ml 
L LNN #l  of solBtion T [K]N 7g<ml\ KNN #l T]N 7g<ml T]N 7g<ml 
M LNN #l  of solBtion L [T]N 7g<ml\ KNN #l ]N 7g<ml ]N  7g<ml 
K LNN #l  of solBtion M []N 7g<ml\ KNN #l TQC` 7g<ml TQC` 7g<ml 
] LNN #l  of solBtion K [TQC` 7g<ml\ KNN #l ]CQ 7g<ml ]CQ 7g<ml 
Q LNN #l  of solBtion ] []CQ 7g<ml\ KNN #l TCS 7g<ml TCS 7g<ml 
` LNN #l  of solBtion Q [TCS 7g<ml\ KNN #l NCQ 7g<ml NCQ 7g<ml 
V None KNN #l N 7g<ml N 7g<ml 
 

 
 Addition of the sam7les [sB7e6natants\ 
 SeeJ Rtem7late L  E:ISAR7late [eEam7le\ 

 
Homogenise the sB7e6natant in the sto6age 7late 8efo6e t6ansfe66ing the testRamoBnt 
of sB7e6natant f6om the sto6age 7late to the E:ISAC Add TNN ml of each dilBtion of the 
I:RQ standa6d [I:Q\ to the assigned @ells of colBmn TT and TLC Add VN ml dilBtion 
8Bffe6 and LN ml of the sam7le [sam7le o S\ to the assigned @ells of the 
mic6otite67lateC As a cont6ole  fo6 the 7e6fo6mance of the E:ISA_  one of the sam7le 
can 8e 6e7laced @ith dilBtion 8Bffe6C IncB8ate fo6 T hoB6 at UTC [Plate shaAe6\ 
 
^ash the 7late foB6 times Bsing @ashing 8Bffe6C 
 
ConaBgate TJ Biotin5lated I:RQ anti8od5 
Add TLN ml 8iotin5lated I:RQ anti8od5 to TL ml dilBtion 8Bffe6 [o T<TNN\C 
Add TNN ml of the conaBgate dilBtion to each @ell and incB8ate fo6 T hoB6 at UTC [Plate 
shaAe6\ 
 
^ash the 7late foB6 times Bsing @ashing 8Bffe6C 
 
ConaBgate LJ St6e7taGidineRPe6oEidase 
Add M ml st6e7taGidineRHUP conaBgate to MN ml dilBtion 8Bffe6 [o T<TN_NNN\C 
Add TNN ml of the conaBgate dilBtion to each @ell and incB8ate fo6 half an hoB6 at UTC 
[Plate shaAe6\ 
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^ash the 7late foB6 times Bsing @ashing 8Bffe6C 
 
SB8st6ate solBtion 
Add TNN ml of sB8st6ate solBtion to each @ell and incB8ate T] minBtes at UT 
 
Sto7 solBtion 
Add TNN ml of sBl7hB6ic acid [LM\ to each @ellC MeasB6e the a8so68ance at K]N nm 
@ith an E:ISA 7late 6eade6C  
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 at

0.5 ml of the respective undiluted
drug will be spiked with 23.3 µl
corresponding blinded spike
solution (see table 2). Then dilute
the drug to its MVD according to
Table 3.
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6.1. Cell line ............................................................................................................ 9
6.2. Technical equipment............................................................................................ 9
6.3. Other materials ................................................................................................... 9
6.4 Chemicals and culture media................................................................................. 9

7.1. Steps prior to cell-culture.....................................................................................11
Preparation of aliquots of the LPS (endotoxin) standard (STD)at..........................................11
Preparation of mediumat...............................................................................................11
Completion of maintenance culture medium (RPMI–M)at...................................................11
Completion of assay medium (RPMI–C)at.......................................................................11

7.2 Cell culture procedures........................................................................................12
Starting up a cell culture at............................................................................................12
Propagation of the cells at.............................................................................................12
Preparation of a cell bank at ..........................................................................................12

7.3 Onset of the test.................................................................................................12
Pre-incubation of cells for a test at..................................................................................13
Preparation of cells for a test at......................................................................................13
Equilibration of reagents for the test ..............................................................................13
Preparation of the LPS standard curve at..........................................................................13
Preparation of samples for testat.....................................................................................14
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Template 1: MONOMAC 6 CELLS culture plate (example)...............................................15
Harvesting and storage of supernatants. ..........................................................................16

7.4 Detection of IL–6 in the supernatant medium by ELISA............................................16

8.1 Assay acceptance criteria ............................................................................................17
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THIS SOP WAS AMENDED FOR THE VALIDATION PHASE ONLY. IT DOES
THEREFORE ONLY REPLACE THE PREVIOUS VERSION FOR THIS SERIES OF
EXPERIMENTS.
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 at

 at

at

unblinded blinded
dilution of drug up to MVD

 Í
Spiking of undiluted drug: 0.5 ml each

diluted
drug

NPC PPC
+ 23.3 µl + 23.3 µl + 23.3 µl + 23.3 µl + 23.3 µl

0.5 ml + 25 µl
 saline

+ 25 µl
PPC-LPS-spike

*

of
Spike 1

of
Spike 2

of
Spike 3

of
Spike 4

of
Spike 5

(final conc.
= 50 pg/ml)

dilution to MVD

Í
test test test test test test test

Substance MVD
(ELC/0.5
EU/ml)

_l of
substance

_l of
saline

1 Glucose 5% 70 40 2760
2 EtOH 13% 35 80 2720
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3 MCP 350 8 2792
4 Orasthin 700 4 2796
5 Binotal 140 20 2780
6 Fenistil 175 16 2784
7 Sostril 140 20 2780
8 Beloc 140 20 2780
9 Drug A 35 80 2720

10 Drug B 70 40 2760

µ

µ
µ
µ
µ
µ

µ

µ
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DIRECTORATE GENERAL JRC 
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE 
Institute for Health and Consumer Protection JRC 
European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ECVAM) 

 
 Ispra, 24 Mar. 06 

Joint Research Centre  I-21020 Ispra (VA), Italy  TP 202 
Telephone: direct line (+39-0332) 785939,  Telefax: 786297  
E-mail Internet:thomas.hartung@cec.eu.int  
WWW: http://www.jrc.cec.eu.int/ 

 
Response to the ICCVAM-PWG Questions for ECVAM regarding the five in vitro 
pyrogenicity test method submissions 
 
 
Background 
The concept of pyrogen testing employing the human fever reaction has been first proposed 25 
years ago by Dinarello et al., when the mediators of the fever reaction were identified and could be 
used as a measure of the response to pyrogens. Since, a variety of test systems employing this 
reaction has been proposed and used in more than 100 institutions. Over the last decade, about 5 
million $/€ of public funding by the EU, the German BMBF, ZEBET and ECVAM enabled the 
standardization and formal validation of the most eminent approaches. 
Following an ECVAM workshop in 2000 (Hartung et al. 2001), a validation study was organized, 
which targeted solely the replacement of the rabbit animal test. The lower limit of detection of 
these assays compared to the rabbit and the fact that the novel assays can be used in a 
quantitative manner was not addressed in this validation study. The study also addressed 
specifically products, which are tested in rabbits, i.e. intravenous parenterals with a focus on those 
not testable in the Limulus amoebocyte lysate (LAL) assay/bacterial endotoxin test (BET). Since 
both the rabbit test and LAL/BET are mainly reactive to Gram-negative endotoxin, the study 
focused on this predominant endotoxin. However, outside the validation study a wealth of scientific 
information, especially on the human whole blood pyrogen tests, is available, which was referred 
to in the dossiers. 
The developing laboratories had been held responsible for the content of the individual dossiers, 
which were commissioned by ECVAM. They were contacted to provide information to respond to 
the questions of the ICCVAM-PWG. The respective responses are compiled below. Editorial 
changes as suggested will be carried out on a short term.   
 
 
1. In the BRDs, the accuracy evaluation is based on the application of a prediction 

model derived from historical in vivo rabbit data.  However, if the proposed test 
methods are intended as replacements for the current pyrogenicity test methods 
(i.e., rabbit pyrogen test; BET), should not the accuracy analysis be a direct 
comparison of the proposed in vitro methods with both of these reference test 
methods?  Can you provide data from such a comparison for review? 

 
Due to ethical and legal reasons, it was not possible to perform the rabbit pyrogen test in parallel 
to the in vitro methods. The development of the prediction model was therefore based on historical 
rabbit data. Since rabbit strains differ in their sensitivity, data generated in the most sensitive rabbit 
strain were used. 60 years of pharmcopoeial use of the rabbit assay has shown, that the limit 
concentration is effectively protecting humans. The availability of a WHO reference material also 
allowed basing the study on a historic comparison. 
 
On the basis of the determined rabbit fever threshold (Hoffmann S, Luderitz-Puchel U, Montag-
Lessing U and Hartung T. Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to 
different pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modelling, J. Endotoxin Res. 2005, 11:25-31), it 
was possible to model the performance of these rabbits, when testing the samples of the 
validation study assuming no additional interference of the samples. The sensitivity of the 
rabbit pyrogen test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%. 
Unfortunately these numbers have not been correctly reported in the BRD, in sections 4.2 and 
4.6., where the last sentence reads " .. sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 75.04% and the 
theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 95.80%.   
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Comparisons between rabbit and human tests were also carried out by establishing a rabbit whole 
blood assay (Schindler S et al. Comparison of the reactivity of human and rabbit blood 
towards pyrogenic stimuli. ALTEX 2002, 20:59-63). The study reflected the slightly lower 
sensitivity of rabbit towards endotoxins and discrepancies for non-endotoxin pyrogens. 
 
Based on historic rabbit results, it has been shown that the enormous differences in potency of 
endotoxins (4 log orders) from different bacterial species are reflected in both the rabbit and the 
WB/IL-1 but not in the BET (Fennrich S et al. Detection of endotoxins and other pyrogens 
using human whole blood. Dev. Biol. Standards, 1999, 101:131-139). The BET can thus not 
be used as a quantitative measure of endotoxicity to mammals if the bacterial species is not 
known. This has been recently expanded (Dehus O, Hartung T, and Hermann C. 
Pseudomonas endotoxin, a prominent contamination of water samples, is strongly 
overestimated in the Limulus Amebocyte Lysate Assay with regard to its pyrogenic ity. J 
Endotox Res 2006, in press.) to endotoxins of Pseudomonas, which are overestimated by the 
BET by 2-3 log orders. 
 
Although, the BET was not addressed in the validation study, it has several well-known limitations, 
which might in the future lead to additional uses of the novel tests: 

• BET is restricted to Gram-negative endotoxin and misses those from Gram-positive 
bacteria or fungi 

• BET it is disturbed by many components such as endotoxin-binding proteins (ample e.g. in 
blood-derived medicines), lipophilic substances, glucans present in herbal medicinal 
products or derived from cellulose filters; in fact, about 90% of LAL testing is done on 
water samples only due to these limitations 

• BET does not reflect the biological potency of different endotoxins in humans 
(discrepancies up to 10.000fold) 

• BET consumes animals (several recent studies indicate 15% mortality of bled animals to 
be seen in the light of about 60% reduction in horseshoe crab landings between 1998 and 
2003) 

• BET does not work for solid materials (medical devices) or cellular therapies without 
difficult extraction procedures 

• BET does not work for air-born pyrogens increasingly recognized as a health threat, 
because of the restriction to Gram-negative endotoxins, not reflected endotoxin potency 
and impossibility to measure directly on air filters 

 
Within the validation study, two samples of a human serum albumin (HSA) were provided to the 
developing labs. One of these was essentially pyrogen-free, the other one was a contaminated lot 
that was associated with adverse reactions in recipients. The labs themselves were responsible for 
the testing and supply of the results. Two labs, responsible for the THP-1/TNF and the PBMC/IL-6 
methods, did not report results for this phase. Generally, the clean lot was used to determine an 
interference free dilution of the HSA. Then, although dilution response curves were also produced 
for the contaminated lot, the response of this dilution was assessed by means of an LPS standard 
curve. The same approach was taken with the two lots of Gentamicin that were provided. Again, 
one of these was clean and one was associated with adverse reactions in recipients. The results 
for the HSA and Gentamicin with regard to the discrimination of the pyrogen-free and 
contaminated lots are presented in the tables. 
 
HSA THP-1-Neo MM6-IL6 blood-IL6 blood-IL1 PBMC-IL6 
Interference free 
dilution 

1:4 1:2 1:4 – 1:8 1:4 1:10 

Discrimination of 
lots 

+ + + - + 

 
Table: Results of HSA-testing for four methods 
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For the HSA the THP-1-Neo, MM6-IL6, blood-IL6 and PBMC-IL6 were able to distinguish the 
contaminated lot from the pyrogen-free lot. 
 
Gentamicin THP-1-Neo MM6-IL6 blood-IL6 blood-IL1 PBMC-IL6 
Interference free 
dilution not testable 1:4 

1:1  
(2 donors)* 1:10 1:16 

Discrimination of 
lots 

- + + + + 

 
Table:  Results of Gentamicin-testing for four methods (* one donor not suitable) 
For Gentamicin only the THP-1-Neo could not distinguish the lots because of severe interference. 
Although the interference free dilutions differed, the other four methods could discriminate the 
pyrogen-free and the contaminated lot. 
 
Outside the validation study, direct comparisons have been reported for the blood-IL-1 test 
(referred to as IVPT) by the German National Control Authority, the Paul-Ehrlich-Institute (PEI), to 
the European Pharmacopoeia: 
 
In vitro Pyrogen Test (IVPT) in comparison to Rabbit Pyrogen Test (RPT) and Limulus Test 
(LAL) 
 
a) Fever reactions caused by a batch of Human Serum Albumin  
(negative in RPT as well as in LAL test) 
 
After application of a defined batch of Human Serum Albumin, fever reactions have been reported 
to the PEI. The batch has been withdrawn from the market. The manufacturer had tested the 
product in RPT as a release criterion with negative result. 
 
The PEI examined samples of the batch in RPT, in IVPT (Whole Blood Pyrogen Test), and in LAL. 
Negative Albumin batches of the same manufacturer served as controls.  
 
RPT as well as LAL remained negative. The results of Whole Blood Pyrogen Test (5 different 
donors, at least 15 repetitions per donor) are shown in table2.  
 
Table: Incriminated Human Serum Albumin 
Donor  Incriminated batch 

IL-1 (pg/ml) 
Control batch 
IL-1 (pg/ml) 

Quotient 
incriminated/control 

 
1 79.0 4.0 19.75 
2 14.1 3.9 3.61 
3 44.3 15.0 2.95 
4 20.9 14.9 1.4 
5 71.9 3.9 18.44 
 
Mean 46.04 8.34 5.52 
 
Remarks 
A) In routine IVPT of PEI, pools from blood of 5 donors are used equalising the differences in 
donor reactions. The incriminated batch, negative in LAL as well as in RPT, had been clearly 
detected in IVPT. 
B) There is an individual susceptibility towards Non-endotoxin pyrogens in humans in contrast to 
endotoxin that leads to fever reactions in almost all recipients. 
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b) Coagulation Factor VIII Concentrates 
(negative in RPT and positive in IVPT) 
 
In an early pilot study, five different Factor VIII Concentrates (one batch each) have been tested in 
RPT and in IVPT (Whole Blood Pyrogen Test) in parallel. The results are shown in table 2. 
 
Table: Pilot study Factor VIII 
Product Whole Blood Pyrogen Test Rabbit Pyrogen Test 
 IL-1 

(pg/ml) 
cut off 
(pg/ml) 

 
result 

temperature 
sum of 3 
rabbits 

 
result 

 
A 130.4 18.6 positive 0.71 °C negative 
B 159.3 27.8 positive 0.70 °C negative 
C 32.6 32.6 negative 0.45 °C negative 
D 33.5 28.8 positive 1.6 °C* negative 
E 129.7 15.5 positive 0.37 °C negative 
* 6 rabbits (repetition) 
 
It has to be taken into account that in case of F VIII – because of the small injection volume of 50 
IU F VIII per kg corresponding to 500 µl per kg – the Rabbit Pyrogen Test is less sensitive (20 IU 
LPS/ml) than the Whole Blood Pyrogen Test (detection limit 0.25 to 0.5 IU LPS/ml).  
 
It should be pointed out that there was a discussion in group 6B concerning the increase of 
injection volume of F VIII preparations in RPT even for protection of bleeding patients requiring 
greater amounts of F VIII.  
 
c) Pyrogenic batch of a plasma derivative  
(positive in RPT, negative in LAL test) 
 
One batch of a partially purified, immunoglobulin containing plasma derivative was tested positive 
in RPT and negative in LAL by PEI. By the time the IVPT had been implemented, there was no 
further sample of the product available. 
 
d) Factor VIII Concentrates, comparison study with spiked products. 
 
Factor VIII concentrates from 6 different manufacturers (Immunate STIMplus 1000, Haemoctin 
SDH 1000, Octonate 1000, Fandhi 1000 IE, Beriate P 1000, and Haemate HS 1000) were tested 
(3 lots each) in a comparative study between RPT and IVPT (according to EP). The 18 
preparations were spiked with two different concentrations of endotoxin (WHO Standard) and, 
thereafter, tested on the same day in parallel. Un-spiked preparations served as controls. All 
together, 162 rabbits were involved into the study.  
 
The results are shown in table 3. Applying 5 IU endotoxin per kg body weight of the rabbits 
(representing the fever threshold of most sensitive rabbit strains) almost all rabbits responded with 
a temperature increase in the range allowing a repetition of the test. No positive result could be 
seen whereas the IVPT produced positive results in every experiment. After application of the 3-
fold dose LPS in Factor VIII, the RPT identified 11 of 18 preparations clearly positive, in 7 cases 
the repetition range was achieved. Again, all samples in IVPT were positive. A false negative result 
was observed in one experiment of IVPT (1 of 4 donors); the repetition of the experiment remained 
negative. 
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Table: Comparison study Factor VIII (18 batches, 162 rabbits) 
Endtotoxin 
(WHO Standard) 

Rabbit Pyrogen Test 
 
3 animals per test 

Whole Blood Pyrogen 
Test 
n = 4 donors each 

Rabbit 
 
IU LPS / kg 
(1 ml / kg) 

IVPT 
 
IU LPS / ml 

positive 
 
 
> 2.65 °C 

repetition 
possible 
 
> 1,15 < 
2.65 °C 

negative 
 
 
< 1.15 °C 

 
positive 

 
negative 

 
0 0 0 0 18 0 (1)* 72 (71)* 
5 5 0 17 1 72 0 
15 15 11 7 0 72 0 
* testing the same sample, the blood of 3 donors remained negative, the blood of 1 donor reacted 
slightly positive in the first experiment, the repetition was negative 
 
e) Human Serum Albumins, comparison study with spiked products 
 
Human Serum Albumins of various protein concentrations from five different manufacturers (5 % 
Immuno, 20 % Immuno, 20 % Kabi, 5 % Biotest, 20 % Biotest, 25 % Biotest, 5 % Centeon, 20 % 
Centeon, 5 % DRK BaWue, 20 % DRK BaWue) were tested (3 batches each, in case of 25 % 
Biotest only 2 batches were available) in a comparative study between RPT and IVPT (according 
to EP). The 29 preparations were spiked with two different concentrations of endotoxin (WHO 
Standard) and, thereafter, tested on the same day in parallel. Un-spiked preparations served as 
controls. All together, 261 rabbits were involved into the study.  
 
The results are shown in table 4 (see page 4). Only 5 batches containing the borderline endotoxin 
concentration could be defined as positive by the RPT whereas the IVPT identified all samples. 
Applying the double dose, in 21 of 29 cases a clear positive result could be observed in the RPT, 
in 8 cases the repetition range was achieved.  
 
Table: Comparison study Human Serum Albumin (29 batches, 261 rabbits) 
Endtotoxin 
(WHO Standard) 

Rabbit Pyrogen Test 
3 animals per test 

Whole Blood Pyrogen 
Test 

Rabbit 
 
IU LPS / kg 

IVPT 
 
IU LPS / ml 

positive 
 
 
> 2.65 °C 

repetition 
possible 
 
> 1,15 < 
2.65 °C 

negative 
 
 
< 1.15 °C 

 
positive 

 
negative 

 
0 0 0 0 29 0 29 
5 5 5 23 1 29 0 
10 10 21 8 0 29 0 
 
It has to be pointed out that in most of the RPTs the maximal permitted injection volume of 10 ml 
per kg body weight has been used, which represents “worst case sensitivity conditions” of RPT 
(except for HSAs of 20 % and 25 % protein content where the EP allows lower volumes only). 
Thus, the sensitivity limit of RPT has been met in this study. 
 
f) Fever reactions caused by an infusion solution 
 
An infusion solution containing gelatine (release criterion LAL) induced adverse fever reactions in 
hospitals. The manufacturer withdrew the incriminated batches from the market and reinvestigated 
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them for endotoxin and, additionally, for pyrogenicity in RPT. The company observed LAL negative 
but RPT positive results in one batch. However, the most interesting batch which caused fever in 
patients remained negative in LAL as well as in rabbits. They were blinded by the manufacturer, 
sent to PEI, and analysed in Whole Blood Pyrogen Test. Furthermore, the PEI asked for blinded 
non-incriminated control batches. 
 
Table 5: Incriminated infusion solution containing gelatine 
 
batch 

LAL 
test 

rabbit test fever in 
patients 

 
Whole Blood Pyrogen Test 

    IL-1 
(pg/ml) 
 

IL-6 
(pg/ml) 

TNF �  
(pg/ml) 

A negative negative no 8.5 28.0 28.2 
B negative positive yes 142.6 654.4 67.6 
C negative negative yes 421.5 9444.0 116.7 
cut off: 32.6 127.6 43.6 
 
The results are summarised in table 5. The incriminated batches could be identified very clearly in 
IVPT even the sample remaining negative in RPT. The fever causing substances have to be seen 
as non-endotoxin pyrogens not detectable in LAL. At least one of them is not pyrogenic for rabbits 
but for humans. The IVPT is basing on a “homogeneous indicator system”, the activation of human 
monocytes as central mediators of fever reaction. In conclusion, the IVPT indicates in vivo 
reactions of humans whereas the rabbit is not able to image every non-endotoxin pyrogen. 
 
The results are in concordance with adverse fever reactions by an antibiotic (gentamycin) 
happened on the US market some years ago which had negative LAL test as release criterion 
also. The drug produced unclear results in RPT but could be tested as positive in IVPT (personal 
communication from Stephen Poole, NIBSC). 
 
Remark: Unfortunately, the manufacturer of the infusion solution does not agree in publication of 
the results.  
 
2. The proposed applicability domain of the test methods covers both endotoxin and 

non-endotoxin pyrogens.  How do the validation studies included in the BRDs 
support both indications when there is no data provided to indicate their utility for 
non-endotoxin pyrogens? Can you provide data for any of the proposed test 
methods tested with non-endotoxin pyrogens? 

 
Within the validation study, eleven substances provided to the developing labs of the new methods 
were tested. For each substance the smallest concentration (in ng/ml) inducing a response in the 
respective method was reported. In the table a summary of the results is presented. 
 

 WBT/IL1 WB/IL-6 PBMC/IL-6 MM6/IL-6 THP-1/Neo 

Curdlan 1000 1000 100 1000 1000 

Glucan-Barley Negative negative negative negative negative 

Glucan-Yeast not done negative negative negative negative 

Zymosan Negative 10000 10000 negative 10000 

PHA-L 100 10000 100 100 1000 
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PHA-E Negative negative negative 10000 negative 

Lipid A 10000 1000 10000 1000 negative 

Glucan STD Negative negative negative negative undiluted 

Endotoxin-C 4 40 0.4 4  4  

Endotoxin-G 0.4 40 4 4  4  

LTA 5000 500 5000 6250 1000 

 
Table: Smallest concentration [ng/ml] or dilution of substances active in the respective method  
 
The three glucans, which give false positive results in the BET, were not active at the highest 
concentration of 10000 ng/ml assessed in the five new methods in which they were tested. The 
Curdlan, which reacted in the BET, induced a cytokine response in the new methods generally 
only at a concentration of some 1000 ng/ml. Also, Zymosan and monophosphoryl-Lipid A were 
inactive or active only in very large doses in the new methods. The results for the PHA-L differed 
slightly between the methods. It was most reactive in the blood-IL1, the PBMC-IL6 and the MM6-
IL6. However, the PHA-L was more reactive than the PHA-E, which was largely inactive. The 
potencies of the Pseudomonas endotoxins C and G differed somewhat in the different methods. 
The LTA was most active in the blood-IL6 and the THP-1-Neo methods. Taken together, the 
assays did not react to the LAL false-positive glucans and curdlan, but reacted to the LAL-false 
negative LTA. 
 
 
WB/IL-1 
The developing laboratory of the WBT tests has in fact been using this assay to identify and purify 
the Gram-positive counterpart, i.e. lipoteichoic acid (LTA), to Gram-negative lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS) in a series of studies: 

1. Figuero-Perez I, Stadelmaier A, Morath S, Hartung T and Schmidt RR. Synthesis of 
structural variants of Staphylococcus aureus lipoteichoic acid (LTA). Tetrahedron 2005, 
16:493-506.  

2. Grandel U, Hopf M, Buerke M, Hattar K, Heep M, Fink L, Bohle RM, Morath S, Hartung T, 
Pullamsetti S, Schermuly RT, Seeger W, Grimminger F and Sibelius U. Mechanisms of 
cardiac depression caused by lipoteichoic acids from Staphylococcus aureus in isolated 
rat hearts. Circulation 2005, 112:691-698. 

3. Grangette C, Nutten S, Palumbo E, Morath S, Hermann C, Dewulf J, Pot B, Hartung T, 
Hols P and Mercenier A. Enhanced anti-inflammatory capacity of a Lactobaci llus 
plantarum mutant synthesizing modifed teichoic acids. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 
2005, 102:10321-10326. 

4. Henneke P, Morath S, Uematsu S, Weichert S, Pfitzenmaier M,Takeuchi O, Mueller A, 
Poyart C, Akira S, Berner R, Teti G, Geyer A, Hartung T, Trieu-Cuot P, Kasper DL and 
Golenbrock DT. Role of lipoteichoic acid in the phagocyte response to group B 
Streptococcus. J. Immunol. 2005, 174:6449-6455. 

5. Hermann C, von Aulock S, Dehus O, Keller M,  Okigami H, Gantner F, Wendel A, and 
Hartung T. Endogenous cortisol determines the circadian rhythm of LPS- but not LTA-
inducible cytokine release.  Eur J Immunol 2005, in press. 
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6. Hoebe K, Georgel P, Rutschmann S, Du X, Mudd S, Crozat K, Sovath S, Shamel L, 
Hartung T, Zahringer U and Beutler B. CD36 is a sensor of diacylglycerols. Nature 2005, 
433:523-527.  

7. Kinsner A, Pilotto V, Deininger S, Brown GC, Coecke S, Hartung T and Bal-Price A. 
Inflammatory neurodegeneration induced by lipoteichoic acid from Staphylococcus 
aureus is mediated by glia activation: the role of nitrosative and oxidative stress, 
mitochondrial dysfunction and caspase activation. J Neurochem 2005, 95:1132-1143. 

8. Morath S, von Aulock A and Hartung T. Structure/ function relationships of lipoteichoic acids.  
J. Endotoxin Res. 2005, in press. 

9. Dahle MK, Overland G, Myhre AE, Stuestol JF, Hartung T, Krohn CD, Mathiesen O, 
Wang JE and Aasen AO. The phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/protein kinase B signaling 
pathway is activated by lipoteichoic acid and plays a role in Kupffer cell production of 
interleukin-6 (IL-6) and IL-10. Infect Immun 2004, 72:5704-11. 

10. Lotz S, Aga E, Wilde I, van Zandbergen G, Hartung T, Solbach W and Laskay T. Highly 
purified lipoteichoic acid activates neutrophil granulocytes and delays their 
spontaneous apoptosis via CD14 and TLR2. J. Leukoc. Biol. 2004, 75:467-477. 

11. Lynch NJ, Roscher S, Hartung T, Morath S, Matsusshita M, Maennel DN, Kuraya M, 
Fujita T and Schwaeble WJ. L-ficolin specifically binds to lipoteichoic acid, a cell wal l 
constituent of Gram-positive bacteria, and activates the lectin pathway of complement. 
J. Immunol. 2004, 172:1198-1202. (IF 6.7) 

12. Mattsson E, Hartung T, Morath S and Egesten A. Highly purified lipoteichoic acid from 
Staphylococcus aureus induces procoagulant activity and tissue factor expression in 
human monocytes but is a weak inducer in whole blood-comparison with peptidoglycan. 
Infect. Immun. 2004, 72:4322-4326. 

13. Triantafilou M, Morath S, Mackie A, Hartung T and Triantafilou K. Lateral diffusion of 
Toll-like receptors reveals that they are transiently confined within lipid rafts on the 
plasma membrane. J. Cell Sc i.  2004, 117:4007-4014. 

14. Triantafilou M, Manukyan M, Mackie A, Morath S, Hartung T, Heine H and Triantafilou 
K. Lipoteichoic acid and Toll-like receptor 2 internalization and targeting to the Golgi is 
lipid raft dependent. J. Biol. Chem. 2004, 279:40882-40889. 

15. Zeidler D, Zahringer U, Gerber I, Dubery I, Hartung T, Bors W, Hutzler P and Durner J. 
Innate immunity in Arabidopsis thaliana: lipopolysaccharides activate nitric oxide 
synthase (NOS) and induce defense genes. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 2004, 
101:15811-6. 

16. Deininger S, Stadelmaier A, von Aulock S, Morath S, Schmidt RR, Hartung T. Definition 
of structural prerequisites for lipoteichoic acid inducible cytokine induction by synthetic 
derivatives. J. Immunol. 2003, 170:4134-4138. 

17. Overland G, Morath S, Yndestad A, Hartung T, Thiemermann C, Foster SJ, Smedsrod B, 
Mathiesen O, Aukrust P, Aasen AO and Wang JE. Lipoteichoic acid is a potent inducer 
of cytokine production in rat and human Kupffer cells in vitro. Surg. Infect. 2003, 4:181-
191.  

18. Schröder NWJ, Morath S, Alexander C, Hamann L, Hartung T, Zähringer U, Göbel UB, 
Weber JR, Schumann RR. Lipoteichoic acid (LTA) of S. pneumoniae and S. aureus 
activates immune cells via toll-like receptor (TLR)-2, LPS binding protein (LBP) and 
CD14 while TLR-4 and MD-2 are not involved. J. Biol. Chem. 2003, 278:15587-94. 

19. Schröder NWJ, Hermann C, Hamann L, Göbel UB, Hartung T, Schumann RR. High 
frequency of polymorphism  Arg753Gln of the Toll-like receptor-2 (TLR-2) gene detected 
by a novel allele specific PCR. J. Mol. Med. 2003, 81:368-72. 

20. Stadelmaier A, Morath S, Hartung T, Schmidt RR. Synthesis of the first fully active 
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l ipoteichoic acid. Angew. Chemie Int. Ed. 2003, 42:916-920. auch: Stadelmaier A, 
Morath S, Hartung T, Schmidt RR. Synthese der ersten aktiven Lipoteichonsäure. 
Angew. Chemie 2003, 115:945-949. 

21. Dalpke AH, Frey M, Morath S, Hartung T, Heeg K. Interaction of lipoteichoic acid and 
CpG-DNA during activation of innate immune cells. Immunobiol. 2002, 206:392-407. 

22. Hermann C, Spreitzer I, Schröder NWJ, Morath S, Lehner MD, Fischer W, Schütt C, 
Schumann RR and Hartung T, Cytokine induction by purified lipoteichoic acids from 
various bacterial species – role of LBP, sCD14, CD14 and failure to induce interleukin-12 
and subsequent interferon-γ release, Eur. J. Immunol., 2002, 32:541-551. 

23. Jacinto R, Hartung T, McCall C and Li L. Lipopolysaccharide and lipoteichoic acid-
induced tolerance and cross-tolerance: distinct alterations in IL-1 receptor-associated 
kinase. J. Immunol. 2002, 168:6136-6146. 

24. Morath S, Geyer A, Spreitzer I, Hermann C and Hartung T. Structural decomposition and 
heterogeneity of commercial lipoteichoic acid preparation. Infect. Immun. 2002, 
70:938-944. 

25. Morath S, Stadelmaier A, Geyer A, Schmidt RR and Hartung T. Synthetic lipoteichoic 
acid from Staphylococcus aureus is a potent stimulus of cytokine release. J. Exp. Med., 
2002, 195:1635-1640. 

26. Yipp BG, Andonegui G, Howlett CJ, Robbins SM, Hartung T Ho M and Kubes P. 
Profound differences in leukocyte-endothelial cell responses to lipopolysaccharide 
versus lipoteichoic ac id. J. Immunol. 2002, 168:4650-4658. 

27. Lehner MD, Morath S, Michelsen KS, Schumann RR and Hartung T. Induction of cross-
tolerance by LPS and highly purified lipoteichoic  acid via different Toll like receptors 
independent of paracrine mediators. J. Immunol. 2001, 165:5161-5167. 

28. Morath S, Geyer A, Hartung T. Structure/function-relationship of cytokine induction by 
lipoteichoic acid from Staphylococcus aureus. J. Exp. Med., 2001, 193:393-397. 

29. Michelsen KS, Aicher A, Mohaupt M, Hartung T, Dimmeler S, Kirschning CJ and 
Schumann RR. The role of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) in bacteria-induced maturation of 
murine dendritic cells -PGN and LTA are inducers of DC maturation and require TLR2. 
J. Biol. Chem. 2001, 276: 22041-22047. 

30. Opitz B, Schröder NWJ, Spreitzer I, Michelsen KS, Kirschning CJ, Hallatschek W, 
Zähringer U, Hartung T, Göbel UB and Schumann RR. Toll-like receptor (TLR)-2 
mediates treponema glycolipid and lipoteichoic acid (LTA)-induced NF-kappa B 
translocation. J. Biol. Chem. 2001, 276:22041-22047. 

31. van de Wetering JK, van Eijk M, van Golde LMG, Hartung T, van Strijp JAG and 
Batenburg JJ, Characteristics of surfactant protein A and D binding to lipoteichoic acid 
and peptidoglycan, two major cell wall components of Gram-positive bacteria. J. Inf. 
Dis. 2001, 184:1143-1151. 

 
LTA and LPS were compared in the WB/IL-1: 
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LTA vs. LPS
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Fig. Reactivity of 12 donors towards LPS E. coli O113: H10 (0.5 EU/ml) and LTA from B. subtilis 
The reactivity of 12 donors towards a challenge of 0.5 EU/ml LPS and the LTA was compared. In 
all cases, the stimuli tested clearly positive, although the donors did not necessarily react 
homogenously. 
 
The studies were more recently expanded to fungi (Kindinger at al., A new method to measure 
air-borne pyrogens based on human whole blood cytokine response. J. Immunol. Meth. 
2005, 298:143-153).  
Fungi pose a particular health problem, since they or their spores are potentially neurotoxic, 
hepatotoxic, nephrotoxic and even teratogenic. The identification of pathogenic fungi in parenterals 
and, even more importantly, air, is therefore a particular challenge. Fungi in general proved to be 
highly active in the whole blood test, though differences between different strains exist (see figure). 
That the pyrogenic potency is not due to LPS is demonstrated in the subsequent figures employing 
the LPS inhibitor Polymyxin B. 
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Figure: Fungal spores (Alternaria alternata, Cladosporium cladosporoides, Penicilium crustosum, 
Aspergillus versicolor) induce the release of IL-1�  by human whole blood. 
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Figure 8: IL-1�  release in human whole blood in response to fungal spores (A) is not inhibited by 5 
µg/ml polymyxin B, mean of 4 donors (±SEM), numbers above the bars indicate the spore counts 
employed. In contrast (B), the response to LPS is inhibited over a wide concentration range, mean 
of double values. 
 
 
WB/IL-6 
Carlin & Viitanen (In vitro pyrogenicity of diphtheria, tetanus and acelluar pertussis components of 
a trivalent vaccine, Vaccine 23, 3709-3715, 2005) report that IL6 release was triggered by toxoid 
deriving from Gram-positive bacteria Corynebacterium diphtheriae and highly purified lipoteichoic 
acid from Gram-positive bacteria Bacillus subtilis and Staphylococcus aureus. 
 
MM6/IL-6 
Preliminary tests performed with other substances than described in the BRD have shown that the 
MM6/IL-6 assay is also reactive with non-endotoxin pyrogens. However, these data are not easily 
evaluated as there are no standards for pyrogens (other than endotoxin) available. 
 
 
3. The test substances included in the BRDs are all parenteral pharmaceuticals. 

However, if the proposed test methods are intended as replacements for the current 
pyrogenicity test methods (i.e., rabbit pyrogen test; BET) shouldn't the validation 
studies also include other relevant test materials (e.g., medical devices, biologics, 
etc.)?  Can you provide data for any of the proposed test methods tested with other 
relevant materials?  If such data are not currently available, do you intend to 
generate data in a subsequent phase of testing? 

 
As explained in the background information, by purpose the study has targeted areas of use of the 
rabbit test not the BET. Notably, the validation study did include human serum albumin and factor 
VIII preparations. Furthermore, supportive information is available for some of the tests (see also 
question 1). Since it is common practice to validate pyrogen tests for every given product and the 
restrictions in resources, the validation study itself could not cover additional substances. 
 
WB/IL-1 
In collaboration with the Brazilian National Control Authority, snake venom sera have been 
studied. 
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Whole blood incubation with 5 donors, each triplicate values
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Figure: Spiked snake venom serum shows positive signal, though increased when compared to 
the control spike in saline.  
 
Adaptation of the WB/IL-1 to biocompatible materials  
 
Medical devices pose a particular problem since they cannot be examined directly with the 
abovementioned classical test systems. In order to be tested in the BET, an eluate has to be 
prepared, which is subsequently tested. This bears the risk to miss non-eluable, e.g. very 
hydrophobic, contaminations. Furthermore, the BET cannot detect non-endotoxin pyrogens. With 
the WBT, the material in question can be incubated directly and without any former treatment, 
provided, an adequate pyrogen-free control is provided. Apart from that their diversity with regard 
to size, form, material and form of application challenges biological assays demanding individual 
approaches. Products with direct (blood bags, needles) and indirect (swabs, gloves) contact to the 
blood circulation can have serious impact on the organism due to their permanent or transient 
contact with the blood stream or the lymph. A severe contact dermatitis due to endotoxin 
contaminations of surgical gloves was described in 1984 by Shmunes and Darby. After 8 
pyrogenic reactions in altogether 69 patients undergoing heart catheterization, Kure et al. 
described endotoxin contaminations of extracts of the hospital’s surgeon’s latex gloves which 
evoked fever in the rabbit and could be successfully transmitted to cardiac catheters in 1982. 
Grötsch et al. were able to evoke fever reactions in rabbits with the eluate of gloves containing up 
to 2560 EU on their inside (Grötsch et al., 1992). Apart from that there are materials that are 
absorbed by the body, thus taking up any possible inherent pyrogenic materials, such as 
resorbable sewing materials. According to German legislation, implants are considered parenterals 
and therefore are drugs. For these products, according to the monograph “Parenterals” of 
European Pharmacopoeia, pyrogen testing is not required, but is suggested by several authors 
(Bohner at al., 1994, Grötsch and Eibach, 1990). The AAMI stated in 2001 that products with direct 
or indirect contact to the circulation system or the lymph or which interact systemically with the 
body should be tested for pyrogens (AAMI, 2001). 
 
In order to judge a possible contamination, an eluate of the respective material must be either 
injected into the rabbit or used in the LAL. The alternative of transplanting the questionable 
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material directly into the rabbit is highly invasive causing possible reactions not associated with 
pyrogenic contaminations and is therefore questionable in its ethical and scientific implications. 
The obvious advantage of the IPT over the classical test methods is that the direct contact of the 
whole blood with the respective device does not require an eluate that allows only pyrogens to be 
detected which are not elutable for some reason. Additionally, unlike the LAL, the IPT detects all 
relevant pyrogens, not only endotoxin, in a species-specific manner. The basic principle consists of 
bringing the diluted human whole blood into direct contact with the surface of the material to be 
tested and incubate the blood for 10-24 hours at 37°C, like it has been established with the original 
method. Medical devices in this case included e.g. alginate microcapsules as carriers of drugs 
where the liquid material as well as the end product could be identified as pyrogen-free and an 
endotoxin control as well as a non-endotoxin spike was retrieved in an interference-free manner 
when compared to the same spikes in saline (see figure), dialysis membranes, dialysis fluids, bone 
substitute materials like tricalciumphospates, and implants such as hip joints. When testing filters, 
several, though not all, filter materials could be recognized in the WBT as pyrogenic or non-
pyrogenic in an interference-free, dose-dependent manner.  
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Figure: IL-1�  production of fresh blood of 4 donors upon stimulation with clean alginates and an 
artificial endotoxin/ non-endotoxin spike 
 
Metallic and plastic surfaces 
The testing for the inflammation inducing potential of implant surfaces for the judgment of 
biocompatibility is a relatively new field. In the early 1980s, it was noted that the monocyte is one 
of the first cells to arrive at an implant site and displays manifold functions (for review see 
Anderson, 1984; Ziats 1988). Its specific preference for rough and hydrophobic surfaces which 
develops after 7 days was termed rugophilia (Rich and Harris, 1981). In 2002, Soskolne et al. 
documented the adhesion and secretion of TNF-�  of monocytes on titanium surfaces that 
increases with increasing degrees of roughness; a finding that was later confirmed by Refai et al., 
2004 who extended the study of Soskolne to IL-1�  and IL-6 as well. The authors found an 
enhanced secretion of all three proinflammatory cytokines towards a low LPS dose on the 
roughest titanium surface with no IL-1�  and IL-6 secretion of unstimulated cells. In contrast, TNF-
�  secretion was elevated on this surface, even without LPS stimulus. Another titanium surface that 
had been polished tended to diminish IL-1�  and IL-6 secretion after LPS stimulation (Refai et al., 
2004). The role of cytokine production of the monocytes/macrophages in the early stages of 
implant insertion are until now poorly understood. The fact that obviously some materials are 
capable of modulating the cytokine response makes it difficult to distinguish a genuine pyrogenic 
contamination from an unspecific activation and poses the problem of adequate negative controls. 
For this purpose, in a master-thesis by Kullmann in 2002, a model was developed for the testing of 
metallic or plastic surfaces. The study showed that pyrogenic contaminations on surfaces could be 
reliably removed only when heated for 5h at 300° C with no differences in varying surface 
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structures (rough or smooth). This applied to titanium, titanium alloy (TiAl6V4) and steel material 
for implants. The blood was incubated directly in a depyrogenized microtiter plate with contact to 
the surface to be tested. Artificial contaminations could be recognized in a dose-dependent 
manner and removed by different washing/heating procedures. With this procedure, safety testing 
of medical devices with the IPT can be performed, with the possibility of testing the material itself 
without an eluate and an adequately depyrogenized negative control. 
 
Aneurysm clips made of titanium 
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Figure: Comparison of the use of fresh and cryopreserved human blood for pyrogen detection on 
titanium clips. 
 
5 clips each were incubated with 100 µl saline or LPS (50 pg/ml) diluted in 100 µl incubation 
medium. Then 100 µl fresh blood (panel A) or cryopreserved blood (panel B) were added and IL-
1�  release was measured by ELISA. Data are given as mean ±SD or rather as median. The 
horizontal lines mark 50% and 200% of the IL-1�  release in response to 50 pg/ml LPS O113 in the 
absence of a clip. 
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Figure: IPT with aneurysm clips made of titanium 
 
Incubations were performed with cryopreserved blood and IL-1�  was measured by ELISA. Data 
are given as mean ±SD or rather as median. 
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material device effects on IPT 
Chirulen 1020  none 
Chirulen 1050  none 
metallocene-PE human blood bags none 
micoporous surface on titanium chips none 
nickel silver 2.0441 bar stock increasing 
PA6.6. bar stock none 
PEEK bar stock increasing 
polyamide coat ablation catheter increasing 
polyamide coat balloon catheter increasing 
polyethylene coat heartwire none 
polypropylene with titanium coating mesh-implant TiMESH none 
polyurethane Elastollan pellets none 
polyurethane film boxes for clips none (fresh blood) 
polyurethane film boxes for clips decreasing (cryo blood) 
polyurethane foam with polytetrafluoroethylene 
film 

synthetic skin substitute decreasing 

POM bar stock increasing 
PPSU bar stock increasing 
stainless steel 1.4021 bar stock increasing 
stainless steel 1.4306 bar stock increasing 
stainless steel 1.4401 bar stock increasing 
stainless steel 1.4542 bar stock increasing 
Titanium aneurysm clips none 
Titanium 3.7165 bar stock increasing 
Table: Summary of the results of influences of the tested materials on the IPT 
 
Dialysis 
In the US, the number of patients receiving dialysis has almost tripled from 63.000 to 170.000 
between 1982 and 1992 (Bland, 1995). In the same time, the percentage of dialysis centers that 
reprocess hemodialyzers for reuse has increased from 19 to 72%. Pyrogenic reactions of 
hemodialysis (HD) patients at the end of a session were first associated with high bacterial and 
endotoxin levels by Raij et al., 1973 and Favero et al., 1974. 
Since then, possible contaminations could be attributed to the pure water (Klein et al., 1990, 
Pegues et al., 1992, Kulander et al., 1993, Bambauer et al., 1994) to the machines, especially to 
areas with low circulation or dead spaces which serve as a reservoir for bacteria (Phillips et al., 
1994), the filter materials (Schouten et al., 2000) and bicarbonate concentrates (Pegues, et al., 
1992). 
In 1993, the AAMI (Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation) released 
recommendations for the quality of treated water and dialysate which restricted the content of 
heterotrophic bacteria to 200 and 2000 cfu/ml, respectively. Studies in Germany (Bambauer et al., 
1994), Greece (Arvanitidou et al., 1998), the USA (Klein et al., 1990), and Canada (Laurence and 
Lapierre, 1995) revealed that even these moderate standards are not met, which is even more 
critical considering that a patient with chronic renal failure receives up to 400l of dialysis fluid a 
week. For example, in the US, 53% of the treated water did not comply with AAMI standards 
(Germany 17.8%, Greece 6.4%). According to the study of Bamberger et al., in Germany, 12.2% 
of the water samples contained 5 EU/ml or more with dialysate contaminations of up to 487 EU/ml. 
Pseudomonas was found in the water of 73% of the centers (dialysate 90%). Cocci (Micrococci, 
Staphylococci and Streptococci) were found in the dialysate of 83, 70, and 10% of the centers, 
respectively, indicating the importance of Gram-positive contaminations. Nakagawa et al., 2002, 
did an extensive study of the detection of non-endotoxin pyrogens in the whole blood assay and a 
cell line in comparison to the rabbit. That this might indeed be crucial for judging the pyrogenic 
load for a dialysis patient was assessed by Marion-Ferey et al., who tested scrapings of bacterial 
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biofilms in dialysis tubes and found a 20fold higher response in the IPT than in the LAL (Marion-
Ferey et al., 2005). Petri et al., 2000, also reported better recognition of Gram-positive and Gram-
negative stimuli in the WBT when compared to the LAL. 
 
The passage through dialysis filters of cytokine-inducing substances, not only endotoxins, but 
exotoxins and peptidoglycans as well, have been demonstrated (Evans and Holmes, 1991, 
Lonnemann et al., 1992, Urena et al., 1992, Tsuchida et al., 1997). That this indeed can pose a 
severe threat to patient health has been the result of extensive research over the past years 
(Schindler et al., 1996, Lonnemann 2000). More than one clinical pyrogenic reaction per year 
occurred in the US in about 20% of all dialysis centers (Tokars et al., 1991). 
  
A majority of authors found elevated cytokine levels in unstimulated patient blood or an enhanced 
reactivity of the monocytes of uremic HD patients towards low doses of LPS when compared to a 
healthy group, on the mRNA level (Pertosa et al., 1993, Schindler et al., 1993, Girndt et al., 1995), 
on the protein level (Haeffner-Cavaillon et al., 1989, Girndt et al., 1995) as well as recently in vitro 
employing the whole blood test (Vaslaki et al., 2000, Canaud et al., 2001). Girndt et al. could 
associate the higher IL-6 production in vitro with elevated in vivo IL-6 serum levels and showed an 
impeded immune response towards vaccination in these patients. That IL-1�  plays an important 
role in the pathogenesis of HD related complications were reviewed by Dinarello in 1988. Elevated 
intracellular IL-1�  in unstimulated patient samples and a reduced reactivity to a high LPS dose 
(2µg/ml) was found by Blumenstein et al., 1988. Donati et al. showed in 1997 elevated 
unstimulated plasma levels of IL-1�  and IL-1ra as well as a strongly increased proportion of 
monocytes expressing the IL-1 receptor (8.7± 1.9% in healthy subjects compared to 31.5 ± 3.5% in 
HD patients). 
 
The long-term consequences of chronically increased cytokine levels seem to be even more 
relevant. Even if cytokines are not the cause of amyloidosis, they might aggravate the process. In 
1991, Baz et al showed that the use of ultrapure water delays the onset of the carpal tunnel 
syndrome. The group of Schwalbe showed in 1997 in a retrospective study that the incidence of 
amyloidosis decreased between 1988 and 1996 along with the disappearance of a water softener 
known to promote bacterial growth and the introduction of reverse osmosis, a very effective 
method for purifying water. A connection between other phenomena such as malnutrition, poor 
immune responses and high incidence of malignant tumors in long-term HD patients and cytokine 
production has yet to be firmly established. 
 
A possible method for testing dialysis fluids in the WBT used varying percentages of diluents and 
samples (unpublished results of the developing laboratory). While the classic WBT protocol 
involves 1 ml of 0.9% saline, this was replaced by 1 ml of pyrogen free water in order to 
compensate the high electrolyte content of e.g. bicarbonate fluid. For the testing of water, a 
reverse protocol was employed, using 1 ml of the water to be tested in order to lower the detection 
limit of the test (usually 0.25 EU/ml) and instead of sample 100 µl of 40% sterile saline (Table). 
 

Basic protocol Modified protocol for 
electrolyte solutions 

Modified protocol for 
dialysis water 

1000 µl of 0.9% saline 1000 µl of pyrogen-free water 1000 µl dialysis water 
100 µl sample 100 µl electrolyte 

 solution 
100 µl 40% saline 

100 µl blood 100 µl blood 100 µl blood 
Table: Possible modification of the WBT standard protocol for the testing of dialysis fluids 
 
Notably, a variant of the WBT, termed AWIPT (see responses to questions 4 & 5), offers the 
opportunity via endotoxin extraction and accumulation to lower the limit of detection and remove 
interfering substances, both relevant for dialysis fluids. 
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Lipidic formulations 
 
Since January 2004, the testing of so-called small volume parenterals (< 15ml) has been made 
obligatory by European Pharmacopoeia. This concerns many formulations that have not been 
subjected to pyrogen testing before such as vitamin preparations and steroids. Many of these are 
applied intramuscularly or subcutaneously and therefore not necessarily have a hydrophilic nature. 
This poses a completely new challenge to all methods of pyrogen testing, since a lipophilic 
substance cannot be injected intravenously into the rabbit and will, on the other hand, influence 
the OD measured in the BET due to the formation of miniscule oil drops. Furthermore, the 
pyrogenic portion of the LPS, the lipid A (for review see Rietschel et al., 1993) has been reported 
to be masked by lipoproteins (Emancipator et al., 1992) and lipophilic parenterals (Paulssen and 
Michaelsen, 1984) in the LAL. Therefore, the WBT procedure was adapted to suit lipophilic 
substances (Schindler S., submitted). As a first step, interference-free oils such as sesame oil 
were identified by comparing an LPS dose response curve in these oils with a similar curve done 
in saline. Surprisingly, many oils (sesame oil, peanut oil, paraffin, miglyol) were interference-free, 
while others, and especially drug-containing end products, interfered strongly by suppressing the 
endotoxin stimulus added. Oils that tested interference-free were then used as diluents for 
interfering end products. It was possible to dilute the interference to non-detectable limits with full 
recovery of an artificial endotoxin spike. From this minimum valid dilution a possibly detectable 
endotoxin concentration could be calculated, which was 20 EU/ml for the respective end products. 
Since these products are applied at a very small volume (1ml per person) a relatively high 
endotoxin contamination can be tolerated which will predictably not pose a health hazard for the 
recipient. The established protocol leaves a broad safety margin, especially since the criteria for 
intravenous drugs were applied (Schindler et al., submitted). 
 
Conclusion: The WBT using fresh as well as cryopreserved blood is a useful and reliable tool for 
several aspects of pyrogen detection. Not only does it detect a wide spectrum of possible fever-
inducing substances, but also its robustness makes it available for such different aspects as the 
testing of solid substances, (immuno-) toxic drugs, air quality, and biologicals. 
 
MM6/IL-6 
Testing of medical devices, immunoglobulins and antibodies has not been performed and 
additional testing is not foreseen in the developing laboratory in the near future.  
Testing of vaccines using a MM6/IL-6 assay has been very limited so far (Carlin and Viitanen, 
Pharmeuropa Vol 15, no 3, 2003, page 418-423). Results with the multivalent vaccine Infanrix 
suggest that (some of) the components inhibit IL-6 production by MM6-cells (Infanrix interfered 
also with the BET assay).  Preliminary experiments also indicate that interference should be 
assessed. 
 
 
4. There are well-known limitations of the BET (e.g., proteins that interfere with LAL, 

chemical extracts from medical devices). What are the specific limitations of the 
proposed test methods?  Do certain physicochemical properties interfere with these 
assays (e.g., pH, osmolarity, protein content) and, if so, what are they and how do 
they encumber these test methods? 

 
In general, the novel tests are not suitable for drugs that interfere with the cytokine readout. This 
applies to all drugs that either raise or diminish the signal. In order to judge this positive or 
negative interference, the Limulus criterion of a 50-200% retrieval was chosen, comparing the 
spiked sample to the reference control value in saline. The SOPs of all tests include sections on 
testing for interference. The available data show that interference testing is necessary and 
acceptance criteria need to be established for the individual pharmaceutical products.  
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The toxicity and pyrogenicity in man is well known for LPS but only from E. coli. For other 
endotoxins e.g. from Pseudomonas or Salmonella we know that they can be 1000 times less or 10 
times more toxic. About combinations of endotoxins or even combinations of endotoxins and non-
endotoxin pyrogens there is very limited experience. Moreover there is some concern about 
potentiation of the activity of low endotoxin contamination together with a usually non-pyrogenic 
contamination like glucans or pepdidoglycan (Traub S, von Aulock S, Hartung T and Hermann 
C. MDP and other muropeptides – direct and synergistic effects on the immune system. J 
Endotox Res 2005, in press.; Traub S, Kubasch N, Morath S, Kresse M, Hartung T, Schmidt 
RR and Hermann C. Structural requirements of synthetic muropeptides to synergise with LPS 
in cytokine induction. J. Biol. Chem. 2004, 279:8694-8700.). The conclusion is that every drug 
product has to be validated individually and the acceptance criteria have to be defined very 
carefully (together with statisticians and physicians). The testing for interference is described in all 
SOPs of the novel tests. 
 
The individual tests differ slightly with regard to the dilution of the test sample (from 1:1 to 1:12), 
which results in some differences with regard to the limit of detection but also how much they are 
prone to interference with the products. The WBT tests are extremely robust due to the buffer 
capacity of human serum (e.g. allowing samples of pH 1 or pH 14 to be tested) and the strong 
dilution (1:12).   
 
WB/IL-1 
A selection of drugs all known to interfere with the rabbit pyrogen test and in part also with the 
Limulus test, i.e. taxol, was used to test the efficiency of pyrogen detection by WB/IL-1 and the 
newly developed AWIPT. The AWIPT (Absorb and Wash In vitro Pyrogen Test) is a new 
development that enables all drugs interfering with the WBT to be tested. Endotoxins are extracted 
by endotoxin-binding beads, which are after a wash step that takes out the interfering materials, 
exposed to the WBT. This makes use of the unique property of the WBT to allow endotoxin 
determination on solid materials. The AWIPT allowed spike recovery at a dilution at least a factor 3 
less than in WBT for all drugs except for gentamicin spiked with 25 pg/ml LPS where the recovery 
was the same in both tests. The safety margin required to exclude relevant pyrogenic Intentional 
contaminations with lipopolysaccharide were retrieved from the chemotherapeutic agents 
paclitaxel, cisplatin and liposomal daunorubicin, the antibiotic gentamicin, the antifungal agent 
liposomal amphotericin B, and the corticosteroid prednisolone at lower dilutions than in the 
standard in vitro pyrogen test.  
 
In this study, such problematic substances were addressed using macroporous acrylic beads 
decorated with immobilized human serum albumin (HSA). The material was originally developed 
as an extracorporeal endotoxin-adsorbing matrix to treat endotoxemia and sepsis. Albumin is a 
universal carrier of lipophilic substances like fatty acids, bilirubin and hormones in plasma via 
hydrophobic interactions in a molar ratio of up to 10:1. This test represents a promising new 
approach to test interfering drugs or drugs containing interfering additives for pyrogenic 
contaminations, thus improving the safety level of the drugs.  
 
 

WBT AWIPT WBT AWIPT  
Dilution at recovery of 
spike (25 pg/ml LPS) 

Dilution at recovery of 
spike (50 pg/ml LPS) 

paclitaxel 100 10 100 31 
gentamicin 31 31 100 31 
Cisplatin 100 10 >316 31 
prednisolon > 316 10 >316 31 
liposomoal amphotericin B 10 3 31 10 
liposomal daunorubicin >316 31 >316 100 
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Table: Minimum dilutions of complex therapeutics at recovery of LPS spike. 
Drugs were diluted in series and spiked with 25 pg/ml or 50 pg/ml LPS. Recovery of spike, defined 
as cytokine release at levels between 50% and 200% of those induced by the same concentration 
of LPS in the absence of the drug, was achieved at the given dilutions. 
Additionally, the recognition of LPS as well as LTA can be improved by immobilizing it on a 
surface. Therefore, the AWIPT cannot only be used to enhance LPS detection, but that of LTA as 
well. 
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Figure: Comparison of IL-1β response to LPS and LTA in IPT and AWIPT 
100 µl samples of 3 to 800 pg/ml LPS or 1 to 100 µg/ml LTA were employed in parallel in IPT and 
AWIPT. IL-1β release was measured by ELISA. Data represent means ± SD of triplicates from one 
blood donor.  
 
5. The current bacterial endotoxin test requires standardization of the Limulus 

amoebocyte lysate (LAL).  How would the cellular components of the proposed test 
methods (i.e., whole blood, PBMCs, cultured monocytoid cell line) be standardized? 

 
WB/IL-1 & WB/IL-6 
Work in several hundred blood donors has shown that the threshold of cytokine induction and the 
levels of cytokine released are sufficiently conserved among individual donors. Extreme 
reagibilities are very rare and are controlled by the controls employed. Since the donor’s individual 
response curve to endotoxin serves as calibrator in each measurement, any difference in 
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responsiveness is controlled for. The availability of standardized kit versions including control 
reference endotoxins further contributes to the standardization of the test. 
Further standardization is achieved by cryoconservation of blood as demonstrated in the 
validation. A blood donation as for transfusion purposes (500ml) by five pooled donors would 
suffice for up to 25.000 measurements. Shelf lives of more than one year have been established at 
-80 degree and liquid nitrogen, respectively. Certified cryoblood produced according to GMP and 
ISO standards is already commercially available.   
 
PBMC/IL-6 
The method with PBMC/IL-6 sees 2 types of test: First of all, an investigation for interferences of 
the test substance with the test system and the readout system has to be performed and then the 
highest test concentration not showing interferences is determined. The first type of test is to 
calibrate each donor response on an individual calibration curve produced with the standard 
endotoxin. The donor response is then defined in terms of "Endotoxin Equivalents" and the product 
specification is equal to the endotoxin limit concentration (ELC). The standardization goes through 
multiple donor testing and setting of adequate acceptance criteria. The second type of test (as 
described in the SOP) is to test against a "clean" reference preparation of the same product. The 
standardization is again assured by testing of PBMC coming from different donors. 
 
MM6/IL-6 
In our opinion the proper procedure to standardize the MM6/IL-6 is equivalent with the procedure 
described for PBMC/IL-6. Interference of a drug product with the cells and the readout system 
should be tested with a number of different batches of the same product (known to be pyrogen 
free). The highest test concentration not showing interference (or an acceptable level of 
interference) is determined. This concentration should be applied for testing suspect products. The 
suspect product should always be tested against a “clean” standard reference preparation of the 
same product. 
 
6. The prediction model described in the BRDs is based on a pyrogen threshold 

concentration of 0.5 EU/mL.  While this level of detection would indeed suffice for 
many parenteral drugs and medical devices, the endotoxin limit set by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration for intrathecal drugs and devices that contact 
cerebrospinal fluid is 0.06 EU/mL.  Do you have data to support the use of the 
proposed test methods for discriminating an endotoxin threshold lower than 0.5 
EU/mL?  

 
The immune system of all organisms reacts extremely sensitively to bacteria recognizing 
conserved structures often termed endotoxins. Here, man, rabbit and horseshoe crab do not differ 
very much. The thresholds of reaction are remarkably conserved in the low picogramme range or 
about 0.1 to 1 bacteria per immune cell. The precise set-up of the test is determining the limit of 
detection. For the purpose of predicting the rabbit response, tests were adjusted to a threshold of 
0.5 EU/ml. Given a routine dilution of the samples of up to 1:12 and measurable signals also at 
endotoxin concentrations lower than the 0.5 EU threshold demonstrates that the sensitivity of the 
systems has not been fully exploited.  
 
WB/IL-1 
The test has been modified to include adsorption of endotoxin to beads (termed AWIPT, see 
above). This offers the possibility, by concentrating the LPS on its surface and enhancing the 
reactivity of the monocytes, to detect as little as 0.0001 EU/ml (see Figure)  
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Figure: Limit of detection in the AWIPT 
  
MM6/IL-6 
During the development of the assay it was chosen to settle for a threshold concentration of 0.5 
EU/ml. However, the sensitivity of the MM6/IL-6 is as low as 0.1 EU/ml in most experiments. 
Aiming at a threshold level of 0.06 EU/ml will challenge the assay. 
 
PBMC/IL-6 
The sensitivity against standard endotoxin of the test with PBMC/IL-6 is comparable to the BET. 
The detection limit is about 0.01 EU/ml. 
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Comments and suggestions relevant to all BRDs 
 
* A list of definitions would be useful.  
 
Such a list will be included. 
 
* There appear to be different designations for the cells/tests in the BRDs, in 
document Stp-HPTVv04, Comparison and Validation of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based on the 
Human Fever Reaction. Trial Plan, and the file names and nomenclature of the tests in the 
SOPs.  The cell/test nomenclatures should be standardized to avoid confusion.  Examples 
of various designations used are: PBMC-IL6; PBMC; WB-IL6; WB/IL-6; WB-IL1; cryo WB-
IL1; WB-CRYO/IL-1; MM6/IL6; MM6.   
 
This will be amended as far as it is not part of historic documents, where tests were termed 
differently. 
 
* Sections 4.1 and 4.6 comment on theoretical assumptions of sensitivity and 
specificity, and cite reference [10].  There is no reference [10] in the BRDs; the citation, if 
relevant, should be provided in the format used for the BRDs.   
 
This has been corrected. 
 
* The BRDs mention that the SOPs for the different tests are in Section 13.1.  
However, Section 13.1 only references the SOP; copies of the SOPs are included in Section 
15 of each BRD. 
 
The BRDs have been revised and the method protocols and trial plans are now included in 
Appendix A. 
 
* In all the submitted studies, the accuracy of the test is being measured using 
bacterial endotoxin (LPS) in all test samples; presumably only the vehicle is changed. 
However, one of the claimed advantages for this test over the BET is that it is capable of 
detecting non-LPS pyrogens, whereas the BET cannot.  There are no test results from the 
non-LPS pyrogens referred to in the Rationale. In the absence of additional data on other 
pyrogens, it cannot necessarily be assumed that the tests would be relevant for non-LPS 
pyrogens.   
 
See 2) 
 
* The conclusion in Section 6.4 that the test is applicable to "most classes of 
medicinal products> needs expansion and clarification. First, the product classes to which 
the test is not applicable should be identified; there appears to be no information in the 
BRD at this point.  Secondly, the statement should be clarified to state that the test is 
applicable to the detection of LPS.  No evidence has been presented with respect to other 
classes of pyrogens.   
 
Rabbit pyrogen testing as the reference method has been substituted by large extent with the BET, 
which is a mere endotoxin test. The remaining rabbit testing is due to interference of test materials 
with the BET and not due to its limitations to endotoxin. A novel substitute for the rabbit test should 
be evaluated on the same basis. Since non-endotoxin pyrogens have not been internationally 
agreed and made available as reference materials, a formal validation is not possible. The 
supportive information that the in vitro pyrogen tests cover in fact some of the presumed non-
endotoxin pyrogens represent a characteristic in favour of these tests compared to the BET.  
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* There is a comment in the BRDs (Section 4.1) regarding historical data from rabbit 
tests, yet the sensitivity, specificity, and concordance values presented are not related to 
the in vivo data (i.e., Section 6.2, Section 6.3).  It is not clear how these values could be 
generated without relating to rabbit or human test results on the same samples.   
 
On the basis of the determined rabbit fever threshold (Hoffmann S, Luderitz-Puchel U, Montag-
Lessing U and Hartung T. Optimisation of pyrogen testing in parenterals according to 
different pharmacopoeias by probabilistic modelling, J. Endotoxin Res. 2005, 11:25-31), it 
was possible to model the performance of these rabbits, when testing the samples of the 
validation study assuming no additional interference of the samples. The sensitivity of the 
rabbit pyrogen test is 57.9% and the theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 88.3%. 
Unfortunately these numbers have not been correctly reported in the BRD, in sections 4.2 and 
4.6., where the last sentence reads " .. sensitivity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 75.04% and the 
theoretical specificity of the rabbit pyrogen test is 95.80%.   
 
* There appears to be little relationship among the articles cited in each BRD, the list 
of references in Section 12 of each BRD, the articles included in Section 15 of each BRD, 
and the articles supplied in electronic format.  This could be a problem if a reviewer wanted 
to read a referenced article.  The reference citations in the text, the list of references in 
Section 12, and the copies of the references in Section 15 need to be coordinated.  These 
discrepancies are presented in different levels of detail in the following BRD assessments. 
 
The references have been corrected and hardcopies of a number of publications are included in 
Appendix B. 
 
* There are statements in Section 9.3 of all the BRDs that compare the performances 
of different tests, but data are not presented.  The data are in the referenced Hoffmann 
publication, which was submitted on a CD file, but not in hard copy.  It would assist in the 
assessment of these assays if the Hoffmann article could be appended to the individual 
reports, and if summary performance tables were included in each report to support the 
brief verbal description of test performance that appears in Section 9.3.   
 
Added as requested. 
 
* It would be helpful if the articles in Section 15 were in alphabetical order. 
 
The hardcopies of a number of articles are in Appendix B. 
 
* It would be helpful to the reviewers to have a table comparing the strengths and 
weaknesses, if any, of the assays.  
 
See table 9.3.2 in Section 9 of the BRDs 
 
* Some, if not all, of these tests are patented.  The patented tests and procedures 
should be identified.  The Sections on test method transferability (Section 11.1) and cost 
(Section 11.3) should address the availability, licensing fees and licensing agreements, if 
any, of these tests.   
 
This is now mentioned in the individual BRDs. 
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Comments on the individual BRDs 
 
Comments relevant to the Human PBMC/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 
* Section 1.1.2.  The results of the cited FDA peer review have not been summarized or 
provided.  
The following information is now included: The PBMC/IL-6 test developed by Novartis and Baxter 
Healthcare has been subjected to a rigorous peer-review by the US FDA and approved as an end-
product release test (New Drug Application Number 16-267/S-037 approved on April 24, 2002). 
 
* Section 2.1.  The file reference in Section 2.1 should name the specific file because there 
are two PBMC SOP files, and there is no information provided as to which SOP file is referred to in 
the BRD.   
 
This has been amended in Section 2.1 and Section 13 (catch-up validation of PBMC CRYO IL/6) 
and Appendix A includes both method protocols. 
 
* Section 2.3.  Define LAL   
LAL = Limulus amoebocyte lysate 
Please note that the term “LAL” has been replaced in the 5 BRDs with the more general term BET 
(= Bacterial Endotoxin test), which is based on the use of Limulus amboecyte lysate. 
 
* Section 2.4.  The data presented here were obtained using a Novartis-developed IL-6 
ELISA assay, and this section states that any commercial IL-6 ELISA kit will have to be validated 
for this pyrogen test.  Unless the Novartis assay will be publicly available, non-Novartis users 
(who, presumably, the test is designed for) will have to go through a separate validation of this 
assay.   
 
Any human IL-6 ELISA can be used provided International Standard (IS) for IL-6 (or an IL-6 
standard calibrated against the IS) is used as the assay calibrant. In addition, it would be 
necessary to demonstrate that the requirements of test controls are met and no interference with 
the test substances occurs.  
For the two other methods with IL-6 release as an endpoint used either the Novartis IL-6 ELISA 
(WB/IL-6) or a commercial kit (MM6/IL-6). 
 
* Table 3.3.1.  Define > "> notional ELC> "> .   
 
notional ELC = endotoxin limit concentration set by the European Pharmacopoeia monograph (or 
other guidelines) for a given product. The term is explained in each of the five BRDs. 
 
* Section 12.  There are a number of discrepancies among the cited articles, the 
bibliography, and the provided references.  Many of the publications listed here do not correspond 
with those cited in the submission or those included as hard copies in Section 15.   
 
This was resolved. Cited articles are listed in Section 12, articles in bold are attached as 
hardcopies in newly created Appendix B. Appendix B includes the same set of publications for the 
5 BRDs. 
 
Comments Relevant to the Human Whole Blood/IL-1 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 
* There are no comments specific to this test method.  There are reference and citation 
problems similar to those identified in Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.6.   
 
This was resolved. Cited articles are listed in Section 12, articles in bold are attached as 
hardcopies in newly created Appendix B. Appendix B includes the same set of publications for the 
5 BRDs. 
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Comments relevant to the Human Whole Blood/IL-1 In Vitro Pyrogen Test: Application of 
cryopreserved human whole blood 
* Although this is a test method that uses cryopreserved blood, the SOP in Section 15 does 
not address cryopreservation.   
 
Unfortunately, there was a mistake with the first submission, the correct protocol is now given in 
Appendix A of BRD CRYO WB/IL-1. In addition, the article Schindler et al, 2004 in appendix B 
deals with cryopreservation. 
 
* Section 2.5.  An abbreviated validation study was performed.  The validation study of this 
method appears to consist only of a comparison of the results from using cryopreserved blood with 
the results from the same test (WB/IL-1) using fresh blood.   Therefore, the statements on (intra-
laboratory) reproducibility should be removed from Section 3.1 and Section 5 because Section 2.5 
and the data in Section 5 indicate that reproducibility was not examined.  
 
Data of on intralaboratory reproducibility are included in Appendix D of the BRD CRYO WB/IL-1. 
 
* There are reference and citation problems similar to those identified in Sections 2.6.2 and 
2.6.6. 
This was resolved. Cited articles are listed in Section 12, articles in bold are attached as 
hardcopies in newly created Appendix B. Appendix B includes the same set of publications for the 
5 BRDs. 
 
 
Comments Relevant to the Human Whole Blood/IL-6 In Vitro Pyrogen Test 
* Section 2.4.  The data presented here were obtained using a Novartis-developed IL-6 
ELISA assay, and this section states that any commercial IL-6 ELISA kit will have to be validated 
for this pyrogen test.  Unless the Novartis assay will be publicly available, non-Novartis users 
(who, presumably, the test is designed for) will have to go through a separate validation of this 
assay.   
 
Any human IL-6 ELISA can be used provided International Standard (IS) for IL-6 (or an IL-6 
standard calibrated against the IS) is used as the assay calibrant. In addition, it would be 
necessary to demonstrate that the requirements of test controls are met and no interference with 
the test substances occurs. For the two other methods with IL-6 release as an endpoint used 
either the Novartis IL-6 ELISA (PBMC/IL-6) or a commercial kit (MM6/IL-6; see below). 
 
* There are reference and citation problems similar to those identified in Sections 2.6.2 and 
2.6.6.   
 
This was resolved. Cited articles are listed in Section 12, articles in bold are attached as 
hardcopies in newly created Appendix B. Appendix B includes the same set of publications for the 
5 BRDs. 
 
 
Comments Relevant to An Alternative In Vitro Pyrogen Test Using the Human Monocytoid 
Cell Line MONO MAC-6 (MM6) 
* Section 2.6.  This suggests that only the Novartis IL-6 ELISA assay is usable because 
other ELISAs were not repeatable, and therefore could not be used.  This aspect should be 
expanded upon because it suggests that users of the MM6 test will be limited in the ELISA 
preparations they can use or, alternatively, have to validate the test using other ELISAs.   
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The initial protocol allowed the use of various kinds of IL-6 ELISAs, however, due to their sub-
optimal repeatability their use was restricted to the two IL-6 ELISAs now indicated in the protocol 
(the in-house Novartis IL-6 ELISA and the CLB Human IL-6 ELISA kit). Both IL-6 ELISAs use the 
same monoclonal antibody for IL-6 detection. It should be noted that these ELISAs may be 
substituted with other validated IL-6 specific ELISAs, in which the International Standard (IS) for IL-
6 (or an IL-6 standard calibrated against the IS) is used as the assay calibrant. 
 
* Section 2.4.  The cell line that was used for this validation study is available only from a 
particular laboratory at the University of Munich, Germany, which will supply the cells to all who 
request them, or from a Master Cell Bank and a Working Cell Bank at the NIBSC (in Germany) 
(see also, SOP Section 6.1). Another source of cells is the German DSMZ.  It is stated here that 
the performance of the DSMZ-source cells have not been compared with the NIBSC cells used in 
this validation study, and there is no mention of whether the performance of the NIBSC cells was 
compared to the Univ. of Munich cells.  All cell sources are listed under the heading of > "> 
Proprietary Components.> ">   The BRD should address whether these cells are proprietary, and if 
there will be a one-time cost or licensing fee, or a licensing agreement, before they can be shipped 
to a testing laboratory.  The sponsor should ensure that the various cell lines are interchangeable 
in the assay; otherwise, there will be only a single source for the cells.  Alternatively, the validated 
cell line should be more widely distributed so that there would be less likelihood of loss, and so 
that users outside of Europe will have more easy access to them.  Therefore, it may be reasonable 
to recommend that the sponsor ensure the continued availability of a cell line or lines whose 
performance of the test is well documented before ICCVAM invests time and resources on the 
evaluation of this test.   
 
The performance of the cells obtained from NIBSC (UK) was not compared to cells directly 
obtained from the University of Munich, Germany or the DSMZ. 
 
The MM6 cell line was established by Prof. H.W.L. Ziegler-Heitbrock, Institute for Immunology, 
Universtiy of Munich, Munich, Germany. The cell line can be obtained for research purposes only 
from Prof. Ziegler-Heitbrock or from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures 
(DSMZ) Braunschweig, Germany. The conditions for licensing of the cell line are to be negotiated 
individually with Prof.Ziegler-Heitbrock. 
 
* Section 12.  There were a number of discrepancies among the cited articles, the 
bibliography, and the provided references.  
 
This was resolved. Cited articles are listed in Section 12, articles in bold are attached as 
hardcopies in newly created Appendix B. Appendix B includes the same set of publications for the 
5 BRDs. 
 
* The Section 12 reference list contains 27 references; 15 of which are in Section 15.  There 
are 13 articles included in Section 15 that are not listed in Section 12; one of these is also on the 
CD file.  There are 6 articles on the CD file, one of which is also listed in Section 12, and another 
of which is included as hard copy in Section 15.  
 
see above 
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DIRECTORATE GENERAL JRC 
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE 
Institute for Health and Consumer Protection 
European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ECVAM)  

 
 

STATEMENT ON THE VALIDITY OF IN-VITRO PYROGEN TESTS 
 
At its 24th meeting, held on 20-21 March 2006 at the European Centre for the 
validation of alternative methods (ECVAM), Ispra, Italy, the non-Commission 
members of the ECVAM Scientific Advisory Committee (ESAC)1 unanimously 
endorsed the following statement: 
 
Following a review of scientific reports and peer reviewed publications on the 
following range of in-vitro pyrogen tests: 
 

1. Human Whole Blood IL-1, 
2. Human Whole Blood IL-6, 
3. PBMC IL-6, 
4. MM6 IL-6, and 
5. Human Cryopreserved Whole Blood IL-1, 

 
it is concluded that these tests have been scientifically validated for the detection of 
pyrogenicity mediated by Gram-negative endotoxins, and quantification of this 
pyrogen, in materials currently evaluated and characterized by rabbit pyrogen tests. 
 
These methods have the potential to satisfy regulatory requirements for the detection 
and quantification of these pyrogens in these materials subject to product-specific 
validation. 
 
The test methods have the capacity of detecting pyrogenicity produced by a wider 
range of pyrogens, but the evidence compiled for, and considered within this peer 
review and validation process, is not sufficient to state that full scientific validation of 
this wider domain of applicability has been demonstrated and confirmed.  
 
Thus, the above test methods can currently be considered as full replacements for the 
evaluation of materials or products where the objective is to identify and evaluate 
pyrogenicity produced by Gram-negative endotoxins, but not for other pyrogens. 
 
This endorsement takes account of the dossiers prepared for peer review; the views of 
independent experts who evaluated the dossiers against defined validation criteria; 
supplementary submissions made by the Management Team; and the considered view 
of the Peer Review Panel appointed to oversee the process. 
 
Thomas Hartung       
Head of Unit 
ECVAM        
Institute for Health & Consumer Protection 
Joint Research Centre  
European Commission       
Ispra 

21 March 2006 
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1. The ESAC was established by the European Commission, and is composed of 

nominees from the EU Members States, industry, academia and animal 
welfare, together with representatives of the relevant Commission services. 
  
This statement was endorsed by the following Members of the ESAC: 

 
Prof Helmut Tritthart (Austria) 
Dr Dagmar Jírová (Czech Republic) 
Prof Elisabeth Knudsen (Denmark) 
Dr Timo Ylikomi (Finland) 
Prof André Guillouzo (France) 
Dr Manfred Liebsch (Germany) 
Dr Efstathios Nikolaidis (Greece) 
Dr Katalin Horvath (Hungary) 
Prof Michael Ryan (Ireland) 
Dr Annalaura Stammati (Italy) 
Dr Mykolas Maurica (Lithuania) 
Prof Eric Tschirhart (Luxembourg) 
Dr Jan van der Valk (The Netherlands) 
Dr Dariusz Sladowski (Poland) 
Prof Milan Pogačnik (Slovenia) 
Dr Argelia Castaño (Spain) 
Dr Patric Amcoff (Sweden) 
Dr Jon Richmond (UK) 
Dr Odile de Silva (COLIPA) 
Dr Julia Fentem (ECETOC) 
Dr Nathalie Alépée (EFPIA) 
Prof Robert Combes (ESTIV) 
Dr Maggy Jennings (Eurogroup for Animal Welfare) 
Mr Roman Kolar (Eurogroup for Animal Welfare) 
 

The following Commission Services and Observer Organisations were 
involved in the consultation process, but not in the endorsement process itself.  

  
Mr Thomas Hartung (ECVAM; chairman) 
Mr Jens Linge (ECVAM; ESAC secretary) 
Mr Juan Riego Sintes (ECB) 
Ms Beatrice Lucaroni (DG Research, Unit F.5) 
Mr Sylvain Bintein (DG Environment, Unit C.3) 
Mr Sigfried Breier  (DG Enterprise, Unit F.3) 
Prof Dr Constantin Mircioiu (Romania) 
Dr William Stokes (NICEATM, USA) 
Prof Dr Vera Rogiers (ECOPA) 
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Annex 
 
The novel pyrogen tests are based on the human fever reaction. Monocytoid cells, 
either primary from human blood or as propagated cell lines, detect pyrogens of 
different chemical nature and respond by the release of inflammatory mediators such 
as cytokines. Since lipopolysaccharides from Gram-negative bacteria are the only 
type of proven pyrogen, for which an International reference material is available, the 
tests were standardised to detect the presence of significantly less than 0.5 Endotoxin 
Units of this preparation, which is considered to be the threshold level for fever 
induction in the most sensitive rabbit species according to pharmacopoeia test 
procedures.  
The five tests which were sufficiently reproducible and exceeded the rabbit test with 
regard to sensitivity and specificity for the detection of lipopolysaccharide spiked 
samples, differ with regard to cell source and preparation, cryopreservation and 
cytokine measured.  The tests have been described elsewhere (1-4). The concept of 
the validation study (5) and the international validation studies are available (6-7). 
 
1. Poole, S., Thorpe, R., Meager, A., Hubbard, A.R., Gearing, A.J. (1988) Detection 
of pyrogen by cytokine release. Lancet 8577, 130. 
 
2. Taktak, Y.S., Selkirk, S., Bristow, A.F., Carpenter, A., Ball, C., Rafferty, B., Poole, 
S. (1991) Assay of pyrogens by interleukin-6 release from monocytic cell lines. J. 
Pharm. Pharmacol. 43, 578. 
 
3. Hartung, T., Wendel, A. (1996) Detection of pyrogens using human whole blood. 
In Vitro Toxicol. 9, 353. 
 
4. Schindler S, Asmus S, von Aulock S, Wendel A, Hartung T and Fennrich S. (2004) 
Cryopreservation of human whole blood for pyrogenicity testing. J. Immunol. Meth. 
294, 89-100. 
 
5. Hartung, T., Aaberge, I., Berthold, S., Carlin, G., Charton, E., Coecke, S., Fennrich, 
S., Fischer, M., Gommer, M., Halder, M., Haslov, K., Jahnke, M., Montag-Lessing, T., 
Poole, S., Schechtman, L., Wendel, A., Werner-Felmayer, G. (2001) Novel pyrogen 
tests based on the human fever reaction. The report and recommendations of ECVAM 
Workshop 43. European Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods. Altern. 
Lab. Anim. 29, 99. 
 
6. Hoffmann S, Peterbauer A, Schindler S, Fennrich S, Poole S. Mistry Y, Montag-
Lessing T, Spreitzer I, Loschner B, vam Aalderen M, Bos R, Gommer M, Nibbeling 
R, Werner-Felmayer G, Loitzl P, Jungi T, Brcic M, Brugger P, Frey E, Bowe G, 
Casado J, Coecke S, de Lange J, Mogster B, Naess LM, Aaberge IS, Wendel A and 
Hartung T. (2005) International validation of novel pyrogen tests based on the human 
fever reaction. J. Immunol. Meth. 298, 161-173.  
 
7. Schindler S, Spreitzer I, Loschner, Hoffmann S, Hennes K, Halder M, Brügger P, 
Frey E, Hartung T and Montag T. (2006) International validation of pyrogen tests 
based on cryopreserved human primary blood cells. J. Immunol. Meth. 316, 42-51. 
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IP 

Brussels, 12 May 2003  

Fewer tests on animals and safer drugs: new EU 
tests save 200,000 rabbits per year 

New, groundbreaking methods of drug testing to replace animals with safe 
alternatives, saving up to 200,000 rabbits per year, were unveiled today in 
Brussels by European Research Commissioner Philippe Busquin. The set of 
six tests detects potential fever-causing agents (pyrogens) in drugs, by using 
human blood cells instead of rabbits. The new tests have been developed by 
a EU-supported research team, involving national control laboratories, test 
developers, and companies. The tests are being validated by the 
Commission. They are already being used in over 200 laboratories across the 
world. Thanks to these alternative methods rabbits will no longer be needed 
to test the presence of pyrogens in parenteral (non oral) drugs. 

“The use of animals to test drugs is unfortunately necessary to safeguard human 
health,“ said European Research Commissioner Philippe Busquin. “But we can 
reduce, replace and refine animal testing, with EU-sponsored research leading the 
way at world level. The EU’s validation of these new testing methods will encourage 
their broad take-up by industry, ensure drug safety and quality, and reduce the use 
of animal research. This is an example of the European Research Area in action, 
developing an environment in which scientific results can be rapidly exploited and 
transformed into products and processes that improve quality of life, increase 
competitiveness and benefit animal welfare.”  

The safety and potency of commercially available medicines and vaccines must be 
guaranteed. Innovative research, funded and validated by the Commission, aims to 
replace existing animal-based test methods for fever-causing agents (pyrogens) in 
parenteral drugs with a new generation of in vitro tests that are more accurate, 
quicker and more cost-effective.  

Blood cells replace rabbits 
Understanding of human immunology has advanced rapidly in the past 20 years. 
Work on human fever reaction and development of test systems for fever mediator 
molecules, combined with improved cell biology techniques, now enables the 
innovative use of human cells as biosensors for pyrogens (fever-causing agents). 
The EU study1 set out to compare and harmonise six in vitro assays to develop a 
“state-of-the-art” method for inclusion into the European Pharmacopoeia - which sets 
the requirements for the quality control of drugs in Europe - thus improving consumer 
safety.  

The EU role 

                                                 
1 Cell factory project: Comparison and validation of novel pyrogen tests based on the 

human fever reaction, with a view to the ultimate replacement of the rabbit pyrogen test 
and the Limulus assay (QLK3-1999-00811) 
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The research project funded by the Commission under the EU Fifth Research 
Framework Programme (1998-2002) brought together the best teams from 
academia, industry and regulatory bodies. The Commission's Joint Research Centre 
(the “ECVAM” facility, or “European Centre for Validation of Alternative Methods”) 
played a major role in the project through provision of scientific and technical advice 
on the design of the validation study, application of good laboratory practice 
procedures and distribution and coding of test material. 

Industry and regulators jump on board 
Interest from both regulatory authorities and industry is very high, with many 
contributions coming from outside the project consortium that included national 
control laboratories, test developers, a major pharmaceutical company and a 
producer of diagnostic kits. For example, the European Pharmacopoeia has set up 
an international expert group to draft a general method on these new tests. In fact, 
the tests are already in use in about 200 laboratories worldwide, with great success.  

Further take-up and new applications 
The Commission will take responsibility for further application of this multidisciplinary, 
international validation study, including an intended patent. This will encourage 
successful transfer of the tests and help open new fields for pyrogen testing, such as 
cellular therapies, medical devices and pollution control in the work place.  

Reducing, replacing or refining animal experimentation 
Drug quality control is a trans-national matter, which is standardised and regulated in 
Europe at EU level, thus requiring international collaborative efforts. The European 
Commission ensures full support for applications to reduce, replace or refine animal 
experimentation as required by the 1986 Council Directive2. This aim is echoed by 
the European Pharmacopoeia. The “Three Rs” provide a strategy to minimise animal 
use, without compromising the quality of the scientific work being done.  

ECVAM’s role is to co-ordinate international validation studies, act as a focal point for 
the exchange of information, to set up and maintain a database on alternative 
methods, and to promote dialogue among legislators. 

Background: pyrogen and non-oral drugs 
Parenteral drugs are commonly employed throughout Europe for treating a variety of 
illnesses. Ensuring the safety of such widely used drugs requires strict monitoring 
and control against any possible pyrogenic contamination on a batch-by-batch basis. 
The most important pyrogen is endotoxin, a constituent of the cell wall of gram-
negative bacteria that can generate endogenous fever mediators by white blood 
cells, particularly monocytes and macrophages. 

Rabbits or… 
In the rabbit pyrogen test, the test substance is injected into rabbits and any 
subsequent change in body temperature recorded. A significant rise in temperature 
indicates the presence of pyrogens. While it has served drug safety control for more 
than 50 years, it fails for important new therapies such as cellular products or 
species-specific agents.  

                                                 
2 Novel in-vitro testing as alternatives to animal testing; Council Directive 86/609/EEC 
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… horseshoe crabs? 
Until now, the only in vitro alternative available is the LAL test, based on coagulation 
of blood from the horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus). However the LAL test 
detects only one class of pyrogens – endotoxins from gram-negative bacteria – 
leaving patients at risk from “non-endotoxin” pyrogens such as gram-positive toxins, 
viruses and fungi. It is also subject to interference by various non-pyrogenic 
substances. And, as it is based on the defence system of an arthropod, it cannot 
provide results perfectly relevant to humans.  

No – human blood cells! 
Six alternative cellular assays have therefore been developed to replace the animal 
rabbit pyrogen test and close the safety gap presented by use of the LAL test in 
controlling parenterals. All these test systems are based upon the response of 
human leukocytes (principally monocytes), which release inflammatory mediators 
(endogenous pyrogens) in response to pyrogenic contamination (exogenous 
pyrogens).  

Quicker, more accurate and more effective 
The new tests have several advantages compared with the rabbit test: they are less 
laborious, cheaper and more sensitive. Results of the validation study suggest that 
testing on animals can be completely replaced. In contrast to the LAL, the new 
assays are not restricted to endotoxins from gram-negative bacteria but detect all 
classes of pyrogens and reflect the potency of different endotoxins in mammals, 
without suffering interference from endotoxin-binding components in blood products. 
A commercial kit version for one of the assays has already been developed and 
standardised, and pre-tested cryopreserved (frozen) blood as a versatile test reagent 
containing the blood cells as biosensors is under development.  

For further information please visit: 

http://ecvam.jrc.it/index.htm 

http://europa.eu.int/comm/research/quality-of-life/cell-factory/volume1/projects/qlk3-
1999-00811_en.html 
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1 February 2007 

ECVAM replies to questions of ICCVAM Pyrogenicity Peer 
Review Panel 
 
 
1. Availability of ESAC Peer Review Report 
 
Since we are creating a precedent in making ESAC peer-reviews public, a discussion 
within ESAC is required, especially since a number of external experts have been 
involved, who have not been asked. Thus, we are unfortunately not able to make this 
available at this stage of the process. 
 
 
2. Lot numbers 
 
a) e-mail of David Allen on 10/01/2007 
 replied on 12/01/2007 with list of drugs as PDF attached 
 

VALIDATION STUDY: LIST OF DRUGS 
 

 
Product  Manufacturer Lot 
Alkohol-Konzentrat 95% B. Braun 2465Z01 
Beloc i.v. Astra Zeneca DA419A1 
Binotal 0,5g Grünenthal 117EL2 
Fenistil Novartis 21402 
MCP Hexal Hexal 21JX22 
Orasthin Hoechst W015 
Sostril Glaxo Wellcome 1L585B 
Traubenzuckerlösung 5% Eifelfango Eifelfango 1162 
 
Alkohol-Konzentrat 95% = aethanol 95% 
Traubenzuxkerloesung 5% Eifelfango = 5% glucose solution 
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b) e-mail of David Allen on 12/01/2007 
 Yes, individual lots were tested in all methods during the validation/catch-up 
validation study 
 
However, some of the lots used in the validation study were no longer available for the 
catch-up validation study and one product (Orasthin) was no longer on the market. It 
was replaced with a product (Syntocinon) containing the same active ingredient. Please 
find attached the pdf file “List of drugs catch-up validation” and the table below 
highlighting differences in lot numbers and products. 
 

VALIDATION STUDY (CATCH UP): LIST OF DRUGS 
 

 
Product  Manufacturer Lot 
Alkohol-Konzentrat 95% B. Braun 2465Z01 
Beloc i.v. Astra Zeneca DA419A1 
Binotal 0,5g Grünenthal 117EL2 
Fenistil Novartis 26803 
MCP Hexal Hexal 21JX22 
Orasthin  Hoechst not available 
Sostril Glaxo Wellcome 3H01N 
Syntocinon 3 I.E.  Novartis S00400 
Traubenzuckerlösung 5% Eifelfango Eifelfango 3132 
 
Alkohol-Konzentrat 95% = aethanol 95% 
Traubenzuxkerloesung 5% Eifelfango = 5% glucose solution 
 
 
3. GLP concordance 
 
e-mails of David Allen on 9/01/2007 and on 12/01/2007 (question 1) 
 
a) In vitro data 
 
The initial validation study has been carried out to large extent in laboratories such as 
National Control laboratories, which do not operate under GLP. It was, however, agreed 
to comply with the requirements of GLP, especially with regard to the creation and 
management of SOPs. The partner laboratories have received presentations on the 
requirements. No auditing was done but various quality checks and blinding mainly 
under the responsibility of ECVAM were included. 
In the catch-up validation, two GLP laboratories and two National Control laboratories 
participated.  
 
Raw data: In both studies the laboratories were asked to transfer the readings into the 
excel sheets provided by the biostatistician. This was mostly done by directly inserting 
the ASCII files created by the plate reader. However, reader printouts are available and 
can be provided on request. 
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b) In vivo data and reference to Section 4.4 in the ECVAM BRDs 
Indeed it should read here “not applicable” as stated in the WB/IL-6 BRD, since the RBT 
was not performed during the validation study. As indicated in 4.1 the data used were 
provided by the Paul-Ehrlich-Institute (PEI; www.pei.de), which is the German Federal 
Agency for Sera and Vaccines (competent authority) and conducts the RBT according to 
the European Pharmacopoeia. For further information on the quality assurance 
established at the PEI please contact Dr Thomas Montag (e-mail: month@pei.de). 
 
This should also be corrected in the main document 4.4 In vivo data quality. 
 
 
4. Data analysis 
e-mail of David Allen 12/01/2007 – question 2 
 
The same data analysis was applied in both studies. The first paragraph in Section 5.3 
reads A generally applicable analytical procedure was employed. This procedure 
includes a universal PM as well as quality criteria. First, a two-step procedure consisting 
of a variance-criterion and an outlier-test was applied. For this, the Dixon’s test (Barnett 
and Lewis, 1984), which is USP approved, was chosen with the significance level of 
α=0.01 and applied to identify and eliminate aberrant data. 
Please find attached to our mail, the document ‘Trial data report’ of the validation study. 
It was not included in the submission to ICCVAM, since a lot of the procedures 
described here are included in the BRD. Related to your question, you will find in 
Chapter 4.2 the procedure describing the exclusion of data. There, the Coefficient of 
Variation (CV) was used as a trigger to investigate the replicates of a given control or 
sample. Excessive variability would severely impair the prediction model, resulting 
mainly in a loss of specificity. The CVs were empirically determined for each assay 
based on the information collected in the protocol optimization phases (Phase A & B) 
and the prevalidation. Thus, they can differ between assays. 
In addition, we attach the document Analytical procedure to identify and eliminate 
outlying observations written by the responsible statistician, Sebastian Hoffmann, during 
the validation study and which gives rationales for applying this procedure.  
 
 
5. Selection of test substances 
e-mail of David Allen 12/01/2007 – question 3 
 
Please find attached the file “Rationale for selection of test substances”. 
 
 
6. Removal of DMSO 
e-mail of David Allen 12/01/2007 – question 4 
 
Schindler et al 2004 state: 
 
We sought to develop a protocol which would allow the use of the thawed whole blood samples 
directly without any washing steps to remove the cryoprotectant, as such a step would eliminate 
the essential advantages of the human whole blood assay, i.e., the ease of performance which 
allows a high degree of standardization as shown for various applications (Fennrich et al., 1999). 
Furthermore, besides stress and handling artifacts, the cells would lose their autologous plasma 
that permits a number of physiological responses, e.g., the sensitive response to 
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lipopolysaccharides (endotoxin, LPS) via lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP; Schumann, 
1992; Fenton and Golenbock, 1998). 
 
Indeed DMSO is not removed and up to now artefacts attributed to the presence of 
DMSO were not observed. The presence of DMSO enhances the IL-1 production and 
leads to a delay in the release. The fact that no wash step is required reduces strongly 
variation and introduction of artefacts. 
 
 
7. Possible cytotoxicity 
e-mail of David Allen 12/01/2007 – question 5 
 
The aspect of cytotoxicity is covered by interference testing. As stated already on 
various occasions, interference testing (what we called positive product control in the 
validation study) is a must before you can use the WB (and the other) assays. If a 
substance would interfere with the assay by being cytotoxic, the spike recovery would be 
below 50%. 
 
 
8. Freeze-thaw step for CRYO WB/IL-1 (Konstanz method) 
e-mail of David Allen 12/01/2007 – question 6 
 
This question was already posed during the drafting of the ICCVAM peer review 
documents (Mail David Allen 1/08/2006 question 3 and attached document 
PyroProtocol31Jul06) 
 
In our reply (sent on 8/09/2006 with attachment reply_PryoProtocol31Jul06), we stated 
on page 2: The freezing thawing enhances the IL-1 release and makes the Konstanz 
method more robust and reliable. It is not needed for the PEI method since the IL-1 
release levels are higher. 
In fact, it should read that the freezing thawing enhances the IL-1 yield since the IL-1 
produced in but not released by the monocytes is also measured.  
It has been shown by Boneberg and Hartung (2003) that 10fold higher concentrations of 
(pro-)IL-1ß are found when including intracellular cytokine by whole blood lysis: 
 
Ref Boneberg E. and Hartung T. Febrile temperatures attenuate IL-1β release by 
inhibiting proteolytic processing of the proform and influence Th1/Th2 balance favoring 
Th2 cytokines. J. Immunol. 2003, 171:664-8. attached. 
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Appendix C4 

Rationale for the Selection of the 10 Substances Tested in the Validation/Catch-Up 

Validation Study of In Vitro Assays for Pyrogen Testing 
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Rationale for selection of the 10 substances tested in the validation/catch-
up validation study of in vitro assays for pyrogenicity testing 
 
Selection committee: 
Thomas Montag-Lessing (chair), Michael Jahnke, Ingeborg Aarberge, Sandra Coecke 
 
 
The main points which led to the selection were stability of the spikes, relevance, 
availability and costs of the substances: 
 
1. Stability of the spikes, coding, interference testing  
 
Experiments to evaluate the stability of endotoxin spikes in the final products 
revealed that stability of low endotoxin concentration could not be guaranteed over 
the time period needed for the prevalidation/validation study. Therefore, endotoxin 
spikes in higher (stable) concentrations were produced, filled in separate vials and 
coded. The laboratories received the clean substance plus the coded spikes, the 
clean substance had to be used for interference testing and contaminated with the 
coded spikes for the actual tests. 
 
2. Relevance 
 
The absence of pyrogens is crucial for intravenously administered drugs, this is 
reflected in the rabbit pyrogen test where the test substance is injected into the ear 
vene.  
Therefore, only substances intended for i.v. injection were selected. In addition, it 
could be evaluated whether the in vitro assays would be able to detect 0.5 IU/ml 
endotoxin, which corresponds to threshold inducing fever in rabbits.  
 
 
3. Availability/feasibility 
 

- Substances should be on the market, thus the final product in the original vials 
could be tested and the conditions under which a lab performing final lot 
release would work could be met, e.g. 

o avoid possible contamination with pyrogens during opening the vials, 
drawing the samples etc 

o performing interference testing (corresponds to positive product testing 
in the validation trial) 

 
- One lyophilised product was included in order to check for potential failures 

(e.g. pyrogenic contamination during reconstitution of the drug) 
 

- Substance not interfering with any of the assays in order to control the 
correctness of the spiking procedure. Therefore, 0.9% NaCl pyrogen-free 
solution was included (Drug A and B) 

 
4. Costs 
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- Due to the restricted funds available, costs of the substances to be tested in 
the validation trial played a role, e.g. it was not possible to include a rather 
expensive blood product as coagulation Factor VIII (Haemate® was used in 
the prevalidation trial). 
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Appendix C5 

Comparison and Validation of Novel Pyrogen Tests Based on the Human Fever 

Reaction: Trial Data Report 
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Comparison And Validation Of Novel Pyrogen Tests 
Based On The Human Fever Reaction 

 
Acronym:  Human (e) Pyrogen Test 
 
 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The objective of the “Human(e) Pyrogen Test” project is to assess the performance 

and use of six recently developed in vitro pyrogen tests. These tests are based on the 

human fever reaction. As they are meant to be similar to the currently used Rabbit 

Test, the analytical procedure is designed to give a dichotomous outcome. In detail, 

drugs, which have to be tested for pyrogenic contamination due to regulatory 

instruction, have to be classified either as hazardous, i.e. pyrogenic, or as safe for 

humans. Hence, securing the safety of humans is the primary objective of 

pyrogenicity testing in general. Therefore, the prediction model is constructed to give 

a clear-cut classification of a given drug taking the safety aspect into account. 

In addition to the prediction model, procedures to ensure quality criteria the test 

systems have to meet are included. A two-step method to identify and eliminate 

aberrant data as well as a test for a sufficient limit of detection are provided. 

Information from previous phases of the project established the basis to develop and 

define these methods. The data from the pre-validation study were used to refine the 

procedures.  

All methods of the analytical procedure were developed to be applicable to each of 

the six test systems and were accepted by the participants. 

. 
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2 THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE 
 
The six test systems make use of the same biological principle. The mediators of the 

human fever reaction are cytokines, which are produced by monocytes. This principle 

is employed by incubating either fresh human cells or cell lines with the drug to be 

analysed under SOP-defined conditions. As there are several cytokines, which highly 

correlate with the human fever reaction, the cytokine of choice of the test sytems 

differs. Mainly the cytokine IL-6, but also IL-1β, TNF and neopterin were chosen as 

endpoints. After the incubation, an also SOP-defined ELISA-step is performed. In this 

step the cytokine is bound, visualised and finally measured by an optical reader. As 

the visualisation of the endpoint, measured as optical density (OD), is proportional to 

the amount of cytokine present, the resulting data are metrically scaled. In these entire 

procedure, a biological standard, WHO-LPS 94/580, is employed as an objective tool 

for comparison.  

One of the test systems is based on a competitive ELISA, which results in a 

monotonically decreasing dose-response relationship, whereas the other systems show 

an increasing relationship due to their sandwich ELISA technique. 
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3 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE DATA 
 
In previous phases the statistical properties of the data were analysed. Replicate 

observation for a fixed known control or an unknown drug revealed a right-skewed 

distribution. In experiments with large sample sizes it was shown, that a ln-

transformation of the raw OD-data allows to assume a gaussian distribution of the 

data, which parameters can be estimated by the mean and the empirical variance.  

As handling errors in the conduction of the test result in extreme observations, which 

may have an crucial impact on the prediction model, the probability of occurrence and 

impact of these observation was analysed. Although the probability of extreme 

observations is small for all tests, the inclusion of a method to identify and eliminate 

these data is indicated to ensure an optimised performance of the prediction model. 

Furthermore, it was confirmed, that the dose-response relation ship between 

concentration of the contamination and the response increases, respectively decreases, 

monotonically for increasing concentration. 
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4 METHODS 

4.1 Background 

The entire analytical procedure consists of three different techniques, two of which 

assure the appropriateness of the data. The ELISA-plates employed have a 96-well 

format. The data of one plate have to be considered as a whole, which can not be 

compared to other plates due to uncontrollable variation. Therefore, each plate has to 

include all controls required for the analytical procedure. These are a negative control, 

which is 0.9%-NaCl, and a positive control of the WHO-LPS 94/580 standard diluted 

in 0.9%-NaCl, as well as negative and positive controls of the drugs, which are to be 

tested on the plate. Negative controls of a drug are obtained by released batches of the 

drugs. Positive controls are gained by adding 0.5 endotoxin units (EU)/ml of WHO-

LPS 94/580. These 0.5 EU/ml were concordantly defined as the threshold 

concentration of endotoxin that induces fever in humans under worst conditions. In 

previous experiments it was shown, that this positive control lies in the most sensitive 

region, i.e. the steepest part, of the dose-response curve of all six test systems. In the 

following the NaCl-controls are denoted as “C-“ (negative) and “C+” (positive). 

Similarly, the controls of a drug Si are denoted as “Si-“ ans “Si+”. Furthermore, “Sij”, 

j=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, represent the blinded versions of the drug Si. 

 

4.2 Method A: Identification and elimination of aberrant data  
 
The first method to be applied is an method to check the quality of the data of a plate. 

In general, this is done by a two-step procedure, which firstly identifies the sets of 

replicates with an extremely large variation. A set of replicates consists of four 

replicates per control, respectively drug tested. For every test system a maximal 

coefficient of variation (CVmax) was extracted from the available information. If the 

CV of a set of replicates is smaller than its CVmax, it is analysed as it is. Otherwise, 

the set is examined in the second step. This second step is a test for outliers. 

Therefore, the Dixon’s test (1), which is USP approved, was chosen with the 

significance level of α=0.01. Preliminary to the testing itself, the raw OD-data are 

transformed with the natural logarithm, which normalises the data to meet the 
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prerequisites of the Dixon’s test. If one observation in a set, which is identified by the 

Dixon’s test, is responsible for its large variation, then this observation is excluded. If 

the variation is due to all observations, i.e. the absence of an outlier, the entire set of 

replicates is excluded from further analysis. Unfortunately, this approach poses the 

danger, that a whole plate can not be analysed, when a control is to be excluded. 

Therefore, both steps were chosen conservatively. Nevertheless, the empirical nature 

of the first step is not optimal and depends on general properties of the test system. 

But all established statistical methods, which address this problem, e.g. the Bartlett 

test for heterogeneity of variances, are not appropriate, because the variance structure 

over the range of concentration is highly variable and their global character. In table 1 

the empirically derived CVmax are listed for the six test systems. The approach could 

be harmonized over all test systems. 

 
test system MM6 PBMC THP-1BN THP-1IK WBT-KN WBT-NI 

CVmax 0.25 0.45 0.45 0.25 0.45 0.45 
 
Table 1: Maximum CV’s for the six test systems 
 

4.3 Method B: Assuring the limit of detection  

The second method is designed to ensure an minimum limit of detection of a plate (2). 

Because of the pre-defined dichotomous classification, a crude criterion, which 

merely shows strict monotonicity in the interesting part of the dose-response curve, 

can be chosen. Therefore, a one-sided t-test with a significance level of α=0.01 is 

applied to the ln-transformed data to ensure, that the response to the positive control is 

significantly larger than that of the respective negative control.  

 

4.4 Method C: The prediction model  

The third and most important statistical tool is the so-called prediction model (PM). In 

general, it is a statistical model, which classifies a given drug by an objective 

diagnostic or deciding rule. The objective of a dichotomous result requires a clear cut 

PM, which assigns a drug in one of the two classes “pyrogenic for humans” and “non-

pyrogenic for humans”. As the members of the project decided on a threshold positive 
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control,  a one-sided test is appropriate for the task. Because the data are normalised 

by a ln-transformation, a t-test was chosen. Although the variances over the range of 

concentration converge by the transformation, the assumptions of equal variances 

does generally not hold true, because it depends on additional covariates. Therefore, 

the one sided Welch-t-test (3) is applied. Due to the safety aspect of the basic 

problem, the hypotheses of the test are 

++ <> SjSSjS ii
HvsH µµµµ :: 10 , 

where ...µ  denotes the parameter of location of the respective ln-transformed 

distribution. This approach controls the probability of false positive outcomes directly 

by means of its significance level α, which is chosen as 0.01, because is assumes 

hazard, respectively pyrogenicity, of the tested drug in 0H , and assures safety, i.e. 

non-pyrogenicity. The test statistic is 
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The PM is built by means of the outcome of the test. Let 0 denote safety and 1 denote 

hazard. The classification of Si-j is then determined by 

Sij = 0, if  2;99.0 −++
>

jiSSi nnjS tT , 

Sij = 1, else, 

where 2;99.0 −++ jiSS nnt  the 0.99-quantile of the t-distribution with +Sn + 2−jSi
n  degrees 

of freedom. The number of replicates for every control and sample, i.e. n…, was 

harmonised for all test systems to be four. Due to the possibility of removing one 

observation by the outlier test, the number of replicates could be reduced to three. The 

classification of a version of a drug is regarded as an independent decision. Therefore, 

the niveau α is local.  
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4.5 Method D: 2x2 contingency tables for the final results  
 
Finally, the classifications of the drugs will be summarised in 2x2 contingency tables, 

formally presented in table 2. 

pre-defined class  

1 0 
Σ 

1 a b a+b = n.1 classification 

by test system 

and PM 0 c d c+d = n.0 

Σ a+c = n1. b+d = n0. n 

 

Table 2: 2x2 contingency table 

  

From these tables estimates of the sensitivity, i.e. the probability of correctly 

classified positive drugs, and specificity, i.e. the probability of correctly classified 

negative drugs, will be obtained by the respective proportions. Furthermore, these 

estimates will be accompanied by confidence intervals, which will be calculated by 

the Pearson-Clopper method (4). For example, let SEp̂  denote the proportion, namely 

the sensitivity, under investigation. Then the confidence interval to a niveau α is 

calculated as 
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where F… denotes the respective quantile of the F-distribution and n1. is the sample 

size of the positive drugs and a the number of correctly classified drugs. By 

contaminating the drugs artificially and by defining a threshold dose, which is 

assumed to be appropriate, the class of a drug is determined beforehand. The versions 

of drugs, which are effectively contaminated, but below the threshold dose, are 

considered to be negative, respectively safe, because their contamination is not crucial 

for humans in terms of endotoxin limit concentration. 
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5 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

5.1 General procedure 

The process of the analytical procedure is highlighted in figure 1. Firstly, the data of 

the controls of a ELISA-plate are checked for aberrant data with procedure A. If 

indicated, outliers are removed. If sets of replicates are to be removed, this is 

recorded, but due to the empirical base of the first step of A, the data will be further 

analysed with reservations. Afterwards, the remaining data of the controls are tested 

with method B to ensure a minimum limit of detection. If the controls in 0.9%-NaCl 

do not differ significantly, the further analysis is done with reservations. If the 

controls of a drug do not differ significantly, all data of this drug do not qualify for 

further analysis. The last part of quality assurance is the application of method A to 

the data of the blinded drugs. Here, drugs, which fail the criteria, are removed from 

further analysis. Finally, the remaining data are put to the prediction model. The 

classification of the still blinded drugs are sent to ECVAM in an official document, 

which will in general comprise the assigned class for every drug structured by test 

system, laboratory and drug. Upon receipt ECVAM will send the blinding code in a 

electronically generated document by e-mail to the project’s statistician Sebastian 

Hoffmann (e-mail: sebastian.hoffmann@uni-konstanz.de). Additionally, a hardcopy 

of the blinding code will be sent by post. Once the data are unblinded, the final 

results, which core will be method D, can be summarised, explicitly analysed and 

appropriately presented. Additionally to the contingency tables and related topics, an 

inter-laboratory comparison will be done. Furthermore, the reasons for 

misclassifications will be identified. 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the main analytical procedure 
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5.2 Modification for the test systems PBMC and WBT-NI 

This analytical procedure has to be modified for the two test systems PBMC and 

WBT-NI. The two test systems base their classification of a drug not on one outcome, 

but they classify a drug by the results of several independent experiments. Because 

both methods rely on fresh blood, the inter-donor variability is taken into account by 

using the blood of several donors and conducting the test independently. The 

modifications, which have to be made, arise out of contradictory classification of a 

drug by different donors. Therefore the classification of a drug is determined by the 

combination of the single donor-dependent results, which are calculated with the 

analytical procedure presented.  
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6 ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS 
 
The detailed analysis will contain an inter-lab comparison per test system, whereas 

measures of correlation as well as similarity can be used. Furthermore, shortcomings 

depending on specific drugs, laboratories, the analytical procedure and/or test systems 

will be examined by exploratory statistical methods. 

Additionally, modifications of the methods A, B and C will be used to optimise the 

analytical procedure with the information from the new data. In general, these are the 

consequences of more restrictive or less restrictive assumptions. With regard to A, the 

results of a procedure without a tool for aberrant data will be compared to the results 

of the described procedure. For B, more restrictive criteria to ensure a valid dose-

response relationship will be applied, e.g. techniques for ratios between controls based 

on Fieller’s theorem (5, 6). Besides, modifications in the t-test of the prediction model 

will be of interest, mainly assumptions considering the variance and a multiple testing 

approach. E.g. a simulation, which allows for the k -rule optimising the Dunnett’s 

test could be realisable.  

Finally, methods taking the real life situation of pyrogen testing into account will be 

highlighted. These include a Fieller-based method to handle interference.  
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VALIDATION STUDY (CATCH UP): LIST OF DRUGS 
 

Product   Manufacturer  Lot  

Alkohol-Konzentrat 95%1  B. Braun  2465Z01  
Beloc i.v.  Astra Zeneca  DA419A1  
Binotal 0,5g  Grünenthal  117EL2  
Fenistil  Novartis  268032  
MCP Hexal  Hexal  21JX22  
Orasthin3  Hoechst  not available  
Sostril  Glaxo Wellcome  3H01N4  
Syntocinon 3 I.E.   Novartis  S00400  
Traubenzuckerlösung 5% Eifelfango5  Eifelfango  31326  

 
 16.02.2004  
                                                
1 “95% Alcohol Concentration” 
2 Different lot number 
3 Orasthin no longer on the market, replaced with Syntocin 3 I.E. containing also oxytocin 
4 Different lot number 
5 “5% Glucose Solution” 
6 Different lot number 
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Analytical Procedure to Identify and Eliminate Outlying Observations 
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Analytical procedure to identify and eliminate outlying observations 
 

Introduction 

As seen in the pre-validation, the problem of outlying observations is not appropriately solved 

yet. The crucial issue about these observations is their impact on the prediction model, which 

could result in false classifications of substances. Of course, one could just neglect such 

observation, as done in the pre-validation. This is the most easy way, but its appropriateness 

with regard to sensitivity and specificity is depending on the probability of outlying 

observations. So far, this probability was low, smaller than 5%, for all assays. Nevertheless, 

even if there are only a few outliers, this approach has the disadvantage, that one would have 

to live the most extreme and maybe even pre-identified outlying observations, e.g. when a 

technician recognises that she/he made a gross handling error.  

Therefore, a new analytical procedure was developed. First of all, the objective of such an 

procedure has to be defined precisely. On the one hand, a way to identify obvious handling 

errors, which most often can be identified by eye by trained persons, is needed. On the other 

hand, a method to handle sets of replicates, which are extremely untypical for a specific assay, 

has to be taken into account. Hence, a generally applicable two-step procedure is proposed. 

 

Step 1: Checking the variation between sets of replicates 

Firstly, the data of an ELISA-plate are checked for untypical variation of one or more sets of 

replicates. In the given situation, one is only interested in those sets with extremely large 

variance. In general, there are two situations which have to be considered. On the one hand, 

just one observation could be responsible for a huge variance in its set of replicates. On the 

other hand, equally distributed replicates over a large range of response, which includes the 

situation of two outliers in a set, might be the reason.  

The existing statistical tests addressing this question, e.g. the Bartlett-test, are not appropriate 

due to various reasons, but mainly because they assume homogeneity of variances and show 

global heterogeneity. Thus a simple empirical method was derived for every assay, which is 

mainly based on the data of the pre-validation and the information from Phases A and B. The 

core of this method is an appropriate measure of variation for a set of replicates. Here, the CV 

is chosen, but the variance or the standard deviation can be used more or less equivalently. 

From these empirical information, a maximum CV, denoted as CVmax, was derived, which can 

be used as a tool to assess the variation of each set of replicates very easily. If a CV of a given 

set is larger than CVmax, then this set will be examined further in the second step of the 
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procedure. If the CV is smaller, then the data of the set will be analysed as they are. To 

highlight this empirical method, it is exemplarily explained for the Novartis-PBMC assay. In 

figure 1 the variation within sets of replicates for all available data is presented. 
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Figure 1: Variation within replicates for the PBMC-assay 

 

Together with the raw data and some linear modelling techniques, here CVmax(PBMC) = 0.45 

was chosen. This choice identifies two out of 154 pre-validation data sets as outlying sets in 

the right part of figure 1. As can be seen in the left part of figure 1, a criterion based on the 

variance, e.g. Varmax(PBMC) = 0.18  is almost identical, which even can be shown by some 

statistical approximation under certain assumptions.  

Additionally to the approach with the CV, a criterion based on the ratio of variances was 

applied. Also having the empirical background, it did not show any advantage.  

  

Step 2: Checking the variation within sets of replicates identified in step 1 

Let Si, i=1,…, denote the crucial, in step 1 identified sets with CV(i) > CVmax. In this second 

step the reasons for the high variation of the Si’s are examined. Firstly, a common test for 

outliers, the FDA-approved Dixon-test, is applied to each Si with the niveau α of 1%. If an 

outlier is identified, it is withdrawn from its set and the remaining data are further analysed. If 
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no outlier is detected, the observations of a set of replicates are regularly distributed over a 

large range of response. In the latter case, it is recommended, to repeat the substance(s) Si on 

another plate. 

 

Discussion 

Assuming such a partly empirical approach is appropriate, one still has to be aware of its 

properties and effects, especially when applied in the validation study. Firstly, the procedure 

gives excellent results when applied to the pre-validation data. This is expected, because the 

CVmax criterion was mainly derived by the data themselves, which makes it a self-fulfilling 

prophecy. Therefore, it poses the danger of choosing the CVmax too small, because it may lead 

to a lot of rejected sets. Additionally, maintaining such an empirical procedure demands to 

check regularly for the validity of the chosen CVmax. 

Secondly, in the given situation of the validation study, the impact of the retrospectively 

applied procedure has to be taken into account. Because the data are checked outside the labs, 

the sample size of the number of classified samples could be reduced during analysis. For 

example, assume that a control on a plate, on which the prediction model is based (e.g. the 

positive product control), does fail the above proposed procedure. In the case of the positive 

product control, this would mean that none of the samples tested on that plate could be 

classified by the prediction model.  

Furthermore, the robustness of the procedure with regard to systemic errors is noteworthy. It 

will work, even if the ELISA-plate is of low quality, e.g. with regard to coating, or if 

moderate systemic handling errors are present. 

 

Application of the procedure to the available data 

 
Outlier procedure 

assay CVmax 
number of 

sets outliers outlying sets
Dixon test 

THP-Bern 0.45 138 1 4 7 

THP-Inns. 0.2 112 - - 3 

MM6 0.2 129 1 1 5 

PBMC 0.45 154 1 1 6 

WBT-Konst. 0.45 138 - 1 3 
 
Table 1: Results of the outlier procedure 
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The results in table 1 are very promising, but should not be overestimated as mentioned 

above. For example, the problematic first run from Oslo with the THP-Bern assay with regard 

to Haemate can easily be handled with the proposed procedure, because three of the Haemates 

would have to be retested. In contrast, the Dixon test alone would not have detected any 

outlier in the three Haemates. 

As can be seen in table 1, a harmonised choice for CVmax was sought. Alternatively, the more 

conservative CVmax = 0.25 for the two-plate cell line assays (THP-Innsbruck, MM6) could 

have been applied giving very similar results. The more restrictive CVmax = 0.4 for the THP-

Bern and the two methods based on fresh blood could have also been chosen.  

Unfortunately, the variation within sets of replicates for the WBT-NIBSC increased from 

Phases A and B to the pre-validation and is fortunately decreasing at the moment due to 

changes in the SOP. But considering the variation shown in Phases A and B and the 

harmonising aspect of the above proposal, a CVmax(WBT-NIBSC) = 0.45 seems to be 

appropriate. 
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